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PREFACE 

In the new age India of the 1 99os, it has become popular, even fashionable, 
to have the name of a tantrika, a kind of all-purpose sexologist, medicine 
man, and shaman, in one's little black book of phone numbers. This same 
phenomenon has brought with it the appearance, preceding the tide page 
of books on magic and tantra, of "disclaimers" to the effect that said book 
docs not guarantee the results of the techniques it is treating and that its 
editors are not responsible for unhappy side-effects of said techniques 
when they are practiced in the privacy of one's home. The present work 
carries no such disclaimer because it in no way purportS to be a "how-to" 
book for reali7jng immortality. Nor is this a study in the history of Indian 
medicine or science: a great number of Indian scholars and scientists as 
well. as a growing number of western authors have written excellent works 
on the matters I will be treating from these perspectives, incorporating 
into their writings comprehensive overviews of Indian chemistry, human 
physiology, pharmacology, and therapeutics. 

The present work is rather a history-of-religions study of the medieval 
Siddha traditions of Hindu alchemy and btt!ha yoga, which formed two im
portant fields of theory and practice within the vast current of Indian mys
ticism known as tantra. It is the religious and, more specifically, tantric 
features of these interpenetrating traditions that 1 wi11 be treating in these 
pages, from both a historical and a phenomenological perspective. In the 
main, this will be a study of the lnngllngt of mystic experience and expres
sion, and it will be from the standpoint of language that I will chart out 
the theoretical, symbolic, and analogical parameters of the alchemical and 
hathayogic disciplines within their broader tantric and Hindu contexts. 
And, working from the semantic and symbolic fields of meaning that the 
alchemical material generates, this study will also look at a much wider 
array of Hindu and Indian phenomena through "alchemical eyes." 

This will furthennore be a scholarly work, nearly entirely divorced from 
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any ground of personal mystical experience. Apart from a short period of 
schooling in hn£hn yoga undertaken in Benares in 1984-85, I have never 
experienced anything that one could qualify as a genuine master-disciple 
relationship. I have never levitated, read other people's minds, or even seen 
auras. This being the case, it may well be that I belong to the great mass 
of those who "must go on blundering inside our front-brain faith in Kute 
Korrespondences, hoping that for each psi-synthetic taken from Earth's 
soul there is a molecule, secular and more or less ordinary and named, over 
here-kicking endlessly among the plastic trivia, finding in each Deeper 
Significance and trying to string them all together like terms of a power 
series hoping to zero in on the tremendous and secret Function whose 
name, like the permuted names of God, cannot be spoken ... to make 
sense out of, to find the meanest sharp sliver of truth in so much repli
cation."• 

Ultimate reality is beyond my reach, either to experience or express. I 
nonetheless hope that these pages may serve to bridge a certain gap be
tween raw experience and synthetic description, and thereby contribute 
to an ongoing tradition of cultural exchange that is at least as old as the 
Silk Road. 

In reading these pages, the reader may come to experience a sensation of 
vertigo, as the horizon of one mystic landscape opens onto yet another 
landscape, equaJJy vast and troubling in its internal immensity. It may be 
that these landscapes,2 with their dizzying multitudinous levels of self
interpretation, may inspire analysis by psychologists of both the armchair 
and professional varieties. J I believe, however, that the most useful western 
companion to the present study is the work of the French philosopher Gas
ton Bachelard entided The PoetiaofSpnce ... Bachelard's work is a phenome
nological study ofliterary depictions of the experience of space, from cellar 
to attic, from Chinese boxes to the interiors of seashells. In these pages I 
wiJJ endeavor to follow just such a phenomenological approach, pointing 
out homologies where the sources would seem to indicate connections in
ternal to the traditions themselves, without attempting to force the textual 
data into any preconceived model.' 

I treat alchemical and tantric discourse as self-referential, as part and 
parcel of a self-enclosed network of specifically Indian symbols and signs, 
my assumption being that the words and images of these traditions are 
always referring, before all else, to other words and images.6 Therefore, 
the best way to formulate a theory concerning the nature of the experiences 
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for which these words and images are so many signposts is to generate a 
symbolic lexicon from the multitude of intersecting words and images the 
sources offer. 7 Rather than exposing the doctrines of any single school, 
movement, or exegetical tradition, this study seeks to lay bare the words, 
images, and logic that a wide swath of the Hindu, and particularly Saiva 
(and tantric), population always already assume to be the case prior to giv
ing voice to their doctrines. 

This is, in the main, a study of a pervasive Indian worldview from a 
tantric and alchemical perspective. Now, if we follow Douglas Brooks 
when he maintains that Hindu tantrism has been treated as "an unwanted 
stepchild in the family of Hindu studies";8 and if, as Betty Dobbs has writ
ten with regard to its rejection of alchemy as so much fuzzy mysticism, 
that "modem science, like adolescence, denies its parentage,"9 then the 
subject of this study has a troubled family life. Perhaps it is the stepparents' 
and adolescents' judgment that one ought to question here. 

This book is the fruit of twelve years of research begun at the University 
of Chicago, where I began to translate the biinis, the mystic vernacular 
poems ofGorakhnath, under the direction ofProfessor Kali Charan Bahl. 
The use of metaphor and imagery in these poems reminded me of similar 
language from an alchemical work entided the Rasii17Jnva (The Flood of 
Mercury), which I had attempted to translate (with mitigated success) for 
a self-styled French mystic a few years earlier. 

It was on the basis of these first tentative identifications that I embarked 
in earnest on the present research, going to India in 1984-85 under the 
auspices of a grant from the American Institute for Indian Studies. It had 
been my intention, in undertaking my research tour, to find a living yogin
alchemist and to sit at his feet until I had solved all the riddles the Rnsiir
f!OVa and the Gornkh Biini had posed for me. This endeavor was a total 
failure. There were no alchemists to be found in the places in which I 
sought them out (although I did meet a number of amateurs and charla
tans), and the few Nath Siddhas who struck me as genuine practitioners of 
the ha!ha yoga taught by Gorakhnath made it clear that they would be will
ing to divulge their secrets to me only after a long period of discipleship. 

Being a westerner in a hurry, I spurned this path, in spite of its many 
attractions, for that of the textualist. First in India, under the guidance of 
a number of professors of Ayurvedic studies, and later in Europe and the 
United States, then in India and Nepal once again, under the auspices of a 
grant from the Council for the International Exchange of Scholars, I fol-



lowed the leads the texts offered me. In spite of my rush at the outset, it is 
only now, after an additional ten years, that I feel myself capable of under
standing these mystic disciplines sufficiently to be able to share certain of 
my insights on them. Let the reader be forewarned, then, that my interpre
tations of the language of the Hindu alchemical, bathayogic, and tantric 
traditions bear no stamp of approval from any Indian guru of any sect 

whatsoever. This is a textual study, one that is based, in any case, on a 
number of texts for which the all-important chain of transmission of oral 
tradition from teacher to disciple has long since been broken. In the ab
sence of a teacher from the tradition itself, I have taken the difficult road 
of letting the texts speak for themselves and even communicate among 
themselves as the exemplars and followers of the medieval Siddha tradi
tions under study here would have done. I hope they will speak to the 
reader of this work as well. 

I feel somewhat justified in my textualist: bias, however, since it is shared 
by the alchemical tradition itself. We read in three major alchemical works 
that "neither sequence (oral teachings) without written sources nor written 
sources without sequence [are acceptable]. Knowing the written soun:es to 

be conjoined with sequence, the person who then practices [alchemy] par
takes of the siJdbis." 10 On still another score I also believe this to be an 
authentic work. The twelve years' preparation this book has required of 
me corresponds to the standard period of preparation of a yogin in the 
traditions under study here. Twelve years, the mystic homologue of a year 
of twelve months in which the seasons and the dance of sun and moon are 
brought full circle, seems to me to be an appropriate period for this schol
arly exercise, which will have succeeded if its 6nal transmutation of raw 
data into food for thought pleases the reader's palate. 

Many are the people to whom I owe thanks for their help in the prepara
tion of this book. A great number of these persons' names will be found in 
the text of this book itself or in the endnotes, under the rubric of "personal 
communication." This group includes several of the coundess Nith Sid
dhas who offered to share their cbillums and knowledge with me (usually 
in that order) as well as fellow academics from both India and the west. In 
India, these include Bbambhulnlth, the late abbot of the Hardwar monas
tery; Avedyanith, abbot of the Gorakhpur monastery; and the great Nith 
Siddba scholar Narbarinith, abbot of the Caugbera monastery in the Dang 
region of southern Nepal; Sivaprasad Dabbaral, Dr. Laxmi Chandra Sastri, 
Dr. Surya Kumar Yogi, Dr. N. Sethu Raghunathan, Dr. Rajendra Kumar 



Agnwal of Gurukul Kangri University in Hardwar, Dr. Damodar Joshi 
of Benares Hindu University, Dr. Siddhinandan Mishra of Sampumanand 
Sanskrit University (Benares), Dr. Hari Shanbr Sharma of Gujam Ay
urved University ijamnapr), Mahavir Prasad Gill of the Anup Sanskrit 
Libnry in Bikaner, Vijaya Shrestha of the Nepal National Archives in 
Kathmandu, and Thakur Nahar Singh jaso~ Director of the Mehranpr 
Museum Tnut in Jodhpur. 

Back in the west, a number of students in my undergnduate and gradu
ate courses have played a catalytic role in the writing of this book, forcing 
me, through their stimulating discussions and questions, to shape and 
sharpen my thinking on a number of issues: Bryan Cuevas, Than Garson, 
Bill Gorvine, Paul Hackett, Chuck jones, Spencer Leonanl, Derek Maher, 
Amir Mnhammadi, David Need, Mark Siebold, Kerry Skon, Phil Stanley, 
Dennis Swaim, and Steve Weinberger. I also wish to thank Bronwen 
Bledsoe, Veronique Bouillier, Douglas Brooks, Mark Dyc:zkowski, Morten 
and Jyna Madsen, Jan Meulenbeld, John Roberts, Bo Sax. Alain Wattelier, 
and Dominik Wujastyk for the scholarly and material support they af
forded me at various stages of this book's development. I am especially 
indebted to Dr. Arion ROfU, the greatest living westem historian of Indian 
medicine, for the fatherly guidance he has shown me over the past decade. 
1b Alc:Ds Sanderson, without whom the sixth chapter of this work would 
still be the shambles that it was when he first rad it, I also owe special 
thanks. Finally, I owe a great debt of gratitude to the late Mircea Eliade 
-the greatest modern "midwife" of historians of religions-whose 
groundbreaking studies inspired me to explore the field of Indian al
chemy.11 and who helped me to publish my first article on the subject. u 

Publication of this book was funded in part by the Office of the Vice 
Provost for Research at the University ofVuginia. 





NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION 

Unless otherwise noted, all transliterations from the Sanskrit follow stan
dard lexicographical usage, with the following exceptions: {r) toponyms 
still in use are transliterated without diacritics {thus Srisailam and not 
Srisailam), except in the case of sites identified with deities {thus Kediir
nath and not Kedarnath); (z) names of authors and editors from the colo
nial and postcolonial periods are transliterated without diacriticals; (3) the 
tenn Niith is transliterated in its modern Hindi fonn as opposed to the 
Sanskritic Niltba; (4) proper names of historical Niith Siddhas are translit
erated with the -niitb suffix, as opposed to the Sanskritic-niitha (however, 
see note 8 to chapter r). 
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ONE 

Indian Paths to Immortality 

The emperor Aurangzeb issued a firmnn to Anand N!ith, the abbot of 
Jakhbar, an obscure monastery in the Punjab, in 1661 or r66a: 

The letter sent by Your Reverence has been received along with two 
to/nbs of quicksilver. However, it is not so good as Your Reverence 
had given us to understand. It is desired that Your Reverence should 
carefully treat some more quicksilver and have that sent, without un
necessary delay. A piece of cloth for a cloak and a sum of twenty-five 
rupees which have been sent as an offering will reach (Your Rever
ence). Also, a few words have been written to the valiant Fateh Chand 
to the effect that he should always afford protection.' 

The greatest Mogul persecutor of Hinduism in history offers his pro
tection to a Hindu abbot named Nath in exchange for twenty grams of 
treated mercury. What is the story behind this curious missive? 

1. Sexual Fluids in Medieval India 

Some time around the sixth century A.D., a wave of genius began to sweep 
over India, a wave that has yet to be stilled. This wave, which took the 
form of a body of religious thought and practice, has been interpreted in a 
number of different ways by Indians and westerners alike. What some have 
called madness and abomination, others have deemed a path to ecstasy or 
the sublime. Such have been the evaluations of this phenomenon, which 
has, over some fourteen hundred years, never ceased to enthuse and con
found. 

The Indians who innovated this body of theory and practice called it 
tantra, "the warp (of reality)!' The word has a most ancient pedigree. Its 
root, ttm, means "to stretch:' as one would a thread on a loom (also called 
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tantra) or, in Vedic parlance, a body (tantt) to be sacrificed on an altar 
within the rirual framework (tantraV Those persons who followed the way 
of tantra were called tiintrikas, and their written and orally transmitted 
works the Ttmtras. 

Indian tantrism,J in its Hindu, Buddhist, and Jain varieties, did not 
emerge out of a void. It was on the one hand influenced by culrural inter
actions with China, Tibet, central Asia, Persia, and Europe, interactions 
which had the Silk Road and medieval maritime routes and ports as their 
venue. Much more important, however, were the indigenous Indian roots 
of tantrism, which was not so much a departure from earlier forms of Hin
duism as their continuation, albeit in sometimes tangential and heterodox 
ways. This book explores the uniquely Indian foundation of tantrism. 
More specifically, this book is an inquiry into those Hindu sectarian groups 
that have come to be known as the Siddhas, which, appropriating traditions 
that were more ancient than those of tantrism itself, did not in fact fully 
flower until the twelfth and thirteenth cenruries. As a loosely strucrured 
religious community identified with a particular body of practice, the Sid
dhas have had greater staying power than the tintrikas and continue to 
form a visible part of the Indian religious landscape. 

As a common noun, siddhtr means "realized, perfected one," a term gen
erally applied to a practitioner (sndhaka, sndh11) who has through his prac
tice (sndhana) realized his dual goal of superhuman powers (siddhis, "real
izations:' "perfections") and bodily immortality (jivmmlllktt). As a proper 
noun, Siddha becomes a broad sectarian appellation, applying to devotees 
of Siva in the Deccan (Mnhefvara Siddhas),S alchemists in Tamil Nadu (Sit
tars), a group of early Buddhist tantrikas from Bengal (Mahnsiddhas, Sid
dhnciiryas), the alchemists of medieval India (Rasa Siddhas)6 and, most espe
cially, a mainly north Indian group known as the Niith Siddhas. 7 

These last two groups gready overlapped one another, with many of the 
most important Nath Siddhas-Gorakh, Matsyendra, Carpap, Dattatreya, 
Nagnath, Adinath,8 and others-being the authors (if only by attribution) 
or transmitters of a wide array of revealed yogic and alchemical teachings. 
The medieval Nath Siddhas and Rasa Siddhas further interacted with a 
third group. This was the paici711ii111nnya (Western Transmission), a Sakta 
sect devoted to the worship of the goddess Kubjika which, based mainly 
in Nepal, also incorporated tantric,9 yogic, and alchemical elements into 
its doctrine and practice. 

A major point of convergence between these three groups, within the 
broader tantric matrix, was their cult of the Siddhas who were for them 
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not historical figures but rather demigods and intermediaries between the 
human and the divine. Cults of these semidivine Siddhas go back to at least 
the beginning of the common era; they and their peers the Vidyidharas 
(Wizards) are a standard fixture of Indian fantasy and adventure literature 
throughout the medieval period.'o Central to these cults was their "popu
lar" soteriology, which had little in common with the "authorized" soteri
ologies of Vedic and classical Hinduism. The worlds of the Siddhas and 
Vidyidharas were the closest homologue India has known to popular west
em notions of heaven as a place of sensual gratification and freedom from 
the human condition. Those capable of acceding to these atmospheric lev
els remained there, liberated from the fruits of their acts (karma) and for
ever exempted from the lower worlds of rebirth (sm!tslra) but not divested 
of their individuality as is the case with the impersonal workings of release 
into the Absolute (tltokfa). A precursor of the Puranic notion of the "sev
enth heaven" of bralmlllloka or satyaloka, the world of the Siddhas was a 
place that endured even beyond the cyclic dissolution (pralaya) at the close 
of a cosmic eon (kalpa). This popular tradition, whose reflection is found 
in the lower hierarchies of the Hindu and Buddhist pantheons, in adven
ture and fantasy literature, and in humble shrines to these anonymous 
demigods, lay beyond the pale of brahmanic control and legitimation. So 
too would the medieval Siddha movements, which appropriated for them
selves, with certain modifications, the preexisting Siddha soteriology. 

The most important innovation of these medieval Siddha traditions (the 
Nath and Rasa Siddhas in particular) was the concrete and coherent 
method they proposed for the attainment of the Siddha world and Siddha 
status. This is what had been lacking in the earlier Siddha cults: the belief 
system was there, but the notions of how to reach that blessed abode were 
vague at best. Certain traditions maintained that it could be reached 
through travel," others through the miraculous intervention of the Sid
dhas one propiated,12 others through more serendipitous means. The later 
medieval Siddha movements proposed the following working principle: 
mere humans could, through their tantric, yogic, and alchemical practice, 
climb the ladder of being and accede to the ranks of the semidivine Sid
dhas. In this new perspective one could, by perfecting oneself, transform 
perfected role models into colleagues. A trace of the notion of a primordial 
ontological difference between those born perfect and those who made 
themselves perfect (not unlike the difference between old money and new) 
remains in works which categorize the Siddhas into the three oghas 
(streams)-the divine, the perfected, and the human-but the dividing line 
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between them was a dotted one that could be crossed through a systematic 
body of esoteric practice. u 

Apart from this common heritage, a second point of convergence be
tween the Nath Siddhas, Rasa Siddhas, and the Western Transmission lies 
in their common body of mystic doctrines and practices involving sexual 
Auids-male and female sexual Auids, to be sure, but ever so much more. 
Since the time of the Vedas, rasa-the fluid element found in the universe, 
sacrifice, and human beings-has been more or less identified by Indians 
with the fount of life. All fluids, including vital fluids in humans, plant 
resins, rain, the waters, and the sacrificial oblation, are so many manifesta
tions of msn. 1 .. So too, since at least the dawn of the common era,u Indians 
have known that the miracle of conception occurs through the union of 
male and female vital Auids, semen and uterine blood. With early tantrism, 
these procreative Auids came to be conceived as "power substances" for 
the worship of and ultimately the identification with gods and goddesses 
whose boundless energy was often portrayed as sexual in nature. Nearly 
always, the god in question was some form of Siva, the god whose worship 
in the form of a lilign (phallus) dates from at least the second century B.c.16 

The way to becoming a "second Siva" -for this has nearly always been the 
goal of tantric practice in its various forms-was, in early tantrism, real
ized through the conduit of a horde of wild goddesses (which the tantrikas 
identified with their human consorts), generally known as yogin is. These 
"bliss-starved" goddesses, attracted by offerings of mingled sexual Auids, 
would converge into the consciousness of the practitioner, to transform 
him, through their limitless libido, into a god on earth.17 

Following the brilliant tenth- through eleventh-century reconfiguration 
ofTrika Kaulism by Abhinavagupta and others, most of the messy parts of 
tantric practice (at least outward practice) were cleaned up, aestheticized, 
and internalized in different ways. 111 For the later "high" tantric schools, 
the cult of the yoginis and the ritual production, offering, and consumption 
of sexual fluids were continued, but only within the restricted context of 
the "secret practice" of an inner circle of initiates. Outwardly, however, 
ritual sexuality had undergone a paradigm shift. Sexual fluids themselves 
were no longer the way to godhead; rather, it was in the bliss of sexual 
orgasm that one realized god-consciousness for oneself.19 

In certain cases, all such transactions involving sexual fluids became 
wholly internalized and incorporated into the so-called subtle body 
(nikf/110 inrlra). Here, all humans were viewed as essentially androgynous 
with sexual intercourse an affair between a female serpentine nexus of en-
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ergy, generally called the kmJtfnlini, and a male principle, identified with 
Siva, both of which were located within the subtle body. An intricate meta
physics of the subtle body-its relationship to the brute matter of the gross 
body as well as to the universal divine life force within, the bipolar dynam
ics of its male and female constituents, etc.-was developed in every tan
tric schooJ.l0 

It was especially within two tantric sects, the Western Transmission and 
the Yogini Kaula (transmitted by Matsyendra), that a practical concomitant 
to this speculative-and in some cases gnoseological or soteriological
metaphysics came to be elaborated. This was bnrbn yoga, the "method of 
violent exertion," whose system of the six cakras ("wheels [or circles] of 
transformation") became the centerpiece of the doctrine and practice 
of the Nath Siddhas-who claim their origins in the person and teachings 
of Matsyendranath. 11 For the Nath Siddhas, the siddbis and jivnnmukti were 
the direct results of the internal combination and transformation of sexual 
fluids into atm;tn, the divine nectar of immortality. 

Matsyendranath and the founders of the Western Transmission were 
not alone, however, in their persistent emphasis on the sexual fluids as 
(generally internalized) power substances, rather than simply as by
products of a transubstantiating experience of bliss. At about the same time 
as their hathayogic systems were being elaborated, the matter of sexual 
fluids was being broached from a novel and rather unexpected angle by a 
third group. These were the Rasa Siddhas, the alchemists of medieval In
dia, whose doctrines are best summed up in a classic aphorism from the 
foundational RnsiiriJnvn: yatbii lobe tatbii debe, "as in metal, so in the bod>;" 11 

In a universe that was the ongoing procreation of the phallic god Siva 
and his consort the Goddess/1 a pair whose procreative activity was mir
rored in the fluid transactions and transformations of human seA"Uality, in 
a universe whose every facet reflected the fundamental complementarity 
of the male and female principles, the mineral world too had its sexual 
valences and fluids. In the case of the Goddess, her sexual emission, her 
seed, took the form of mica, while her uterine or menstrual blood was 
identified with sulfur. There are a number of reasons for these identifica
tions, not the least of which are chemical: mica and sulfur are important 
reagents in the purification and activation of the mineral homologue to 
divine semen. This is mercury, and if there ever was an elective affinity to 
be found at the interface between chemistry and theology, this is it. For 
what a miraculous mineral mercury is! Mercury is a shining liquid, amaz
ingly volatile, seemingly possessed of a life of its own: what better homol-
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ogy could one hope to find for the semen of a phallic god? But this is not 
all. Mercury's chemical behavior as well is nothing short of miraculous, 
and as such it stands, in the words of an early twentieth-century scholar 
alchemist as the "central idea upon which the whole structure of the Hindu 
Chemistry is erected: viz., the fact that mercury can be made to swallow, 
by special processes, a considerable quantity of gold or other metals, with
out any appreciable increase in the weight of the swallowing mercury. "2" 

Mercury, which when "swooned" drives away disease, "killed" revives 
itself, and "bound" affords the power of flight,25 is the presence in the 
mineral world of the sexual essence of the Absolute. As such, it is as 
all-absorbing as Siva who, at the end of cyclic time, implodes the entire 
universe into his yogic body, thereby transforming existence into essence. 
This is precisely what occurs in alchemical reactions. A "seed" (bija) of 
gold or silver is planted in mercury (whose powers of absorption have been 
massively enhanced through a series of treatments in sulfur, mica, and 
other mainly "female" elements), which then becomes possessed of a 
"mouth" capable of "swallowing," of absorbing into itself, according to 
the alchemical scriptures, millions, even billions and trillions, of times its 
mass in base metals. These are thereby transmuted into gold, and in a tra
dition in which "gold is immortality, " 26 that's saying a mouthful. All that 
remains is for the alchemist to swallow the mercury in question to himself 
become a second Siva, an immortal superman (Siddha) whose every bodily 
secretion becomes transmutative and transubstantiating. In tandem with 
his work in the laboratory, the Hindu alchemist also engages in the prac
tice of ha!ha yoga, as well as a certain number of erotico-mystical tantric 
operations involving the sexual fluids that he and his female laboratory 
assistant generate in order to catalyze reactions between divine sexual 
fluids in their mineral forms. In the end, all is a continuity of sexual 
fluids. 

2. Tantrikas, Siddhas, and Yogis 

The sole surviving heirs to this medieval legacy are the Niith Siddhas, who 
continue to be revered, on a popular level at least, as India's masters of 
yoga and wizards of alchemy, the last living guides along the secret paths 
to supernatural power and bodily immortality. Theirs is a powerful legacy. 
On the one hand, they are perfected immortals who have chosen to remain 
in the world of men, moving through it even as they transcend its tran-
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sience and attendant sorrows. On the other, for persons still trapped in this 
world, a good Siddha is hard to find. 

Hindu tantrism disappeared as a major sectarian phenomenon a number 
of centuries ago, a victim of its own excesses.27 These excesses were pri
marily of two orders. The first and best documented is nonetheless less 
important than the second. This excess was one of bad publicity. In seek
ing to truly live out their principles of nondifference-between god and 
creature, elite and preterite, squalor and grandeur, the exalted and the 
demented-many tantrikas, openly indulging in cross-caste adultery, co
prophagy, and all manner of other purity violations and antisocial behavior 
(or at least openly claiming to do so), were simply revolting to the general 
public. The second excess, which truly sounded the death knell of tantrism 
as an important religious movement, came as the result of a sea change 
in tantric theory and practice. Following Abhinavagupta, tantrism became 
transformed into an elite mystic path that was all too complicated, refined, 
and cerebralized for common people to grasp. The man on the street could 
not recognize himself in its discourse. It bore too little resemblance to his 
experience as a mortal being inhabiting a body doomed to age and die, 
entangled in the meantime within a network of family and social relations; 
wielding plowshares, hammers, and the like; living, loving, and dying on 
the trampled earth of a village his people had inhabited for hundreds of 
years. The thirty-six or thirty-seven metaphysical levels of being were in
comprehensible to India's masses and held few answers to their human 
concerns and aspirations. 

For the Nath Siddhas, whose institutionalized sectarian orders (snmpra
diiyns) mainly grew out of earlier and more heterodox Saiva orders (the 
Pasupatas and Kapalikas in particular), the "brahmanization" of tantrism 
and its departure from the realm of the concrete into that of the sublime 
came as a boon of sorts. For whereas "high" tantrism was now mainly of
fering transcendence of the world, the Nath Siddhas' path continued to 
offer concrete and relatively accessible pO'Wn· in the world. For the masses, 
as well as for kings whose concerns were often more this-worldly than 
those of brahman metaphysicians, the Naths and many of their fellow Sid
dhas became the supernatural power brokers of medieval India. The Sid
dhas, yogins and alchemists that they are, have always been technicians of 
the co11crete: specialists in the concrete transmutation of base metals into 
gold and the concrete transformation of mortal, aging man into a per
fected, immortal superman, masters of the natural processes rather than 
mere victims of or bystanders to them. Theirs has always been a path to 
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mastery and raw, unadulterated power-mastery over the forces of nature, 
including the inexorable processes of aging and death, and dominion over 
the temporal powers of even the greatest kings and annies. 

In this context, the Nath Siddhas have often been cast in the role of 
kingmakers, elevating untested boys to the thrones of kingdoms through
out medieval south Asia, at times bringing down mighty tyrants in the pro
cess.18 But India has also always been a country of villages, and the Nath 
Siddhas, whose backgrounds have generally been humble, have long been 
the special champions of village India. These are cowherd boys who, hav
ing perfonned minor miracles at an early age, were initiated into a Siddha 
order and grew up to be immortal, hail-stopping "god men." Many are 
the accounts I have heard, from traveling salesmen, university students, 
monastic novices, and village plowboys alike, of these perfected beings 
who have dotted and even defined the religious landscape of village India 
with their awesome, death-defying presence. 

The Nath Siddhas' persistent popular success, coupled with their gen
erally humble social backgrounds, the relative accessibility of their path, 
and the this-worldly focus of their practices and goals, has long made them 
the object of scorn and censure on the part of India's social, cultural, and 
religious elites-the upper castes, urban intelligentsia, and cosmopolitan 
literati whose religious proclivities have tended more towards refined and 
cosmeticized orthodoxy or cerebralized tantrism. Indeed, the Nath Sid
dhas have long been accused of being charlatans or mere conjurers-an 
accusation that India's street magicians have long used to their advantage, 
posing as yogins or tiintrikas in their perfonnances.29 It is in this context 
that we must introduce yet another important tenn to our lexicon. This is 
the tenn Yogi (Jogi, in vernacular parlance), which has to a certain extent 
supplanted the tenns "tiintrika," "Kipilika," and "heretic" in orthodox 
Hindu discourse. While yogi[n} is nothing more than an adjectival or pos
sessive fonn of the tenn yoga, used to designate a practitioner of yoga, the 
tenn came to take on a sectarian and often pejorative connotation in medi
eval India, a connotation which has remained operative down to the pres
ent day. "Yogi" or "jogi" has, for at least ei~ht hundred years, been an all
purpose tcnn employed to designate those Saiva religious specialists whom 
orthodox Hindus have considered suspect, heterodox, and even heretical 
in their doctrine and practice. On the one hand, the Yogis are defined (like 
the tiintrikas of an earlier time) by their nonconfonnity to and exclusion 
from orthodox categories: they are that troubling aggregate of sectarian 
groups and individuals whose language and behavior subvert the canons of 
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Vedic, devotional, and "high" tantric religion. On the other hand, they are 
defined by certain features of their sectarian affiliations and practices: heirs 
to the heterodox Pasupatas and Kapalikas of an earlier age, they are devo
tees of terrible forms of Siva (usually Bhairava) who besmear themselves 
with ashes, leave their hair uncut, and continue to adhere to the practices 
of"primitive" tantrism. As such, their "yoga" is more closely identified, in 
the jaundiced eyes of their critics, with black magic, sorcery, sexual perver
sion, and the subversion of alimentary prohibitions than with the practice 
of yoga in the conventional sense of the term. In recent times, "Yogi" has 
been most specifically applied to the Nath Siddhas, who are widely known 
as Kanpha!a (Split-eared, for the very visible earrings they wear in holes 
bored through the thick of their ears, the hallmark of the order) Yogis or 
Jogis-a term that they themselves eschew. 

This book, then, is about those tantric movements and sects which 
called themselves and continue to call themselves Siddhas, but which 
were-following the "brahmanization" of the tantrism with which they 
had interacted throughout their early development-branded as Yogis by 
the Hindu orthodoxy. That these Yogis were alchemists is borne out by no 
less a person than Marco Polo who, describing a group of ciugi Qogis) 
whom he had encountered on the Malabar coast of India at the close of the 
thirteenth century, attributed their superhuman life spans of I ;o to 200 

years to their ingestion of an elixir composed of mercury and sulfur.30 

Some five hundred years later, Marco Polo's observations are seconded by 
the French traveler Fran~ois Bernier, a Catholic man of letters, when he 
notes that the Yogis "know how to make gold and to prepare mercury so 
admirably that one or two grains taken every morning restore the body to 
perfect health!' u 

What links these two accounts in a most startling way is that their 
descriptions of Yogis both seem to define these figures as alchemists. Yogis 
were healthy, had good digestion, and lived for hundreds of years because 
they ingested mercury and sulfur as part of their daily regime. Here, let 
us also recall that the firomn Aurangzeb sent to the Nath Siddha abbot of 
the Jakhbar monastery was a request for treated mercury. These data, set 
against the backdrop of the vast wealth of yogic literature-as well as a 
sprinkling of alchemical works-produced by such illustrious Nath Sid
dhas as Gorakhnath and Matsyendranath, can lead to only one conclusion. 
The Siddhas, the Yogis, of medieval India were both alchemists (Rasa Sidd
has) and pioneers of ha(ha yoga (Nath Siddhas). Yoga and alchemy were 
complementary, interpenetrating disciplines for the medieval Siddhas. 
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The Rasa Siddhas and Nath Siddhas, if they were not one and the same 
people, were at least closely linked in their practice. The balance of this 
book is devoted to proving this thesis. 

3· The Quest for Immortality: The Vedic Legacy 

The altogether human aspiration to be possessed of a body not subject to 
the trammels of death finds its earliest Indian expression in the ca. 1 zoo 
a.c. f!.g Vtdn, in which a poet pleads "Deliver me from death, not from 
nondeath." J! Here, the Vedic term mm;tn is a polyvalent one, at once signi
fying nondeath (n-1m;tn), immortality, the immortals (the gods), the world 
of the immortals (heaven)-and nectar or ambrosia (which is the Greek 
cognate of mm;tn), the draft of immortality, by which the gods remain im
mortal. It is this final gloss that is the most pregnant with meaning for the 
later traditions I treat in these pages. In the Vedic context, the gods win 
and maintain their eternal life by offering soma, the miraculous herb of 
immortality, as a sacrificial oblation among themselves. 

Here, the rich Vedic (and Indo-European) mythology of the theft of 
S0111nu-from either the atmospheric Gandharvas or the rival Asuras (anti
gods)-is given a particularly sacrificial gloss in the priestly tradition of 
the brahmanic literature. It is not enough to simply possess the S011tn-or 
any sacrificial oblation for that matter-to benefit from it. Rather, as the 
gods first discovered, it is by offering or surrendering the sacrifice to an
other (god) that its benefits accrue to the sacrificer. The brutish Asuras, 
unable to fathom this secret, each offered the oblation into his own mouth 
and so failed to win (the benefits of) the world of the sacrifice.H 

In the Vedic present, humans who have now learned the secret of sacri
fice come to reap its benefits by offering the sacrificial oblation (idealized 
as S0111n regardless of the oblatory material) to the gods. The oblation sus
tains the gods and maintains their immortality; moreover, the fruit of the 
sacrifice that accrues to the human sacrificer also takes the form of a certain 
order ofimmortality.u In addition to fulfilling to the more or less mundane 
aspirations of the brahmanic sacrificer-wealth in cows, faithful wives, 
sons, etc.-the principal fruit of the sacrifice was a mitigated immortality 
for a "full life span" (viiviiyus) of one hundred years. Therefore, in order to 
live a full life, one had to sacrifice constantly, "for a hundred years is tanta
mount to immortality." J6 
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There were two ways in which sacrifice saved one from death. The first 
of these was the mechanism of sacrifice itself. According to brahmanic the
ory, the body one inhabited in life was in fact a loan from the gods or, more 
precisely, from Yama, the Lord of the Dead. As such, sacrifice was nothing 
other than a payment on a loan; failure to pay (i.e., offer sacrifice) resulted 
in repossession (i.e., death). In order that his debtors might keep up on 
their payments, Yama, Vedic Hinduism's cosmic "repo man," threw in a 
piece of land with the body he loaned: this was the parcel on which the 
sacrificer installed his household (giidJnpntyn) fire.J7 In this context, the 
English term "mongage" (literally "dead pledge") for "the conveyance of 
real or personal property by a debtor to a creditor as security for a debt" Ja 

to be repaid within a fixed period of time takes on a new fullness of mean
ing. Under the terms of Yama's and the gods' contract, no human could 
occupy a body for more than one hundred years, since such would have 
been tantamount to (divine) immortality. Thus, once again, "a hundred 
years is tantamount to immortality." 

The second way in which the sacrifice saved humans from death lay in 
the nature of the oblation itself. Soma, the divine nectar of immortality, 
was, in the time of the Vedas, considered (or fantasized) to be accessible to 
humans, whence such hymns as: "We have drunk the Soma; we have be
come immortal; we have gone to the light; we have found the gods .•.. 
Far-famed Soma, stretch out our lifespans so that we may live .... The 
drop that we have drunk has entered our hearts, an immonal inside 
mortals." J9 

Like fire (ngm), soma is both a substance and the god identified with that 
fluid oblation.-~~' Early on, however, Soma the god became identified with 
the moon (lndu, in Vedic parlance), which was considered to be a drop 
(i11d11) of nectar (mm;tn), of sumn, shining in the heavens.~• But the moon, 
this drop of nectar, was nothing other than divine seed (retns),~1 which was 
identified by analogy with vital fluids both animal and vegetable (rnsn);0 as 
well as with the vivifying rains and waters (iip), which were so many medi
cines or remedies (bhefnjn) for all that ails mortal man.~ 

It is the fluid element (rnsn), then, that the Vedic theoreticians conceived 
as the suppon of all life and indeed of nondeath for humans as well as gods. 
As I have already noted, however, the potential of the fluid oblation could 
not be activated or realized without the dynamic of sacrifice, which also 
brought two other clements into play: these were fire (ngm), divinized as 
Agni, the gad of fire; and wind (viiyu), the active element of exchange, 
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which conveyed the essence of the sacrificial oblation from the world of 
humans to the divine realm. This trinity of elements (and gods) was com
plemented by another conceptual triad, which served and continues to 
serve as the ground for the network of homologies and analogies that are 
the framework of the entire sweep of Indian symbol systems. This is the 
triad constituted by the human being (microcosm), the mediating mecha
nism of the sacrifice (mesocosm), and the universe as a whole (macro
cosm)-which is often conceived as the body of a universal man or god."5 

A passage from the Satapntha Bt'db711a1Ja (9·5·'·11) plays on all of these 
interrelations: "When he [the sacrificer] has offered in the fire, he drinks 
[soma]; for that [fire altar] is his divine body, and this [the sacrificer's body] 
is his [the fire god Agni's] human one." 

As I will show, this threefold structure, in combination with the triad of 
fluid-fire-wind, comes to inform both medical and yogic models of diges
tion, conception, metabolism, and bodily regeneration, as well as alchemi
cal models of the chemical reactions between the fluid element mercury 
(called rasa) and the fiery element sulfur, transmutation in the laboratory, 
and the transubstantiation of the human body. 

Already in Vedic traditions we find embryonic notions of this interplay 
between the human, divine, and sacrificial-and mineral-realms. In a 
hymn of praise to odn11a, the sacrificial porridge, the Atbarvn Veda (1 I.J.I
z,7-8) states that "of this porridge Brhaspati is the head, Brahman the 
mouth, heaven and earth the ears, sun and moon the eyes, the seven seers 
the in- and out-breaths ... dark metal its flesh, red metal its blood, tin its 
ash, gold its complexion!'46 

Later, the Sntapatba Brilb111a1Ja (6.I.J.I-S) puts a mineral twist on one of 
its many accounts of the creation of the universe through the self-sacrifice 
of the cosmic god-man Prajapati: 

Verily, Prajapati alone was here in the beginning. He desired "May I 
exist, may I reproduce myself." He toiled, he heated himself with in
ner heat. From his exhausted and overheated body the waters flowed 
forth ... from those heated waters foam arose; from the heated foam 
there arose clay; from the heated clay, sand; from the heated sand, 
grit; from the heated grit, rock; from the heated rock, metallic ore; 
and from the smelted ore, gold arose. 

The Vedic ritual in which the exhausted and decomposed body of the 
creative self-sacrificer Prajapati was restored to wholeness was called the 
ngnicnya11n, the "piling of [the] Fire [altar]," of which an important moment 
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was the installation of a golden image of a man (hirn1Jyn-pttrt1fa) beneath a 
corner of the altar emplacement. With this ritual, the ndhvnry11 priest in
toned, "He is Prajapati, he is Agni, he is made of gold for gold is light and 
fire is light; gold is immortality and fire is immortality. He is a man for 
Prajapati is the Man.""7 

Let us note here that the thermal energy that transforms the body of 
Prajapati into gold (and in other myths of this son, the entire created uni
verse in all its parts) is an inner fire or heat that is kindled through religious 
austerities. Within a few centuries of the composition of this Brahma~a 
text, a revolution in Indian thought would issue into the notion that hu
mans too could internalize the sacrifice and thereby entirely bypass the 
mechanism of external sacrifice. This inward turn, which would ground 
the entire gnostic and nondualist project of the Upani~ads, also sowed the 
seeds for the innovation of a body of techniques for internal bodily trans
formation-i.e., for the practice of hnfha yoga. Here one's bodily ftuids, and 
semen in panicular, become identified with the oblation, the heat of inner 
austerities with fire, and breath with the dynamic element of wind."' 

It is in the Athnrvn ~dn in particular that we find the most important 
foundations for the later medical and alchemical traditions, which sought 
to extend (indefinitely) the life span of human beings. Indeed, it is in this 
text that one finds the greatest preponderance of healing hymns involving 
the use of charms and herbal remedies to restore the ailing patient to 
health. At the center of this practice stood the healer (biJifnj) who was also 
a possessed "shaker" (viprn) and an inspired master of incantation (knv1)."' 
Part physician, pan shaman, pan sorcerer, the nthnrvan priest was viewed 
as both powerful and dangerous by Vedic society. For this very reason, 
perhaps, his heir, the itinerant Ayurvedic physician (cih'lll!n-vnidyn) was also 
regarded with suspicion by "good" brahmanic society. 5° 

That the Hindu medical tradition (Ayurveda, the "science oflongevity") 
is the self-conscious heir to the Atharvavedic synthesis is clearly evinced in 
the C111'11kn Smi1hitii, the textual cornerstone of this tradition: "The physi
cian [vnidya] ••• should manifest his devotion to the Atharva Veda ... be
cause the Veda of the nthnrva1u has discussed medicine [cikitsa] by way of 
prescribing donations, propitiatory rites, offerings, auspicious rites, obla
tions, observance of rules, expiations, fasting, and 711antras; and because it 
indicates that medicine improves the quality of life." 51 

Within the Indian medical science of Ayurveda, the term employed for 
the prestigious body of techniques devoted to rejuvenation therapy is ras
iiyana, the "path of rasa," of which an important component consists in the 



applic-Jtion of herbal remedies, inherited in part from the Athnrvn ~dn. 
This same tenn, rtlfii_yalln, is also used by the Rasa Siddhas to designate 
their alchemical "Work in two parts;' with its dual emphasis on transmuta
tion and bodily transubstantiation. In this alchemical context, ·rasa is a term 
for the fluid metal mercury, the mineral hierophany of the vital seed of the 
phallic god Siva. 
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Categm~ies of Indian Tbought: 
The Universe by Numbe1~s 

1. Microcosm, Macrocosm, and Mesocosm 

Of all the conceptual constructs I treat in this book, the most pervasive and 
persistent by far is that which treats of the multivalent relationships or 
homologies obtaining between the individual and the world, or the micro
cosm and the macrocosm. Spanning the history of ideas me world over, 
dtree broad strategies for describing this relationship have predominated. 
These are me monist (which maintains that creature, creation, and creator 
are essentially one), the dualist (all is two), and the atomist (all is many)
wim a myriad of permutations, qualifications, and recombinations on these 
three basic organi1jng principles. 

Although the sacrificial worldview of the Vedas was a dualistic one, it 
was one that nonetheless allowed for a breakthrough or transfer to occur 
-via the sacrifice-between man in me world and the gods in heaven, 
between the human world order and divine cosmic order (which together 
fanned a whole called rtn). As a transfer mechanism or template between 
the two orders of being, between the human (adh_yiitman) and the divine 
(adhidevntii), the sacrifice became possessed of an ontological status of its 
own. That which pertained to the sacrifice (yaj1in), to that pivot between 
the human and divine worlds \vithout which neither could survive, was 
termed ndh(ynj11n. 1 This tripanite configuration, undoubtedly the most 
pervasive structure to be found in the Indian world of ideas, has come to 
be applied to a myriad of domains, across a wide array of religions, philoso
phies, and scientific disciplines, including those of yoga and alchemy. 
I term the three members of this configuration-of human + mediating 
structure + divine-as 111icrocOS711, 111tsocon11, and 711arrorOS7n. 2 

Over time, the mechanism of sacrifice itself came to take precedence 
over both the humans who enacted it and the gods to whom it was offered, 
and so we find, in the tenth- through eighth-century B.c. body of reve-
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lation known as the Bralmur'!as (Priesdy Books), the notion that the sacri
fice (or the ritual of sacrifice) is all that truly matters in the universe. Hu
mans and gods become tributary to the sacrifice in this period, and the sole 
gods granted any importance are precisely gods of sacrifice. These are (1) 
Puru~a/Prajlipati, the "Man" or "Lord of Creatures" whose primal (self-) 
sacrifice, which "created" the universe, stands as the model for every sacri
fice that has followed; (2) Agni, "(Sacrificial) Fire;• and (3) Soma, the 
"Fluid" god of the sacrificial oblation. In a sense, this brahmanic triad of 
sacrificial gods is itself a reworking of the triune Vedic universe, with two 
static elements (gods and humans, oblation and fire) being mediated by an 
active third element (the enacted sacrifice). 

Throughm:t the history of Indian thought, no set of concrete elements 
has been as pervasive as this sacrificial triad-of fluid, fire, and air; of rasa, 
agni, and vay11. Although the three members of this triad have, according 
to their specific fields of application, taken the form of moon-sun-wind, 
semen-blood-breath, or mercury-sulfur-air, they have always borne the 
same valences as they did in their original Vedic context. Much of this 
book will be devoted to describing the ways in which fluid, semen, moon, 
and mercury on the one hand, and fire, blood, sun, and sulfur on the 
other-always mediated by the active element of air, wind, and breath
have interacted with one another through the "sacrificial" structure of 
microcosm-mesocosm-macrocosm, across a dozen interpenetrating ritual 
and belief systems and some three thousand years of cultural history. 

1\vo other features of the Vedic synthesis which have persisted through 
time need also to be mentioned here. The first of these is a fascination 
with number. If, as the Brahmanic sources assert, the sacrifice in all its parts 
is identical to the universe in all its parts, then it is necessary to enumerate 
all of those parts, and "cross-list" them with other parts. More than this, 
the number of parts in a given whole-for example, the 4 X 11 syllables 
of the triftubh meter-has a significance which is independent of that ag
gregate of parts for which it is the numerical index. Thus, it was not un
common for the priesdy commentators on the ritual to wax poetic on the 
"eleven-ness" of the number eleven, and so on.J This Vedic fascination 
becomes a veritable obsession in tantrism, in which we wimess nothing 
less than an explosion of numbers, categories, and numbers as categories. 
In the tantric case, the hallucinating proliferation of number-based homol
ogies-between microcosm, mesocosm, and macrocosm-appears, in the 
final analysis, to serve to reassure the tantric practitioner of the efficacy of 
his ritual acts-something akin, perhaps, to the many numerical proofs for 
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the existence of God that illuminated western savants have proferred over 
the centuries. Number and proportion become the very foundation of the 
good, the true, and the beautiful, in the petals of the lotus, just as they do 
in their western reflection, the Secret Rose. 

Much of this chapter will be devoted precisely to this matter of numeri
cal progression, from duality to ternarity and thence to pentads, the num
ber sixteen, and the staggering figures given in Hindu reckonings of the 
duration of the cosmic eons (kalpas). Out of all these dilations of number, 
however, there emerges a single bipolar dynamic that has played itself out 
in the form of four interrelated temporal cycles that Hindus have em
ployed, over the centuries, to situate the microcosmic individual within (or 
without) the macrocosmic flow of time. A series of charts will illustrate 
these interrelated cycles. 

A second leitmotif concerns the dynamics of the sacrificial and later sys
tems. The aggregate of microcosm-mesocosm-macrocosm would not be 
an interesting or useful one were an exchange not possible among the three 
levels. This is the exchange, nay the transformation, that is effected 
through sacrifice, that most exalted of human activities, in which men "do 
what the gods did in the beginning."' As I have already indicated, the sacri
ficial world order was dualistic: there was a sharp break between the human 
order and the divine, cosmic order, which only sacrifice could bridge. This 
it did as if magically: a pot broken in this world, that is, in the sacrificial 
context, becomes a whole pot in that world of the gods. 6 The metaphysics 
that flowed from this system therefore assumed the building blocks of real
ity to be discrete and impermeable. Its dynamic was one of differentiation 
and reintegration. This dualistic approach, which finds early expression in 
the Rgvedic "Hymn of the Man" (10.90), is restated time and again in later 
texts, sometimes taking on sexual valences (to describe a universe in which 
all is ultimately two), such as in a Brhndiirn1JYnka Upani!ad myth which de
picts Prajapati as splitting into male and female halves to incestuously rein
tegrate "himself" through all manner of human and animal forms.7 This is 
the mythic foundation ofS:hpkhya, literally the "enumerating" philosophy, 
the earliest of the Indian philosophical systems. 

Out of this dualist system, or perhaps in response to it, there emerged 
another current of thought, this a mystic and monistic one which, on the 
contrary, assumed a continuity of being, extending unbroken from the su
preme absolute down to the lowest forms ofinen matter. Because all being, 
every being, was emanated from a primal and ultimate source, it thereby 
participated in some way in the very Being of that Absolute. This gno-
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seological doctrine, first promulgated in the Arn7Jynkns (the ca. seventh
century B.c. "Forest Books") and the classic Upani~ads (the ca. sixth
century B.c. traditions of "Placing in Equivalence") maintained that aU 
bodies, but especially all souls (iit711an), participated in the nature of the 
absolute or universal soul (brtihma11). If "iitman is brahman in a pot [the 
body]:' then one need merely break the pot to fully realize the primordial 
unity of the individual soul with the plenitude of Being that was the Abso
lute. To know it was to be it.8 This early monism is known by the name of 
Vedanta, because it is broached in the Upani~ads, that corpus which con
stitutes the "end (anta) of the Veda:• As we will sec later in this chapter, it 
was likely the concrete experience of yoga that gave rise to this mystical 
and monistic vision. All apparent oppositions-between god and man, be
tween male and female, etc.-here become consumed as it were in the fires 
of yogic austerities (tapas) conceived as the internalization of the sacrifice. 
The notion of transfer (from one plane to another) becomes metamor
phosed into one of transformation (one plane primordially and ultimately 
is-the same as-the other), with the human body itself becoming the scat 
of the sacrifice and the human soul the indwelling Absolute. These two 
dynamic systems, of dualist differentiation and reintegration and monist 
emanation and participation, inform, singly or in combination, all of the 
Indian traditions that pass in review in these pages. They are vital to an 
understanding of any and every Indian metaphysical system. 

If we are to understand the dynamics of these systems, two further no
tions are absolutely essential here. The first concerns the nature of the 
"body" that transmigrates from the corpse of a deceased person to a world 
of intermediate afterlife, identified in Upanishadic Hinduism with the 
moon. This body, termed the "body of enjoyment" (bboga-larira), is an 
elaboration on the subtle body (stikf11ta iarira), i.e., the "living being" (jTvn} 
that, according to nondualist thought, mediates between the eternal but 
wholly intangible soul and the gross body (stbtila iarira) composed of the 
five elements: earth, water, air, fire, and ether. As I demonstrate, the subtle 
body-especially when it is "clothed" in the body of enjoyment-becomes 
lunar at certain points in its cyclic existence, filling out and diminishing, in 
the unending course of births and deaths, around the "core" of the immor
tal soul. Like the moon itself, this transmigrating body is also "fluid"; like 
the moon, the subtle body is composed of incremental digits or members 
(ka/iis)9 that come into being and pass away, to be renewed yet again. 

The second basic notion concerns the five elements to which I referred 
a moment ago. In the individual, it is via these elements that a correlation 
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exists between the subtle and gross body. To the five gross elements that 
are the building blocks of the gross body and the universe correspond the 
five subtle elements (as well as the five senses of grasping and of percep
tion). More than this, the universal macrocosm and the human microcosm 
are essentially composed of a "layering" of the elements. Armed with the 
knowledge that the body is nothing more than a series of overlays of the 
five hierarchized elements, Indian mystic thought innovated a concrete 
technique for the return of being into essence, for the resorption of the 
human microcosm into its divine source. By first "imploding" the lower 
gross elements into the higher, the practitioner could thence implode, via 
the subtle ether, the gross into the subtle and by degrees telescope the sub
tle back into its essential source, the individual soul (ilt111an) which, as the 
Upanisadic gnosis never tired of reiterating, was identical to the universal 
Soul, the absolute brahman. Later, Hindu Tantra would carry this reason
ing to its logical conclusion, conceptually imploding body, individual soul, 
and divine Soul into One: 

Ultimately the conscious bits of the universe, like stones, are also 
God and hence consciousness, but a consciousness that has decided 
to conceal itself (ilt71JaSn7!1koca) ••• The world of the Tantric, then, is 
ultimately all God, but it contains a vast range of things, from things 
as gross as stones to things as subtle as God .•. Looking from God 
downwards, we have the range from conscious to unconscious, the 
range from simple to complex, and the range from subtle to gross. 
These three ranges are co-ordinate; in fact they are different aspects 
of the same thing. Moreover, movement down the scale is precisely 
what happens when God creates the universe. 10 

2. Temarity and Bipolarity in Veda and Ayurveda 

Two practical disciplines that grew out of the Vedic matrix to interact with 
Hindu and Buddhist philosophical and mystic traditions well before the 
beginnings of the tantric age were Ayurveda and the body of physical and 
meditative techniques known as yoga. Both traditions have their origins in 
the Vedas, both emerge as systems of thought and practice in or around 
the sixth century a.c., and both continue to share common methods and 
goals down to the present day. When we go back to the very first use of 
term yoga, in the J!.g J.?da (7.86.8; Io.J66.s), we find that it is part of a 
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compound: yoga-k!m1a means "harmonious adjustment." 11 As we will see, 
the principal aim of Ayurvedic practice is also adjustment: soma-yoga is the 
harmonious conjunction of microcosmic and macrocosmic "climates." Also 
growing out of the Vedic matrix is the metaphor of cooking for such trans
formative processes as sacrifice, cremation, digestion, aging, and the yogic 
austerities. As in Vedic sacrifice, so in yoga and Ayurveda: the body is to 
be "cooked to a tum" (paripakvii). 12 

The extent to which the yogic and Ayurvedic perspectives interacted 
with other nascent Indian traditions is incalculable. The organizing prin
ciples of the sixth-century B.c. teachings of the Buddha on suffering and 
its cessation were essentially medical; 1 J conversely, one finds Buddhist ter
minology as well as an inductive method that is clearly Buddhistic14 in the 
most venerable textual pillar of Ayurveda, the Caraka Sa'lizhitii (compiled 
between the third century B.c. and the fourth century A.o.). 15 This same 
source contains what is perhaps the earliest complete expression of Silp
khya philosophy that has come down to us.16 Towards the end of this same 
period, such Upani~ads as the Praina (3.6), and Mait11 (6.2 2, 30; 7.11.2-5) 
were tentatively charting the yogic body and practicing yoga as a means to 
concretely experiencing the absolute in ways that were deeper than reason 
could know. 17 It is not our intention here to trace a chain of transmission 
of ideas from one tradition to another, but rather to present them as vari
ations on a smnu ctmmmnis that existed in India from a very early time, 
even before the recorded teachings of the Buddha, the proto-Siipkhya of 
Caraka, and the dualist Siipkhya and the monistic Vedanta of the early 
Upani~ads. Here, we follow the French physician and historian of Indian 
medicine Jean Filliozat, when he states that "the Samkhyan concepts, like 
those of Ayurveda, are part and parcel of the intellectual baggage common 
to all Indian thinkers." •8 

According to Ayurveda, the human being is composed of a triad of psy
chic being (sattva), soul (ii1111an), and body (iarira), which arises from yet is 
distinct from pun'!a, the transcendent self. Ayurveda is thus a dualistic sys
tem. Like all living creatures, the human being is possessed of natural char
acteristics (prah;t1), which are sixfold: the five gross elements (111nhiibhlitas) 
presided over by the iit11lan: "Earth is that which is solid in man, water is 
that which is moist, fire is that which heats up, air is breath, ether the empty 
spaces, brtilmzan is the inner soul (iitman):' 111 As such, the human self is an 
exact replica of the macrocosm: "Indeed, this world is the measure (sam
mita) of the man. However much diversity of corporeal forms and sub-
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stances there is in the world, that much [diversity] there is in man; however 
much there is in man, that much there is in the world."10 

When applied to the medical tradition proper, these concepts define the 
physician's craft: the treatment of imbalances between the bodily micro
cosm and the universal macrocosm, i.e., of diseases. Critical to the Ayur
vedic understanding of the body and its metabolic functions is its concep
tualization of the process of digestion. This is a seven-step process, in 
which the food one eats is serially "burned" or refined, over the seven "fires 
of digestion" (dhiitvngnis) into the seven bodily constituents (dhiitus)-2 1 In 
order, these are chyle (rasa}/1 blood (raktn}, flesh (miit!tSa), fat (ntedas), bone 
(asthz), marrow (majja), and finally, in men, semen or sperm (iukra, retas).U 
In women, the seventh dhiit11 is uterine or menstrual blood (IOt]ita, artava), 
or, after childbirth, breast milk.2~ 

Ayurveda further conceives of bodily metabolism in terms of an inter
action between the doras, the three "morbid states" zs or humors, of phlegm 
(flerma), bile (pitta}, and wind (viita). While we may see in the humors a 
reapplication of the Vedic rasa-agni-viiytl triad, we should note that they 
also anticipate one oflndia's most important metaphysical constructs, that 
of the three "strands" (gt17Jns) of manifest being, the discussion of which is 
first broached in the classic Upani~ads. According to Sal!lkhya, the three 
strands-white snttvii, red rajas, and black tamas-remain in a state of equi
librium for so long as the universe persists in a nonmanifest state. It is an 
unexplained disturbance in their equilibrium that triggers a gradual fall 
into manifestation, which is cast as the self-reproduction of the original 
materiality (prnkt;tz).l6 

The Ayurvedic dO!as are of the same order as the gtl7JRS in the sense that, 
for so long as a human being is not exposed to the outside world (when in 
the womb, for example), it enjoys a perfect balance of do!asP When, how
ever, it becomes exposed to the outside world, the doras fall out of balance 
and the individual becomes subject to health disorders. It is in these cases 
that the Ayurvedic physician must intervene to restore the lost equilibrium 
between the bodily microcosm and the universal macrocosm, a macrocosm 
whose climatic changes are governed by the interactions of moon (rnsn), 
sun (agnt), and wind (viiy11}.28 As we will show, the physician's most power
ful weapon against such humoral imbalances is the sequestering of his pa
tient in an edifice identified with that womb within which his dofOS had 
originally been in perfect balance. 

The identification of the three dofnS with the three components of sacri-
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fice is also explicit in Ayurveda. The body's inner fire (antaragm) is rep
resented by the fiery liquid that is bile; phlegm is "lunar" (sallmya) fluid, 
and the microcosmic wind bears the same name as it does in the macro
cosm: vaytt (or vata). Each of these three do!as is further subdivided into 
five types. In the case of the windy humor, the five breaths are known as: 
pri'Jn, the in-breath that enters the body via the nostrils and sustains the 
body; ttdana, the out-breath that is the vehicle of speech; sa111ana, the breath 
that moves food through the digestive organs and kindles the fires of diges
tion; apana, the breath that voids the lower body of excretions; and vyana, 
the breath that circulates throughout the body, vehiculating the inner fluids 
and producing bodily locomotion. 29 

Similarly, there are five "lunar" phlegms and five "fiery" biles, the first 
of which is the fire of digestion (pacaka). In the process of digestion, the 
product of each cooking process is of a more refined nature, but also of a 
lesser volume than that dhiitu from which it is produced. Jo This is perceived 
as a long and even dangerous process. Over the period of twenty-eight 
days required for the "raw" food one consumes to be fully transformed 
into semen, the human microcosm is subject to a certain number of dan
gers. These dangers are of two orders. The first of these concerns only 
males direcdy. This is the sex drive, which inclines men to lose, in a single 
stroke, all that a full month of digestion has provided them: I return to this 
special problem at the end of this book. The second of these, of a more 
general order, is the nature of the universal macrocosm or ecocosm, the 
many climatic changes of which constitute so many threats to the human 
microcosm and so many challenges to the Ayurvedic physician. 

The vaidya is armed with two powerful weapons for battling the hu
moral imbalances that so threaten the harmonious functioning of the di
gestive and metabolic processes. First, he may calm (ia711ana) the overac
cumulation of a given do!n internally, through dietary regimen and the use 
of pharmaceutical preparations, the scientific development of which owes 
much to the alchemical tradition in India. Should this fail, he may take 
recourse to external purifications (iodhana) through clinical therapy which 
in an unexpected way constitutes an adaptation of a number of yogic prin
ciples and techniques. We now turn to the conceptual foundations that 
undergird these two Ayurvedic techniques. 

In a groundbreaking study written twenty years ago,u Francis Zimmer
mann set forth the Ayurvedic principles for adjusting the human micro
cosm to the universal macroclimate or ecocosm. Here, he outlined the 
ways in which the Ayurvedic physician, by employing dietary regimens, 
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medicines, and clinical techniques appropriate to a specific locus in time 
and space (t;Nt-siitmya), is able to ensure the continuity of the good life. 
Ultimately, one may conceive of the physician's practice as one of con
fronting time-both the time that ages mortals and saps them of life (time 
as death) and the time that takes the form of seasonal or temporal changes 
which have more immediate effects on the human organism. In Vedic sac
rifice, "articulating activity" (t;Nt) is the foundation of a universe that is 
well-ordered, regulated, or "articulated" (rta). Thus the Vedic god of sacri
fice Prajapati, who is also the year, is reordered, rearticulated, and recon
structed through the human activity of sacrifice. 

With the last of the Brahmal}as, the Gopntha BriJimtniJR, these notions 
become applied to the treatment of disease: "It is at the turning points 
between seasons that afflictions arise; therefore, sacrifices are performed at 
the turning points ~etween seasons." u In Ayurveda, however, the situation 
becomes altered if not reversed: time is of two orders, both "objective" and 
"subjective," with the physician able to act on the latter alone, i.e., the in
ternal evolution of the patient~ disease, his imbalance of the three humors. 
External time takes the form of the changing of the seasons, which, when 
they are excessively unbalanced, constitute an excessive conjunction (ati
yoga) or insufficient conjunction (a-yoga) of time (kii/a). Kala, that aU
conquering deity of the AthllrVII Veda (19·53·1-9), is capable of destroying 
life in this way; the physician pits himself against Tame's excessive or insuf
ficient conjunctions by adjusting the microcosm to the macrocosm: this is 
called S/171111-yoga. n 

In Ayurveda, the excessive manifestations of time that the physician 
must most often combat are the three "extreme" seasons of the Indian year, 
seasons that correspond to the three dOfas. To winter correspond accumula
tions and disturbances in the phlegm; the hot season is identified with ex
cesses of wind; and the rainy season with excessive bile. Jot More important 
for our concerns than this tripartite division, however, is the bipolar struc
ture underlying it. In models that were being developed simultaneously in 
Upanishadic and Ayurvedic circles, the round of the seasons and the cycles 
of life and death were ultimately reducible to a single dynamic: this was an 
ongoing tug-of-war, between sun and moon, in which the prize was mois
ture, in the especial form of vital ftuids. So the year was divided into two 
semesters: the fiery (agneya), in which a blazing sun, which rose higher in 
the sky with every passing day, drained (iitliina, "captation") the ftuid life 
principle·out of all living creatures, and the lunar (satmzya), during which 
the moon, relatively higher in the sky than the lowering sun, poured (vi-
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sarga, "release; more moisture into the world (through the rains of which 
it is the presumed source) than the sun was able to draw out.JS 

The first of these two semesters roughly corresponds to the period be
tween the winter and summer solstices, during which the sun's angle of 
elevation increases and the point of sunrise moves northward along the 
horizon with each passing day; the second approximates the period be
tween the summer and winter solstices, when the sun's angle of elevation 
decreases and its apparent movement along the horizon follows a southerly 
course. In India, these are known as the northern course (ttttaraya1Ja) and 
southern course (dnkfi1Jayana), respectively: their "turning points" (sa7!1-
krantt) fall on 14)anuary and (approximately) 14)uly, respectively.J6 The 
northern course is, throughout much of the Indian subcontinent, a long 
period of increasing dessication, culminating in the blazing dry heat of 
the hot season; the southern course begins with the torrential rains of the 
summer monsoon and ends with the gentler winter monsoon. The latter 
is a life-giving season in which creatures thrive; the former-in which 
wind and heat are combined-can prove deadly to all. The latter is a time 
of life, even immortality; the former a time of death.l7 

It is precisely with the culmination of the northern course that the "on
tological disease" of riljayakfllla, "royal consumption;• is said to occur in 
humans. According to both medical Js and literaryJ9 convention, the king 
who allows himself to become debauched in the clutches of too many pas
sionate women also falls prey to "royal consumption": as a result, his king
dom, sapped of all its rasa, withers and dies. In Hindu mythology, the pro
totypical king to suffer from royal consumption is the moon itself, the 
same moon that is responsible for revivifying a dessicated world at the end 
of each hot season, the same moon whose substance, whose fluid rasa, has 
been identified, since at least the time of the Taittiriya Sa1ithita (l·3·5·l) 
with semen. In his mythic loss and recovery of his rasa, Candra, King 
Moon, is married to the twenty-seven (or twenty-eight) daughters of 
Da~a, who are the stars that make up the nakfatras, the lunar mansions 
through which the moon passes in its waxing and waning phases. On each 
night, he dallies and makes love to his wives, but it is in the embrace of his 
favorite, Rohit;ti, that he passes the most time. It is here that Candra, at 
that point at which he is "closest to the sun," spends himself completely in 
the clutches of his starry wife, and the moon disappears. His rasa, his vigor, 
his semen completely dried up, the moon must perform a soma (which is 
both a name for and the stuff of the moon, the rasa par excellence) sacrifice 
in order to recover his lost rasa, and so the cycle begins anew.-MI 
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The importance of this myth, and of the conjunction of the disease of 
royal consumption and the height of the hot season, lies in the dire effects 
of sun and fire (agm) on moon and Ruid (msa). Here the parallel, between 
the fiery (iigneya) and lunar (saumya) semesters of the year on the one hand, 
and the waning and waxing fortnights of the lunar month on the other, is 
transparendy evident. In both cases, that half of a temporal cycle character
ized by dessication (of the ecosystem, of the moon's rasa) is associated with 
the heat of the sun and death. Royal consumption is most likely to occur 
at the end of the solar semester, just as the disappearance of King Moon 
occurs at the end of a dark fortnight during which he has dissipated himself 
by exposing himself to the draining heat of the sexual embrace of the starry 
woman RohiQi. King Moon's loss of rasa is manifested in the latter half of 
his monthly cycle, by the waning of the moon, by its diminution, by one 
digit (kalii) on each succeeding night. And, at the end of its dark fortnight, 
the moon, completely dissipated, disappears."1 

The moon can and does, however, return to wholeness, over the fifteen 
days of the waxing fortnight; and versions of the myth of King Moon found 
in Ayurvedic sources demonstrate his rehabilitation (as well as that of hu
mans smitten with the same ailment) through elixir therapy, rnsiiyiiTia. In
deed, one of the earliest medical references we have to the internal use of 
mercury-also called rasa, the vital Ruid of the god Siva-prescribes it as 
a treatment for increasing the production of male semen (iukmvr;ddht). The 
duration of the treatment is most significant: "like the moon (iaianka), the 
bodily dhattts are replenished over fifteen days.""z 

This connection, between the gradual replenishment, even rejuvena
tion, of a dissipated moon and that of dissipated human bodies takes us to 
the heart of the two crowning disciplines of the Indian medical tradition. 
These are rasiiyana, elixir or rejuvenation therapy; and viijikarn7Ja, sexual 
rehabilitation therapy. Both of these branches of Ayurveda assume that 
youthful vigor is primarily a matter of good digestion which, when overly 
troubled by "excessive manifestations of time," must be restored through 
more radical treatments than special dietary regimens or purification 
techniques. As we have noted, the end product of digestion is, in males, 
semen-semen that is homologized with the msa of the moon, so111a, 
the nectar of immortality. As such, semen is called sa111nya, lunar, like the 
semester characterized by an outpouring of vitalizing moisture into the 
ecosystem. As such, microcosmic semen is subject to many of the same 
dangers =rs the macrocosmic moon. On the one hand, it takes either a lunar 
fortnight (as indicated above) or a lunar month (the same time it takes a 
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woman's body to produce an ovum) for the food males ingest to become 
fully transformed into semen:u On the other, it requires a prodigious 
quantity of food to produce a single gram of semen.+~ These perceived 
dangers to the very survival of the male sexual fluid are compounded by an 
Ayurvedic identification of female uterine blood with the fiery (iigneya) sun 
that drains the ecocosm of all its vitalizing moisture in the first semester of 
the year:4s the "lunar" semen a male is capable of producing is but a drop 
in the fiery maelstrom of his partner's sexual fluid. 

In this context, the venerable Ayurvedic treatments for the replen
ishment of vital male fluids have come of late to enjoy a renaissance all 
across India. Ayurvedic gupta rog (the "secret" or "hidden affliction") clin
ics, which specialize in the treatment of "sexual disorders" whose prime 
symptom is the birth of daughters, have been mushrooming across India 
for the past several decades. The techniques these modern clinics employ, 
however, and the medicines they dispense are essentially the same as those 
employed over the past two millennia for such ailing kings (royal patrons 
of the medical and alchemical authors) as King Moon. In the classic Ay
urvedic sources, rasiiyana, the seventh branch of Ayurveda, is a holistic 
approach to increasing bodily longevity through the use of plant- and 
mineral-based elixirs in combination with clinical therapeutic techniques. 
Intimately associated with rasiiyana is the eighth and final branch of Indian 
medical science. This is viijikara1fn, treatments for increasing male vigor 
and virility,46 which the fathers of Ayurveda quite sensibly placed after ra
siiynnn, reasoning that a long and healthy life was a necessary precondition 
to a long and happy sex life. This near identification of virility with longev
ity is a fundamental one in India, linking together the bodily processes of 
digestion, semen production and retention, conception, and reproduction. 

Here, the most elaborate and prestigious body of rnsiiyana therapy once 
again refers back to the myth of King Moon. This is the treatment known 
as ktt!ipraveln, "entering into the hut:' in which the patient is sequestered 
within the triply enclosed (trignrbha) innermost chamber of a hut called 
the "womb of the womb" (garbhn-garbhn111). Any resemblance to the female 
reproductive system is altogether intentional here, with the rebirth of the 
patient being portrayed quite literally: 

The soma plant brought into the ku!i ••• [is] cut with a gold imple
ment, and [its) milk collected in golden cup. With one dose of soma 
milk in the ku!i, a person passes through several severe states of 
cleansing in about ten days, and then begins to grow as quickly again. 
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On successive days in the first week, he vomits, purges, and emits 
ftuids .•. His hair, nails, teeth, and skin fall off and are soon regener
ated. But before the regeneration begins, he is a ghasdy sight ..• 

Very soon the skin of the man begins to grow normal •.. For some 
time, the person thus has to be nursed through all the growing stages 
of a new-born babe, oil smearing, bathing, feeding, and putting to 
sleep in [a] soft bed. Before the close of the first month, the person 
begins to develop a new set of teeth .•. After some more time •.• 
his old hair is removed and then he develops a luxuriant growth of 
jet black hair. Later still ••. exposure is practised as in the case of a 
child. [He is] carefully and gradually [taken] from the innermost 
room of the k11(i into the second enclosure, then into the third, and 
finally into the open sun and air, all in the course of about thirty days. 
After nearly three months or more ••• he may be in a fit condition 
to go about in the world ... 7 

This Ayurvedic technique bears striking parallels to sacrificial di~ii, in 
which the initiate is sequestered in and reborn out of a closed initiation 
hut. It also reminds us of the common perspective of early Ayurveda and 
Sii!pkhya, in which a fall into manifestation, triggered by a disturbance in 
the equilibrium of the dOfas or gt111as, is reversed through a return to the 
"womb" of nonmanifestation. Finally, it appears to work from the same 
principles and assumptions as do a number of yogic techniques for the 
generation of inner heat (tapas) and the production of a new transcendent 
self ... 8 

It is here, at the level of the replenishment and maintenance of vital 
ftuids, and most particularly the vital ftuid that is semen, that the disci
plines of Ayurveda and IJariJa yoga intersect: the same semen that the physi
cian identifies with male virility and vitality is the sine qua non of yogic 
practice: semen is the raw material and fuel of every psychochemical trans
formation the yogin, alchemist, or tantric practitioner undergoes, transfor
mations through which a new, superhuman and immortal body is "con
ceived" out of the husk of the mortal, conditioned, biological body. In the 
royal consumption myth, we saw that King Moon lost his rasa, his semen, 
through sexual contact with fiery women close to the sun. In the hatha
yogic tradition, some of whose descriptions of the subde body may be 
traced as far back as the sixth-century a.c. CIJii11dogya Upallifad (8.6.1-z, 6), 
we find a similar homology, one that becomes a commonplace in later yo
gic traditions. The yogin~ lower abdomen (the solar plexus) is the place of 
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the female, sanguineous sun, which provides the heat necessary to trig
gering the yogic process, but which can also, like lime (Mnitri 6.15), 
wholly consume the body, causing aging, disease, and death. The head, and 
more specifically the cranial vault, is the locus of the sun's counterpart, the 
cooling moon, a moon whose rasa is nothing other than semen that has 
been carried upwards by the yogic process and so been transmuted into 
nectar, mm;tn, which is equivalent to soma, the draft of immortality.~9 

We should not conclude from these observations that an ideal world 
would be one in which there were no sun, fire, women, or uterine blood at 
all. Sacrifice, the medical year, and the rhythms of yoga are all bipolar sys
tems in which two opposed principles interact, constructively and destruc
tively, after the fashion of the up-and-down motion of a firing rod, piston, 
or camshaft, to produce a cycle characterized by alternations between Ouid 
and fire, dry and rainy seasons, male and female offspring, and a death that 
leads to immortality. Indeed, the genius of each of these three systems
the sacrificial, Ayurvedic, and yogic-lies in the particular way with which 
each comes to terms with this bipolar fact of life. Whereas the Vedic sacri
ficer sought to regulate macrocosmic time as a means to ensuring cosmic 
and social order and the Ayurvedic physician strives to adjust microcosmic 
time to excesses in macrocosmic time in order to ensure bodily health, the 
yogin claims to be capable of imploding these two temporal orders into 
one another as a means to transcending both and freeing himself from time 
(and every other natural and cultural constraint) altogether. 

In this, the hathayogic synthesis appears to subscribe to the same basic 
working principle as the erotico-mystic practices of Hindu tantrism, i.e., 
that one must, if he is to transcend the human condition, work throttgh, 
rather than agni11st, the overwhelming energy of the feminine. In Tantra, 
sexual intercourse, the abandonment of male semen (the sacrificial offer
ing) into the fiery maw of the female sexual organ, is identified as a sacri
fice, the benefits of which accrue to the sacrificer. During the act, the male 
practitioner will therefore recite, "Of!l, thou the Goddess, resplendent by 
the oblation of dhm111n and non-dhamta, into the fire of the self, using the 
mind as sacrificial ladle, along the path of the st~f111111Jii, I who am engaging 
in harnessing the sense organs, constandy offer this oblation." so 

Techniques for palliating or channeling the effects of this bipolar dy
namic are by no means restricted to these elite traditions. In fact, the same 
sorts of principles and techniques also ground the cycles of the ceremonial 
year in modem-day popular Hinduism. This is particularly evident in the 
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religious calendar of the hot season in north India, which is more or less 
framed by the vernal equinox and the summer solstice. In rural Madhya 
Pradesh, nearly all of the major religious festivals of this period are con
cerned with ritually "cooling down" goddesses who are considered to be 
malevolent, dangerous, bloodthirsty causes of disease. "Hot" diseases, with 
their attendant fevers arise, for example, from the anger of the smallpox 
goddess Sitala (whose name means "cooling," a reference to her ideal na
ture, which manifests itself when she has been appeased through ritual), 
who is identified or associated with the "Seven Sisters," seven varieties of 
smallpox. The heat of these goddesses' fury is ritually distributed into 
wheat seedlings which, after eight days of sprouting, are carried in pots on 
women's heads before being immersed in water; it is also transformed into 
types of possession ("which comes on like a fever"), whose "seizures" are 
calmed by the imposition of cooling nh11 (margosa) leaves. These "hot" 
goddesses arc further appeased through songs of praise and the offering of 
blood sacrifices.u 

All of these treatments-elite and popular, ritual, medical, yogic, erotic, 
and mythological-are ultimately grounded in a body of metaphysical as
sumptions that date back, in some cases, to the time of the classical Upani
~ads. Since at least the beginning of the common era, there have existed 
two more or less parallel models for depicting the bipolar interaction of 
fluid and fire in the microcosm and macrocosm. The first of these is the 
Ayurvedic model of the seasons in their interactions with the dofOS. The 
second is a yogic model, which depicts yogic withdrawal from and return 
to mundane consciousness in terms of the interaction between the sun lo
cated in the lower abdomen and the moon located in the cranial vault of 
the subtle body. This model, which respects the Ayurvedic seasonal para
digms of solar captation and lunar release of vital fluids, can be effected 
only through the "regressive practice" (lllnfii sildhnnn) that is the hallmark 
of hathayogic practice. I return to this model later in this chapter: suffice 
it to say here that it literally stands all other models "on their heads." There 
is also a third model which, dating from the earliest Upani~ads, is chrono
logically prior to those of both the Ayurvedic and yogic syntheses. This 
model is based not on the dynamics of heat convection and fluid transfer, 
but rather on a photic opposition between darkness and light. This is, in 
fact, the earliest systematic statement of the doctrine of karma and re
birth-or, alternatively, liberation from rebirth-to be found in all of In
dian liternture. Here, in describing the fate of the soul after death, these 
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sources state that those for whom liberation is promised go into the fire of 
the funeral pyre and thence into the day, the bright lunar fortnight, and 
the sun (along the path of the gods, the devayiina). Those, however, who 
must suffer rebirth go into the smoke of the funeral pyre and thence into 
the night, the dark lunar fortnight, and the moon (along the path of the 
ancestral fathers, the pitryiina), where, after they have been "eaten" by the 
gods, are "rained" down to earth again, and become pan of the food cycle 
and thereby the cycle of rebirth.5Z 

In this last case, the notion arises that some portion of the transmigrat
ing human body is basically ftuid and lunar in nature. In his commentary 
on this passage of the Chtindogyn Upani~nd, Sankara, the great eight-century 
A.o. synthesizer of nondualist Advaita Vedanta philosophy, coherendy de
lineates for the first time the relationship between the soul, the subde body, 
the body of enjoyment, and the moon. 
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On the lunar orb, [the dead, in compensation for their accumulated 
merits] obtain a body of aqueous nature for the enjoyment of plea
sures. The liquid elements employed in the funerary rites combine 
"ith other elements, and reach the heavenly regions. There, they 
amalgamate with the structure of the moon and become the [new] 
bodies of those who have performed sacrifices, etc. [during their 
earthly existence). When the final oblation [is] made into the funer
ary fire, and when the body [is] entirely consumed, the humors that 
arise from it fuse with the rising smoke and envelop the [subtle body 
of the] sacrificer. Upon reaching the moon, they form the primary 
matter of [his] new body, in the same way as straw and clay [serve to 
construct the ephemeral "statue" of a divinity].55 

When rhis body of enjoyment has exhausted the merits that pennitted 
it to enjoy its temporary lunar sojourn, it .. melts" to once again become a 
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vehicle for the subde body. Returning to its prior state of an amorphous 
vapor, it fuses with the clouds, falls to earth with the rains, enters into the 
sap of plants and thence into the blood and seed of the animals and humans 
who eat those plants. Here, it enters, as it has done an infinite number of 
times before, into an embryo formed of the mixture of blood and seed 
produced in sexual intercourse to once again become a living creature. H 

The "ftuid" or "thermodynamic" and lunisolar Ayurvedic model of the 
year together with its mirror image, the "photic" but nonetheless lunisolar 
Upani~adic model arc presented in chart form in figures 1.1 and 1.1. I pres
ent the yogic model later in this chaptcr.u 

3• Physical and Metaphysical Factors of Five 

Like the fingers on the hand, the number five in India has long been "good 
to think with:' Even if its multiple pentads arc expansions on the primal 
sacrificial triad-of fire (agm), oblation (rasa), and the wind (vay11) that 
conveyed the smoke and aroma of the offering to the gods-the Hindu 
cosmos has been, for at least three thousand years, a fivefold one. 56 It is the 
Brahmal)as that, even as they continue the Vedic discourse of the triune 
universe, first elaborate the concept of the universe as fivefold. This they 
do most especially in their speculations concerning the piling of the great 
fire altar (ngnicayann), which is composed of five layers of bricks. These five 
layers, the Sntnpatha BrnlnllniJn tells us, arc the five bodily constituents of 
the god Prajapati, as well as the five seasons, the five directions, ctc.s' The 
brahmanic identification of this sacrificial god with the year and with food 
would in tum give rise, in the early Tnittiriyn Upnnifnd (1.1), to a hierarchi
cal representation of the five clements in their relationship to the universal 
and microcosmic man: "From this atman verily ether arose; from ether air; 
from air fire; from fire, water; from water, earth; from earth, herbs; from 
herbs, food; from food, semen; from semen, Man." 

This notion of the physical universe as an aggregate of the five elements 
is one that informs, as we will see, not only the three great metaphysical 
systems of ancient and classical India (Sal!lkhya, Vedanta, and the Buddhist 
Dhamma), but also permeates commonsense discourse on the nature of 
life and death. The perennial expression pnfltntvmll gn111nnn, "going to the 
fivcness [the five clements]," is particularly disclosive of this worldview. 
Indians have employed this term since at least the time of the epics as a 
euphemism for death, the dissolution of bodily integrity. 51 
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This deconstruction of a perceived unity called "selr' was a central con
cern of Buddhism, for which the reality of this world was nothing more or 
less than an ever-changing configuration of five "heaps" or "aggregates" 
(khn11dhas). Rather than there being bodies inhabited by individual souls 
thirsting for reintegration into a universal soul, as the Upani~ads taught, 
the Buddha showed existence to be nothing other than a series of evanes
cent recombinations of appearances, sensations, conceptions, mental for
mations, and consciousness. The extinction (11irvii1]a) of suffering con
sisted in dissociating the five aggregates from any notion of "self," for this 
was what trapped one in existence. 

Ultimately, however, the Buddha was working from the same basic 
problematic as were proto-Samkhyan and proto-Vedantic thought in the 
early Upani~ads. Buddhism denied the reality of self in order to emphasize 
an ethical attitude towards an impermanent world characterized by suffer
ing born of ignorance. Saf!lkhya affirmed the existence of a plurality of 
selves and the reality of the world for so long as spirit (pzwu~n) remained 
confused with nature or original materiality (prnkrtz). Vedanta asserted the 
identity of the individual soul (iit111an, jiviit7Jt011) with the universal soul 
(brahman, panmziit711R11) while denying the reality of the phenomenal 
world.59 Yet underlying these divergent philosophies, there remained a 
common ground that no subtlety of argumentation could efface. This was 
the concrete experience of the human body-and, as we shall see, most 
particularly the very concrete yogic experience of the body-in its relation 
to the external world.60 Thus, despite the important points of divergence 
between the metaphysics of these three schools, the identity of microcosm 
and macrocosm-already evoked in Brahmanic speculations on the identi
fication of the fire altar with the body of the cosmic man (Puru~a-Prajapati) 
and the universe-was constantly undermining the philosophical distinc
tions drawn between them. In the end, "wet" experience would win out 
over "dry" philosophical speculation.61 

In the early Upani~ads, the cosmogonic metaphysics that was generated 
to link the individual to the universe and its absolute source was nothing 
other than a reverse account of the stages by which the yogin withdraws 
from the external world to realize the absolute within.62 For the monistic 
Vedantins, ~is was a process of resorption that was implied in the primal 
cosmic emanation: yoga was a remounting of those stages through which 
absolute poured itself out to form our manifold, manifest universe. This 
universe was a continuum, a single reverberation, out of the primal essence 
that was brtih1111111, down into subtle (stikf111R) and gross (nbiiln) forms of life 
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and matter. All was interconnected, both structurally and materially; and 
because all being contained a trace of the absolute brahman (in the form 
of the individual soul, the iitmnn) within, all was potentially, and thereby 
virtually, one with the universal essence. Yogic practice, meditation and 
insight (jiiiinn) were the means to realizing, in the gnoseological sense of 
the word, this inner potential. 

Although monist, Vedanta constructed its model of an emanated uni
verse upon a Samkhyan prototype, which was dualist. According to Sarp
khya, the manifold universe in all its parts was essentially a mistake. That 
is, Spirit (Pu~a), deluded (for reasons that are never clearly explained) 
into identifying itself with a rather scatterbrained Mother Nature (Pralq-ti), 
moves her to undergo internal modifications that serially generate lower 
and lower strata of being. Rather than a process of emanation, this is one 
of differentiation: in spite of its temporary loss of discrimination, Puru~a 
is wholly spirit and therefore not of the same stuff as Pralq-ti or the lower 
differentiates with which he identifies himself. Pu~a, spirit, and Pralq-ti, 
the world, are proximate, though never in actual contact. Thus the various 
levels of metaphysical reality remain disconnected materially, with their 
structural sequentiality being the result of Puru~a's "fall" into (identifying 
itself with these ever-descending mutations of) Pralq-ti.61 

In spite of the fundamental differences between them, the basic model 
employed by these two metaphysical systems is one and the same. The 
shape of reality is composed of five sets of five categories, headed by the 
"preternatural" pentad of prmifn, prnJn:ti, buddhi (intellect), ahf11!1kii1"f1 (ego), 
and monas (mind). Below this pentad are four parallel pentads, which inter
act with and interpenetrate one another. These are the five b11ddhindriyas 
(sense-capacities: hearing, feeling, seeing, tasting, smelling}; the five kar-
11/endriyas (action-capacities: speaking, grasping, walking, excreting, gen
erating), the five tan111iitrns (subde elements: sound, touch, form, taste, 
smell) and the five mnhiibhritas (gross elements: ether, air, fire, water, 
earth).M It is at the level of the twenty lower tattvas that another constant 
feature of the Indian worldview emerges. This is the pattern of corre
sponding hierarchies that proliferates throughout a wide variety of differ
ent yet parallel disciplines. In the case of the Samkhyan categories, there is 
a point-for-point correspondence between the members of each level of 
each of the four parallel groups. Thus, the b11ddhindriya of hearing corre
sponds to the knm1endriya of speaking, the tnm11iitra of sound, and the 1110-
hiibhrita of ether, and so on, down to the correspondence between olfactory 
sensing, procreation, odor, and earth.65 The Samkhyan system thus com-
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prised twenty-five metaphysical categories, five hierarchical series of five. 
This system was taken as given by Vedantic thought in its description of 
emanated (as opposed to differentiated) reality and, as I now show, by tan
me Buddhism and Hinduism in their maps of a theistic universe, in which 
the impersonal Purusa or brahman was replaced by personalized Buddhas, 
or by forms of Siva a~d the Goddess. 

In the Hindu case, the metaphysical categories or cosmic principles (tat
tvns) of Sarpkhya were deified, early on, in the form of the twenty-five faces 
of Mahasadasiva.66 Because its was an "exploded" metaphysics that denied 
any primal essence, absolute or universal, Buddhism resisted the Samkhyan 
model for several centuries; but here too, yogic experience eventually pre
vailed. Already in ASvaghosa's (A.D. So) theory of "suchness" (tathntil), the 
unbridgeable gap that the Buddha taught between existence (Sf11!1Siira) and 
its cessation (nirvil'!n) was beginning to yield to the irresistible force of 
yogic experience. A few centuries later, it would collapse completely with 
the Mahayana notion that the Dharmakaya-the "Buddha body" com
posed of the body of the Buddha's teachings-was an absolute or universal 
soul, a Buddhist equivalent of the Vedantin's brahman, with which the prac
titioner entered into mystic union.67 Once the inviolate gap between Sn7!1-

sarn and nirvii'!a had been breached, the familiar corresponding hierarchies 
of the Indian cosmos came rushing in through the back door, as it were. 
Thus, while logicians like Santideva and Dinnaga were devising hair
splitting arguments by which to interpret the world as a void entity,68 Bud
dhist tantrikas were deifying and hypostasizing the Buddha into five 
emanated Buddhas or Tathagatas: Amitabha, Vairocana, Amoghasiddhi, 
Ratnasambhava, and ~obhya.69 These five primal Buddhas were subse
quently equated with the five elements,70 the basic concept being that cos
mic expansion, the multiplication of the absolute into fundamental forces, 
could be represented by lineages of gods just as easily as by metaphysical 
categories. Thus, each of the five primal Buddhas presided over five lin
eages of five bodhisnttvas which, added to the transcendent Dharmakaya, 
generated a total of twenty-five divine beings, the same as the number of 
Samkhyan categories. Thus we read in the Jt1ilnnsiddhi: "Since they have 
the nature of the five Buddhas, the five constituents of the human personal
ity are calledjinns (conquerers): and the five dhiittls (elements) correspond 
to the Buddha's iaktis ••. Therefore our body is a Buddha body. " 71 

This complete turnabout, effected before the seventh century, gave rise 
to Buddhist tantra. Hindu tantrism as well came to generate clan or family 
lineages (k11/as) of divinities that were so many deifications of the Sam-
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khyan categories, adding, as had the Buddhists, transcendent categories 
(totaling as many as thirty-seven in the Trika Kaula synthesis) to under
score the superiority of its pantheon of supreme deities. In the Hindu case, 
the supreme god Siva and his consort Sakti (or the Goddess by one of her 
many other names) are transparent appropriations, but now with a sexual 
reinterpretation, of the Samkhyan pair of Puru~a and Prakrti. 

These tantric reworkings of the Samkhyan categories would have a myr
iad of practical applications in the fields of ha!ha yoga and alchemy, both of 
which stressed the importance of the five elements. In the former system, 
the five lower cakras were identified with the five elements, while in al
chemy, mercury, the semen of Siva, was viewed as incorporating the five 
elements in itself. I discuss these applications in detail in later chapters. 

4• The Lunar Cipher of Sixteen in Veda, Yoga, and Tantra 

In the royal consumption origin myth related above, the moon was revived 
and replenished in its bright fortnight through the offering of a soma sacri
fice. Soma is the fluid essence of the moon, which, in the sacrificial context, 
must be bought. With what does King Moon buy back his vital fluids? 
With a red cow, whose name, robi1]i, is the same as that of the starry woman 
who was the original cause of his woes. 72 The Brahma~;tas offer another 
explanation for the moon's ability to wax anew, indeed, for its immortality. 
Of the moon's sixteen digits, the last is said to descend to earth to dwell in 
animals and plants: "Now this King Soma, the food of the gods, is none 
other than the moon. When he is not seen that night either in the east or 
west, then he visits this world; and here he enters into the waters and the 
plants. And since during that night he dwells (vnsat1) [here] at home (amii), 
that is called the new moon (amiiviisyii)." "Then, on the night of the new 
moon, entering by means of its sixteenth digit (kalii) into all that is pos
sessed of breath, it [the moon] is reborn in the moming!' 7J 

What is this sixteenth, immortal digit of the moon? Clearly, it is to be 
identified with the immortal soul, which persists through an infinite series 
of rebirths and redeaths. Why the number sixteen? In all likelihood, the 
intimate association of this figure with the moon is the result of the Indian 
penchant for "rounding up" from a given set of aggregates to express the 
notion of perfect wholeness. In this case, the fifteen observable nights of a 
lunar fortnight are taken as fifteen separate units, to which is added an 
additional unit (the whole lunar fortnight as the sum of its parts). Here, 
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the fifteen nights are also taken to be the spokes of a wheel, with its feJiy, 
the sixteenth, identified with the iih11nn. This transcendent sixteenth unit, 
the mll~tn-knlii, "fiJis out," renders perfect, the fifteen units of the mundane 
lunar fortnight.74 Let us dweJI for a moment upon the Hindu concept of 
the knlii, the lunar digit, and most especiaJiy on the sixteenth, immortal 
digit (nm~n-knlii) of the moon as it applies to the yogic body. 

In Ayurvedic parlance, the term knlii is used as a synonym for dhiit111s or 
for the invisible supports (dhiirns) of or divisions between each of the seven 
dhiitus. 16 This usage probably originates from the original concept of sac
rificial initiation (dik!ii) in the Vedic tradition. Here, when the sacrificer's 
body is made anew, the embryo of his sacrificial body is symbolicaJiy gen
erated by adding layer upon layer of bodily constituent: semen, blood, caul, 
placenta, etc.77 Indeed, the original sacrificial body-that of Pu~a
Prajapati who is reconstructed time and again in brahmanic speculation
is said to be divided into sixteen knliis, which are each of his eight dhiitus, 
taken twice.78 An Upanisadic identification of Prajapati's body with the 
moon would appear to reinforce this interpretation. Indeed, sixteen is also 
a key figure in Indian reckonings of a woman's menstrual cycle. In the 
words of the Yiijiinvnlkyn Smt;ti, "sixteen nights are the season of a woman 
... from the appearance of menses, sixteen nights is for a woman the sea
son, i.e. the time for the conception of the fetus." As with the moon, which 
fiJis out through an addition of layers (digits), so with the (rc)constitution 
of sacrificial and embryonic bodies, as weJI as the ovum. 79 Elsewhere, in 
Saiva Siddhanta ritual, the body parts of God, which the devotee superim
poses upon his own body through the recitation of mantras, are caJied knliis. 80 

A similar perspective appears to underlie a popular ritual observance 
found throughout modern north India: the "sixteen Mondays vow," during 
which one fasts and offers coarse wheat-flour cakes to Siva on sixteen suc
cessive Mondays. As in English, Monday means "moon-day" (somn-viirn) 
in the modern Indo-Aryan languages; this ritual observance may be inter
preted as a practice by which to fiJI out the moon-through the intermedi
ary of Siva, the god whose semen is identified with soma-in successive 
phases, until it is sixteen kn/iis fuJI.81 

The original use of the term knlii is found in the J!.g ~dn, where it was 
used to signify. "any single portion of a whole, especially a sixteenth part."81 

It was somewhat later that the term came to be applied to each of the six
teen digits of the moon, but by that time its meaning had already expanded 
to encompass a wide array of other sets of sixteen. eJ The standard number 
of priestly specialists (excluding the ynjn111iina) in a brahmanic so71/a sacrifice 
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was sixteen;84 already in the BrahmaJ:tas, the number sixteen was identified 
as the numerical attribute of brtih111an, the absolute.85 When the identifi
cation of the universal macrocosm, ruled by brtilm1an, and the corporeal 
microcosm, ruled by iit111an, was made, the sixteen attributes of brahman 
translated into the aggregate of the five breaths, the five organs of action 
(karmendriyas), the five organs of sensation (jfliinendriyas) and the mind,86 

or into the sixteen components of the living being of which only one
sixteenth is unmanifest (avyakta) and transmigrates.87 

Nowhere, however, does the notion of wholeness and perfection trans
late more fully, on both microcosmic and macrocosmic levels, than in the 
dynamics of the waxing and waning of the moon, in the increase and dimi
nution of lunar digits, the kaliJs. The moon fills out with each lunar month 
to become brimful of this nectar, which it pours into the world in the form 
of vivifying rain, the fluid source of every creature's vitality.88 In this con
text the invisible sixteenth kaliJ, that digit that makes the moon fully whole, 
takes on its fullness of meaning as the a1m;ta-kaliJ, the "digit of immor
tality." 

The increase and diminution of the moon, both in its lunar fortnights 
and in its relationship to the sun in the system of the solar and lunar semes
ters of the year, is intimately tied into yogic theory and practice relative to 
the subtle body. This is a bipolar body that is divided into two halves at the 
level of the navel. Of these, the lower half is associated with femininity, 
with male semen that is "prey" to blood and to the fire of the sun; and 
the upper with masculinity, with semen that has been refined into nectar 
identified with the moon. The lower half is further identified with mun
dane existence, with the dispersal of the individual's life into a myriad of 
worldly concerns paralleled by the dispersal, in his lower body, of his seed: 
this is praV1;fti, extroversion. The upper half, on the contrary, is identified 
with supermundane consciousness, with the reintegration of all that is nor
mally dispersed in mundane existence: this is niV1Jti, introversion. 

In this system, human life itself is seen as dependent upon the main
tenance of the immortal digit of lunar nectar. Even at such times as an 
individual is not practicing yoga, he remains alive by virtue of the sixteenth 
digit of nectar that endures in the cranial vault, identified as the abode of 
brahman or Siva (both of whom are identified with the number sixteen) in 
the subtle body: this is the microcosmic homologue of the single immortal 
lunar digit that dwells in the world on new-moon nights.S9 The realization 
of supernatural powers and bodily immortality requires that that same 
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moon in the cranial vault be replenished to its fullness and shine with all 
of its sixteen digits. It is, however, impossible for these sixteen digits to be 
regenerated without the "seed" that is the immortal digit, also known, in 
yogic parlance, as the niv7;tti kalii, the digit of yogic introversion. 110 

The subde body is in fact composed of two sets of sixteen digits, the 
one solar and fiery and the other lunar and fluid. In the body of a non prac
titioner, it is the former set that holds sway: the sun or fire of time in the 
lower abdomen bums with all of its twelve digits91 and thus consumes, ages 
the body. In addition to these twelve solar digits, there are also said to be 
four fiery digits in the body.9~ These are located in the medial channel of 
the subde body, the stlf1111t1]il niitfl or brabmamilrga (the "path of brtibman"), 
which runs up the spinal column from the lower abdomen to the cranial 
vault. Yoga, and most especially hnthn yoga, involves forcefully controlling, 
even reversing the body's natural tendencies through the combined tech
niques of breath control, fixed postures, and meditation. What these tech
niques aim to reverse is the aging process, which yogic traditions identify 
with the predominance in the body of the solar and fiery digits. This yogic 
battery of techniques for reversing the course of nature and time is vari
ously called ulntil siidbana (regressive practice), ktiya kalpa (bodily reinte
gration), and parilvt;tti (retroversion). Yogic practice reduces the influence 
of the sixteen digits of the lower body while simultaneously increasing that 
of the sixteen lunar digits of the moon located in the cranial vault. This it 
does, in practical terms, by raising the yogin's semen from his lower ab
domen along the length of the medial channel until it fills out the moon in 
his head. As it rises, this same semen is gradually transformed into amt;ta, 
the stuff of the macrocosmic moon, the divine nectar of immortality which 
pours itself into the world in the form of vivifying rain. 

The way in which this transformation occurs lies at the heart of hatha
yogic theory and practice. Harba yoga is the forceful channeling and control 
of the vital breaths (prii1]aS) and of the thermal energy (tapas, yogiigm) of 
the subde body. Yogic transformation begins when the yogin concentrates 
all of his vital breaths at the base of his medial channel, in the region of the 
subde sun that is burning with all of its twelve digits. This concentration 
of breaths opens the medial channel, the mouth of which had theretofore 
remained closed, at which point the process of yogic reversal truly begins. 
Through heroic efforts of mental concentration and physical exertion, the 
yogin now initiates a controlled raising of his seed, the heat of his solar 
fires, and. his breath along the medial channei.9J At each stage of this pro-
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cess, the fire of the sun in his abdomen decreases incrementally: what the 
yogin is in fact doing is burning up the fire of death (knlngm) with the 
immortalizing fire of yoga (kiiliignirudra).~ 

In its simplest terms, this channeling of vital fluid, breath, and heat en
ergy is a six-stage process. These six stages are described as the piercing 
(bbedn) by these vital elements of six energy centers or circles of transfor
mation called the cakras. The six cal"''llS,9s strung along the length of the 
spinal column in the subtle body, are, in order, the 7miliidhtirn (at the level 
of the anus), sviidhi!f.hilna (at the level of the genitals), '1IIO'!ipura (navel), 
nlliiiJIIta (heart), viftuldbi (throat), and iijiia (between the eyebrows). 

The prodigious heat generated with the piercing of each cnkro, coupled 
with the fact that upward movement is here equated with absorption, 
allows for a homologization of each circle of transformation with a crema
tion ground, the place of the final sacrifice, and a pralayn, a cosmic dissolu-
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tion.9" This heat, concentrated within the infinitesimal space of the medial 
channel, effects the gradual transformation of "raw" semen into "cooked" 
and even perfected nectar, amt;ta; it is this nectar that gradually fills out the 
moon in the cranial vault such that, at the conclusion of this process, the 
lunar orb, now brimming with nectar; is possessed of irs full complement 
of sixteen digits. The brimming downtumed moon in the cranial vault is 
also identified as a thousand-petaled lotus: this is the so-called "seventh" 
takra, the sahasriira. This transformation of semen into nectar wholly 
transforms the body, rendering it immortal. 

Because the yogin reverses all natural tendencies (inertia, being
towards-death, extroversion) through his practice, he quite literally re
verses the Row of time; because his is a "regressive practice," it stands the 
conventional models of the temporal cycles on their heads. Here, we il
lustrate with a chart these reversals-between the interplay of the macro-
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cosmic sun and moon in the visal"ga and iidiinn semesters of the Ayurvedic 
year on the one hand and the cyclic interplay of lunar and solar kaliis in 
the subde body of harha yoga on the other (figs. 2.3 and 2.4). 

The application of the hathayogic model-of a full, male, immortaliz
ing moon in the upper body and a blazing, female, deadly sun in the lower 
body-becomes gready expanded in the Puranic reckoning of the great 
cosmic time cycles, the knlpns or cons. Here, a divine, cosmic yogin trig
gers the creation or dissolution of the universe through his cycles of yogic 
withdrawal from (which corresponds to cosmic dissolution) and return to 
(which corresponds to cosmic emission) mundane consciousness.97 Here 
as well, the phases into which eons are divided, i.e., of nonmanifestation 
and manifestation, are termed nifknln and snknln, with knliis and without 
knliis, respectively.98 

In fact, time (kiila) is always lurking in the background of any discussion 
of the kn/iis, because to each knlii there corresponds a lunar day (tit/11):99 

with each passing knlii, another day goes by. Normally, man is the victim 
of this rclendess passing of the knliis, the march of time, which, just as it 
diminishes the moon in its waning fortnight, we:irs down the human body 
and brings man a day closer to his death. Only the yogin, through his re
gressive practice, can effect a return to a primordial plenitude, thereby en
abling himself to stave off and even reverse and gain back "lost time." So it 
is that as he enters deeper and deeper into his practice, the yogin turns 
back the hands of time, moving backwards through his earlier life and prior 
existences and thereby annulling the karma, the effects of the accumulated 
fruits of past acts, attached to them. Still deeper into his yogic trance, when 
he has remounted the emanated order of creation back to its very source
a source prior to sameness and difference, life and death, male and female, 
ego and other-he realizes a state of being that is unconditioned even 
by lime itself. The yogin then becomes a kiiln-vnflcnka, a "tricker" or 
"skewer" of 1ime,100 and many are the myths of Siddhas who harrow hell 
and give Death a thrashing for his having presumed to hold sway over one 
of their fold. For the Indian yogin, following the example of the yogic god 
whose \\ithdrawal from and return to mundane consciousness synchronize 
the arising and passing away of the cosmic ages, time need not merely 
move forward: there are also the options of fast forward and reverse. It is 
in this way that the yogin, even though he employs the same bipolar system 
for time reckoning as do all other Indians, relates to time in his own unique 
way. Rather than being a slave to time, he is its master. He becomes a "sec
ond Siva," the master of a universe he knows to be of his own making. 
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Following their supreme fusion in ha!hn yoga, the lunar digits and the 
number sixteen seem to pursue separate careers in later Hindu traditions. 
On the one hand, the number sixteen becomes expanded, through an in
flationary tendency quite endemic to Hinduism, into eighteen. On the 
other, knlii becomes a tantric metaphysical category more or less divorced 
from its prior associations with the waxing and waning moon. It is espe
cially in the context of the phonematic emanation of the tantric universe, 
in which the self-manifestation of the absolute is effected through the 
garland of the fifty-one ordered phonemes (vnn!n-711iilii) of the Sanskrit 
alphabet-which are at once acoustic matrices and mother goddesses 
(711iitrkiis)101-that the term knlii is most broadly employed in nondualist 
tantra. Here, through the "particularizing energy" of the knlii, the un
manifest acoustic nature of the absolute, called niidn, "resonance," becomes 
condensed into the differentiated phonemes of manifest speech.101 It is 
here that tantrism coopts, in its own way, the notion of the knliis as lunar 
digits: the fifteen vocalic phonemes of the Sanskrit language, together with 
a nasalization called the bindu, are identified with the first fifteen digits of 
the moon. The sixteenth knlii, the invisible and immortal digit that is pres
ent in all that flows from it, becomes the turning point between vowels and 
consonants in the order of the emanated phonemes: this is the visnrgn, the 
surd aspirate often found at the end of Sanskrit words. As such, the six
teenth phonemic kn/ii, the visnrgn is pictured as the point of intersection 
or union between utterance and meaning, between language and event, 
signifiant and signifie.10J These sixteen phonemic knliis, while identified 
with Siva, are only enlivened through his interaction with his manifest as
pect, the goddess Sakti.11H As such, this group of sixteen may also be identi
fied as sixteen divine mothers. 105 

In addition to its extended applications of the full complement of lunar 
digits in its theory and practice, tantrism also expands on the number of 
digits in the full moon, raising it to eighteen. This is a process that was 
already under way prior to the time of the tantras themselves. The numeri
cal attribute of the absolute lmih111nn is raised, in the Mnhiibhiit"llta, from 
sixteen to eighteen.106 Likewise, in the writings of the Mahayana philoso
pher Asanga, as well as of certain Nath Siddhas, the number of inner 
"voids" (ilinyas) alternates between sixteen and eighteen.107 Finally, in 
Hindu tantra,· the number of knliis is raised from sixteen to eighteen, to 
accomodate for additional metaphysical categories. 1011 

There is.yet another important sphere of Hindu life in which the num
ber sixteen plays an important role. These are the sat~JSkiims, the Hindu 
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"sacraments" or "life-cycle rites," which, extending from conception to 
cremation, respect the numerical determinism of the number sitteen.109 

Over the millennia, this term has come to take on a wide range of applica
tions, one of which is an alchemical one: the series of 16 + :z processes 
which lead to the transformation of mercury, the "lunar" semen of Siva, 
into a transmuting agent, are called the Sll7!1Skiirns. 110 The alchemical snf!l
skilrlls moreover retain a number of the "lunar" elements intrinsic to the 
number sixteen. Thus, the alchemical Bht1tipmkara7Jn, in a clear reference 
to the myth of the origin of royal consumption, states that the mineralrtJSas 
arose from the union of Bhairava and Rohil}i, the erstwhile spouse of King 
Moon. The same source goes on to state that it is only under a waxing or 
full moon that alchemical operations leading to bodily rejuvenation wiU 
succeed.111 We will return to a detailed discussion of the alchemical Sf17!1-

skiiras in chapter nine. 
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5· Yogic and Cosmic Cycles 
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In IJa!htt yoga, the principal motor behind the transformations of mundane 
semen into divine nectar of immortality-and of mundane mind (1natu1s) 
to a state beyond mind (tmmanii)-is a pneumatic one. It is wind, the dy
namic clement in the ancient Vedic triad, which here, taking the form of 
controlled breathing, plays a crucial transformative role in the hathayogic 
system. 'When the breath is stable. mind and semen are stabilized; but more 
important. when through breath control (pr41Jtlyiima) the base of the me
dial channel is opened, that same breath causes the reversal of mundane 
polarities. Rather than descending, semen, energy, and mind are now 
forced upwards into the cranial vault, effecting total yogic integration (sa-
11tadht), a reversal of the Oow of time, immortality and transcendence over 
the entire created universe. 



The imponance of yogic priiiJiiJil11111 is underscored in indian systems of 
time reckoning, especially as concerns two extreme units of measurement. 
It is here that we find not a mere dilation of number-as has been the case 
with two, three, five, and si.tteen-but a veritable explosion thereof, with 
numerical progressions raising these figures to powers of founeen or fac
tors of trillions. Yet, as always, the same phenomena, of bipolarity and ho
mology, lie at the root of such mathematical exultation. 

We have already outlined the correspondences between the semesters 
of the solar year and the fortnights of the lunar month. Moving down the 
scale from these temporal units, we find that each of the days in a lunar 
month is divided into bright (day) and dark (night) halves and so on until 
one arrives at the basic "bipolar time unit'' of human, or more panicularly 
yogic, respiration. This is the 1niitrn ("measure"), 112 or the elapsed time of 
a yogic inhalation (homologized with the day, the bright lunar formight, 
and the nonhem path) and exhalation (homologized with night, the dark 
lunar fortnight, and the southern path). Ninety-six miiti'IIS constitute one 
ghntn; sixty gbntns one day and night; thirt)• days one month (a day of the 
ancestors); twelve months one year (a day of the gods); 1 1 x 36o X 1000 

years a mnbiiyugn (a day of the god Brahma); and one thousand 11111hiiyugns 
a kalpa (a day of the cosmic yogin Vi~Qu). According to nearly every yogic 
and tantric tradition, Siva is an even greater yogin than Vi~J;tU. As such, a 
k1tlpa ofVi~I}U is but a single miitm, a divine inbreath and an outbreath for 
Siva-the proof of this being the garlands of skulls, of Brahmas and Vi~I}US 
of innumerable past creations that he wears around his neck. In the words 
of the twelfth-century Virasaiva poet Basaval}l}a, 

When the ghosts read the writing on the skulls 
Siva wears around his neck, 
they know, "This one is Brahma, this one is Vi~u, 
this one is Indra, this is Death," 
as they play happily with them, 
Siva smiles, he laughs, our god.1 u 

In tht! monistic or pneumatic perspective of the yoga-based Indian gno
seologies, it is ultimately breath, breathing in and breathing out, that unites 
the microcosm to the macrocosm (indeed, iimum can be translated as 
"spirit" or "breath, re-spir-ation"). 11 ~ The lunar months, solar years, etc. 
are so many temporal mesocosms, so many Jevcls at which the human be
comes joined to the absolute, through the bipolar dynamic of breathing in 
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and breathing out. It is for this reason in particular that breath control 
plays such a paramount role in the entire yogic enterprise. 

With these remarks, I present two final charts which compare the basic 
bipolar model of yogic withdrawal and return on the one hand and the 
kalpic cycle of divine withdrawal (dissolution, pr11laya) and return (emis
sion, smz) on the other (figs. 1.5 and 1.6). 



THREE 

The Prehistory of Tantric Akhemy 

1. Six Alchemical Accounts 

a. The Zawgyis or Weikzas, the alchemist-monks of Burma whose eso
teric alchemical tradition dates from the fifth century A.D., are indebted at 
least in part to India for their knowledge of the mercurials with which they 
are expert in "pickling" their bodies. A Burmese legend set in the time of 
the eleventh-century king Anawrahta also betrays an Indian connection:• 

[A monk, having saved two boys from drowning] discovered that they 
were ... Indians by race. He took them to his monastery and, nam
ing them Byat-wi and Byat-ta, he brought them up as his pupils. Years 
passed and the boys became fully grown young men. One day the 
monk found on the hill-si~e the body of an alchemist who had died 
during the final stages of his experiments, and he instrUcted his pupils 
to carry it to the monastery and roast it. After the body had been 
roasted, the monk said, "Look here, pupils, the roasted ftesh of the 
alchemist is to be eaten only by the Great King ofThaton, so that he 
will become a mighty man of endeavour and protect our country 
from its enemies. So I must go to the city to invite the King to din
ner" ••. In the darkness, the roasted body of the alchemist shone like 
gold, and it gave out such a sweet ftavour that the two youths yearned 
to taste the strange ftesh .•• "Let us just take a bite each," and they 
cut off a tiny pan of the roasted body and ate it, but as the ftesh 
tasted so good they greedily went on eating until the whole body was 
finished . • . The elder brother [said] ". . . let us enjoy ourselves." 
Then, feeling gay and strong, he lifted the monastery from its foun
dations and turned it upside down. "Is that all you can do?" mocked 
the younger brother, and he lifted a huge rock and placed it on the 
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path ... The monk saw the huge rock and the upside-down monas
tery and realized that the worst had happened. "Alas, Lord King," he 
exclaimed, " ... I fear that my boys have eaten the roasted alchemist, 
and unless they are quickly apprehended they will rebel against you." 

b. The seventh-century Indian author and playwright BaJ]abhana pro
vides the earliest Jiterary account we have of an Indian tantrika in the comic 
description he gives of a south Indian (Dravi4a) ascetic who superintended 
a temple of the goddess Cal]4ika on the road to Ujjain:2 

He had a tumor growing on his forehead that was blackened by con
stantly falling at the feet of the mother Goddess ... and was blind in 
one eye from a batch of invisibility salve [siddhaiijann] given him by 
a quack ... He ha<l brought a premature fever on himself with an 
improperly prepared mercurial elixir [rasnyana] used as a vermifuge 
..• He had a collection of palm-leaf manuscripts containing material 
on conjuring, tantrn, and mantra, which were written in letters of 
smoky-red lacquer. He had written the doctrine of Mahakala as such 
had been taught to him by an old Maha-pasupata. He was afflicted 
with the condition of babbling about buried treasure and had become 
very windy on the subject of transmutational alchemy [dhiitllvadn] ••• 
He had increased his grasp on the 111antrn-sadhana for becoming in
visible, and knew thousands of wonderful stories about Sriparvata. 

c. Alberuni, the Muslim savant who accompanied Mahmud of Ghazni 
in his conquest of western India between A.D. 998 and IOJO, relates anum
ber of Indian alchemical legends, including the following:1 

In the city of Ohara;' the capital of Malava, which is in our days ruled 
by Bhojadeva (Iooo-ssJ, there lies in the door of the Government 
house an oblong piece of pure silver, in which the outlines of the 
limbs of a man are visible. Its origin is accounted for by the following 
story:-Once in olden times a man went to a king of theirs, bringing 
him a Rnsaynna, the use of which would make him immortal, victori
ous, invincible, and capable of doing everything he desired. He asked 
the king to come alone to the place of their meeting, and the king 
gave orde~ to keep in readiness all the man required. 

The man began to boil the oil for several days, until at last it ac
quired consistency. Then he spoke to the king: "Spring into it and I 
shall finish the process." But the king, terrified at what he saw, had 
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not the courage to dive into it. The man, on perceiving his coward
ice, spoke to him: "If you have not sufficient courage, and will not 
do it for yourself, will you allow me myself to do it?" Whereupon the 
king answered, "Do as you like." Now he produced several packets of 
drugs, and instructed him that when such and such symptoms should 
appear, he should throw upon him this or that packet. Then the man 
stepped forward to the cauldron and threw himself into it, and at 
once he was dissolved and reduced into pulp. Now the king pro
ceeded according to his instruction, but when he had nearly finished 
the process, and there remained only one packet that was not yet 
thrown into the mass, he began to be anxious, and to think what 
might happen to his realm, in case the man should return to life as an 
immortal, vidorious, invincible person, as has above been mentioned. 
And so he thought it preferable not to throw the last packet into the 
mass. The consequence was that the caldron became cold, and the 
dissolved man became consolidated in the shape of the said piece of 
silver. 

d. In the account he gives of his travels in India in the last years of the 
thineenth century, Marco Polo offers the following description of a group 
of persons he encountered on the Malabar Coast of India:5 

Here these Braaman live more than any other people in the 
world .... Moreover they have among them regulars and orders of 
monks ... who are called ciugi [Yogis,Jogis] who certainly live more 
than all the others in the world, for they commonly live from 1 so to 
zoo years •.• And again I tell you that these ciugi who live so long 
... eat also what I shall explain ... I tell you that they take quicksilver 
and sulphur and mix them together with water and make a drink out 
of them; and they drink it and say it increases their life .•. They do it 
twice on the week, and sometimes twice each month ... and without 
mistake those who live so long use this drink of sulphur and quick
silver. 

e. At the close of the seventeenth century, the French traveler Fran~ois 
Bernier, a Catholic man of letters, gives a more nuanced account of the 
religious practices he observed in Mogul India. While he either ridicules 
or shows disgust or contempt for nearly all that he sees of Hindu religious 
life, one group, whom he calls, as had Marco Polo, Yogis, seems to com
mand his respect:6 
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There are others quite different from these [other Hindu sectarian 
groups]; strange fellows these, almost constantly travelling hither and 
thither; these are people who scoff at everything, and whom nothing 
troubles. They are people with secrets who, it is said, even know how 
to make gold and to prepare mercury so admirably that one or two 
grains taken every morning restore the body to perfect health and so 
fortify the stomach. that it digests very wen, such that it is nearly 
impossible for them to eat their fill. 

f. Two hundred years after Bernier, John Campbell Oman, a relatively 
open-minded7 subject of the British Empire-for whom, however, western 
superiority and the propriety, even the necessity of the colonial and mis
sionary enterprise were never open to question-gives a report of an 
Indian alchemist that is less flattering than those of his two western prede
cessors:• 

A learned Sikh told me of an ••. unfruitful experience he had with a 
gold-making NinnaU sadhu. This man made friends with the Sikh, 
and insinuated himself into his confidence. He ••• revealed, under 
the seal of secret, that he was acquainted with the occult art of 
transmuting metals. The Sikh •.• was much excited at finding that 
his new friend was a potent alchemist •.• The transmuter of metals 
seemed to live very well, yet occasionally borrowed money, showing 
special favour to the Sikh in this matter • • . One day the sadhu 
showed the Sikh a common bronze ••• coin, and then in his presence 
put it into a small furnace along with various leaves and roots he had 
collected. After an hour or so he produced from his crucible a golden 
fac-simile of the [coin]. The Sikh, not to be taken in even by his dear 
friend, asked to be allowed to have it tested by a goldsmith. Pennis
sion was given and acted upon, with the result that the experts in the 
bazaar pronounced it gold of the purest quality. The Sikh was now 
agog to learn the important secret of gold-making, and many were 
the rupees he willingly lent the sadhu, in the hope that he would ac
cept him as a pupil. But the saintly man of science suddenly and un
expeCtedly decamped. "Alas," said the Sikh after he had narrated these 
circumstas1ces to me, "I lost more than sixty rupees through that 
imposter. I have since learned how he fooled me, but never a NinnaU 
sadhu has, since those days, had so much as a drop of water from 
my hand!" 
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2. Religious Alchemy in India: Three Typologies 

The six accounts presented here epitomize the historical evolution and de
volution of religiotu altbmzy in India. The Bunnese folktale and BiJ}a
bhana's seventh-century caricature typify ntagkal alchemy, which held the 
field &om the second to the tenth century A.D. AI-Biruni's eleventh
century account is a legendary portrayal of an operation proper to tantric 
alchemy, which enjoyed its golden age &om the tenth to the fourteenth 
century. Marco Polo's and Fran~ois Bernier's descriptions of Yogis docu
ment the tradition of Siddhaakhemy, which thrived from the thirteenth to 
the seventeenth century. The decline of Siddha alchemy, already hinted at 
in the Aurangzebian foman with which this book opened, is chronicled in 
Oman's nineteenth-century account. 

We may begin to generate a working definition of religious alchemy by 
distinguishing it &om what it is not. Throughout the three phases I have 
evoked, religious alchemy interacted with, and was at times even indistin
guishable from, other theoretical and applied sciences in which mercurial 
and mineral-based preparations played a central role. The most important 
of these (though perhaps not the earliest)' was Ayurveda, whose two foun
dational works, the C~~r~~ka S117ithitii (ca. A.D. 100)10 and the Stlirtlta Stnhhita 
(ca. fourth century A.D.),11 contain references to external, therapeutic uses 
of mercury. Following these, the sixth- to seventh-century A.D. A.f!iitiga 
Sm!1graha of Vigbhana the Elder contains the earliest Indian reference to 
the internal use of mercury for therapeutic ends.u 

In spite of the fact, however, that Ayurvedic uses of mercury predate 
those of the tantric and Siddha alchemical traditions that will concern us, 
and although Ayurveda later incorporated many of the technical discover
ies made by tantric alchemy (especially following the decline of the latter 
in the fourteenth century), its use of mercurial and mineral-based prepara
tions falls, for the most part, outside the purview of this study. The reason 
for this is that the goals of the Ayurvedic "mercurial science" (rasa iastra)
i.e., mineral-based phannacy-are essentially therapeutic (rogaviida), u 
whereas the hallmark of religious alchemy is its dual emphasis on transmu
tational (lohaviida) alchemy and elixir (dehaviida) alchemy, on the bodily 
transfonnation of the living practitioner into a perfected immortal, a Sid
dha, Vidyadhara, or a "second Siva." The Ayurvedic tradition has no such 
pretensions. The Ayurvedic physician's goal is to heal the man and not to 
create a supennan. Because, however, a vast wealth of religious alchemical 
doctrine has remained fossilized as it were within the canons of Ayurveda 
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and rasa iilstra, we will have the occasion to refer to a wide array of medical 
and phannacological sources throughout this study. 

I have chosen the tenn magical alchemy to designate the earliest phase of 
religious alchemy for a simple reason: it is, for all intents and purposes, the 
stuff of fairy tales. Transmutation and bodily immortality are its stated 
goals, but the means to these ends are a matter of serendipity throughout 
this period. Its watchword is the tenn rasa-rasiiyana-a mercurial elixir 
cum philosopher's stone and one of the eight magical siddhis of Mahayana 
Buddhism,14 as well as medieval Hinduism15 and Jainism16-but this is a 
power or object to be won or wrested from gods, demigods, or demons 
rather than produced in the laboratory. While most of the alchemical lore 
of this period is found in Buddhist sources, the secular literature of the 
time (of which BaQa's Kiida111bari is a prime example) also contains its share 
of accounts of Hindu alchemical heroes and buffoons. Indeed, the Gupta 
age was a period of great syncretism between Hinduism and Buddhism. 
Both the Bunnese folktale and BaQa's account also square with a number 
of other features of the alchemy of this period, not the least salient of which 
is that it rarely seems to work. Also, as BaQa's account intimates, alchemy 
appears to be a mainly sollth Indian phenomenon in this period, as evi
denced in frequent mentions of Srisailam-Sriparvata in period sources. 
Since Indias original fascination with archemy most probably arose out of 
early contacts with a China (India was exporting Buddhism to China in 
this period) whose Taoist speculative alchemical tradition had been devel
oping since the second century A.D., one might conclude that such tradi
tions reached south India via a maritime route.17 

While BaQa 's seventh-century description of the hydrargyriasic Dravi~a 
ascetic also contains India's earliest literary reference to tantric manu
scripts, it would not be until some three centuries later that tantric alchemy, 
as I define it, actually emerged. Here, Alberuni's eleventh-century legend 
proves to be nothing other than the narrativization of an actual alchemical 
operation, as described in the final verses of the Rasiir7Java (RA). 18 Albe
runis legend is entirely faithful to the tantric spirit of the RA and other 
texts of this period. The goal of tantric alchemy is bodily immortality, 
invincibility, and transcendence of the human condition. The tantric al
chemist, like. most of his brother tiintrikas, seeks through his practice to 
render himself godlike, a second Siva. 

The means to this end also distinguishes tantric alchemy from magical 
alchemy as well as from the therapeutic uses of mercurials proper to the 
Ayurvedic tradition. In the procedure of which Alberuni's text is a mytho-
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logiz.ation, the alchemist is instructed to first "test out" his mercury on 
metals before throwing himself into his alchemical cauldron. Only mer
cury that has proven itself capable of tranSmuting ten million times its 
mass of base metals into gold will suffice here.19 This dual focus is indeed 
the watchword of the tantric alchemical method, which the RA summarizes 
with the pithy formula: yatha lobe tatha debe- "as in metal, so in the body 
... first test [mercury] on a metal, then use it on the body." 20 Moreover, 
the two elements placed in relation here, metals (loha) and bodies (deha), 
define the two branches of the tantric alchemical synthesis: these are lo
haviida, "transmutational alchemy" and dehaviida, "elixir alchemy." As this 
verse makes clear, however, the transmutation of base metals into gold is 
not an end in itself, but rather the necessary means to the ultimate end of 
bodily immortality. 

Not only are the goals of tantric alchemy consistent with those of the 
broader Hindu tantric tradition, but so are its means to attaining those 
goals. The alchemical Tantras abound in references to tantric formulae 
(mantras) and diagrams (ma7Jt/alas), as well as in descriptions of divine hier
archies, yogic and meditative techniques, sexual and ritual practices, and 
the Sakta-Saiva devotionalism that are the hallmarks of the tantric tradition 
as a whole. Many of the major alchemical works of the period call them
selves Tantras and are cast as the revealed teachings of Siva (often in his 
tantric Bhairava form) to some tantric form of the Goddess. For reasons 
that will be made clear shortly, tantric alchemy was, in the main, a Hindu 
rather than a Buddhist occult science. Alberuni's account is set in Ohara, 
the capital of the great king Bhoja of the Paramara dynasty, located in west
ern Madhya Pradesh-and it was indeed in western India that the greatest 
flowering of tantric alchemy occurred. 

What truly sets tantric alchemy apart from magical alchemy is the rigor 
of its method and the remarkable breadth of the botanical, mineralogical, 
chemical, geographical, religious, and technicallmowledge it mobilizes in 
the pursuit of its ambitious ends. Seemingly out of nowhere, the alchemical 
science burst upon the Indian scene in the tenth century with a laboratory 
full of specialized equipment and mineral and botanical raw materials in 
its theoretical inventory which magical alchemy had in no way anticipated. 
While Chinese (Taoist alchemy) and Persian (the Shi'a Jabirian school) 
traditions no doubt interacted with tantric alchemy, the Indian material is 
so specifically Indian-as much in the subcontinental provenance of its 
materiae primae as in its nearly exclusively Hindu religious and metaphysi
cal presuppositions-as to preclude any possibility of this being a matter 
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of wholesale borrowing. The roots of the revolution that was tantric al
chemy may be traced back to the powerful impact of tantrism on Indian 
mystic and metaphysical speculation on the one hand and to developments 
within the medical schools on the other. In this latter context, a gradual 
phasing out of the practice of surgery (ialyatantra)-a development some 
attribute to the pervasive influence of the Buddhist ideal of noninjury 
(abh!lsa)-seems to have been counterbalanced by discoveries and inno
vations in the field of mercurial and mineral-based medicines.11 Tantric 
alchemy would have inherited some portion of its science from these new 
developments, which begin to appear both in Ayurvedic works and such 
tantric alchemical classics as the Rasaht;daya Tantra (RHT) and RA in the 
tenth to eleventh centuries. 

Sometime in the fourteenth century, we wimess the gradual disappear
ance of tantric alchemy and the appropriation of its techniques and goals 
of transmutation and transubstantiation by other Indian systems of 
thought and practice, both old and new. As already noted, many of the 
techniques of tantric alchemy were churned back into the Ayurvedic tradi
tion from which they had, at least in part, originated. Here the legacy of 
tantric alchemy is rasa iiistra, Ayurvedic pharmacy, a sine qua non of Ay
urvedic practice and a discipline that continues to be taught in Ayurvedic 
universities and colleges in India down to the present day.12 

I have already qualified this reapplication of transmutational and elixir 
alchemy to therapeutic ends as rogavada, the "medical alchemy" specific to 
north Indian Ayurveda. Another development of the same order is rasaci
kitsii, "mercurial medicine." Although this school retains certain of the reli
gious elements of tantric alchemy (its devotional cult of mercury, for 
example), it nonetheless shifts the emphasis of the latter away from 
transmutation and bodily immortality towards therapeutic ends. The rasa
cikitsii school continued, for centuries, to thrive-and even to rival classical 
Ayurvcda-in south India, the eastern states, and the Sind and was ex
ported along with classical Ayurveda to Tibet, China, southeast Asia, and 
Sri Lanka.!J Yet another spin-off of the decline of tantric alchemy was the 
emergence of transmutational alchemy as an independent pursuit. Here, 
aurifaction, the production of alchemical gold, became an end in itself, 
rather than a. means to the tantric end of bodily transubstantiation and 
immortality. Kings interested in increasing the royal treasury are known to 
have taken a lively interest in this discipline.l-1 

The fourth evolute of tantric alchemy was the tradition I will call Siddha 
alchemy, which is most readily identified by its emphasis on the combined 
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use of mercurial preparations with techniques of hathn yoga for the attain
ment of immortality and a mode of being on a par with that of the divine 
Siddhas and Vidyadharas. In this, it bears certain similarities with the 
physiological alchemy (nti-tnn) of Taoist traditions.25 The complementar
ity of these two modes of practice is intimated in the accounts of Marco 
Polo and Fran~is Bernier, inasmuch as both present figures they call "Yo
gis" (yogins, practitioners of yoga) who are long-lived and healthy because 
they eat mercury. An important Indian wimess to this complementary em
phasis is the fourteenth-century Madhavacarya, who devotes chapter nine 
of his Snrvadariann Sn1!1grahn to the "Rase5vara Dariana," the "revealed 
system of the Lord of Mercury."26 What is significant in Madhavas syn
thesis is that, ~vhile he mainly draws on the tantric alchemical classics (the 
RA, etc.) to expound the basic principles of the alchemical doctrine, the 
inferences he draws from them relate specifically to the characteristically 
dual emphasis of Siddha alchemy, and to its emphasis on stabilizing and 
immortalizing the body through yoga.27 

The south Indian ci11gi alchemists were, in the words of Marco Polo, an 
"order of monks," while those whom Bernier chronicles in the north were 
a itinerant order "almost constandy travelling hither and thither." Now, 
while there were many monastic orders and even many orders of itinerant 
monks circulating in medieval India, there was only one such order whose 
highly mobile members enjoyed a reputation as alchemists in this period, 
and these were the Nith Siddhas, also known as Nath Yogis. The Siddha 
alchemists were, by and large, Nith Siddhas; and because the Nath Siddhas 
were itinerant, they made Siddha alchemy a pan-Indian phenomenon. 

A significant number of alchemical works from this period are attrib
uted to Nath Siddhas, although it must be said that none-with perhaps 
two important exceptions28-are as weighty or innovative as the tantric 
alchemical classics. Two reasons may be adduced to explain this phenome
non. The first of these is that the Nath Siddhas were, for the most part, 
not members of the Indian literati. Sons of the people-if not the salt of 
the earth-they simply practictd their alchemy, and when they wrote about 
it, it was more often in compact, even elliptical, poetry cribbed down in 
the vernaculars of the day than in Sanskrit. Had the Nath Siddhas written 
in Sanskrit, more of their alchemical works would perhaps be extant today. 
However, their forte was not writing Sanskrit, but rather living and speak
ing in the popular speech of their time. The second reason for the relative 
paucity of Siddha alchemical works is that the old tantric alchemical clas-
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sics contained all that needed to be known to carry out the alchemical 
complement to the hathayogic practices proper to a two-pronged approach 
to bodily immortality. This is clearly the purport of the RA (1.18b) when 
it states: "Mercury and breath [control] are known as the Work in two 
parts." It was the complementary discipline of ha!ha yoga that required fur
ther explanation, and in this field of expertise the Nath Siddhas simply had 
no rivals. Nearly all of India's hathayogic classics arc the works of Nath 
Siddhas (with the most important of these being attributed to Gora~ana
tha, i.e., Gorakhnath), and all date from the period ofSiddha alchemy. Fur
thermore, as we will demonstrate, the language of the Nath Siddhas' ha!ha 
yoga is often nothing other than a projection of alchemical discourse upon 
the human body. The human body is an alchemical body. 

3· Magical Alchemy 

The term "Siddha" is an ambiguous one, given that a great number of 
Hindu and Buddhist schools, sects, and traditions have been so identi
fied-either by themselves or (retrospectively) by others-since the Gupta 
period. The original referent of the term was a class of demigods: in Bud
dhist and Hindu traditions alike, the Siddhas shared the interface between 
earth and sky-mountaintops and the atmospheric region-with a horde 
(ga1Jn) of semidivine beings. In the words of the fifth-century Amamkoia, 
"The Wizards ( Vidytidharns), Nymphs, Dryads, Protectors, Celestial Mu
sicians, Centaurs, Ghouls, Hidden Ones, Perfecti (Siddhas), and Beings: 
these constitute the class of the dcmigods."2" Gradually, however, the no
tion arose that the world or level of the Siddhas and Vidyadharas was one 
to which humans too could accede, and so it was that throughout the 
Indian middle ages, a growing pool of such Siddhas came to be shared, 
together with an expanding body of legend on their subject, by Hindus, 
Buddhists, and )a ins alike. Jo 

Vyasa, a fifth-century commentator on Pataiijali's Yoga Siitrns, provides 
us, albeit in an apophatic way, with what may be called the "Siddha char
ter"; that is, a comprehensive account of the goals of the human who as
pires to Siddha-hood. This he docs in his commentary on Yoga Stitra 3·5 I, 
which states: "When invited by the celestial beings, that invitation should 
not be accepted nor should it cause vanity because it involves the possibil
ity of undesirable consequences." Vyasa's commentary reads: 
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The celestial beings residing in high regions noticing the purity of 
the intellect of those who have attained unalloyed truth . . . try to 
invite them by tempting them with enjoyments available in their re
gions in the following manner: "0 Great Soul, come and sit here and 
enjoy yourself. It is lovely here. Here is a lovely lady. This elixir pre
vents death and decay. Here is a vehicle which can take you to the 
skies. The tree which fulfils all wishes is here ... here are the per
fected Siddhas and the great seers. Beautiful and obedient nymphs, 
supernormal eyes and ears, a body of adamantine strength, all are 
here."JJ 

In his Jiitakanziilii, Aryasilra refers to experts in demonology or "de
monic medicine" for the exorcism of demons (b/Jiitavidyii, the fourth limb 
of Ayurveda), as Siddhavidyas, persons versed in the occult knowledge of 
the Siddhas.32 At first blush, there appears to be no connection between 
these two fields of expertise. Yet, upon closer inspection, we in fact find a 
number of uncanny correspondences, of which many are specifically south 
Indian, between the two. To begin, the classic work on Ayurvedic demon
ology, the /(Jmziira Ttmtra, is attributed to the great arch-demon of the 
south and villain of the Sanskrit Riimiiyn7]n, Rava~a.U In the ca. twelfth
century Tamillriimiivntiiram of Kampail, the daughters of Rava~a are said 
to be the wives of the Sittars, the Tamil equivalent of the Siddhas.H In his 
commentary on 111ga Siitra 4· I, Vyasa glosses Rtifndhi, "botanicals" -which 
Pataiijali designates as one of the four means to obtaining siddhis-with 
rnsiiynnn, which he says may be found "in the dwellings of Asuras ['anti
gods,' 'demons']?'JS 

Vyasa's association of botanicals with Asuras is echoed in later com
mentaries, including that of the ninth-century 'Vacaspati Misra, who also 
glosses atifndhi as rnsiiynna into which, he says, a man may be initiated "by 
alluring Asura maidens." J6 A similar reading is found in the Bhiignvatn Ptlr
ii1]a (5.14.1 3), which employs the term rasa-rnsiiynnn to refer to the medici
nal herbs employed by the many denizens of the subterranean regions to 
ensure eternal youth and good healthY Even today, the Sittar physicians 
of south India qualify one class of treatment as rii~nsa. Js 

The great wealth of the subterannean AsurasJ9 is also enjoyed, according 
to epic and Puranic traditions, by the Ya~as (the Dryads of India, whose 
leader Kubera is the god of wealth in both Hindu and Buddhist traditions), 
and the Nagas, Serpent deities, subterranean plutocrats as well, and India~ 
version of the archetypal dragon who lies atop hoards of buried treasure. 
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The Asuras and the subterranean locus of their wealth seem to be con
nected to an obscure passage from the eleventh-century RA, which de
scribes the types of persons best adapted for "Treasure Practice" (nidhi
siidhana), and "Hole in the Ground Practice" (bila-sadhana): the former are 
identified by the digging tools they carry, and the latter by their resem
blance to male Asuras (who are ugly and terrible, in contradistinction to 
their female counterparts),..., With regard to the Serpents as custodians 
of fabulous underground treasures, a living tradition among the self
proclaimed "Jogis" of the Sind province of Pakistan, who claim descent 
from the great magician and serpent master Go~ Chauhan, is highly illus
trative: .. • 

Jogi tradition has it that seven jogis are required to catch a single 
cobra because although the cobra strikes only two and a half times, 
it spits out a substantial amount of venom that can be lethal even 
from a distance. The seven jogis make seven dunghills, dig seven 
ditches behind them, fill these with water and climb inside with only 
their heads visible on the surface. Then they start playing their en
chanting tunes on their bems to lure the cobra, silendy reciting magi
cal 711antars [Sanskrit: 1nantras] at the same time ... 

Explains Punoo Jogi, "When the sheesh nang ("king cobra": San
skrit le!a naga] is provoked, he strikes at the first dung heap and sets 
it aflame. While he strikes, the jogi submerges himself in water so 
that no harm comes to him. Then he lunges again, and yet again but 
with less force. Once he has disgorged all his poison, he can no 
longer fight. You should see his rage then. In one final blow, he 
strikes at the treasure he has been guarding for years and destroys it 
before finally succumbing to the seven jogis:12 That is why the jogis 
have never found the treasure that the sheesh nang guards." 

The Dryads and Serpents, perhaps the most archaic divinities of India, 
were gradually absorbed, quite literally, as "props" for the high gods of 
Hinduism and Buddhism when these became the great religions of the 
subcontinent. In classical Hinduism, it is a Serpent that serves to support 
the entire universe atop his bejeweled hood; at times when the universe is 
nonexistent (exacrly half the time), he supports the sleeping god Vi~r;au, in 
whom the universe is contained in a nonmanifest state, serving as his 
couch ... J Like Vi~r;au, the Buddha too is sheltered by the hood of a Serpent, 
and the earliest iconographic depiction of such is in fact Buddhist rather 
than Hindu. This is the third-century A.D. sculpted image of the Buddha, 
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on a Serpent couch, from Nagarjunikonda (Andhra Pradesh) in south In
dia. It is precisely in this region that the ca. third-century A.D. Buddhist 
Gal!t/avyiiba locates the seat of the bodhisattVa Maiiju5ri, whom it says 
converted many indigenous Serpents to Buddhism ..... This region is also 
one that produces a great number of figures with names containing Niiga 
(serpent): the most illustrious of these is Nagarjuna, whom a number of 
later traditions identify as a Siddha alchemist hailing from Sriparvata. 

The ca. first-century A.D. south Indian play, the Mt;cehakatikii (The 
Little Clay Cart), the first literary source to make mention of what is ap
parendy a human Siddha, is the work of an author from Andhra Pradesh, 
who very likely would have hailed from Sriparvata (also mentioned in the 
text):11 This Siddha reminds us once more of Biil)abhana's hapless south 
Indian Saiva ascetic who had lost his sight in one eye due to an invisibility 
salve called siddhii1ijana ("perfected, super ointment"), and who knew myri
ads of stories concerning Sriparvata. Slighdy prior to Biil)abhana, the 
south Indian author Subandhu provides an early mention of mercury (pilr
ada), as well as of Sriparvata, in his comic play, the Vilsavadattil."' Now, 
irlparoata (or lrliaila711)-generally identified with a holy peak located in 
the central Deccan plateau (Kumool district, Andhra Pradesh) of south 
India .. 7 -is a highly generic term for a mountain or hilltop in the Sanskrit 
and Hindi languages: both simply mean "splendid, auspicious, or excellent 
peak." Therefore, while the greatest wealth of Siddha lore, both Hindu and 
Buddhist, is attached to this toponym, we cannot be certain that it is always 
the Srisailam or Sriparvata of the east central Deccan that is being evoked. 

The earliest Hindu mention of Srisailam is found in the Mahilbhilrata 
which, precisely, identifies it as a place at which to attain siddhis, the stuff 
that Siddhas are made of ... • It is the Buddhist religious literature, how
ever, that contains the greatest wealth of early references to Sriparvata
Srisailam. Located in the heart of the Andhra country, a south Indian 
"Buddhist fief" in the first centuries of the common era, this site was 
a launching point for missionaries to Kashmir, China, Bengal, and Sri 
Lanka ... 9 There are, however, no mentions of siddhis (rddhis in Pali) or Sid
dhas in Buddhist evocations of Sriparvata,so unless ~ne chooses to see in 
the name of the third-century A.D. heretical "Siddhathaka" school of that 
region a forerunner of the term Siddha.SI Buddhism was fast losing ground 
to Saivism in the region by the seventh century, with temples to Siva Sid
dhe5vara ("Lord of the Siddhas") beginning to appear at Srisailam at that 
time. 52 

It is a figure from Tamil Nadu, some distance to the south of the Andhra 
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country, who first talks about the Siddhas in an informed way. This is the 
seventh-century Tirumular who, while he is generally held to be the first 
of the eighteen Sittars (i.e., the Siddhas of Tamil tradition) and the founder 
of the Sittar school, speaks of the Siddhas-although it is unclear whether 
he means the semidivine or the human variety-as if they were already an 
established institution. In his 7inmtn11tirnm, Tirumular defines the Siddhas 
as those "who have experienced divine light and divine energy [inkti] from 
within and through yogic integration [snmndhi]."SJ Sittar tradition main
tains that Tirumular was the disciple of the alchemist Nandi(kesvara); 
while a certain alchemist by the same name is cited in a number of post
twelfth-century sources, these never attribute any alchemical texts to him, 
nor arc there any extant works of his to prove he was ever anything more 
than a legendary human or a god of alchemists. Sot 

The discipline of Siddha medicine, butresscd by a Siddha alchemy that 
is in fact a synthesis of hathayogic and alchemical practice, is the present
day legacy of the Sittars in Tamil Nadu. While the extant alchemical works 
of the eighteen Sittars,ss the storied founders of these traditions, turn out 
to be quite recent/6 the body of legend attached to these figures carries us 
back, once again, to the lore of magical alchemy. 

A limited number of documents indicate that a historical figure named 
Nandi may have lived in the same century as Tirumular. This Nandi, a 
Buddhist monk from central India, left India in the middle of the seventh 
century, traveling by sea to Sri Lanka and southeast Asia before arriving 
in China in A.D. 655· A year later, the emperor of China shipped him off 
to sea again to collect medicinal herbs. He returned to China in 663.57 

Prior even to Nandi, according to Sittar tradition, was the alchemist Bogar 
(or Pokar or Bhoga), whose links with China arc also remarkable. The Sit
tar Bogar, who is said to have lived in the third to fifth centuries A.D., is 
today worshipped at that site in the Palani Hills of Tamil Nadu where he 
is said to have practiced and taught alchemy.sw Traditions concerning Bogar 
cast him either as a Chinese philosopher who came to India for the study 
of medicine, traveling first to Pama and Bodhgaya before taking up resi
dence in Madras; or as a south Indian Sittar, who traveled to China and 
taught alchemy to a ruler named Kong (his disciple Konganar,59 according 
to Sittar tradition) before returning to south India.60 

The greatest historical value of these accounts of Bogar and Nandi lies 
in their references to early maritime exchanges between India and China. 
The sea trade between India's southeast coast and Han China (via the en
trepot of Hanoi), already well under way by the beginning of the common 
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era, especially thrived during the golden age of Sino-Indian exchange-of 
religious ideas as well as goods-of the third to eighth centuries A.D. This 
was, of course, the period that first saw the export of Buddhism from India 
to China and, slighdy later, the introduction of certain elements of Taoism 
into Indian religion and culture. (Overland trade along the Silk Road
which brushed India's northwest frontier at Ta~asila and Peshawar, and 
slighdy above the Jhelum River in the Punjab-and its spurs, which ran 
down into the subcontinent's great trading hubs at the port of Bhrgukaccha 
(Broach), Ujjain, and Pama (via Kathmandu), had already been flourishing 
since about 110 s.c.).6• 

We have already seen that Taoist alchemical speculation and experi
mentation had already reached an appreciable level of sophistication by the 
time of these exchanges.62 Here let us also note the important fact that 
nearly all the mercury the Indian alchemists would later use came from 
China: given the fact that there exist no mercurial deposits on the subcon
tinent, China was India's nearest and obvious supplier.6J It is therefore 
rather curious that the majority of historical notices from this period in
dicate that it was China that was looking to India for alchemical drugs and 
data. When the Han emperors first asked for instruction in the Buddhist 
faith, they also requested a "drug of immortality" they supposed India to 
possess.&~ 

While the Chinese have no record of having been visited by an Indian 
alchemist named Nandi, they do mention an Indian scholar named Naray
a~asvamin, who was captured and held in the Chinese court in about A.D. 

649 because he knew of an elixir of life; later, in 664, an Indian physician 
named Lokaditya would be summoned there to serve as an alchemist
in-residence.6' Slighdy earlier, in about A.D. 646, the Chinese offered a 
Sanskrit translation of the Tao te ching to the king of Kamanlpa (Assam), 
purportedly in exchange for information concerning transmutational and 
elixir alchemy.66 

In charge of that translation was the great seventh-century Chinese 
pilgrim Hsuan-tsang who would, in his S11 Jll chi (Buddhist Records of the 
Western World), record accounts he had heard in the court of King Ha~ 
concerning the famed Indian alchemist Nagarjuna.67 Yet this was the same 
royal patron for whom Ba~abhana wrote his description of the hydrargyr
iasic south Indian ascetic, in his Kiida111bari;68 and the same seventh-century 
India in which the Chinese pilgrim 1-Ching reported, in the account he 
gave of his travels there between A.D. 671 and 695, cases of grave misuse 
of mercuric ores as clixirs.69 It was also an India in which a sixth-century 
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Indian king (of Udyana, in the Swat region of present-day Pakistan) 
quizzed two Chinese Buddhist visitors to his court on the "Taoist matters" 
of medicine and science and the silver and golden palaces of the lm
mortals.70 

The picture that emerges from this period is one of an ongoing ex
change between India and China regarding matters alchemical, matters in 
which China, even if it appears always to have been ahead of India in inno
vations throughout this period, nonetheless looked to India for inspira
tion.71 Such is perhaps understandable, given the incredible impact Indian 
Buddhism was having on China. 

If, however, Indian religion and science were in vogue in China, so too 
were Chinese traditions in India. More than this, whatever India exported 
over the mountains to China seemed to come back, in altered form, to be 
reappropriated by the Indians a few centuries later. A prime example is the 
Indian yogic tradition, which China received, in a fairly unsophisticated 
state, along with Buddhism, in the third century A.D. But the Taoist China 
of the time was already experimenting with what it termed "embryonic 
respiration" and the "feeding of the vital principle"-practices that were 
more or less equivalent to Indian yogic techniques, but which, in the Chi
nese context, already bore a veneer of alchemical symbolism. A yogic tech
nique of apparent Chinese origin, called ht11111-ching or "making the Yellow 
River flow backwards," identified with either the practice of urethral suc
tion or that of internally raising semen along the spinal column, would first 
make its appearance in Indian MahAyana sources71 and later reappear as an 
erotico-yogic technique of the Nath Siddhas.n Indeed, Indian tantra first 
appeared at points of contact with Taoist China and, in the words of joseph 
Needham, upon whose masterful Science and Civilisation in A11dent Chi11a I 
have been relying throughout this section, "the Taoist department of Bud
dhism was Tantrism." So it was that when Indian tantrism was first intro
duced into China in the eighth century by the Buddhist monks Subhakara
simha, Vajrabodhi, and Amoghavajra, a certain number of its techniques 
were merely "returning" to their country of origin, from which they had 
been exported but a few centuries earlier/ .. 

The principal Sino-Indian points of contact in this period of exchange 
were (1) the mountain passes located in the northwestern region of the 
subcontinent (Himalayan Pakistan and Mghanistan) and (2) Assam to the 
east-these being the two regions through which the Indian spurs of 
the Silk Road passed-as well as (3) the major seaports on the coasdines 
of Tamil Nadu and Gujarat, which linked India to China ~nd the west via 
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the maritime routes of the day. According to the evidence at our disposal, 
two illustrious travelers along these trade routes in this period would have 
been the "Chinese goddess" Tara and the element mercury (piirnda),15 

whose entrances into the subcontinent appear to have been curiously 
linked. Both are said to be sixth-century importS from "greater China" 
(111nhiicinn, a blanket Sanskrit term applied to both China and 1ibet) into a 
nascent Indian Buddhist tantric tradition, and both are purported to have 
been brought to India by none other than Nagarjuna. 76 

The question then arises: Did "Nagirjuna" bring Tara and mercury to 
India by land or by sea? Both mercury and Tari are mentioned in the 
sixth-to seventh-century south Indian Viisnvndnnil, 77 which would indicate 
a maritime link with eastern China; but both are also mentioned in the 
sixth-century ~ilngn Sa71.tgrnhn, 78 which was probably composed in Ujjain, 
in western Madhya Pradesh. The earliest recorded case ofTara worship in 
India comes to us from seventh-century Nalanda, the great Buddhist com
plex located in modem-day Bihar (whose main links to China were over
land, via Pama to the north);7<l a century later, we read of a temple built to 
the "Chinese goddess" in Kaiici, on the coast of Tamil Nadu.80 

This coastal location reminds us of what may have been Tara's original 
role: she was a goddess of navigation, of sea crossings-tara is generated 
from the verb rr, to cross over the sea.•• A fanciful eighteenth-century TI
betan source, the dPng-bsnm-ljon-bztm, brings these elements together in 
a unique way. Saying that Nagarjuna was born in Kaiici, it goes on to de
scribe how he sailed across the sea on a craft made of two fig leaves, until 
he came to an intermediate continent, from which he brought a gold
making elixir back to his monastery at Nalanda.az 

Now, Tibet's source of mercury has long been Yunnan, in southeastern 
China,•, which shares a border with Annam (Viemam), of which Hanoi 
was the major port for maritime commerce with India and southeast Asia. 
That the back country of Annam was rich in mercurial ores is demon
strated by a historical anecdote from China: the great mercurial alchemist 
Ko Hung (ca. A.D. 300) requested and received a transfer to that province, 
into an administrative position unworthy of his rank in the imperial bu
reaucracy, in order that he might have ready access to the cinnabar (red 
mercuric sulfide) he needed to conduct his experiments! .. We further know 
that mercury was carried in the cargo holds of the ships that plied these 
Sino-Indian trade routes in later centuries. On the one hand, we find a 
report of over a ton of the stuff being warehoused in the Malaysian port of 
Malacca;85 and on the other, we know that the Indian port cities of Surat 
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(Gujarat), Murshidabad (Bengal), Calcutta, and Madras have long been 
centers for the fabrication of synthetic cinnabar and calomel (mercurous 
chloride), using native Indian minerals and imported mercury, since at 
least the sixteenth century A.D.86 Also supporting a direct Sino-south In
dian maritime link in matters alchemical is the fact that Sittar alchemy and 
medicine have always been more mineral based and "Taoist" than the more 
herb-based northern traditions.87 

Against a maritime link, and in favor of an overland connection in the 
mercury and Tara trade, we can marshal the following evidence. The TI
betans themselves have historically purchased their mercury from Chinese 
traders who transported it to Tibet; here, the obvious link would have been 
an overland one. 88 So too, the mercury that reached Varahamihira (author 
of the Bt;hnt Smithitii) and Vagbhana the Elder in northwest India quite 
certainly traveled overland, via the Silk Road or one of its spurs. What of 
Tara? On the strength of two passages from the third- to eleventh-century 
A.D. Siidhn11R711iilii (The Garland of Practice), Tara is generally considered 
to have been brought to Nalanda, directly from Bho~ (Tibet) by Nagar
juna. Yet, in fact, the passages in question concern two different forms of 
Tara, named Vajra ("Diamond") Tara and Ekajata ("One Lock ofHair").89 

Now, Ekajat3 is also known as Mahacinatara, as if to emphasize her Ti
betan roots. In the Tibetan Buddhism of the Dragon Kaju sect, Ekajat3 
is in fact the consort of an "ancient" Nyingma divinity named Quicksilver 
(i.e., mercury), identified with Bhairava Yamantaka ("Terrible Slayer of 
Death"). In the Padmaist literature of the same Nyingma school, she is the 
consort of the god AmrtakuJ].4ali, who is also known by the epithet "King 
of Elixirs."90 

With this, we perhaps arrive at the source of the tradition that Nagar
juna brought "mercury," together with Tara, from Tibet in this period. Yet 
if Nagarjuna did indeed bring Tara and mercury to India from Tibet, it is 
curious that the sixth- to seventh-century Af!iingn Sm!1grnhn, which men
tions both Tara and mercury, should make no mention of Nagarjuna. 
More than this, Tibetan tradition itself maintains that the worship of Tara 
was introduced into that country from Nepal-in the seventh century, i.e., 
later than the earliest mentions of her in Indian sources!91 This would 
make the claim that Nagarjuna introduced Tara to India "from Tibet" an 
untenable one, unless it is the two specifically Tibetan forms (Vajratarii and 
Ekajata) of the goddess that are intended. As we will shortly see, the alche
mist Nagilrjuna manages to elude the historian at nearly every tum. 

I have already noted that there are no mercurial ores native to the Indian 
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subcontinent. The same, in fact, holds true for Tibet, which means that if 
Nagarjuna brought mercury to India from Tibet at the end of the Gupta 
age, then it was very likely Chinese mercury that he brought from there; 
for it is from Yunnan in southeastern China that the Tibetan supply 
came.9l This Chinese source likely lies at the origin of one of the many 
Sanskrit terms employed for cinnabar, the most commonly occurring mer
curial ore in the world. This is the word cinapif!a, "Chinese powder." Many 
of the other terms for mercury or its ores also indicate regions to the 
northwest of India (and west of Tibet) as its region of provenance. Parada, 
the most common alchemical term for mercury, refers to Parada-de5a, the 
land of the Panhians or Paradas ofTransoxiania or the Baluchistan region; 
darada, red cinnabar, to Darada-desa, the modern Dardistan, in northern 
Kashmir; hiilgula, cinnabar, to Hinglaj (-Devi) in Baluchistan or to a coun
try called Hingula. The term mleccha, "(proper to) the (central Asian) bar
barian (races)" would have been a more blanket term.9 J Cinnabar and other 
mercurial ores occur naturally throughout the trans-Himalayan regions of 
central Asia, as well as in Chitral (Pakistan), Garmshir (Mghanistan), and 
Yunnan, and it was from these regions that India~ supply of mercury would 
likely have come.<H 

4· Desperately Seeking Nagarjuna: The Buddhist Evidence 

The origins of Indian alchemy are closely linked to the figure of Nagar
juna, who, whenever one attempts to pin him down as a historical person
age, proves to be quite as protean and mercurial as quicksilver itself. One 
has the feeling that if it were only possible to extract Nagarjuna the al
chemist out of the welter of the Nagarjunas who dot the mythology and 
history of Indian religions and medicine, one would be well on the way to 
generating a coherent history of Indian alchemy.95 Yet, there are so many 
Nagarjunas to choose from. In addition to the Nagarjunas I have already 
mentioned to this point (the Nagarjuna who purponedly brought mercury 
and Tara to India, and the Nagarjuna who sailed to the intermediate conti
nent on a fig-leaf boat to recover a "gold-making elixir") there are perhaps 
a dozen other figures with the same name-who may or may not have been 
the same person, and who, all told, would have authored over a hundred 
works on a wide array of subjects96-connected in some way with the In
dian alchemical tradition. These include Nagarjuna the Madhyamika phi
losopher, Nagarjuna the tantric Buddhist author and commentator, Nagar-
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juna the Hindu tantric sorcerer, Nagarjuna the Nath Siddha, Nagarjuna 
the north Indian medical author, Nagarjuna the south Indian medical au
thor,'" Nagarjuna the Buddhist alchemist, Nagarjuna the Jain alchemist, 
Nagarjuna the northern Hindu alchemist, Nagarjuna the southern Hindu 
alchemist,QII Nagarjuna the eye doctor, Nagarjuna the sexologist, Nagar
juna the paifu111e11r-so many Nagarjunas, so little time! Whereas Albert 
Griinwedel called him the "Faust of Buddhism,"99 Max Walleser, the west
em scholar who probably toiled the longest at attempting to identify the 
historical Nagarjuna, concluded that no Nagarjuna ever existed! 100 Tibetan 
historians have had it both ways, simply allowing that a single figure named 
Nagarjuna alchemically prolonged his life for 529 to tooo years, during 
which he found the time to dabble in or master all of the fields men
tioned above. 

Nagarjuna bursts upon the stage of intellectual and religious history as 
the south Indian founder (ca. second century A.D.) of the Madhyamika 
school of philosophy within the then-nascent current of Buddhism called 
Mahayana.101 An extremely prolific writer, he was the author of the seminal 
Mahayana text, the Prajfiiiparamitiiiiistra, a commentary on the revealed 
"Teachings of the Perfection of Wisdom" (Praj1iiiparamitii Stitras). Ac
cording to legend, these teachings had been preserved for millennia in the 
netherworld of the Nagas, before being restored to the world by Nagar
juna. Chinese sources relate that a great serpent (111ahiiniiga) opened a 
seven-jeweled chest for Nagarjuna, from which he recovered the Vaipulya 
(Mahayana) teachings;101 according to later Tibetan legend, he was initi
ated by the Nagas (whence his name) and received the Perfection of Wis
dom texts directly from them.10J 

A number of sources, whose historical veracity is equally suspect, in
dicate that the Madhyamika philosopher Nagarjuna was the protege and 
companion of a certain ruler of the Satavahana dynasty which ruled over 
the Andhra country between the first century s.c. and the second century 
A.o.10ol BaQabharra speaks in his Ha'"!ncnrita of"a monk named Nagarjuna" 
who had presented Satavahana with an elixir in the form of a jewel called 
"Pearl-Wreath Mandakini," which had been given to him by the king of the 
Nagas.•os According to Hsuan-tsang, the Chinese pilgrim who was BaQa's 
contemporary at the court of Ha~a, the "Bodhisattva Nagarjuna" was so 
skilled in the art of compounding medicines that he had produced a pill 
with which he had extended his own life as well as that of his royal compan
ion for many hundreds of years. Later, as Hsuan-tsang relates, it happened 
that the king ran out of funds while building a monastery for Nagarjuna at 
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Bhramaragiri, "Black Bee Hill." At this point, "the BodhisattVa Nagarjuna 
(Lung-Meng Phu-Sa) scattered some drops of a numinous and wonderful 
pharmakon over certain large stones, whereupon they all turned to gold," 
thus resolving Satavahana's problems and his own.106 While there is good 
evidence that such a monastery was built in the Andhra country, we cannot 
be sure that it was built prior to the fifth century A.D., at which time it is 
mentioned by the Chinese pilgrim Fa-hsien (who identifies it with Sripar
vata).107 Hsuan-tsang further describes a meeting he had, somewhere in 
the northeastern Punjab, with a brahmin disciple of bodhisattVa Nagarjuna 
who, although he was seven hundred years old, looked to be only thirty.108 

Even in those Chinese, Tibetan, and Indian legends in which the phi
losopher Nagarjuna is made out to be an alchemist of sorts-the possessor 
of an elixir of long life and some rudiments of transmutational alchemy
there is never any specific mention of the raw materials (such as mercury) 
or techniques he employs in his craft. This omission is of a piece with the 
magical alchemy of the period on the one hand and, on the other, with a 
handful of vague references to aurifaction contained in a number of Ma
hayana texts, of which at least two are attributed to the philosopher Nagar
juna. These are the Mnhiiprnjliiiparnmitiiiiittrn, which contains four refer
ences to transmutational alchemy; and the Avatm!zsaka Siitra (attributed to 
Nagarjuna by Fa-hsien and translated into Chinese in A.D. 699).109 In addi
tion to these sources, references to magical alchemy are found in the 
fourth- through sixth-century Mahiiyii11a Sn1!1grnha Bhilsyn (a commentary 
on Asanga translated into Chinese in about A.D. 650 by Hsuan-tsang) and 
the Ahhidhnn11n Mnhiivibhil!n (translated and considerably lengthened over 
a fifth-century recension by 1-Isuan-tsang himself, in A.D. 659).110 

Given the paucity of alchemical references in writings attributed to the 
second-century philosopher Nagarjuna, one wonders why this figure 
should have been perceived, in the seventh-century sources I have been 
citing, to have been such a great alchemist. The most plausible explanation 
would be that Bal}abha!!a and 1-Isuan-tsang had heard of another Nagar
juna, a near contemporary of themselves, and had conflated this later figure 
with the renowned Madhyamika philosopher-a not-untenable proposi
tion, given the tradition that he had produced an elixir oflong life. Anum
ber of lineage lists identify a Nagarjuna who would have lived in the first 
half of the seventh century as the disciple of Saraha at the great Buddhist 
monastic university of Nalanda, where alchemy w:.s reputedly part of the 
curriculum.111 

It is just such an assumption that a number of Sanskrit, Chinese, and 
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Tibetan sources make, mainly in the form of retrospective prophecies 
concerning the Buddha. These prophecies, which begin to appear in the 
fourth- through fifth-century Mnhiimeghn Stitrn, are the reef against which 
every attempt to locate the historical Nagarjuna has foundered. The pivot 
of these so-called prophecies-a figure whom tradition identifies as "Sid
dha Nagarjuna"-would have been an important seventh- or eighth
century teacher in the fledgling tantric Buddhist tradition. It is this Nagar
juna who is said to have been Saraha's disciple at Nalanda and to have 
brought mercury and the goddess Tara from Tibet to India. 

Before we proceed any further, two points need to be made clear con
cerning "Siddha Nagarjuna." The first of these is that he is nowhere re
ferred to as "Siddha" in the period (ca. seventh through eighth centuries) 
in which he purportedly lived. He is either simply called Nagarjuna or has 
the title A1'JD prefixed or the ending -pii (or -piidn) suffixed to his name. 112 

The Siddha appellation is, as we will see, an ex post facto categorization 
on the part of later tantric genealogists who, in the eleventh century, began 
to refer to their founding gurus as the Siddhacaryas ("perfected teachers"), 
Mahasiddhas, or simply the eighty-four Siddhas. However, just as persons 
living in Palestine prior to the birth of Jesus Christ did not refer to their 
age as "s.c.:' so the Indian innovators of tantric Buddhism did not call 
themselves "Siddhas." 

Second, the confusion of this seventh- to eighth-century figure (whom 
later convention identifies as "Siddha Nagarjuna") with the second
century philosopher of the same name likely derives from the fact that each 
was associated with a figure named Aryadeva. Nagarjuna the philosopher 
was the teacher of Aryadeva, while "Siddha" Nagarjuna's disciple .Kai"J]ar
ipa was also known as Aryadeva.m Grafted to this composite Nagarjuna 
are associations-which I have already noted in the writings of Hsuan
tsang and others-with a king named Satavahana and the site of Sriparvata. 
The most baroque concatenations of these data are the work of the Ti
betans, whose "prophecies" concerning Nagarjuna maint:tin that he was 
born in Saurashtra (Gujarat) 400 years after the Buddha's pnrinirvii1Jn11• 

and lived for over 500 years, passing the first 200 years of his life at Nal
anda, the second 200 "in south India," us and the final 129 or 17 I years at 
Sriparvata, ~here he voluntarily gave up his life at the request of Satavaha
na's son. In nearly none of these prophecies-neither those of the Tibetans 
nor the Indian or Chinese sources upon which they drew-is Nagarjuna 
ever referred to as a Siddha; on the other hand, the name of this figure 
alternates between Nagarjuna, Nagabodhi, Nagiihvaya, and Nagaraja.116 
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His amazing longevity is a tenable proposition only if one is prepared to 
accept the notion, as the Tibetans did, that Nagarjuna's alchemy served to 
dilate his life span. 

It is only in the late Tibetan sources, moreover, that we find explicit 
references to Siddha Nagarjuna as an alchemist. The fourteenth-century 
historian Bu-ston states that Nagarjuna procured a gold-making elixir 
from the intermediate continent and so saved Nalanda from the ravages of 
famine. In the early seventeenth century, Taranatha expatiates on this 
theme, stating that "with the help of the art of alchemy, he maintained for 
many years five hundred teachers of the Mahayana doctrine at Sri Nal
endra [sic]." Later, he adds that "from the time he became a rasilyana siddha, 
his face shone like a gemstone." In a similar vein, another late Tibetan 
source states that after Nagarjuna had received his tantric initiation from 
his guru, the Siddhacarya Saraha-pa, he "attained success ... especially in 
rasiiynna" such that his body became as hard as a diamond (vnjrnkiiyn
siddhl). This, however, runs against the teachings of his guru, given the 
fact that Saraha-pa criticizes those who practice rnsa-rasiiyn11n in one of his 
vernacular songs.117 Of the fifty-nine works attributed to Nagarjuna and 
translated, in the twelfth through thirteenth centuries A.D. into Tibetan in 
the 1imj11r, none contains any alchemical material.118 One would therefore 
have to assume that if a seventh- through eight-century Nagarjuna did 
practice alchemy at Nalanda, he left no written records of his work there. 

Elsewhere, the Tibetan mythology of the eighty-four Siddhas casts 
a number of "debates" between Buddhist and Hindu figures as so many 
"siddhi-contests." So we read that Lalitavajra had a contest of magic power 
with the Hindus in the kingdom of Naravarn1a in the west. "The teacher 
swallowed a quantity of poison and two wine-jars full of mercury. Still he 
remained unaffected. The king was full of reverence." 11" If, however, the 
Buddhists won this particular battle, in the end they lost the Indian war: a 
victim of the Muslim invasions that were overtaking the continent, as well 
as of its own growing resemblance to Hindu Tantra, Buddhist Tantra and 
Buddhism effectively disappeared from the Indian subcontinent by the 
twelfth century. In a sense, the early alchemical tradition epitomized a syn
cretistic trend that had been ongoing since the origins ofTantra, with 711Pn

trns, clan lineages, and divinities converging with one another. 120 The al
chemists' gods were precisely those divinities who had come to occupy the 
no-man's-land of the Hindu-Buddhist tantric divide: Tara and ~obhya, 
of whom Hindu forms would emerge in about the tenth century; Avalok
ite5vara, whom the Hindus would identify with Siva Lokanatha; Vajra-
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sattva-Adibuddha, whom they would identify with Adinatha; and Bhairava, 
Bhairavi, and Mahakala, whom Buddhism borrowed from Hinduism. In 
concrete tenns, Indian Buddhism was losing its specificity, and thereby its 
royal patronage, a situation which, in the face of the Muslim conquests, 
proved fatal. 

Of course, export Buddhism of a tantric stamp continues to flourish 
in Tibet (into which it was introduced, from eastern India, perhaps from 
Nalanda itself, in the eighth century) down to the present day; and it is 
precisely in Tibet that we may glimpse what became of the Buddhist al
chemical tradition. What is intriguing about the alchemy of Tibetan Bud
dhism is that it more closely resembles earlier Taoist practices and contem
porary Hindu erotica-mystical techniques than it does the procedures and 
goals of transmutational and elixir alchemy. For all intents and purposes, 
external alchemy disappears from Buddhism at about the same time as 
Buddhism disappears from the Indian subcontinent. So it is that we find 
very few Tibetan references, apart from those cited a moment ago, to the 
practice of any sort of alchemy by the Siddhacaryas-i.e., by the teachers 
who founded the tantric Buddhist path, between the seventh and twelfth 
centuries A.D. Karl}ari-pi obtains an elixir from urine; Carpa!3-pil gains 
the power to transmute as well as an elixir of immortality from a boyl 
penis and anus, respectively; and Vya~i-pil produces an alchemical elixir 
with the aid of a prostitute; this last figure is also the author of two of only 
four Indian alchemical works to be translated into Tibetan and included in 
the Tanj11r. 121 

The Kiilacakra T1111tra, with its early eleventh-century VmutlaprabhiJ 
commentary, offers us the most penetrating view we have of any specifi
cally Buddhist alchemical system.m In contradistinction to the "external" 
Hindu tantric alchemy that was emerging in the same century, Buddhist 
alchemy was headed in an "internal" direction. This is precisely what we 
find in the Kiilacakra Tantra tradition: the external manipulation of metals 
and mercurials, which it calls gold making (gser ID'ztr), has been declared 
"mundane" and inferior to the "transmundane" inner alchemy (rasiiynna) 
of"channels and winds," which can lead to direct enlightenment.m Those 
passages of the Vi:malaprabhiJ which do, however, speak of external al
chemy, are remarkable in their resemblance to portions of the eleventh
century Hindu tantric alchemical classic, the RA. u" But from a closer per
spective-or at least from the perspective adopted by both the Padmaists 
of the Nying-ma school 125 and the encyclopedist Bo dong-inner alchemy 
is tantamount to an "extraction of the essence" (bttul len) that is quite iden-
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tical to the Taoist, Mahayana, and Hindu hathayogic techniques of urethral 
suction and the "hydraulic" raising of the semen along the spinal column. 
In Vajrayana parlance, "alchemy" consists of the fixing of the bodhidtta
by combining the ambrosial essences (bd11d rtsl) of Prajiia (the goddess 
"Wisdom") and Upaya (the male "Skill in Means")-and the cultivation 
of a "rainbow body" (ja' Ius) or a "body of light" ('od I11S}. 126 In concrete 
terms, the goal of tantric Buddhist alchemy is to produce the nectar of 
immortality and wisdom through a combination of semen and uterine 
blood that is at once yogic and sexual. Hindu alchemy employs the same 
techniques, but complements these with the mineral-based elixirs of exter
nal alchemy. Whereas the erotico-mystical practices of tantra (which 
Hindu yogins would later term vajroli mudrii) become identified as "al
chemy" in Tibetan Buddhism, m erotico-mystical practice and external al
chemy remain two complementary yet distinct disciplines in Hindu tan
tric alchemy. 

It is apposite to note that the tenth-century twilight of magical alchemy 
is also the dawning of no fewer than three distinct forms of tantric practice 
from within and beyond the borders oflndia. On the one hand, we observe 
the emergence of tantric alchemy, which combines an "external" transmu
tational and elixir alchemy with the "internal:' but nonetheless concrete 
(and explicitly hydraulic) practices of harha yoga and tantric sexual tech
niques. Its goal is the production of an immortal yet concrete diamo11d body 
that transcends the laws of nature. Second, there is the Tibetan Buddhist 
internalization of alchemy into a meditative and ritualized form of yoga, 
whose goal is the acquisition of a spiritualized body of light. 128 Third, there 
is the Hindu T rika Kaula, which sublimates the same concrete hathayogic 
and sexual techniques into a meditational and ritual system whose goal is 
the acquisition of a divinized body of sotmd. 129 All three of these emergent 
systems were in fact refinements upon an original tantric synthesis, which 
was based, to a great extent, on the worship of terrible, ravenous deities, 
with the fluids produced in sexual intercourse. All three were, like the ma
trix from which they arose, soteriologies, individual paths to salvation from 
the trammels of human existence, 110 and all three were unique and inno
vative inasmuch as they professed self-divinization-of three different 
types-as the means to such transcendence. 

The India that Buddhism left behind was in many ways tantric, and a 
number of Buddhist elements find their way into Hindu tantrism in this 
period. These include a number of Buddhist deities, the four Buddhist 
pifhas, m various elements of Buddhist discourse and practice and, as we 
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shall see, a significant number of Buddhist teachers, in whose number N:i
garjuna figures prominently. Elsewhere, we may attribute uncanny paral
lels between the Buddhist and Hindu tantrism of this pivotal period to the 
simple fact that the two traditions were, in spite of their professed mutual 
animousity, so close to one another.IJ: Most striking in this regard is the 
resemblance between 1ibetan alchemy's "extraction of the [innate, divine] 
essence [from the gross corporeal body]" and a Hindu tantric practice de
scribed by Bhavabhuti in his eighth-century play, Miilntl-Miidhnva. Here, 
a female Kap:llika t:lntrika named Ku!]~akapala attains the power of flight 
by extracting the quintessence (pnfitti1111Jn) of her five bodily elements. 
This same passage is also a Hindu watershed inasmuch as it constitutes the 
earliest mention in Indian literature, sacred or secular, of the six energy 
centers (tnkras) of the subtle body in the practice of harha yoga. It may be 
herein that the original sense of the term rasiiynna lies: it is the "coming 
fonh" (ilynnn) of the fluid essence (rnsn).m 

Now, the Hinduu-t tantric schools in whose works the six takras of ha
thayogic practice make their earliest appearance are the pafdmiilmliJ.Yn or 
Western Transmission and the Yogini Kaula founded by Matsyendranath, 
which predate the Trika Kaula reformer Abhinavagupta, who makes veiled 
allusions to both in his ca. A.D. 1000 1imt1"ilokn.us As we will show in some 
detail, these two Kaula sects were closely related, mainly through the per
son of Matsyendra, whom the N:lth Siddhas would later claim as their 
founding guru. Matsyendra's classic work, the Kaulajt1ti11mli17JIIJII (K]tiN) 
(Discussion of the Kaula Gnosis), revealed in K:lmarlipa (Assam) in the 
ninth or tenth century, is imponant inasmuch as it constitutes the earliest 
explicit account we have of Hindu India's earliest Siddha clans or sects, the 
Siddha and Yogini Kaulas.u6 The revelations of the K]fiN were "brought 
down" (avntii1·ita) at a site called Candradvipa ("Moon Island"), a toponym 
which funher links Matsyendra's Siddha and Yogini Kaulas to the Western 
Transmission, whose textual canon was "brought down" -by a figure vari
ously called Srinatha, Srikal]tha, Adinatha, or Siddhanatha-at a lunar 
location called Candragiri, Candradvipa, Candrapuri, or Candrapitha.U7 

In one such canonical text, the Kubjikti11itytih11ikatilakn, we find an account 
that appears to dramatize the changes that were occuring on the Indian 
tantric landscape in this period. Here, we are told that Srin:ltha-with the 
aid of three Siddhas named Sun, Moon, and Fire-founded the tantric kuln 
tradition, "at the beginning of the Kali Yuga," at a site called Candrapuri 
("Moon C::ity"), located in Kmikal]a, in coastal western India. The original 
core of this new kula, the text continues, was composed of nine Naths who, 
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originally Buddhist monks, had converted when, through a miracle pro
duced by Sriniitha, the roof of their monastery had collapsed! us 

This "conversion," from Buddhism to Hinduism, carries much further 
in this context. First of all, a lineage found in the Gn1b thob, a ca. 
fourteenth-century Tibetan translationu9 of Abhayadatta's eleventh- to 
twelfth-century Catt1rasltisiddha Praw;tti (Acts of the Eighty-four Siddhas), 
identifies two figures, Vya9i and Kubjika, as disciples of "Siddha Nagar
juna." l-10 As already noted, Vya9i is an alchemist (he is the last of the eighty
four Siddhacaryas); as we will see, he is an alchemist who figures promi
nently in Hindu lists of the Rasa Siddhas (the traditional founders of the 
alchemical tradition), lists that appear in a number of the major alchemical 
tantras. Such also appears to be the case with Kubjika: the same name is 
applied to a 111nle Siddhacarya in Buddhist tantrism and to a Je111nle deity 
(Kubjikii) in Hindu tantrism. Whether it was the Hindus or the Buddhists 
who had the first claim to these figures is a moot question; what is im
portant here is that both, like the Nagarjuna with whom they are associated 
in this particular lineage, are pivotal figures in the Buddhist-Hindu tantric 
syncretism. With the departure of Buddhism from the subcontinent, the 
alchemist Vya9i, the goddess Kubjika, and the polymath Nagarjuna be
come transformed, in medieval India, into exclusively Hindu figures
figures who are closely linked, moreover, to the history and mythology of 
tantric alchemy. They also become linked with figures-divine, symbolic, 
or (super)human-identified as "Naths" or "Siddhas." 

But, just as was the case with tantric Buddhism and its Mahasiddhas or 
Siddhacaryas, the Hindu application of the terms Nath, Siddha, and Nath 
Siddha to semihistorical human figures is an ex post facto one. Once again, 
it is not until the eleventh or twelfth century that we find these terms being 
applied, retrospectively, to such historical and legendary figures as the 
Hindu Nagarjuna, Vya9i, Gora~a, or Matsyendra. (While this last figure 
defined the Siddha Kaula, and was retrospectively identified as the guru of 
Gorakhnath, founder of the Nath Siddhas, he is nowhere referred to as 
"Matsyendra Siddha" or "Siddha Matsyendraniith" prior to the fourteenth 
century). I by no means wish to imply that such figures did not live during 
the period I have been chronicling. There can be no doubt that historical 
figures named Nagarjuna, Marsyendra, Gora~a, etc., defined the religious 
landscape of a certain Gupta and post-Gupta India. It must, however, be 
allowed that these figures' lives, acts, and words became fused, in the popu
lar imagination, with those of gods and demigods, in whose number the 
divine Siddhas and Vidyadharas must be counted. HI 
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We can also argue that by the tenth century, human individuals or or
ders known as Siddhas already existed in everything but name in India. In 
the centuries that followed, these individuals and their real or alleged writ
ings would come to be collated, anthologized, canonized, and institution
alized into (1) Siddha lists, (2) a massive body of Siddha literature, and (3) 
a loosely structured confederation of Siddha religious orders. All of these 
post-tenth-century enumerations, canonizations, and institutionalizations 
would look to the age of magical alchemy for their origins, and invariably 
find them, in a name, a text, or a real or imagined lineage. The self
proclaimed Siddhas of later history inventtd their past as a means of justi
fying their own lives, works, and institutions: the "charismatic" super
heroes of the past-fast on their way to becoming "divinized" through an 
identification of them with the Siddhas and Vidyadharas of earlier cults
were also becoming "institutionalized" into the sectarian founders they 
never had been. 142 

As I demonstrate in the next chapter, historiographers of the medieval 
Siddha traditions have failed to come to terms with this fact, and have 
therefore always found themselves struggling to bridge unaccountable gaps 
of hundreds of years between the legendary "biographies" of many of these 
Siddhas and their literary productions or institutional roles. Their efforts 
have been in vain: just as new individuals named Nagarjuna or Matsyendra 
appeared on the Indian religious landscape once every one to two hundred 
years, so too entire fotmding lineages were created or reappropriated by self
proclaimed Siddha traditions at several centuries' remove from the time in 
which their founders may have lived. HJ 

Before turning to the Hindu side of the Siddha phenomenon, I must 
attempt to account for the alchemical reputation of the Buddhist "Siddha 
Nagarjuna" for the period just discussed, the seventh to tenth centuries. 
As with the case of the philosopher Nagarjuna, there is little hard evidence 
to go on, beyond the body of legend bequeathed to us by 1-Isuan-tsang and 
others. In this light, it appears significant that the seventh-century Chinese 
scholar-pilgrim claimed to have met an alchemical disciple of Nagarjuna 
who looked to be only thirty, in spite of his seven hundred years. If he was 
indeed thirty, or slightly older, then we have grounds to believe that a re
puted alchemist named Nagarjuna did in fact Jive in the first half of the 
seventh century. 

The Yogaiataka, datable to either the seventh or ninth century and the 
work of an "Acarya Sri Nagarjuna," is mainly devoted to herbal, rather than 
mercurial, remedies, although some of its preparations are called "elixirs" 
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(msn.yn11ns) or "nectars" (nmrtas).1-H This same Nibrarjuna may have been 
(1) the editor of the Suintta SmitbitA responsible for the appendix entitled 
"Uttara Sthana" (although this section contains no innovative data on mer
curial medicines);'"' (z) the figure singled out by the ninth-century Vrnda 
as having carved instructions for the ophthamological use of black mer
curic sulfide-a preparation he calls niigiltjtma-vnrtn-into a pillar at Pi
{aliputra (Patna, the capital of modem-day Bihar);'"' (3) an alchemist 
whom the eleventh-century Alberuni mentions as having lived some one 
hundred years prior to himself;1"7 and (4) the author of a work on metal
lurgy referred to as the Lobniilstrn of Niig:lrjuna by Cakrapill}idatta, in the 
ca. A.D. 1075 Cikitst1Stn!tgrnhtt, a commentary on the Carnkn Sa1ithitil and 
itself an Ayurvedic watershed in the use of mercurial medicincs.1"11 This 
composite ninth-century NiigArjuna would therefore have had to have 
been a figure distinct from the seventh-century Nalanda alchemist-monk, 
if one ever existed."'" 

1b conclude, then, we can very tentatively identify three NagArjunas 
From what has been called d1e period of"magical" alchemy. These are (1) 
the ca. second-century A.D. Mildhyamika philosopher whose only alchemi
cal feats were mythical; (1) the early seventh-century disciple of Sar:lha, 
and resident of Nalanda and SrTparvata, whose alchemical reputation 
reached the ears of Hsuan-tsang (who was himself the translator of two 
Mah!iyina texts containing references to magical alchemy), but who left 
no alchemical works for posterity; and (3) the ninth-century author of the 
Yognintnkn and the appendix to the S11fnttn Sn7Jihitd, about whom Alberuni 
heard reports in the early eleventh century. It is only some two to three 
centuries after Alberuni that we encounter an alchemical author named 
either Siddha or Sriman Nagarjuna in chapter colophons. These are three 
extant Hindu works, which shade in their content from tantric sorcery into 
alchemy-the IVtk~npll(ll Tnmrn, the Yognrntllmntilii (also called the 
Aictlrynrnhlmllillt1) and the Rltstlldrn Mtlflgn/n. 

Finally, I close this chapter on the age of magical alchemy with a note 
of caution to anyone who would attempt to interpret the general history of 
this period. This I do mainly as a corrective to south Indian historians 
of Siddha medicine who maintain that the Siaar alchemistS had aln:ady 
perfected their craft long before the time of the sixth- to seventh-century 
1irumolar and Nandi."" First, there is no evidence to show that any al
chemy-even as practiced by persons who may already have been calling 
themselves Siddhas-prior to the tenth century A.D. was anything but 
"magical:' Second, while most of our data concerning magical alchemy is 
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of southern provenance, this in no way implies that it was of Tamil origin. 
In fact, nearly all signs from this period point eirhcr to the Andhra country 
(Sriparvata-Srisailam) or to western India as the cradle of the alchemical art 
in India. It is, moreover, in these two regions that the so-called Mahe5vara 
Siddhas begin to appear in the tenth century and that magical alchemy 
bec11me transmuted, as it were, into tantric and Siddha alchemy. 



FOUR 

Sources for the History of Tantric Alchemy in India 

1. Medieval Lists of Rasa Siddhas and Nath Siddhas 

Among the most valuable historical documents we have at our disposal 
for charting the period in which (1) "outer alchemy" disappeared from 
Buddhism, (2) Buddhism disappeared from India, and (3) Hindu Siddha 
alchemy emerged out of a fusion of tantric alchemy with the discipline of 
hntha yoga are retrospectively compiled lists of Siddhas (both Buddhist and 
Hindu) and Naths (exclusively Hindu), that proliferated throughout the 
Indo-'Iibetan world between the eleventh and fifteenth centuries. It is in 
these sources that the appellation Siddhn comes to be used extensively, as a 
blanket term covering most of the figures-some historical, others legend
ary, others divine, and still others clearly undecided-whose lives and acts 
I review in these pages. 

While we cannot be certain that such was the case, the ordering of the 
names in the Siddha lists at times appears to correspond to gllnlpnram
pariis, i.e., to the clan lineages• of teachers and disciples through which the 
mystic Siddha doctrines were transmitted. Here, the Siddha lists would 
constitute simplifications of an earlier set of models. These were the ca. 
ninth-century A.D. idealized "post-scriptural systematizations" 2 of the ma
jor tantric sects and texts. These records often took the form of mystic 
diagrams (111n7Jtfn/ns), in which the clans (k11/ns) of the divinities and legend
ary preceptors of the major sectarian divisions of Hindu tantrism were set 
forth schematically. Such 1II01Jtfn/ns or yantras were at once divine and hu
man genealogies, ritual and meditational supports, and models of and for 
microcosmic, mesocosmic, and macrocosmic reality, in which color, num
ber, direction, divine name, vital breath, activity of consciousness, sensory 
organ, etc., were so many simultaneous proofs for the coherence of the 
world system they charted: structure and function were congruenr.J 
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In the absence of anything comparable to a systematic theology (for 
which god would one choose?) or a religious anthropology, Puranic Hindu
ism lent much attention to what one scholar has termed "systematic geogra
phy," the elaboration of a spatial grid of the great chain of being, from the 
highest gods to the most abject demons, via the realms ofhumans, demigods, 
sages, and all manner of other creatures.• In the tannic context, however, it 
is perhaps more proper to speak of"systematic genealogy" rather than sys
tematic geography or cosmology, given the fact that the cardinal directions 
to which the major clans of the tannic 11ta1Jtfalas were assigned appear to bear 
no correlation whatsoever to the geographic locations of these sects or their 
founders. Rather, these were, in a quite literal sense, organizational "ftow 
charts," in which the ftow in question was of sexual ftuids emanating first 
from the godhead and radiating outwards, through the biological transmis
sion, via goddesses and yoginis, of the clan nectar (knladravya), into the vari
ous sectarian clans, orders, and sects. Through their systematic genealogies, 
the tannikas at once located themselves within the cosmic chain ofbeing and 
within a network of socioreligious institutions. 

The major tantric classificatory systems that will concern us here-in
asmuch as certain names found in them correspond to names found in the 
Siddha lists detailed below-are those of the pi!has and amniiyas. While 
the former term is nearly always employed to denote a "footstool" or pil
grimage site of the Goddess in S:ikta devotionalism, there also emerged, 
around the time of the Bralnnayiintala Tantra (ca. ninth century A.D.) a tra
dition of four "literary" pi!has. Here, the major texts (together with the 
practices and methods they espoused) of earlier tannism were classified, 
purportedly on the basis of the principal subjects they treated-but in fact 
rather artificially-under the headings of vidyii, mantra, mndril, and 111DTJ
tfala pi!has. Most of the important texts of this classificatory system fell 
under the rubrics of the vidyiipi!ha5 and mantrapi!ha. 

Somewhat later,6 the classificatory system of the iimniiyas ("lines of 
transmission") was devised to classify Kaula sects and texts. While sectar
ian cleavages based on the name of the major cult goddesses figure most 
prominently here, the theoretical classifications are geographical. The four 
amniiyas are the eastern (Trika, whose cult centers on the three Pam god
desses), northern (Krama, which worships Kali), western (which worships 
the goddess Kubjika, the "Contracted One," an alloform of the hathayogic 
km!tfalin(), and southern (Srividya, which worships the goddess Tripura
sundan1 transmissions.' 
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While it is likely that the historical value of the Siddha lists is as limited 
as that of the 111ntJt/nlns of tantric pi!hn and ii11miiyn classifications,8 a com
parative overview will offer insights into what the medieval mystics of In
dia-Buddhists, Hindus, jains (and later, Muslims), yogins and alchemists 
alike, from 1ibet to south India-considered to be their heritage. In the 
words of Giuseppe Tucci, the "Siddhas are the most eminent personalities 
of medieval India's esoterism and represent the ideal link between Sivaism 
and Vajrayana, indeed the expression of the same religious and mystical 
endeavor, translated through analogous symbols."9 These figures were al
ways first and foremost Siddhas, and it would be erroneous to maintain 
that the inclusion of a figure's name in a Buddhist Siddha list made him a 
Buddhist, or that a name figuring in a Rasa Siddha list necessarily made 
that person an alchemist. The Siddhas, a pool of wizards and demigods, 
supermen and wonder-workers that all south Asians (and Tibetans) could 
draw on to slake the thirst of their religious imagination, were the most 
syncretistic landmarks on the religious landscape of medieval lndia.10 

Our presentation of the medieval Siddha lists will, with a single excep
tion, be a chronological one: we will insert the list from the fifteenth
century Hn!hnyogaprndipikii (HYP) of Svatmarama before two fourteenth
century lists (from the VanJnrntniiknrn and the Anandaka11da [AK]) because 
its content corresponds more closely to that of earlier eleventh- to 
thirteenth-century lists than do the latter. We will begin our survey with 
the Indo-Tibetan lists of the eighty-four Mahasiddhas or Siddhacaryas. 
Two nearly identical lists are found in the Gntb thob, 11 a mid-fourteenth
century 1ibetan text based on a ca. eleventh- to twelfth-century Sanskrit 
work attributed to the Indian Abhayadatta; and the A.D. 1175 Sa-sl'Ja-bka'
'bum, 12 which purports to be a list of the gurus who taught at the Saskya 
monastery between A.D. 1091 and 1275· In these lists, the -pii endings to 
many names are shortenings of -piidn: these endings, rather than the term 
Siddhn, are the authentic mark of the eastern Indian figures and lineages 
that founded tantric Buddhism. Following what has become a scholarly 
convention, we will assign numbers to these figures, in accordance with 
their ordinal placement in these various lists: 

1. Lui-pAIMatsyendra 
8. Mina-pa 
9· Gora~a-pa 
ro. Caurangi-pa 
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12. Tanti-p4 
16. Nli~rjuna 

17. Kariha-pYK4nha-p4 
18. Kal'l}ari-pV Aryadeva 
30. Kambala-p4/Kamari-p4 
46. Jalandhara-p4 
64. Carpa~-p4 

71. Kanthali-p4 
72. Kap41a-p4 
76. Nagabodhi-p4 
77· D4rika-p4 
84. Bhali-p4/Vyali-p4 

In fact, the names of many of the figures in these lists are identical to 
those of the authors of the earliest mystic poetry of "Buddhist" tantrism, 
the so-called Caryilpadasu (composed in Old Bengali in eastern India be
fore the twelfth century), as well as of a number of authors whose writings 
are found in the Sanskrit Siidhanamiilii, which dates from the same period .... 
Exceptions to this rule are (9) Gora~a, (to) Caurangi, (16) Nagarjuna, (64) 
Carpa~, (71) Kanthali, (71) Kapala, (76) Nagabodhi, and (84) Vyali, whose 
"signatures" are found in neither the Caryilpadas nor the SiJJhannmiilii (Na
garjuna is the author of two siidhanas in this latter work). A later Tibetan 
recension of the caryiJ songs, incorporated into the 1imjur, includes works 
by Ghora~a (sic), Caurangi, and Carpa!3fCarpap not found in the origi
nal anthology. u 

Si.x of these names-Caurangi, Nagiirjuna, Carpap, Kapala, Naga
bodhi, and Vyali-figure in another enumeration ofSiddhas. These arc the 
lists of the twenty-seven Rasa Siddhas, as such are found in three alchemical 
works.16 1\vo of these-a list found in the thineenth- to founeenth
century Rasendra Mnngnla (.RMJ of Sriman Nagarjuna17 and a list in the 
founeenth-century .Rnsnratnasnmucchayn [.R.RS] (1.1-4) [a] of Vagbhana 
ll"'-are nearly identical; whereas a second list, found in both the 
thineenth-century .Rnsaratltilkara (.RM] (J.t.66-69) of Nityanatha Sid
dha•9 and the .R.RS (6.s•-n> [b), differs slighdy from the first. Further
more, cenain recensions of the .R.RS supply as many as forty additional 
names (following 1.5) to the original list of twenty-seven: we will call this 
supplementary list .R.RS [c].2° Figures whose names have already appeared 
above, in the: Tibetan lists, are given here in italics. 
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r. Adima!Aduma1• 

2. Candrasena 
J.Laitke5a 
+ Visarada 
5· l<i1pt1/a!Kapali 
6. Mat:~/Matta 

7.MaQ~avya 
s. Bhaskara 
9· Surasena/Sorasenaka 
ro. Ratnagho5a/Ratnako5a 
n. Sambhu 
u. Ekaratna/Sattvika 
13. Vlhana 
14. Indra[da) 
15. Gomukha 
r6. Knmba/iU 

•7· Vytft/i 
r8. Niigilrjtma 
19. Surivida/Sarananda 
10. Niigabodbi 
z 1. Yasodhara/Yasodhana 
u. Kh3Q~3 
13. Kapalika 
24. Brahma/Brahmii 

Ha 

Chaptn· For1r 

RRAIRRS{b] 

z. Candrasema 
3· Lailke5a 
:u. Sarada 

10. Miil)~avya 

u. Sorasena 
6. Ratnagho5a 
10. Sambhu[rlokal 

•9· 1littvika 
4· Narawhana 

t. V~lacarya 

5· Nagarjuna 
7· Surananda 
14. Nagabuddhi 
8. Ya5odhara 
15. Kha~;t~a 
16. Kapalika 

15. Govinda 15. Govinda 
z6. Lampaka 11. Lampa!lJ 
17. Hari 17. Hara 

Nine names included in the RRAIRRS [b] list do not accord with those 
found in the RM/RRS [a] list. They are: (3) Subuddhi; (9) Indradyumna; 
(n) Carpap; (13) Va4ava/Agama;lJ (18) Kamari/Kamali; (23) Ba~;tasura; 
(24) Munisre~!=fla; (z6) Kapila; and (2 7) Bali. All of these names, however, 
figure among the forty additional Rasa Siddhas listed in RRS [c]. We now 
present the lists of these additional Rasa Siddhas as they occur in the 
continuation of RRS [a] (1.5-'7) and RRS [cj, names which, as V:igbhana n 
explains, are "names of authors of other alchemical texts." To these, we 
juxtapose data from another list, that of thirty mahiisiddhas "who had bro-
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ken Time's rod" found in the HYP (1.5-9). This list is nearly identical to a 
list drawn up by Caturbhujamisra, a 15th- to t6th-cenrury commentator 
on the RHT, with the difference that the latter identifies the twenty-four 
names on his list as Rasa Siddhas.14 Ar; before, names occurring in Tibetan 
lists are italicized: those already noted in RRS (bJ have their numbering 
from that list shown in parentheses. 

RRS r .s-to (c) 

18. RasaQkuSa 
19. Bhairava 
3o.Nandi 
31. Svacchandabhairava 
p. Manth:mabhairava 
33· KakacaJ]4isvara 
34-Mahadeva 
35· Narendra 
36. Ratnakara 
37· HariS\'llra 
38. KoraQ4aka 
39· Siddhabuddha 
40. Siddhapada 
41. I<Anthnt/l 
42. ~ynsp;ga 

43· Vasude\'a 
43· Kriyarantrasamucchayi 
44· Rascndratilaka 
45· Bh:lnukarmerita 
46. Pujyapada 
47·Kn'!eri 
4R. Nityaniltha 
49· Niranjana 
so. Cnrpn!i(u) 
sr. Bindunatha 
52. Prabhudew 
53· Vallabha 
S4- Valilkhilya-jna [Balakiryanji} 
S S • Gho~acoli 
s6. 1iiJ!tmT • 

RRS ~"·5-'7 raJ 
:~8. RasankuSa:s 
:z9. Bhairava 
JO. Nandi 
31. Svacchandabh:tirava 
31. Manthanabhairava 
33· KakacaQ4isvara 
40. Mahadeva 
41. Narendra 

·43· Hari5vara 

39· Maithili(hvaya) 

35· ~~isp;ga 
42.. Visudeva 
36. Kriyatantrasamucchayi 
37· Rasendratilaka Yogi 
J8.8h41uki 

IIJ'P '·5-9 

4· Bhairava 

to. Manthinabhairava 
13. KakacaQ4isvara 

zll. Naradeva 

lJ.KoraJ].~a 

1 t. Siddhirbuddha 
r s. Sitldhipada 
u.Kantha~ 

.17. Bhaluka 
r8. Pojyapada 
17.Kal)eri 
19. Nityanatha 
10. Niranjana 
t6.Carpap 
.u. Bindunatha 
l4-[Allama] Prabhu 

zs. Gho4:1c:Olr 
:z6.Tir;Jpn! 



RRS r.s-ro [c) 

57· !Ollidrya 
58. Subuddhi (3) 

59· Ratnagho5a (6) 
6o.Susenaka 
61. Indradyumna (9) 

61. Agama (13) 

6). Klim4ri(t8) 

64- \la~!lsura (13) 
65. Munisre~tha (14) 
66. Kapila (16) 
67. Vali (17) 

... 
Chapttr Four 

RRS 1.5-7 [a) HYP I.S-9 

Apart from its parallels with the RRS lists, the HYP list also appears to 
borrow a number of its Siddhas from the 1ibetan Gntb thob. To these paral
lel lists we also juxtapose data from yet another source, the ca. A.D. 1300 

Vart]nratniikara ( VRAY6 list of seventy-six Siddhas: 

z. Matsyendra 
3· Sabannanda 
s.Caurangi 
6. Minanlitha 
7· Gorakhnlith 
z6.Carpap 

u.KapiilT 
16. Ti9pni 

Gnwthob 

1. Lui-pli/Matsyendra 
S· Slibara-pil 
ro. Caurangi-pll 
8. A'lina-pil 
9· Gora~a-pll 
64. Carpa!3-pll 
17. !Onha-pll 

r 3· Ta~p-pa 
r6. Nligarjuna 
30. Kamari-pll 
46.jlilandhara-pli 
n.D:~rika 

fiRA 7 

41.Mina 
43· Savara 
3· Cauranginlitha 
1. Minanlltha 
z. Gora~anlitha 
31. Carpap 
13.!0nha 
JJ.Kaplili 
S· Ta~p-pli 
zz. Nligarjuna 
11. Kamllri 
1 9· Jalandhara 
9· Dilri-pli 

The Vart]arnmilkarn further accords with various Rasa Siddha lists in its 
mention of Carpa!i, Kapali, Na~rjuna, Kamjri-listed above-as well as 
of (71) Govinda (no. 25 in three lists) and (73) Bhairava (no. 29 in two 
lists). The (1) Adima of the RMIRRS (a] list is to be identified with the (1) 
Adinatha of HYP 1.5: iidi denotes origins; Adinatha is therefore the original 
and divine Rasa Siddha or Mahasiddha: as such he is sometimes identified 
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with Matsyendranath. The relationship here between Gora~anatha and 
his guru Minanatha in the two Hindu works listed here is symmetrical to 
that obtaining between the figures Gora~a-pii (9) and Mina-pa (8) in the 
Tibetan Gr11b thob. This squares, moreover, with the statement made by 
Gora~a in the second verse of his earliest work, the Gornkfnintnkn, that his 
guru was Minanatha. It is a later conflation (as in the r ;th-century "Sidh 
Vandanarp," below) that identifies Matsyendra (the second Siddha, listed 
after Adinatha, in the HYP list) or Lui-pii (the first Siddha of the Gntb thob 
list) with Mina. The identification is a simple one: all three of these names 
include the term fish. As I will demonstrate, the historical Gora~a or Gor
akhnath was a nth- to 13th-century figure, whereas Matsyendra, his pur
ported guru, could not have lived later than the roth century; it is another 
figure, named Mina, who was Gorakhnath's guru. 

The final two lists to be reproduced here also begin-both logically and 
chronologically-with Adinatha, the Lord of Beginnings. The first of 
these is the 14th-century Anandnkm1dn [AKJ (1.3·4.,...51),17 certainly the 
longest extant alchemical text, and also the most convoluted in many ways. 
Behind its complexity, however, we may glimpse a number of Siddha lin
cages which it was attempting to decant into a single authoritative list. Of 
exceptional interest is the fact that it divides its list of twenty-five names 
into a set of "Nine Naths" and "Sixteen Siddhas." In this, as well as in a 
number of other unique hathayogic elements found in this, but no other 
alchemical source, we find ourselves in the presence of a truly syncretic 
Siddha alchemical tradition. The data it contains will also lead us, in a mo
ment, into a second corpus, the myriad lists of the Nine Naths. The list we 
will juxtapose here with the AK is quite unusual, inasmuch as it purports 
to constitute a list of the "eighty-four Siddhas"18 and "nine yogeivm'lls 
(Lords ofYoga)" -but which in fact only lists fifty-six names. This vernac
ular work, entitled "Sidh Vandanarp" [SV]Z9 (Praise of the Siddhas) is rela
tively late, given that it mentions the r;th-century Kabir as its fiftieth Sid
dha. For purposes of comparison, we juxtapose clements from the HYP list 
with those of the AK and the SV. We will list the Nine Naths and sixteen 
Siddhas of the AK list continuously, numbering from I to 25. lta/ia refer 
to names that also appear in Rasa Siddha lists from earlier sources: 

1. Adi-natha 
2. Minan!ith'a/Molaniltha 

3.Gora~a 

1.Adinath 
:.Machindra 

3.Gora~a 

1.Adiniitha 
6. Minaniltha 

7.Gora~ 
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AK •·3·90-93 sv 1-17 HYP 1.5-9 

4· KolikaQe5vara 
5.Jilindhre5a 1o.jalandhari 
6. Kanthanisa 18. Kantha~-pl1y 11.Kanthac;li 
7· u~~i5a 
8. Ciiic[h]ini5vara 
9· Caurailgi 17. Caurangi S· Caurangi 
10. Caurangi10 

u. Carpara 4 Carpapi-riy 16.Carpap 
u. Gh~ac:oli 16. Gho~icoli 
1 3· Rllmadvaya 
14. Bhola!Bila 14. Bilanith 
15. Govintla-siddha 
J6. Vyiltfi 
17. Nilgilljuna 
18.KoraQ~a 16.Koda1,1~a 

19. Sorpakan;ta!Sorpadhu~,t~hi 
10. Muktayl!Duktayi 
11. RevaQa/ReQava 
11. Kukkurapida 
13. Sorpapada 
14. Kal}airika 13. Kll1,1eri 17.KaQeri 
15· KiilkinikalliQpni 16. TaQtani 17.1iQpni 

30.Kapili 21.Kapali 
32.KllgC8Q~ 2 3· KakacaQ~eSvari 
33· Kllg Bhu5aQ4 
34· Stlrillltlnd 14. Stirilnamlll 
3S· BhairO Nand 4· Bhairava 
36. Sivara Nand 3· Sivarinanda 

~. The An~~ndakanda List and Medieval Western Indian Saivism 

A number of apparently incongruous names in the AK list may be shown 
to correspond to names of Nath Siddhas found in southwestern Indian 
sources. The names Sorpakama ("Shovel Ears") (19) and Sorpapada 
("Shovel Feet") (2 3) resemble dtat of Sorpanath who-according to a 
thirteenth-century inscription from the Nath Siddha monastery of Kadri, 
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located on the northern outskirtS of Man galore (Karnataka)-would have 
lived in the early part of that century.31 According to Maharashtran tradi
tions dating from at least the final quarter of the thirteenth century, RevaQa 
(21) is listed as one of the Nine Naths. Elsewhere, the Virasaivas, who 
have always been concentrated in southwestern India, revere RevaQa (or 
ReQuka) Siddha as one of their five great founders. n U~~isa ( 7) is the name 
of a work on tantric sorcery33; and Kuki.."UI'3-piida (22) is a Mahiisiddha (no. 
34) from the Gn1b thob list. 

Other names on this list are found to correspond to those of certain of 
the eighteen Sittars, the alchemist-physicians of Tamil Nadu.H The Sittar 
lists-of which there exist at least eighteen variants-are infuriatingly het
erogeneous. No two are alike, and any one is likely to include names of 
Vedic sages (Agastya, Lorna ~i), demons (Pulastya), and nymphs (Urvasi), 
as well as classical Hindu gods (Riima, Da~inamorti, Subrahmanian), the 
divine or semidivine founders of .Ayurveda (Dhanvantari), yoga (Pataiijali), 
Advaita Vedanta (Sankariicarya), and south Indian orthodox Saivism 
(l~aikkiidar, Pambatti, Auvai, Manika Vachagar, etc.)/5 and the odd Euro
pean (Yacoppu, i.e., Jacob). In addition to these, however, we also en
counter names found in the Anandnknndn list: 1irumular (whom the Niith 
Siddhas call Mulaniitha [2a]), Macchendrar (= Matsyendraniitha [2b]); 
Korakkar Niidhar ( = Gorakhniith [3]), and Konganar (KonkaQe5vara [4]). 
One exemplary list of the eighteen Tamil Siddhas36 enumerates the follow
ing (names from earlier lists are italicized): Nandi (r), Mulaniithn (2), Kii
liinganiitha (3), Bhoga (4), Koizkn1Ja (5), Agastya (6), Pulastya (7), Bh11il11Jt/n 
(8), Romamuni (9), Dhanvantari (xo), Sanaimuni (rr), Mnb)'nmuni (n), 
Kanva (13), Pidiniikkisa (14), Gornk!n (15), Terayar (16), Yuhimuni (17), 
and l~aikkii~ar ( x 8). 

The last chapter discussed alchemical lore on the subject of two other 
recurring names from the Tamil lists, Bogar and Nandi; as was noted, Kon
ganar was the disciple of one of these two alchemical gurus.37 Also worth 
noting here are the Sittars named Kambali Siddhar (number r 5 in the RMI 
RRS [a) list); Navaniidhar (nnvnniithn, the "Nine Naths"), and Sattainiithar 
(Satyaniitha). This last figure, whom Tamil traditions credit with having 
authored twenty-one alchemical works, is identified by the Niith Siddhas 
with the hiswrical founder of one of its twelve (modern) subdivisions, as 
well as with a yogic incarnation of the god Brahma.311 

Adiniith, Molaniith, KonkaQe5vara (4), and Ciiicini5vara (8) belong to 
another sectarian tradition that interacted with the Niith Siddhas and Rasa 
Siddhas throughout this period. This is the paidmii111niiyn, the Western 
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Transmission. To begin, we find lists in this tradition's founeenth-century 
K11bjikanityiihnikatilaka and twelfth-century Manthiinabhairava Tnntra that 
are structurally identical to that of the AK: that is, they are subdivided into 
a set of nine and a set of sixteen of teachers. Two consecutive chapters in 
the ~SS, itself an expansion on the Kztbjika111ata (KM), treat of the Kubjiki 
revelations that were brought down to eanh by Adinath (1) and Molanath 
(z). That these sources are in some way related is funher supponed by 
the fact that the Konkal}a in Konkal}-e5vara-the "Lord ofKonkal}a"-is 
precisely the (western) coastal region in which the Western Transmission 
claims to have been founded, through the agency of a group called the 
"Nine Naths." 39 In a list of the Nine Naths that probably originates from 
the Deccan, one of the group is named Konkal}anath.o~~~ 

The name Ciiicini5vara (8) evokes the title of another important West
ern Transmission work: this is the Nepali Ciflci71intatasarasmnllcchaya, 
which states in its first verse that the cult of Ciiicini was founded by a figure 
named Siddhanatha. Ciiicini ("tamarindj is moreover identified with 
Kubjiki, the goddess whose cult lies at the hean of the Western Transmis
sion:11 Siddhanatha is, according to a number of texts, an alternative name 
for Matsyendranath, whose name is also cited in the Kztbjikanityahnikati
/aka as one of the appellations of its fifth teacher:u 

Inasmuch as he stands as the prototypical Siddha, I return to the pivotal 
figure of Matsyendra throughout this and the next chapter. In addition to 
having a role within the Western Transmission, Matsyendra is also consid
ered to have founded a number of other tantric clans. More than this, he 
is at once revered as the superhuman intermediary who transmitted-or 
"brought down" (avatdrita) from the divine to the human plane-the orig
inal tantric revelation and as the human reformer responsible for having 
transformed the old Kula tradition into "reformed" Kaulism:u As such, his 
principal teaching, the K}liN, is a watershed for all manner of tantric and 
Siddha traditions. In this work, Matsyendra describes himself as an adher
ent of the sectarian Siddha Kaula, the founder of the Yogini Kaula, and 
revealer of the (hathayogic) doctrine of Matsyodara ("Fish Bellyj. The 
KJiiN is, in fact, one of the earliest Indian texts to make wide and general 
use of the term "Siddha"; moreover, it anticipates the hatha yoga of later 
Nath Siddhas (who also claim Matsyendra as their founder) and contains a 
wide array of original data on tantric theory and practice. 

Abhinavagupta singles out "Macchanda Vibhu" (Matsyendra) for praise 
in the opening lines of his monumental A.D. 1000 Tnntriilokr* and incorpo-
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rates Matsyendra's Yogini Kaula cult into the secret ritual of the TriL:a 
Kaula virtuosi:u Elsewhere, Abhinavagupta calls Macchanda the great 
Kaula master of his age, the kali y11ga; and, following earlier scriptural 
tradition, places Macchanda, together with his consort KOJil.:aJ;tii, in the 
northern quadrant of the Siddha Cakra. ol6 In this way as well, Matsyendra 
may be identified with KoliL:aJ;te5vara (4): he is the lord (Tivara) of his con
sort Kolil.:aJ;tii. 

Now, it happens that both the scriptures of the Western Transmission·" 
and the early works of Matsyendranath have, for centuries, been extant in 
Nepal alone. How is it that revelations transmitted at a "Moon Island" 
(Candradvipa) or "Moon Hill" (Candragiri) either on the west {the West
em Transmission's KoliL:aJ;ta) or east (the Yogini Kaula's Kamanlpa) coast 
of India should now find themselves in a landlocked Himalayan valley? An 
abundance of local legends explain Matsyendra's "transfer" from Kama
nlpa to Nepal."8 As for the latter toponym, a geographical explanation is 
possible: Candragiri is the name of a hill located at the western end of the 
Kathmandu Valley which was, according to myth, originally flooded, prior 
to being drained by Maiiju5ri: this western Moon Mountain would origi
nally have been a Moon Island.49 Another probable explanation is of a his
torical order. There exist significant medieval links between southwestern 
and eastern India on the one hand, and Nepal on the other, by which the 
transplantation of these cults can be explained. From the early twelfth cen
tury onwards, the Kathmandu Valley was penetrated first by religious 
proponents of south Indian Saivism and subsequendy by kings from the 
Deccan region. Following the fourteenth-century Malia restoration, 
priests from Bengal and the Deccan officiated in temples in the city of 
Bhakta pur, at the shrine of Pasupatinath, and elsewhere in the Kathmandu 
Valley.so A number of Nepali religious institutions and traditions reflect 
this historical connection, down to the present day. sa A third, esoteric, ex
planation for these toponyms will be discussed in chapter eight. 

Nepal's relative isolation has also fostered the preservation of forms of 
Hindu tantrism that have long since disappeared from India itself. The 
Kathmandu Valley remains a "living museum" of both Hindu and Buddhist 
tantrism, in which caryiJ songs belonging to the same tradition as that of 
the seventh- through twelfth-century Siddhacaryas continue to be sung at 
religious performances, where the old Western Transmission cult ofKub
jika continues to be observed,u and where hordes of tantric Bhairavas and 
Kalis continue to receive blood sacrifices on a massive scale. 
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3· Excursus: The Nine Naths, the Twelve Pantbs, 
and the Historical Gorakhnath 

At this point, it becomes necessary, for historiographical reasons, that 
we trace the origins of the Nath sampradiiya or Nath panth, the institu
tionalized religious order or sect of the Nath Siddhas. The reason for 
this is simple. It is entirely impossible to make historical sense of the Nath 
Siddhas if we fail to separate pre-thineenth-century legend from post
thineenth-century historical fact. Armed with this interpretive tool, we 
will be able to nearly bypass such burning nonissues as whether Gorakh
nath was originally a Buddhist living in eastern India and at the same time 
dovetail historical and geographical evidence for a western Indian origin 
of the Nath Siddhas with data concerning the Rasa Siddhas, such as that 
found in the AK list. 

The point I wish to make here is that the Nath sampradiiya, a great medi
eval changing house for western Indian sectarian Saivism, could not have 
emerged prior to the late twelfth to early thineenth century A.D. I will 
show that this was not a monolithic order, but rather a confederation of 
groups claiming a similar body of Saiva and Siddha tradition, the basis for 
whose unity was and remains (1) the identification of the twelfth- through 
thineenth-century historical Gorakhnath with earlier historical, legend
ary, or divine figures named Gorakh or Gora~a; (z} the retrospective asso
ciation of this or some earlier Gorakh-often in the role of guru or dis
ciple-with founders of other Siddha or Saiva sects and clans, many of 
which came to be absorbed into the Nath sampradiiya, (3) the transforma
tion of the abstract concept of the Nine Naths into a number of quasi
historical lineages; and (4} the continued appropriation, in later centuries, 
by groups outside the Nath s1111tpradiiya, of the names Gorakh and other of 
the Nine Naths as a means to integrating themselves into that order. 

We begin our discussion by undenaking a conceptual archaeology of 
the Nine Naths (navm1iitha). To date, no scholar has ever doubted that 
these were ever anything but a group of legendary, if not historical figures. 
But what we find when we look at the Nine Naths historically is that they 
were, at least a century prior to their transformation into historical lin
eages, an abstract or symbolic category belonging to the Western Trans
mission. The earliest veiled reference that we find to this group is found 
in the K11bjikiimata which calls a (presumably divine) Nath the "lord of the 
nine cakras" (niltho navacakrefvaraq), "founder of all the Siddha [lineages]" 
(sarvasiddhiinam ••• sm!wyavastbitaq), and "governer of the six cities [cak-
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ras?J, lord of the Kaulas and leader of the Kula" (!atfptiriidhipatirniitha~ kall
liinlt ktilaniiyaka~).B We have already mentioned a later text belonging 
to the same tradition: this is the Kt~bjikii11ityiih11ikatilaka, which relates that 
the clan was founded, in KonkaJ}a, by Srinatha, who was accompanied by 
"twice nine Naths." He emanated into three Siddhas, who had nine sons 
whom they made their disciples; from these originated the sixteen dis
ciples.H Two later works place an equally allegorical gloss on the Nine 
Naths: the Tantrariija Tantra correlates the Nine Naths with the nine 
bodily orifices, 55 while the Tantra Mahii77Java identifies eight Nath Siddhas 
with the eight cardinal directions. This latter list places Adinath at the 
"center" of the Indian universe, in the land of Kuru~etra; a location that 
would correspond to a widespread Kaula doctrine, which calls the central 
pi!ha of its mystic universe the Adipi!fta.56 According to the Western Trans
mission, the supreme goddess (Para, Kubjika) dwells in a pi!ha of the same 
name: radiating out from her are eight other such centers, at each of which 
is found a Nath through whom she generates her empowering energy.57 

Here, the Nine Naths appear to be nothing other than a nonuplication 
of Matsyendranath: they are the superhuman intermediaries who brought 
the Western Transmission teachings down to earth.58 In the ~SS and the 
Sm!IVm"t4t1haprakiiia, two other works of the Western Transmission, this 
group of nine (abstract) Naths is doubled into a set of eighteen Naths or 
Siddhas. In this light, it is noteworthy that Tamil tradition holds that there 
were originally nine Sittars, before their number was doubled to eigh
teen. 59 Finally, the abstract or symbolic becomes merged with the historical 
in the vernacular Gorakh Upa11i!ad, whose list of the Nine Naths begins 
with seven stages in an emanatory schema, followed by a set of eight "his
torical" Nath Siddhas, of which Matsyendra is the first and Gorakh the 
last.60 

When, however, the aggregate of the Nine Naths came to be identified, 
some time in the twelfth to thirteenth century, with the legendary or his
torical founders of the Nath sm11pradiiya, the "historical" name that headed 
most lists was that of Matsyendra. If, as many have done,61 we conftate 
Matsyendra(-nath] with Mina[-nath] and Lui[-pa] (all three names can be 
loosely taken to mean "Lord of Fishes"), we find that it is he whose name 
figures the most frequently (together with Gora~a, Carpap, and Nagar
juna) in the Siddha lists we have compared to this point (six times). Next 
in frequency are Caurangi, Vyagi, Adinath, TaJ]p /TIJ]pni, KarJ]ari I 
Ka!]eri, and Bhairava (five times), followed by Jalandhara, Kanthagi, and 
Govinda (four times). Of these, the following names appear in all three 
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types of Siddha lists-i.e., of the Indo-Tibetan Siddhacaryas, Indian Ma
hasiddha yogins, and Indian Rasa Siddhas: Matsyendra-Mina, Gora~a, 
Nagarjuna, Carpap, Caurangi, TaQp I 1iQpni, KarQari I Ka~;teri, and Kan
tha9i. In fact, many of these names correspond to most frequently ap
pearing names in the myriad lists of the nine "historical" Nath Siddhas. 
The most commonly occurring names in such lists are ( 1) Matsyendra, 
(z) Gorakh, (3) Carpap, (4) jalandhara, (5) KaQeri, and (6) Caurangi. Also 
figuring in many lists are (7) Nagarjuna, (8) Bhartrhari, and (9) Gopicand 
(Govinda-candra, who is never identified with Govinda the alchemist). 

There exist a seemingly infinite number of permutations on this set of 
nine, with historical and subsectarian variants abounding. Adinath is often 
added to head the list, in the role of creator god or demiurge: this is a 
tradition that dates back at least to the Kt1liin]ava Tant7'11 (6.63), which 
places him at the head of the divine stream (divyaugha) in its enumeration 
of the founding Kaula gurus.62 Furthermore, there are regional variations 
in the name employed for any given Nath Siddha: just as Matsyendra can 
become Mina; so Nagarjuna can become Nagnath or Arjun Naga; KaQeri 
either KarQari, J<.r~~;tapada, or Kanha; Gorakh Gora~a; Carpap either Kar
pap or Carpa!3; Caurangi POraQ Bhagat; and Jalandhara Ha9i-pa. By way 
of illustrating such variants, I offer four lists of the nine founding Naths, 
all of which date from the thirteenth through sixteenth centuries. In Ben
gal, two sources dating from the seventeenth century but harking back to 
earlier traditions61 provide the following data (in which the ninth Nath is 
lacking): (I) Adinath (identified with Siva) is the founder of the order; his 
two disciples are (z) Minanath (Matsyendranath) and (3) Jalandhari-pa 
(Ha9i Siddha); (4) Gorakhnath is the disciple of Minanath; (5) Queen 
Mayanamati the disciple of Gorakhnath; (6) Kanha-pa and (7) Gopicand 
the disciples of Jalandhari-pii; and Bail Bha9ai (8) the disciple of Kanha
pa. According to a thirteenth- to fourteenth-century Maharashtran 
source,l>l the divine founder of the clan is (Vi~~;tu-)Dattatreya, who is the 
guru of (I) Matsyendranath and (z) Jvalendra Ualandharanath). Matsyen
dra is the guru of (3) Gorakhnath, (4) Carpap, and (5) RevaQa; while Jva
lendra is the guru of (6) KariQa-pa (KarQari-pa); (7) Bhanrhari and (8) 
Gopicand. Gorakhnath is the guru of (9) GahaQinath. The third list is 
found in a ca. A.D. 1400 Telugu text from Andhra Pradesh, the Navoniitha
caritrn of Gaura~;ta, which was written at the behest of the abbot of a Saiva 
monastery at Srisailam.6s The fourth list is adapted from a ca. sixteenth
century parnmparii recorded in the Punjab,66 which gives the following suc
cession: Sakti and Siva (1) initiated Ude (z), second of the Nine Niiths and 
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founder of the Jogi pnntb. His descendants were two demons, Rudragar;t 
andjalandhar. Descended fromjalandhar, the demon convert and initiate, 
were Matsyendra (3) and Jalandhari-pii (4). Matsyendra was the guru of 
Gorakh (5), Arjan Naga (6), and the father and guru of the two Jain 
tlrthm!tknms Nimnith and Parasniith (7). Jalandhari-pii's disciples were 
Bartrinath (Bharqhari) (8) and KiiQipii (Kanha-pii) (9).67 

Bengal Maharashtra Andhra Punjab 

r.Adi Matsyendra Sivaniith Siva 
2..Mina Jiilandhara Mina Ude (Udaya) 

3· Jalandhari Gorakh Siirangdhara611 Matsyendra 
4.Gorakh Carpata Gorakfol Jiilandhari-pil 
S· Mayanimati Reval}a Meghniid ·Gorakh 
6. Kilnha-pil Karil}a Niigirjuna Arjan Niga 
7. Gopic:and Bharqhari Siddhabuddho Nim-/Piiras-niith 
8. Biil Bhii~ai Gopic:and Virilpakfol Bartrinilth 

9·-- Gahal}i Kal}ika Kal}ipil 

Elsewhere, multiple lists of names of the founders of the twelve "offi
cial" subdivisions of the Nath order (biirab pnlltb)-generally disciples of 
either Matsyendra or Gorakh-often include Bharqhari, Gopicand, Caur
angi, Nagnath, and Satyanath (or Samath).69 Once again, the lineages of 
masters and disciples (gttnlpnrnntpnriis) of these subdivisions are useful 
in dating the origins of the Nath Siddhas as a structured religious order 
(snmpmdiiyn), as opposed to an idealized list of names, a body of legend, or 
a corpus of literature. All of these data point to a twelfth- to thirteenth
century western Indian watershed, which wimessed a major realignment 
of a number of preexisting Saiva religious orders, the creation of a number 
of new orders, and the appearance of a "canon" of literature on the tech
nical and experiential aspects of hnfhn yoga. This historical convergence 
lends credence to the notion that a historical figure, named Gorakhniith, 
acrually founded a new religious order-the Nath sn111pmdiiyn-in this 
period. 

By way of demonstration, let us look at the suborder of the Nath sn111-
prndiiyn kno:wn as the Vairag panth, which was, according to tradition, 
founded by Bharqhari, a thirteenth-century disciple of Gorakhniith. 70 The 
current head of this suborder is a householder Niith named Niiriiyar;t Nith, 
whose family compound, in a village named Padu Kala (Meerta City tehsil, 
Nagaur district, Rajasthan) is attached to a temple containing a dozen 
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extremely worn burial rumuli (s11111idhis). These are, according to Nariyal} 
Nath, the tumuli of Bharq-hari's immediate disciples, as well as of certain 
of the twenty-six other Nath Siddhas-most of whom he could name from 
memory-who had intervened between Bhanrhari and himself as tirular 
leaders of that subsect. If these sm11iidhis do indeed contain the bodily re
mains of seven cenruries of Nath Siddhas (and they certainly appear to be 
very ancient), they constitute stronger evidence for the actual institutional 
existence of this sect than do the lists, legends, and even writings of its 
purponed founders that have come down to us.71 

Another piece of archaeological evidence, also from the thineenth cen
rury, is an A.D. 1279 inscription from Karnataka Oagalur tiiluka), which 
records the donation of a village by a general of the Yadava king Ramacan
dra to a "yogi world-conquerer" (yogi takrllvartt) named Prasada Deva. In 
this inscription, we find what appears to be an enumeration of Prasada 
Deva's lineage: "Adigadedunatha Caruraraginatha Gorakhanatha Vistiira
devi .•. natha KahaJinavi [Kantha~i?) SurppiQanatha Lonanatha Narana
tha pantha." Although no one of the twelve modern subsects of the Nith 
S11111Jmldiiya appears to ever have been based in Karnataka, the ancient and 
prestigious monastery of Kadri, located on "jogi Hill" on the northern 
outskirts of Mangalore, is a permanent fixrure of Nathdom, and it is the 
founding lineage of the abbots of this monastery that is recorded in this 
inscription. 72 Located in the monastery precincts at Kadri is a certain Maii
junitha temple, whose principal image, of Lokanatha, was dedicated in 
A.D. 968. In the inscription that records that dedication, it is stated that 
"the image of the god Loke5vara [was placed] in the beautiful vihara of 
Kadirikii." Now, vihira is a term that can refer only to a Bttddhist mona
stery; this, in conjunction with a number of other indices (Lokanatha
Loke5vara's three-faced image conforms with northern descriptions of the 
Buddhist Avalokite5vara, etc.), indicates that coastal Karnataka and Kadri 
were Buddhist until shonly before the end of the tenth cenrury. All of this 
is most interesting, in the context of the ca. twelfth-cenrury Western 
Transmission legend, related above, which stated that the "Nine Naths" of 
KoilkaQa convened from Buddhism to Hinduism after the to/lapse of their 
111onastery,1J and in light of the fact that Nath Siddha traditions at Kadri 
maintain that the Maiijunatha appeared, in the form of the three-faced im
age of Lokanatha, to the three jogi gurus Gorakhnath, Matsyendranath, 
and Samganath. Shrines to these three founders enclose the vihara-temple 
of Maiijunitha. 74 The Kadri monastery is also the venue for a number of 
Nath legends, and is mentioned by the Italian traveler Pietro della Valle, 
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who in I624 visited "the famous hermitage of Cadiri" to see the "Batinate 
[panthi niith?], called King of the Gioghi [Yogis]." 75 It was also on this coast 
that Marco Polo encountered his "Ciugi" alchemists, in or around the 
year IZ9S· 

While we can be certain that a historical Matsyendraniith lived and 
wrote at least two centuries before the symbolic Nine Naths begin to ap
pear in twelfth-century Western Transmission sources, the notion of nine 
historical figures who, taken as an aggregate, constituted the Nine Naths 
probably did not solidify until the foundation, by Gorakhniith, of the Niith 
sampmdaya as an institutionalized religious order, in the twelfth to thir
teenth century. Additional datable evidence from this period includes the 
Maharashtran Jiiiine5vara5 ca. A.D. 1190 reference to Gorakhniith as his 
guru's guru's guru;76 and a reference in Visobakhecara's thirteenth-century 
Gharasthala to the founders of his lineage as Adinath, Minaniith, and 
Gorakhniith. This proof is also supported, apophatically, by further evi
dence from Maharashtra. Less than a century prior to Jiiane5vara, Mu
L.'ll~;t~ariija, the first poet to write in the Marathi medium, gives an account 
of his lineage in his Vivekasindh11. Adiniitha, who founded the lineage, had 
Harinitha (A.D. I I 59-86) for his disciple. Harinatha's disciples were 
Surendranitha, Bhiradnitha,Janiirdana, Niigniitha, V.SVambhamitha, and 
Raghunatha-with the last of these being Muku~;t~ariija's guru. 77 Here, we 
are presented with a lineage founded by Adiniitha, and in which a large 
number of individuals whose names end in -niitha are figured, but from 
whose number Gorakhnith is conspicuously absent. Another early 
Marathi-language work, the twelfth- to thirteenth-century Lilil Caritra of 
Cakradhara Sviimi, founder of the Mahinubhava santpmdiiya, also lists 
number of familiar Niith Siddhas, with the significant omission of Gorakh
niith.'8 Gorakhnath's appearance, in Jiiiine5vara5 A.D. 1190 ]1ianefuari, as 
the disciple of a semidivine Matsyendra and as Jiiiine5vara's guru5 guru's 
guru, indicates the appearance of the historical reformer Gorakhniith on 
the western Indian scene in the late twelfth to early thirteenth century. 

Additional evidence of the same order may be elicited from an A.D. 1030 

inscription from Karnataka (Nelamangala tiluka) which commemorates 
the founding of a Siddhe5vara ("Lord of the Siddhas") temple there. While 
this inscription names the Candrapuri ("Moon City") of Western Trans
mission tradition, a founding guru named Adinitha, and a number of other 
figures with names ending in -niitha, as well as the orthodox Saiva textual 
corpus (iaiviigan1a), it makes no reference to Gorakh or any one of the 
"authorized" nine founders the Niith Siddhas:79 
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At the foot of a wonderful tree in Candrapuri, [which is] situated 
in the Western Ocean, Adinatha is installed. By merely recalling his 
excellent lotus feet, the residual effects of acts commited in past lives 
are destroyed. His disciple ... was Chayadhinatha ["Shadow Adina
tha." His disciple was Stambhanatha] .•. His son, versed in the 
meaning of the Kalagama, was the ynti Ovipanatha ... His disciple 
was born Mauninatha mrmipa. The bearer of the latter's commands 
was Rupasiva [the priest given charge of the temple] ... devoted to 
the fniviignma. 

As is common practice, the founder of the Siddhe5vara temple traces 
the lineage of its priest back to the divine founder of his sectarian tradition. 
As such the greatest historical interest of this guntpnramparii lies in the fact 
that it does not mention the traditional "historical" founders of the Nath 
Siddhas (who figure in the later A.D. 1179 Kadri inscription, from the same 
region, mentioned above), even as it commemorates the founding of 
a "Siddha" temple. In this, it supports the proof elicited from the Mahar
ashtran data a moment ago. There were, prior to the thirteenth century, a 
number of groups, mainly Saiva, who called themselves Siddhas, as well 
as groups whose founding gurus had the suffix -niithn appended to their 
names. There were, however, no groups calling themselves Siddhas with 
names ending in -niithn who traced their lineage back to a founder named 
Gorakhnath prior to this time. It is not until the thirteenth century that 
such specifically "Gorakhnathi" lineages suddenly appear, in at least half a 
dozen places in western India. 

It is, moreover, to the same period that the major Sanskrit-language 
hathayogic works of Gorakhnath, as well as a "canonical" body of vernacu
lar mystic poetry-attributed to Gorakhnath and others and written in a 
mixture of Old Rajasthani (Dingal), Old Punjabi, Khac}i Boli, and Apa
bhrarhsa-are dated.80 We also find external references to Gorakhnath in 
(1) the hn!hn yoga section of the Siirilgndharn Pnddhnti, a work dating from 
the thirteenth to fourteenth century;81 (1) the A.D. 1371 foundation of the 
important Nath monastery at Dhinodara (Kacch district, Gujarat) by 
Dharamnath;11~ and (3) two Kathmandu Valley inscriptions, dating from 
A.D. I 381 and I 39I, left by "a follower of the sect of Gorakha," and by a 
Yogi named Acintaniith.8J Prior to this surge of solid historical data, rein
forced by the literary evidence of the thirteenth-century "canon" attrib
uted to Gorakhniith, we have little but legend to go on. 
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A significant volume of evidence, then-archaeological, literary, and in
scriptional-points to the institutionalization of the Nath snmprndiiyn, via 
the recognition of Gorakhnath and other figures as its historical founders, 
in the thirteenth century. \Vhat appears to have occurred was the "Gorakh
ization" of disparate monasteries (Kadri), lineages (the Vairiig panth), and 
even entire religious orders (the Pasupatas and .Kapalikas), which became 
absorbed into this new institutional entity. In the case of the latter two old 
Saiva orders, an A.D. 1287 inscription from Somnath Ounagadh district, 
Gujarat), the original homeland of the Pasupata sect, is significant, inas
much as we find in it the name of Gorakh appearing together, for the first 
time, with that of the "Lakulisas" (i.e., of Pasupatas).B-4 In many ways, the 
Nath Siddhas appear to be the direct heirs to the Pasupatas and .Kapalikas. 

Saiva sectarianism in fact begins, some eleven hundred years before 
the advent of Gorakhnath, with this former order, whose teachings were 
revealed by Srika~;t~a or Nilaka~;t~a Siva himself to the sect's founder 
Lal'lllisa-the "Lord with the Stave"-who hailed from .Kayavarohana 
(the modem Karvan, Baruch district, Gujarat) in the first half of the second 
century. The Pasupatas were the prototypes of the Saiva ascetic, whose 
daily "bathing" in ashes, antisocial behavior, sectarian markings, goals of 
siddhis and bodily immortality, and even an emphasis on "yoga"85 have 
been passed down to present day Saivites via such sects as the .Kapalikas. 
This latter group, which emerged in the beginning of the first millennium 
of the common era, constituted the more heterodox, left wing of Saiva 
sectarianism. Situated at the orthodox end of the Saiva spectrum in this 
period were the .Kalamukhas, mainly based in Kamataka, and the Saiva 
Siddhantins, who were based in both south (Tamil Nadu in particular) and 
north (Madhya Pradesh, Kashmir) India. 

\Vhile the Pasupatas and .Kapalikas were clearly the forerunners of the 
Nath Siddhas, and whereas the disappearance of the Kalamukhas more or 
less coincided with the appearance of the Virasaivas in the Deccan, it is the 
Saiva Siddhantins who have defined mainstream Saiva ritual devotionalism 
for the past twelve hundred years or more. Saiva Siddhanta was, by the ninth 
century, the Saiva orthodoxy of both north and south India.86 Following this 
ninth-century watershed, however, a north-south rift developed, with much 
of Kashmir S.aiva metaphysics being propelled in the direction of a nondual
ist idealist gnoseology by such great theoreticians as Abhinavagupta and the 
south remaining dualist and more concerned with external practice than in
ner realization. Because, however, the Nath Siddhas have historically sub-
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scribed to none of the central tenets or canons of the Saiva Siddhiinta ortho
doxy-da-otion to Siva, external worship, conventional behavior-this 
important tradition need not concern us further." 

A number of Nath Siddha traditions maintain that there originally ex
isted twelve Saiva subgroups-the "Yogis" of the post-Gupta age; i.e. Pasu
patas, Kiipalikas, Kalamukhas, etc.-to which Gorakhniith added another 
twelve of his own creation ... Thc:se figures are indirectly supponed by a 
list from the relatively recent Sahara Tantra (quoted in the ca. seventeenth
century Gorak.ra Siddhiinta Sarttgrttba) of the "twelve Kiipilika teachers" and 
their twelve "disciples." The former list, 'Yhich is headed by Adinitha, con
tains names that hark back to the older Saiva orders: Kala, Karila, Mahii
kila, Kiilabhairava-natha, 'VaJUka. Bhotaniitha, Viraniitha, Srilw}Jha, etc. 
In the laner list, of the twelve "disciples" of these teachers, we recognize 
the names of the traditional founders of a number of the twelve panths of 
institutionalized Nathdom: Nag11ith (or Nigirjuna), Satyanath (or Sat
nith), Gora~a, Carpapa, Vairigya (Bharqhari), Kanthadhari (Kantha4i), 
Jalandhara, etc.89 

Nath Siddha tradition further maintains that the twelve Saivite orders 
and the twelve Gorakhnathi orders battled one another, with all but six of 
each of the two groups being destroyed. These twelve surviving orders 
were confederated by Gorakhnarh to form the twelve original panths of 
the Nath Sll711prlldaya. 90 All of these twelve original subsects were based in 
Saivism~ ancient heartland, i.e., rhe northwestern pan of the Indian sub
continent (Gujarat, Punjab, Sind. Rajasthan), with one group, the Rawals 
or Nagnathis, having its base in Afghanistan.91 This configuration or con
federation has changed over the centuries: twentieth-century enumera
tions of the twelve panths base two of these in Bengal, one in Orissa, one in 
Nepal, and one (the important Gorakhpur monastery) in Uttar Pradesh.92 

The elllergence of the Nath Siddhas or Nath s11111pmdiiya was probably 
of a less dramatic order than thar described in this legend. Its coalescence, 
both prior and subsequent to the institutional organization founded by 
Gorakhnath, was more likely a pdual process, catalyzed by the itinerant 
lifestyles of India's Iadht~s and the oral communications network they have 
always maintained at the many ~n-Indian pilgrimage sites they have fre
quented over the past seven cenruries. The end result of this process was 
the loose confederation of linea~s that is today known as the biirllh ptmth, 
a hydra-headed group with no single leader, 9, which holds general assem
blies of sorts on the occasions of major religious festivals (for example, at 
the ktm1bha 111tliis at Hardwar and Allahabad).'H The term panth, "path," is 
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a significant one here; one who belongs to a pantb is a panthi, a "path-taker," 
and an itinerant lifestyle has long been the hallmark of the Nath order. 

For our purposes, it is most important to note that the twelfth- to 
thirteenth-centuryGorakhnith, while he was a reformer, innovator, and sys
tematizer, did not innovate either the techniques of hntba yoga or the Nith 
snmpradiiya out of whole cloth. There was already something there: an em
bryonic hathayogic tradition, a body oflegend in which there already figured 
a Siddha or Vidyidhara named Goralqa or Gorakh, and several religious or
ders and sects, some of whose adherents were already calling themselves 
"Nath" or"Siddha" before Gorakhnath appeared on the scene.95 

While such may, at first blush, appear to be overly facile, we may quite 
safely characterize the emergence of the Nath Siddhas as a marriage be
tween Naths (i.e., Saiva groups-Pa5upatas, Kapalikas, and Saktas-for 
whom Siva had long been called Nath, "Lord") and Siddhas (Mihc:Svara 
and Rasa Siddhas and Sittars, as well as the Buddhist Siddhaciryas)96 which 
took the institutionalized form of the Nath sampradiiya. Starting in this 
period, all manner of preexisting Saivite and Siddha clans, lineages, or sects 
would have funneled themselves into the Nith suborders or have been 
identified as Nith Siddhas by outside sources. In addition to groups al
ready mentioned, we also find the Vai~~;tava Avadhota stmiJn"'ldilya (founded 
by Dattitreya),97 Dasnimi Nagas,jains, Sufi Muslims, and a group of snake 
charmers claiming allegiance, in the fourteenth and later centuries, to one 
or another of the twelve subsects.911 By claiming descent from Gorakh or 
Matsyendra, or some other founding Nath Siddha, these various groups 
grafted themselves onto what they considered to be a past with a future.99 

It appears that, from the outset, there have always been more candidates 
for the twelve "slots" than there have been panths, which has made for a 
protean aggregate.100 Indeed, even the correct name for members of the 
aggregate I have been blithely referring to as the Nith Siddhas is a matter 
of disagreement. Other terms include: l'Ogi or Jogi, which is both too broad 
a term, covering as it does all manner of itinerant siidh11s, including certain 
of the historical forerunners of the present order, 101 and too pejorative, 
since Jogi has long been the name of a scheduled caste in India; 102 Kiinpbara 
("split-eared") Yogi, which applies to the sectarian marking of some, but 
not all, cenobitic members of this order, who wear great earrings (kll'!tfalas, 
mlldms, darianas) through the thick of their ears, which are bored open 
upon full initiation; Gorakbniithi, which evokes the name of the founder or 
reformer of the institutional order (however, many suborders trace their 
lineage back to Matsyendra or Jalandhara, and not Gorakh, and those who 
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claim descent from Jalandhara generally eschew the k117Jtfnla earrings, even 
upon full initiation, and call themselves "Aughars," rather than "Kanpha
!3S" or "Dar5anis");10J and Niith P011thi or Niith Sll'mpradiiyi, which appear 
to be overly institutional in their emphasis. 

If we are to judge from recent publications coming out of the important 
Gorakhpur monastery, Niith Siddhn, the term I employ, is the term most 
favored by the leadership of the order itself.104 This is also a term that ac
knowledges the historical Saiva and Siddha roots of the sect, roots evoked 
in the Yognbija of Gorakhnath, which evokes both the siddhn-111nta (Siddha 
doctrine), and the niitha 111iirga (Nath path).10s It also acknowledges the fact 
that most adherents to this sect suffix their names with -niith. 106 Having 
said this, we must allow that the reality of the situation cannot be decanted 
into the neat typologies I have been attempting to generate here. So it is 
that we find, under the umbrella heading of Nath Siddha, Nath sa111pra
diiyn-or any of the other alternatives enumerated-notions of both sect 
and subcaste (especially among the large communities of householder 
Naths found scattered throughout north India) and a wide array of lineage 
claims, as well as variations in dress, vows, devotional worship, and forms 
of behavior that appear to be both regional and sectarian in origin.107 

At this point, let us return to the AK list, which was the point of depar
ture for this long excursus on the sectarian origins of the Siddhas. Our 
hypothesis-that the Nath sn711prndiiya emerged in the early thineenth 
century as a great medieval changing house of Saiva and Siddha sectarian
ism-is supported by this source. Here, our thineenth-century terminus 
ante q11e111 is clearly demonstrated by the fact that no alchemical source 
prior to the founeenth-century AK lists the "Nine Naths;• including Gor
akh (whose name it sanskritizes to Gora~a), in its Rasa Siddha lists. In the 
final analysis, the myriad Siddha lists of eleventh- to fifteenth-century In
dia provide us with the pool of names, mystic disciplines, and sectarian 
orientations that would come to funnel themselves into the Nath order, 
confederated in the late twelfth or early thineenth century by the western 
Indian reformer Gorakhnath. This order, which inherited the techniques 
of tantric alchemy from the Rasa Siddhas, would transform that discipline 
into what we have termed Siddha alchemy, the melding of external alchemy 
with internal hathayogic practice, as such was taught by the tenth-century 
Matsyendra and systematized by the twelfth- to thineenth-century Go
rakh. It is in this sense that all manner of medieval Indian traditions have 
been quite correct in their retrospective identifications of the Nath Siddhas 
with the tantric alchemists, the semidivine revealers or transmitters of 
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Saiva and Sakta traditions, 108 as well as with the seventh- to twelfth-century 
founders of tantric Buddhism, known as the Mahasiddhas or Siddhacaryas. 

4· Sorting Out the Siddhas 

While the Nath Siddhas have left us burial tumuli and a living (though 
perhaps not thriving) institutional order-in which disciples are initiated 
by gurus, often in a monastic setting, within the biirah pantb structure-all 
that the Rasa Siddhas have bequeathed us are lists of names and a corpus 
of alchemical literature. just as there are no gurus initiating disciples into 
alchemical orders or lineages today, 109 we can be quite certain-in spite of 
the Rasa Siddha lists and scattered references one finds to the Rase5vara 
doctrine (dmim1n, n1nta), or to alchemical initiations of disciples by 
gurus-that there never were institutionalized orders of alchemists in me
dieval India. 

This is supported in the classic RA, which, like a number of other al
chemical sources, discusses alchemical gurus, disciples, and initiation, but 
which simply states, on the subject of lineages, that the guru should be 
"devoted to the lmln-miirgn" and "the member of a true order (satsm11prn
diiyi11)!' 110 More significant is its contention (1 .17) that "to those who say 
this [alchemical] order (snmprndiiya) is not a 'womb; it is maintained that 
mercury is a 'womb.'"111 In the context of tantric doctrines according to 
which initiation into an order, i.e., a clan, consists in partaking of the "clan
nectar" that streams from the womb of the Goddess, this statement is a 
defense of the fact that the medieval alchemists were "biologically" linked 
through initiation, even if theirs was not an institutionalized sect. Quick
silver entrepreneurs, they took their initiation directly from Siva. 

This squares with the rare autobiographical data the alchemical authors 
offer in their own writings, which indicate that these figures were attached 
to royal courts, rather than to any monastic or religious order. The 
mercury-eating regular and secular orders about which Marco Polo and 
Fran~ois Bernier wrote belonged to "Yogi" (i.e., Siddha alchemical), and 
not Rasa (i.e., tantric alchemical) lineages. 

At this point, we must clarify the position of yet another Siddha tradi
tion, an aggregate that overlaps many of the other Siddha groups I have 
been discussing. This is a group called the Miihe5vara Siddhas. As their 
name indieates, this group defines itself by its devotion to Siva, the Great 
Lord (maheiuara); and in fact nearly every Saiva sect, school, or institu-
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tion-the Piisupatas, Kapilikas, Kalamukhas, Saiva Siddhintins, and Vira
saivas (or Lingiyatas)-has called itself or been called Mahe5vara.•u Ety
mology and logic would then lead one to conclude that the term 111iiheiuart1 
siddba ought to apply to any mystic devotee of Siva Mahe5vara who has 
perfected (siddba) himself through his practice. The specific use of the term 
is more restricted, however, and relates directly to our subject. The 
Mahe5vara Siddhas were, generally, alchemists who did not seek bodily im
mortality (jfvmmmlm) as the final goal of their practice, but rather aspired 
to another sort of liberation (parihllttktt). Rather than a perfected (siddba
deba) or adamantine (vajradeba) physical body, the Mahe5vara Siddhas' goal 
was a divine body (divyadeba) of a more ethereal, even incorporeal nature. 
At times, one has the impression that the Mahe5vara alchemists (the au
thors of the Rasabt;daya Tantra [RHT] and Rnsopanif11t [RU] are examples) 
were seeking the same sort of liberation (7nok!a) that nearly all mainstream 
Hindus aspire to-i.e., the absorption of the individual soul {iitmllll) into 
the absolute (lmibman)-and that their alchemy was merely a means 
to prolonging the lives of bodies within which their hearts and intel
lects could discover their innate unity with the universal essence. Such is 
also the purport of the "Rase5vara Dariana" chapter of Madhavicirya~ 
fourteenth-century Sarvadariana S117!tgraba, which opens with the state
ment: "Other Mahe5varas there are who, while they hold to the identity of 
self with Parame5vara, insist upon the principle that the liberation in this 
life taught in all the systems depends upon the stability of the body, and 
therefore celebrate the virtues of 7'/ISII ••• as a means for stability of the 
body." As minister to King Bukku I (A.D. 1356-77) ofVijayanagara (mod
em Hampi, Bellary district, Kamataka), Madhavacirya identified what he 
termed the "revealed system of the Lord of Mercury" with the doctrines of 
the Mahe5vara Siddhas, who were active there in his time.11 ' This emphasis 
differs radically from that of both the Nath Siddhas and the RA, whose 
powerful rhetoric regarding the this-worldly nature of bodily liberation 
will be discussed in chapter six.••• 

In practical terms, the alchemy of the Mahe5vara Siddhas was more 
therapeutic than transmutational, for which reason it funneled directly 
into south Indian Siddha medicine. In certain sources, the distinction be
tween this group and the Rasa or Nath Siddhas is cast in more subde terms, 
with the distinction between viittddba-111iiyd and mabii-ntiiya categories be
ing emphasized. A legend from a Virasaiva source illustrates the difference 
between the two sectarian and philosophical perspectives. Gorakhnath and 
Allama Prabhu (also known as Prabhudeva, no. sz in the RRS [c] list) have 
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a siddhi contest. When AJiama Prabhu takes a sword to Gorakh, its blade 
shatters on his adamantine body; when Gorakh does the same to AJiama 
Prabhu, it passes through his body, which is wholly ethereal. AJiama 
Prabhu then chides Gorakh, saying that such bodily density is merely the 
mark of a density of illusion. 11s Another Virasaiva source maintains that it 
was AJiama Prabhu who initiated Gorakh and Nagarjuna into the alchemi
cal arts at Srisailam. Yet the same AJiama Prabhu (and he was not alone in 
this) scorns Gorakh and the Nath Siddhas for the "this-bodily" emphasis 
of their alchemy. 116 We may therefore conclude that while all or some of 
the Mahe5vara Siddhas may have been alchemists, and while certain of 
the Virasaivas may have even been itinerant alchemists, they were not al
chemists of the same stripe as the Nath Siddhas, the Siddha alchemists of 
medieval India. 

The Mahe5vara Siddhas were concentrated in the Deccan and western 
coastal region of India.117 As noted, a Siddhe5vara temple was dedicated, 
in A.D. 1030, in coastal Karnataka. Several centuries earlier, a number of 
temples to Siva Siddhe5vara were constructed in the Srisailam region of 
Andhra Pradesh, in the Deccan.118 Elsewhere, architectural or archaeologi
cal data provide us with very few clues to the history of tantric alchemy. 
The Vip}t1dhnr111ottara P11rii1Jn, a ca. eighth-century Kashmiri text that is 
most attentive to the iconography and plastic reproduction of divine im
ages, contains descriptions of mercurial preparations used to coat stone 
sculptures and thereby increase their resistance to the elements.119 The al
leged presence of mercury and other elements in a number of metal images 
from the Buddhist monastic university complex at Nalanda (Bihar) would 
indicate that alchemy was part of its curriculum prior to its destruction in 
the twelfth century.•:o A ca. twelfth-century sculpted image, dominating 
the southern facade of the sikhnra of the Menal (Mahanadakala) temple 
in the Bhilwara district of southeastern Rajasthan is said to be a representa
tion of Siva Rase5vara. 121 In Malaysia, the foundations of a twelfth- to 
thirteenth-century Siva temple containing a mercurial/inga and other al
chemically prepared elements are evidence for the spread of medieval 
Hindu alchemy to greater India.uz 

This paucity of hard evidence and a plethora of mythic references have 
spawned a number of wild hypotheses concerning the origins and chronol
ogy of Indian alchemy. A persistent theory has it that the Muslim conquests 
drove the Buddhist alchemists in residence of such intellectual centers 
as Nalanda (Nalanda district, Bihar) south into the Deccan or up into the 
northern perimeter of the subcontinent, where they converted to Hindu-
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ism or took on Hindu disciples. According to this theory, the great works 
of Hindu tantric alchemy would have issued from this diaspora, in such 
far-flung places as Bhutan, Srisailam, Devagiri (the capital of the Yidavas, 
in present-day Maharashtra), and Junagadh (Gujarat). A parallel theory, 
dear to historians of medieval Hindu sectarianism, maintains that the Nith 
Siddhas were originally a group of Buddhists who apostasized in the face 
of the Muslim invasions in order to continue their tantric practices. Both 
theories, attractive as they may appear as explanations for the medieval 
emergence of the Rasa Siddhas and Nith Siddhas respectively, are seri
ously flawed. 

Through the compounding of a scholarly error, first promulgated by 
Prafulla Candra Raym in 1903, and later amplified by Sylvain Uvi, jean 
Filliozat, and Mircea Eliade, 11" it has been standard practice, in the histori
ography of Indian alchemy, to identify a work, attributed to NAgArjuna and 
entided RnsarahliJktml (RRA), as India's primal and primordial alchemical 
classic. However, in an article written in 1983, Dominik Wujastyk1zs 
proved that the so-called RRA ofNigArjuna was a conflation of three sepa
rate texts: the RRA ofNityanitha, and the RM and Kakf11ptt£a Tantra (KFI), 
both authored by Nigirjuna. The youngest of these three works, the RM, a 
derivative source which borrows extensively from other Hindu alchemical 
tantras, is a thirteenth- to fourteenth-century work. It is unique, however, 
in its dramatic presentation of a portion of its data (most of its fourth chap
ter, which it shamelessly cribs from the RA)126 in the form of a dialogue, 
atop Srisailam, between the Midhyamika philosopher NAgArjuna, the Bud
dhist goddess PrajiiAparamitA, King Salivahana, •z7 a ynk!i'!i haunting a sa
cred fig tree, and a host of mainly Buddhist luminaries, including Rama
gho5a, Sorasena, and Nagabodhi. A smattering of Buddhist terminology 
completes the tableau, leaving the superficial impression that the Nagir
juna who authored the RiW was the same figure as the Nigirjuna who had 
received the Perfection of Wisdom teachings a millennium earlier. 

In spite of the fact that this text is in every other respect a straightfor
ward Hindu alchemical Tantra, which terms mercury bamblja (the seed of 
Hara, i.e., Siva), and invokes Saiva gods, goddesses, and tantric practices, 
Ray finds in its fourth chapter proof positive that "the Rnsarahlilkam (sit] 
seems to us to be a typical production representing the MahayAnist period 
of intellectual activity and we may not be wide of the mark if we put down 
7th or 8th century A.D. as its latest date." From here, Ray passes from the 
specific to the universal: "From the sth to the I 1th century A.D. the col
leges in connection with the monasteries of Pitaliputra, Nalandi, Vilaa-
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maSila, Uda9~apura, etc., were the great seats of learning ... and alchemy 
was included in the curricula of studies." Therefore, Ray concludes, most 
of the early alchemical tantras were Buddhist.128 Later, in a very ambigu
ously worded passage, Ray notes that the (then) recently discovered Kttbji
kiimata "presupposes the existence of other schools and we have the 
distinct mention of the Mahayana"; then, vaguely citing Shastri's Cata
logue, he quotes a passage from this work in which "Siva himself speaks 
of ptirada (mercury) as his generative principle and eulogises its efficacy 
when it has been killed six times." 1: 9 The Sanskrit, which he gives in a 
foomote, is nowhere to be found in Shastri's description of the Krtbjikii
mata, nor have I been able to locate it in the manuscript which Ray claims 
was Shastri's source (NNA MSS no. r-285 ka). Yet, Ray's confabulations 
have been duly reiterated by scholars, including me, throughout the twen
tieth century.aJo 

In addition to the western scholars cited above-who accepted the Bud
dhist cachet ofNagarjuna's "Rasaratltakara" as authentic, and who thereby 
subscribed to the theory that the foundations of Hindu tantric alchemy 
were Buddhist-P. V. Sharma, India's most respected historian of Ay
urveda, is clearly following Ray when he states that 

when, due to the uth century advance of [Muhammad] Bakhtyar 
Khilji, the universities of Nalanda and Vikramasila were deserted, 
their scholars and scientists fled, some to Nepal, Bhutan, and Tibet, 
and others to south India-most especially to Devagiri, where they 
took refuge in the courts of the Yadava kings ... In south India, rasa 
liistra continued to develop under the custodianship of the Siddhas 
[Sittars]. The Siddhas are said to have been eighteen in number ... 
They have been dated to the xoth century and after.m 

In spite of the fact that the Muslim scholar Alberuni himself maintained 
that the invasions of his own patron, Mahmud of Ghazni, was the cause 
for the flight from western India of "the Hindu sciences,"m a number of 
data militate against this hypothesis. The first of these is the absence of any 
extant medieval Buddhist alchemical works outside of the Kiilacakra and 
1ibetan Nying-ma traditions.m Once one allows that the RM and RHT 
were not Buddhist works, and when one takes into account the fact that 
the Tibetan Tnnjttr-which seemingly incorporated every extant Buddhist 
text into its voluminous mass-contains only four alchemical works, of 
which none bears a clearly Buddhistic stamp, one begins to wonder who 
the armies of university-trained Buddhist alchemists were who flocked 
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to the Himalayan kingdoms, the Deccan, and Tamil Nadu. Elsewhere, 
Sharma musters ample evidence to prove that the Yadavas of Devagiri were 
indeed great patrons of the alchemical arts.1H Yet, as he himself demon
strates, on the basis of solid historical evidence, the Yadavas' twelfth- and 
thirteenth-century alchemist proteges were a highly mobile group. Bhas
kara circulated between Kashmir, south India, and Devagiri; his son So~
hala between Devagiri and Gujarat (where Muslim penetration had begun 
in the closing years of the tenth century); and so on. us 

One does not have the impression that the Hindu scholars of this period 
were huddling in Hindu refuges from Islam; why would the Buddhists have 
done so? Moreover, there is good evidence that Hindu physicians and al
chemists were welcomed into the courts of Muslim princes whose thirst 
for immortality, increased virility, and the philosopher's stone would have 
been stronger than their religious fervor.U6 Finally, we know that Muslim 
physicians, alchemists, and mystics were avid for the wisdom of their In
dian counterparts, as evidenced by the translation, in the sixteenth century, 
of a treatise on hnthn yoga, attributed to Gora~a, entided the A111t;tnkll'!t/a 
(The Pool of Nectar). m Some time prior to the seventeenth century, it 
may have been a Bengali Muslim, Sheikh Faytulla, who glorified the ex
ploits of Gorakh, Matsyendra, and other Nath Siddhas, in his Gorakfa (or 
Gorakha) Vijay. us Elsewhere, the venerable and powerful Nath monastery 
at Gora~anath Tilla Ohelum district, Punjab, Pakistan) has been a center 
of Hindu-Muslim syncretism since a very early date.u9 Finally, as we indi
cated on the opening page of this book, at least one highly placed Mus
lim-the fanatically anti-Hindu Mogul emperor Aurangzeb-was still 
petitioning the Nath Siddhas for their alchemical expertise well into the 
seventeenth century. 

Theories concerning relations between the Nath Siddhas and Buddhists 
in the period of the Muslim conquest bear a certain resemblance to those 
I have reviewed on the subject of India's alchemists, with a number of 
scholars maintaining that certain of the founders of the Nath sa111pradaya 
were originally Buddhists hailing from eastern India.1o10 Such theories gen
erally take the Siddha lists as their starting point. Seven of the figures 
whose names most frequendy occur in enumerations of the nine "histori
cal" Naths-Matsyendra (Lui-pa; Mina), Gora~a, Caurailgi, Nagarjuna, 
KaQeri (Kanha-pa; KaQipa; KarQari}, Jalandhara (Ha~i-pa), and Carpap 
(Carpa!i)-figure in the Buddhist Siddhacarya lists. In addition, a number 
of scholars evoke the "Buddhist" terminology (ftinya, sahaja, etc.) employed 
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in the poetry and technical works of the Nath Siddhas to indicate that the 
"origins" of the Nath Siddhas were something other than Saiva.141 

Anned with this data, writers since at least the time of T:iranatha, the 
Tibetan author of the A.D. 16o8 Histqry of Buddhism in /ndin, 14: have ad
vanced all manner of argument to demonstrate the following thesis: that 
due to the similarity between names of Siddhacaryas and many of the nine 
founding Nath Siddhas beginning with Lui-pa (who was one of the found
ers of the Siddhacarya lineage) and Matsyendra[nath]},14J and because Lui
pa and other early Siddhacarya figures (including Kanha-pa and Jalandari
pa) authored a number of the pre-twelfth-century Carytipndas, which were 
written in Old Bengali, some or all of the Nath Siddhas, whose legendary 
founding guru was named Matsyendra, were originally Buddhists based in 
eastern India, who abandoned the faith as a means to escaping Muslim 
persecution in the first half of the thirteenth century. T:iranatha does not 
mince his words: "At that time, most of the Yogi followers of Gaur~a 
[Gora~a] were fools; driven by the greed for money and the honour of
fered by the tirthaka [Hindu] kings, they became the followers of i5vara. 
They used to say 'we are not opposed even to the Turu~kas [Turks, i.e., 
the Muslims).'"144 

To be sure, certain of the Siddhacarya grmtpnrnmparns, as preserved in 
both the Caryapadas and Tibetan sources, parallel data on the original 
Nath Siddhas found in pre-seventeenth-century Bengali sources.145 So, for 
example, in taryd song no. 11, Kanha-pa calls himself a "Kapalika" disciple 
of Jalandhari-pa, and mentions the unstruck sound (aniihnta) and the wear
ing of earrings (ku'!tfala) that are hallmarks of Nath Siddha theory and 
practice.146 It is also significant that the Nath Siddha lineage (pamhn) 
founded by Jalandhara is the sole lineage in which initiates' names are suf
fixed with -pii or -ptida, rather than -niith; and that the -pii suffix is em
ployed only by Naths or Siddhas in the eastern part of the subcontinent: 
Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Bengal, Nepal, and 1ibet.147 \Vhile there is no ex
plicit legend on this subject in the Gntb thob (which, it must be recalled, is 
a mid-fourteenth-century translation of an eleventh- to twelfth-century 
Sanskrit source), a legend concerning the Siddhacarya Cauraligi (Siddha
carya no. 10)-who is dismembered after being falsely accused by an evil 
stepmother~does bring a cowherd (go-rakfa) into play, who is instrumen
tal in restoring Cauraligi's limbs. The sole figure to be identified as a yogin 
in this account is, however, Mina-pa (no. 8), and not Gora~a (no. 9). Later, 
in T:iranatha's seventeenth-century work, it is Gora~a rather than Cau-
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rangi who is the dismembered and restored yogin.'"' Finally, the existence 
in eastern India of large "Jogi" and "Kapalika" subcastes is marshaled as 
evidence for a mass apostasy, from Buddhism to Hinduism (and thence to 
Islam!), that would have been led by "Gorakhnath." 1.w 

However, just as 1aranatha gets Gora~a's legend wrong, so too he and 
scholars who follow him are wrong when they attempt to make Nath Sid
dhas out of those seventh- to twelfth-century A.D. Buddhist Siddhacaryas 
who were based in eastern India. First, while there were indeed Vajrayana 
figures named Gora~a, Lui-pa, Kanha-pa, Jalandhara-pi, and so on, their 
writings, as preserved in the Tnnjm; are either clearly Buddhist or heavily 
indebted to Hindu sources.150 Second, it makes no sense that Gora~a-if 
he lived, as the Gntb thob says he did, in the time of the ninth-century king 
Gopalam-would have had to have led his mass conversion of Buddhist 
Siddhas to Hinduism some four hundred years prior to the Muslim con
quest (ns6-6o) of Bengal! In fact, there are no extant Bengali works by 
anyone named Gora~a or Gorakh and no tradition whatsoever of there 
ever having been a Bengali Siddha author named Gora~a. A very short 
work on the physiology of the subtle body, attributed to Ghora~a (or 
Ghorakha, but not Gora~a, i.e., Siddhacarya no. 9}, is included in volume 
21 of the Tn11jm:m This work, included in the "Tantra" section of the 
Tn11j11r, may date from as late as the fourteenth century, as might a number 
of caryii songs attributed to the same author, found in the same source. 
The A111t;tnkii1Jt/n, attributed to a certain Gora~a from Kamariipa (Assam), 
cannot be dated prior to the late sixteenth century, 153 and Bengali literary 
versions of the Gomkfll Vijay postdate fifteenth-century Nepali and Mai
thili versions of the same by at least two centuries. If these data constitute 
proofs for the existence of a pre-thirteenth-century "historical" Gora~a 
in eastern India, it nonetheless remains the case that the contents of these 
two works in no way resemble the hathayogic summa of Gorakhnath (even 
if this figure's name is sanskritized to "Gora~anatha" in these works). The 
existence of a ninth- to eleventh-century eastern Indian Gora~a is un
proven; a more likely scenario would have the works of the twelfth- to 
thirteenth-century western Indian Gorakhnath being transmitted back to 

Bengal and attributed to a Bengali Gora~a in the thirteenth through four
teenth centuries. 

Prior to this thirteenth-century watershed, the sole Gora~a in Bengal 
or eastern India would have been a Siddha demigod worshipped by cow
herds for the protection of their livestock, with no connection to the his-
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torical author and reformer Gorakh. Indeed, he is portrayed as a cowherd 
in his Gntb thob legend.•H This figure may well have been "Buddhicized" 
into a Vajrayana deity in the northeastern Indian subcontinent: three juxta
posed images in a monastery in Sikkim are identified as the divine Buddha 
Amitabha, the human founder Gautama Buddha, and Gora~anatha!us 
Another striking piece of evidence comes from Gorakhpur, where 

Gorakhnath ..• discovered at the site of the present [Gorakhnath} 
temple a shrine sacred to the god Gurakh or Gorakh, who appears 
to have been a deity of great fame in the Nepal country; and having 
devoted himself to the service of this deity, practiced the greatest aus
terities. He ... took the name of Gorakhnath or servant of Gorakh. 
Shortly after his death ... members of the [ruling Satasi} family es
tablish[ed} themselves near the shrine, from which the town they 
founded took the name of Gorakhpur.U6 

I have already noted that images of Gora~a were being worshipped 
from an early date at both Kadri and Somnath. Elsewhere, the sixteenth
century alchemical Rnsnknumudi (3.50) prescribes the worship of the Nine 
Naths. The worship of a semidivine Gorakh or Gora~a, as well as of many 
other Nath Siddhas, remains widespread in India and Nepal down to the 
present day. 

To conclude: since no extant tantric or Siddha alchemical works, either 
Hindu or Buddhist, emerged out of Bengal prior to the thineenth century, 
we need not concern ourselves any further with the imagined east Indian 
Buddhist origins of Gorakhnath or the Nath Siddhas.m Elsewhere, the 
Nath Siddhas were, more than any other medieval Hindu sect, most ame
nable to syncretism with Islam. Many are the Nath Siddhas who are known 
as "Guru" or "Nath" by their Hindu devotees and "Pir" by Muslims. The 
Bauls of Bengal are a prime example of such a phenomenon: they are often 
Muslims who revere Gorakh and other Nath Siddhas, and whose sung po
etry curiously resembles that of the Buddhist Mahasiddhas.1 58 The promi
nent place occupied by jogis in Indian Soft hagiography is a further indica
tion of this syncretism, a subject that is only now beginning to receive the 
scholarly attention it deserves.u9 

The volume of legend surrounding Gorakh, Matsyendra, Kanha, Gopi
cand, Bharrrhari, Carpap, Caurangi, and the other major Nath Siddhas is so 
massive as to constitute an entire field of study in itself. The names of these 
traditional founders, common enough to begin with, have over the centuries 
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been constantly reappropriated in such a way as to generate a plethora of 
figures with the same names and often the same gurus and disciples, but liv
ing in different centuries, under different kings, and in different regions of 
India. Our discussions of the historical and legendary data pertaining to the 
major Nath Siddhas will therefore be limited to those cases which serve to 
trace the history and doctrines of tantric and Siddha alchemy.160 

5· Western India: The Heartland ofTantric and Siddha Alchemy 

As soon as we tum away from Buddhism and eastern India and towards 
Saivism and the west of the subcontinent, the alchemical trail suddenly 
becomes hotter. I have already noted that all of the original twelve panths 
of the Nath order were based in western, and especially northwestern, ln
dia.161 As I will show, nearly all the historical data we have at our disposal 
indicate that the medieval alchemists, too, were centered in western India, 
although further to the south than the Nath Siddhas' original haunts. 
However, as already noted, the Nath Siddhas were also an important pres
ence at Kadri in Kamataka; and we know too that their well-traveled net
work of sacred pilgrimage sites also drew them north into the Himalayas 
and as far south as Srisailam. In broad terms, the geographical area of con
vergence between the medieval Nath Siddhas and Rasa Siddhas covers a 
region roughly corresponding to the modem Indian states of Rajasthan, 
Gujarat, Maharashtra, and Kamataka. 

a. Srisailam 

Our survey begins, however, with Srisailam, perhaps the same site as the 
Sriparvata of Buddhist fame around which an early body of alchemical lore 
concerning Nagarjuna coalesced. As already mentioned, from the seventh 
century onwards, a number of temples were dedicated, on or around this 
peak, to Siva Siddhe5vara. Already mentioned in the sixth-century Viisava
datta (together with the goddess lara and the element mercury) as a site at 
which liberation could be realized, Srisailam was portrayed, in descriptions 
from two thirteenth- to fourteenth-century Hindu alchemical sources, as an 
alchemical wonderland.16: It was also a center for the Pasupatas, Kapalikas, 
and Kalamukhas, three sects that rode the wave of Saivism that swept Bud
dhism out of western and southern India, from the seventh century onwards. 
Indeed, it was these sects that controlled Srisailam down to the twelfth cen-
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tury, at which time they were supplanted or absorbed there by the Virasaivas 
who, under the leadership of Basava, were emerging as an important south 
India sect, in much the same fashion as were the Nath Siddhas further to the 
north.16J The jyotirlingn named Mallikarjuna, the heart of the Sa iva cultus at 
Srisailam, was reconsecrated there by the Vira5aivas.1M 

Following Ba1_1abhana's seventh-century description of the hydrar
gyriasic south Indian Saiva ascetic who, in his mercury-provoked delirium, 
recounted "thousands of wonderful stories about Sriparvata," we also en
counter references to Kapalikas from Srisailam in Bhavabhoti's eighth
century Malntl Madhava and ~emi5vara's tenth-century Cn7Jtfnkauiika. 
The former of these is also important inasmuch as it contains the earliest 
extant Indian literary reference to the yogic physiology of the six cnkrns 
and the ten niJtfis; in the latter drama, the Kapalika hero is cast as a divi
nized alchemist.165 Following the twelfth-century advent of Virasaivism, 
alchemical references to Srisailam multiply. The VTrn711aheivnriJga711n main
tains that Gorakhnath was schooled in alchemy, by a Mahe5vara Siddha, 
on the shore of the Tungabhadra River. He, in tum, taught what he had 
learned to Rasesvara Siddhas in the "Antarvedi" region of Maharashtra.166 

According to the sixteenth-century Telugu Prabhulingalila of Pi4apatti So
manatha Kavi, Gorakhnath and Nagarjuna were both initiated into the al
chemical art by the Virasaiva teacher Allama Prabhu at Srisailam itself.167 

The Tamil Sittars echo the same tradition, tamilizing Gorakh's name to 
"Korakkar"; and adding that Nagarjuna established a transmuting (spnr
invedht) lingo of Siva there.168 According to a work by the Sittar Km'lganar, 
Korakkar had an animated mercurial pill called "bogi" [bhogi?] which, 
when he held it in his mouth, afforded him the power of flight. 169 He was 
the author of a work entided KDrnkkar Ma/ai Vagnttnll (Korakkar's Moun
tain Medicines), the lore of which he collected during his life in the Dec
can region.170 

Perhaps influenced by earlier Buddhist traditions, Nityanatha Siddha
who was very likely a Nath Siddha-states in his RRA that Nagarjuna set 
up an alchemical laboratory on Srisailam.171 The A.D. 1400 NavaniJthncnri
tra of Gaura1_1a indicates that Gorakh attained yogic bliss (yogananda) in a 
cave near a subterranean stream of the Ganges River, somewhere below 
the sacred peak. 172 The same source has Nagarjunanath teaching his son, 
Siddha Nagarjuna, the "gold-making" siddhi at Srisailam. When the young 
alchemist sets about to transmute the entire mountain into gold (in an ob
vious retelling of accounts of the alchemist Nagarjuna of Buddhist legend) 
his experiments are halted by Vi~1_1u.m Here, the alchemical trail from Sri-
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sailam ends. What is most uoubling is the fact that there exists no hard 
evidence-geological, chemical, archaeological, or epigraphical-to indi
cate that mercurial alchemy was ever practiced at Srisailam!'N Inasmuch, 
however, as it was a hub ofSaiva activity, prior to and following the advent 
of the Vira5aivas (whose links with the Mahe5vara Siddhas were sttang), 
Srisailam was in fact linked to those regions, to the west and north, in 
which both alchemical raw materials and expertise were abundant.175 

b. Maharashtra. 

The highly generic Srfiniltml, "excellent peak," has been identified, 
throughout history and across several regional traditions, with a number 
of mountains of the Indian subcontinent. In addition to the two or even 
three candidates for this toponym within Andhra Pradesh itself, there have 
also been peaks called Srisailam in western Uttar Pradesh (at Devalgadh, a 
hill eighteen kilometers northeast of Srinagar, in Pauri Garhwal district), 
Kerala,176 and Maharashtra. The Garhwal toponym is closely connected to 
Satyanath who, according to the Snnknrnvijnyn of Anandagiri, conversed 
with Sailkaracarya atop this peak in the Himalayan foothills. The Nath 
Siddhas identify this Satyanath with the Sittar author of twenty-one al
chemical works. 177 Elsewhere, the KJiiN clearly identifies Srisailam with 
the pithn of the Goddess at Kimikhyi; the KM locates a frilniln-vnnn above 
the brnlnn~rnndhrn and the four pithns; and Siddha Nagarjuna, in his KPT, 
refers to Sriparvata as a kllln-pnrvntn or "clan peak." These three identifi
cations ought, however, like the "Nine Naths" of the Western Transmis
sion, to be consigned to the realm of the subtle physiology of the bodily 
microcosm, rather than to the geography of the Indian subcontinent.178 

Nath Siddha traditions locate a Maharashtran Srisailam in the vicinity 
of the upper Godavari River,179 a region that was, for at least three centu
ries, an important center of activity for Nath and Rasa Siddhas alike. It 
was near the headwaters of the Godavari that Devagiri (modem Daultabad, 
Aurangabad district, Maharashtra), the capital city of the Yadava kings, was 
situated.180 In the centuries prior to the fall of their kingdom to the sultanS 
of Delhi in 1318, the Yadavas appear to have directly pattanized all of the 
groups I have been discussing in this chapter. Bhillama (1175-91), the 
founder of the dynasty, was the royal patron of Bhaskara, the guru of 
the Nagarjuna who authored the Yognrntlzmlliilii. 181 Bhillamai successor, 
JaiJUgi, was instrumental in inuoducing Saivism into the Kathmandu Val
ley; JaiJUgi's successor Siilghaqa was himself an Ayurvedic physician and a 
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great patron of vaidyns and alchemists.181 Thirty years after his demise, it 
was during the reign of the Y~dava king R~macandra (1271-IJII) that the 
N~th Siddha Jn~nesvara wrote his }1iiinefvarl and Yogisnmpradtiyiivifh:ti 
(YSA), and that a grant of land was made by that king to the same Nath 
order in the Jagalur t~luka of Karnataka in 1179.18J According to N~th Sid
dha tradition,Jnane5vara's guru Nivrttinath fully realized his yogic practice 
at Tryambaka ~etra ("Plain of the Three-Eyed [Siva]j, the source of the 
Godavari.1.w GahaQinath, the disciple of Gorakhnath and guru of Nivrt
tinath in Jn~nesvara's lineage, is mentioned together with "Gora~anath" 
by Nityan~tha in his thirteenth-century alchemical Rnsnrntnilknrn, an indi
cation that this was a Maharashtran work. The Tnmra Mnhiit7Jnvn, possibly 
a Western Transmission text, maintains that Nag-lrjuna hailed from "a for
est near the Godavari"; still another states that Gorakh was born on (yet 
another) Candragiri, on the banks of the Godavari.18s The Avadhota sub
sect of the Nath Siddhas, said to have been founded by a twelfth- to 
thirteenth-century figure named Danatreya, was also originally based in 
this region; the Dharamnathi subsect is presently based there.186 

Another pan-Indian toponym found this region is Kadali-vana ("Plan
tain Forest"), which rivals Moon Mountain and Moon Island as the most 
frequently recurring venue of Nath Siddha legend. A Plantain Forest, lo
cated in the vicinity of Tryambaka ~etra187 corresponds to a toponym 
found in the RA: this is Kadali-nagara ("Plantain City"), which this text 
too locates on the Godavari. In fact, in all of the rare cases in which the 
RA gives specific geographical data-most of it on the subject of "magical 
waters" 11111 (hot springs, corrosive mineral waters, poisonous waters, etc.)
the locations it details are clustered around the headwaters of this river; 
when the discussion is more general, it is locations in southwestern India 
that predominate. So, for e.-~ample, this work's Plantain City description 
states that "in the south ... is a pure and auspicious river, as renowned as 
the Ganges, called the Godavari. On its southern shore is a city called 
Plantain City; to its south is the world-famous mountain called ~Qagiri 
('Black Hill'); nearby is a town called Antbika, where saiijlvinijalam ('resus
citating water') is found." 1" 

Yet another RA (r 1.16o-61) reference to this region designates a loca
tion in the Sahy~dri (Vindhya) range to the north of the Godavari as the 
site of a hot spring (11f1!Ddnkn); a Nath Siddha source, the Kndnlimm1jtmilthn 
Miihiltmya, locates the Plantain Forest on the southern ftank of the same 
range.190 

This data, together with what appears to be a reference, in the RRS, to 
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the author of the RA having indirectly passed down the formula for a min
eral preparation to Sil'lghaJ;ta-the Yadava king of Devagiri from A.D. I 2 ro 
to 1247-make it likely that this, India's most important work on tantric 
alchemy, was compiled along or near the upper Godavari, albeit prior to 
the A.D. II 75 founding of the Yadava dynasty. 191 

c. Gujarat 

One of the physicians who graced the Yadava court was Bhaskara, who 
came to Devagiri from Kashmir in the latter half of the twelfth century. 
Two of Bhaskara's disciples, however, were based in Gujarat. The first of 
these was his son So~hala, who was the author of the an Ayurvedic lexicon 
entitled Sotfhnlnnigbnl]t;ll, and the second was Nagarjuna, who eulogizes 
this Bhaskara as his teacher in the opening verse of his Yognratnamiilii. This 
same Nagarjuna may have been the author of the Knk!RPII!a Tnntra: both 
are works on tantric healing and sorcery, and a number of verses, formulae, 
and colophons in both works are identical.191 We can be more or less cer
tain of the date of the Yognrat71a11tiilii because its important "Laghu Vivrtti" 
commentary, written by Svetambara Bhi~u GUI}iikara, is dated to ~.D. 
I 239. While GuJ;tiikara was, as his tide indicates, a Jain, he was also very 
likely a tantrika (a Jain tantric tradition did indeed exist alongside the 
Hindu variety) with a knowledge of alchemy. He was also from Gujarat, as 
evinced in the use he makes of a number of vernacular terms.19J 

Now, Gujarat has long been a stronghold of Jainism in India, and it is 
here as well that Jain alchemical lore is the most frequently encountered. 
So, for example, two SvetambaraJain sources, the A.D. I 304 Prnbandhn Cin
tii111Rl]i of Merutunga and the A.D. I 349 Prnbn71dhnkoin, give accounts of a 
Nagarjuna who is a Jain alchemist, accounts which appear to borrow freely 
from Buddhist and Hindu lore on his subject. According to the latter work 

Nagarjuna is born the son of the snake king Vasuki and the human 
princess Bhopala, from Mt. Dhanka, [a peak identified with the sa
cred Jain site of Mt. Satruiijaya, also in Gujarat], an alchemical won
derland.1<H He grows up to become the preceptor of a Satavahana 
king, but leaves him to go to Palinanakapura, the city of the Jain 
wizard Padalipta.19s After a series of incidents, Padalipta accepts him 
as his student, and instructs him in the preparation of an elixir of 
immortality (rasasiddhl), with the aid of a magical image of the Jain 
tirth~tkara Parivanatha, and a chaste woman to stir [grind] the po-
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tion. He manages to secure both, and prepares the elixir on the shore 
of the Sedi River, with the aid of his royal patron's queen Candra
lekha. Her two sons kill him before he can benefit from the elixir 
(but not before he buries some of the elixir on Mt. Satrufijaya); the 
site on the Sedi where he made it becomes the Jain pilgrimage site 
called Stambhana Tirtha, the "holy site of immobilization," for this 
is where Nagarjuna solidified his [mercurial] elixir.'96 

A number of elements found in this legend link it to other sites on the 
Kathiawar peninsula of Gujarat, as well as to a site in Assam. Mount Sa
truiijaya/Dhanka was a peak renowned for wells and springs said to contain 
the elixir of immonality. A mid-fifteenth-century work, the Satnliijayn
kalpn, relates a story in which a young man learns from a Jain monk of a 
well of rasa at the site, which is only visible to persons who perform reli
gious austerities in front of an image of the )ina Santinatha and make a 
nocturnal offering to a snake goddess named Vairothya. Satisfied by the 
young man's acts, Vairothya opens the well for him, and he gains the elixir. 
This account closely resembles a myth from the ca. founeenth-century 
Si1ilbiisn11advatri'!liika (Thiny-two Tales of the Throne), in which King Vi
kramaditya, by offering his own head to the tantric goddess Kama~i, af
fords access to a Siddha who has been attempting, without success, to enter 
into a sealed cave, next to Kamakhya plfho, in which a vessel containing 
the elixir is hidden.197 

The second connection concerns the toponym Dhanka. According to 
another Jain source, the A.D. 1277 Prabhiivakacnrita, Nagarjuna was born 
not on a peak named Dhanka-Satruiijaya-Palinanakapura, but rather in the 
town of Dhanka. On the urging of Dominik Wujastyk, who had been there 
two years previously, I visited this site in the winter of 1993· A series of 
caves behind the Siva Dungare5vara temple to the west of this village con
tain old bas-reliefs and a sculpted image which the local residents say is a 
representation of Nagarjuna. It was in these caves that Nagarjuna would 
have practiced his alchemy. 198 

A third connection lies in the many mountains that become conflated 
in the Jain sources. In addition to the three mentioned a moment ago, a 
fourth, Valabhi-saila-either another name for the same peak (identified 
with the modern Palitana, in Bhavnagar district) or another peak in the 
area-is also reputed to have been a center for Jain alchemy.•w Valabhipur 
is the name· of a town {twenty-five miles nonh of Palitana) which, more
over, becomes the focal point for what has to be the most oft-repeated 
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legend in Gujarat. This is the legend of the sudden destruction of a city by 
fire, through the agency of an angry holy man (often a Niith Siddha) or in 
some connection with alchemy. In Kathiawar, the name of the destroyed 
town is Valabhi; in Kacch, it is called Pattan. 

The historical source of the Valabhi version of the story was the sack of 
the city by Amru ibn Jamal of the Sind in A.D. 788. !oo Apparendy, physical 
traces of this destruction remained visible for several centuries after the 
event and gave rise to a body of legend. An early account is that related 
by Alberuni in the first half of the eleventh century, according to which a 
merchant who had become fabulously wealthy through the possession of 
an alchemical touchstone had managed to buy up an entire town, which a 
king named Vallabha was also eager to own. The merchant entered into an 
alliance with a "Lord of Alman~ura," who made a night attack on King 
Vallabha and destroyed his town.!01 Alberuni concludes: "People say that 
still in our time there are such traces left in that country as are found in 
places which were destroyed by an unexpected night attack." 101 At the town 
of Dhank some one hundred miles to the west of Valabhipur, blackening 
on cenain of the outer facades of Nagiirjuna's caves is identified by the 
local people as traces of the sack ofValabhi.10J 

Some one hundred miles to the nonhwest of Dhank, on the southern 
coast of Kacch, is a town named Mandavi. According to Niith Siddha leg
end, a city named Pattan was once located two miles to the nonh of Man
davi. Unfonunately for Pattan, the Nath Siddha Dharamniith, who was on 
his way east from Peshawar in the founeenth century, chose to stop near 
this town and sent two of his fellow Yogis to beg alms there. With a single 
exception, the hard-beaned people of Pattan gave nothing; and for this, 
Dharamniith upset his alms bowl and cursed the people saying, "be fallen 
(p.mnn] all the Pattan cities." So it was that all the cities in Kacch bearing 
this name were swallowed up, together with their inhabitants.!CH (The 
source of all of these legends may in fact be a Lii1gn Purii1Jn myth of a 
demon named Jalandhara, in which it is stated that with the fire from his 
third eye, Siva destroyed two cities of the Sind, which fell into the 
ocean.)!os In his Kak!RPII!R Tnntt"ff, 206 Nagiirjuna refers to what appears to 
be the fall of a city named Pattan; this would funher suppon the theory 
that he was a Gujarati author.!07 

In about the year IOJO, Alberuni indicates that a Nagarjuna practiced 
his alchemy some one hundred years before him-i.e., in the early tenth 
century-at a site nonh ofSomniith that he calls "Fon Daihak"; this would 
appear to correspond to the toponym Dhank, which was mentioned a mo-
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ment ago in the context of Nagarjuna legends. Now, if a tenth-century 
Gujarat-based Nagarjuna indeed wrote a treatise on alchemy, that work 
has been lost: none of his extant Hindu alchemical works predate the thir
teenth century. It is, however, worth noting that the sole text attributed to 
Nagarjuna in the Jain canon is a rasa tantra. 1011 Elsewhere, the Jain equiva
lent of the Buddhist Caryilpndns, the Pilduha-dohn written by Muni Rama
sirilha in the Apabhraq1sa vernacular in about the year A.D. 1000, contains 
an alchemical poem.109 An untitled anonymous Jain work on Ayurveda, 
written in Gujarati script, is perhaps the earliest Indian medical work writ
ten in a medieval vernacular. It dates from the twelfth century.210 These 
vernacular works aside, a number of major Hindu alchemical works, writ
ten in the Sanskrit medium and straddling the line between tantric alchemy 
and therapeutic alchemy, are Gujarati productions. The most important of 
these are the twelfth- to thirteenth-century Rnsendra(iit/ilmn1Ji of Soma
deva, a resident of (the lost Gujarati city of) Bhairavapura; and the 
thirteenth-century Rnsaprnkilla Sudhiikara ofYasodhara Bhana, who hailed 
from Junagadh. 211 

Surat, on the Saurashtra coast of Gujarat, has long been a center for the 
manufacture of synthetic cinnabar, through the sublimation of imported 
mercury with native sulfur. Gujarat moreover continues to be a leader in 
alchemy and Ayurvedic rasa liistra, down to the present century. The GoQ-
4al Rasayansala (Gondal, Rajkot district) was, throughout the first half of 
this century, a center for the edition of the major alchemical texts by the 
resident vaidya, Yadavji Trikamji Acarya. It was at the Gujarat Ayurved 
University in Jamnagar that the first critical edition and translation of the 
Caraka Sa1i1hitil was compiled; and at the same site that alchemical gold 
was most recently synthesized, in 1968. Many of India's greatest present
day specialists in rasa Iastra have received their training there from Profes
sor Hari Shankar Sharma.112 

Some twenty minutes by scooter rickshaw to the south of Junagadh 
is the magnificent peak of Girnar which, according to the A.D. 1333 Vi
vidhatirthnkalpa of Jinaprabhasuri and the Sknnda Pur41Jil, is also a site 
abounding in mercurial pools (rnsa-k11pika) and alchemical miracles.m 
Girnar is also a peak abounding in Jain temples, as well as caves and crags 
sacred to the Nath Siddhas, and, to all appearances, the two groups have 
been enjoying a symbiotic relationship there for centuries. Girnar is dotted 
with shrines to a number of important Nath Siddhas (Gorakh, Dattatreya, 
Bhanrhari, Gopicand), and has been an important pilgrimage site for the 
order since at least the thirteenth century; the site is already mentioned by 
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Hsuan-tsang, in connection with "supernaturalJJis:' by which Pasupatas 
of the sort described by his contemporary BiiQabhana are likely in
tended.nt The beautiful Jain temples located on its southern flank date 
from the thirteenth century, but Jains may well have been there from an 
earlier date as well. Gujarat is also a region with a relatively high concen
ttation of Nath Siddhas, who have monasteries and temples throughout 
the state. m 

d. Rajasthan 

Another western Indian site at which one finds a similar sort of symbiosis 
between Nath Siddhas andjains is the equally ancient sacred site of Arbuda 
Devi (Mount Abu, Sirohi district, Rajasthan), located some 150 miles to 

the northeast of Girnar as the Siddha flies. Like Girnar, Abu has an al
chemical reputation: in the early stages of my fieldwork, I was assured by 
Yogi Narharinath, abbot of the Caughera monastery (in the Dang Valley 
of the inner Terai region of Nepal) and the most illustrious Nath Siddba 
scholar of our time, that I would find living, practicing alchemists at that 
site.216 In fact there is a curious symmetry between Girnar and Abu, begin
ning with the fact that both are located on east-west ridges comprising a 
series of three peaks. At the base of both pilgrimage routes, one encounters 
Nath establishments called "[Gorakh] Tileti."217 From these, the pilgrim~ 
west-to-east progress first passes through the Jain temple complexes, fol
lowed by shrines devoted to the Hindu goddess Ambii (on the first peak) 
and other mainstream Hindu deities; on the second peak is a Nath shrine 
(Gorakh at Girnar; Gopicand at Abu);118 and both pilgrimage routes tenni
nate or culminate, at their easternmost points, at sites identified with Dat
tiitreya. This last peak is called Guru Sikhara, the "Guru's Pinnacle:' at 
Abu, while it is simply called Dattiitreya at Girnar. So too, the central peak 
at Girnar is referred to not as Gorakh kl Dhiini (Gorakhnath~ Fireplace), 
which is technically more exact, but simply as Gorakhnath. 

The reason for these Girnar toponyms goes back, I believe, to the ar
chaic Buddhist and Hindu cults of divine Siddhas and Vidyadharas, who 
were denizens not only of the atmospheric regions, but also, in the Hindu 
popular imagination, of mountaintops. The Girnar peaks of Gorakhnath 
and Dattiitreya are so called not because they feature shrines to these Nith 
Siddhas, but because they are these Siddhas.219 In fact, one might quite 
apdy summarize the legacy of the Nath Siddhas by calling theirs a con
quest of high places. From identifications with the Siddhas and Vidyi-
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dharas identified with such heights, to Pasupata spells to gain power over 
the same Vidyadharas, to the yogic cultivation of the power of flight (khet
llrtl), to the claim they have laid to the high places of the Indian subconti
nent, to the widespread practice of using cannabis as a means to "getting 
high," zzo the Nath Siddhas have always been upward bound. 

The Jain temples at Abu and Girnar alike feature massive images of 
Neminitha (in black stone) and Parivanitha, who are considered to have 
been the twenty-second and twenty-third tlrthm!tknms of that faith. It will 
be recalled that it was a miraculous image of the former that was employed 
by Nagarjuna to produce an alchemical elixir in the Jain legend recounted 
in the Prnbandbnkoin. Piirivaniith's name can in fact be simply read as "Lord 
of the Touchstone" {pilrfun, piirns), making the alchemical connection an 
obvious one. There is another dimension, however to this figure and his 
successor, which moreover aids us in understanding the apparent Jain
Nith Siddha symbiosis encountered at Abu and Girnar. This is the body 
ofNath legend that transforms Pariva and Nemi into Nath Siddha sons of 
Matsyendra. In a variant on the classic myth of Matsyendra's brush with 
death in the form of sexual dissipation in the Kingdom of Women in As
sam, Matsyendra becomes a king in Sirilhala (generally identified with Sri 
Lanka), and fathers two sons, Parivaniith (or Piirasniith) and Neminiith (or 
Nimnith). In a classic ruse, Gorakh seeks to "disenchant" Matsyendra by 
killing the two boys, skinning them, and hanging their hides out to dry. 
When Matsyendra grieves for his sons, Gorakh decries his attachment to 
the gross bodily husk and revives the two boys. Matsyendra returns to the 
yogic path and initiates his sons as Niith Siddhas. They become the found
ers of the Nimniithi and Parasnithi pantbs, the two Jain suborders of the 
Niith st111tpmdiiya. m In such a syncretistic milieu, we should not be sur
prised to find Hindu and Jain alchemists exchanging expertise with one 
another or Hindu and Jain sectarians sharing sacred mountains. 

There also exist historical connections between the two sites, connec
tions which account in part for the significant numbers of Marwari and 
Mewari Hindus who travel to Girnar and of Gujarati Hindus who come to 
Abu (of course, Jains from both regions circulate between the two sites as 
well). Southeastern Rajasthan and Gujarat are linked, both culturally and 
linguistically, jn a number of ways that point to a common historical legacy. 
This legacy dates back to the time of the Maitraka kings of Valabhi. Ac
cording to legend,m when Valabhi was sacked and Siladitya VI, its last 
ruler, slain~ his queen, P~pavati, was returning to the capital from a pil
grimage to Ambii Bhavani, in her native land of Candravati, a short dis-
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tance to the south of Abu.m Great with child, she hid herself in a cave in 
the mountains of Malia to give birth to a son. She then committed suttee. 
Her son, raised by a foster mother, was named Guha, "Cave-Born:• The 
child, who grew up among the aboriginal Bhils of nearby Idar (Sabarakan
tha district, Gujarat)-in the Rajasthan-Gujarat border region-was later 
elected to be their king. So it was that he became the founder of the Guhi
lot (from Guha) clan, the family of the future Ranas of Mewar.m Ninth 
in line from Guha was Bappa ("father") Rawal, who, according to the 
fifteenth-century Eknli1ign Miihiihllyn, founded the kingdom of Mewar in 
A.D. 718 and the Eklingji temple (fourteen miles north of his capital of 
Udaipur). In fact, there is no extant epigraphical mention of Bappa Rawal 
prior to the A.:>. 971 Eklingji inscription ofNaravahana.m 

The Eknliilgn Miihiihllya and a number of other legends further associate 
Bappa Rawal with sectarian forerunners of the Nath Siddhas. According to 
these sources, the young Bappa, forced to Jive in forest exile after the slay
ing of his father Nagaditya by the Bhils/16 encounters an itinerant Saivite 
ascetic named Harita Rasi, who accepts him as his disciple. Harita Rasi 
agrees to initiate Bappa into his Saiva order and thereby imbue him with 
immortality and supernatural powers. But when Bappa comes to the ap
pointed initiation site, the ascetic has already begun an ascent to the atmo
spheric realms. Before rising out of sight, however, he spits down upon his 
disciple, commanding Bappa to receive his expectorate in his mouth. 
"Bappa showed his disgust and aversion by blinking, and the projected 
blessing fell on his foot, by which squeamishness he obtained only invul
nerability by weapons instead of immortality."227 With these, he grows up 
to defeat his father's slayers and become the founder of the Mewar king
dom. As I show in chapter ten, this common theme of Saivite and Nath 
Siddha legend has important philosophical and practical implications. 

Legend has it that another itinerant ascetic whom Bappa met in his 
wanderings in the wilds of Udaipur, and who gave him a two-edged sword 
with which to defeat his enemies, was none other than Gorakhnath. Of 
course, this is chronologically impossible. However, inscriptional and nu
mismatic evidence supports the Eklingji temple's claims to antiquity and 
Bappa's connection with the Saivas of his time. A gold coin from the time 
of his reign is inscribed with the words Sri Voppa on the obverse, together 
with a trident, a Siva liliga, and a bull; below is the image of a man, pros
trate, having large pierced ears, the holes exaggerated.228 As such, this seal 
would appear to be a representation of Bappa's initiation, featuring the ear 
boring that has so long been identified with the Nath Siddhas. Given the 
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chronology, however, it is far more likely that Bappa's ear-boring initiation 
was performed by a Pasupata. This is further supponed by the name of his 
initiator: Raii was a common name ending among the Pasupatas.119 It is 
certain, however, that the custodianship of the temple passed through the 
hands of the Nath Siddhas before being given over to the Ramanandis in 
the sixteenth century. no 

Following his initiation, Bappa assumed the tide of "Rawal" (from the 
Sanskrit, raja-kula, "royal lineage") whence the name by which he is known 
to history: Bappa Rllwal. According to Hazari Prasad Dvivedi, Rawal was, 
already in the eighth century, a clan name proper to the Pllsupatas which, 
in the thineenth century, became the third of the old Saivite clans absorbed 
into the Nllth snmpradiiya. The Rllwals have, in the course of the inter
vening centuries, become transformed into a Muslim suborder, based for 
the most pan in Pakistan and Afghanistan.m These were "great wander
ers" (they give the Persian rawinda, "wanderer," as the etymological root 
of their name), who were to be found peddling quack medicines and other 
wares of a dubious nature in nineteenth-century Europe and who continue 
to sell their services as hail stoppers in Kumaon, where they are called Oli
yas, "hail men." Rawals are also based in Andhra Pradesh, Himachal 
Pradesh (Jwalamukhi), and Hariyana (Asthal Bobar). 

As a suborder, the Rawals are closely associated with the Dharamnathis, 
Satnathis, Pagalpanthis, and Pllrasnllthis.m They are also known as Nag
nathis, by virtue of which fact they are said to bear some connection to the 
Nath Siddha known as Arjun Nllga or Nagarjuna, whose suborder is based 
atjwalamukhi in the Kangra district of Himachal Pradesh.lf only by virtue 
of his name, this figure is identified as an alchemist. Elsewhere, Gorakh 
refers to an unnamed Rawal Yogi as an alchemist in one of his biinls.m 
Nagnath, the legendary founder of the Rawal suborder, is said to have been 
a disciple of Gorakh; since, however, this clan was originally Pasupata, it 
predates Gorakhnath by several centuries. Another early Nath Siddha hail
ing from the present-day region of Himachal Pradesh is Carpa!i, who is 
said to be the disciple of Matsyendranath. A historical Carpa!i is named 
in a tenth-century Vn7!11ivali from Camba, and his sm11iidhi is located at 
Chamblldevi (Chamba district), to the north of Jwalamukhi. ZH Jwalamukhi 
was already a. pilgrimage site in the time of the Mnhiibhiirnta,.zu at present, 
the Nath Siddhas control a subsidiary shrine-a miraculous pool of cold 
boiling water-at the site.m 

Today, it is the Nllgnathi-Rawals who accompany pilgrims to the far
flung western pl!ha known as Hinglllj Devi (Las Bela district, Baluchisthan, 
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Pakistan).m A gas vent and "fireplace of Gorakhnath" arc maintained there 
down to the present day.m In spite of the inaccessibility of her original 
worship site, Hinglaj Devi remains an important goddess for Hindus in 
western India, and temples consecrated to her are found throughout this 
region. 

Tradition links Pasupata forerunners of the Nath Siddhas with the 
founding of yet another dynasty in western Rajasthan. These were the Ra
wal kings ofjaisalmer.u9 According to the bardic chroniclers who were the 
informants of Colonel james Tod, the founding of this dynasty occurred 
in the following fashion: 

Deoraj [b. A.D. 836), the future founder of the Rawal dynasty, is a 
prince without a kingdom. One day, he is visited by a Jogi named 
Rita who bestows upon him the tide of Sidfdba}. Rita, who possesses 
the art of transmuting metals, one day goes away, but leaves his tat
tered cloak Vmjari-kantha] behind. Inside the folds of this cloak is 
Rita's elixir vessel [rasa lmmbha], from which a drop falls upon De
oraj's dagger, turning it to gold. Deoraj decamps with the elixir ves
sel, and uses it to raise an army and the walls of a fortified city. Rita 
is well aware of the theft, and later comes to visit Deoraj in order to 
legitimate the latter's possession of his stolen property. This he does 
on the condition, however, that Deoraj become his disciple and, as a 
token of his submission and fidelity, adopt the external signs of his 
order. He gives him the ochre robes of his order, places the earrings 
(m11drii) in his ears, the litde hom [singnad] around his neck, and loin
cloth [langottl about his loins; in this garb, and with gourd in hand, 
Deoraj then perambulates around the dwellings of his kin, exclaiming 
a/akb! alakb! Then, having exacted that these sectarian rites of initia
tion should be continued to the latest posterity, Rita disappears. 
Thereafter, the tide of Rao was abandoned for that of Rawal.2'10 

If this account is historically accurate, then the ninth-century western 
Rajasthani forerunners of the Nath Siddhas were already Nath Siddhas in 
everything but name. The jatjari-kantha, 11111driis, si1igtttld, and use of the 
expression alakb ("anributeless," an apophatic description of the absolute) 
arc all hallmarks of the sect. If it contains elements from a later time than it 
purports to describe, it nevertheless portrays the Nath Siddhas as wonder
working king-making alchemists.:~• Given the chronology, Deoraj's itin
erant Yogi Rita would, like Bappa Rawal's Harita, have been a Pasupata 
rather than a Niith Siddha. 
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Tantric and Siddha Alchemical Literature 

In an important theoretical work written in 1981, Marcel Detienne argues 
that "raw myth," if such a thing ever existed, would have taken the form of 
lists or catalogues of names, lists from which generally oral native exegesis 
would have subsequendy generated genealogies or lineages, and which 
written interpretation would later have transformed, from the vantage point 
created by the act of writing, into mythology. The myth, fragile and eva
nescent, is metamorphosed into something else as soon as it is recounted. 
Therefore, for all intents and purposes, the myth does not exist: it is rather 
mythology, the exegesis and interpretation of myth that scholars study, 
whether they be located "inside" or "outside" the tradition in question.• 
With the lists of Rasa and Nath Siddhas that grounded our discussion in 
the preceding chapter, we seemed to find ourselves in the gray area be
tween the ground zero of myth (catalogues of names) and the first impulse 
of native exegesis, i.e., the organization of list into lineage. We also wit
nessed the written interpretation, and thus the transformation of these 
original "myths" into mythology, in the legends of the eighty-four Maha
siddhas; the creative appropriation, in chapter four of the RM, of certain 
of the names figuring in the Rasa Siddha lists; and the proliferation of my
thology generated by the multiple lists of the Nine Naths. By reading be
tween the lines of these mythologies, I attempted to glean a certain number 
of elements to aid in reconstructing a history of the medieval Siddha tradi
tions. In the present chapter, I attempt to effect a similar hermeneutics of 
retrieval, this time through a survey of the alchemical literature. 

1. General SuiVey of Alchemical Literature in the Sanskrit Medium 

Of what value are the Rasa Siddha lists for anyone who would attempt to 
reconstruct the history of Hindu alchemy? Nearly half of the names on the 
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early lists (RM; RRS [a]; RRA) appear to be so many wyagetm stmS baggages, 
with either no alchemical texts, attributions, or citations connected to their 
names in later sources, or, at best, unverifiable references in this or that 
solitary source. z Many appear to simply be the names of gods. As we have 
already noted, Adima (1) is none other than a variant on Adideva or Adina
tha, the Lord of Beginnings. Sambhu (11), Brahma (14) and Hari (17) are 
the three gods of the so-called Hindu trinity. Ramaghosa (to) is a Buddhist 
figure, while Kambali (16) and Nagabodhi (1o) are names carried over 
from the Buddhist Mahisiddha lists. These would appear to be names of 
figures classified as divine or semidivine Siddhas.J 

Another group of names are so many black holes in an alchemical void. 
Who were Visirada ("Skilled"), Matta ("Intoxicated"), Ekarama ("One 
Jewel"), Indrada ("Gift of Indra"), Surinanda ("Joy of the Gods"), and 
Khal}~a ("Portion")? Were they teachers of known alchemists and as such 
mute links in lost alchemical lineages? If they were authors of alchemical 
works, were their works lost to or simply disregarded by all later alchemical 
authors? Or have their works and the works of later authors who may have 
cited them all been lost? Indeed, certain south Indian historians of alchemy 
maintain that all of the major alchemical works were originally committed 
to writing in the medieval Grantha script of Tamil Nadu and that certain 
of these were never transliterated into the north Indian Devanagari script. 
As evidence, they note the fact that many south Indian alchemical works 
cite alchemical sources of which north Indian traditions ignore the exis
tence.+ Another possibility is that these were individuals whose teachings 
were oral, rather than written; or that these were people who were living 
exemplars of the alchemical arts. Such persons may be living, even today, 
in bodies immortalized through the use of mercurial preparations. Or, like 
the Zawgyi alchemists of Burma, they may have lived fast, died young, and 
left good-looking corpses (for mercury does indeed tend to "pickle" one~ 
epidermis, in life and after a premature death), prior to realizing a certain 
modicum of immortality in the Rasa Siddha lists. 

The most likely explanation is that these unaccountable names, like so 
many of the "begats" of the Old Testament, were fillers in "systematic ge
nealogies" that manuscript copyists dutifully passed on to posterity for the 
simple reason that copyists copy. Or again, they were names that filled the 
lotus petals of so many lost alchemical worship ma1Jtfalas. Elsewhere, my 
remarks concerning the interplay between divine and human Siddhas and 
Vidyadharas appear to be apposite: a number of the Rasa Siddhas were 
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gods whose divine works have yet to be revealed to humanity. \Vhatever 
the case, I will follow the lead of the tantric and Siddha alchemical authors 
themselves and generally disregard those Rasa Siddhas whose names they 
but rarely mention, save in the lists reviewed in the last chapter. 

A number of names from the early lists appear to correspond to authors 
of various works. Candrasena (1) is said to be the author of a lost work 
en tided Rnsnrtmdrodaya. s Lanke5a (J) is generally identified with Raval}a
Lanka's Lord (/a,ika-Tia)-who authored the K.Jmuira 1imtra, an early and 
important text on the treatment of childhood diseases, and whose daugh
ters are said, in the tenth- to eleventh-century Tamil lrilmavatiiram of 
Kampan, to be the wives of the eighteen Tamil Sittars.6 Mii]<Javya (7) is the 
name of an Ayurvedic teacher cited by Vagbhana the Elder in the Af!anga 
Sa1!1graha and the author of a lost alchemical work en tided Rnsaviiridhi. He 
is also cast, in a passage from the fourth chapter of the RM, 7 as a conversa
tion partner to Nagarjuna and [co-]author of a work en tided Vasiffmllii1Jtfa
vyn. (As we have already indicated, however, the historicity of many of the 
figures introduced as alchemists in the RM-including Ratnaghosa [1o] 
and Nagabodhi [1o)8-is doubtful). Somadeva, the twelfth- to thirteenth
century Gujarati author of the RnsendrartitfitmmJi [RC],9 mentions Bhaskara 
(8) and Sambhu ( 11 ), but gives no details on who they were or what they 
wrote.10 Since Somadeva was himself from Gujarat, however, the Bhaskara 
he invokes may well have been the guru of the twelfth- to thirteenth
century Nagarjuna who authored the Yogaramamiilii. Sorasena (9) is pur
portedly the author of the lost Rasmdrast~raprabhava, Naravahana (13) that 
of the lost Rnsiillnlldnkatltllka, and Lampapt that of the equally lost Lam
para Tnntrn. 11 

It is with the names that appear in the latter portions of the older lists, 
as well as a number of names from the later lists (RRS [b] and [c)), that we 
appear to move from the realm of legend into that of textual history: many 
correspond to known authors of often extant alchemical texts. As was men
tioned in the last chapter, Vya<Ji (17) is an alchemist whose legend was 
known to the eleventh-century Alberuni and two of whose alchemical 
works were translated into Tabetan in the Tnnj11r. In addition, the Gnrlltfn 
P11rii'!a praises Vya<Ji as an authority on gemstones.•: Nagarjuna's (18) al
chemical pedigree is solid: we will return to him shordy. Govinda (25) is 
the name of the author of the ca. tenth- to eleventh-century RHT, very 
likely the earliest extant Hindu alchemical tantra. Carpap-the figure 
whose name appears the most often, after Nagarjuna, in lists of both Nath 
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and Rasa Siddhas, is the author of two short post-fourteenth-century 
vernacular alchemical works, en tided Carpaf Rasiiyan and Carpaf Niith ji ke 
ilok-as well as of two lost Sanskrit works, entided Svargavaidynkiipiilika 
and Carpafi-siddhiinta. Conclusive textual evidence (a local VR1!1iiivnli; and 
the Grttb thob, which names him as Vya4i's guru)u indicates that a Carpap 
lived in the kingdom of Camba (Himachal Pradesh) in the tenth century; 
if this figure was the author of the two Sanskrit alchemical works men
tioned above, he would have been one of the earliest of the Hindu alche
mists.1" Carpap is also the subject of alchemical legend in both Tibetan 
Buddhist and south Indian traditions and is cast as an alchemist in a Sikh 
work, the Prii'! Sailkali. u 

By far the biggest name-dropper among the alchemical authors was So
madeva, whose RC was mentioned a moment ago. In addition to naming 
Bhaskara, Sambhu, Govinda, and Nagarjuna, he also mentions Nandi (no. 
30 in the RRS [a] and [c) lists) and Bhaluki (no. 38 in the RRS [a] list), as 
well as Manthanabhairava, Svacchandabhairava, Bhairavacarya, Srikal}~a, 
and others. Srikal}~a, whose name appears in none of the lists passed in 
review here, is simply another name for Siva: the Pasupata teachings were 
revealed to Lakulisa by Srikal}~a (or Nilakal}~a). He is cast as codiscus
sant (with the goddess Uma) in an alchemical work that has recendy been 
edited under the tide of Gornk!a Sa1ilhitii: it is likely to this work that Soma
deva is referring.16 Although Manthanabhairava (no. 32 in RRS [a] and [c]) 
does not appear in the Rasa Siddha list of the RM, this work mentions 
him elsewhere and, after the fashion of nearly every other post-eleventh
century alchemical work, describes an elixir called manthiinabhnirava rasa. 
According to P. V. Sharma, Manthanabhairava would have been the author 
of the Anandnknnda (AK) and personal physician to the king of Sirilhala 
(Sri Lanka?). I have found no evidence to support this claim. On the one 
hand, the AK as a text is at least a century younger than any of the refer
ences to Manthiinabhairava found in other tantric alchemical works; on 
the other, the AK's chapter colophons state that it was revealed by 
Mahabhairava.17 The eleventh- to twelfth-century Manthiinabhairava 
7imtra is, however, one of the most important works of the Western Trans
mission, and one that is moreover linked to the Gorak!a Snmhitii. 18 As 
we will see shortly, a RM reference to a text entided Manthiinnbhairava 
may be a clue to the presence of an eponymous figure in the Rasa Siddha 
lists. 

Apart from the AK, three other important tantric alchemical works are 
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also cast as divine revelations transmitted by human authors who chose to 
remain anonymous. One of these presents us with no problems, however. 
This is the /(jjkaca'!t/efvarf711ata (KCM), a text revealed by Siva to !Okacat;t
~e5vari-the "Fierce Crow[-faced] Goddess"-and clearly the text attrib
uted to the alchemical author Kakacat;t~i5vara (no. 33 in RRS [a] and [c]).19 

The two other such works are more problematic. The Rnsopani~at (RU) is, 
according to Siddhinandan Misra, the work of a certain Kapalika master, 
which evokes the name "Kapalika," the twenty-fourth Rasa Siddha in the 
RMIRRS [a] lists. In its first chapter, the Rnsopani~at itself states that it 
is nothing other than an abridgement, in eighteen chapters, of an earlier 
work, in twenty-nine chapters, entitled the Mahodadhi.10 Now, there is a 
tradition according to which a certain Kapali (no. 5 in the RM/RRS[a) list) 
authored an alchemical work entitled Rnsaraja-111ahodadhi. If this is the 
case, then the Rnsopani~at author who epitomized the Mahodadhi in his 
work could have been a "Kapalika" -i.e., a follower of Kapali rather than 
a member of the "skull-bearer" Saiva sect-or both. A lost work, simply 
entitled Mahodadhi, is attributed to a certain Sivanath Yogi; if this is the 
work to which the Rasopanifat refers, then Misra's theory is untenable (un
less Sivanath Yogi was a !Opalika).11 

The last work in this group is the most tantalizing of all, given that the 
anonymous RnsdnJava is truly the summum of tantric alchemy. According 
to P. V. Sharma, the history of this text is intimately connected to a Yadava 
king named Sil'lghat;ta (u Io-47), who was one in a series of great royal 
patrons of the medical and alchemical arts.21 Sharma maintains that a cer
tain "Bhairavananda Yogi" -whom the RRS ( 16. I 26) names as having indi
cated (vitlinliffa) a preparation called the "Lokanatha packet" <Po!nll) to a 
King Singhat;ta-was the author of the RA. Three manuscript copies of 
the RA, held by the Anup Sanskrit Library in Bikaner, carry the following 
colophon: "thus concludes l5vara's alchemical dialogue ... the great trea
tise [entitled] Rnsin]ava • •• [as] uttered by Yogananda."ZJ By metathesizing 
the two components of this latter name, one arrives at Ananda-yoga. The 
work is, moreover, cast as a dialogue between Bhairava and Bhairavi: by 
juxtaposing the name of the divine revealer of this work to that of the figure 
who recounted it, one could conceivably generate the name Bhairava
iinanda-yog[i]. If, however, we accept Sharma's argument that the Bhaira
vananda Yogi who indicated an Ayurvedic preparation to Singhat;ta was also 
the author of the RA, this pushes the date of this work forward to the early 
thirteenth contury, which is chronologically impossible. :• The RRS passage 
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cited by Shanna, which concerns a preparation called the Vai5vanara 
packet, states that "this preparation was declared by king SinghaJ]a ... Its 
application is known [to be the same as that of] SinghaJ]a's packet called 
Lokanatha, which was handed down (vinirdif!A) by Bhairavananda Yogi." 
The operative tenn here is "handed down": the vi- prefix here indicates 
that the Bhairavananda Yogi who handed down this alchemical preparation 
was not a contemporary of SinghaJ]a. zs It is moreover curious that the 
preparation the RRS attributes to Bhairavananda Yogi is nowhere to be 
found in the RA. As I will demonstrate, the RA is an eleventh-century text. 
It therefore follows that its author is not to be identified with the figure to 
whom SinghaJ]a attributes the invention of this preparation. The author 
of the RA would more likely have lived under the imperial predecessors of 
the Yadavas, i.e., the Calukyas of Kalyal]i, whose tenth- through twelfth
century kingdom covered most of the same western territory of India as 
did that of the Yadavas.26 

It is much easier to simply identify the RA with its divine revealer, which 
is what I believe Somadeva does when he refers to "Bhairavacarya" and 
what Vagbhana II (RRS [a] and [c]) does when he lists Bhairava as its 
twenty-ninth Rasa Siddha. The evidence of the RRS lists is all the more 
compelling for the fact that the Rasa Siddha whose name immediately pre
cedes that of Bhairava is RasanlruSa: throughout the RA, Bhairava describes 
the worship of his own and the Goddess's alchemical fonns. Whereas he·is 
called Rasabhairava, the "Mercurial Bhairava," she is always referred to as 
RasanL:usi, the "Elephant Goad of Mercury." It follows that the two should 
appear together in the Rasa Siddha lists.27 

The RRS ([a] and [c]) also lists a third Bhairava-named Svacchand
abhairava-as a Rasa Siddha (no. 31). This figure is cited as an alchem
ical author in the thirteenth-century RPS of Yasodhara Bhana and the 
sixteenth-century Rasakalpa.18 In its chapter colophons, the so-called al
chemical Gorakfn Sa1i1hitii calls itself (among other things) the Svacchanda
iaktyavatiira ([The Revelation] Brought Down by Svacchanda Sakti). A 
number of references are made in this text to the cult of Svacchanda 
(Bhairava), and the opening chapter intimates that this is an abridgment of 
a greater alchemical work in twenty-five thousand verses originally re
vealed by Svacchanda.29 As already noted, however, this work is a dialogue 
between Srikai]!fla and the goddess Uma. Moreover, in the final verses of 
a number of manuscripts of this work, the "Nath [named] Goralqa" is 
mentioned.Jo Like Manthiinabhairava, and Bhairava 10111 co11rt, Svacchan· 
dabhairava is first and foremost the name of an important tantric divinity; 
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and a number of important tantric texts, including the massive Svacchanda 
Tntltra (SvT), quite naturally bear his name.11 It is therefore uncertain 
whether this Rasa Siddha was a human alchemist or an alchemists' god. 
Indeed, the alchemical god Rasabhairava, whose iconography is described 
in the RA (1.63-64), is an ectype ofSvacchanda Bhairava.u 

With this, we return to "signed" alchemical works. Rasendratilaka Yogi 
(no. 37 in RRS [c)) is the name of the author of the Rnsnsiiratilaka. \Tasudeva 
(no. 41 in RRS [c)) is the purported author of the lost Rasasarveivara. JJ The 
name Kriyatantrasamucchayi (no. 43 in RRS [c]), literally the "Compiler 
of the Kriya Tantra," is likely a reference to the ninth- to tenth-century 
Kr~yiikiilagtt'!ottara Tantra, an early work on tantric .sorcery and, healing. 
This work is, however, revealed by the ubiquitous SrikaQ!fta.H Srinatha, 
who doubles with SrikaQ!fta as the divine revealer of the Western Trans
mission texts, is also the purported author of an alchemical work entided 
the Rnsaramn. This work has also been attributed to Manthanabhairava.u 
Gho<.Ja Coli (no. ss in RRS [c)) is the author of a short Sanskrit alchemical 
work entided Ghotfii Coli, or Ghotfiicoli Mlkya. 16 He is also identified with 
Colinath, the founder of the lu panth, one of the original twelve Nath sub
orders.n We have already noted the south Indian traditions concerning 
Allama Prabhu (also known as Prabhudeva, no. 51 in RRS [c)), a founder 
of the Virasaiva sect and considered, in Tamil traditions, to be an incarna
tion of the alchemist Nandi.18 

Ratnakara and Nityanatha (nos. 36 and 48 in RRS [c]) may be one and 
the same figure: Nityanatha is the author of the thirteenth-century Rnsa
rntniiknra, the same text from which V3gbhatr-l ll would have copied his 
second ([b] = RRS 6.s1-53} list of Rasa Siddhas verbatim. The fifth di
vision of the RRA, entided "Siddha Khai}<.Ja" or "Mantra KhaQ<.Ja," is the 
manifest source of the KPT of Siddha Nagarjuna, a work on tantric sor
cery.J<~ Like the "Mantra Khai}<.Ja:• the SabnrncintiimatJi, which treats mainly 
of tantric sorcery, is also a work of Nityanatha Siddha, "son of Parvati"; 
in it, the author states that the teachings of his work were originally ex
pounded by Matsyendra.-10 In addition to being listed as a Rasa Siddha in 
the RRS, Nityanatha is also listed, in the HYP (no. 19), as one of the yogic 
Siddhas who had "broken Time's rod." Was Nityanatha, as his name and 
his writings would seem to indicate, a Nath Siddha? Chances are that he 
was. Certain. manuscript colophons to the Siddha Siddhiintn Paddhati, gen
erally attributed to Gorakh, call it a work of Nityanatha Siddha. 41 If this is 
the case, then Nityanatha, whose RRA is dated to the thirteenth century, 
Was a Nath Siddha polymath who, not unlike his near contemporary Gor-
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akh, would have been well versed in the alchemical, yogic, and tantric dis
ciplines. It may be, on the other hand, that Nityanatha Siddha and Nitya
natha, son of Parvati, were two distinct persons, in which case the double 
listing-as Nityanatha and "Ramakara" in the RRS [c)-would be an accu
rate one. 

The authors of approximately half of the major extant tantric alchemical 
works are found to correspond to names figuring in the Rasa Siddha lists. 
These texts are the Rasahrdaya Tantra of Govinda, the l<iikaca'!4eivarimata 
and l<iikaca'!4iivara Knlpa Tantra attributed to Kakacal)4i5vara, the Rasmdra 
Mailgala of Nagarjuna, the Bhtitiprakara'!a (or Svncchandainktyavatiira or 
Gornkfll Samhitii) attributed to Gora~a, and the Rasaratniikara of Nitya
natha. 

Major extant alchemical texts by authors whose names do not figure in 
the Rasa Siddha lists all date from the thirteenth century or later and de
crease in the originality of their content with the passing centuries. More
over, following a paradigm shift that occurred in the thirteenth to four
teenth century, the content of most of these later works tends to shade 
from an emphasis on tantric elixir alchemy towards either therapeutic or 
purely transmutational ends. These works include the ca. 13th-century Ra
smdraaitfmlln'!i of Somadeva, Rasaprnkiiia St~dhiikara ofYasodhara Bhawa;u 
and Rasnpaddhati of Bindu;'0 the 13th- to 14th-century Rasaratnas11111t«
chayn of Vagbha~a D and Rasadhyayn of Kankala Yogi;"" the 14th-century 
Rasariijalnkf111i and Rasnsindhll of Vi~I)Udeva or VinJtala; .. 5 14th- to I sth
century Rasasiira of Govindacarya;-16 the I sth-century Rasaratnndipika of 
Ramaraja; .. 7 the I sth-century Rasndntii11111'!i of Anantadeva Suri;ofll the I sth
century Rasendradntii711n'!i of Qhun4hukanatha;49 the 15th-century Rasa
sailketakiilikii of CamUJ)4akayastha;50 the I sth- to 16th-century Sivakalpa
dnmta of Sivanatha;51 the 15th- to 16th-century Rasariijaiirrmta'!i of Para
surama;52 the 16th-century Rasakalpa, Piiradaknlpa, Gandhakakalpa, and 
Dhiit11knlpa (all of which spuriously claim to be portions of the Rt~drayii111nlll 
Tantra, and authored by Nagarjuna)n and Rasapradipa of Pra.t;tanatha;5 .. and 
the 17th-century Rasendrakalpadnmta of Rama~l)abhawa.ss The reader 
will have noted that a significant number of these texts are the work of 
authors whose names end in JOgi or Niith. There is, however, little or no 
internal evidence to indicate that any of these-with the possible excep
tions of the RRA of Nityanatha and the Rasendrndntiima'!i of Qhun4huka
natha-were in fact the work ofNath Siddhas. 

In addition to these works on Hindu alchemy, a number of other sources 
lend an important place to alchemy, even though their main subject matter 
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is of another order. So, for example, we find a sizable corpus of works on 
tantric sorcery-works that may be classified under the general heading 
of Kriya Tantras-which include chapters on or references to alchemical 
preparations and procedures. 56 The earliest of these is the KriyilkiJiagti'!Ot
tara Tantra, a work dating from the ninth to tenth century. This text, which 
takes the fonn of a dialogue between Srika~;ttJta (identified with Siva) and 
Karttikeya, is a work on tantric healing through the use of mantras, amu
lets, rituals and sorcery. 57 Another later work, the Yogamtnavali of a Saiva 
master named Srika~;ttha Siva, is a so-called "poison tantra" dating from 
perhaps the fifteenth century. Its sixth chapter contains alchemical data.51 

From the same period is another work on tantric sorcery, the KautllknantiJ-
11tR'!i ofPratipadeva, which contains a significant amount of data on gener
ally "magical" alchemy-potions for invisibility, magical Right, attraction, 
projection, etc.59 

Two texts dating from the twelfth to thirteenth century-the KPT and 
the shorter Yogamtnm11illli (or Akaryamtn11711alli)-are both the work of a 
Siddha (or Sriman) Nigarjuna. Their content, moreover, is so similar that 
they are likely the work of one and the same author: the fonner work, 
however, is little other than a reworking of a portion of the RRA of Nitya
nath Siddha.60 Both the RRA and the KPT postdate the Daniitnya Tantra 
and the KCM; all three cite their sources in their opening verses; apart 
from a nearly identical list of four works (in which both give ".Kalaca~;t~e5-
vara" for Kiikll(ll'!tfeiuam), the RRA and KPTboth add another twenty-four 
sources not mentioned in the Danatnya Tantra. 61 A final text belongs to a 
category all its own. This is the ca. thirteenth-century Miltt;kabbedo Tantra 
(M8h1), a Sakta-Saiva work on the tantric worship of Siva and the God
dess, whose first, fifth, and eighth chapters contain original alchemical data 
mainly pertaining to the fabrication of mercurial/itigas.61 This is also the 
sole alchemical work under discussion here to betray an east Indian origin. 

Also containing data on tantric alchemy are a number of medieval com
pendia and encyclopedias, all of which are of western Indian origin. These 
include the ca. A.D. 1040 Rajamilrta'!tfa of Raja Bhoja of Malava; the A.D. 

1131 Miln11S0/It1sa of the Cilul..")'3 king Some5vara III "Bhulokamalla";6J the 
fourteenth-century Siinigadham Poddhati;M and the fourteenth-century 
Sarvadoriana $1l1!tgmha of MadhaVicarya. Those portions of the MilnllSOI
Iasa that are devoted to yoga closely resemble passages of the Yogasikbopani
flld, which is one of nine works from the south Indian corpus of 1o8 Upani
~ds that borrow visibly from works by Gorakh and other Nath Siddhas.65 

Also contained in this work are discussions of elixir (msayana) therapy (in-
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eluding the technique of kllfipravdll, "entering into the hut"), and the culti
vation of a divine body, possessed of the siddbis of flight, etc.66 

z. Matsyendra and Goralch: The Nith Siddha Literature 

The two greatest modem contributions to the historiography of the ver
nacular literature of the Nath Siddhas have been a critical edition of the 
mystic poems of Gorakhnith, compiled by Pitambaradatta Banhwal in 
194167 and that of a corpus of poetry attributed to a number of other Nath 
Siddhas, compiled by Hazariprasad Dvivedi in 1957· Both editors, who 
consulted a number of manuscript sources in the preparation of their 
works, found that "standard anthologies" of the poetry of Gorakhnath on 
the one hand and a number oflater Nath Siddhas on the other have existed 
since at least the fourteenth century and that these standard antholo
gies have not been gready altered over time. There is, moreover, general 
agreement that the language of these poems appears to be a blend of Din
gal (Old Rajasthani), western Punjabi, Kha4i Bholi, and Apabhraf!15a.68 

Following Gorakhnath, whose literary output (at least by attribution), in 
both the medieval vernaculars and Sanskrit media, dwarfs that of any other 
Nath Siddha or, for that matter, nearly any other medieval poet, we find 
the following frequendy recurring "signatures" on the medieval mystic po
etry of the order. These authors, in order of the volume of their antholo
gized literary production, are (1) Gorakh, (z) jati Hanavant, (3) Carpap, 
(4) Gopicand, (5) Bhartrhari, (6) Mahadev, (7) Datti[treya], (8) Gho41 
Coli, and (9) JalandharaiHI4i-pl. 

Two of the names listed here-jati Hanavant (z) and Mahidev (6), who 
figure in none of the lists of the nine Nath Siddhas-will not concern us 
here. A single verse from a poem by Bhanrhari (5) is alchemical.69 There 
are no alchemical works attributed to either Caurangi, Kar;teri, or Gopi
cand (4), nor do alchemical references appear in any of their mystic poems. 
All do, however, have much to say about hatba yoga, and alchemical motifs 
recur in all of their legends. The sparse extant alchemical works of Carpap 
(3) and Ghodi Coli (8) have already been surveyed; a poem contained in 
Dvivedis anthology, the "Sri Carpa~ ji kJ sabadi," is a short treatise on the 
subde body. Carpap also figures in a number of alchemicallegends.70 The 
two short poems by Naga Arjan found in Dvivedi's anthology contain no 
references to alchemy, 71 and it is doubtful that this is the same figure as any 
of the candidates for the historical alchemist named Nlgirjuna. While 
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none of his poems in the Nith Siddha anthologies treat of alchemy, the 
figure of Dattitreya (7) does in fact bear a tenuous connection to the al
chemical tradition: the Dnttiltrtyn Tnntra, a ca. twelfth-century work attrib
uted to him, contains a chapter on "magical" alchemy. A lost alchemical 
work perhaps attributed to him is the Rasaratnilvnli of Guru Datta Siddha.72 

Belonging to Dattitreya's Maharashtran lineage is RevaJ}a (Siddha], to 
whom two lost alchemical works have been attributed: the Rasadarpal]n and 
/lRsnriijniirotllnl]i. n 

Major Nith Siddhas who are conspicuous by their relative absence from 
these vernacular anthologies are Adinitha (no poems), Matsyendra (one 
poem), and Caurangi (four poems). The "Prill} Sinkali," Caurangi's contti
bution to the standard anthologies is, however, exceptional in its length, 
content, and antiquity. The literary productions of Matsyendra and Nigir
juna are nearly wholly restticted to the Sanskrit medium. 

There arc a number of Sanskrit works attributed to Adinitha. As with 
Dattitreya and Srikal}~a, however, it is difficult to determine whether we 
are to take these as the works of a historical author, or rather the received 
revelations of Siva, the "Lord of Beginnings." Some of these works belong 
to the Western Transmission;14 however, the principal work attributed to 
Adinitha, as far as our interests are concerned, is the ca. founeenth
century Khecnrf Vidyil, the "Aviator's Science." This Sanskrit work, which 
places itself squarely in the hathayogic tradition of the Nath Siddhas, is 
unique in that its final chapter is devoted to a description of the alchemical 
complement to yogic practice. As such, it is an exemplary work of Siddha 
alchemy.7' 

None of the eight works76 attributed to Matsyendranith-either in San
skrit or vernacular languages-contains any alchemical data. This not
withstanding, his teachings are recognized by a vast number oflater tanttic 
authors as fundamental to their own syntheses, as I demonstrate in this 
and later chapters. A mention of the Siddha(-a111ft3] Kaula in Matsyendra5 
~asterwork, the K}iiN (16.47a, 48b; 21.4-7), is significant inasmuch as 
Siva-Bhairava is praised as the leader of the Siddha Kaula in an opening 
verse of the RA (1.4b); the same alchemical work (18.zz8a) closes with
and perhaps takes its title from-a verse it appears to borrow from the 
K}iiN (• S· 7a). It also mentions worship of the Siddha Cakra (RA 14.14), a . 
tantric "systematic genealogy" in which Matsyendra figures prominently." 
In this, we may see that, in addition to his pivotal role within the broader 
tantric tradition, Matsyendra also constituted a bridge between main
stream works of the Hindu tantric tradition and the alchemical tantras. 
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Matsyendra's K}iiN is itself a synthesis of the Siddha and Yogini Kaula 
traditions, inasmuch as it portrays the latter as emerpng out of the for
mer.78 The Mrgendraga111a, a ninth- to tenth-century Saivasiddhanta work, 
casts the two as separate but equal groups: "The sages know of eight [other] 
currents, connected respectively to Siva, the Mantre5varas, the GaQas, 
Gods, ~is, Guhyas, the Yogini Kaula and the Siddha Kaula ••. The Yo
ginis received a wisdom that immediately causes yoga to shine forth. It was 
called yoginikau/a because it never went beyond the limits of their circle. 
The same is the case for the other [i.e., the Siddha Kaula current]." This 
relationship between Matsyendranath the Siddha and the yoginis ofKamar
Opa (Assam) becomes the subject of a rich body of Nath Siddha legend in 
later centuries. 79 

Matsyendra also constitutes an early and vital link between two peren
nial heartlands of tantric practice: eastern India (Assam, Bengal, Orissa) 
and Nepal. While his KJilN was revealed in Kamarupa, both the oldest 
manuscript of the work and the oldest mythology of Matsyendra hail from 
Nepal.80 Nepal has also long been the homeland of the Western Transmis
sion and its cult of Kubjika, and it is in the Kathmandu Valley that nearly 
all the important manuscripts of the Western Tradition scriptures are 
found. A great number of other data, some of which I have already noted, 
further link Matsyendra (and later Gorakh) with this latter Kaula tradition. 
Both the revelations of Matsyendra's Yogini Kaula and the Western Trans
mission were "brought down" at the "lunar" site of Candra-dvipa (or 
Candra-giri)81-even if, in Matsyendra's case, Candradvipa is to be iden
tified with coastal Assam and the Western Transmission's Candradvipa or 
Candragiri with coastal Karnataka. The YSA locates Gorakh~ birthplace 
at Candragiri, "on the shore of the Godavari River" in western India.sz 

The KJiiN of Matsyendra and the Western Transmission's KM contain 
the earliest extant references we have to the six cakras of hathayogic prac
tice. Whereas the earliest mention of the six cakras of Hindu8J harba yoga 
appears in an eighth-century A.D. literary source, the Miilat1 Mildhava of 
Bhavabhoti, ... a number of scholars maintain that it was in such Western 
Transmission works as the K11bjikii1111ltll (KM) that these practices were first 
discussed systematicaUy.•s Here, I offer evidence to the contrary. In fact, 
Matsyendra~ KfliN gives a more extensive account of the subject than does 
the KM. In KJiiN 17.2h-43, Matsyendra lists the six cakras by their loca
tions i.e.: (I) giitfha (anus), (2) gtthya (genitals), (3) niibhi (navel), (4) hf:tl 
(heart), (S) gha'!!ikagrantha (throat), and (6) bhrrnnadhye (between the eye-
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brows), to which he adds the crowning brahmarnndhrn;86 he notes the tech
niques of prd1Jiiyama and kapiilabheda (zo.zb-3a), khe(arl mudra (6.r8-19), 
"binding" and "piercing" (4. r 1 ); and one may discern in 71tatsyodara ("fish
belly"), the name he gives for his sect in the fourth and present age, the 
Kali Yuga, an occult reference to the hathoyogic technique of diaphrag
matic retention (ktmtbhaka).87 There is, moreover, no conclusive evidence 
to prove that Matsyendra's Yogini Kaula and KJiiN are later than the West
em Transmission's Kubjika cult and KM. On the one hand, the earliest 
manuscript of the KJiiN is older than the oldest Kubjika manuscripts;81 

Abhinavagupta mentions Macchandanatha89 and the KM;90 and both Ab
hinavagupta91 and the KM92 mention Matsyendra's Yogini Kaula. On the 
other hand, Matsyendra makes no direct mention of either the goddess 
Kubjika, the Western Transmission, or Abhinavagupta's Trika Kaula. 

Matsyendranath's pivotal role in the history of tantric sectarianism 
became further expanded when the myth of his "recovery" of the original 
tantric teachings of Siva related in the K}liN (r6.17-36) became appro
priated as the origin myth of the Eastern Transmission (ptirvamnilya), that 
tradition within which the Trika Kaula scriptures were classified. It is 
moreover through an appropriation of this myth that Abhinavagupta was 
able to reincorporate-into the "secret worship" of the same Trika Kaula 
whose reforms had removed such practices from the public sphere
the orgiastic, power substance-based observances that had been inherited 
from the Kapalika practices associated with the scriptures of the old Vidya 
Pi!ha. This he did by adapting into his synthesis the diagrammatic render
ing of that Eastern Transmission "systematic genealogy" known as the Sid
dha Cakra, the "Circle of the Siddhas." This diagram was used as a support 
for the tantric worship of the Kaula lineage deities (Kule5vara, Kule5vari, 
and the eight Mother Goddesses together with their Bhairava consorts), 
as well as of the Jllganathas, the "Naths of the Cosmic Ages:' i.e., the Kaula 
masters who taught in the four y11gns. Of these four mythic Naths, each of 
whom bore an animal name, the fourth and last, associated with our own 
Fourth Age was Macchanda (i.e., Matsyendra).9J While Macchanda was 
identified with the northern direction in the Siddha Cakra, his female con
~ort was named Koilka~;Jii, whose name again evokes the region in which 
Srinatha and .the "Nine Naths" founded the Western Transmission. The 
Siddhas as a group are placed in the southern quadrant of this diagram, 
and the siddha11gha ("Siddha stream") in the western quadrant.94 We may 
therefore see in this diagram evidence both for the tantric reappropriation 
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of the preexisting cult of the divine Siddhas and for the incorporation of 
certain human or divinized Siddhas, led by Matsyendra, into that elite 
circle. 

The Trika Kaula considered Macchandanatha to have been the founder 
of the Jmla, the line of transmission of the Kaula tantras. This is explained 
in a myth according to which Macchanda fathered twelve sons, sending six 
of them out (from Srisailam) into the Indian subcontinent to found six 
Kaula orders in the Fourth Age: these are the six ova/lis ("currents of doc
trine") of the Trika Kaula.9s Elsewhere, it is likely that Matsyendra's teach
ings also influenced the development of the Buddhist KApalika-Yogin I cult 
within the highest yoga tantra (an11ttnmyoga) current of Vajra~na Bud
dhism.96 

To what are we to attribute Matsyendra's pivotal role? The answer to 
this question may be elicited from a passing reference made by Abhina
vagupta to the distinction between the earlier Kula practices of primitive 
tantrism, and the later Kaula traditions, for which Matsyendra's reforms 
would have constituted a watershed. In the words of Alexis Sanderson, 

The distinction between Kula and Kaula traditions ..• is best taken 
to refer to the clan-structured tradition of the cremation-grounds 
seen in the Bmhmayilmala-Pianllata, Jayadmtha Yllmala, Talltra
sndbhilvn, Siddhnyogelvnrimntn Ta11trn, etc. (with its KApalika kn11/ikll 
vidhayn~) on the one hand and on the other its reformation and do
mestication through the banning of mortuary and all sect-identifying 
signs (vynktnlingntil), generally associated with Macchanda/Matsy
endra.97 

In other words, Siddha Matsyendra, founder of the Yogin I Kaula, shifted 
the emphasis of early tantrism away from the "terrible" practices and clan
based (Kula) system featured in the scriptures of the Vidya Pi!ha, and 
towards the erotico-mystical practices that became the bedrock of later 
Kaulism. In the ninth and tenth centuries, we witness the emergence and 
three-stage evolution of Trika Kaulism, which reached its peak of refine
ment, in the eleventh century, in the exegetical summa of Abhinavagupta 
and his disciple ~emaraja. While publicly carrying Matsyendra's reforms 
to a still higher level of abstraction (in order to render Trika ritual accept
able to the broader Kashmiri Saiva community), the Trika reformers pre
served, as a cult of their virtuosi,98 the erotic ritual of Matsyendra's Yoginl 
Kaula, described in the K}flN. Whereas early (pre-A.D. Soo) Trika and the 
K]1iN both emphasized the cult of yoginls (who were to be invoked with 
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offerings and the communal consumption of blood, flesh, wine, and sexual 
fluids),99 Abhinavagupta's later synthesis toned down the grimmer side of 
the public cult while promulgating a "sublimated" form of its erotica
mystical practices for public consumption.100 (The notion of the k11/a nev
ertheless remains operative in the Kaula context. The Kaulas arc those per
sons who belong to a k11/a, i.e., to a clan lineage, a particular tantric line 
of transmission through a series of masters and disciples, and who make 
use of the power substance of the Goddess's sexual emission, also called 
ku/a).101 Abhinavagupta's reinterpretation of the kula practices turned espe
cially on the matter of sexual orgasm and the use of its by-products: 

While its principal purpose in the VidyjpT!ha was to produce the 
power-substances needed to gratify the deities, here the ritual of cop
ulation is acstheticised .•• the emphasis has now moved to orgasm 
itself. It is no longer principally a means of production. It is a privi
leged means of access to a blissful expansion of consciousness in 
which the deities of the Kula permeate and obliterate the ego of the 
worshipper.•oz 

Even as he plays to the Kashmir Saiva gallery, Abhinavagupta does 
in fact retain the concrete use of sexual fluids in the secret ritual of those 
initiated into the Trika Kaula. 10J In certain cases, he prescribes, for the 
attainment of siddhis, the consumption of sexual fluids after intercourse. 
Here, the partners are to pass these fluids from mouth to mouth prior to 
placing them into a collecting vessel as an offering to the gods of the tan
tric "sacrifice." 104 In the Siddha Cakra worship of the yuganilthas, the offi
ciant offers to Bhairava (with whom he has identified himself), as well as 
to the circle of energies that surround him, by drinking a mixture of male 
and female sexual fluid from a sacrificial jar.105 Noteworthy here is the gloss 
given by Jayaratha, the thirteenth-century commentator on the TA, for 
the term siddhi: he identifies this term with pi1Jtfasthairya, "stability of 
the body," which is precisely the watchword of the alchemical RA (1.14b, 
t8a, z8b) and the hathayogic works of the Nith Siddhas.ln the same com
mentary,jayaratha refers to the fluids produced by sex as "the best of elix
irs (rasayana)." 106 

Elsewhere, Abhinavagupta employs alchemical imagery to describe the 
abstract states of consciousness ideally realized by the practitioner. So, for 
example, he compares the attainment of absolute consciousness with the 
transmutation, by mercury, of base metals into gold; and speaks of the 
burning away of all difference within the "stomach of consciousness" in a 
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way that draws an analogy between digestion in the gross body, the effects 
of harha yoga and alchemy on the subtle body, and the gnoseological iden
tification between the finite and absolute self.107 Elsewhere, he invokes 
Matsyendra's "fish-belly" technique, stating that the yogin is to "repose 
devoted to the condition of the belly of the fish." 108 

In this, the Trika Kaula theoreticians, even as they effected their re
formation of Hindu tantra, remained in touch with the concrete ground of 
the tantric enterprise, which was and remains human sexual Ruids and their 
symbolic correlates. The cosmic force that activates and actualizes every 
facet of tantric practice-that originates from the womb of the Goddess 
and passes through every link in the chain of transmission, from guru to 
disciple and thence to his or her disciple, via the inner channels of yogic 
transformation and through the channels that energize the mystic dia
grams that serve as supports for worship and meditation-is ultimately 
nothing other than a stream (ogha) or Row (rrotas) of sexual Ruid. The life 
and structure of the tantric family or clan (kula) is defined by the life- and 
immortality-giving Row of the clan essence (kuldmr;ta) that is transmitted, 
concretely and in the form of sexual Ruids, in tantric initiation and worship 
rituals. This is attested in a wide array of sources. In his KJnN (u.z-J), 
Matsyendra speaks of the transmission of the kaul4mr;ta through the six 
yoginTs; elsewhere, his entire twenty-first chapter, in which he discusses 
the kau/a-sadbhilva ("true essence of the Kaula"), is of the same order: this 
term as well is used to designate the yogi11T's sexual emission.109 Down to 
the present day, Assamese tantrikas identify their "lineage nectar" (kulii111-
r}ll) with the goddess's menstrual Ruid or the commingled sexual Ruids of 
Siva and the Goddess.110 

If then the preservation of the universe depends upon-indeed, is noth
ing other than-the endless cosmic orgasm of the divine, and if the bliss 
of orgasm is that human experience which is closest to the very being of 
godhead, then the stuff of orgasm-male semen and the female sexual 
emission and uterine blood-will, of necessity, play a vital role in the tan
tric quest for divine autonomy, immortality, and power. No matter how 
abstract and refined tantric practice has become over the centuries follow
ing Abhinavagupta's reformation of the Trika Kaula, sexual Ruids remain 
present, in one or another sublimated form, to every sect or order claiming 
tantric affiliation. In the idealist and nondualist syntheses of Abhinava
gupta and ~emaraja, the sublimation of sexual Ruids took the (outer) form 
of a remarkably complex and coherent smtallticiZiltion of ritual (especially 
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in the realm of ritual 111antra), which was subsequendy adopted into the 
Srividya cult of the Southern Transmission (dakfi'!iimniiya). 111 

These intellectualized, abstract forms of late "high" Hindu tantrism
which have, of late, defined the field of western scholarship on Tantra
fall outside the purview of the present study.112 We will rather concentrate 
on the Siddha perpetuation of the tantric legacy, a tradition whose three 
components are neady summarized by the great tantric practitioner
scholar Gopinath Kaviraj: "Some ... were accomplished (siddha) in the al
chemical path (rasa-111iirga), some accomplished through hatha yoga, and 
still others had perfected themselves through tantric practices or through 
the use of sexual fluids (bindtl-siidhana)."lll Herein lies the "Siddha distinc
tion." Whereas the tantric synthesis generally ignores alchemy and rele
gates hatha yoga to a secondary role in its hierarchy of practice while plac
ing a very high premium on worship through the use of real or sublimated 
sexual fluids, the Siddha traditions privilege all three forms of comple
mentary practice. The guiding principle here remains one of controlling 
a universe that is understood to be a body, the body of the divine consort 
of Siva, the body of one's own consort, and the feminine in one's own 
body. In the Siddha play of analogies between microcosm and macro
cosm, and the corresponding hierarchies of the interpenetrating realms 
of universal being, this body is at once a divine, human, and alchemical 
body, to be perfected through yogic, alchemical, and erotico-mystical 
practice. 

Following Matsyendra's lead is Gorakh who is, in nearly every Niith 
Siddha lineage reckoning, called the disciple of Matsyendra/Mina. While 
Gorakh certainly embraced and gready expanded upon the hathayogic pole 
of Siddha practice, his relationship to those of erotico-mystical ritual and 
alchemy is more ambiguous. In spite of the fact that the historical Gorakh 
and Matsyendra lived at least three centuries apart, a rich body of legend 
describes the freeing of Matsyendra, by Gorakh, from sexual bondage in a 
Kingdom of Women in Assam. As I will demonstrate in a later chapter, 
this is a narrativization of the reforms Gorakh effected within the (Nath) 
Siddha tradition, which he purged of its erotico-mystical elements in favor 
of a nearly exclusively hathayogic emphasis. 

It nonetheless remains the case that Gorakh is considered to have been 
the author, if only by attribution, of a distincdy Western Transmission text, 
entided the Gorakfa Smithitii, that was devoted to precisely this sort of 
practice. In fact, there exist no fewer than three major works known by the 
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tide of Gorakfa Smithitii, in which we find all three of the building blocks 
of the medieval Siddha traditions: alchemy, harha yoga, and tantric worship 
involving the use of sexual fluids. The first of the three works, entitled 
the "Kadi Prakarat;aa" of the Gorakfa Satizhitii, is a thirteenth-century Sakta 
work belonging to the canon of the Western Transmission, yet another 
indication of the interconnectedness of this and Nath Siddha traditions. 114 

(Its ninth chapter is attributed to another Nath Siddha, Jalandhara. Like 
the rest of the Kadi Prakarat;aa this chapter is Sakta in its orientation.)• IS 

This is a work in twenty-seven chapters which, devoted for the most part 
to tantric worship of the Goddess in a variety of her forms, also lends space 
to a discussion of ha£ha yoga, the Siddhas of the Western Transmission, and 
tantric cosmology. 

Another thirteenth-century work, also referred to by certain authors as 
the Gorakfa Smithitii, is one of the major texts of the tantric alchemical 
tradition. This, by far the most voluminous alchemical work attributed to 
Gorakh, is variously known as the Gorakfa Smithitii, Bhiitiprakara7Ja [BhP], 
Svacchandaiaktyavatiira, and Hiidibheda. It is, nonetheless, cast as a dialogue 
~etween SrikaJ;t!ha and the ~oddess Uma, the former being, much like 
Adinatha, a pseudonym for Siva in works of the Western Transmission. I 
discuss this alchemical work at length later in this chapter. Apart from the 
BhP, a small number of Gorakh's vernacular mystic poems and technical 
writings in Sanskrit include references to alchemy; curiously, as many of 
these disparage alchemy as praise it. In the latter category, the sixth Pad of 
his biinis presents an allegorized description of the yogic body as a gold
smithy cum alchemicallaboratory.116 Another vernacular work attributed 
to Gorakh, entided the Yogadipikii, is written in the Old Kannada lang
uage. I have not consulted this work; however, a description of it leads me 
to believe that it is a south Indian version of the Hathayoga Pradipikii 
of Svatmarama, a fifteenth-century work that borrows heavily from the 
Gorakfa Sataka and other Sanskrit hathayogic works attributed to Gor
akh. Unlike the HYP, however, the Yogadipikii contains some alchemical 
passages.117 

By far the most important body of teaching attributed to Gorakh, in 
both the Sanskrit and vernacular media, is that consecrated to harha yoga, 
in which field he was India's major systematizer and innovator. Gorakh's 
major poetic works, anthologized in the Gorakh Bani, include the Sabadi, 
Pad, PrliJ;t San~li, [Machindra-] Gorakh Bodh, Gyan TIIak, Atma Bodh, 
Caubis Siddhi, Si~ Darian, Naravai Bodh, and Kafir Bodh. Another im
portant vernacular work, not included in this anthology, is the Gorakh 
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Upanifad. 118 A great number of hathayogic works, written in Sanskrit, are 
attributed to Gorakh. There is a great deal of overlap between these texts, 
most of which appear to be elaborations on the so-called Gorakfa Sataka, 
the "Hundred Stanzas of Gora~a" (of which the critical edition contains 
201 verses!), which is datable to the thirteenth century.119 These works in
clude the Amanaska Yoga, Amarat1gha Prabodha, Amarat~ghaiiisana, Gorakfa 
Siddhanta Stn!tgraha, Gorakfa Padtlhati, Maharthamaiijarl, Siddha Sidtlhiinta 
Paddhati, Vwekamiirta1Jtfa, Yogmllilrta1Jtfa, Yogab{ja, and Yogacintiint01Ji.uo 

As for the "third," hathayogic Gorakfll Smithitil, this is a work that curi
ously links Gorakh with Dattitreya, who, in western India and Maharash
t;ra in particular, is more of a god (incorporating Brahmii, Vi!J;lU, and 
Siva-but especially Vi!J;lu-in his iconography) than a legendary human 
figure; and in this he plays a role similar to that of Adiniitha. Yet, there was 
at least one historical Dattatreya, who authored a number of works on yoga 
and tantra in the twelfth to thirteenth century. In fact, the fourteenth
century Silrilgadhara Paddhati goes so far as to classify the two major forms 
of yogic practice, the "six-limbed" practice and the "eight-limbed" prac
tice, as "Gorakhnathi" and "that of the son of MfkaJ;l~a" (a reference to 
Dattatreya, inasmuch as it is this figure who reveals the yogic doctrine 
of the Milrka1Jtfeya Ptlri1Ja) respectively. In the Gorakh Upanifnd, Gorakh 
terms the former aktda and the latter avadhiita.u1 Indeed, there exists a 
work entitled the Dnttatreyagorakfa Stmwilda (A Conversation between 
Dattitreya and Go~), whose principal subject is yogic practice. This 
work is known by a number of other names, however. The most common 
of these is the title Avadhiita Giti, which indeed mentions both Dattiitreya 
and Gora~ in its opening verses.m However, this dialogue appears 
to be nothing other than the fifth and final chapter of the hathayogic 
Gorakfa Smithitil (whose third chapter moreover bears a striking resem
blance to the Aku/avira Tantra of Matsyendraniith). The organization of 
this third, hathayogic, Gorakfa Smithiti also resembles that of the Sidtlhn 
Siddhilnta Padtlhnti, another of Gorakh's seminal hathyogic works. The 
Gorakfa Pndtlhati, a manual on hafha yoga, also refers to itself, at one point, 
as the Gorakfa Smhhit4. 12J In fact, the alchemical Gorakfn Smhhitil, i.e., the 
BhP (9.133), states that the Gorakfa Smithiti is a work in five parts.'Z'1 In 
the light of the evidence we have passed in review, we must conclude 
that these were originally independent works which became concatenated 
into the Gorakfa Sa1ithiti, "Gora~'s Compendium," a fact that points, if 
nothing else, to Gorakhnath's imposing medieval reputation as a Siddha 
virtuouso. 
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3• On the "Tantric" Element in Tantric and Siddha Alchemy 

A number of scholars have maintained that neither harha yoga nor alchemy 
is, properly speaking, a component of Hindu Tantra.125 To the extent that 
mainstream tantric literature appears to tum a blind eye toward the two 
disciplines, or at least ignores the names of their founders or exponents in 
their elaborate "systematic genealogies," this contention appears to have 
an element of truth to it. The matter is, however, of a rather more complex 
order. On the one hand, a number of tantric sources do mention alchemy 
and harha yogn, either direcdy or by way of illustrating this or that abstract 
concept or process. On the other, the alchemical and hathayogic sources 
themselves often claim to be tantric. Finally, there is the matter of chronol
ogy. With the important exception of Matsyendra, who, as we have seen, 
is included in tantric reckonings oflineage founders, nearly all the alchemi
cal and hathayogic teachers and authors postdate the foundational tantric 
compendia and their postscriptural systematizations. 

In his compelling study of Sakta tantrism, Douglas Brooks argues for a 
polythetic approach to "tantric" phenomena, in which one is to look to 
family resemblances between the various tantras (texts with the word Tan
tra in their title, sects which claim such texts to be their foundational scrip
tures, etc.) without taking any single feature or body of features found in 
such traditions to be normative.126 It is such an approach that I follow here 
in my treatment of Hindu alchemy, the discourse of which was as much "in 
the air" in medieval India as were the antinomian cremation-ground rites 
of the Kapalikas and the refined metaphysics of Abhinavagupta and ~em
araja. 

Here, we will assert that Hindu alchemy is tantric because (a) it says it 
is; (b) it is tantric in its language and referents; (c) it is tantric in its meta
physics; (d) it is tantric in its practice; (e) it is tantric in its theology; (f) it 
is tantric in its goals; and (g) alchemical terminology is employed discur
sively or metaphorically in tantric works of a more general order. 

The alchemical classics are revealed by the same gods (Siva, Bhairava, 
Srikru}!ha) to the same goddesses (Devi, Bhairavi, Sakti, Cal}~i[ka]) as are 
the majority of Hindu tantras. Their form and style are tantric, with most 
texts consisting of "semidialogues" between god and goddess. Several al
chemical preparations bear the names of tantric deities (Nilakru]!ha, Anan
dabhairava, Svacchandabhairava, Lokanatha, etc.). m A great number of 
alchemical classics contain the term Tantra in their tides:128 others call 
themselves Stnithitas, or -ntatas, also appellations proper to the broader 
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tantric tradition.129 The content of these works contains references to a 
number of tantric sects (the Kaulas, Kapalikas, Pascimamnaya, etc.), while 
a number of alchemical authors and Rasa Siddhas (Nagarjuna, Nandi
[-ke5vara), Gora~a, Carpap, Manthanabhairava, and Svacchandabhairava) 
bear the same names as do the divine or legendary founders of other tan
tric traditions. 

Also in the pages of the alchemical sources, we find myriad references 
to the mystic geography of tantrism, concerning the iaktn plfhas of the 
Goddess as well as the Himalayan and other mountain shrines generally 
associated with the cult of Siva. Tantric 111antras, ynntras, uo initiation, ua 
forms of worship and devotion to the tantric gods, and "guruism" au also 
figure in the alchemical sources. 

Lastly, Hindu alchemy is tantric in its goals and in the means it appro
priates to realize those goals. Total autonomy, omniscience, superhuman 
powers, bodily immortality, and a virtual identification with godhead-al
though not at the expense of one's autonomy-are the aims of the Hindu 
alchemist, just as they are of the great majority of nondualist tilntrikas.m 

In a more general sense, Hindu alchemy shares the same universe as do 
many of the other medieval Hindu traditions that identified themselves as 
tantric and which western and Indian scholars alike today identify with 
tantrism, particularly of the nondualist variety.m This is a divine, world
affirmingus universe, the field upon which the godhead fully realizes itself, 
and offers realization to those humans who propitiate it. It is also an an
thropicJJ6 universe, seemingly created for human self-realization, with man 
the measure of all things and that creature who is specifically adapted to 
plumbing the depths of its mysteries. The tantric universe is a pt~lsnting, 
vibratory universe, m in which matter, souls, and sound are the stuff of the 
outpourinJ of godhead into manifestation, with godhead generally identi
fied with Siva and his self-manifestation or self-reflection taking the form 
of the Goddess.• Js It is a bipolar, sex11alized universe, 1 J9 in which all change 
and transformation are viewed as so many instances of an interpenetration 
of male and female principles, with metaphysical categories, animals, 
plants, and minerals all being possessed of a gender marking. It is a ver
tically hierarchized universe, in which that which is higher, closer to the 
source of all manifestation, is subtler and capable of encompassing, pene
trating into, and reabsorbing into itself that which is lower on the great 
chain of being. It is a radiating universe, 140 with the source of the manifest 
world being located at the center of a vast network of metaphysical catego
ries, divinities, phonemes, etc., all of which are interconnected through a 
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complex interplay of correspondences. And, ultimately, the tantric universe 
is an t111H11tipating universe, a universe that is primordially and virtually 
free: born of the boundless playing out of divine consciousness, its every 
constituent part, including the human body and spirit, as well as brute mat
ter, are intrinsically free. Tantrism therefore places a high premium on ex
perience-bodily, practical, concrete experience-which, in conjunction 
with knowledge, is liberating.• .. • 

4· Hindu Alchemy: The "Canonical" Works 

Generating a description of the Hindu alchemical canon is a perilous task, 
given the number of Rasa Siddhas whose works arc either unknown or not 
extant on the one hand and the paucity of critical editions of extant al
chemical works on the other. Also clouding the picture is the absence of 
any cenitude that the texts which have come down to us are single-author 
works and not compilations made over a period of several centuries. Much 
of what follows will therefore be tentative, given the numerous gray or 
blank areas remaining in our textual "map" of the Hindu alchemical tradi
tion. To this point, the limited historical treatment I have given of cenain 
of these major works has been based, for the most pan, on data external to 
the texts themselves. Here, the analysis will be based on textual and inter
textual data. The presentation of the "canon" will follow what I feel to be 
the most plausible chronological order. In fact, the evidence at our disposal 
indicates that most of the alchemical classics were compiled over a rela
tively brief period, with the great majority being generated within a two 
hundred-year span covering the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. 

just as exegetes evoke the "five attributes" (paii(a/ak!a'!a) that define a 
PuraJ;la, so we can point to a number of common features, or family resem
blances, that unite the major works of the tantric alchemical canon. These 
include (1) an opening statement concerning the divine origins and great
ness of mercury and sulfur, and (1) a praise of the alchemical path as supe
rior to all other Hindu fonns of religious practice. Here, bodily liberation 
CjTvan11111kt1) is compared favorably to the impersonal workings of 71tok!a, 
and the complementarity of yogic and alchemical practice is noted. (3) 
Many works include origin myths of mercury, sulfur, and other of the 
prime chemical reagents. (4) Many also contain an aphorism in their open
ing chapter that is quite identical from one text to another: "Swooned, 
mercury ... drives away disease; killed, it revives itself; bound, it affords 
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the power of flight." (5) Ritual worship, initiation, and the use of 111a7Jtfnlns, 
111antras, etc. as necessary adjuncts to the manipulation of alchemical sub
stances are stressed in most works. (6) The alchemical laboratory and its 
apparatus (yantrns), crucibles (71111fas), and enclosed "fire-pits" for the 
roasting of mercurial preparations (puras), and materiae primae (herbs, 
minerals, gemstones, metals, animal substances, salts, etc.) are described. 
Most sources list eight primary (111n1Jiirnsas) and eight secondary (upnrasns) 
minerals, nine gemstones (rntnns), anywhere from six to twelve metals (lo
has, dhiit11s), and (7) eighteen principal alchemical operations (sn1!1sknras). 
Following this, most alchemical works launch into (8) an extended discus
sion of these operations, by means of which mercury and other minerals 
and metals are prepared and combined prior to transmutation, (9) followed 
by a discussion of applications of said preparations to the human body of 
the alchemist, by which he is rendered immortal. (to) Later works also 
contain sections on the preparations of various elixirs and aphrodisiacs, to 
therapeutic ends: this is 1-ogavildn, the appropriation of tantric alchemy into 
Ayurvedic mercury-based pharmacy (rnsn iiistra). 

As is the case with most Tantras, these works are written in a dialogue 
style, in which Siva-Bhairava reveals the alchemical gnosis to Dcvi
Bhairavi. Unlike most Tantras, however, a great emphasis is placed on texts 
(iilstras, granthas) as opposed to knowledge communicated orally by a mas
ter, even if initiation by a guru is described in many of these works. No 
single alchemical Tantra contains all of these elements; all contain some of 
them, and some contain additional clements. Not all of the texts I review 
here are, properly speaking, alchemical tantras; in fact, only five of them
the RasiinJOVn, Kiikncn1Jtfeivarfmntn, Rasendrn Ma1ignla, Rasnrntnilknra, and 
Bhiitipraknrn1Ja-can be said to belong to this category. What distinguishes 
these from the other major alchemical works is their overriding Jehaviida 
emphasis upon bodily immortality as the alchemist's ultimate goal. Here, 
they may be contrasted with the softer line taken by Mahe5vara Siddha 
works, which may be qualified as muktivilda (i.e., using increased longevity 
as a means to the higher end of gnoseological release into the absolute) on 
the one hand and, on the other, the emphasis on Jhiituvilda and the attain
ment of siddhis found in a number of late works. The alchemical Tantras, 
whose watchwords are jiVnnmukti and kiilnvniicm1a ("skewing Time"), are 
works of Kaula inspiration, which implicitly follow the doctrines promul
gated in such texts as the K}iiN of Matsyendra, the KM, and the KzlliinJava 
Tantra, as well as the old Yamala texts (Rudrnyii111nla, Brabmayii111ala, etc.). 

Generally speaking, muktiviida works take Ayurvedic rasiiyana as their 
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scientific starting point, are Saiva Siddhinta in their metaphysical and so
teriological orientations, and feed quite direcdy into later Ayurvedic rasa 
i4strll.'"1 Many of the major extant works of Hindu alchemy-the Rasabr
daya Tantra, Rasopanifat, Rasmdmditfd71111'!i, Rasaprakilla Srulhakam, Ras
llrlltniiSIJ1IItl«haya, and Anandakanda- fall into this category. That is, the 
preponderance of data found in these works are rogavnda and nmktivilda, 
although, as we will see, they are not wholly bereft of references to dhiltu
vilda and dthavnda alchemy. 

Tantric works emphasizing this-worldly attainments and powers (dhilttl
vilda, siddhis) generally take their inspiration from the old "Kriyi Tanuas," 
works on tantric sorcery. None of the major alchemical works falls into this 
category, although nearly all contain references to sorcery and attendant 
practices. Two works that may be classified as Siddha alchemical works are 
the Miltt;knbhtda Tantm [MBhT] and Khtcarl Vidy~ (KhV]. The former, 
rather than being an alchemical Tantra per se, is a Sikta Tantra to11t co11rt, 
but one that devotes significant space to alchemy and ha!ha yoga. As its 
name indicates, the latter is a work on the hathayogic technique known as 
khtcllri n111dri; however, since the term kh«llri ("one who moves in space," 
the "aviator") also has a number of tantric and alchemical applications, we 
include it here. 

It has generally been held that the RM ofNilgirjuna, by one or another 
name, is the oldest extant tantric alchemical work. In the preceding chap
ter, I advanced arguments to refute this misconception. I now reinforce 
those arguments with additional material from other alchemical texts. 

a. The Rasahr;daya (Heart of Mercury) Tantra <RHn of Govinda, ••• a 
work in nineteen chapters dating from the tenth to eleventh century, is 
very likely the oldest extant Hindu alchemical work. As such, it is unique 
in a number of ways. To begin, Govinda, unlike all later authors, first (1.2) 
i~entifies the combination of sulfur (or mica) and mercury with Vi,~u and 
Siva (Hari-Hara), before making the standard identification (1.33) between 
sulfur-mica as the menstrual-sexual emission of the Goddess (Gauri) and 
mercury as the semen of Siva. He praises the Rasa Siddhas (1. 7), but does 
not name any of them. Govinda is himself the twenty-fifth Rasa Siddha 
in the RMIRRS [a] list; the RM also appropriates his verse 1.2, verbatim, 
as the opening verse of its final chapter: the RHT is therefore older than 
theRM. 144 

Govinda's aphorism (1. 3) concerning the miraculous powers of mercury 
is shorter than those found in most other works and is unusual in that it 
equates bound mercury with liberation (ntuktt) rather than with the power 
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of flight.•o~s This distinction seems to be of a piece with Govinda's general 
oudook, which clearly follows the soteriology of the Mahe5vara Siddhas. 
Very rarely does Govinda mention jlvnnmukti; rather, yogic and alchemical 
practice produce a stable body with which one may accede to the highest 
end of liberation, i.e., absorption into the absolute, through knowledge of 
the absolute (brtihmnn). 146 

Govinda lists the usual eighteen SR1!1Skiirns (z.1-1) and eight uparnsns 
(9.5), but only six mnhiirnsns (8.4). He lists nine metals (9.5-6). His descrip
tions of the first eight SR1!1SkiirnsH7 are very brief, with most of the body of 
the work being devoted to the preparation of mineral "essences" (sattvns) 
which, combined with mercury, serve to transmute base metals into gold 
or silver. The final chapter is devoted to the priming of the human body 
for the ingestion of transmuting mercury, and the preparation of four mer
curial elixirs, in the form of pills (gu!ikils). Nowhere does Govinda assert 
that such elixirs lead to bodily immortality: good health, a loving wife, and 
the birth of sons are as much as he promises.1 .. 8 In many ways, the RHT, 
with its sober, taciturn style, is a prolegomenon to the later alchemical 
tantras, which pick up where it leaves off. 

In the final verses of the RHT, Govinda praises his king, "Sri Madana, 
scion of the Lunar Lineage (sitii1!1i11Vm!lia) born into the Haihaya clan ..• 
lord (11iltbn) of the Kirlltas" as a master of alchemy (rnsiJ(ilryn) whose al
chemical gnosis (twsavidyil) was not learned, but innate. "I, bbik!fl Govinda, 
having learned much from that king of the Kirlltas, am the author of the 
Tantra called Rnsahrdayn." 149 A number of historians of Indian medicine 
maintain that Govinda's Madana was a tenth-century king of"Kirnta-desa," 
a blanket term, going back to the epics, for the Bhutan-Assam border 
region; however, a number of Purar;tas locate the Kiratas in the Vindhya 
mountain region.uo What Govinda's RHT passage in fact states is that Ma
dana is a Somavarpsin and Haihaya by birth, lord of the Kiratas by princely 
avocation, and an alchemist by vocation. Now, there did exist, in the ninth 
through thirteenth centuries A.D., a royal family called the Kalachuris who 
traced their lineage back through Haihaya and Yadu to the Moon and who 
therefore considered themselves to be Haihayas and Yadavas of the Lunar 
Dynasty. The Kalachuris ruled from Tripura (modem Tewar, north of Ja
bal pur) over a kingdom whose borders more or less correspond to those of 
modem-day Madhya Pradesh. Their influence, however, extended well to 
the west (into modem Rajasthan, Maharashtra, Kamataka) and east (Bihar, 
Orissa) of their boundaries. 151 From the tenth century onwards, there ex
isted, in the same region (Orissa), a religiously latitudinarian royal family 
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known as the Somaval}lsis, who were patrons of Buddhism as well !S of 
Vai~r;aavism and Saivism. Finally, two dynasties that ruled in Assam from 
ca. A.D. Soo to 1100 traced their descent from a king of the "barbarian 
Onas" and the Kiratas.uz I am therefore inclined to locate Govinda's 
Somaval}lsi-Haihaya king Madana, lord of the Kiratas, at the eastern ex
tremity (eastern Madhya Pradesh, Orissa) of the Kalachuri sphere of in
ftuence (which extended into the western Indian regions I have termed the 
heanland of tantric alchemy). As for Govinda himself, he could have lived 
anywhere within the boundaries of this Kalachuri sphere of influence. A 
tenth- to eleventh-century date for this text is plausible, in the light of the 
dates of later works that refer back to the RHT. 

b. The Rasd"!ava (Flood of Mercury) is the oldest and most impor
tant of the alchemical Tantras and may be dated to the eleventh century. UJ 

It is an anonymous work in eighteen chapters, cast as a dialogue between 
Bhairava and Devi. It has been attributed by a number of scholars to a 
certain Bhairavdnanda Yogi; "Bhairava," the twenty-ninth Rasa Siddha in 
the later lists, may be a reference to this text's divine revealer. It is possible 
that later texts also refer to its author as Manthdnabhairava, for reasons 
that will be discussed momentarily. The RA cites no other author or work 
(with the possible exception of the l)amara Ta11tra)1 s• by name. A compari
son with the early eleventh-century A.D. Vintalnprnbhil commentary to the 
Kil/ncnkra Tantra reveals a number of striking similarities in both language 
and subject matter with the material found in the former work, which ap
pears to be slightly more archaic than that of the RA. us 

Nowhere in the RA do we find a comprehensive accounting of the eigh
teen sm!tskilrns. In fact, the first eight operations, by which mercury is puri
fied prior to being applied as a transmuting agent to other minerals and 
metals, are reduced in the RA to two: purification (iodhnna) and rubbing 
(111at-da11a). This is possibly due to the fact that the RA followed a rapid 
Skull-Bearer method (kapalika-yoga)-as opposed to the slower Lunar 
(snumyn) method-for these primary operations. u6 The RA is far and away 
the alchemical text that most frequently evokes these kilpillika methods, for 
the liquification of gemstones, the coloration of mercury and metals, etc. u7 

Like most alchemical works, the RA lists eight primary (7.1) and secondary 
(7.56) rasiiS, but lists only six metals (7.97), as opposed to the nine found 
in most sources. TheRA (7.57-66) is the earliest text to provide an origin 
myth for sulfur; only in later texts, however, does one find a mythic account 
of the origins of mercury. The abundant tantric elements found in the RA 
will be discussed at length in the next chapter. 
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A number of passages from the RA are nearly identical to passages from 
the RHT; these may either be paraphrases of the latter on the part of the 
former, evidence for the oral transmission of the alchemical gnosis, or in
dications of the existence of a common source from which both borrowed 
material.158 The last appears to be the case, for example, with the descrip
tion of a preparation that stabilizes and strengthens the body tissues prior 
to the ingestion of mercury. TheRA (18.14) copies the ~iingnsf17!tgraba 
(6.so.245) verbatim, whereas the RHT (19.19) appears to paraphrase that 
work.'" 

As we have already noted on a number of occasions, the RM borrows 
widely from the RA. 160 That the contrary is not the case is proved time and 
again by the fact that the RM either unnecessarily embellishes passages 
from the RA or changes the order of passages in ways that do not make the 
same sense as they do in the RA. A prime example of the former phenome
non is the case of the aphorism concerning the powers of mercury. In no 
other source is the matter stated more succinctly and powerfully than in 
the RA (1.19): "0 Goddess! Swooned, mercury, like the breath, drives away 
disease; killed, it revives itself; and bound, it affords the power of Right." 
Compare the derivative, embellished, and thereby weakened aphorism 
of the RM: "When bound, [mercury] affords the state of Right; it removes 
the heap of diseases when swooned; calcinated it is a destroyer of birth and 
worldly existence; progressed and colored it affords pleasure and libera
tion." 161 Elsewhere, the RM's list of twenty-seven Rasa Siddhas appears to 
be an expansion on a group of twenty-four (Rasa) Siddhas mentioned (but 
not named) in the RA. 161 

The latter case in point is demonstrated by the treatment the RM gives 
of the most elaborate alchemical operation found in the entire RA. This 
passage, which constitutes the powerful conclusion of the RA (18.2o8-28), 
is dramatized in a myth related by Alberuni, in about A.D. IOJO, on the 
subject of the silver threshold of the government house in Ohara (Dhar 
district, Madhya Pradesh). Alberuni's account is reproduced at the begin
ning of chapter three of this book; its close similarity to the procedure 
described in the RA is a further indication that this is an eleventh-century 
text. 

In the RA, "diamond-bound" mercury, which has proven its efficacy by 
restoring cripples, freaks, and mutants to wholeness and transmuting ten 
million times its mass of base metals into gold, is to be employed in the 
ultimate alchemical Work, the transformation of the entire person of the 
alchemist into an Alchemical Man. This he will do by plunging himself-
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after an appropriate worship ritual-into a cauldron of superheated oil into 
which pellets of diamond-bound mercury have been placed. At this point, 
the RA explains the principle behind this operation: the five gross ele
ments-"earth, water, fire, air, tmd ether"-ofhis material body will be seri
ally transformed into their subtle correlates (tamlliltrflS), beginning with 
that of earth and ending with that of ether. The process is at once a con
crete application of the principles of ( 1) Tantric bhiitaittddhi; (z) "extracting 
the essence (paiicihm;ta)" of the five elements, as described in the Jnyndra
thayilmaln;16J and (3) the basic Siddha principle of telescoping the gross 
into the subtle as a means to generating a sidJha body.16f 

Once the alchemist has plunged himself into the cauldron, his labora
tory assistant serially adds the alchemical equivalents of the five elements 
to the mix, culminating with lthn (ether, but also mica), which is to be 
placed inside the alchemist's skull (presumably all that remains of his gross 
body at this point): it is noteworthy here that, as with the hathayogic prac
tice of khecarl mudril, this operation climaxes with ether in the cranial 
vault.165 Then, "pumping the bellows [until the mix has] the look of molten 
gold, [the assistant] should add an alkaline substance (k!iJra). No sooner 
has this been done than he [the Alchemical Man] rises up with a mighty 
roar: 'Htt7!1!'" Then follows a description of the Man's alchemical apotheo
sis, in which he sports in the world of the Siddhas with a hundred thousand 
Siddha maidens.•66 

The RM's treatment of the same operation is punctuated by breaks, in
consistencies, and asides, which indicate a more or less random appro
priation of the RA passage. The RM concludes its description of the mir
aculous healing powers of diamond-bound mercury with the statement: 
"Thereupon, one becomes [takes on] another body: there is no need to 
speculate on this matter." Then, in a very interesting aside not found in the 
RA, the RM continues: "This is the Great Work which is called 'Five Nec
tars' in either the Manthilnabhnirava, or then again mentioned in the 
demon RivaJ;la['s Kzmtiira Tantn1).161 All the manifold [life forms] in these 
three worlds, including all that moves and all that does not move are [com
posed of the following]: Earth, water, fire, air, and ether.' It then abruptly 
segues back to diamond-bound mercury, which is capable of transmuting 
ten million times its mass of base metals into gold, at which point it follows 
the RA description of the operation, with minor variations and one im
portant omission: the RM leaves out the pentultimate operation of placing 
kha in the skull of the Alchemical Man.168 

One might think that Nagarjuna, author of the RM, had missed the en-
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tire point of this operation-i.e., the creation of an Alchemical Man
were it not for the fact that he refers, in his aside, to the "Great Work 
called the 'Five Nectars' (pniicihm;ta)." This is precisely the term employed 
in the Jayadrathaydma/a for the tantric "extraction of the essence" of the 
five gross corporeal elements as the means to generating a Siddha body 
possessed of the power of flight. Most fascinating here is Nagarjuna's men
tion of the texts entided Manthd11abhnirava and "Demon RavaQa." While 
the latter can only refer to RiivaQa's Ktmtdrn Tnntrn (which is based in part 
upon the tantric sorcery of the Kriy4kdlagu1Jottara Tantra), 169 the former 
gives rise to thought. 

There are two candidates for the Mnnthdnnbhairnvn to which Na~rjuna 
refers. The first, and less likely of the two, is an eponymous alchemical text 
by this name, which would then account for the name of Manthanabhair
ava as the thirty-second Rasa Siddha and for the numerous references to 
Manthiinabhairava (especially to an elixir called mamhdnnbhnirnva rasa) in 
later alchemical works. In fact, all mentions of Manthanabhairava postdate 
the RA, by which logic one might posit that Nll~rjuna is referring to the 
RA as the (work revealed by) Manthllnabhairava. However, the preparation 
called manthdnabhnirnva rasa, as it is described in the RM itself, as well as 
in many later works, is nowhere to be found in the RA. 170 

Moreover, while the RA is obviously Nllgiirjuna's source here, at no time 
does that text refer to this or any other operation as the Great Work called 
the "Five Nectars." The second, and more likely, source to which Na~r
juna may be referring is the twelfth-century Mnnthilnnbhnirnva Tnntrn, one 
of the core texts of the Western Transmission, a source to which the RC 
seems also to refer. 171 (While Na~rjuna appears to be the sole alchemical 
author to ever have cited this seminal work of the Western Transmission, 
the RA itself contains at least one passage that indicates its author's famil
iarity with that tradition's cult of the goddess Kubjikil. 171 We will return to 
the impact of the Western Transmission on the tantric and Siddha alchem
ical traditions in the next chapter.) 

The question then arises as to whether the citations, in later alchemical 
works, of Manthanabhairava all refer to a Rasa Siddha by that name, or at 
times to a work of the Western Transmission; and, if the former is the 
case, whether Manthilnabhairava the alchemist is to be identified with the 
Bhairava who revealed or authored the RA. m 

The RM copies or paraphrases the RA in scores of other places, most 
especially in its fourth chapter, in the course of which it samples approxi
mately sixty-four verses from the RA, even repeating itself in the same 
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places as those in which the RA is repetitive (which only occurs in the RA's 
final, eighteenth chapter). Ironically, it is in this fourth chapter that we 
find the "Buddhist" dialogue, set atop Srisailam, between Niigarjuna, the 
goddess Prajiiilparamitil, and a host of other luminaries, that convinced 
Ray and others that this was a Mahayilna text. In fact, the passage we have 
just compared with RA 18.1o6-118 is cast in the RM is a dialogue between 
Nagarjuna and RatnaghosaP7 .. 

c. The RA is copied, paraphrased, or cited in a significant number of 
later works, with a particularly long passage (t8.178-337) on the subject 
of magical waters being borrowed into the Kt1kncmJtfTivarn Knlpn 7imtrn 
(KCKT) (8.1-49).175 This work, which deals mainly with tantric healing 
through the use of botanicals, has little or no relationship to the Kilkacn7J-
4tivm·fmnta (Doctrine of the Fierce Crow[-faced] Goddess) (KCM),176 an 
alchemical text in which tantric elements abound. Here too, a number of 
nearly identical passages in the RA and the KCM would appear to indicate 
borrowing from an unknown common source.177 

As its ride indicates, the KCM is Siikta in its sectarian orientation. More 
exactly, KakacaQ4e5vari's corvocephaly is of a piece with such Kaula cults 
of K.'lli as the Kaula Mata and the cult of Guhyakali, which has been popu
lar in Nepal since at least the eighth century. In both of these cults, zooce
phalic or avicephalic goddesses have figured prominendyY• The Sllktism 
of the KCM is explicit from the outset: while it is the god Bhairava who 
is doing the revealing, he is nonetheless ringed, atop Mount Kailash,. by 
a circle of "yoginls," named Kapiili, Kalarlltri, KakacaQ4il, Ambikil, Karllli, 
KalakarQi, and KakacaQ4e5vari, who arc accompanied by GaJ;~anllyaka 

(GaQe5a). In the course of this work, Bhairava refers to KakacaQ4e5vari 
by a number of names, including KakacamUJ;~4ll, Bhairavi, and CliQ~ali. 
Bhairava himself is called Siva, Sadasiva, l~vara, and Sarvajiia; and a refer
ence is made in the text to the worship of Batukanatha (the "Boy Master") 
Bhairava.179 Like the RA, the KCM contains an abundance of references to 
worship, mantras, and sexual practices that place it squarely within the tan
tric tradition. Which tantric tradition is another question, however; the 
KCM appears to be as much inspired by the old Kriyll Tantras as it is by 
the alchemical tradition. 

The opening verse of the KCM resembles those of the Kttlilnanda Tantra 
of Matsyendra and the Buddhist Lnlitilvistara. 180 Following this and a very 
powerful opening statement (second only to that found in chapter one of 
the RA) on the inability of the various philosophies and religions to alle
viate human suffering, the KCM comes directly to its raison d'etre, the 
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method or expedient of the "fluid" or "power substance" (dmvyop4ya): 181 

"Without the power substance, there can be no realization (siddht), and no 
enjoyment or pleasure. Without the power substance, men become dis
embodied ghosts (pretas) when they die. They who employed inferior sub
stances [i.e., who followed inferior doctrines] in life roam about blindly in 
the world of the dead." 

Following this introduction, however, the KCM suddenly becomes very 
much a Kriya Tantra, plunging directly into a very long description of a 
number of pills (gll{ikils) which render the user highly attractive to divine 
females (nymphs, yoginis, Gandharva maidens, and even Bhairavi herself) 
and eminently capable of satisfying their sexual desires. In this, it closely 
resembles discussions of magical "attraction" (iikn'"!a'!a) and "the acquiring 
of a heavenly nymph" (yakfil!l-s4dh1111n, strlvniyam) found in works on tan
tric sorcery. The highly evocative names of these gtt{ikiis are found in a 
number of later texts; the earlier RA describes one of these, the mllnm
nmdllrl ("Immortal Beauty") pill in some detail. Of much greater interest 
to the RA, however, is a pill that affonls magical flight (kht(nri gtt{ikii); and 
the KCM follows its instructions for the preparation of this and other 
aphrodisiacs with its own discussion of the same.182 From here, the KCM 
abruptly changes its orientation once again and launches into a long dis
cussion of gold making (dhilttwiidll) through the use of mercury that has 
been treated with mica, herbs, and sexual fluids before returning, inexor
ably, to its discussion of aphrodisiacs.18' Next, it lists the best nights of 
the year for meeting divine maidens (dtvnkanyil), discusses the miraculous 
panacea called "rock water" (lailodnka), and describes the use of orpiment 
(haritilln) and other mineral and plant substances in the preparation of 
elixirs.'"" 

To this point in the text, it would be extremely difficult for an alchemist 
to carry out any of the operations described in the KCM for the simple 
reason that none of the basic principles of alchemy have been systemati
cally explained: terminology, 111attriat primnt, apparatus, procedures are all 
taken for granted. Now, over halfway through the work, the author seems 
to have second thoughts and undertakes a systematic exposition of the 
eighteen sm!tskilrns and a number of other fundamentals of his discipline. 
The S117!ISkiira list is unusual inasmuch as neither transmutation nor bodily 
transubstantiation is enumerated; in their place, it names two operations 
not counted as StniJSkilras in other works: vidhiina ("apportioning") and 
miimiJn ("killing"). Following this, it singles out eight of the eighteen oper
ations as the "Eight Works." Its enumeration of these resembles that found 
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in RA to.to-u.11s In its expanded discussion of these eight procedures, 
the KCM describes the "class of enemies" (arivarga), i.e., minerals that at
tack and "kill" each of the eight metals. Similar classifications arc found 
in the later RC (4.50; 14.14 [ariloha]) and AK (7.18). 1116 Next follows a dis
cussion of the purification of the secondary rasas, of which six are listed: 
there is no systematic description of the primary rnsns. 187 At this point, 
a commentary is inserted into the text of the KCM, 188 which continues 
intermittently until the conclusion of the work: a similar !iPPfll!ll is inserted 
at a similar point in the RM. 

Devotional praises of mercury and sulfur (or mica) in combination fol
low, a commonplace that most alchemical tantras place in their opening 
chapter. 1119 A brief description of the four colors of mica is innovative in
asmuch as it classifies the four colors (va"!ns) of mica according to "caste" 
(va"!n): white mica is brahman, red is kfntriyn, yellow is vniiyn, and black 
is ifidra. A number of other works classify mercury in this way; the KCM is 
the sole early text to do so for mica. 190 

Hereafter, the KCM once more becomes a work on tantric sorcery and 
healing. A section on "skewing Time" (killa-vm1calln) describes a number 
of means by which to predict the future and revive the dead or dying. The 
use of a mixture of male and female sexual Auids (kmJtfngolakn) constitutes 
a portion of a discussion on a rite through which the yogin may gain super
natural powers and immortality. (The MBhT also gives a prominent place 
to the k111Jtfngolnkn and other such cocktails; the RA and RM also use the 
term, but desexualize it into a combination of the herbal essences of the 
cihJtfillf and rilkfiiSf plants). 191 The KCM states that this rite renders the prac
titioner a kavi;192 we will return to Siddha uses of this term in chapter ten. 

The work concludes with a long section on tantric healing through the 
use of herbs and mantras. One such mantra contains a long evocation of 
t;.ris (Ka5yapa, KapatlJ), gods (Sorya), kings (Sugrivaraja, the monkey ally 
of Ram a), bbtitas, and all manner of other creatures (water-goers, sky-goers 
••• piliJcas, tfilkillfs, etc.).19J In every manuscript version of the work I have 
consulted, these final folios are written in a curious mixture of Sanskrit and 
a vernacular in which many Hindustani words arc recognizable (elva/, str, 
stlbilg, ilfili,lasnllll [ = lestl11?], thmnbhnnn hoi, etc.). Given the heterogeneous 
nature of this work, it is extremely difficult to date. While the concluding 
portion (which is likely a commentary by a later hand) is certainly quite 
recent, the KCM's treatment of much of the alchemical and other material 
appears to be quite archaic. In any case, some version of the KCM was 
already extant in the twelfth century, as it is cited in three twelfth- to 
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thirteenth-cenrury works on tannic sorcery: the Dnttiitreya Tantra (1.5), 
the RRA (5·'·7>• and the KPT (1.9, which merely copies the RRA), all of 
which refer to it as the Kiilacnnt!eivarnmnta. At the same time, an apparent 
reference it makes to a fourteenth- to fifteenth-cenrury work entitled the 
Rasasiira and the presence of quite modem vernacular terms in its conclu
sion make it clear that this is a text that was reworked over a period of 
several cenruries, prior to taking its definitive form. 19ot 

d. Like the RHT the Rasopnn4nt (RU)195 is a Mahesvara Siddha work, 
concentrating more on transmutational and therapeutic alchemy than on 
the goal ofjivnnmukti through the use of alchemical elixirs. It is unique in 
comparing mercury to the iJtman, the individual soul (•S·SO), and in its 
praise of liberation (mukt1) as the highest goal (1.5). Cast in the form of a 
dialogue between Mahadeva and Parvati, it is datable to the twelfth to thir
teenth cenrury. It is a southwest Indian work, composed in Kerala.196 It 
purports to be an abridgment of a work entitled Mabodndhi;197 both it and 
the Mnhodadhi are named in the BPh (1.1 14), also a twelfth- to thirteenth
cenrury work. A number of other texrual sources are cited in the same 
chapter (1.14): these are found in no other work.'98 It describes a prepara
tion discovered by Sriman Nagarjuna-muni (16.10): chapter colophons to 
the thirteenth- to fourteenth-cenrury RM call that text the work of Sriman 
Nagarjuna. Elsewhere, the RU paraphrases a passage from the RA, in 
which mercury is compared to a wild elephant in rut, which can only be 
brought under control by the "elephant goad of mercury" (rasiJ1ikuia). In 
the case of the RA, the elephant goad is a 1nantra identified with the al
chemical goddess Rasankusi; in the RU, it is simply stated that mercury 
can be stabilized only through decoction (gbnniJt). The "elephant goad" is 
a commonplace tannic mantra, whose use makes sense in the context of 
the RA; borrowed as it is into the nontantric RU, the metaphor loses most 
of its impact.'" Rather than the usual eight, the RU (4.4-6) names only 
seven primary and secondary minerals and seven metals. Its presentation 
of the alchemical sm!ukiirns is also highly idiosyncratic, with only six of 
its sm!ukiiras corresponding to the standard terminology employed for the 
alchemical operations. Another six operations, which appear to correspond 
to more familiar san.ukiiras, are presented under the heading of kiirpa, a 
term found nowhere else in the alchemical canon.200 The RU makes no 
mention of the final S1111JSkiira of transubstantiation. All of these idiosyncra
cies arise from the fact that this is a work that is relatively early and rather 
peripheral, both in geographic and sectarian terms, to tannic alchemy. 

e. As already stated a number of times, the most problematic element 
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in the Bhlltipmktml'!ll (BhP) (Production of Supernatural Powers)zo• is its 
title. To this point I have generally referred to this work as "the so-called 
alchemical Gomk!fl Satithitil"; this I have done because the sole edition of 
this work was published under that title, by Janardana Pandeya, in 1977· 
In fact, the chapter colophons to Pandeya's edition read: "here ends .•. 
the Siva Siitrtl, contained in the Bhoti-prakaral}a of the Gomkfa Smithita in 
100,000 verses, brought down [to earth] by Svacchanda-Sakti." This is in 
fact an abridgment of the colophon to what I have termed the "Sikta Gor
tlkfll Satithitil," a wor~ that is nearly identical to the Western Transmission 
work known as the Srhltatottnm 1imtrt1. The colophon to this work reads: 
"here ends ••• that section of the Kttln-knllli'!1-11ttltll (in 90 million verses, 
brought down [to earth] at the yogi11Ts' secret VidyllpTJha by Srikai}Jha) 
known as the Kadi section, which is included in the latter portion of the 
100,000 verse Gornkfll Smithitil which was brought to earth by Svacchanda-
5akti, who had received its seventy million-million [verses] from the most 
excellent Mahi-manthana [-bhairava)."ZO: Here, we are in the presence of 
textual attribution carried to an exponential level. The BhP bears little or 
no connection to the Sikta work of the same name, save for the fact that 
the two are revealed by the same form of Siva (Srikai}Jha). 

It is, like nearly every alchemical work, a Saiva treatise (Siva S/ltrn); 
however, this mention is missing from chapter colophons of most of the 
manuscript versions that I have consulted. As for the claim that this work 
is a portion of the "Gomkfll Satithitil in 100,000 verses," a single verse 
(9.136), found at the end of Pandeya's manuscript, states that "the Nath 
made this [work] manifest for the benefit of king Sirhha," and quotes "the 
immortal Nath [named] Gora~a," and but does not make it clear that Gor
a~a is the author of the work. These verses, moreover, are not found in 
every manuscript of this work. zos A rare alchemical reference to Gorakh is 
found in the ca. sixteenth-century Rnsnkihnadhttlll (z.36z-63), which cites 
a work entitled the Gomkfntnata (The Doctrine of Gora~a) in its descrip
tion of the alchemical uses of a flower called hm!tS11pad8: this passage, how
ever, is nowhere to be found in the BhP.Jot 

The Svacchanda Sakti who is said to have brought the Gornkfll Snrizhitil 
down to earth is referred to but once in the work itself; however, a number 
of references to male Svacchanda deities and Svacchanda 71/tlntrtls indicate 
that this work belongs to the Svacchandabhairava canon (the cult of Svac
chandabhairava was especially important in Kashmir, and the SvT was the 
principal work of the so-called Mantra PiJha).105 The title of this work, 
then, is Bhfltiprakam'!ll, and any connection between it and the two other 
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so-called Gorak!n Stl1itbitils is, as has so often been the case in the annals of 
tantrism, a case of ex post facto attribution or "postscriptural systemati
zation." On the other hand, an attribution of this work to a Rasa Siddha 
named Svacchandabhairava ought not to be rejected out of hand: in its 
opening chapter, the BbP intimates that it is an abridgment of a much 
longer Rasa Tantra revealed by Svacchanda.206 

This is a work in nine chapters, presented in the form of a dialogue 
between Srika~;ttJla and Umii. The latter's name is significant in this work, 
given that it refers to sulfur as tmtilyoni ("Umii's womb"). Also original, in 
certain manuscript versions, is the use of the term lnrvnjn ("born from [Ru
dra,] the Arrow"). 207 The mercurial Siva is also referred to as Piirade5vara 
(5.17) and Rase5vara (s.z89). The three Trika goddesses, Pari, Aparii, and 
Paraparii, are also mentioned (1.ro6), as are the divine Mothers (111ilt1;kils) 
(6.z81). The alchemist is to worship Bhairava and the circle of yogi11Ts, as 
well as Ga~;tesa, the regents of the cardinal directions, and brahmin maidens 
(3.7-8). Ritual sex is also prescribed.l08 

The BhP makes vague references to a number of tantric works and cor
pora. It mentions the three srotns of the tantric corpus, as well as (a work 
entitled?) the Uttnrottnrn Mif1.1D11trn. 2110 In addition to the Svacchanda for
mulae, it describes a number of other 111D11trns, including one that appears 
to refer to Matsyendra.210 It mentions the alchemist Nandi (9.134) and, 
in at least one manuscript, also makes mention of the [Rasa-] Rnt1tiJknrn 
(RRA) (however, the RRA [4-4- 100] names Gora~anilth and his disciple 
Gaha~;tinilth).211 It also cites the Rnmpnni~nt and the Mnhodndhi, both of 
which it attributes to the goddess Umil, and goes on to give titles of nonex
tant alchemical works authored by a number of divine alchemical Siddhas 
(of which two-Sukra and Brhaspati-are also mentioned in the RU).212 

It is cited, under the title of SvncchnndnlnktynvntiJrn, in the founeenth
century Rnsnl"ijnlnkrmTofVi~l}udeva.m These data would place the BhP in 
the twelfth to thineenth century, which squares with an apparent reference 
to it by Somadeva, when he cites Srika~;ttJla in his thineenth-century RC 
(7.1). Its sole geographical references are to the Vindhya range (6.6o), to a 
site "to the southeast of the Himalayas" (1.56), and to a (probably mythic) 
location called "Virgin Island" (k11111iJrldvipn), where divine herbs abound 
(7.113). 

In nearly every respect, the BhP is a garden-variety alchemical tantra. 
Its oft-repeated goals are siddhis, Sivahood, and sponing in the heavens 
with divine maidens;m and its means to that end are a blend of alchemy, 
tantric worship, and devotion to mercurial Siva lingos and the Siddhas.m 
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Significant in this regard is its quite frequent reference to mercury as dra
trya, the fluid or power substance, without which the use of ntantras and 
other forms of worship are vain. In this, the BhP resembles the KCM, 
which it also follows in its numerous preparations in which menstrual 
blood is used.216 It also resembles the latter work in its frequent use of 
vernacular terms, of which one, khanepiine (4 77), used as a synonym for 
sidtlhi, is also found in the RM, Matsyendra'sAklllavlra Tantra, and the Dat
tiitreya Tantra.217 Its aphorism on the powers of swooned, killed, and bound 
mercury (1.51) is a paraphrase of that found in the RA. 

The BhP devotes much of its seventh chapter to alchemical uses of the 
sixty-four divine herbs (diuyllJl!adhi), which it identifies, after an alchemical 
commonplace, with the sixty-four yoginls. These are said to grow in those 
places where Siva and the Goddess had sexual intercourse and are to be 
culled and used at certain specific times of the lunar month and the solar 
year. liB Its description of the construction and layout of the alchemical lab
oratory and the qualities of laboratory assistants generally follow those 
found in the RA.219 The eight primary and secondary minerals (2.19, 28) 
and eight metals (2.31), as well as the eighteen alchemical Sll1!1Skiras (3·4-
6), listed in the BhP correspond to those found in most alchemical sources. 

f. The Rasendracf«[mna'!i (Crest-jewel of the Lord of Rasas) (RC) of So
madeva, a work in sixteen chapters, cites a great number of tenth- to 

thirteenth-century alchemical authors: Manthanabhairava, Nandi, Niigir
juna, Bhairavilcilrya, Govinda, Bhilskara, Bhiiluki, Srikat]~a, etc.220 The RC 
is mentioned in the thineenth-century RRA (1.10.51-61) and RPS (7·37i 
9.11), and copied extensively by the thineenth- to fourteenth-century 
RRS: it therefore dates from the twelfth or thirteenth century. Somadeva 
calls himself the lord of Karaviila Bhairavapura, a name that corresponds 
to no lmown Indian toponym, either medieval or modem; however, Soma
dew's mention of both Nilgilrjuna and Bhiiskara, as well as a familiarity 
with Mount Abu "in the Gujarat region" (11.111) and the local Saurashtran 
term for a specific type of clay (11.49) indicate that he was from Gujarat..m 

Somadeva states, on a number of occasions, that he is one of the greatest 
alchemists on the face of the earth, and that certain techniques are lmown 
to none save Siva, Nandike5vara, and himself. In spite of his self-assurance, 
Somadeva, like many before and after him, copies or paraphrases large por
tions of earlier works, especially the RA. Chapter one closely follows the 
first chapter of the RA in structure and content, from its evocation of the 
Kaulas (1.6-'7, 11-15) and its discussion of"eating the flesh of the cow and 
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drinking liquor" (t.S-to) to its paraphrase of that work's aphorism on the 
powers of swooned, bound, and killed mercury (1.1.8) and its discussion 
of the devotional cult of mercury (1.30-51). Chapter two's discussion of 
initiation, including instructions for the establishment of images of Rasa
bhairava and RasankuSi in the midst of an alchemical 7na'!tfala (z.4-50) 
closely follows RA 1..4-8, 44-76. No fewer than forty verses in chapters 
ten through founeen are borrowed from the seventh chapter of the RA.111 

Somadeva is, nonetheless, original on a number of counts. His is the 
earliest work to contain the origin myth of mercury, as well as the descrip
tion of a fantastic procedure for the extraction of mercury from its sub
terranean "wells" (15·4-u). He is the first alchemical author to identify 
the nine gemstones (u.t) with the nine heavenly bodies (grahas), and the 
first to describe five types of alchemical transmutation, which correspond 
to the five elements (4.10']-1 1). Curiously, he devotes very little attention 
to the ninth through sixteenth Sll71JSktiras, preferring to concentrate on the 
ultimate operations of transmutation (vedha) and transubstantiation, which 
he terms sevana (15.28). Apan from the anonymous author of the RA, 
Somadeva is the most stylish of the alchemical authors. His work bears 
the stamp of a powerful personality. 

g. The Rasaprakiiia Sttdhiikara (Effulgence of Mercury, Wellspring of 
Nectar) (RPS) of Yasodhara Bhana is a work in thineen chapters devoted 
to medicinal uses of mercurials and other alchemical preparations. Yaso
dhara's name figures in all the Rasa Siddha lists,m and he mentions the 
twelfth- to thineenth-century Somadeva (9.u) and opium: therefore his is 
a thineenth-century work.m Ya5odhara states that he is a resident of the 
Saurashtran town of JirQibhidha, which likely corresponds to the modem 
toponym of Junagadh.115 In. the opening verses of his work (t.1-4), he 
evokes a series of deities-Sarada, i.e., Sarasvati; Gat}apati, i.e., GaJ:te5a; 
and Harihara. This last name is of course a reference to the conjoined 
Vi~Qu-Siva, a god whose name is also evoked in the opening verses of the 
RHT(t.z). Given that Yasodhara identifies his father as a Vai~Qava named 
Padmanabha ("Lotus-Navel," i.e., Vi~QU) of the Gau<Jiya (Srigau<Ja) brah
min lineage,Z16 we can be nearly cenain that the author of the RPS was a 
Vai~Qava, rather than a Saiva or Sakta alchemist. He refers to himself as a 
kavi and a kavivara (13.14-15).1.'1 

In spite of Ya5odhara's probable Vai~Qavism, his account of the divine 
origin of mercury (1.5-n) is based on the standard Saiva myth of the birth 
of Skanda. Enumerations of the eighteen alchemical s~tskiiras ( t. 3o-1 64) 
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and the eight principal (5.1-3) and secondary (6.1) rnsas are unexceptional. 
Chapter eight includes descriptions of the preparations called svacchnndn
bhairnva rasa (8.131-33) and mnnthiinabhnirnva rasa (8.173-74). In chapter 
nine, Yasodhara's enumeration of the sixty-four divine herbs (divyntlfndbis) 
is based, by his own admission (9.II), on Somadeva's RC. An unusually 
long list of forty ynntrns is presented in chapter ten; chapter eleven is 
devoted to gold making. Chapters twelve and thineen are devoted to 
Ayurvedic techniques of viijiknrn7fa. In addition to Somadeva, Yasodhara 
mentions Bhairava (7.16), Nagarjuna (5.107), and Nandi (6.73). 

h. Because of the corrupt nature of the manuscript he consulted, P. C. 
Ray mistook the RM for the Rasarntniiknrn (Mine of Gemstones and Rasas) 
(RRA), which he attributed to Nagarjuna. As already noted, the thineenth
century RRA was authored by Nityanitha Siddha, who says as much 
(I.I.lS) and who names Nagarjuna in an opening verse of his work 
(1.1.17a). In the same passage, he also mentions the RasiiriJnva of "Sam
bhu."228 It is also in the RRA (3.1.66-70) that we find an alternate (to the 
RM!RRS [a]) list of Rasa Siddhas, a list that notably includes Carpap 
{whose name is absent from the RMIRRS [a] list); the RRA (1.1.17b) also 
cites a work by Carpap, entitled Svnrgnvnidyn-kilpiilika. 229 The RRA is a 
later work than the KCM as well as the RC, both of which it cites;230 but is 
earlier tha~ the RAK, which cites it,lll and the RRS and AK, which borrow 
from it extensively. 

I have already indicated the ubiquity of Nityaniitha Siddha, "son of Par
van," as the tantric author of works on alchemy, hntha yoga, and tantric 
sorcery, and as a name figuring in both Rasa Siddha (RRS) and yogic Sid
dha (HYP) lists. I have also surmised that Nityaniitha Siddha may have 
been a Nath Siddha polymath, after the fashion of the founder Gor
akhnith, whom he names in RRA 4·4·100. {He also names Gahananiitha,m 
who, if he is the same figure as the GahaQiniitha who was Gorakh's dis
ciple-and Jnane5varas guru's guru-in Maharashtran Nath Siddha lin
eages, offers further proof that this is a late thirteenth-century Nith Sid
dha text, likely from Maharashtra). The contents of the RRA, while they 
betray the author's interest and expenise in the fields of tantric alchemy 
and sorcery, as well as Ayurvedic therapy, make no reference to hathayogic 
techniques. Nityanith sets forth the agenda to his very prolix work in his 
opening verses {RRA 1.1.4b-6a): "This treatise in five sections (kha'!tfas) 
is offered for the benefit of practitioners; [for the benefit of] Ayurvedic 
physicians (vnidyas) in the [first] Rasa division; [that of] the afflicted in the 
[second] Rasendra [division]; theoreticians in the [third] Viida division; 
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[and] the aged in the [fourth] Rasayana [division). Supernatural power of 
an alchemical order (rasa-siddhr) is proffered for the sake of [tantricj advi
sors in the [fifth] Mantra division:•m 

The Rasa and 'Vada divisions of the RRA, composed of ten and twenty 
chapters or "teachings" (upndefas) respectively, treat for the most part of 
the operations proper to transmutational (dhiittrviida) alchemy, while the 
Rasendra division, seventy-one chapters in length,m treats of therapeutic 
(rogaviida) alchemy. The Rasayana division, eight chapters in length, is a 
discussion of elixir (dehaviidn) alchemy, save its concluding chapter, which 
is a panegyric of the alchemical wonderland of Sri Parvata (Srisailam) and 
the alchemical practices specific to that site. 

Much of the final Siddha or Mantra division of the RRA appears to have 
been borrowed, more or less piecemeal, into the KPT of Siddha Nagarjuna. 
This is made manifestly clear in KPT I.IJa, which states: "This is called 
the Mantra division (111antra-khn'!t/n) [which is offered] for the welfare of 
practitioners." The same half verse is found in the Mantra KhaQ9a of the 
RRA (5. I. I I a), where the statement makes perfect sense. The twenty-seven 
chapters of the Mantra division become condensed into twenty chapters 
in the KPT; however, the chapter order of the two is quite identical. Even 
if it is divided into fewer chapters, the KPT is substantially longer than the 
Mantra KhaQ9a of the RRA, again indicating that it is a later expansion 
Nityanatha's work.m Given that the RM cites the KPT, we must conclude 
that it too is a later work than the RRA: therefore, the Rmn Mangnla named 
in RRA I.I.I6b cannot be the same work as the RM. 

Nityanatha Siddha makes a number of statements that are more or less 
unique to this alchemical source. He mentions both the necessity of be
longing to an order (sampradaya), and states that his work is a blend of 
his guru's teachings and his own practical experience (I.I.:ua, 2za). Else
where, he states that the alchemical teachings were received directly, by the 
Siddhas, from Sivas mouth; this mystical technique has been kept hidden 
in the writings of their order, which he has himself surveyed (J.I-9-Io). 
Then follows an oft-repeated aphorism, of which Nityanatha appears to 
be the original source: "Neither sequence (oral teachings) without written 
sources nor written sources without sequence [are acceptable]. Knowing 
the written sources to be conjoined with sequence (oral teachings), the per
son who then practices [alchemy] partakes of the siddhis."U6 

Nityanatha's discussion of Srisailam (4.8.1-185) is by far his most inno
vative contribution to the alchemical literature: that this is the Saiva center 
in western Andhra Pradesh is clearly proven by references to the jyotirlinga 
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ofMallikarjuna (4.8.1, 5, 119, I35· I7J) that is the hean of the cultus there. 
His catalog of alchemical wonders at a number of sites (a grove called I<a
dali Vana, pools, wells, etc.) is by far the most comprehensive of its genre. 
Elsewhere (I. I. I 1a-I 3a), he expands on an aphorism first introduced in RA 
10.19 and compares various types of mercury with the gods Brahma, Vi~Qu 
Qanardana), Rudra, Mahe5vara, and Sadasiva. These last two names for 
Siva would appear to indicate that Nityanatha's pantheon was that of or
thodox Saiva Siddhanta; yet his alchemy, concerned with jivanmukti as an 
end in itself rather than a means to the orthodox end of 7110kfa, betrays a 
more heterodox orientation. Elsewhere, he also mentions Manthanabhair
ava (4·3·•97). Explicit references to the perfection of the human body as 
the alchemist's highest goal (4.I.1), to sexual relations with menstruating 
women as a suggested adjunct to work in the laboratory (4.I.43; 4·3·197-
199), and to cremation ground rites (4+ 1 I 3) reinforce this emphasis, as 
docs the entirety of the Mantra or Siddha Khat;~~a, which is wholly devoted 
to the subject of tantric sorcery. 

Nityanatha appears to follow the lead of the RA in his discussions of 
alchemical worship and initiation, the ideal guru, disciple, and female labo
ratory assistant, etc.: he is in turn copied by Viigbhana II, author of the 
RRS. The RRA 's rendering of the classical aphorism concerning the pow
e~ of swooned, killed, and bound mercury ( 1. I .14) may be the source from 
which the RM borrows most direcdy; the RM also appears to follow Nitya
natha who, in the final verses of this chapter, discusses the dofas of mercury 
and suggested quantities of mercury to be employed in the alchemical op
erations (I. I .15b-33a). 

The RRA lists no fewer than twelve metals (r.S.I-1), among which it 
includes three alloys and iron rust. On the basis ofNityanatha's name, evo
cations of Gorakhnath and Gahat;~inath, his emphasis on the practitioner's 
adherence to a samprndayn, his inclusion in the HYP, and the other yogic 
and tantric works attributed to him, I am inclined to think that Nityanath 
was a Nath Siddha who lived slighdy later than Gorakhnath but earlier 
than the BhP that is attributed to the latter.m 

i. The Matt;knbhedn Tantra (MBh1) is, on at least two counts, a singu
lar work in the annals of tantric alchemy. On the one hand it is, in the ful
lest sense of the term, a Siddha alchemical work, combining the standard 
theoretical, yogic, ritual, and behavioral components of practice with al
chemy.ZJB On the other, it is the sole Hindu work containing significant 
alchemical data to be a clearly eastern Indian product. Most manuscripts 
of the MBhT are found in Bengal, and a list of sacred waters found in the 
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teXt (4.z8) mentions only Himalayan and eastern Indian toponyms:.239 Its 
tide and strong emphasis on the cult of the Goddess make this a Sakta
Saiva Tantra. 

The MBhT, a work in fourteen chapters, is cast as a dialogue between 
saJikara and the goddess Car;a~ika. Of its twelve chapters, three (chapters 
five, eight, and nine) are devoted, in the main, to alchemy. Here, however, 
the use of mercurials is not presented as an end in itself, but rather as a 
'means to the higher end of ritual devotion to Siva and the Goddess. At the 
heart of this devotion is the worship of Siva in the form of a mercurial 
/illga, the mercury of which has been stabilized and calcinated with men
strUal blood. No alchemical Tantra is as attentive to the miraculous powers 
of uterine or menstrual blood as the MBhT. It classifies this fluid (drnvyn) 
into six types-according to the age, marital status, and sexual experience 
of the woman in question-and invokes its use in a number of practices, 
both ritual and alchemical.2"" 

The use the MBhT makes of the term drnvyn-to refer to both sexual 
emissions and mercury as "power substances"-parallels usages we have 
already noted in the RA, KCM, and BhP. Chapter four of the MBhT is de
voted to the worship of Camur;a~a IOlika, whose name evokes that ofiOka
camur;a~a, one of the names by which Kakaca~;t~e5vari is identified: there is, 
moreover, a certain symmetry between the Ca~;t~ika of the MBhT and the 
Kaka-ca~;t~-e5vari of the KCM. The MBhT is thoroughly conversant with 
the subtle body of harba yoga and includes extended discussions of the 
calrrns, the "nine doors" (9.zo), and the kmJtfnlini. Here, the MBhT follows 
mainstream tantric discourse when it states that the alcohol, flesh, fish, etc. 
ritually consumed by the practitioner are offerings to the Goddess who, 
dwelling within the subtle body in the form of the kt11JtfnlinT, rises up to 
the practitioner's tongue, in order to enjoy them. The 111/iliidhiirn cnkra, 
in which the kt11JtfnlinT dwells, is identified with the Goddess's pTrha of 
KamarOpa.241 

Worship of Siva in the form of a lmgn is central to this work, with the 
mercurial lingo being the optimum type. Neither worship, nor ritual, nor 
alchemy is effective without the use of 111nntrns, to which the MBhT de
votes much attention. 242 The work also discusses the importance of the 
guru, the establishment of lakes, reservoirs, and temples, and various rules 
of worship-the standard subject matter of a Tantra. The practitioner who 
follows its instructions gains siddhis and becomes a "Siddha who is the 
manifest equal of Siva."2"J The MBhT mentions the eighteen Pura~;tas, and 
cites the Ka/i Tantra, Nityii[fotfaiika] Tantrn (= Vii71111keiuarn Tantrn, which 
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it also cites), the Gupt11S41l/:Nmtl Ttmtnl, Vlnl Ttmtnl, and TOtfa/4 Ttmtn1.144 

Commentaries on the Vlrllllkdulml Ttmtnl, by Jayaratha and Sivinanda, 
date from the thineenth century;145 the TfN/4111 Ttmtnl is also likely a 
thineenth-century work, making the MBbT a relatively late text, probably 
dating from the latter part of the thirteenth century. 

j. It has already been observed, at some great length, what the ~ 
MJI'ilgllill (Auspicious Ornament of Mercury) is not: it is neither particu
larly ancient nor original, freely copying as it does from the RA and anum
ber of other tantric alchemical works. It is, nonetheless, an important al
chemical Tantn and one that, like the KCM, may have certain archaic 
elements embedded in the thineenth- to fourteenth-century recension 
that has come down to us. The two manuscript versions of the RM that I 
have consulted both provide, in their opening verses (1.3-s), a "table of 
contents" which indicates that this is a work in eight chapters, which treat 
of the following subjects: (1) operations relative to the primary and second
ary Ininerals and the metals; (z) the "killing" of gemstones and the liqui6-
cation of all elements; (3) the binding of mercury; (4) mercurial pills {grlf
ilt4); (s) humoral therapy; (6) unguents (ll'ifj111111) to enhance the visual and 
olfactory senses; (7) poisons (viftl); and (8) the host (giiJ!II), a possible refer
ence to a Saiva goal of becoming a lord of Siva~ host. However, the same 
manuscripts contain only the first four of these chapters, together with an 
auto-commentary which does not discuss the subject matter of chapters 
five through eight as indicated in the table of contents.146 

The RM borrows freely from the RA and cites the MtmtbtJu/JIIIIirtlvt1 
{Ttmtnl}. It also cites the Kllltfl'pufll Ttmtnl which is,247 as noted, an expan
sion on the Mantra ~~ of the thirteenth-century RRA of Nityanitha. 
It is cited in the mid-fourteenth-century RMimljllill/qml of V~udeva or 
Vinflala:z• the RM is therefore a work of the late thirteenth or early four
teenth century. While its elaborate mise-en-sc:Cne of Nlgirjuna, Prajiil
paramiti, Ratnagbo5a and others atop Srisailam was sufficient to hoodwink 
Ray and a number of other scholars, the author of the RM may not have 
intended deceit. For we read in the second verse of this work that "the 
therapist who carries out his treatment after hearing the RM will undoubt
edly meet with success. So said Nlgirjuna himself." 149 Mcnover, the RM 
lists "NAglrjuna" as the eighteenth Rasa Siddha. 

Now, the chapter colophons to this work call it the "Rlunulrtmumgllill of 
Sri NAgirjuna." The question therefore arises: to which NlgArjuna is the 
Nigirjuna who wrote this work referring? He may, on the one hand, 
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be referring to himself in the third person, in which case he would have 
done well to include a section on bbitll-vidyl in his work, to son out his 
multiple-NiSIJjuna personality disorder. On the other, the Nlglrjuna 
he quotes and places in dialogue with other Buddhist luminaries may be 
the legendary seventh-century alchemist whose biognphy was conflated, 
by Hsuan-tsang and others, with that of the c:a. second-century Mldhya
mib philosopher. Finally, the Niglrjuna who authored the RM may be 
referring to an alchemist Ntgtrjuna who lived and blught only slightly 
prior to his time or, indeed, who was his own guru. Here, it is useful to 
rec:all that GaUJ'81}a maintains, in his A.D. 1400 Telugu NIIVIINithtl Ctritll, 
that Niglrjuna[-nlth) "gave his own (ltmlytl) name to his disciple, who 
was thenceforth known as Ntglrjuna Siddha or Siddha Ntgtrjuna." It is 
this figure who, in GaUJ'81}a's ac:count, attempts to transfonn Srisailam into 
a heap of gold. In the RM, this is precisely what Ntgtrjuna promises to do 
for the goddess Prajillpanmiti.zso However, the author of the RM is not 
c:alled Siddha Nlglrjuna, but simply Sri Nigtrjuna. Contrariwise, the au
thor of the KPT is known as Siddha Ntgtrjuna, and the RM evokes the 
KPT at one point. The KPT is, as noted, more a work on tantric sorcery 
than on tantric alchemy; it would appear from the "table of contents" to 
the RM that its latter chapters deal precisely with the subject of tantric 
sorcery (chapters on lllljiiPIII and vifil are found in every Kriyt Tantn). 

I have already noted that the twelfth- to thirteenth-century YogmrtN~
rU/4 (YRM) may have been authored by the same Nlglrjuna as was the 
KPT (which nonetheless copies from the thirteenth-century RRA); and 
I have indicated, on the basis of its use of vernacular language and the 
authonhip of its commentary, that the YRM is a Gujarati work. m I have 
also noted that the KPTrefers to both Sriparvata and Pattan, with the latter 
name corresponding to a number of Gujarati toponyms. We also know 
that in about A.D. 1030, Alberuni had heard of an alchemist named Nlgtr
juna who had been based at the Gujarati site of "Fort Daihak" some one 
hundred yean prior to his time. If, then, we maintain that the author of 
the RM is referring to a historical Niglrjuna who was only slighdy prior 
to his time, or who was indeed his own guru, this "Nigtrjuna in the text" 
may have been the twelfth- to thirteenth-century author of the YRM (and 
the thirteenth-century KPT?), who c:ame to Srisailam from Gujarat, where 
he became the guru of the Nlglrjuna who authored the RM. Whatever the 
case, it is impossible to identify the author of the RM or his teacher with 
the Nlgtrjuna referred to by Alberuni, who could not have lived later than 
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the tenth century. On the other hand, "Nagarjuna" may have been-as was 
the case with Matsyendra-a title applied to alchemists who had reached 
a certain level of expertise, in which case we should not be surprised to be 
confronted by a host (gn'!a, the title of chapter eight of the RM) of Nagar
jonas! In any case, the premise for all of these speculations-i.e., that the 
Nagarjuna in the text of the RM was a historical figure-may itself be 
groundless. 

Following its table of contents, the RM launches into a praise of mer
cury, stating that "through the use of the mercurial method (rasendrn
yogilt), one becomes a superior yogin on this earth, surpassing even the Lord 
[Siva) (niltha-atitll/yn)": Siva is called "Lord" (nilthn) in a number of pas
sages in this work.m Hereafter, the work lists the impurities present in 
mercury and gives an incomplete list of the alchemical operations, which 
it calls the "eighteen Works" (knmtii1JJR{f,iidain), and gives the suggested 
quantities of mercury to be used in these operations.m 

Chapter two begins with a description of the "Kapalika method" for the 
liquification of gemstones, a technique this work borrows directly from the 
RA. m The same chapter concludes with another seminal teaching, cribbed 
from the RA (7.151): "killed metals become adequate for internal use."m 
This is precisely the subject of the third chapter, i.e., therapeutic uses of 
herbal and mercurial preparations and elixirs, most of which bear the 
names of Saiva or Sakta dcitics.256 Chapter three concludes with a long 
section on eye medicines (nfljnnn), for which, it will be recalled, a ca. fifth
century Nagarjuna was renowned.m 

It is in the very long chapter four of the RM that we find nearly all of 
the "Buddhist legend" and the borrowings from the RA discussed above.258 

This chapter, on the subject of mercurial gttfikiis, gives a description of 
the same "Immortal Beauty" pill referred to in the RA and KCM; the RM 
preparation differs slightly from that of the two other texts.259 It is also in 
this chapter that we find a list of the eight primary rnsns, although lists of 
the secondary rasas and metals arc lacking.160 A long section in this chapter, 
devoted to the use of "leech-bound" mercury (i.e., treated mercury whose 
consistency is that of a leech), placed in the vagina as a female aphrodisiac, 
appears to be an expansion on a similar discussion found in the KCM. 161 

The latter portion of this chapter has already been discussed at some 
length. Following the RA, it stipulates that mercury that has been cal
cinated six times in sulfur is optimal for transmutation and transubstantia
tion.261 Like the KCM, the K}iiN, and most other Siddha works, it devotes 
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some space to "skewing Time" (kA/n-vniicnna).163 It makes mention of the 
tantric worship of a virgin and of the dravya "power-substance" to be em
ployed therein.264 

Following chapter four in the Paris-Bikaner manuscripts of this work 
are several folios which neither correspond in their contents to any of the 
final four chapters of the work nor have a name given to them in the final 
colophon of these manuscripts. Contained in this "appendix" are an auto
commentary (!ippa1Jn),165 a verse borrowed from the RHT(1.1), and the list 
of the twenty-seven Rasa Siddhas which is borrowed directly into the RRS. 
As noted above, this auto-commentary is similar to that found in the KCM 
and is basically a companion to the work as a whole, giving the five names 
for mercury (including lnrvnja,266 a term also found in the BbP, but no
where else), types of female laboratory assistants, etc. Until the critical edi
tion of this work appears, the authenticity of this final section is open to 
doubt. 

k. The Rmaratnasamllcchaya (Amassing of Rasas and Gemstones) (RRS) 
of'Vilgbhana II is a thirteenth- to fourteenth-century work in thirty chap
ters, of which fourteen (1-11, 18-30) are alchemical or iatrochemical and 
sixteen (11-17) are Ayurvedic. In spite of its great prestige this is, at least 
in its alchemical content, a highly derivative text. Its first chapter is, for 
the most part, a patchwork of passages cribbed from the RA, RM, and espe
cially the RHT.167 Of its remaining alchemical chapters, much of their con
tent is a transparent adaptation of the RC of Somadeva and the RRA of 
Nityanatha.168 Its mention of the Yadava king Singhal}a (d. A.D. 1110) and 
of opium support a mid-thirteenth-century date; if, as some commentators 
maintain, it borrows eleven verses (5.131-141) from the ca. A.D. 1375 
Rasaratnaprndipa of Ramaraja, then it is a late fourteenth-century work.169 

I. The Anandnknndn (AK) (The Root of Bliss), the most encyclopedic 
work of the entire Hindu alchemical canon, is a massive text, over si.~ thou
sand verses in length. In its colophons, it calls itself the work of Bhairava; 
the apparent referent here is the tantric god, given that the entirety of the 
text is cast as a dialogue between Bhairava and Bhairavi. The AK is divided 
into two sections, curiously called "recreations" or "places of repose" (vi
lr4ntis), which are subdivided into a total of thirty-six chapters and an 
appendix. The second section, entitled "work" (kriya) is essentially devoted 
to the chemistry of metals and gemstones. The first section, entitled "nec
tar making" (amrtikara1Jn), may be termed a Siddha alchemical text, con
taining as it does chapters on both alchemical and hathayogic (chapters 10 
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and 11} techniques for the realization of bodily immortality, a chapter ( 11) 
on the alchemical wonders of Srisailam, discussions of initiation, etc. As 
already noted, it is in this work that the sole attempt is made to fuse the 
Nath Siddhas together with the Rasa Siddhas: this is, from a history of 
religions standpoint, the AK's greatest innovation. 

In spite of its dual emphasis on alchemy and harha yoga, the AK is, prop
erly speaking, less a work on Siddha alchemy than an mcyclopedic work, 
which incorporates and synthesizes (i.e., copies and paraphrases} all that 
falls within its fourteenth-century purview. So it is that the AK's anony
mous author also incorporates extended discussions of Ayurvedic elixir 
therapy, seasonal dietary regimens, and a number of other ancillary topics 
into his work. 

It has generally been maintained, mainly on the strength of the fact that 
its three original manuscript sources are housed in south Indian collec
tions, that the AK is a south Indian work.170 This is further supported by 
the inclusion, in the AK's Siddha lists, of names whose origins are dearly 
south Indian (Molanitha, Revas,a, Konkas,e5vara, etc.). If this is a south 
Indian work, however, it likely emerged from the Deccan plateau rather 
than either of the southern coastal regions: the seasonal cycles it describes 
in chapter nineteen correspond to a temperate and continental (versus a 
tropical and coastal) climate. It is also possible that this chapter, like so 
much of the rest of this work, is a wholesale borrowing from external (and 
northern) sources. 

The AK is most ingenious in its ability to inflate the content of passages 
it borrows from other alchemical works, most especially the RA, RRA, RC, 
and RRS. Of these, the RRA is the AK's prime source. So, for example, the 
AK chapter (1.11.1-200) on Srisailam is borrowed nearly piecemeal from 
RRA 4.8.1-185P1 It contains the standard origin myth ofsulfur(1.13·3-24) 
as well as of mercury (1.1.8-23: an expansion on that found in RRS 1.6o-
66}; its mythic description of the extraction of mercury (1.1.53-62) from 
its well in "Cinnabar-Land" also expands on the RRS (1.85-88) account of 
the same. InstrUctions for the worship of Rasabhairava, RasilnkuST, the ten 
Dotis, the eight Vidye5varas, theyoginTs, and Kubjikil (1.2.165) rely heavily 
on the mstnllt11Jt/llla of the RA (1.53-72). _ 

Whereas most alchemical works list six to nine metals, the AK lists 
twelve (2.1.9); it lists twenty-three, rather than the standard eight t~partiSIIS 
(2.1.4-8).lts list of the "eighteen" Stni,!SkiJms does not include "body w~rk" 
(iarim yoga); appended to it are a list of subsidiary operations. The AK's 
(2.9.1-97) discussion of the sixty-four divine herbs (divyatlftldhTs) is bor· 
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rowed directly from the RC (6.1-71). Its discussions of the use of 111nntra, 
yantra, 11yasn, etc. are likewise more prolix than those found in other al
chemical sources. Its chapters on hntbn yoga make no mention of Gorakh
nith or any other Siddha; the content of these chapters is, however, clearly 
inspired by the Gomk!n Sntnka and the other works of "six-limbed" yoga 
that it spawned.m Its description of the meditation hut (kurt) is similar to 
that of Ayurvedic rejuvenation therapy, inasmuch as it is a threefold struc
ture (1.1 1.4-5). As in many other alchemical sources, the AK lists its Rasa 
(and Nath) Siddhas in a worship context: they are the recipients of water 
offerings in the "conventional initiation" (sa111nya dTk!a) section of the 
work.m Graphic representations of the nine Naths and sixteen Siddhas are 
also to be figured, together with the eight Pttranic (and not Tantric) Bhaira
vas, the sixty-four yoghtls, and other deities, on the outer walls of the medi
tation hut (1.11.71--74)· 

m. The small gem entitled KJJecari Vidyti (KhV) (The Aviator~ Science; 
or The Arcane Science of Flight) is, in spite of its relatively late date, a 
paradigmatic text of the Siddha alchemical tradition. Unlike the AK
whose encyclopedic content encompasses alchemy, bntha yoga, and nearly 
everything else under the medieval sun-the KhV never strays from its 
single object. The object in question, the siddbi of human flight, is treated 
in an extensive and generally derivative way: the Kh V draws, for the most 
pan, on preexisting hathayogic traditions. What is original about the KhV 
is its triadic focus, on hathayogic, erotico-mystical, and alchemical tech
niques for the realization of its end, a focus I have previously qualified as 
the "Siddha distinction." 

The KhV, a work in four chapters and 185 verses attributed to Adinatha, 
generally calls itself, in its manuscript colophons, a ponion of a work en
tided the Mahakiilnyogniiistrn. Two late medieval commentators, Brah
mananda and NariyaQa, refer to a work of the same title as a treatise on 
hatha yoga: they are presumably referring as well to the KhV.m This not
withstanding, every manuscript of this work that I have found calls itself 
the KhV,275 The sole works that the KhVitself cites are called "Mnhiikiila" 
and "Mittal}~arp Viveka." The latter of these is the Yogamartn1Jt/n or Vivek
ll111iirta1Jtfa of Gorakhnath, a work that is, in the main, an expansion on the 
Gorak!a Sataka. As for the former, if it is not the Mahiikalayogaiastra itself, 
it may be the Mahakiiln Sa1!1bitti, a "Kapalika" work also attributed to ·~d
inatha"!l76 There exist south Indian recensions of the KhV, which comprise 
only the first chapter of northern versions; this first chapter is moreover 
often reproduced as the second chapter of the Yognktt1Jtfali Upanis;ad. Else-
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where, three verses of the KhV are reproduced in the fifteenth-century 
HYP (3·33-35),277 in the light of which evidence we may conclude that the 
KhV is a fourteenth-century north Indian work. 

The KhVbegins with a praise of itself (1.1-18), followed by an account 
of the khecari 111nntrn (1.19-40). The balance of the first chapter is devoted 
to a discussion of the mechanical preparations for and hathayogic practice 
of the so-called khecnrT 711tldrii ( 1.41-74). 278 The second and longest chapter 
is an extended description of the siddhis, as well as of the subtle body-the 
(0/n'lls, niit/Ts, knliis, etc. A portion of this chapter (1.81-97) describes the 
effects of hathayogic practice on the humors (dofns) of Ayurvedic theory. 
Chapter three d_iscusses the raising of the kmJt/nlinT, her union, in the cra
nial vault, with Siva, who is figured as an internal/itign, and the reali1.ation, 
on the part of the practitioner, of bodily liberation. This is described in 
tenns of the reintegration, or telescoping back into their subtler essences, 
of the five elements <3·49-51). 

It is, however, by virtue of its short final chapter that the KhV stands as 
a paradigmatic Siddha alchemical text. This emphasis is clearly stated in 
the chapter's opening verse: "I will now speak of the 'divine herbal medi
cines' (divyiinyatifadhiim). Without herbal medicines, absolutely no siddbis 
can be realized." A short way into its discussion of these "herbal medicines," 
however, the KhV recommends the consumption of "mercury, sulfur, 
orpiment, and realgar," the mineral mainstays of elixir alchemy. The work 
concludes (4.13) with the following statement: "Having risen at daybreak, 
one should eat a decoction of mercury. the sap of the silk-cotton tree, and 
sulfur, [blended] together with the three sweets [honey, sugar, and butter]. 
In the space of six months, one becomes unaging and immortal." This is 
precisely the regime of the Yogis described by Fran~ois Bernier, a regime 
which, taken in the morning, "restored the body to perfect health."179 
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Tantra in the RasarJ.].ava 

1. Chapter One of the Rasan,ava: The Text in Its Tantric Context 

As we have already noted, the use of alchemical imagery was, for several 
centuries, a pervasive fixture of both Hindu and Buddhist tantrism. This 
chapter looks at this phenomenon from another perspective and examines 
what the alchemists themselves had to say about Kaula and Sakta tantrism. 
No alchemical source has more to say on tantric theory and practice in 
general, and the Kaulas in particular, than does the eleventh-century RA, 
decidedly the greatest work of tantric alchemy. 

More than any other, this source attests to the highly cosmopolitan na
ture of the alchemical tradition. Written in a quite grammatical Sanskrit, 
this text, while it was likely authored in western India, appears to be, like 
many of the alchemical classics, the production of a quite homogeneous
albeit geographically widespread-tradition. This homogeneity may be at
tributed in part to the sociology of alchemical knowledge to which I al
luded in previous chapters: the authors of these texts were most probably 
court-based brahmin physicians to Hindu, Buddhist, or Muslim rulers.• 

What sets the RA apart from all other alchemical works, indeed, from 
the great majority of the Hindu Tantras in general, is the rhetorical flourish 
its author gives to its opening chapter. I therefore reproduce, as much for 
their style as for their content, a number of excerpts from this introductory 
diatribe, in which the alchemical gnosis is favorably compared and con
trasted to the other philosophical and religious schools and movements of 
the day. Our author begins to delineate his position in the fourth verse of 
this chapter. The Goddess (Oevi), Bhairava's interlocutor, addressing him 
for the first time, says, "0 God among gods, 0 Great God, 0 incinerator 
of1ime and Love, 0 leader [iasnkn] of the Kaula, Mahakaula, Siddhakaula, 
etc.lineages!"2 This introduction immediately reminds us of the sectarian 
pedigree of Matsyendra: a member of the Siddha Kaula and heir to the 
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Mahakaulas, he was the founder of the Yogini Kaula: the author of the RA 
is thereby claiming a similar pedigree for his work.J He nuances his posi
tion, however, in a number of later verses, in which he unambiguously con
demns what he considers to be excessive practices on the part of some 
tantric groups. 

So, for example, in verse to he states that "if liberation is to be identified 
with the excitation of the female genitalia, would not even donkeys be lib
erated? Indeed, why are rams and bulls not liberated?"" And two verses 
later: "If liberation came from utilizing one's semen, urine, and excre
ments, which of the races of dogs and swine would not be liberated?"S And 
in verse 24: "For those people who have lost their powers of reason 
through indulgence in liquor, flesh, sexual intercourse, and the male and 
female organs, the mercurial science is exceedingly difficult to realize."6 

The two verses that immediately follow (1.25-26) are placed in counter
point to all that has preceded: "However (ttt), mercury is not perfected by 
those who lack the teaching of the (true] lineage (lmla) and who have no 
desire for the true doctrine. They, 0 Goddess, are [like men] drinking a 
mirage. 7 He who eats cow meat (and] who drinks the liquor of immortality, 
him I consider to be one of the kula [and] a knower of rasa. Other rasa 
experts are inferior."8 

At first blush, we would appear to be in the presence of a text that con
tradicts itself. The truth is of a somewhat more subtle order, however. The 
attacks on the excessive indulgence in erotico-mystical practices and the 
fire makilras are just that: Siva's alchemical revelation is, generally speaking, 
a "post-Trika reformation" one. Following the lead of Matsyendra and per
haps Abhinavagupta in toning down the more extreme mortuary and erotic 
elements of earlier tantrism, this alchemical Tantra presents itself as a 
"meta-Sakta-Saiva" work, superior not only to orthodox Saiva Siddhanta, 
but also to the practices of the earlier Kula and prereform Kaulism. 

As noted in a previous chapter, the author of the RA does consider the 
alchemical school to constitute a lineage, a line of transmission (kula) with 
a kula-teaching of its own. 9 Because the lineage nectar of the alchem
ical lineage (sampradiiya) is, 10 like that of other tantric sects, transmitted 
through female sexual emissions (called siddbadrnvya in the RA), he also 
prescribes sexual intercourse and erotico-mystical worship as means to al
chemical transformation (with an exception made for yogins, who are ad
monished to remain celibate in their preparation of mercury). 11 Elsewhere, 
a female "laboratory assistant" (and, especially, her sexual and menstrual 
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fluids) is crucial to the alchemist's practice.11 However, "the fluid" (dravya) 
is to be withheld from "other women" (parndiirilt).U 

It is, however, with our author's mention of the heterodox tantric mat
ters of eating cow meat (gomii1!1Sn) and drinking the liquor of immortality 
(11711nraviirll'!1) that the light truly dawns. Such expressions are common
places of the "code language" of IJn!IJn yoga. As a commentator explains on 
the subject of an identical passage in the fifteenth-century HYP, these two 
terms actually refer to the exalted practice of kiJunri 11111dril, whereby the 
yogin internally absorbs his own semen, which has been transmuted into 
nectar through yogic practice.'"' Neither meat nor alcohol is actually being 
consumed; here, the reference is to the hathayogic complement to alchemi
cal operations, a complementarity that is the hallmark of "the [alchemical] 
Work in two parts." as 

The tantric alchemist tempers his tantrism and sublimates cenain Kaula 
erotico-mystical practices with hathayogic and laboratory techniques (even 
if many of these are called kilpillikn techniques}.16 This sublimation, of the 
male and female sexual essences so vital to the yogii1T cults of the Vid~ 
Plt)la, int<? mineral essences to be manipulated by the alchemist, is clearly 
stated by Siva: "You, 0 Goddess, are the mother of all beings, and I am the 
eternal father, and that which was generated from the great sexual union 
of us two, that is rasa." 17 

The hathayogic component of tantric alchemy will concern us through
out much of the balance of this book; let us first, however, take a longer 
look at those elements of the RA which may be designated as properly 
"tantric." As I will presently demonstrate, the RA remains mainstream in 
its tantrism, in its use of 111nntra, ya11tra, initiation, worship, etc. At the 
same time, it purports to be superior to both the orthodox Siva Siddhinta 
and the more heterodox Kaula forms of Tantra in the results it promises. 
For, whereas the former can offer liberation only at death and the latter 
liberation only in life, tantric alchemy offers certain, verifiable bodily im
mortality in life, an immonality whose effects are enduring.•• 

The opening benediction of the RA sets the tone of the entire work: 
"He in whom everything [dwells], from whom everything [is issued], who 
is everything and everywhere, who is all-encompassing and eternal, salu
tations to that universal soul!" 19 Following the Goddess's salutation, Siva's 
first words speak to the goals of every nondualist tantric practitioner, re
gardless of sectarian affiliation: "Eternal youth, immortality of the body, 
and the attainment of an identity of nature with Siva, that is, liberation in 
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the body (jivammlktt), which is difficult even for the gods to attain." 2° From 
here, the god launches into a condemnation of all other forms of religious 
practice, reserving his greatest scorn for the six major schools of phi
losophy-the philosophical foundations of nontantric Hinduism-which 
equate liberation with release from the body (i.e., which assume that libera
tion is realized only after death):21 

The liberation that occurs when one drops dead 22 is indeed a worth
less liberation. [For in that case] a donkey is also liberated when he 
drops dead. Liberation is indeed viewed in the six schools as [oc
curring] when one drops dead, but that [kind of] liberation is not 
immediately perceptible, in the way that a myrobalan fruit in the 
hand [is perceptible] (kariimalakavat).u 

The concrete emphasis of the alchemical quest is hereafter emphasized 
repeatedly: 

Liberation [arises] from gnosis (jiiiina), gnosis [arises] from the main
tenance of the vital breaths. Therefore, where there is stability, mer
cury is empowered and the body is stabilized. Through the use of 
mercury one rapidly obtains a body that is unaging and immortal, 
and concentration of the mind.24 He who eats calcinated mercury 
(m7Jasfitaka) truly obtains both transcendent and mundane knowl
edge, and his mantras are effective.zs 

Supernatural powers and bodily immortality, the goals of the tantric 
practitioner, cannot, however, be realized through alchemy alone. The ab
solute, Siva, too plays an active role in alchemical transformation: "So 
long, however, as Siva does not descend to block the impurity that impedes 
the soul's liberation, and so long as one's fetters to this world remain un
cut, there is no way that true discrimination can arise through the use of 
calcinated mercury." 26 Divine grace implies its human complement of de
votion (bhaktt), which is also present in the alchemical synthesis, even if 
such is unusual to tantrism, which places a greater emphasis on ritualized 
forms of worship (ptijii, 11piisana) than it does upon devotionalism. 27 

To which gods does the alchemist offer his devotion and worship? Not 
surprisingly, the divine revealers of the RA single themselves out, at the 
conclusion of the first chapter of the work, as the prime objects of the 
alchemist's worship: these are Rasa-Bhairava, the "Mercurial Bhairava,"28 

and Rasankusi-Bhairavi, "Bhairavi, the Elephant Goad of Mercury. "29 

Bhairava is, of course, one of the tantric names for Siva, and Bhairavi is his 
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female consort. Therefore, the alchemist is to worship a mercurial lingo, 
the phallic emblem of Siva, visualizing it as embodying the eighteen-armed 
Rasa-Bhairava and his consort RasiiJ'lkuSI-Bhairavi. Of course, this mercu
rial lingo, the support for such worship, is composed the stuff of Siva him
self, i.e., of rasa, mercury.30 The alchemist's Rasa-Bhairava is an ectype of 
the eighteen-armed Svacchanda Bhairava, the deity of the Svn«hnndn Tan
tra(SvT)-31 

It is on the subject of this icon and its mercurial content that the RA 
and a number of other alchemical works wax the most eloquent in praises 
that bear all the marks of Hindu devotionalism. The most propitious days 
for worship are the eighth and fourteenth days of the bright lunar fort
night; in addition to worship on these fixed dates, the observance of a spe
cial "alchemical celebration" (rnsotsnvn) also produces miraculous results.12 

Viewing, touching, eating, recalling, worshipping, and making an offering 
to mercury yield six types of fruits. The merit one gains from viewing all 
of the lingos in the world (including Kedarniith) is gained from the mere 
viewing of mercury. By worshipping Siva in the form of calcinated mer
cury, with sandalwood, camphor, and saffron, one attains Siva's heaven, 
Sivaloka. Eating mercury destroys the triad of sins (in word, deed, and 
thought), afflictions, and morbid states. The combined fruits that one 
might gain from worshipping one thousand of Siva's self-generated (svny-
1171tbhti) lingos is reaped roo,ooo-fold by worshipping the rasa-lingo of 
Siva.n But woe to those ignorant persons who do have no faith In mercury, 
or who speak ill of it: they will suffer 1 ,ooo rebirths as dogs, 300,000 as 
cats, roo,ooo as donkeys, roo,ooo as crows, roo,ooo as worms, roo,ooo as 
wild cocks, and roo,ooo as vultures!J.I It is to this cult of mercury that a 
number of authors refer when they identify rasndkitsii "chemiatry," i.e., the 
worship of chemicals. 35 

In addition to such external forms of devotional worship, the RA also 
discusses external worship of a distinctly tantric stamp, as well as internal 
worship, mainly in the context of alchemical initiation, d~ii. J6 

z. Alchemical Maq.c;lalas in Chapter Two of the Rasiirf!RVII 

We must not hastily conclude from so much sound and fury on the matter 
of the rasalingn that Siva in his mercurial and phallic form was the sole god 
in the alchemical universe. If the alchemical tradition was a tantric one, 
then it too should have had a number, nay a pantheon, of supporting deities 
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in its micro- and macrocosms, and this it in fact does, as the second and 
third chapters of the RA reveal with a multitude of details. 

As in nearly every Hindu tantric sect, all the gods of the alchemical 
pantheon are either forms of Siva, his divine conson the Goddess, or one 
of their divine attendants. Because the specific names of these deities 
evoked in the alchemical sources are so many indications of the various 
sectarian tics of the alchemical school, it behooves us to dwell on these for 
a moment. The RA compares mercury, inasmuch as it incorporates the five 
elements, with the five-faced Sadasiva.17 As already noted, however, Rasa
Bhairava, the supreme divinity of the RA, is an ectype of Svacchanda Ohair
ava (whose cult is mentioned explicitly in the BIJP).JH Indeed, the RA's icon
ography ofRasa-Bhairava, including his enthronement upon the 711abilpma 
Sadasiva strongly indicates that the cult of Svacchanda Bhairava is its im
plicit model. As noted in the last chapter, however, the RA and such texts 
as the BIJP. MBIJT, and KCiH are also possessed of an important Sakta com
ponent, referring on numerous occasions to the circle of the Mother God
desses and Yoginis and the erotico-mystical ritual associated with this con
figuration. The worship of the Yoginis and tantric forms of the Goddess 
arc also evoked at a number of points in the RA. J9 

A highly refined current of nondualist Sllkta tantrism was the Trika 
Kaula of the Eastern Transmission, the pOrvtlmnnya, so called for its cultic 
focus on a triad (tri-) of goddesses named Para, Apara, and Parapara.o~~~ No 
doubt taking its lead from the Trika, the RA incorporates these three god
desses, together with a founh, Malinr,•• into a complex 711RIJtfala, which it 
instructs the alchemist to construct for the external and internal tantric 
worship ofRasabhairava and the goddess Rasatiku5T.•1 This diagram, whose 
concrete suppon consists of a square stone slab measuring ten hand widths 
on each side, serves a dual purpose. It is to be used both for the conse
cration of the newly constructed alchemical laboratory and for the sake of 
gaining alchemical siddbis. •J Its form is that of a lotus composed of two 
concentric sets of petals ringing a central pericarp, with the whole sur
rounded by the standard four-sided, four-gated bht1p11ra enclosure. In the 
lotus's pericarp, as well as on each of its petals and at the aniculations of 
the bbt1ptmt, are placed the entire host of the RA's alchemical pantheon, 
into the hean of which we now descend. 

The alchemist begins his construction of this diagram, at the hean of 
his laboratory, 'vith the installation of a rnsnlinga, composed of mercury 
(7'11sn). Simultaneously with his installation of this concrete image, he uses 
the "Elephant Goad of Mercury" 111antra to establish the alchemical god 
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Rasabhairava in sexual union with his consort Rasanlmsi within his own 
body.-w Following the installation of this divine pair, the alchemist con
strUcts his 111D1Jtfnln, mentally and concretely, from the outside in, ·U starting 
at the bhtipum. On either side of each of the four gateways of this enclosure, 
he installs and worships eight demonic and semidivine Saiva guardians, 
while at each of its eight cardinal points within the enclosure, he installs 
and worships an array of seven Puranic gods together with the goddess 
Uma.-16 Working inwards, he installs and worships, on the petals of an outer 
lotus, the ten female attendants (diitis), whose names arc nothing other 
female adjectival forms of alchemical processes and potencies:" On the 
petals of the same lotus he worships the eight principal mineral reagents 
(111ahtirnsns)-all "male" in gender-that are employed, in combination 
with mercury, in the processes of transmutation. 4~ On the petals of an inner 
lotus, he installs eight Rudras-who are to be identified with the eight 
"Lords of Wisdom!'"'9 On the pcricarp of this lotus are placed the four 
inktis-Malini, Para, Apara, and Parapara-who arc identified, respec
tively, with the four alchemical energies (inktis): the energy of gold, of sul
fur (bnlti [for vnli?]), of diamond, and of magnctitc.50 In the midst of this 
group of four and at the center of the 1/IDI!t/nln is Rasabhairava. Seated upon 
the shoulders of a pretn, he engages in sexual intercourse with the goddess 
Rasiinlmsi, who is seated on his lap. s 1 Both of these deities are described in 
detail. Rasabhairava is crystalline, eighteen-armed, five-faced, and three
eyed, with flaming hair, tongues, eyes, etc., and a crescent moon in his 
piled-up ascetic's chignon. 51 He wears a tiger skin and has a serpent for his 
sacred thread. As for Rasanlmsi, her complexion is the color of molten 
gold, and she is clad in yellow-colored clothing. She has one face, three 
eyes, and four arms, which bear the elephant goad (mikuin), rosary, and 
noose and show the gesture of protection. She is to be worshipped with 
the five Vidyii seed mantras (bijns).u 

This diagram, with its "superenthroned" divinities, is our key to the 
theological and sectarian stance of the RA's author. 54 In such a system, that 
which is closer to the center of the 111D1!tfnln is closest to the ultimate reality 
of the divinity at the heart of the 71/0I!tfnln, from whom all radiates out
wards, while that which is further from the center is lower, in terms of the 
order of the divine revelation it represents. Working from the outside in, 
the eight divinities of classical Hinduism are far removed from the center 
of this tantric system and therefore from the immediate concerns of the 
alchemist. On and around the two concentric rings of lotus petals, the ten 
female attendants (dtitis) are a probable evocation of the Vidyii Pi~a5 old 
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and terrible cremation ground-based cult of the yogin is that was reformed 
by Matsyendra's Yogini Kaula cult.ss The basic configuration of the inner 
lotus is that of the old Saiva Siddhanta system, surmounted by that of the 
Trika goddesses; these are, in turn, superseded by the supreme divinities of 
the alchemical system, who are iconographic ectypes of Svacchandabhair
ava and Bali Tripurasundari, respectively. 

So it is that the eight Rudras located on the inner lotus are identified 
with the eight Vidye5varas ("Lords of Wisdom") who ring Sadasiva in the 
worship 111n7Jtfala of the Saiddhantika pfljii and who stand as mediating cate
gories, in the dualist Saiva Siddhinta, between the "pure" and "impure" 
worlds, and as beings through whom the lower order of beings may attain 
to higher evolutionary stages.s6 As for Sadasiva himself, he has become 
demoted, as he is in the iconography of Svacchandabhairava, to the func
tion of a mere vehicle: he is the preta upon whose shoulders Rasabhairava 
is installed.S7 In a later description, in which the RA (z.r to-16) elaborates 
on the mystic body of Rasabhairava himself, we find another adaptation of 
SvTtraditions. Here, the RA identifies various members of Rasa Bhairava's 
body (knees, loins, heart, mouth) with the five faces of Sadasiva, of which 
the last, isana, is located between the deity's eyebrows. Upon his forehead 
is a half moon; above this is a dot or drop (hindu), surmounted by the niida. 
Higher still, located at the fontanelle, is the goddess Sakti. Above her is 
the goddess Unmani ("Beyond Mind"), above whom is the triadic void or 
ether (triitinya). This configuration is identical to those found in SvT and 
Netrn Tnntra descriptions of the yogic meditative utterance (uccii,"'l) of the 
syllable OIJl. ss In yet another description of its principal deity-in this 
case, his thirty-two-syllabled aghora mantra-the RA (z.68) further identi
fies Rasa Bhairava with Svacchanda Bhairava and his cult.s9 As for Rasa
bhairava's consort, Rasinkusi, she is patterned not after Svacchandabhaira
va's iakti Aghore5vari, but rather after Bali Tripurasundari of the Srividyi 
Kaula.60 One might choose to see in these iconographic data a reflection 
of sectarian developments occurring within the Saiva fold, in tenth- to 
eleventh-century Kashmir, where the cult of Svacchandabhairava was the 
dominant Saiva ct~lt, as it continues to be today. During the same period, 
the dominant Saiva doctrine in Kashmir was the Saiva Siddhanta, whose 
particular dualistic interpretation of the SvT was countered by later Trika 
nondualism, in the form of a (later authoritative) commentary on the text 
by Abhinavagupta's pupil ~emaraja (fl. ca. A.o.Iooo-so). The new nondu
alism also entered the Srividya Kaula cult of the goddess Tripurasundari, 
which became popular in Kashmir during the eleventh century. By the 
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twelfth century, this cult had spread south to the Tamil country, where it 
continues to thrive.61 Our author, who probably lived midway between 
Kashmir and Tamil Nadu (i.e., in the region of Maharashtra) in the elev
enth century, was therefore adapting the prevailing Saiva cults and doc
trines of his day into an alchemical "superenthronement" of the images of 
Rasabhairava and his consort RasailkuSi over those of the supreme deities 
of other tantric sects and cults. 

3· Mantra and Initiation in Chapters Two and 
Three of the RJUii"!IIVa 

Following its description of the rasa711R1!4ala, the RA turns to a detailed 
discussion of mantra, of those "tools for thought" by which the tantric 
practitioner, like the Vedic ritualist before him, empowers himself to ma
nipulate the divinities whose acoustic being is nothing other than the ag
gregate of the phonemes of the Sanskrit alphabet. In a universe that is vi
bratory in nature, it is through these primal vibrations that one may most 
efficiendy return to the absolute source of all vibration. Mantras are thus 
indispensable for the alchemist who, like every other tantric practitioner, 
has for his ultimate goal the conscious realization of a transcendent self 
(i.e., identification of oneself with the Self of godhead). 

At the culmination of its description of its alchemical ma1ftfala, the RA 
identifies the mantra of Rase5vara, of (Siva) the "Lord of Mercury" as the 
thirty-two-syllabled agbora mantra of Svacchanda Bhairava "with at
tributes."62 The mantra of the goddess RasailkuSI, the rasiJilk11ia 111antra 
is given in encoded form.6 ' The RA also instructs the alchemist to make 
use of a number of other garden-variety tantric 111antras: these include 
the pra1fava (07!1),64 the so'ba11.1 bm!lsa,6s the aghora, the 7111;tJ111ijaya,66 the 
seventeen-syllable kniT mantra, 67 the kiilapiiia, 68 mahiipiiillpatiistra, 69 etc. 
These are to be variously used before, during, and after every alchemical 
operation to ensure success. 

Other 711alltms, perhaps peculiar to this work, are the maliJ ("garland") 
and milia ("root") mantras which, like the Rase5vara mantra, combine seed 
711ilntras with evocations of Bhairava-Siva.70 These latter mantras are em
ployed in the practice of mantra-nyilsa, the imposition of mantras-each 
of which is identified with one or another tantric deity-upon the prac
titioner5 own body, by which process that body is divinized. 71 This divini
zation of the body is crucial to two components of tantric practice. These 
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are initiation (dikfil), by which a teacher renders a disciple capable of enter
ing upon the tantric path; and worship, because all tantric worship assumes 
an identification of self with the divine, in order that one may worship 
one's self as the divinity. In both cases, this imposition of mantras effects 
the transformation of the body, purging it of its gross elements and filling 
the void left by their implosion with divine essences, in the form of pho
nemes.72 

In the latter of these practices, this procedure is doubled by the simulta
neous preparation of a concrete worship site, in this case the alchemical 
laboratory. This practice, called bluitaiuddbi, "purification of the elements," 
is a commonplace of tantric propitiation. 'J We now turn to this practice, 
as it is delineated in the rather obscure language of chapter three of the RA. 
Here, Bhairava begins his exposition by saying that he will now describe 
"another acoustic image" (ptmarn11Jn7!1 mnntramnrtim) of the goddess Ra
slh\kusi.7" He begins his discussion by speaking of the fifth element, space 
or ether which is called the fifth "house." This he distinguishes from the 
four other houses, which are "placed in front" (pradbiinn); that is, they are 
arranged like the arms of a cross, with the empty fifth house standing as a 
central "courtyard:' Because the element ether is the substrate of sound, 
this fifth house is also the "house of the bat!ISn [mnntrn]," in which "the 
siddbis, five mnkiirns, etc. stand." It is within this space that the practitioner 
will install the goddess Raslh\kusi, in the form of 111a11trns.1s 

With this, the kiilnpiiia ("noose of Timej mantra of the "house of 
the bm!lsn" is given: 01!1 iiva brftiJ 1..'7'01!1 bat!ISR. The practitioner is then 
instructed to repeat this 111nntra-called the "mercurial goad" (rnsiin
kuin)-one hundred thousand times as the "doorkeeper" (prntibnrn) at the 
beginning of the worship. This recitation of "doorkeeper" 111011tras at the 
opening of a worship is standard in Sakta-Saiva tantrism.76 

Next, "using that same [kiilnpilin) mantra, he should take up the dung of 
a young calf, and using that alone, 0 Goddess, he should take up the ashes 
of a funeral pyre:"' to ritually prepare the "most excellent worship site 
in which Lord Mercury (Rasendra) dwells" and empower the alchemical 
apparatus he will use in his experimentation.78 He then sweeps the site with 
a brush he has empowered by installing and worshipping Kubjika-the 
goddess of the Western Transmission-in it (with the thirty-two-syllabled 
kubjika mantra) together with her full sequence of subordinates. These sub
ordinates, which are so many seed mantras, are termed the four Siddhas, 
the eighteen Puru~as, the five elements, and the six Yoginis.79 Here, we 
appear to be in the presence of a number of elements proper to the paid-
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111ii11miiyo. Kubjika is, of course, the cult Goddess of the Western Transmis
sion. So too are the six yogi11is: chapter 15 of the KM and chapter 14 of the 
~SS are entitled "~a4yoginya~;•so and there is in this tradition a fixation on 
the number six that one finds nowhere else in the Hindu corpus. As for the 
four Siddhas, these are to be identified either with the gurllcOtt1fko, the 
"Four Gurus" (Mitranatha, 044isanatha, ~austJtanatha, and Caryanatha) 
of Western Transmission tradition81 or with the four yt~goniithos, the Lords 
of the Ages (Khagendranatha, Kurmanatha, Me~anatha, and Macchanda
natha,) of the Siddha Calera of earlier Kaula tradition. 81 The eighteen Puru
~as mentioned in the RA evoke the eighteen Nathas of the Kt~bjikiillityiih
nikotiloko and So7{tvortiirthoprnkilio, figures whom the ~SS specifies are 
p11rtlfOS, i.e., human males, as opposed to the divine (three or) four Siddhas, 
of whom they are the sons and disciples. These eighteen are said to be 
"distinguished in couples"; that is, they are a redoubling of the Nine Naths 
who were intermediaries between the divine and the human in the Western 
Transmission. sJ 

Following his installation of Kubjika, the alchemist of the RA "be
smears" the site with the CaJ;t4aghaJ;tfi\ ("The Goddess of Furious Bells;• a 
tantric name of Durga), the 111ontro of the Goddess in the eastern house; 
takes up cow dung in order to smear the site with the CaJ;t4abhairavi ("The 
Furious Goddess of Terror"), the 7110ntrn of the Goddess in the southern 
house; and sprinkles water over it with the CaJ;t4akapalini ("The Furious 
Goddess of the Skull);'" the 111ontro of the Goddess in the northern house. 
Thereafter, he installs the seventeen-syllabled Kali 111011tro in the stone 
mortar, the thirty-two-syllabled Aghora 71/0IItrn in the pestle, etc.85 While 
it is difficult to say whether the author of the RA was attempting, in this 
passage, to systematize the tantric ii11milyos or pl£hos in his placement of 
the goddesses of the four houses around the central hm{JSO house, we can 
maintain without hesitation that his was a syncretistic endeavor. Chapter 
three contains 111ontros from Mantra Pitha (Aghora), Pascimamnaya (Kub
jika), Uttaramnaya (seventeen-syllabled Kali), and Srividya (Tripura
bhairavi) worship traditions.86 

Now that the alchemist's body and laboratory have been ritually puri
fied, the narrator Bhairava turns to the alchemical apparatus, consecrating 
each with a particular 111011trn, until all that the alchemist will employ in 
his ritual manipulations of elements has been purified and transformed.87 

From this point on, all of these mundane instruments, chemicals, herbal 
preparations have been transformed into so many tools (ynntros) with 
which the alchemist may master the one divine energy that surges through 
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both the universe and his own body. He is now prepared to embark upon 
the alchemical life-cycle rites (sm11skiiras) that will ultimately render him a 
second Siva. · 

It would appear from the above discussions that the matter of initiation 
(dTk~ii) into alchemical practice is quite entirely omitted from the opening 
chapters of the RA. Yet we find that the second chapter of the work is en
tided "rules for initiation" (dTk~ii-vidhiina) and that verses 36 to 83 of this 
chapter give a lacunary account of dik~ii. 88 Many if not most of the standard 
elements of dTk~ii are present: a description of a suitable site for initiation, 
i.e., upon which to build an alchemical laboratory (1.37-43); a description 
of said initiation hallllaboratory (1.44-47a); information on the auspicious 
time for initiation (1.37b-48a); the preparatory 11itynpti}iJ by the teacher 
including the visualization and worship of the supreme deities in the midst 
of the elaborate alchemical 111111Jtfnla discussed above (1.48b-74); "terrible 
offerings" (agboraball) to demonic beings who would otherwise obstruct 
the ritual (1.75-76); worship of the "elephant goad" or rasAtikuiT (1.77a); 
oblatory offerings (1.77b-78a); establishment of the consecration vase 
(1.18b-79); annointment (abbiieka) of the initiate with water impregnated 
with 111a11tras and poured from that vase (1.8o-81); teaching the 11111nt1"11 to 
the initiate (1.81a); and the celebratory all-night cakrnpftjiJ for Kurndris, 
Yogin is, and Siidhakas (following Kaula, but not orthodox Siddhdnta tradi
tions; 81b-83). What is missing in this account is the dTkfiJ, or initiation 
proper (as opposed to abhiiekn, annointment, by which one is empowered 
to give initiation to others), that intervenes, between the 11itynpfijiJ and the 
abhiieka ritual, in standard tantric procedure. Nowhere in this portion of 
the chapter do we find explicit references either to dTk~il in fire in which 
the initiate's kn,.,Jas are destroyed with oblations into a consecrated fire 
or to the internal, yogic "initiation by penetration" (vedhamayT dTk~ii) of 
the Kaulas.89 

What reasons might we adduce for the relative paucity of material in 
the RA on the transformative heart of dTk~iJ? It may be that the concrete 
details of initiation were too secret to be committed to writing and were 
passed on via oral tradition. Alternatively, it may be that the alchemical 
practices themselves were considered to be the realization and culmination 
of the process set in motion by dTkfiJ. This latter explanation is supported in 
a quite explicit way in a number of nonalchemical sources, which identify 
mercurial transformations with dik~ii itself. So the tenth- to fourteenth
century Kt1lat7JaVa 1imh"a, 90 a seminal Kaula source, states that "just as iron, 
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penetrated by mercury, attains the state of gold, so the soul, penetrated by 
initiation (dik!il), attains the state of Siva." 

In a sense, the relative paucity of material on dTk!il in the alchemical 
sources may be explained by the fact that alchemical transmutation (vtdha) 
served as the original model for tantric initiation, especially that most pres
tigious form called the "initiation of penetration," vedha[-71tayf) dik!i1.91 

Similarly, the purificatory ma11tras of the broader tantric discipline (bhiita
iuddhi, etc.) are also rendered redundant, inasmuch as purification is a con
crete enterprise in alchemy.92 Lastly, the all-important yantras and ma1J4a-
14s used as supports for tantric meditation are themselves abstractions of 
alchemical appararus.9J In the alchemical (and to a lesser extent the hatha
yogic) sphere, purification, identification with the divine, and initiation are 
so many techniques for the concrete transformation of the "power sub
stances" that are the human and divine-and mineral, in the case of al
chemy-sexual fluids. Much of the balance of this study is devoted to de
lineating the myriad ways in which the language of such transformations 
was a C()71171ton language, shared by the interpenetrating alchemical, hatha
yogic, Siddha, and tantric syntheses of medieval India. 
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Con-esponding Hierarchies: The Substance 
of the Alchemical Body 

1. Rllsa and Rllsiiyana in Indian Systems of Thought 

Rasa (from the same Indo-European root as the English word mi11) has 
one of the broadest semantic fields of any term in the Sanskrit language. 
Originally employed in the Vedas• to signify the waters and liquids in gen
eral-vital fluids, animal juices, and vegetable saps-applications of the 
term rasa have proliferated over the millennia to embrace such fields as 
Ayurvedic medicine, ha!ha yoga, alchemy, and Indian aesthetics. More gen
erally, rasa was and remains the "fluid essence" of Indian thought. If the 
universe is a great pulsating flow of essence and manifestation, rasa is the 
fluid "stuff" of that flow. 

Already in Vedic speculation, rasa was homologized with water (ilp), se
men (retas), the vital fluid (ojas), herbal remedies (ofadhi, tlllfadhl), nectar 
(mm;ta), and soma as the moon, the Moon god (also named Candra), and 
the mythic liquor of immortality.1 In its most general sense, rasa was, in 
the sacrificial system of the Vedas, a term that could be applied to any 
oblation offered into fire (agm). The essence of said rasa was thence con
veyed, via the wind (vayu), up to heaven where it was enjoyed by the gods.J 

This triad, of rasa-agni-viiyu, is one that has been reappropriated and 
reformulated throughout the sweep of Indian history. With the internali
zation of the sacrifice, the major conceptual and practical breakthrough 
of the AratJyakas and Upatlifads, rasa became identified with the "body as 
oblation" whose fluid essences were cooked and transformed over the well
tempered fires of ascetic ardor (tapas), fires that were fanned by the winds 
of the vital breaths (prii'!a) ... Once the bodily microcosm was transformed 
into the seat of the sacrifice (to the detriment of external sacrifice, which 
had been on the wane ever since the seventh century a.c in India), interest 
in the internal workings of the body became greatly expanded. Speculation 
and research took two directions, the one mystical and the other medical . 

.... 
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On the one hand, we find in the late classical Upani~ads the origins of 
the mystic subde physiology of the human body. In these works, we find 
early vague references to yogic techniques by which to generate trans
formative inner heat in tandem with the meditative, gnoseological realiza
tion (j1iii11a) of the identity of individual soul (iitman) with universal soul 
(brahman). Together, these practices served to bum away and thereby ne
gate the accumulated fruits of prior acts (kan11a-phalam), thereby affording 
liberation (111ok~a) from the cycle of rebirths (Sn7!1Siira). In this context, rasa 
was the term employed by the Maitrl Upani~ad to designate the high
est emanate of the highest gu'!a, the strand known as sattvil, "essence" or 
"purity."' 

Early on, the internal dynamics of harha yoga came to be viewed as so 
many interactions between lunar (candra), solar (sfi1ya), and vital (prii'!a) 
principles, a transparent variation on the Vedic triad of rasa-ag~1i-vilyu. In 
later hathayogic sources, as well as in more general tantric works on yogic 
and psycholobrical integration as the technical means (sndhm1a) to the real
ization of total autonomy, we encounter the important notion of sammma. 
Literally, "of even rasa" or "of the same rasa:• the term implies, according 
to the numerous systems in which it is employed, a state of "fluid equilib
rium," a condition of stasis in which the emanatory and resorptive impulses 
of the Absolute are balanced within the human microcosm.6 In the hatha
yogic system of the Nath Siddhas, the rasas in question are portrayed as 
male and female "drops" (hindu), which arc lunar and solar, seminal and 
sanguineous, Siva and Sakti, respectively. Realizing a state of equilibrium 
between the two members of this pair is tantamount to the formation of a 
"great drop" (mahiibindu), a yogic zygote of sorts, from which the new, lib
erated, all-powerful, and immortal self of the jlvanmukta emerges. 7 

Coeval with these original Upanisadic syntheses was the scientific disci
pline of traditional Indian medicine, Ayurveda. It was in this field that an 
important new application of the term rasa was promulgated at a very early 
date. Here, the term rasa came to be applied to the product of the first 
stage of the digestion process: rasa was chyle, food that had been moistened 
and broken down by saliva prior to swallowing. In a more extended sense, 
rasa retained its signifaction, in Ayurvedic usage, as bodily fluid.8 This was 
an echo both of Vedic identifications of rasa with the waters and of emerg
ing metaphysical systems that identified each of the five elements with a 
sensory organ and field of sensory activity. In Sarilkhya, the element water, 
rasa, was identified with the sense of taste. This notion gave rise, in Ay
urveda, to the system of the six rnsns or tastes-sweet, acid, saline, hot 
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and pungent, bitter, and astringent-with each of the tastes arising from a 
mixture of water together with the other four gross elements, in varying 
proportions.9 Emerging out of this Ayurvedic matrix, India's classic theory 
of aesthetics, i.e., of taste (rasa)-through which the cultivated spectator 
reinterpreted the raw emotions (bhiivas) pomayed in drama, dance, and 
literature into their corresponding cultivated rasas-was developed some 
centuries later.'0 

Drawing on the Vedic tradition which maintained that it was water 
which upheld all plant and animal life, Ayurvedic theory takes rasa to be 
the support of all of the bodily constituents (dhiltus). As we saw in chapter 
two, digestion is conceived in Ayurveda as the serial "cooking" (pacana) of 
the bodily constituents on the constituent fires (dhiitvag~tis), 11 with the end 
product of this process being semen in men and uterine blood in women. 
These in turn combine in conception to give rise to the human embryo. 

Rnsilyana (the "way of rasa"), the seventh branch (miga) of Indian medi
cine, is the most holistic and prestigious of all Ayurvedic systems of heal
ing, taking the body to be an integrated whole, the microcosmic reflection 
of the universal macrocosm. Its prestige also lies in the results it promises: 
rasdyana is rejuvenation therapy which, combining clinical practice with 
the internal use of elixirs, affords long life, whence the classical statement 
of the Caraka SatJibit4 (6.1. 7-8): "Long life, heightened memory and intel
ligence, freedom from disease, a healthy glow, good complexion, a deep, 
powerful voice, great bodily and sensory powers, the capacity to see one's 
pronouncements realized, respectability, beauty-all these does one obtain 
from rasilyana. It is called rasilya11a because it is a means to replenishing the 
rasa and other dhilttts of the body." u 

In the same Ayurvedic context, the rasayanas, in the plural, are the elixirs 
the physician employs in rasiiya11a therapy;u and it was out of this back
ground that the tenn rasiiyana emerged as a blanket Sanskrit tenn for al
chemy. Here, the "way of rasa" was a mercurial path since rasa, the semen 
or ftuid essence of Siva, was identified with mercury, the transmuting ele
ment par excellence. While we do not know at what time this absolutely 
crucial identification-of the vital sexual ftuid (rasa) of the phallic god with 
quicksilver, the ftuid metal-came about, we can be sure of another, prior, 
"alchemical" use of the tenn rasiiyana. This was the compound rasa
rasayana, which was employed, in Hindu and Buddhist sources alike, as far 
back as the second century A.D., to signify the supernatural power (siddht) 
of alchemical transmutation and bodily transubstantiation. One finds no 
description whatsoever of a practical method (siidha11a) for the realization 
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of this siddhi in these early sources. Here, rasa-rasiiyana was but one of eight 
magical powers (listed together, for example, with piidalepa, the smearing 
of the feet with a cream that produced the power of flight) fantasized by 
Buddhists and Hindus in the first centuries of the common era. 14 

It is only later, with the alchemical Tantras of the tenth century and 
after, that laboratory methods for transmutation first come to be discussed 
systematically, under the heading of rasiiyana. It is also in this later period 
that we find references to alchemical practitioners as Rasa Siddhas and 
to the alchemical doctrine that Madhava terms "Rase5vara Dariana:• What 
rendered this later form of Indian alchemy tantric was the pivotal notion 
that alchemical mercury was nothing other than divine semen, and that its 
principal reagents (sulfur, gnndbnkn; mica, abbraka) were the uterine blood 
and sexual emissions of the Goddess. u Working from these basic identifi
cations, the tantric alchemists were able to construct an integrated concep
tual framework for their art, a framework that mirrored the general 
worldview of Hindu tantrism. 

Once again, bodily fluids, and the rasa-agni polarity of the archaic triad 
we have already referred to on several occasions (reproduced here as fluid 
mercury and fiery sulfur) stand as the basic categories of this new synthesis. 
So it is that Siva states in the RA that "because [mercury] is the rasa [vital 
fluid] of my body, one is to call it rasa [mercury]." A more elaborate etymol
ogy is found in the RRS: "Because of its power to assimilate (rnsanilt) all 
other metals, it is known as rasa. Or, indeed, it is considered rasa because 
it is effective (rasyate) in the destruction of aging, disease, and death." 16 

The term rasa may also be employed in the plural in Hindu alchemy, in 
which case the notion of "essential element" becomes operative.17 Here, 
the sixteen principal mineral reagents are generally divided into eight ma
hilrasas and eight uparnsas, primary and secondary rasas that are so called 
because they participate in the transformative powers of mercury, the rasa 
par excellence.18 It is in this context that the RC can portray mercury as 
Lord Rasa (rnseivnrn) who leads the [111ahil-]rasas and uparasas to victory in 
battle against disease and death.19 This same source also provides an Ay
urvedic usage of the compound rnsa-rnsiiyana, which it uses to designate a 
mercurial elixir that is highly effective both therapeutically and alchemi
cally (a usage not far removed from that of rasiiyana in a number of alchem
ical sources). 

While rasiiyana has been used as a generic term for alchemy in India 
since the tenth century, the means and ends of the discipline are more 
properly identified by two other terms. These are dbiituviida, 20 "the doc-
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trine of elements" and dehaviida, "the doctrine of the body." These two 
branches of tantric alchemy form a unified whole: dhilNtvilda alchemy, 
which concerns itself with the transmutation of base metals into gold, is 
the necessary propaedeutic to dehaviida alchemy, the alchemy of elixirs of 
bodily immonality. Their complementarity is underscored in a classic pas
sage from the RA: "As in metal, so in the body. Mercury ought always to be 
employed in this way. When it penetrates a metal and the body, [mercury] 
behaves in an identical way. First test mercury on a metal, then usc it on 
the body. " 21 The RRA explains rasmdra, the "lord of rasas" (one of the five 
names for mercury), in similar fashion: "It is called rasend''ll because 
through its proper use, both metals and the body become possessed of 
rasa." 11 In the end, all is but a continuity of the same fluid (rasa): divine 
semen transmutes base metals into gold and transforms human semen into 
nectar by which the mortal practitioner is rendered an immortal superman, 
a second Siva, lJ whose bodily secretions, like Siva's own, transmute base 
metals into gold. 

For reasons unknown to us-although we may hazard a guess that mer
cury poisoning had a part to play-there was, in the north Indian heartland 
at any rate, a gradual shift of emphasis, from the thirteenth century on
wards, away from the goal of bodily immonality and towards a more thera
peutic use of mercurials and other "elixir" preparations. Here, rasa iilstra 
("mercurial science") came to apply the scientific-and some of the mys
tic-discoveries and techniques of tantric alchemy to the Ayurvedic disci
pline. So it is that the internal application of mercury and other mineral 
and metallic rasas would come to constitute a subdivision of Ayurvedic 
rasilyana. It is in this subordinate form, as Ayurvedic pharmacy, that tantric 
alchemy-which gave up nearly all pretension, by the fourteenth century, 
to being a path to immortality-has persisted over the centuries and con
tinues to thrive down to the present day throughout India.H Siddha al
chemy, with its persistent emphasis on bodily transformation and immor
tality through the combined disciplines of yoga and alchemy, has remained 
more faithful to the original spirit and goals of tantric alchemy than has 
rasa Iastra. 

z. Myths of the Origins of Minerals from Divine Bodily Fluids 

The most concrete point of intersection between the yogic and alchemical 
traditions in India lies in the identification of mercury (rasa, piirada, mta) 
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with the semen of Siva, and of sulfur (gandhnkn), red arsenic (111n11n~ii/a) or 
mica (nbhrnkn) with the menstrual blood (khnpt1Spn, rajas, io'!ita, iirtava) or 
sexual emission (virya) of the Goddess. This identification of bodily fluids 
or compounds with the metals did not originate with the yogic or alchemi
cal traditions. The moon is identified in the Vedas with the draft of immor
tality, i.e., 1011111 or mm;ta, as well as with the vital fluids of living beings 
(rnsa):zs this last term comes to be employed to signify mercury in alchemi
cal traditions. The divine origins of gold, the subtlest of the metals (dhatt1s), 
is described in the Sntapntha Briih71111'!11, which states that it arose from the 
seed of Vi5varOpa, whose body, after he was slain by Indra, was shattered 
into fragments by Tva~n-, the divine smith of the Vedas: "From his seed 
his form (nipn] flowed and became gold."26 In the same early source we 
find a reference to gold refined and produced from the body of Prajilpati 
through the heat of his austerities.z' Brahmil, a later form of Prajilpati, is 
born from a primal union of water and the seed of Agni, called the Golden 
Egg (hirn'!JIIgn,·bhn).z• And of course, the statement "gold is immortality" 
becomes a leitmotif of the brahmanic sacrifice.z9 

In these prealchemical traditions, gold is considered to be the ultimate 
product of a long period of germination or gestation within the womb of 
the earth. This notion, also held by the Roman Seneca (ca. A.D. 6o) and, 
much later, by Arabic (the eleventh-century Avicenna) and Chinese think
ers,Jo is already voiced, in India, in the pre-second century A.D. RmlliiJII'!II.u 
In this source, the six-headed child god Skanda-KAmikeya is born from 
the seed of Agni (Fire) who ejaculates into every opening of the goddess 
Earth when he sees the goddess Gangil "in her magnificent splendor." 
Earth generates an embryo, which becomes the metals gold and silver; and 
from the splendor of these metals the divine child arises. From the various 
rays emitted by this effulgent child, as well as from various residues pro
duced in his childbirth-afterbirths of sorts-are produced the metals 
copper, iron, tin, and lead. Taken together, these are the classic "six metals" 
of Indian tradition, first listed in the Ynj11r ~da.n 

This myth is important for two reasons. First, metals are treated in it as 
living substances, with distinctions between animal, vegetable, and mineral 
blurred: "bodies" of whatever composition or configuration may interact 
with and even be generated from one another. In this case, fire, fluid, and 
earth give birth to a god, the six metals, and the natural coloring of certain 
trees and plants. Here, it is the emanatory dynamic of the proto-Vedanta 
metaphysics of the Upani~ds-a system that is very similar to the emana
tion and participation ofNeoplatonist thought-that facilitates such anal-
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ogies between the animal, vegetable, and mineral kingdoms. The universe 
in all its pans is a single organic entity, with all that exists on the great 
chain of being the internal flux of a divinely constituted whole, to which 
all emanated form necessarily returns in the fullness of time. As such, all 
in the universe is shot through, "like the scent in a flower," u with the divine 
essence. Moreover, since all exists on the same continuum of this divine 
outpouring, all is comparable, even identifiable. The corresponding hier
archies of the clements, body fluids, metals, tastes, cnkras, etc. are not dis
crete and distinct from one another; rather, they are so many expressions 
of a single unified whole. Thus they are interchangeable, even interpene
trating. In such a quite nearly "pantheistic" context, metals are not merely 
comparable to body fluids, they art body fluids. Jot 

The second point that arrests our attention in this origin myth of gold 
is the god who issues from it: this is a very early account of the birth of 
Skanda-!Qmikeya.u This is a myth that comes to constitute a perma
nent fixture in every Saiva Pur:l~a, where Skanda (also known as !Qrni
keya, Murugan, Subrahmanian, Kumira, etc.) is depicted as arising from 
the seed Siva emits into the mouth of Agni (fire) and thence into a bed of 
reeds on the shore of the Ganges, where he is suckled by the six daughters 
of Da~a, the ~ttikis (whence his name }Qrttikeya and his six heads), in 
preparation for his victorious battle against the demon nraka. In a wide 
array of other Saiva myths, Siva's seed is said to be fluid gold.J6 

Once this central metaphor was established-i.e., that gold (and, as we 
will see shortly, mercury and sulfur) were the quintessential reproductive 
fluids of the great tantric gods-the floodgates were thrown open, as it 
were, to similar myths of the origins of the lesser elements. So, we learn 
that diamond (vajra) arose from drops of 111111JII that fell from the gods' 
mouths to earth after they had churned the Ocean of Milk (RA 6.65-66). 
Tourmaline gems (vaikriillta) are the drops of blood the Buffalo Demon 
shed when he was slain by Durgi (RA 6.u3-15i RRS z.s6-57). Blue vitriol 
or copper sulfate (snsyaka) is the poison and nectar vomited by Garu~a after 
his theft of Soma (RA 7·39i RC 10.71-71; RRS 1.119);J7 and copper pyrites 
(miikfika) the blood that flowed from a wound in K~~a's foot (RA 7·3-4)· 
Natural gold (priikt;ta-svnr7JII) arose from the abstract quality of activity 
(rnjogtl1]11) that set the universe in motion; another form of "natural" gold 
(svahaja-SVII"JII) is the golden placenta-deposited atop Mount Meru
from which the god Brahma, the golden embryo, was born at the begin
ning of our cosmic eon.,. 

The ca. sixteenth-century Rmak4madhmu (Wish-fulfilling Cow of Mer-
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cury) identifies the six metals with (the seminal emissions of) six gods: gold 
arises from Agni, silver from the moon (Candra), copper from the sun 
(Surya), tin from lndra, lead from the serpent king \Tasuki, and iron from 
Yama, lord of the dead.J9 Other sources, such as the twelfth-century Loha
saruasvam and the late nineteenth-century Rasendra Bhiiskara, trace the ori
gins of a great number of other elements and metals back to the bodies, 
blood, semen, sweat, and tears of a still wider array of gods and demons.o10 
Nath Siddha sources identify the indestructible body of the Siddha with 
mercury"' and a hierarchy of holy men with the hierarchy of metals."1 

3• Blood and Semen 

By far the richest and most elaborate homologies drawn between human 
and divine body fluids on the one hand and elements from the mineral 
world on the other are that between mercury and the semen of the phallic 
god Siva and that between sulfur and the uterine or menstrual blood of his 
conson, the Goddess. It is in the context of the myth of the divine binh of 
Skanda, once again, that we find the myth of the origin of mercury, in the 
RC (15·4-12), RRS (1.23-29), AK (1.8-IS), and a number of other alchem
ical sources."J The novel element in these accounts is that it is mercury 
rather than gold that is produced from that ponion of the semen emitted 
by Siva which did not contribute directly to the generation of Skanda. 

As in the gold origin myth, Agni has a role to play in the alchemical 
account of the origin of mercury, as it is he who drops from his mouth the 
semen that becomes the transmuting element: 

In a hidden cave of the Himalayas, Siva and the Goddess were 
engaged in love-play when the gods came to plead that they produce 
Skanda in order that the demon 13raka, who was threatening the 
entire universe, might be destroyed."" The god Agni [Fire], having 
taken the form of a pigeon, peeked in through the round window of 
the apartment within which they had closed themselves in order to 
generate a son. Upon seeing Agni, Siva, filled with shame, shed his 
seed. That seed, of blinding brilliance, fell into the mouth of Fire. 
Fire, unable to bear the heat of that seed, spit it into the waters of the 
goddess Ganga [the Ganges river]. She too, overcome by the inten
sity of that semen, pushed it with her waves to her shores, where a 
child, Skanda, was born. 
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In those places where Agni dropped that seed from his mouth"'5 

[on his way to the Ganges], it burrowed into the ground to form five 
wells of mercury, 100 yojanas [about 900 miles] in depth. It is there 
that that semen is found today, in the form of mercury.46 

It is by drinking this elixir that the gods themselves enjoy immonality. 
Jealous of humans who might do the same and so threaten their hegemony, 
the gods requested that Siva adulterate it with impurities, and so it is that 
the mercury found on earth comes in a variety of colors. The mercury 
of the eastern well is white, that of the western well yellow, and that of 
the southern well, controlled by Nagas, is blue. The well at the center of 
this pentadic mercurialma'!tfa/a contains "mixed" mercury, called miiraka, 
which is said to be mayfim, variegated like the throat or tail feathers of a 
peacock. Of the five wells in which this mercury is said to have established 
itself, however, the RRS and AK single out the northern well, in which 
mercury is red and pure, as superior to the other four:17 

This nonhern well is implicitly identified with Darada-desa (Dardistan, 
located to the nonh of Kashmir),"'8 a likely overland source of mercury for 
India in the age of tantric alchemy. The name of this land evokes the prime 
Sanskrit term for cinnabar,"'9 which is darada. So too does the color as
signed to the mercury of this well, given that cinnabar (a compound in 
which one atom of mercury is chemically bonded to one atom of sulfur), 
the most common naturally occurring mercurial ore, is red in color. 

Sulfur too has its origin myth, which parallels that of mercury inasmuch 
as it is the sexual essence of the Goddess that gives rise to this primary 
alchemical reagent, the female counterpan to male mercury. 5° This myth 
is framed in the Puranic account of the churning of the Ocean of Milk, 
from which the gods gained (through the intervention of Dhanvantari, the 
divine physician and revealer of Ayurveda) the mm;ta that rendered them 
immonal and capable of defeating the antigods, the as11ras, in their sempi
ternal war for universal supremacy. 51 

Once, when the Goddess was sponing together with the female Wiz
ards (vidyiidharis), Siddha-maidens, Goddesses, and celestial nymphs 
in the Ocean of Milk off the coast of White Island, blood issued from 
her body. That wonderfully scented blood was captivating. Because 
it stained her clothes, she left these on the shore, and bathed to purify 
herself. When she wished to return to the town, her clothes were no 
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longer lying in that place, the tide having carried them out into the 
middle of the Ocean of Milk. 

During the churning of the Ocean of Milk, that blood rose to the 
surface, together with the nectar (tnm;ta). All the gods and the anti
gods were pleased with the aroma (gandha) that wafted on her blood. 
The gods and antigods thereby said, "May this be called gandhaka 
("aromatic": sulphur). May it be used in the calcination and fixing of 
mercury. May those qualities that are found in mercury also be found 
in this sulphur." Thus [sulphur] is called gandhaka here on earth. 

This myth appears to have both an alchemical and a geological explana
tion. First, the opening verses of the Milt7;knbheda Tnntra (1.9-14) seem to 
evoke the myth of the origin of sulfur in a description of an alchemical 
operation that involves the heating of sewn cloth and menstrual blood to
gether in a vessel of milk.sz Elsewhere, this account has been interpreted 
as a mythic description of a submarine volcanic eruption, from which sub
marine deposits of sulfur would have formed. Similarly, the Puranic my
thology of the submarine mare (batfavil), and the doomsday fire (biltfnva) 
that issues from her mouth, may refer to the phenomenon of submarine 
gas vents or fire jets. As such, biltfava would be the oceanic equivalent of 
naturally occurring terrestrial gas vents (jvilltmmkh(), which are considered 
in India to be geothermic manifestations of the Goddess. The most popu
lar pilgrimage site in all of Himachal Pradesh is Jvilamukhi, a blue flame 
that bums within a natural freshwater spring, identified with the tongue of 
the Goddess. It has also long been an important center for the Nith 
Siddhas.n 

In the light of these glosses on this myth and the hard fact that India 
possesses no measurable deposits of mercurial ores, the following state
ment, from the Shorter Oxford &onfllllic Atlas, appears to be significant: "al
most all the world's mercury is obtained from the red sulphide mineral 
cinnabar, HgS, but a little of the metal occurs naturally as small globules 
associated with cinnabar in certain rocks in the neighborhood of old volca
nic regions where the minerals were deposited from hot aqueous solutions 
during volcanic activity. Many hot springs in such regions are still depos
iting some cinnabar." 54 

This statement implies that there may have been and continue to be 
traces of mercury in regions of geothermal activity in India. This would 
explain, for example, the purported existence of a "mercurial pool" located 
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in the vicinity of a hot sulfur spring in the region ofKedarnath, an ancient 
Saiva pilgrimage site in the Garhwal Himalayas. In the light of these data, 
the myth of the origin of sulfur may be read as a reference to those sites at 
which alchemists garnered the 111attria prima of their an. 

Cinnabar, mercuric sulfide-composed of mercurial semen and sulfu
rous uterine blood-is a mineral hierophany of the sexual union of Siva 
and the Goddess, a union that, according to Hindu tradition, creates and 
sustains the universe. Indeed, the Tamil, Malayalam, and Sinhalese term 
for cinnabar is liilgm11, a clear evocation of its sexual valence. u Now, cinna
bar is also one of the eight amalgamated elements (af!abandha) used in the 
installation of divine idols, and it is here that the obligatory installation of 
a mercurial/iilga at the hean of the alchemical laboratory becomes most 
meaningful. Here, the rasaliilga is formed of either an amalgam of gold s6 

and mercury, or of sulfur and mercury,S' i.e., of synthetic cinnabar. Else
where, the RA ( 11.4) compares the mortar in which mercury is pounded to 
the yoni-shaped chasing (Pi!ha) in which the image of a Siva-/iilga is set, 
and the mercury in question to the litign itself. In another passage ( 11.1 oz ), 
the same text notes that mercury that has been calcinated in a panicular 
mixture of gemstones, minerals, and herbs becomes phallomorphic (/higil
kilra). This appears to be the nonh Indian cognate to the production, in 
south Indian alchemy, of "mercurial phalluses," called g11/ikAs (the equiva
lent of the Sanskrit gtl!ik4, "pill").58 

Here as well, the MBhT substitutes human menstrual blood for its di
vine mineral equivalent, as if to emphasize the sexual symbolism of this 
operation: "Place tamarind ((iti(inf, the botanical equivalent of the goddess 
Kubjika) and mercury together on the suppon. Mix these together .•. so 
that the mixture resembles mud • • • Having shaped it into a litiga, one 
should then harden it [in the following way]. One should tie it up inside 
cloth that [has been soaked] with menstrual blood [and place it] over a 
fire [fueled by] cow dung. Some heating will be necessary in order that it 
become hard." 59 

The red color of compounds of mercury and sulfur inspires all manner 
of homologization in Hindu traditions. Indeed, the compound cinnabar is 
naturally red in color; sulfur and mercury both redden when heated, the 
latter taking on the ruby (7111i'!ikya) red color of the rising sun when oxi
dized at a temperature of 300° C.60 This redness, identified with that of 
blood, has long been associated with the life force or vital energy in both 
India and China. The ancient Chinese used both cinnabar and red minium 
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(oxide of lead) to color the bones of the dead, as a means of ensuring them 
an eternal afterlife. Here, the "element metal" cinnabar, identified with 
living blood, was long employed as an elixir of immortality for the living 
as well.61 

In India, where gold and other metals are also employed in the cult of 
the dead,61 vermilion (shtdtira: red mercuric oxide or synthetic cinnabar) 
has long been employed as a substitute for or a complement to blood offer
ings.6J Of course, blood is also closely identified with fertility and procre
ation, and so it is in India that married women wear vermilion in the part 
of their hair as a sign of connubial felicity. The term saubhiigyam refers 
both to this happy state and to the lead peroxide or vermilion that is the 
mark thereof: here, the term hhigula (another common term for cinnabar) 
may also be employed.M Also in India, red arsenic (11ta11a~iilii) is identified 
with the uterine blood of the Goddess: this is especially the case at the 
"seat" {pi!IJa)65 of the goddess called Kamakhya (Gauhati, Assam), at which 
site the goddess's yrmi (in the widespread Puranic myth of the dismember
ment of the goddess Sati) is said to have taken the form of a great block of 
red arsenic where it fell to earth.66 

In the more abstract schemata of yoniptijii, the tantric worship of the 
female sexual organ, the yoni is represented as a down turned triangle, at 
the heart of which is, once again, Kamaropa, the abode of the goddess 
KAmakhya, who is identified with the kmJtfnli111 and with feminine materi
ality (pra/n;tt) in the form of menstrual flux (pt1fparnph{l). At the pi!IJa of 
KAmakhya itself, Assamese tantrics identify their "lineage nectar" (kuliim
~) with the Goddess's menstrual fluid (or the commingled sexual fluids of 
Siva and the Goddess); it is at the time of the Goddess's menses, in August
September, when the water that oozes from this stone becomes reddish in 
color, that their annual gathering takes place.67 

The powers of the Goddess's menstrual blood are direcdy linked to its 
redness. Persons suffering from leucodermia (pii1Jtfuroga) come to .Kama
khya to smear their bodies with the Goddess's menstrual blood, thus "col
oring" themselves with the ooze of her red mineral hierophany. The ocher 
dye (genu;) with which the Nath Siddhas color their traditional garb (kan
tbii) is said to originate from the blood of the goddess Parvati, who resorted 
to self-mutilation to dye the robe of Gorakhnath. Cloth dyed in this color 
is considered by the Nath Siddhas to aid in yogic semen retention (vlrya
stambha iaktt).68 This red mineral manifestation of the Goddess at Kama
khya is also capable, according to the Kiilikii Purii1Ja, of transmuting base 
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metals into gold. According to medieval legend, a sealed cave, containing 
a pot of mercury (rnsnkumbhn) the drink of which confers immortality, is 
located in its vicinity.69 

As we have noted, accounts of such conjoined mineral manifestations 
of Siva and the Goddess in the form of mercurial "wells" and sulfurous or 
arsenious phenomena may have their basis in geological fact. Of the five 
sacred "alchemical" sites of India, three-Hiriglaj Devi, Gauri Ku!]~ (near 
Kedamath), and Kamakhya-combine a mineral manifestation of the 
Goddess with a mercurial pool or source. The two other sites, Gimar Uu
nagadh district, Gujarat) and Srisailam (Kumool district, Andhra Pradesh) 
appear to lack the feminine complement to masculine mercury. Hinglaj 
Devi is, in a sense, a geographical and mythological mirror to Kam:ikhya. 
Located at the westernmost fringe of the Indian subcontinent, on the edge 
of Baluchistan, this shrine is said to be that site at which the goddess Sati's 
fontanelle, her brnhmmrmdhrn, fell. Like Kamakhya, Hinglaj features a 
number of caves and wells, of which one, known for its geothermic activi
ties, is called Candral..ilpa, "Moon Well." Hinglaj is clearly named for cin
nabar (hinguln-jn); and one of the many local names by which she is known 
is "Red Goddess." 

The keepsake which pilgrims take with them from Hinglaj Devi is not, 
however, a piece of cinnabar, but rather a lump (or lumps, polished and 
strung together in a rosary) of nummelite, a type of yellow limestone, 
called tlmmrii. These lumps are variously described as the petrified seed of 
the Creator or a combination of cereal grains (khichri, a rough rice and 
lentil dish favored by Siva) and the blood of a demon. As we will later show, 
rice often doubles for semen in yogic legend, so the combination of semen 
and blood is indeed present in the thumrii of the Hinglaj Devi pilgrimage. 
Indeed, it is with a large thm11rii stone that Nath Siddhas at the Gorakh
pur monastery ensured easy delivery to women in the former half of this 
century: the stones were washed in water and the liquid then given to the 
women to drink.70 

Elsewhere, a number of"womb-caves" of the Goddess, which are legion 
throughout south and east Asia, are considered sacred by Hindus, Bud
dhists, and Taoists alike. One such cave, called Ca-ri, in extreme southeast
em Tibet, has long been revered by Hindus and Buddhists as the abode of 
Siva Mahe5vara and the Goddess (or, in Tibetan Buddhism, of Cakrasalp
vara and Vajravarahi). This cave, entered through a narrow fissure identi
fied as the Goddess's yoni, is said to contain a lake of sindrirn (red mercuric 
oxide), identified with the commingled sexual fluids of divinities inhabiting 
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the "womb-cave" of the Goddess. We will return to the symbolism of this 
cave in the next chapter.71 

In the alchemical laboratory. such homologies come to be practically 
applied through techniques that involve the commingling of human, 
divine, and mineral blood and semen. Here, the point of convergence be
tween these interpenetrating systems is the person of the alchemist's 
female laboratory assistant, who is described in the RA and a number of 
other sources. This assistant may be of four types: kiiki7JT (a woman who 
menstruates in the dark half of the lunar month, i.e., when the moon is 
on the wane), k1kn7JT (who menstruates in the middle of the lunar month), 
kiltidkiicinl (who menstruates in the bright half of the lunar month), or pnd
nlinl (who menstruates either on the full moon or the new moon).72 The 
names for this assistant (ktiki1J1 means "cowrie maiden"; pndn1inl means 
"lotus maiden") appear to be direct references to her sexual organ, which 
is also described in these texts, in ideal terms, as "resembling an niuntthn 
(FictiS religiostiS) leaf." 71 In fact, everything about the alchemist's female 
assistant is ideal: she is young, beautiful, raven-haired, doe-eyed, perfectly 
proponioned, fair of speech and light of laughter, gentle when she kisses 
and embraces, a lover of dairy products, and a devotee of Siva. 7" 

It is, however, her sexual organ as well as the menstrual blood that flows 
from it that seems to be at the center of interest here, and this for a very 
concrete reason, which the RRS (6.34) explains. "She who menstruates [lit
erally, "she who flowers," pt1Spnvnt1] in the dark half of the lunar month is 
most excellent for the fixation of mercury (twsnbn11dhnj in alchemical prac
tice." In what way is the assistant useful to the alchemist's craft? "For 
twenty-one days, she is to eat sulfur [mixed with clarified butter] ..• Her 
menstrual blood (then] becomes efficacious in the fixation and calcination 
of mercury." 75 Other sources instruct the alchemist to place said mercury, 
wrapped in a piece of cloth, deep in his wife's vulva, to the same end; or 
to macerate sulfur in a woman's menstrual blood in order to increase its 
potency.76 

The BhP, which terms sulfur tnniiyolli·stn!ISHrgn ("that which issued from 
the vulva of (the Goddess] Umi"), states that mercury can be bound and 
made complete (1117!1SI..'7!fl) only by entering into that yoni, i.e., sulfur. Re
productive symbolism is explicit here: mercury, of which one name is ditn 
("that which is born, generated"), and which transmutes through the 
agency of bTjns ("seeds") of noble metals in combination with sulfur or 
mica, here enters into the womb of the Goddess (sulfur) to become acti
vated." Alternatively, the same source states that the alchemist may bind 
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or stabilize mercury by placing it in his urethra (p11[1!1)randhre) "together 
with the menstrual blood of Gauri." Here, Gauri may be taken as a name 
for the Goddess, in which case it is sulfur that is being manipulated here; 
or it may be taken adjectivally to stand for any "fair woman," in which case 
it is human menstrual blood that he is commingling with his own seed 
(tadbijena), in all probability through the yogic technique of urethral suc
tion (vajrollnllldm).78 In this latter case, we are once more in the presence 
of the "power substances" of early tantric practice. A reference in this 
source (BhP 1. 77) to the khetarl-takra ("sky-going circle") of ritualized tan
tric sex, as well as to the kll'!tfagolafka) as an elixir in other alchemical 
sources, further documents this connection between ritual and alchemical 
uses of the products of human and divine sexual intercourse. 79 

At the end of such processes, which serve to stabilize and fortify mer
cury, this divine semen in its mineral form may at last be ingested by the 
alchemist in the ultimate sm!ukilra of lnrlra yoga, transubstantiation. Here, 
the RA stipulates that sexual intercourse is essential to the activation of the 
mercury the alchemist has ingested (and adds that said mercury turns him 
into a sexual animal, whence, no doubt, this text's insistence on his female 
laboratory assistant's many charms).80 

This remarkable interplay-between human sexual ftuids and their di
vine and mineral counterparts-spills over into the genre of courtly lit
erature as well, as in the ca. A.D. 1540 Pndmilvnt of Muhammad JayasJ,81 

who allegorically portrays the star-crossed love of his hero and heroine in 
alchemical terms. Here King Ratansen, who has taken up the celibate life 
of a Nilth Siddha, is first questioned by the pining Padmavati's female com
panions: 

Where did you lose the fair plant [biravil loniJ: Padmavati] that makes 
the silver and the gold? Are you unable to blend yellow arsenic [Pad
mavati] with mercury [Ratansen]? Why have you forsaken sulfur 
[Padmavati] for the cold fare [of the celibate yogin]?"82 [Ratansen re
plies, as if to Padmavati herself]: " •.• If I were but able to blend the 
mercury with the yellow arsenic [i.e., to abandon my vow of celi
bacy], I would give up my life just to see the sulfur ••• I who was 
[transparent, i.e., dispassionate as] mica, having been turned over the 
fire [of love), am become [red, impassioned as] cinnabar. My brass 
body can become yellow gold, if you but choose to make it so ••• 
If the mercury cannot swallow the sulfur, how shall I call my life 
yellow arsenic?"81 
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Here, the ingestion of the mineral equivalent of sexual fluids stands as 
a metaphor for the consummation of love. In the alchemical sources, such 
emissions, both divine and human, are taken to be elixirs of immortality. 
So the RA states: "Until such time as one eats Siva's seed, that is, mercury, 
where is his liberation, where is the maintenance of his body?"" The RHT 
elaborates: "A divine body is afforded through the union of the [sexual] 
emissions of Siva and the Goddess."85 And, in yet another source, "a wom
an's flower mixed with semen, eaten for a year" is proposed as an elixir.86 

Here, the flower (p11spa) in question is menstrual blood (especially that of 
a virgin, a woman who has yet to be deflowered),87 and we should not fail 
to note here that sulfur in its purest form is known in this tradition, as it is 
in the west, as "flowers of sulfur" (ptupita gn11dhakn). 88 

Such analogies carry over into the vegetable kingdom as well, in which 
the "divine herbs" (divyatifndhl) arc said to grow in those places in which 
Siva and the Goddess once made love. 89 A case in point is the (il'!t/tlll plant, 
undoubtedly named for those outcaste women whose menstrual blood has 
perennially been prized by tantrics for its transformative powers. The root 
of the (il'!t/011 exudes a red milk (k!lra) that is used, like sulfur and menstrual 
blood, for the fixing of mercury.90 Elsewhere, Alberuni's celebrated account 
of Vy~4i's discovery of the alchemical elixir portrays this alchemist as 
searching in vain for an essential ingredient called raktnmillil, which he as
sumes to be red myrobalan, a plant with red, bloodlike sap. It is only when 
he bumps his head and bleeds into his alchemical cauldron that his elixir 
"takes." The same source relates an account of a Siddha who employs the 
red milk of the plant called thohar to transmute the body of a shepherd and 
his dog into gold.91 

A moment ago, I mentioned the practice known as vajro/1 m11dri1, 
through which the male practitioner enabled himself to tap directly into 
the fluid "power substance" naturally occurring in his tantric consort, the 
yoginT.In technical terms, vajro/Tnmdril is urethral suction or, more prosai
cally, the "fountain pen technique," by which the male practitioner, having 
ejaculated into his female partner, withdraws his own semen, now catalyzed 
through its interaction with her sexual essence or uterine blood, back into 
his own body. In so doing, he also draws back into himself, along with his 
own refined seed, a certain quantity of that female essence which may in 
turn serve to catalyze the yogic proce~es (the raising of the ktl'!tfalinl, etc.) 
by which his semen becomes transmuted into nectar. 

A number of sources note that the woman may do the same as the man, 
i.e., retain his seed within herself to thereby catalyze her own yogic trans-
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fonnations.92 Such techniques on the part of the woman, which are de
scribed only in the hathayogic sources, appear to be redundant when 
viewed from the erotico-mystical perspective of a number of Kaula tradi
tions. It is a basic assumption among these traditions that the ftuid lineage 
or clan nectar, the subde ftuid essence ofliberating consciousness, is natu
rally present in women, and it is precisely for this reason that the male 
tantric practitioner engages in sexual intercourse with her. This was the 
basic doctrine of Matsyendranath's venerable Yogini Kaula: women, be
cause they are embodiments of the Goddess and because it is through their 
"wombs" that the lineage is perpetuated, have something that men do not; 
it is therefore necessary for males to tap into the female in order that that 
boundless source of energy be activated within them. This ftuid power sub
stance (dravyn) or lineage nectar (k11141111;ta), also simply known by the tenn 
"true being" (sndbhilvn)-the purest substance found in the human body
is unique to women in their multiple roles as sexual consorts, practitioners 
of yoga, and biological mothers.9, 

All three roles are present in the ftuid exchange involved in the practice 
of vnjro/171/ltdriJ. When the sadbhilva of a tantric consort is conjoined with 
the semen of her male partner, a "great ftuid" (111nhilrnsa) is produced, out 
of which a perfect yogic child (yogiltlbht~) is born. Because women arc natu
rally endowed with a greater abundance of vital breath (pril'!n) than men, 
the raising of the kll'!t/nlinl is easier, even natural, for them; thus, when her 
partner emits his seed into her womb, it commingles with her vital breath 
and, transfonned through her yogic energy, becomes pure 71tllh4rnsa. In 
erotico-mystical practice, it is origbtnlly in the fnltnle pnrtt1er that the p11re 
sttbstnnte {the mahilrasaj resides. It is this that is transmitted to the male part
ner and is returned to the female in an endlessly renewed exchange effected 
through the "two mouths" -i.e., the sexual organs of the partners: "This 
knowledge beyond duality ••• is righdy said to be transmitted from mouth 
to mouth ••• it goes from the chief mouth [that of the yoginl) to [the ad
ept's] own mouth and vice versa. Bestower of immortality and youth, it 
is named kllla, supreme."94 This practice becomes internalized in certain 
hathayogic sources, in which one internally drinks the "brilliant white
red" nectar.95 

The common end result of both the yogic and the erotica-mystical 
techniques is identical to that obtained through the ingestion of the al
chemical cognates to these male and female power substances: white hair 
and wrinkles disappear, and one becomes rejuvenated.96 Indeed, mercury 
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is made to double for male seed in certain preparatory techniques for 
vajroli 111udra, as described by a contemporary practitioner, the Aghori Vi
malananda: 

To learn Vajroli you must first thoroughly clean out your body ..• 
The urinary passage is cleansed by sucking water through the penis 
into the bladder and through the ureters into the kidneys and then 
releasing it .•. After you have been able to suck up water through the 
penis and hold a bladder full of water for three hours, you proceed to 
use milk, to cool the genital organs. Then ... clarified butter to lu
bricate. Honey next; it is very sticky and hard to make ftow upward. 
Finally you do it with mercury, which is extremely heavy ... When 
you can hold a bladder full of mercury for three hours without spill
ing a single drop, you have reached the level of the first qualification 
[for Vajroli]. A woman prepares for Vajroli in exactly the same way.97 

Let us consider for a moment the etymology of this rather obscure term 
vajro/1 n111dril. While we can be certain that 711udr4 means "seal" and that 
vajm means "penis," the -o/1 suffix (which also appears in the names of the 
related practices of nmaro/1 and sabnjo/1 mudriis) is more problematic. In at 
least one other context, -o/1appears to have the sense of"sphere" or "ball": 
one manuscript of the SSP (1.73) calls the developing embryo gnrbb-o/1.98 

By extension, the -o/1 suffix may refer to the spherical form of the womb of 
the conson, which would give a reading of "the seal of the penis in the 
womb." 

In the concomitant hathayogic techniques associated with urethral suc
tion, the upward rise of the combined sexual fluids culled by the male prac
titioner through vnjroli mudril does not culminate in his lower abdomen. 
Urethral suction is but the beginning of a process, which in fact raises these 
combined sexual essences, via the medial channel of the tllfl11111!il niltfT, all 
the way up to the cranial vault. In this light, the ftuid essence of the subtle 
body travels along a single channel, which runs from the tip of the penis 
to the top of the head. We are aided in our considerations of this technique 
by descriptions from two Buddhist sources, the fifth-century A.D. MabiiyiJ
nasfltriilm!tkilrn Siltrn" and a Tibetan Buddhist alchemical source, 100 which 
describe what we have been calling vajro/1 1nudra as maithtmnsya paratn;tti, 
"retroverting [the product] of intercourse," and btttd lm, the "extraction of 
the essence:' respectively. Here, a drop of ftuid containing the combined 
male and female essences is carried upward along the Stlfl1711'!iJ to the cranial 
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vault. In these two Buddhist contexts, the practitioner's realization is of a 
gnoseological order: concomitant to the raising of this drop, he comes to 
realize for himself the nondifference of sa1!1siJra and 11irv41Ja, of suffering 
existence and the extinction of suffering, and thereby experiences the great 
bliss (mabas11kha). 101 

These Buddhist examples find their direct homologue in the Hindu tan
tric notion of samarasa or samarasya, in which the process initiated by vaj
ro/1 11111dra is brought to culmination in the yogin's cranial vault. 101 \Vhile 
the term becomes exalted to the point of being identified with sm11iidhi and 
other enstatic, beatific states, the concrete and original sense of the term 
appears to be that employed by the Nath Siddhas, for whom samarasa is 
the comminglin~ of two drops (bi11d11s). One of these, solar and red 101 is 
identified with Sakti, while the other, lunar and white, is identified with 
Siva; combined into a great drop (mahilbind11) of "white-red nectar," they 
form a yogic zygote of sorts. ICM 

A south Indian alchemical source, the Ko1iga11a JOOo, identifies the male 
drop (which it calls biltdll) with Siva and mercury, and the female drop 
(which it calls nada) with Sakti and sulfur, which, when combined, produce 
bodily immonality in a process called kn/pnsildha~lni: this is the homologue 
of the Nath Siddhas' kilynknlpn, a general term meaning "bodily regenera
tion." 101 It may be that the HYP (4.96) is referring to the same yogic union, 
in similar alchemical terms, when it states that "the mercurial mind, when 
calcinated by the nildn of sulfur, becomes bound and immobilized!' 

The fruit of this union, of the yogin's commingled male and female es
sences, is nothing less than the new, supernatural, immortal self that will 
now emerge from the "husk" of the gross body, as the result of this yogic 
process.106 This is the siddha- or vajra-dehn, the yogin's perfected or dia
mond body, his innate immortal essence which he has now restored to its 
pristine perfection by burning away the gross and refining the subtle ele
ments within himself. This is a body possessed of all the yogic siddhis, 
including the ability to transmute base metals into gold with one's ex
crements, spittle, etc.107 It is this new self that is the subject of the first of 
the banfs of Gorakhnath: "In the empty vault [of the cranium] a child is 
making sounds. How can one give him a name?" 108 Such a child of yoga is 
to be placed in parallel with the yoginlbh11 mentioned a moment ago; it also 
evokes the transformation, even the procreation, of a disciple by his guru 
through initiation, a process I discuss in the penultimate chapter of this 
book. 
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4· A Cosmopolitan Alchemical Theme 

These multifarious identifications and interactions between human and 
mineral equivalents of divine sexual fluids are brought to their analogical 
conclusions in a truly astonishing set of instructions for the extraction of 
mercury from its mercurial well in Darada country:109 

Upon seeing a well-adorned maiden who, having bathed after first 
coming into season, [rides by] mounted upon a horse, mercury, 
which is found in wells, [becomes] possessed of a desire to seize her, 
[and] rushes up out [of its well]. Upon seeing it, she gallops away. 
The mercury pursues her for the distance of one lojana [eight to nine 
miles]. [When] that [mercury which is] born of Siva then quickly re
turns to the well, it is caught in troughs dug in its path. That mercury, 
because of its heaviness, fell from the mouth of Agni in Darada-desa. 
That mercury, absorbed into the surface of the earth there, came 
to remain in that country. By placing that [mercury-rich] ore in a 
piitana-yantra, one kills the mercury. 

What makes this description of the extraction of mercury from its 
northern well all the more astonishing is the fact that this is an account 
that is found in at least two other alchemical traditions. One of these is a 
seventeenth-century Chinese encyclopedia, the Ho l1an sans ts'ai t'o11 hui, 
whose section entided yin-sh11i ("silver water, quicksilver"), gives the same 
information, but locates its mercurial well "in the land of Fou-lin"-i.e., 
Syria-"far to the west." 110 This detail is corroborated by the earliest ex
tant source that we have for this account: Syriac recensions of the alchem
ical works of Pseudo-Zosimus, dated to the fourth to fifth century A.o., 
describe how mercury is induced to rise up out of its well when a beautiful 
naked maiden walks past it and then runs quickly away. Young men attack 
the flowing metal with hatchets and cut it up into bars. 111 This account is 
further corroborated by the Syrian toponym Bir es Zeibaq, which means 
"Well of Quicksilver." 1 u 

The implications of these three parallel accounts are staggering. First, 
they attest to the very cosmopolitan nature of the world's classical alchem
ical traditions. We can well imagine that the Silk Road, which was India's 
pipeline for the raw materials of alchemy, would also have served as a con
duit for alchemical knowledge and legend, of the sort alluded to here, be
tween the Mediterranean world and east and south Asia. More than this, 
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we may glimpse, behind the language of this extraction technique, refer
ences to another very cosmopolitan tradition-that of the unicorn. The 
presence of a virgin, a horse, and the theme of capturing an elusive "game" 
are all present in the alchemical account. While the western unicorn leg
end was very probably born out of the Indian myth of ~aspiga, m it is 
only in the west that the hunting of the unicorn-with the aid of a virgin, 
who tamed it by grasping its horn-and the transmutative properties of its 
horn are brought to the fore.••~ 

This same theme is treated in Persian alchemical legend as well, in an 
account of a wondrous creature called the Physician of the Sea.m The 
Physician of the Sea is described as having a golden stone set into its fore
head which, when removed, transmutes base metals into gold and cures all 
diseases. The Jabirian corpus of Persian alchemy, generally dated to the 
ninth to tenth century, describes the capture of one of these fishlike crea
tures which, upon being netted and brought aboard a ship off the coast of 
an island called Sindiyyat, 116 shows itself, after the fashion of a mermaid, 
to be a beautiful woman. She remains on ship, bears a son by one of the 
sailors, and later jumps back into the sea, where she becomes a great sea 
monster who swallows the entire ocean during a great storm. 

These legends present more problems than can possibly be treated here. 
Not the least of these is the direction of transmission of alchemical legend, 
lore, techniques, and raw materials throughout the first fifteen centuries of 
the common era. As Joseph Needham has demonstrated, China stands, 
according the best evidence, as the primal source for the world's transmu
tational and elixir alchemy. According to Needham's historical reconstruc
tion, the first-century A.D. Chinese technique of kim or chin, "aurifaction," 
would have been carried west to the Mediterranean world in perhaps the 
third century A.D •• This Chinese term would then have been transliterated, 
by Pseudo-Zosimus, as chymtia or chtnttia, later arabicized into nl-chynttia, 
and introduced into European traditions as alchymia, alchemy. 117 If Need
ham is correct, then Syria, which received its alchemy from China in the 
third century A.D., would have "exported" its legendary extraction tech
nique back to the east, via our thirteenth-century Indian sources, to China 
in the seventeenth century. 

It is impossible to say with any certainty that this was in fact the route 
that this tradition took. It is equally impossible to determine the ways in 
which the many alchemical exchanges of this long period, effected along 
the Silk Road, may have occurred. Another detail of the Indian alchemical 
account is, however, tantalizing in this regard. One of the regions in which 
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both the western Ptolemy and the Indian Pura~as located the Daradas 
(called Daradrai by Ptolemy) was the Indus River region. In his version 
of the Indo-Persian account related above, Somadeva calls this country 
Parada-desa, "Mercury Land," rather than Darada-desa. The Paradas were 
also located, by ancient and medieval Indian and western sources, in this 
same general region as the Daradas, i.e., to the northwest or west of India, 
in either Mghanistan or Baluchistan.118 Now, the Indus River valley is also 
that region from which there have been unearthed a great wealth of clay 
seals, many of which are figured with what have to be the world's most 
ancient images of unicorns (as distinguished from rhinoceri, which are also 
represented). But unicorns are not all that this region has in common with 
the ancient and medieval west. The goddess Hingllij, whose shrine stands 
astride the coastal range dividing the Indus River plains and the highlands 
of Baluchistan, also appears to be possessed of a venerable pedigree. In 
fact, she is referred to by her many Muslim devotees as Bibi Nlini, the "lady 
grandmother," a denomination which evokes a wide array of cognate names 
for other ancient mother goddesses, most particularly the Persian Anahitli, 
the Nanaea of the apocryphal Book of Maccabees (z Mac I:IJ-IS), the 
Chaldean Nlina, and others.119 

While there is no well of mercury per se at Hingliij, the principal feature 
of her pilgrimage is Candrakopa, the "Moon Well," a place of impressive 
geothermic activity, whose waters do indeed periodically gush up out of its 
depths and which also is said to belch fire. Pilgrims who come here drop 
pellets of bread into this pool and interpret their destiny in terms of the 
eruptions that follow. Similar descriptions-of an Indian "Well of Proof" 
whose waters contained realgar and were considered to possess magical 
properties and of a nearby fiery crater that gave off a lead-colored flame 
but which never overflowed-are found in the third-century A.D. Lifo of 
Apollonitts of Philostratus.120 The site also features rock-hewn images of the 
sun and moon, the description and location of which correspond, most 
intriguingly, to data found in the fourth-century u.c. lndikn of Ctesias, a 
work that was written during a protracted stay in the Persian Achaemenian 
court of Artaxes Mnemon II. Sun and moon are, as well, absolutely pivotal 
images in the hathayogic system of the Nath Siddhas, who are the peren
nial pilgrim's guides to and custodians of Hinglaj and whose illustrious 
founders are said to have come from points as far west as Khorasan, in 
eastern Iran. We may therefore see ·in the isolated shrine of Hinglaj
which remained, at least down into the middle of the present century, only 
accessible by a twenty-day camel journey-a possible crossroads for the 
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exchange of alchemical knowledge and imagery in the ancient and medi
eval world. 121 

It is possible to dig down to a still deeper mythological stratum and see 
in these accounts variations on the quite widespread Indo-European theme 
of a well whose fiery liquid contents erupt in pursuit of a woman but are 
eventually channeled and thereby neutralized. If this is an Indo-European 
mytheme (the myth is attested in Rome as well as Ireland and India), it 
would necessarily date from the third millennium B.c. or earlier. m In this 
case, Pseudo-Zosimus's alchemical gloss would have been a much later 
addition. 

5· Pentads in Metallic and Yogic Hierarchies of the Elements 

TheRA (11.83) states that "Sadasiva exists [in the state of] mercury, [which 
is] composed of the five elements." m One scholar has analyzed this state
ment in the following highly literal terms: "cinnabar is mined from the 
earth, on roasting yields mercury, which is a liquid metal, which boils to 
form a gas." u• While this explanation makes perfect sense, it is probably 
not what the author of the RA had in mind when he composed this verse: 
he was rather referring to the five elements as the warp and weft of a nature 
that was the self-manifestation of the god Siva, the Absolute. 

Drawing on a map of reality whose first grid may well have been the 
Vedic fire altar, the alchemical and other later Hindu traditions, both eso
teric and exoteric, assumed the cosmos to be pentadic in its structure but 
unified in its essence. However many constituent parts the universe had, 
these were always reducible to familiar sets of five, fives that radiated out
ward from a common divine center of gravity like so many spokes on a 
wheel. Sarpkhya and Vedanta, the most perennial and pervasive metaphy
sical systems of India, emerged in the same Upanisadic period as did the 
earliest traditions of A.yurveda. Indeed, some scholars argue that A.yurveda 
was the source-rather than a reflection-of a number of Upanisadic (and 
Buddhist) doctrines and theories. Also in this period there appeared, in 
such classical Upani~ads as the sixth-century B.c. KD!baka (6.16-17), early 
rudimentary descriptions of the physiology of the subtle body. 

These three systems-the Upanisadic, the Ayurvedic, and the yogic
as well as the alchemical synthesis that would follow some centuries later
were all hierarchical systems. More than this, Indian thinkers were quick 
to tabulate all manner of correspondences between these systems, between 
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wholes as well as parts. We may take, by way of example, the hierarchy of 
the five gross elements in Sarpkhya and the parallel case of the five metals 
in alchemy. us In both systems, that which is higher on the hierarchy ema
nates, differentiates, or penetrates (vyiipnna) into that which is lower, and 
is likewise capable of resorbing (laya) that which is lower back into itself. 
That which is higher is subder than-and therefore capable of encom
passing, even imploding-that which is lower back into itself without be
ing modified.126 Thus, each of the higher elements telescopes into itself the 
cumulation of all elements lower than it, together with their characteristic 
properties and qualities. 

In Samkhyan metaphysics, the interfaces of the five lowest differentiates 
of Spirit (purtifa) with materiality (prakrtt) are the five gross elements (711a
hiJbbtitns) that make up the material world as perceived by the five senses: 
these are, in descending order, ether, air, fire, water, and earth.127 The ha
thayogic subde body respects the same hierarchy as it incorporates these 
five elements into the five lower cnkms, which arc aligned along the spinal 
column from the perineum up to the throat. In Ayurveda as well, the body 
is imagined to be composed of the five elements: the element earth corre
sponds to that which is solid in the body, water to bodily Ouids, fire to body 
heat, air to breath, and ether to the bodily orifices. 111 

Also in Ayurveda, the process of digestion involves the progressive 
refinement of food from chyle (rasa) to semen (/ukra) through seven in
tervening stages, which arc called dhiJNts. 12'1 It is semen, the end product 
of digestion, that becomes the raw fuel that the techniques of harha yoga 
progressively refine into nectar (amrta). Dhilttt is also the term employed 
in the alchemical tradition for certain of its basic elements: the dhiltt1s are 
the metals. no Like the elements in Sarpkhya, the metals may be reckoned 
as five in number; this figure is often rounded up to six or seven (the same 
as the number of dhiltt1s in Ayurveda and the cnkras in yoga) through the 
addition of iron and one or another alloy. In the RA, six metals are listed: 
gold, silver, copper, tin, lead, and iron. These metals already appear, in a 
hierarchized schema, in the Chilndogya Upnnifad.u1 

The most explicit connections between these parallel systems are those 
made between the five mahiJbhtitas of Sarpkhya and the five cakras of harha 
yoga on the one hand and the five metals of alchemy on the other. In this 
latter case, 

the absorption of herbs takes place in lead. Lead is absorbed in tin, 
tin in copper, copper in silver, silver in gold, and gold in mercury. 
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Mercury that has been calcinated in sulfur is capable of integrating 
the body and is capable of "cooking" all the elements. In the same 
way that earth is absorbed into water, water is absorbed into fire, fire 
into air, air into ether, ether into the soul (41711an), and the soul into 
the Absolute (brahman). Therefore, just as earth and the other ele
ments associated with it, by virtue of being gross (nhtila) are absorbed 
into water, they and all that follow [water, on the hierarchy of ele
ments] are absorbed into the most subtle (stik!'lla) element, which is 
Bnihman. In the same way, wood and other herbal clements are ab
sorbed into the more subtle clement lead, such that they and all that 
follow [lead, on the hierarchy of metals] are absorbed into mcrcury.uz 

The south Indian discipline of Siddha medicine goes one step further 
and expressly identifies the five elements with five metals. Here, gold is 
identified with earth, lead with water, copper with fire, iron with air, and 
zinc with ether.m 

In ha!ba yoga, the raising of the yogin's energy, figured as the female 
lmiJtfalinlserpent, through the system of the (Okras, also effects a resorption 
of gross into subtler elements. Thus, when the kii1Jtfaliltl rises from the 
nui/AJIJiim (Okra (located at the level of the perineum and identified with 
earth) to the svildhi!{,bilna (located at the level of the sexual organs and iden
tified with water), the element earth becomes resorbed into and encom
passed by the element water. Likewise, water is resorbed into fire in the 
third (Okra, the 11101Jip11ra (at the level of the navel); fire into air in the allil
bata (Okra (at the level of the heart); and air into ether in the viiuJJhi (Okra 
(located in the throat).m As in Siif!lkhya, ha!ba yoga, and the other hier
archical systems, so too in alchemy: that which is higher encompasses, ab
sorbs, that which is lower. By way of demonstration, I cite the ca. tenth
century RHT:m "Woody plants arc absorbed into lead, lead into tin, and 
tin likewise into copper. Copper [is absorbed] into silver, silver into gold, 
and gold is absorbed into mercury. "U6 

Earlier in this chapter, I identified a set of pentads unique to the alchem
ical tradition itself. When mercury first comes into the world, it divides 
itself into five parts, burrowing down into five deep wells, in each of 
five color-coded directions: the mercury in the northern well is red, while 
that in the eastern well is white, southern blue, western yellow, and the 
center variegated, like a "peacock's tail." The five classic names or varieties 
(bbedas) of mercury correspond to these five wells: mercury originating 
from the northern well is rtiSII; that from the eastern well is piirada ("that 
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which gives [-Ja] the far shore [pam-] [of immortality]"), that from the 
southern well is rastndnz ("lord of rasas"), that from the western well is siita 
("that which was engendered [by Siva]") and that from the central well is 
miiraka ("mixed; that which mixes with all other rasas").IJ1 

A number of sources hierarchically order these naturally occurring 
forms of mercury in the mineral world. This they do by assigning a "caste" 
(albeit in an idiosyncratic way) to the mercury of each of the four direc
tions: white parada, located to the east, is identified with the brahmin caste; 
blue-black rasmdnz, to the south, is kfatriya; yellow stitn, to the west, is 
vaiiya; and red rasa to the north is illdra. No value is given for the central 
well, which is said, in this text, to be the source of the mercury found in all 
the other wells. us The KCM assigns castes to four types of mica (abhraka); 
the RA does the same for four types of diamond (vajm).u9 

Mercury is again cast in the hierarchical mold of the five gross elements 
when the alchemical texts discuss the five "[modes of) going away" (gatis) 
of mercury. "'0 The gatis are in fact the five ways in which mercury is lost 
through physical or chemical reaction.••• The first of these, mala-ga 
("dross-gone") is mercury that is lost in solid form;jala-ga ("water-gone") 
is mercury lost in liquid form; bnt!ISn-ga ("goose-gone") is mercury lost 
into air, through evaporation; and dbiimnz-ga ("smoke-gone") is mercury 
lost through fire. The final gati of mercury is jfva-ga, ••z "soul-gone" mer
cury, which is the loss of mercury's vital essence into ether, space. \Vhereas 
the first four gatis of mercury may be remedied through laboratory pro
cedures, the fifth and "invisible" loss of mercury can be countered only 
through the use of the invisible and mystic techniques of mnntmdhytlna, 
mantric meditation.••J It is this subtlest form of mercury, which dwells 
"within the pericarp [of the lotus) of the ether (vyoma) of the heart," which 
the RA instructs the alchemist to recall in order that he may be cleansed of 
all sins of present and past lives .... 

The same hierarchical principle applies in discussions of the ways in 
which mercury transmutes (vediJa) metals. Here too, the hierarchy of the 
five elements is fully respected: /epa [-vedha] ([transmutation through] 
"smearing") corresponds to the solid element earth, kfepa ("casting, [into 
rnolten metal]") to the liquid element water, k11nt11 ("dart[ing]" to air, dhfl
mnz ("smok[ing]") to fire, and iabda ("speech, speaking") to ether.••s This 
last form of transmutation occurs when the alchemist, holding a mercurial 
piU in his mouth, blows upon a base metal.1-16 The parallels between these 
two hierarchized mercurial pentads, that of gati and of vedha, is especially 
clear with respect to the last two members of each of the hierarchies. In 
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both cases, the fourth member is dbii71tra, smoke, while the fifth element, 
corresponding to the element ether, sound, and hearing, involves mystic 
speech (fabda). It is in this context that the alchemical use of 111antras, de
tailed in the last chapter, is to be understood. 

The alchemical tradition knows of a great number of other pentads 
which, while not arranged hierarchically, nevertheless bear witness, by the 
simple fact that they are presented as groups of five, to the pervasiveness 
of Samkhyan metaphysics. These include the five gemstones (ratnas), the 
five salts (lavm!as), the five greater and lesser poisons (vi!as), the five animal 
oils (vasns), urincs (mtitras), biles (pittas), excrements (viras), as well as the 
classes (vargas) of the five white, red, and yellow substances. H7 Here too, 
alchemy is a particular case of a general rule: other realms of tantra know 
of the five faces of Siva, the five makilras,1"' the five amt;tas, Bll the five prin
cipal pirhas, uo the five clans (kt1/as), the five transmissions (itmnnyas), m the 
five primordial Nlith Siddhas, 152 the five colors, tastes, and dispositions, UJ 

and so on. 

6. Bird and Serpent 

In general, it is the upper and lower poles of a hierarchical system that 
define the nature of the entire range of interrelationships that obtain be
tween that system's constituent clements.15• So it is that we should expect 
to find the mineral or metallic equivalents of ether and earth, the highest 
and lowest of the five elements, playing salient roles within the alchem
ical system. It is not, however, gold, the highest of the metal dbiltt1s, that 
doubles for the clement ether in tantric alchemy, but rather mica (called 
abhraka, gagana, vyuma or kba),us one of the three major mineral manifes
tations of the Goddess. Mica is already identified with the Goddess's sexual 
emission in the RA (6.1-3) and RRS (z.z), and a short account of its origin 
is found in the Rasakilmadben11:156 "One day the hillbom Goddess saw the 
mind-boggling Hara; the 'semen' (virya) she shed produced brilliant mica." 
The Rasendra Bhnskara reproduces this account with minor emendations, 
adding that "because it fell from the firmament (gaganat) it is also called 
gagana; because it wandered (ab!JramiJt) through the clouds (abhra), it is 
called abbraka." 157 These are the two principal Sanskrit terms for mica. 

Another name for mica, the Goddess's sexual emission, is vyoma. Now, 
VJ0711R is also, at least from the time of the Stlfruta Smitbita, us a term used 
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for the element ether, which is identified, in Siilpkhya, as the substrate of 
the sound tanmiltra as well as of the sense of hearing. Like vyoma, gagana 
and kha are also terms that signify both mica and ether. Located as it is at 
the summit of the hierarchy of the five elements, ether is, both temporally 
and logically, the first of the elements that emanates from the second gt11fa, 
rajas. As such, it constitutes a turning point in the play of nature (pra
kt;tl):u9 it is the most subtle differentiate to be found in the visible world 
and the least subtle differentiate to be found in the invisible world. 

It is fitting that ether should be identified, through the term vyoma, with 
the sexual essence of the Goddess. In Sarpkhya, and even more so in a 
number of tantric classifications of the tattvas-cosmic essences and meta
physical categories-the pivot between pure essence and impure creation 
is the milyil tattva, which is identified with the creative power and activity 
(rajas, 160 the second of the three gu'!as) of the female J?rinciple, the God
dess, who is the manifestation, or act of reflection, of Siva, consciousness. 
The position of ether is therefore an elevated one and is translated, in the 
subtle physiology of harba yoga, into the identification of the cranial 
vault-called the usphere of the void" (ill11Ja-111a1f4ala)-with vyo111a[n], 
gagana, and kha, i.e., ether. 

Here, however, ether is as much an extremely subtle clement located 
ton(eptually at the acme of a hierarchy as it is a locus of empty space, a 
cavity, hollow, or void (which one is to fill with the ustuff" of mystic experi
ence)161 located spatially at the summit of the subtle body. It is in both of 
these senses that ether is associated with hn7!1Sa, a term translated as "swan," 
"goose," or umigratory bird." Since the time of the Vedas, the h1171,1sa has 
been the bird of predilection for authors wishing to discuss the movements 
of the vital breath (pril1fa, a term etymologically related to ilt111an, soul or 
spirit). Indeed, the f!.g Veda (4·40.5) itself calls the ether (kha) the useat" of 
the ha1!1sa, and a series of later sources, continuing down to the Tantras, 
identifies inbreathing and outbreathing with the syllables 1Jn7!1 and sa~. 

Hat!ISa is at once the sound that the breath makes when one inhales 
and exhales and the vibratory resonance (nilda) of the Absolute that the 
practitioner hears internally in the course of the spiritual exercises that 
lead to samildhi, total yogic integration.162 In the subtle body, the hat!ISa is 
identified with the empty (itinya) medial channel through which the vital 
energy, breath, and consciousness descend in the individuation of the Ab
solute into an individual being.16J In all of these traditions, breathing is 
tantamount to identifying the individual soul with the absolute: ba'!'So 'ba11t 
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is a palindrome that can be read either as "the goose! the goose!" or "I am 
That," i.e., "1, iit7II011, am That, lmihman." The cosmic goose, honking in 
the void, thus becomes a metaphor for the resorption-of individual 
breath, sound, and soul-into the Absolute. 

The void, the empty space of the heart, Sllf111111Jil 11iitfi, or cranial vault, 
is also termed kba-holc, cavity, empty space-whence statements in ha
thayogic sources concerning the free-floating state of the meditative mind, 
intellect, or consciousness in the ether: this is khecara, "moving in the 
ether." 164 This principle becomes concretized on an alchemical level as 
well. Mercury, when bound, is said to become khecari, possessed of the 
power of flight, a power it transmits to the alchemist who holds a capsule 
of said mercury in his mouth.165 If, however, it is heated before it has been 
properly prepared, or too rapidly, it can be lost to evaporation. Here, it is 
said that until its wings have been clipped (pak!a-cchedn) 166 through various 
stabilizing techniques, unrefined mercury becomes subject to flight, i.e., 
evaporation (piitana), and may be "gone like a goose" (IJR1!tSaga). 167 Here, 
mercury behaves like the bm!ISR of the vital breaths: unless these arc teth
ered by yogic discipline, the breath will eventually fly up out of the body 
to be lost forever, and the person will die. The ideal thus becomes one of 
fettering168 that modality of the yogic or alchemical subject which has a 
tendency to volatilize; by so doing, the wholly integrated subject may enjoy 
the power of controlled flight, rather than disintegrating, i.e., losing parts 
of itself that would otherwise fly off. This is the difference between kbccarn, 
"moving in the ether:' and bm!uaga, being "gone like a goose." Here again, 
the original inspiration appears to be Upanisadic. Referring to the soul, 
the Kilfbnka Upanifnd (2.21) states: "seated, he travels afar, and recumbent 
goes everywhere:' 

As we have shown, vyrrmn, as both mica and ether, is identified with the 
Goddess's sexual emission. Mercury, when it is identified with the soul 
(jTva), when it transmutes through speech of which the substrate is ether 
(labda-vedha), and when it becomes possessed of the power of flight (khecar
a[tiif), is itself associated with ether.169 In this way, both mercury and mica, 
the sexual emissions of Siva and the Goddess, located at the summit of the 
alchemical hierarchy, are likened to the ethereal goose. 

Siva's seed is further associated with another sort of bird-as well as 
with a serpent-in Somadeva's account of the origin of mercury, which 
varies significantly from the chronologically later RRS account presented 
earlier in this chapter.170 Like the RRS, the RC states that Siva first cast the 
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semen he had shed into the mouth of Agni (Fire), who had taken the fonn 
of a pigeon. Somadeva then goes on to say that 

those JbiJtt1s, in overftowing abundance, were indeed the same as nec
tar.171 That which dripped from Siva's hand truly became mercury 
(piirada). From the dross [of those JbiJtt1s] born from the immortal 
and unaging supreme god, there arose the metals (Jhiitlls), eight in 
number. And that rasa which fell from the mouth of Agni [who had 
taken the form of a pigeon) was indeed used by the Lord of Serpents, 
who wished to leave behind old age and death. But that [mercury] 
which, while being drunk (by the snake] fell to the ground, did-due 
to its heaviness-fall through the ground into one hundred yojana
deep wells. 

This interaction-between a bird (Agni, in the form of a pigeon, from 
whose mouth drops of divine semen/nectar/mercury fall) and a snake (the 
Lord of Serpents, who drinks up what has fallen in order to gain immor
tality)-harks back to mythic themes from both the Vedasm and ancient 
Mesopotamia.17J In these archaic accounts, a bird is identified with the 
theft of an elixir of eternal life, of which a serpent (who recovers its youth 
every time it sheds its skin) would once have been the custodian. The 
counterpart-or more exactly the archenemy-of this bird who fties 
through the ether of the heavens to perch atop the tree of life, to name but 
one tree, is the serpent who lives at the foot of the same tree. This theme 
is, moreover, the starting point for a multitude of Indian variants on the 
epic myth of the bird-god Garu~a's battles with the serpent descendants of 
Kadru.174 So it is that we find in the alchemical appropriation of certain 
perennial themes from Hindu mythology, as well as metaphysical catego
ries from SAJ!lkhya, a rerum to one of the most ancient "creative opposi
tions" known to humanity. 

Indeed, there is much of the serpent in Hindu imagery of death and 
eternal life. As early as the Bt;hadiira'!yaka Upani~ad <4·4·7>• the immortal 
self is said to discard its mortal body "like a snake sheds its slough." The 
slough that a snake periodically sheds is an important image in alchemy as 
well. Here, mercury in its unrefined state is said to be covered with seven 
"sloughs" or "sheaths" (kmicukas). These are coatings of various base met
als and other impurities, which ftoat on the surface of mercury (whose spe
cific gravity is greater than that of all the metals, save gold), and which are 
said to be the creations of jealous gods who feared that mercury would 
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render human alchemists their equals. Mercury, the semen of absolute 
godhead, must be purged of these coatings if it is to be used with success 
in alchemical operations.17s 

No doubt working from the Upanisadic image evoked above, a number 
of Saiva schools and sects came to apply the notion of the knflmkns to a 
much broader range of ideas. In a number of these systems, a group of five 
kntintkns ("sheaths") become an important metaphysical construct em
ployed to explain the difference between God in his transcendence and 
God in his immanence, between essence and existence, the unity of the 
divine, infinite self and a plurality of finite selves. Such is especially the 
case in the orthodox Saiva Siddhllnta, according to whose Kirn1Jilgnmn 
creatures are provided with the five km1mkns while in the "bosom of Mllya," 
the material cause of the impure worlds. These impure worlds are said to 
owe their existence to Ananta (or Anantesa) the first of the eight Vidye5v
aras. Now, Ananta is one of the names of the Hindu cosmic serpent, whose 
relationship to the knflntkns is an obvious and immediate one. This being 
the case, the intermediate role of the Vidye5varas appears to double that of 
the knflmkns themselves: they constitute the gray area between divinity and 
humanity, essence and manifestation.l76 

Abhinavagupta, in his discussion of the untraceable boundary between 
Siva and his creation, may well have had the mercurial km1t11kns in mind 
when he wrote the following passage, so close are the conceptual parallels 
between the chemistry of mercury and the metaphysics of gnoseology 
here: 

The God, whose nature is a free consciousness, whose characteristic 
is the supreme light, due to his own intrinsic nature and as a result of 
his enjoyment of the sport of concealing his own nature, becomes the 
atomic, finite self, of which there are many. He himself, as a result of 
his own freedom, binds himself here by means of actions whose na
ture are composed of imagined differentiations. Such is the power of 
the God's freedom that, even though he has become the finite self, 
he once more truly attains his own true form in all its purity. 

Here, the dividing line between the impure path (nituldhiidhvnn: the 
twenty-five Samkhyan tnttuns of the manifest world) and the pure path 
(iuddhndhvnn: the five transcendent categories of the Trika Kaula) is com
posed of the intervening six knrit11kns. Taken together, these are the thirty
six (2 s + 6 + s) categories of Kaula metaphysics.177 

A final alchemical parallel, which also brings us back to the important 
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place of the feminine in the alternation of the divine between self
concealment and self-discovery, may be elicited here. In describing the 
mercury produced from Siva's semen, the BhP states that this next com
bined with the substance emitted from the Goddess's sexual organ to pro
duce four colors and two types of mercury. Mercury, the mineral form of 
the body of the wholly transcendent Siva, is mediated in the world by the 
Goddess, whose interposition, in the form of her sexual emission, renders 
said mercury impure.171 

In alchemy, the image of the serpent is not limited to the mercurial kan
tllkas. It is also widely employed as a signifier for the lower end of a system 
that is crowned by an ethereal bird: the lowest metal on the alchem
ical hierarchy is lead, most commonly called 11ilga, "serpent" or slsa{kaj, an 
allomorph of the name of the cosmic serpent Se~a; or, more rarely, abiriljn, 
"serpent king." 179 The Rnsakamndhtntl (1.1.4) and Rnsendra Bhilsknra 
(4.108) state that lead arose from the semen of\lasuki, the king of a mythic 
race of serpents known for the great wealth it possessed in its subterranean 
treasure hoards. This bird-serpent opposition is made most explicit in the 
ca. sixteenth century Rnsakilmndhen11, which identifies gold, at the summit 
of the hierarchy of metals, with semen shed by Agni, and lead, at the base 
of the system, with the seed ofV:lsuki. Let us also recall here the Rilmilyn'!n 
myth, related at the beginning of this chapter, in which lead and tin (often 
used interchangeably) are said to arise from the residue (mala) or afterbirth 
of the generation of gold.180 

This further recalls the serpent S~a ("Remains," "Residue")181 who up
holds the golden egg of the universe on his many hoods and whose coiled 
body is composed of the dregs, the calcinated residue of past creations. Of 
what sort of residue is S~a composed? According to the Pur:l~as, the cos
mic dissolution or reabsorption (pralaya) that occurs at the end of a great 
age (mnhiiyuga) of some 4,31o,ooo human years is a two-phase process. 
The first of these is a universal conftagration, in which Siva, in his destruc
tive K:lliignirudra form, 181 incinerates all the gross, inert matter located 
inside the cosmic egg (while preserving the subtle souls of liberated beings 
in the ether of the highest levels of the cosmic egg, well above the confta
gration). Then follows a great rain and Rood, the true dis-solution, which 
extinguishes the fire and immerses the world in a great ocean. 181 There 
remains a calcinated or ashen residue from the fire, however, which sinks 
to the bottom of the ocean of dissolution, to coalesce into the serpent S~a, 
at the bottom of the cosmic egg. 

At the end of a cosmic eon (kalpa), of one thousand mabiiyugas in length, 
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the entire cosmic egg-and not merely the lower levels of its interior-is 
consumed, and it is upon the chaotic waters of the ensuing flood that the 
mahiiyogin Vi~t;tu Narayat;ta, the "Abode of Mankind," sleeps, in a state of 
total yogic integration (sa111iidhl) for a kalpic night.JIH (Here, Vi~J}U~ yogic 
sleep is the divine model for the sa111iidhi of the human yogin who has with
drawn all breath, seed, and consciousness to concentrate these into a single 
point of pure being-consciousness-bliss. In Vi~t;tu's case, all that is subtle 
and eternal in the universe has been withdrawn into that single point.)18s 
\¥hat of the gross matter of the previous kalpa? It too is preserved, once 
again in the ever-recyclable serpent body of S~a, who serves, this time, as 
Vi~t;tu's couch, upon which he sleeps away the kalpic night in yogic enstasis. 
In this way, Se~a, the cosmic serpent who ever renews himself from one 
cycle to another, remains the same serpent even as he is reconstituted from 
a new mixture of recycled elements. As such, his body is an endless source 
of raw material for renewed creations. For this reason, he is also called 
Ananta, "Endless." 186 

The serpent at the base of a system is a commonplace of Hindu cosmol
ogy and metaphysics. In both sacred and profane constructions in India, 
a spike is symbolically driven into the head of this serpent, a head that 
upholds the world, to ensure a solid foundation. 187 Elsewhere, the semileg
endary figures who laid down the foundations of Indian medicine {Caraka), 
yoga {Pataiijali), and alchemy {Nagarjuna) are all said to be incarnations of 
great serpents.188 

Similarly, the ashes that compose the body of the serpent Sc~a also bear 
a Vedic pedigree. In the logic of sacrifice, there can be no "first sacrifice"; 
rather, every "new" sacrifice, ignited with the embers of the sacrifice which 
preceded it, is a reenactment of that prior sacrifice: this holds as well for 
the primal sacrifice of the Purusa-recounted in f!.g Veda 10.90-in which 
we find that the "primal" sacrifice out of which the universe was created 
itself arose out of preexisting sacrificial materials! Ashes of prior sacrifices 
are the seeds of future sacrifices, and so it is that the erotic ascetic Siva can 
call the ashes of cosmic dissolution that he smears upon his body his 
"seed." 189 Similarly, when the Vedic sacrificer used a fire drill and block to 
create a spark with which to ignite a sacrificial fire, it was presumed that 
the fire produced was latent in the wood of the fire block. In the language 
of hntha yoga, the kii1J4nlini serpent is described in the same way: until she 
is awoken, she is fire that is latent in the fire block; once awoken, she is 
the spark that bursts into manifestation through the "churning" of yogic 
practice.190 
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Just as "serpentine" lead, at the base of the alchemical hierarchy of met
als, must, of teleological necessity, fully actualize its potential by ultimately 
becoming alchemical gold, so too the sleeping k111ftfalin1 must awaken to 
remount the hierarchy of emanated being and reunite with the absolute in 
the "place of the ether," the human cranial vault. The temporal endpoints 
of these processes-of the ripening of metals and the yogic transformation 
of the subtle body-are spatially located within the hierarchized systems 
for which they serve as fundaments. So it is that we find, in the coils of 
these symbolic serpents, the nexus of a Hindu time-space continuum. 
With this, we turn to the structure of these parallel and interpenetrating 
systems. 
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1. The Two Ku,!tfnlinls 

Niigtrjuna's name, in its Tibetan inscription (k/11 SJJ171bs), evokes tenns that 
signify, in that language, "confused mass:' "a mass in the spiral fonn of a 
conch shell," "abyss," "abdominal cavity" (k/oil), and "valley Ooor" (k/111>).1 

These associations, of a founding alchemical wizard, a serpent, the abdom
inal cavity, and the base of an enclosed environment, evoke the perennial 
hathyogic image of yet another serpent. This is the female l.'lll!tfnliiiT, who 
is explicitly identified with the serpent at the base of the cosmic egg, Se~ 
or, alternatively, Ananta, "the endless one."l 

In every human body, the female kll'!tfnlinT serpent sleeps coiled in the 
place of the "fire of time" (kiJ/iigm),J with her mouth closed over an internal 
lingo in the lower abdomen ... It is only in the body of a yogin that she is 
ever awakened, and her awakening corresponds precisely to the initiation 
of the yogin's progressive withdrawal into total yogic integration (snmiidh1) 
or Ouid equilibrium (sm11nmsn). On a more concrete level, it is the rise of 
the kt11!tfnli11T that brings about the transmutation of raw semen into nectar 
in the cranial vault, a locus associated with the ethereal goose. In the last 
chapter, I evoked the identification of the hm!ISD of the cranial vault with 
the subtlest channel of the subtle body, the medial Stlft17111!ii 11iit[i. Like the 
subtlest of minerals, mercury, the Stlflllll'!ii can also double as both a bird 
and a serpent:5 thus this channel is identified, as well, with the kll'!tfnli111 
serpent who, when awakened, pierces its opening at the base of the spinal 
column "like a key in the lock of a door-panel," to rush upwards to the 
cranial vault.' 

The lt11'!tfnli11T in the body of the yogin is an incarnation of the feminine 
in this ttadition and thereby incarnates all the perils and joys that women 
can represent for men. She is divine energy (lnktt) and female materiality 
(Jn;akrtt), but she is also a tigress who can drain a man of all his energy and 
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seed.7 She is twofold, and it is in this perspective that yogic sources speak 
of this internal female serpent by another name: she is bhogavntT, a term 
that at once bespeaks her enjoyment (bhoga, from bh11j, "partake, enjoyj, 
her coiled form (bhoga from blmj, "coil, curlj, and her female sex (-vatT is 
a feminine ending). As bhognvatT, she is the serpentine female principle 
within the subtle body.• 

It is when her name is interpreted in terms of bhoga as pleasure that this 
female serpent's twofold role is brought to the fore in the tantric context. 
The kmJtfnlinT as bbogavatT is a female who both tokes pleasure and gives 
pleasure. In tantric metaphysics, it is the k111Jtfali11T's coiled body itself that 
is the turning point between emanation and participation, emission and 
resorption.9 At ground zero of the self-emission of the absolute into phe
nomenal being is the kmJtfnlhlT who takes pleasure as she allows the micro
cosmic life force to drain away into her sleeping mouth. Her sleep is the 
sleep of dumb matter, and her head or mouth the sole obstruction to the 
opening of the upward path to her own return, from existence to essence 
as it were. Her awakening blows open the "door to the absolute" (brnh
madvilra) at the base of the medial channel, and her rise along the length 
of this channel effects the return-on the part of the yogin in whose body 
she has been awakened-to the wholeness, being-consciousness-bliss, and 
absolute godhead that is his true nature. Here t~o, we can glimpse the kll'!
tfalinT's role as the microcosmic homologue ofSe~a, the cosmic serpent and 
endpoint of a prior creation and the starting point of a future creation, 
who is located as well at the base of a self-enclosed system. 

We can also see, however, why the k111Jtfalin1 is, unlike S~a, a female 
serpent. When she slumbers, "as if stupefied by a poison," in a man's ab
domen, the klltJtfalinT is identified with human mortality, with death-laden 
existence, and the bondage of the ignorant, 10 which is figured by the in
cessant drain of semen that she, as woman, effects in man. In this role, the 
sleeping kmJtfa/inT is identified with the fire of time (killiigm) because the 
mortal who allows her to drain away his semen is doomed to be consumed 
by the fire of time and die. Such is the fate of a number of yogins of Nath 
legend. Most famous among these is Matsyendranath, who, having had his 
yogic energy and life force drained away by years of debauchery in a King
dom of Women, is fated to die within three days if Gorakhnath cannot 
reawaken him, i.e., awaken his sleeping klliJt/nlhlT. 

It is when the lm1JtfalinT is awakened that she becomes capable of giving 
pleasure-and here too, it is appropriate that she be figured as a female 
serpent. Her awakening is the beginning of the return or resorption, on a 
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microcosmic level, of the phenomenal world back into the absolute from 
which it was originally emitted. The yogin, in rousing her from her slum
ber, finds in the rising k111Jtfnlini a vehicle by which to raise himself from 
mundane existence to the god-consciousness that renders him a second 
Siva. 

Indeed, the final aim of the yogin, like that of any tantric practitioner, 
is twofold.'' On the one hand, he strives toward liberation (111ok!n, 11111ktt) 
from conditioned mortal existence; at the same time, however, he also 
seeks to realize for himself the enjoyment (bhogn, bhuktt) that the absolute, 
Siva, knows in his very being.11 This pleasure that Siva, the absolute, takes 
in his manifold creations, his self-realizations, is often cast as his sexual 
union with his female, manifest aspect, i.e., with the Goddess, who is iden
tified with vi111nrln (reflective consciousness), 111iiyil (creativity), lnkti (en
ergy), and the kmJtfnlilti. It is a pleasure of the same order as that enjoyed 
by Siva in his union with the Goddess that the yogin comes to know in 
awakening and raising his kmJtfnlini. It is in this light that the kmJt!nlilll 
becomes identified, in tantric practice, with both the male practitioner's 
sexual partner and a goddess to whom he makes sacrificial offerings. As the 
MBbT explains, the practitioner's bbogn takes the form of the pleasure he 
enjoys in his imbibing the 711nkilrns that precede sexual intercourse with his 
parmer. The wine that he drinks and the flesh and fish he eats become 
offerings into the mouth of the kmJtfnli111, who rises up to his tongue to 
consume them. His bhogn, when accompanied by the proper 711RIItrns, 
becomes an inner sacrifice to the Goddess, with whom he thus shares his 
pleasure. Like his human partner, she becomes his lover, and because she 
is the Goddess, his savior as well. The bbogn offered into her mouth be
comes nectar, and her rise transforms his very being.u Riding the ku7Jtfnli111 
upwards on a wave of mutual pleasure, against the grain of the entropic 
processes of aging and death, the yogin comes to experience liberation and 
bliss. Ultimately, he becomes "a second Siva:' in eternal embrace with the 
Goddess. 

How does the yogin awaken the slumbering kll7Jt/nlini to reverse the 
order of nature on a microcosmic level? By assuming a number of postures 
(iisn11ns), by breath control (prii1JiiJii711n), and by means of a number of in
ternal blocks (bmzdhns) and seals (11111driis) that fan the fire of yoga (yogiigm), 
the fire that consumes the fire of time (whence its synonyms kiiliignirudnt 
and yamiimnkn). So, for example the HYP states that the "Matsyendra iisnnn 
... arouses the k111Jtfnli1zi"; that the 111ahii-1mtdrii causes the "ktt7Jt/nlini (to] 
suddenly become straight just as a coiled snake when struck by a rod 
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straightens itself out like a stick"; and that the 1111ilil bnndhn "awakens the 
klll!tfnlilli, who straightens, entering the medial channel, like a snake enter
ing a hole." H The km!tfnlilli's awakening marks the beginning of the yogin's 
own withdrawal into his yogic sleep or trance, into the total integration 
that is snmildhi. In this light, we can see that in the universal scheme of 
things, the great yogin, be he named Siva or Vi~QU, ultimately "awakens"
pours himself out into mundane being of which the sleeping km!tfnlilli is 
the end- or turning-point-in order that human yogins might find a way 
to genuinely "fall asleep," i.e., enter into the yogic sleep of snmiidhi. On the 
microcosmic level, this yogic reintegration affords liberation and bliss; on 
the macrocosmic level, it is nothing other than the pmlnyn, the universal 
resorption of all mundane existence into the primal and primordial essence 
that is the Absolute, God. 

These two poles of the km!tfnlilli's mode of being-sleeping and waking, 
taking and giving pleasure, allowing the body to be consumed by the fire 
of time and consuming the fire of time-these mundane and transcendent 
poles are identified as her "poison" and her "nectar." 15 The ktl'!tfnlilll is 
poison when she remains asleep in the lower abdomen; she is nectar pre
cisely when she rises up through the medial channel of the subtle body to 
reunite with Siva, the Absolute, in the yogin's cranial vault. 16 In the hatha
yogic sources, this union is in fact accompanied by an outpouring of nectar, 
which renders the yogin immortal. 

This connection between poison, nectar, and yogic prowess has its re
flection in Hindu mythology, in which the serpent king Viisuki serves as 
churning rope in the mythic churning of the Ocean of Milk. This churning 
(which produced sulfur in the alchemical myth related in the last chapter) 
is best known for its production of the nectar (a1m;ta) of divine immortality. 
Another byproduct of this process is, however, the production of the most 
virulent of poisons in the universe (killnkii!R, hnliibnln), which arose from 
the Visuki's venom,l7 This poison, churned out of the ocean, would have 
consumed the entire universe had Siva, whose yogic austerities rendered 
him powerful enough to do so, not swallowed it. It is the trace of this feat 
that accounts for the dark blue mark found on Siva's throat in Hindu 
icono~phy, and his epithet of "Blue-Throat," NilakaQPta.18 Lastly, mer
cury, Siva's semen, is a poison for the uninitiated who would presume to 
partake of it without the proper preparations; for the initiated alchemist, 
however, it is the nectar of immortality. This coincidence of opposites is 
'!ivinized in the Tibetan Buddhist homologue of Yamilntaka-that is, of 
Siva as "the Death of Death." This is the 'Iibetan divinity named "Quick-
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silver" (i.e., mercury) who, although he is a "black poison-faced divinity," 
is also the "black master oflife." 19 

The twofold ku'!tfalinl, who incarnates the two prevailing Hindu atti
tudes toward the manifest world, a world which it always views as femi
nine-i.e., the Vedantic view of the world as imprisoning 7110Jil and the 
tantric view of the Goddess as a limidess source of energy, iakti-is 
but one of a wide variety of redoubled images proper to the yogic and 
alchemical body. This dual role of feminine energy-of the Goddess em
bodied in the world, in a human woman, or in the internal kll'!t/nlinl
is clearly expressed in a verse from the Spanda KArika of Abhinava
gupta's ninth-century forerunner, the philosopher Vasugupta: "It is Siva's 
sakti, that is, his power to act, who, dwelling within limited creatures, 
causes bondage; When she is known as herself the path, she is the one who 
makes perfection (siddht) possible."10 In the balance of this chapter, I ex
amine a number of such phenomena in these interpenetrating symbol 
systems, in images that range from human mouths to wells to rivers to 
forests, cities, and even entire kingdoms! Throughout, it will be shown 
that each image at once points to the imminence of death, the great equal
izer, and to its opposite-immortality, the cheating of death (ktlla
vaflcana)-on the part of the Siddha who knows how to reverse, on the 
mesocosmic level of his subtle body or alchemical laboratory, the being
towards-death that is the erstwhile fate of all creatures who are bound to 
this world. 

z. Charting the Subde Body: The Legends of Matsyendranath 

a. Fish Belly 

Like the supreme yogic god Siva, the hathayt>gin is himself capable
through his raising of the kll'!tfalittl-of transmuting poisons into nectar. 
More properly speaking, that which is poison for mere mortals is, for the 
yogin who has realized, through his practice, a divine "identity in differ
ence" view of reality, identical to nectar, an11;ta.11 Numerous Nath Siddhas 
are known for their ability to control (and charm) serpents, yet another 
metaphor for their mastery of the female kll'!tfalinl, and for their ability 
to treat poisons as elixirs.zz Likewise, mercury, which is a poison for the 
uninitiated, becomes an elixir of immortality for the alchemist who knows 
its secrets.u In this section, I interpret a number of yogic metaphors for 
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the mastery of the forces that sleep in the lower part of the body, forces 
that, when awakened, ttansform the yogin5 being completely. 

A moment ago, I evoked Matsyendranath, the original g11n1 of the Nath 
Siddhas, who was rescued from death in a Kingdom ofWomen by his more 
disciplined pupil Gorakhnath. It is on this mythic ground that Matsyendra 
the guru becomes Matsyendra the disciple: after Gorakh has rescued Mat
syendra from the Kingdom of Women, he must give his teacher a "re
fresher course" in harha yoga. Indeed, it is a leitmotif of Nath legend that 
Matsyendra, the teacher of Gorakh, is much more susceptible to the lures 
of the fair sex, to the world of appearances (111ayii), than is his pupil, who 
must constandy awaken him to the reality behind appearances. To be sure, 
the erotic rituals of the Yogini Kaula sect of which Matsyendra was the 
purported founder lie behind much of this mythic imagery. So it is that the 
yoginis of Kamaropa, from whom Matsyendra received his tantric rev
elation, become the "Plantain Forest" women who ensnare him, in an im
portant myth cycle of Gorakh and Matsyendra.24 

In a curious way, Matsyendra is doubly connected, by his name, to the 
lower half of the yogic body, the place of the sleeping ktt7J4ali111. However, 
just as the kii1J4nli111 sleeps at a turning point in the play of divine mani
festation and resorption, so too, the symbol system constructed around 
Matsyendra's name is an ambivalent one. An extensive body of medieval 
sources connect Matsyendra to his doctrine of the fish belly through a 
mythic gloss of his name. Matsyendranatha means "He Whose Lord is the 
Lord of Fishes" (or the pleonastic "Lord Lord of Fishes"), and his connec
tion with fish is explained through a myth in which the Goddess, seated on 
or near the shore ofCandradvipa ("Moon Island"), has asked Siva to teach 
her the most secret of all esoteric knowledge, things he has never told her 
before.zs This Siva agrees to do, but he has barely launched into what will 
tum out to be the essence of the Hindu tantric teachings than does the 
Goddess fall asleep. Siva's words do not, however, go unheeded. Matsy
endra, who has been swallowed by a fish (whence his name in these 
sources), draws up to the shoreline and overhears everything. It is in this 
way that the "historical" Matsyendra26 becomes both the link between the 
divine and human in the transmission of the tanttas and the founder of 
numerous sectarian ttaditions.27 In a number of these sources, Matsyendra 
is further identified with, or called the father (or son or brother or nephew 
or daughter) of, Minanatha, a name which also means "Lord ofFishes."28 

The earliest mythic account of Matsyendra, that found in the K}iiN 
(I6.z7-s6) itself, tells a somewhat different story. This source, which calls 
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him Macchaghna, "Killer of Fishes"29-an indication that he was a fish
erman-makes no reference to his overhearing Siva's teachings from the 
belly of a fish. Rather, it relates that Siva has committed the kuliigamn to 
writing, the which his son Kamikeya has thrown, in a rage, into the sea. 
These teachings are then swallowed by a great fish. The god Bhairava takes 
the form of Matsyendra the fisherman to recover the teachings out of the 
fish's belly, at a site called Candradvipa.JO Later, it is stated that this teach
ing (iilstra) was brought down at Candradvipa;H earlier in the text, how
ever, it is stated that it was brought down by Siva and the Goddess, at 
Kamaropa.u 

As a killer of fishes and the founding guru of a tantric lineage and tradi
ion, Matsyendra may be further linked with another tantric founder. This 
is the ca. ninth-century Buddhist Siddhiiciirya Lui-pii (or Lo-yi-pii, Lo
yi-pii, Lo-hi-pada, Lo-yi-shabs). The original Siddhiiciirya of the 1ibetan 
G111b tiJobu lists and author of two Bengali (llryil songs (nos. 1 and 29), Lur
pii's name means "Venerable Red-Fish." In Nepal, Lui-pii appears to be 
further conllatcd with a Buddhist divinity. Here, a famous red image of the 
bodhisattva Avalokitc5vara has been worshipped in the village of Bunga 
and the city of Patan since the seventh century. Since the sixteenth century, 
this same image has been identified with Rato Macchandcmiith, the "red 
Matsyendranath"; and, indeed, an old Newari bhnjnn, still sung in Kath
mandu, refers to this deity as "Luipiida-nath." H While scholars generally 
agree that this is a late and spurious identification, there are a number of 
piscine clements to the names and roles of this Buddhist divinity that de
serve funher attention. First, "Lui" is a vemacularization of lohitnlrohita, 
i.e., "red": Lui-pii's fish is a red fish, which squares with the color of the 
Patan image.n Second, Avalokite5vara has, in at least one case, been repre
sented in a piscine mode: at Ratnagiri (Cuttack district, Orissa), the bust 
of a mutilated Avalokite5vara image was found to be superimposed upon 
the image of a large fish, "so as to convert the Bodhisattva into Matsya, 
the first Avatiira of Vi~~;tu!' The Hindu Matsyendraniith has himself been 
portrayed in a manner similar to that ofVi~~;tu's fish incarnation, emerging 
out of the mouth of a fish. 16 

Of much greater interest to us is the identification we find of Matsy
endra or Lui-pii's name with the term matsyodarn, which simply means "fish 
belly." 1ibetan translations of Lui-pa's name, found in the Tanjur, include 
fla'i-rgyu-ma-za-ba, which means "one who eats the intestines of a fish"; 
and 11a-lto-pa, which restored into Sanskrit yields, precisely, 71/atsyodara, 
"fish belly." 17 Abhinavagupta, who praises Macchanda in an opening verse 
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(1.7) of his monumental Tantraloka, cryptically refers to 711atsyodara in a 
later passage of the same work: "On the level of the highest kll'!t/nlini is the 
Emissional Power which is beautiful because it contains within itself the 
vibration, there the yogin should repose devoted to the condition of belly of 
the fob." JB 

What this tenn means is stated in elliptic fashion in the thirteenth
century A111Rrt111ghn Prnbodbn of Gorakhanath, who further intimates that 
this doctrine constituted the very first revealed teachings of Siva, which 
that god gave to an audience consisting of Minanath and the Goddess, i.e 
on the shore of Candradvipa. Here, Gorakhnath states: "Holding the 
breath [when it is] restrained by force (bnthat) is [called] swallowing into 
the fish-belly (111lnodare). He [who is] blessed with detachment is not con
scious until he releases it [i.e., his breath]."J9 What I wish to argue here is 
that Matsyendra's doctrine of the fish belly-a revolutionary doctrine in
deed, given the perennial importance that has been attached to it in Hindu 
tantrism over the past one thousand years-is about diaphragmatic reten
tion and its effects on the body and consciousness of the yogic practitioner. 

This meaning is greatly expanded in the unexpected context of a de
scription of the holy city of Benares given in a number of Saiva PuriiQas. 
As any annchair traveler knows, the city of Benares is situated on a wide 
bend in the holy Ganges River, at the last point at which the river turns 
north, as if to return to its Himalayan source. It is also a city that is said 
in certain sources to resemble a fish in shape.-10 Though not because of its 
piscine outline, the beauty and holiness of Benares are such that Siva, in a 
distant mythic past, chose to make Benares, or Kasi, his home whenever 
he was not meditating atop Mount Kailash."1 For Hindu pilgrims from 
time immemorial, it is not the beauty of the site, but rather the liberating 
effects of bathing in the waters of the Ganges there-the salvific powers of 
which are enhanced by Siva's presence-that has been the prime reason 
for undertaking a journey to that fabled city. 

The Ganges (Ganga) is, however, but one of a triad of holy rivers-and 
of river goddesses-its two sister rivers being the Yamuna (which joins the 
Ganges at Prayag, the modem Allahabad), and the Sarasvati. There is a 
mystery to this last river, the earliest river to be identified with a goddess 
in the Vedic literature: rising in the highlands of southwestern Rajasthan, 
it is a river that "disappears" into the plains of Kacch before ever reaching 
the sea-and it is this hidden nature of the Sarasvati that is brought to the 
fore in the Puranic descriptions of 71/atsyodnri-yoga, the "fish-belly conjunc
tion" of Benares. 
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Before we can explain this phenomenon, however, we must first briefly 
review a commonplace of yogic physiology, according to which the three 
principal subtle channels (nii4is) of the life force are identified with these 
three major rivers (nndis): the solar phignlii is the Yamuna River, the lunar 
itfii is the Ganges, and the medial, "empty" Sll!l11111fii is the "fiery," "hidden" 
Sarasvati:u In the practice of breath control, prii1fiiJi111n, it is by pumping 
up and thereby emptying the two peripheral subtle channels, the iqii and 
the piligalii, that the theretofore empty SI'!'17117Jil suddenly becomes filled 
with the subtle breath or life force (prii7Jn) to become the yogin's internal 
upward-tending channel to liberation. This yogic homologue to these 
three river systems of India is so obvious as to not require explanation here. 

Benares, the greatest pilgrimage site (tirthn) of India, is said to contain 
all of the rivers and all of the tirthns of India within its precincts. It is in 
this context that the geography of the city, as well as seasonal floods there, 
contributed to the unusual riverine phenomenon known as the "fish-belly 
conjunction," down to at least the sixteenth century. Prior to its urbaniza
tion over the past two centuries, the inner limits of riverine Benares were 
constituted by a string of inland pools, tanks, and lakes. One of these was 
named Matsyodari, the "[Lake of the] Fish Belly., In particularly heavy 
rainy seasons, these reservoirs would flood into one another to form a 
single channel-also called the Matsyodari-that ran for no less than three 
miles between the river known as the VaraQi, the tributary to the Ganges 
forming the city's northern border, and the stream known as the Asi, which 
flowed into the Ganges at the southern end of the city:n According to folk 
etymology, the classic name of Benares-\Tarat;tasi-derives from the fact 
that that city-state lay between the VaraQa and Asi rivers. For certain car
tographers of the subtle body, the symbolism was clear:..,. "The two vessels 
called the iqii and the pingnlii are the real Vnt'll1Jii-nsi. The space between 
them is called Viirii1fnsi. There it is said that [Siva] Visvanath dwells .•. 
From the right side of the iijiiii [cnkra] and going to the left nostril flows 
the iqa. It is here called VaraQa, the upward-flowing [Ganges] ... Rising 
from the left side of the iijfla lotus"s and going to the right nostril, this 
upward-flowing pingnlii has been called of yore the Asi!' 

This schematization flows directly into the rainy-season phenomenon I 
have been describing: when the seasonal Matsyodari opened its periodic 
channel, the normal flow of Benares's rivers became reversed: the Ganges 
would actually back up into its tributary, the Varaa;ta, and flow therefrom 
into the seasonal Matsyodari channel; the Matsyodari would in tum drain 
into the Asi, out of the mouth of which the Ganges would empty back into 
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"itself." The waters of the Ganges that were so channeled therefore ran 
against the river5 nonnal Oow, along the underbelly of the piscine outline 
of Benares-within which the pennanent Matsyodari Lake was located
whence the designations of 111atsyodari for the periodic stream itself, and 
111ntsyodari-yoga, the "fish-belly conjunction," for those periods in which it 
appeared (and for the site at which the overOow of Matsyodari Lake ran 
into the waters of the Oooding Ganges). 

This anomaly, of a periodic back8ooding of the Ganges, is given a yogic 
gloss in the ca. tenth-century Lingo Ptlrdi!O, a gloss that will at once explain 
the great yogin Matsyendranath's piscine associations: 

Pingalil is the name by which the fiery nilt/1 is praised, and it is known 
to be that dried up stream (the Asi) [which runs by the place] where 
[the tank named] "the trembling sun""' stands. ltfil is the name by 
which the lunar nilt/1 is praised. It is known to be the Varal}i [River], 
where the [Vi!I}U] Kesava [temple] is situated. That nilt/1 [which runs] 
between the two 'is glorified as the st1f117111!il and known as Matsyodari; 
it is praised as "[a stream] running in both directions" (Vift1Vm11).'47 

There where [two currents] come together at the Fish-Belly Pool, a 
bath yields liberation ••• It is an extraordinary conjunction when the 
Ganges runs into the Fish-Belly channel to the west of Kapile5vara. 
A bath at that juncture yields [the fruits of] a thousand horse sacri
fices ••• That place is indeed praised as the Ouvial brah111a-syllable. "8 

In a passage from the somewhat later KaSi Khal}4a of the Skanda Ptw
ii1J11, the Matsyodari is said to be bahir-antakm, "8owing both inside and 
outside" (i.e., surrounding Benares, via the Ganges' nonnal outer channel 
as well as that of the inner Matsyodan1, and taking the path of retraction 
(1117ilhilra-milrga)."' With this, we now hold all the necessary elements for 
a symbolic interpretation of the tenn "fish-belly conjunction," tnatsyodarl
yoga. The belly of the fish, and that "path of retraction" at which a reversal 
of the nonnal Oow occurs, is, assuredly, the opening of the medial channel, 
the st1f111/R!il1lilt/fSO at the base of the subtle body. The two peripheral chan
nels (the il/4 and pingalii) are the Varal}i (Ganges) and Asi (Yamuna) rivers, 
whose Oow is reversed such that the "empty" medial channel, the st1f111111fil 
(the Sarasvati River; and in Benarcs, the Matsyodan1, may be opened and 
filled with the reversed, upward Oow of semen, life force, breath, and mind, 
which yields liberation and immortality. In this schema, the backward
Oowing Ganges itself doubles as the "disappearing" Sarasvati River, which 
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"reappears" in a feat of yogic reversal when it becomes the Matsyodari, the 
fish-belly channel. 51 

Matsyodari-yoga, the "fish-belly conjunction," is, however, more than a 
mere macrocosmic reproduction of a structure of the subtle body. It also 
refers to a particular yogic practice, specifically to that practice to which 
Gorakhnith alludes in the Amamt1gha Prabodha passage quoted above. 
"Holding the breath when it is restrained by force (ha!hilt) ••• in the fish 
belly (mlnodart)" is a description of that most fundamental aspect of breath 
control called lmmbhnka, the "potlike" diaphragmatic retention of the 
breaths.u Here, the it/4 and pitiga/4 channels are "pumped like bellows," by 
means of breath control, until the st1f111111Jil channel suddenly opens. At this 
point, the two peripheral channels empty and lie "swooned." What follows 
is automatic: the vital breath that rushes into the stlfi11111Jil rises upward, 
against the normal downward flow of all bodily fluids, affords yogic libera
tion.u In Puranic mythology, it is precisely by bathing during the period 
of the "fish-belly conjunction" that the god Bhairava was liberated from 
the skull of Brahmi that had clung to his hand for twelve years. Having 
thus completed his "skull bearer's vow" (kilpillikn vrata), Bhairava estab
lished himself as the guardian deity of Benares, at a temple on the bank of 
the Kaplllamocana ("Liberation from the Skull") tank."' This god's mythic 
liberation from his terrible vow is tantamount to the wholly unconditioned 
state of Sivahood enjoyed by the yogin at the culmination of his practice 
of "swallowing into the fish belly." 

Matsyendra's doctrine of the fish belly would therefore have been, if 
nothing else, a teaching on hnrha yoga. This is supponed by the fact that 
Gorakhnllth, in the opening verses of his twelfth- to thineenth-century 
Gomkfa Sntaka, invokes Minanith as his guru.55 Now, while it has been 
maintained that six-cnkra yoga was an innovation of the \\'estern Transmis
sion, it would appear that Matsyendra's doctrine of the fish belly (kt1mb1Jnka 
as the culmination of breath control), together with a significant number 
of other references to the subtle body and hathayogic practice found in the 
K}flN, would make him the founding guru of this discipline, or at least of 
one of its major canons. 56 Abhinavagupta may also be singling Macchanda 
out for praise on these grounds;57 it is also possible, however, that the 
image of the fish belly also had a sexual connotation in Kaula erotica
mystical practice. 

Such is cenainly the case in the religious belief and practice of the Biuls, 
a Bengal-based syncretic sect whose ties to the Niith Siddhas are numerous 
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and well-documented. As June McDaniel has demonstrated, the Bauls 
portray 

lsvara or the man of the heart [as] a fish (mln-rlipa). This fish [which] 
swims in the "high tide" of [a woman's) menstrual flow ... is caught 
by the enjoyer (rasika), the Baul who is full of love. This is the "tide 
time in the river," the overflowing of rasa [sexual fluids]. He catches 
the fish and causes it to move in an upward direction. The fish must 
be caught at the right time, or the waters dry and he is gone .•. The 
right time is once a month, a Mahayoga. It includes the new moon, 
the period regarded by the Bauls as the time before the fish emerges; 
this is the time of lust (kilma). When the fish is present, it is the time 
of the menstrual flow designated as full moon. The third day [of a 
woman's menses] is the time to catch the fish; he is not present before 
that, and there is the danger of the black crocodile of desire. 58 

In this context,, we may read 111atsyodarT-yoga as a temporal conjunction 
in the menstrual cycle of a yoginT. Matsyendra the fisherman catches his 
"fish" of the Kaula revelation at that precise moment and thereby becomes 
the revealer of the Yogini Kaula. 

b. Moon Island 

With this, we exhaust the symbolism of the yogic fish belly; in so doing, 
however, we bump up against another riddle of tantric parlance. Here, we 
must consider that in the times of the fish-belly conjunction, the city of 
Benares, surrounded by the Ganga, Varal}ii, Matsyodari, and Asi rivers, 
became an island. s9 Here, we are reminded of Moon Island, off the shore 
of which Matsyendra, in the belly of a fish, overheard Siva's original tantric 
teachings. This island has never ceased to tantalize scholars who have 
attempted, without success, to localize the toponym Ca11dra-Jv1pa some
where on the India subcontinent60 and to explain its implicit identification, 
in a number of tantric sources, with Ca11dra-giri ("Moon Hill") or Calldra
parvata ("Moon Mountain"). 

Here again, it may be argued, on the basis of data found in the tantric 
texts themselves, that Moon Mountain and Moon Island (for what is an 
island if not a mountain with its feet in the water?}61 are, like the Fish Belly, 
locations that appear within the subtle body when a certain body of prac
tice is carried to its conclusion. That this is an inner landscape of the subtle 
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body is already borne out by the K}iiN's statement that, by using the net 
of yogic energy (iakti-jiila111), Matsyendra the fisherman pulled his fish 
(containing the kula teachings) out of the seven oceans (i.e., the seven 
takras),61 an impossible act in the "real world." 

In this case, the mountain or island in question is located either in the 
cranial vault or the abdominal cavity, but in either case on the left side of 
the body, i.e;, that half of the body through which the lunar itfii tult/T passes. 
The K}flN itself, which maintains in its chapter colophon~J that its teach
ings were brought down (avatarita) at Moon Island, offers a certain body 
of evidence to this effect when it describes the oozing of nectar, via the 
brnh111mrmdhra (the "cleft of brahman," i.e., the fontanelle), as "gladdening 
the moon" (tnndrahliidnknra) and associates the lunar posture (tnndrilsana) 
with the hathayogic practice of kbttnrf [m11dri1], also effected within the 
cranial vault.64 In addition, both this source and a number of other hatha
yogic works of the Nath Siddhas and the Western Transmission place great 
emphasis on the "western" or left side of the body as the locus of the most 
critical transformations occurring within the subtle body.6' 

The teachings of the KM were brought down, as well, at Moon Island; 
however, this text places equal or greater emphasis on Moon Mountain or 
Moon Hill, which, as indicated, likely refers to the same locus within the 
subtle body. This appears to be the meaning of a statement found in the 
first chapter of this work, which states that Moon Mountain is located to 
the west of Meru, i.e., the subtle spinal column, which culminates in the 
brahmarandbra at the summit of the cranial vault. 66 

This lunar location is found in other Western Transmission sources, 
which declare that the textual canon was "brought down"-by a figure var
iously called Srinatha, Srikat;~!ha, Adinatha, or Siddhanatha-at a lunar 
location called Candragiri, Candradvipa, Candrapuri, or Candrapi!ha.67 

Once again, however, this location appears to be, at least to a certain ex
tent, an internal one. This is borne out by a passage from an A.D. 1395 
manuscript of the Kttbjikiillityabnikatilaka, which maintains that Srinatha
with the aid of three Siddhas named Sun, Moon, and Fire-founded that 
tantric kttla, "at the beginning of the Kali Yuga," at a site called Candrapuri 
("Moon City"), located in the western region of K011kana.68 In spite of 
this purportedly geographical reference to K011kana, the most satisfactory 
interpretation of this account remains an allegorical one: Moon City is the 
site, in the left (western) side of the subtle body, in which the hathayogic 
praxis culminates, through the interaction of the three principle niltfis fig
ured here as the Siddhas Sun, Moon, and Fire. This is further supported 
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by a passage from the Cindninlatasilrastmllltthnya, a Western Transmission 
text which identifies the founding Siddhas Minanatha with the moon, 
M~apada with the sun, and Konnanatha with fire.69 

In the later works of Gorakhnath and other synthesizers of the hatha
yogic gnosis, the identification of the cranial vault as the place of the mi
crocosmic moon becomes a commonplace. It is moreover in a work attrib
uted to Gorakhnath, the Amarnughaiiisana, that the left side of the head, or 
the cavity of the left nostril, is explicidy identified with the circle of the 
moon. 70 We may imagine that the city of Benarcs-identified with the iljiiiJ 
calTa of the cranial vault and theoretically situated atop three hilltops on 
the northern bank of the Ganges River, between the Vara1_1a and Asi riv
ers-could have been identified with both a mountain and an island, after 
the fashion of Candragiri and Candradvipa, by medieval cartographers of 
the subtle body. When, through the practice of diaphragmatic retention, 
the central Stlfln111Jil channel opened to serve as an upward conduit for the 
yogic life force, seed, and energy, a lunar site in the left side of the cranial 
vault called Candragiri, "Moon Hill," would have flooded to become Can
dradvipa, "Moon Island," as in the case of Benarcs during the fish-belly 
conjunction. 71 

c. The Mare's Mouth 

This is not the sole possible gloss of this phenomenon, however. In addi
tion to the microcosmic Moon Island/Moon Mountain located in the left 
side of the cranial vault, there is another site at which a similar phenome
non appears to occur: this is the inner lingo covered by the mouth of the 
sleeping ktt1Jtfalinl: located, according to certain sources, in the left side of 
the abdominal cavity, this is referred to as the paidma-lilign, the "western 
lmga." 72 In his fourteenth-century Chos-hbyung (History of Buddhism), the 
Tibetan historian Bu-ston, citing an Indian source entided the Nilthiibhyu
daya Tantra, gives the following account: "A certain fishennan, having been 
swallowed by a fish, will die and be reborn as the yogin called Darika. This 
one will cast wine into the river Ganges and in an hour an island called 
Ba~ava will appear."n The fishennan in the belly of a fish once again 
evokes Matsyendra; moreover, in a 1ibetan list of the eighty-four Maha
siddhas, Dilrika is listed as the disciple of Lui-pa who is, as noted, a pos
sible equivalent of Matsyendra.N Darika may therefore be symbolically 
identified with Matsyendra himself or with his double, his "son" Minanath 
(especially since the Tibetan source says the fishennan dies and is reborn 
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as D:irika). The mention of an island suddenly appearing out of the Ganges 
would also be an apparent reference to ntatsyodari-yoga, during which times 
Benares became an island. 'What, then, of the name Biltfaval 

The term biltfava, "that which arises from a mare (batfavil)," has a partic
ular resonance in Hindu mythology or, more properly speaking, Hindu 
eschatology. Ba~ava is the name of the submarine fire-or, more precisely, 
of the fiery fluid composed of both fire and S071111-which originated from 
Siva's third eye when he incinerated !Qma, the Hindu Eros. 'When that 
fire, once released, threatened to engulf the entire universe, it was placed 
by Siva inside the mouth of a "submarine mare" at the bottom of a south
ern sea, whence it continues to belch Rame down to the present day. One 
day, when it will have burned away, evaporated, all the water in that ocean, 
it will incinerate the entire universe, reducing all to ashes/' B:t~ava is 
therefore the fire of the cosmic dissolution, in potmtia, as well as a fire in 
the mouth of a female creature. 

'Which brings us back to the sleeping lm1ftfali11T, who sleeps (like the 
Goddess in the myths of Moon Island) in the left (western) side of the 
subtle body. (The K]t1N itself, while it mentions a goddess named Kul}~ali, 
makes no explicit mention of the kllt!tfalilll in this role.76 One may, how
ever, see, in its imagery of the biltfava-the fire of universal dissolution or 
retraction (sn1Jthilrn) in the mouth of a submarine mare (bntfavil)-a pre
figuration of this more common, but later, image of this female serpent 
power.) Let us recall here that the k111ftfnli11T, when she sleeps, is identified 
with the killilg~1i, the fire of time that cooks all creatures to death, through 
the aging process. Let us also bear in mind that the fire of yoga (yogilgm) 
that destroys the fire of time, is identified as killilgnintdra, the "Rudra of 
the Fire oflime," that is, a fire which is greater than, which consumes, the 
fire of time.77 'When she sleeps, the km!tfnliiiT is associated with the fire of 
time, a time whose passage is marked by the movements of sun and moon 
in the subtle body; when she awakens, sun and moon (here the it/il and 
pingnlil nilt/is) are immobilized, and the kll'!t/nlillf, doubling as the st1fll7111fil 
natfl, is said to "consume time." 78 

Therefore, while the k111ftfalml's sleep is associated with the fire of time, 
the loss of the yogic fuel that is semen, and being-towards-death, her po
tential for reversing such a process likens her more to the mythic biitfavn 
fire at the bottom of the southern sea, a fire that, once it has consumed the 
waters of the ocean, will become the killilgnin1dra, the fire that consumes 
time. Once again, it is Matsyendra's K]fiN that offers a primal and funda
mental reading of this yogic process. Here, it is said that the universal 
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retraction (smJ1hDra) will occur when the fire of the kaliigninulra, the De
stroyer of the Fire of Time-a fire he identifies with the mouth of the 
submarine mare (bntfavihmtkha)-flares upward. This cryptic utterance, 
made at the beginning of general discussion of"yogic retraction," precisely 
concerns the awakening of the fire of yoga in the base of the subtle body, 
an awakening that leads to total yogic resorption in the cranial vault, the 
microcosmic equivalent of the pralaya, the cosmic dissolution. The biitfava 
is that fire, in potentia, that slumbers in every subtle body: when mastered 
and channeled upwards, it affords liberation; when allowed to bum nor
mally, it is the fire of time that cooks all beings to death. 79 

It will also be recalled that 111atsyodarT-yoga is at once a description of the 
yogic practice of diaphragmatic retention (k11711bhaka), 80 by which the niitfls 
peripheral to the medial Sllflnll'!il, the channel of the rising k11'!tfnlin1, are 
emptied. This practice not only suddenly fills the Stlfll111'!ii with breath; it 
also fills this channel with semen, and it is here that Dirika's island in the 
Ganges suddenly ~mes into view. Earlier, I cited a passage from the IQSi 
Khal}4a of the SkanJa Pm'A'!a that described the Matsyodari as taking the 
"path of retraction" (satllbiira-t11Argn),81 i.e., as draining the Ganges into a 
channel that Rowed in a direction opposite to its normal flow. Such is also 
the case with the subtle body: when the kt11!tfalin1 rises, she also siphons 
upwards the semen that had previously remained inert and subject to loss 
in the yogin's abdomen. In this light, we must evoke another yogic com
monplace: kiililgtli, the fire of time, is identified with aJhoretas, that is with 
"downward-tending semen," while kiiliigtlil"lulra is identified with tlrddh
vnretas, "upward-tending semen."82 

What happens when the kll1!tfnlin1 rises? A "column" of ambrosial se
men is raised, via the Sllfi1111'!A niit/1, to flood the cranial vault. This is the 
meaning of the island called "Mare's Mouth" that suddenly appears in the 
Ganges when Darika throws wine into its waters: when matsyodnri-yoga 
takes place and the normal downward current of bodily entropy is reversed, 
the upward channeling of seed causes the theretofore submerged biitfava 
fire to Rare up from the base of the subtle body. This reading is supported 
by a poem of the fifteenth-century mystic poet Kabir, who instructs the 
yogin to "reverse the [Row of the] Ganges, and dry up the ocean."8l When 
applied to the sacred geography of Benares, the "path of retraction" taken 
by the Ganges during a fish-belly conjunction transforms the city into an 
island. When applied to the sacred geography of the KJiiN and KM, the 
landform of the subtle body that appears through this dynamic is known 
as Moon Island or Moon Mountain. 
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Lasdy, there is the matter of the wine Dllrika throws into the Ganges to 
trigger this process. Here, we should note that the tantric Buddhist tradi
tion of which Dilrika was an exemplar was a form of tantrism which em
phasized the symbolic use of the five 111akilras, the "antisacraments" of 
wine, fish, flesh, parched grain, and sexual intercourse. It now suffices to 
return to the MBIJT passage cited above to understand the meaning of 
Dllrika's gesture. The sacramental wine that the tantric practitioner im
bibes becomes an offering into the mouth of the kmJtfalinl who, sharing 
his enjoyment (bboga), awakens to rise and thereby transform him into a 
second Siva ... 

The biltfava, the fire in the mouth of the submarine mare, has a number 
of other usages in tantric and alchemical geography. A natural gas vent at 
the important iilkta Pi!ba of Kllmllkhyll is called biltfava ku'!tfa, the "pool of 
the submarine[-mare] firc." 8s This evokes another such vent, also identified 
with a goddess; this isjvdlamukhi, "She of the Flaming Mouth;' in Hima
chal Pradesh. In a generic sense, jvillamukbi can also have the sense of 
"(mouth of a) volcano," and it is here that we are brought back to the geol
ogy of alchemy, according to which mercury and sulfur naturally occur in 
areas of volcanic and geothermic activity. In fact, the origin myths of mer
cury and sulfur evoke, for certain modern Indian interpreters, volcanic 
eruptions. In the latter case, the sulfur that arises from the churning of the 
ocean of milk would be the mythologi7.ation of a submarine volcanic 
eruption.B6 

If this is in fact the case, then the origin of sulfur-the uterine blood of 
the Goddess associated with the lower half of the body in which the ku1]
tfnli111 sleeps-is to be identified with a flaring up of a female submarine 
fire, a biltfava. 

d. The "Plantain Forest" in the Midst of "Love's Body" 

Gas vents and volcanos that are so many "mouths" of fire or flame in these 
mythic and geographical contexts evoke other types of mouths from tan
tric imagery. Apart from the oral orifice in the head, the most celebrated 
mouth in tantrism is the "lower mouth" (adhovaktra) i.e., the vulva (yom) 
of the yogin I. And indeed, the ca. twelfth-century ~SS (2.14), a foundational 
text of the Western Transmission, identifies the 111fllildhiirll cai..Ta with the 
submarine fire (viltfavi11lala), which its commentator locates in the upper 
part of the yani. 87 Like the ku1JtfalinT herself, the vulva is an organ fraught 
with danger but also the promise of great power and pleasure for the prac-
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titioner who can master himself in its presence. \Vhence the most seminal 
of all of the ban is of Gorakhnath, who adds an alchemical nuance to this 
sexual image: "Penis in the vulva's mouth, mercury in the mouth of fire, he 
who can retain these [volatile substances of semen and mercury], him I call 
my guru."88 

There is a certain irony to this verse, if we recall that in myth, Gorakh 's 
guru Matsyendra was a teacher who was quite incapable of retaining his 
seed in proximity to beautiful women, to yoginis. This weakness of Mat
syendranatha for the fair sex is the subject of a body of legend set in the 
land of KamarOpa, which is itself identified, precisely, with the center of 
the adhovaktra, the lower mouth or vulva of the yoginl, but also with the 
center of a mystic triangle located at the base of the subtle body, in the 
same region as the klltJt/nlillf.89 Once again, the locus of these myths is not 
only a geographical site-the region identified with Assam, in which the 
temple of the goddess Kamakhya is found-but also a locus within the 
subtle body. Here, the geographic symbolism plays itself out on a double 
register: KamarOpa is both that region of eastern India from which the 
Saktism identified with the Yogini Kaula is said to have originated90 and a 
portion of the body, subtle or concrete, identified with feminine sexuality. 
The mythic perils of Matsyendran!lth are very likely q reflection of a cleav
age within the tantric tradition. \Vhile a number of sects, including the 
Matsyendra's Yogini Kaula, incorporated sexual intercourse into their 
practice,91 others, including the N:tth Siddhas whose main doctrinal expo
nent was Gorakh, were overtly misogynous, treating sexuality (epitomized 
by the vulva) as a trap into which the yogin could fall and thereby lose all 
the benefits of his prior efforts (in the form of his precious semen).91 As 
Lillian Silburn explains, this cleavage may be reflected in two understand
ings of the term fish btlly, the one sexual and the other hathayogic: 

the yogin resides at the source of the movements of emanation and 
resorption of the universe, a state praised as 11Uitsyodarmtata because 
it is comparable to the stomach of the fish, which continuously con
tracts and expands automatically. This realm of bliss has some con
nection with sexual experience for, like the st1f111111Jil, the organs are 
subjected to a similar contraction and expansion conductive to an 
intimate union which, in a yogin, involves a perfect coincidence of 
Siva and the energy, of subject and object, of seed and womb. It is 
from this coincidence that supreme Beatitude and Consciousness 
originate. 9J 
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The mythic cycle of the perils of Matsyendra, most fully developed in 
two ca. seventeenth-century Bengali-language dramas, the Min Cet1111 (The 
Awakening of Mina) and Gtm~k!" (or Gtm~kba) Vijaya (Gorakh 5 Victory), .. 
are a garden of yogic verse on human weakness and yogic mastery in the 
face of female sexuality. These works offer two mythic explanations for 
Matsyendra's fall. The first is connected to later versions of the myth of 
the revelations made by Siva on Moon Island: the Goddess, angry that 
Matsyendra has overheard a revelation reserved for her, curses him that he 
too will one day "fall asleep" and forget all he has overheard.9 ' A second 
account casts the Goddess as the "stepmother" of the four original Niths, 
whom she tests by tempting them with her sexual charms. When Matsyen
dra becomes sexually aroused, she curses him to be debauched in the King
dom of Women.96 The YSA97 explains Matsyendra's fall as a direct upshot 
of his yogic powers. Wishing to experience the sensual life of a king, Mat
syendra performs the act of pamkayapmvtla, entering into the body of an
other person.98 In this case, however, Matsyendra, debauched by Queen 
KamalA, into whose husband's body (King Trivikrama) he has entered, for
gets his true yogic self." At this point, the western YSA account dovetails 
into the Bengali account ofGorakh's rescue of his guru (called Mina in the 
Bengali song cycle) from the Kingdom of Women or, more properly, the 
Kadaliriljya, the "Kingdom of the Plantain Forest," 100 which is generally 
located in KimarOpa (Assam) or Sirilhala (Sri Lanka).101 

The story opens when Gorakh learns, from Ka~eri (or Kinha), another 
Nith Siddha, that his guru is three days away from his death in the King
dom of Women, where he has been the prisoner of sixteen hundred 
women.101 The kingdom of Kadalr, as Gorakh quickly learns, is prohibited 
to all males, save for the imprisoned "king" Matsyendra, and so it is neces
sary for Gorakh to find a subterfuge. This he does by taking on the appear
ance of a woman and engaging himself in a female musical troupe. It is 
in this disguise that Gorakh comes to the court of Queen Kamali and 
her sixteen hundred female subjects, where he finds his guru fallen into a 
swoon, at death's door.10J 

The music begins, and when Gorakh plays the first beat on his two
headed drum, the drum sings out "Awaken, Matsyendra, Gorakh has 
come!" Upon hearing this drumbeat (nida), 104 Matsyendra awakens from 
his stupor. But Gorakh and Matsyendra are not yet out of the woods. Gor
akh must now return his guru's strength, his yogic powers to him.105 This 
he does by urging him to perfect his body anew: kay4 sadha, kayo sAdba 
gtlro n1othandar.106 
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Ultimately, however, Gorakh must shock Matsyendra back into yogic 
consciousness. Matsyendra's fall into mundane consciousness is best sym
bolized by a son, named Bindukniith ("he who is formed of the drop [of 
yogically transformed semen]"), whom he has fathered on Kamala while 
her prisoner in Kadali. Gorakh kills and skins the boy, scrubs his skin like 
a washerman to remove all its bodily impurities, and hangs this skin on the 
roof to dry, like the hide of some skinned beast-all of these metaphors 
for yogic purification. Matsyendra and Kamala are horrified at this act, and 
when they bewail the murder of their son, Gorakh revives 108 Binduk
nilths! Seeing at last the illusion of the world to which he has become 
attached through his sexuality, Matsyendra now truly "awakens," and Gor
akh leads him out of the Kingdom of Kadali (not before, however, the 
women of the kingdom attempt to take Gorakh's life-Gorakh avenges 
hi~nself by transforming them into bats!).107 

Let us dwell for a moment on the name of the kingdom into which 
Matsyendra has fallen into a sexual lethargy as the plaything of some six
teen hundred women: Kadalf Riljya is the Kingdom of the Plantain Forest. 
Why plantains? Our first clue comes from classical Indian poetics, in 
which the thighs of a beautiful woman are compared to the smooth, firm 
trunks of the plantain tree. In this perspective, Matsyendra has been lan
guishing in a forest of beautiful thighs, a fair statement arrived at through 
simple arithmetic. Moreover, the plantain is that one of nine sacred trees 
representing the Goddess most closely associated with vegetative power. 
So it is that plantain fruit, a small banana with seeds in its interior, is used 
in fertility rites in Bengal, in which men swinging on hooks drop plantain 
fruits on women below. The imagery here needs no explanation.108 Else
where, "plantain house" (kaJa/Igrhn) is a term employed in Sanskrit drama 
to designate a pleasure garden in which the king assigned trysts with 
women to whom he was not yet wedded.109 

This metaphor is greatly expanded in the south Indian Virasaiva poetry 
of Allama Prabhu or Prabhudeva, who time and again compares the human 
body, subject to passion and sorrow in a world of death and rebirth, to a 
plantain forest: 110 

I see no one who can conquer the body~ vast plantain grove: the 
seven seas of the world encircle it. In life's vast wood the poisonous 
rain of the five senses pours. Anger~ huge tiger roars and roars ••• 
The child of sin called greed is eating and eating .•• The well of 
passions cannot be used.11 1 
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The Plantain Grove, Kadali Vana, to which Prabhudeva is referring, is 
first and foremost a geographical location: this is a grove at Srisailam, a 
cultic center ofVirasaivism, but also an important center for such sects as 
the Kapalikas, Nath Siddhas, and Rasa Siddhas. 112 Quite unlike the nega
tive portrayal Prabhudeva gives of his metaphorical Plantain Grove, the 
Kadali Vana at Srisailam was a source of healing herbs and magically reju
venating waters. This tradition, however, of such a grove enclosing a pool 
of healing and life-giving waters is not original to this site or this period: 
in the third book of the Mahiibhilrata, Shima finds such a pool in the midst 
of a plantain forest located on the flanks of the Himalayas!l" 

There are, in fact, a number of medieval literary references which sup
pon this reading of the Kadali Vana toponym. One of these is Malik Mu
hammad Jayasi's sixteenth-century Padmilvat, a beautiful yogic allegory of 
the wooing of Padmavad, princess of Simhala, by a princc-tumed-Nllth 
Siddha named Ratansen. This source makes more than one reference to a 
Kadalr Van which, accessible to Siddhas alone, contains a "fountain of life:' 
In this source, variant readings of Kajari and Kajali arc also given, variants 
which may be read in three ways. The term is either: (1) kadalfvan, "plan
tain forest," a place identified with the sensual life (as in the legends of 
Matsyendranllth), but also with a grove of yogic realization and immortal
ity (in the Padmilvnt); (z) kajnlf van, "forest of black mercuric sulfide," of 
the mineral hierophany of the sexual essences of Siva and the Goddess, 
which does in fact constitute an elixir of immortality; or (3) knjari vn11, 
identified with Zulmat, the name of the land of death and darkness (knj
[j]a/1 also means "lampblack") to which Iskandar (Alexander the Great) 
traveled, according to Muslim legend.114 

I have already discussed the first reading at length, The third reading is 
treated in the Padmiivat with specific reference to Alexander, as well as to 
the prince-tumed-Nath Siddha named Gopicand, who, realizing the tran
sience of this world, left his kingdom and went to Kajari Van, where he 
realized yogic perfection. Like Prabhudeva, Kabir identifies the Kajari Van 
with the human body that is subjected to the trammels of carnal passions: 
"This body is a knjari ba11 and the mind is an elephant gone mad, the jewel 
of wisdom is the goad but few are the Saints who can apply it!" 115 Another 
source, the oral epic entitled the Alhii Khn'!tf, has its eponymous hero 
schooled by Gorakhnath in the transitory nature of mundane existence and 
the virtues of the renunciant life. He follows Gorakh into Kajari Forest, "a 
mysterious land from which it is said that someday he will return." 116 

The second reading, which combines the first and third (the alchemical 
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ltaj{j)a/1 is both black in color and an elixir of immortality), would sound 
far-fetched, were it not for the fact that the same term is found, in a similar 
context, in another source. This is the Punjabi legend of the Nilth Siddha 
named POral} Bhagat. This yogin has been dismembered (whence his alter
nate name of Cauranginath, "Four-[dismembered]-limbs Nath"), thrown 
down a well, and left for dead by his evil stepmother, whose sexual advances 
he had refused. He prays to Gorakhnilth, who restores him to wholeness 
and initiates him into the Nath order, following which POra-;t Bhagat re
mains in his well for twelve years, at the end of which he attains immortal
ity. POr&l} Bhagat's well-also a fountain of life of sorts-is located in Ka
jali Van, near Sialkot Ohelum district), in the Punjab state of Pakistan.117 

The eighth -to twelfth-century Hlga Vasif!ha generates a polar opposition 
between the well and the forest that surrounds it: here, the human mind 
(which is trapped in an existence of its own making) is allegorized as a man 
who, having inflicted all manner of wounds upon his own body, plunges 
into a well (the torments of hell); he then leaves the well to enter into the 
Plantain Forest (the pleasures ofheaven).118 

There are a number of levels upon which one may interpret these juxta
positions, either of a well or fountain oflife at the heart of a Plantain Forest 
identified with bodily proclivities, a Forest of Mercuric Sulfide, identified 
with bodily immortality, a land of death and darkness, identified with 
a failure to attain superhuman goals-or a combination of all three. Knj
jah, which can be black poison for the uninitiated, is an elixir of immortal 
life for the consummate alchemist. Matsyendra's Kadali kingdom was un
doubtedly a forest of women's thighs, in the midst of which he nearly lost 
his life-albeit through a form of tantric practice-but where he in the 
end realized yogic immortality through Gorakh 's intervention. Pora-;t Bha
gat too should have died in his empty well in the midst of the Kajali Forest, 
but instead realized bodily immortality through his initiation by Gorakh. 
In the final analysis, the common theme to these evocations of an immor
tality that one may grasp even in the midst of bodily sufferings is once 
again a tantric one. A woman's thighs can lead to the death of a yogin, but 
they can also constitute a "boat to immortality." just as the lm'!tfalinl can 
both drain a yogin of his semen (in a process called called "eating poison" 
in one source) and transmute that essence into the draft of immortality, 
so too the space between a woman's thighs-the Kamaropa in the midst of 
her yoni-can arbor a fountain of life for the tantric practitioner who 
knows his way around.••9 

The tantric hero (vfra) of the Kaula traditions was precisely that excep-
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tional individual who was capable of experiencing, to its very limit, the life 
of the body in ways that would utterly destroy the beastlike noninitiate 
(pai11) for whom every venture into the prohibited world of feminine sexu
ality was a deadly enterprise. Whereas the latter, bound like a sacrificial 
victim (pniu) to religious and social convention, could only come to know 
pain and death through the mystico-erotic practices of the tantric sects, 
the fonner could use the same to transcend the human condition and expe
rience the bliss of Sivahood. We illustrate the double register, upon which 
the landscapes of the subtle body have been interpreted, with a chart: 

being-towards-death 

normal respiration 
downward-Rowing Ganges 
sleeping kt11Jtfalinl 
k4lilgJti 
underwater, simmering b4tfnva 
SIII!ISilrn 
ndhorttns 
lUmartlpalndhovnktnl 
deadly Plantain Forest 

overcoming death 

swallowing into the fish-belly 
Fish-Belly Conjunction 
rising kmJtfnliltl 
killilf1tirudrnlyogilgni 
exposed, upward Raring btltfnvn 
smilbtlrn 
flrdtlbvnrttns 
Candradvipalyogiltivaklnl'zo 
rejuvenating Plantain Forest 

3· Lunar, Empty, and Hg WeDs in Hindu Tantrism 

In the last chapter, we spoke of the creative opposition between a bird 
in the vault of the "cranial" heavens and a serpent in the hollow of an "ab
dominal" cave. Apart from their symbolization as bird and snake, these two 
poles of the Samkhyan hierarchy of clements, the alchemical hierarchy of 
metals, and the yogic hierarchy of the (RI.Tns may also be represented as a 
set of two wells. The image is a powerful one, in any tradition, for what is 
a well if not a channel between our sunlit world and the dark subterranean 
regions? Chthonic dragons guarding enchanted wells, wishing wells
common fare in western folklore, they attest to the universality of this 
theme. In the yogic and alchemical traditions, the first of these two wells 
is conventional, in the sense that it is upturned and set into the "base" of 
these parallel structures. The second well, corresponding to the upper end 
of these parallel hierarchies, is downturncd and placed above the second. 
When the two are brought together into a double-well image, their com-
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bination evokes the internal unity of these bipolar systems. The head and 
torso of the human body, the communicating chambers of a bicameral al
chemical apparatus, the vault of heaven reflected in the waters at the bot
tom of a well:121 all of these are so many images of the unity in difference 
(bhediibhedn) that is the hallmark of nondualist tantric thought. It is within 
such a symbol system that the locus of ether (khn, iikiiln, VJ0111R11, ltinyn) in 
the human body is identified with the cranial vault, which is characterized, 
in a number of sources, as a down turned well. 

The terms khn and iikiiln at once signify, from the Upani~ads onwards, 
"heaven," "cave;• "hole," and "[empty] space." According to the MnhA
bhiirntn, iikiila has the following properties: it is the elemental substrate 
of sound (lnbdn), it is all-permeating (vyiipitvn), and it has the nature of a 
hollow or cavity (cbidrntvn). 111 In Ayurvedic physiology as well, the cle
ment ether is present in the body in the form of bodily cavities or orifices. 
In its quality as void or empty space, ether is vital to tantric worship: it is 
in a clearing within. one's own being that one meditatively constructs the 
divine object of ritual devotion.m As I demonstrate, the realization of 
an analogous void is necessary to the hathayogin, in his quest for the ab
solute. 

Since the time of the Upani~ads, the seat of the soul has been located in 
the hcart. 114 There, the soul is suspended in the midst of a void that extends 
.outwards for ten finger breadths from the core of the subtle body. The void 
or ether (kba, iikiiln) of the heart remains a key notion in Hinduism, down 
into the Tantras.IZ5 However, the concept of another "inner void" also 
emerges in the Upani~ads to continue down into the tantric period. This 
is the void of the medial channel of the subtle breath, which bisects the 
subtle body vertically. 116 This channel, running upward from the 1111iltidbiira 
cakra through the heart (which bisects the body horizontally), ends in the 
"cleft of brahman" (m'llbmarnndbra), the fontanelle, in the top of the cranial 
vault. Whence the statement in the Kii!hnka Upn11i!nd (6.16): "There are a 
hundred and one channels of the heart. One of these passes up to the crown 
of the head. Going up by it, one goes to immortality." 

It is this channel, but more especially the upper endpoint of its trajec
tory, that the Nath Siddhas and a number of other tantric schools identify 
with the ether or void, which they also call kbn or ltinya. For the Nath 
Siddhas, itinyn is at once the highest metaphysical principle (pnram tattvn), 
the cranial vault or fontanelle, and the abode of Siva.117 Here, the impor
tance of the ether lies not in what it is but rather in that which it contains 
in its empty space-and here, once again, yogic and alchemical elixirs be-
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come identified with one another, this time through their association with 
the "wells" in which both are found. 

In no other medieval Indian tradition do we find greater importance 
attached to this image, of the body as a set of wells, than in that of the N~th 
Siddhas. Gorakhnath, who uses the terms gngan [111R1Jt/nl}, itinya, and kha128 

to speak of the cranial vault, also states, in perhaps his most renowned biJnf: 
"In the circle of ether is an inverted well that is the place of nectar. He 
who has a guru drinks his fill; he who has no guru goes thirsty. " 129 Here, 
Gorakhn~th's well of nectar in the ether is at once the seventh and upper
most cakrn, the thousand-petaled snbasrilrn located in the cranial vault, and 
the moon, repository of immortal suma, shining in the heavens. The moon, 
identified with the god Candra/Soma, has been viewed as a primal source 
of ambrosia since the time of the ~g VtJa.uo In Gorakhn~th 's b4ni, the dow
n turned well that quenches mortal man's thirst for the nectar of immortal
ity is identified with the Sflllltl that is the stuff of the full moon. 

Another of Gorakhn~th 's poems, contained in the Gy4n Ca/Tsn (Forty 
Gnostic Stanzas),u• combines the image of the well with the attainment of 
yogic and alchemical siJJhis. Here, the yogin who fills the iJkilia (the ether 
of the cranial vault) with water from a subterranean well gains bodily im
mortality and the power of transmutation. The same symbolism is found 
in a number of poems of Kabir, the language and imagery of whose mystic 
poetry was greatly influenced by the verses of Gorakhnath. In one of these, 
Kabrr says: "The well of heaven has its opening below; its bucket is in 
the underworld (piJtiJit); the hm!ISR drinks of its water, but few know of its 
source." Ill In another, he speaks of a land with "an inverted well, with an 
opening, as narrow as a thread, through which the married soul draws 
water . • • From the well in the lotus above, the devotee drinks the 
nectar."IH 

These images are similar to those found in a longer poem by Gorakh
nath, who once again uses the dynamics of drawing water from a well to 
describe the workings of the subtle body.'H Here, he compares the human 
body to a city filled with all manner of hungry and thirsty animals, which 
are so many allegorical representations of the human condition. So the 
cows and buffalo of the city, tethered to the stake of illusion, represent the 
absence of discrimination (avivtkn), while its dogs are the mind that steals 
away and conceals true knowledge. In this city, however, is a well whose 
water slakes these animals' thirst (for liberation). From this well, the 
women of the city draw water which they carry in pitchers on their heads
and these pitchers thus constitute portable wells. In this way, there are two 
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metaphorical wells in the city, the well set into the earth and that which 
takes the form of water pots on the women's heads. 

On the level of the bodily microcosm, the interpretation is the follow
ing: the well set into the earth here is the mtiliidham, the lowest of the 
cnl:ras from which the yogin's semen, the raw material of his bodily trans
formation, is raised. As it rises along the length of the medial stif11711'!ii 11ii41, 
this semen is transformed into nectar. This process is consummated in the 
uppermost sahnsriira cdra-the thousand-petaled lotus located in the cra
nial vault, the ethereal sphere of the void-llinyn or gngnn mn'l4nl-which 
is figured in Gorakh's poem by the water pot atop the female water bearers' 
heads. just as these female water carriers (who may be further identified 
with the k11'!4nli111) slake the thirst of the animals in Gorakh's metaphorical 
city, so the yogin~ refined semen, now transformed into nectar, fills the 
"void city" (lilnyn p11rl) of the cranial vault. When allowed to ftow back 
downwards, it floods the yogin's body with its ftuid of immortality. us 

This poem schematically portrays the yogin's body as two vessels, a 
lower well and an upper water pot, of which the lower is a source of energy 
and raw materials and the higher the container of the subtle immortalizing 
essence of those raw materials. In a Nath Siddha legend as well, a similar 
identification is made between the body and two superposed water pots 
carried on a woman's head. In the talc of Guru Goga, or Goga PJr, a low
caste woman speaks of her body in terms of these, protesting to Goga that 
she cannot give him water to drink from her earthen pot (because the vessel 
of her body is impure). GOgi lets fty an arrow, smashing the two pots si
multaneously, to which the woman reacts with the words "Look at the state 
of my body; thou hast broken my two pitchers." u6 Once again, we find an 
echo of this imagery in Kabir (even if he is mocking the Siddhas in the 
same verse): "Between the sky and the netherworld, in the space between 
the two gourds [is the Path]: the six dnrlnnns tripped and tumbled down 
along with the eighty-four Siddhas!" U7 

In the raising of vital breath, seed, and energy, it is at the level of the 
navel that a preponderance of raw semen and thermal yogic energy yield 
to a preponderance of cool, refined nectar; therefore, it is here that the 
mouths of the upper and lower "wells" of the yogic body are joined. So it 
is that we find a metaphorical symmetry between these two poles or "wells" 
of yogic imagery. Above, male semen, moon, mila, nectar, Siva, ftuidity, 
and coolness are identified with an upper well; and below, female uterine 
blood, sun, fire, energy, the Goddess, dessication, and heat are localized in 
a lower well. 
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This image of the body as a well into which the yogin enters in order to 
succeed in his sndhnnas carries over into Nath Siddha myth and legend as 
well. The fullest account to bring such imagery into play is the Punjabi 
legend of Poral} Bhagat, already mentioned above, who is dismembered 
and thrown into an empty, broken-down well (ji17Jnndhakilpa). Gorakhnath 
comes to rescue and restore him, after which he returns to the well to per
form yogic austerities for twelve years: when he emerges, he has been trans
formed into a Siddha. 118 Down to the present day, Punjabi women come, on 
the new moon, to partake of the cool healing waters of POral} Bhagat's well 
(which is no longer empty), which are said to cure barrenness. 119 

In a number of versions of the Gopicand legend cycle, this Nath Siddha 
seals his guru Jalandharanath (or Ha~i-pa) into a well; upon his release 
from the well, again after twelve years,Jalandharanath reduces metal effig
ies of Gopicand to ashes. No A nineteenth-century hagiography has Mast
nath, another Nath Siddha, creating a well to save the besieged city of his 
princely protege Man Singh.•~• Gorakhnath dries up wells in anger, but 
also fills wells that are empty. 1-1z Elsewhere, he throws gold bricks or coins 
into a well near Kamakhya, thereby turning its waters to gold. When his 
teacher, Matsyendranath, insists that such will upset the order of the world, 
Gorakhnath turns the well water into crystal; and this is the origin of crys
tal in the world. HJ 

Nath Siddha accounts of yogins who create and enter into wells in order 
to meditate seem to parallel Taoist myths of "old men of the gourd" who 
suspend a gourd from the rootbeam of their huts and enter into the uni
verse of that gourd in order to attain the Absolute, the Tao. The Taoist 
alchemical sources dating from the first half of the first millennium A.D. 

are particularly rich in legends on this subject, such as the following: 

Che Ts'ouen, who came from Lu, was a student of the Great Alchem
ical Path. After meeting Chang Chen, he became the administrator 
of Yun-t'ai (i.e. the mountain called Chiang-su). It was his habit to 
suspend a hu[-lu] vessel of about ten liter's volume [from the roof 
of his house]. This hu[-/11} vase transformed itself into Heaven and 
Earth; it contained sun and moon. Che Ts'ouen passed his nights 
there, and called himself "Heaven in a [Double-]Gourd" (hu-t'ien). 
The people called him the "Old Man of the Gourd." Following this 
he realized the Tao [and became an immortal].•~ 

As in the Taoist case, entering into a well is, for the Nath Siddhas, tanta
mount to entering into yogic practice, in which consciousness, breath, and 
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semen are simultaneously raised into the cranial vault, the abode of Siva. 
It also evokes a regremiS ad 11tenm1 from which the yogin, like the Vedic 
sacrificer in his initiation hut and the Ayurvedic patient in his womb hut, 
emerges, reborn, as well as the ultimate alchemical operation described in 
the RA, in which the alchemist's own body becomes the corptiS akhymiam1 
when he plunges into a cauldron of boiling oil. ~o~s We will return to this 
image, of a Siddha entering a well that is a mesocosmic double of his own 
body, in chapter ten. 

Wells are generally considered to possess healing properties, the well of 
Vaidyanath in Benares-as well as P0ra1}'s Well and wells of Gorakh in 
Kacch (Gujarat) and other Nath Siddha holy sites throughout India1-16-

being prime examples.1" 7 Many tantras contain instructions for the dedica
tion of wells to the Goddess; and while the liikta pirhas are not wells them
selves, they are generally located in the proximity of a well or spring. "'8 

The HYP (1.13) instructs yogins to live alone in a small monastery in 
whose courtyard a well should be located. The alchemist's laboratory 
should also be equipped with a well in its northeast comer, which is that 
part of the laboratory in which are also housed his all-important transmut
ing elements.1-19 

Yet another case of such structural homologies between body, alchemi
cal apparatus, and universe is to be found in the tantric geography of the 
Indian subcontinent. In the last chapter, we briefly passed in review a num
ber of alchemical hierophanies found at such iiikta pi!has as Hinglaj in Ba
luchistan and Kamakhya in Assam.uo In addition to these, such important 
Saiva sites as Gimar in Gujaratm and Srisailam in Andhra Pradeshu2 are 
also possessed of alchemical mythologies. The most systematic and strik
ing example of the geographical and geological macrocosm reproducing 
the alchemical and yogic macrocosm is that found, however, at Kedamath, 
an important and ancient Siva temple built over a jyotirlinga located in the 
Chamoli district of northwestern Uttar Pradesh. 

The final stage of this pilgrimage, the fifteen kilometers that separate 
the village of Gauri KuQ<,I and the temple of Kedamath itself, has been 
marked, at least as far back as the twelfth century and down to the present 
day, by a series of natural springs or pools (km!tfs). Down in the village of 
Gauri KuQ<,I (this being the name of a natural hot-water spring in which 
pilgrims bathe), a reddish, sulfurous pool close by the side of the Gauri 
Temple is known as ~tu KuQ<,I ("the menses pool," where the Goddess takes 
her menstrual bath), while at the upper end of this final stage and some 
thousand meters higher in elevation, behind the temple of Siva Kedamath 
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and at the foot of the peak of the same name, is a clear pool called Ret 
KUJ~<;f ("the semen pool"), which is said, in both Puranic sources and mod
ern pilgrim's guides, to contain the mercury that arose from Siva's seed, 
dropped from the mouth of Agni when he transported it to the shore of the 
Ganges. Slightly higher, just behind the temple is the Amrt KuQ<;f, "pool of 
nectar"; and still higher, some three kilometers to the north of Kedarnath, 
is the Brahmagupha, the "cave of brahman." 

Once again, but this time on a quite massive scale, the alchemical body 
is reproduced, with Siva, semen, and mercury located at the upper end of 
a geographic hierophany and the Goddess, uterine blood, and sulfur at the 
lower end of the same self-enclosed system. The relative locations of these 
two pools on the Kedi\rnilth pilgrimage route also clue us into the fact that 
the imagery here is hathayogic as well: the pool of blood below and to the 
south is to be identified with the yogin's lower cakras, the place of the sun 
and uterine blood; the pool of semen above and to the north is the place 
of the moon and of semen that has been transmuted into the nectar that 
rejuvenates the yogin's body and so affords himjlvanmtlkti. Still higher, the 
pool of nectar and cave of Brahman are further indications that the upper 
reaches of the Kedi\rnath site correspond to the ambrosial climes of the 
cranial vault and the fontanelle, the cleft of brahman. UJ 

It will be recalled that, in the schema of the i4kta pTrhas, it is the shrine 
of Hinglaj Devt, located on a mountaintop in southeastern Baluchistan, 
that is identified as the Goddess's brahmarandhra. Like Kedarniith, the 
route to Hingliij, too, is spangled with images of the yogic body. The most 
important of these is the Moon Well, cnndraknpa, which, at the upper end 
of the pilgrim's long journey, is a place of great geothermic activity, of fire 
and water that well up out of the depths of the earth. Both sun and moon 
are also present here, in the form of massive carvings hewn into the living 
rock: this may indeed be the earliest such image on the Indian subconti
nent, already appearing as it does in the writings of the fourth-century 
Greek geographer Ctesias. u• 

Yet another yogic schematization of a natural landscape may be found 
in the description of a Nilth Siddha site called A!aka, located in the eastern 
Iranian region of Khorasan. Here, the intrepid pilgrim passes by a series 
of six pools until he comes to a cave upon whose door is figured a "fear
some cakra." Over the door hangs a sword. Whoever touches this cakrn 
"will explode into a thousand pieces," but he who succeeds in passing 
through this door gains access to the all-transmuting philosopher's stone 
(sparill71lii1Jt) locked inside and to the Ganges River, which flows through 
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the place. Here, the seven pools of A!aka, crowned by a door, a sword, 
a river, and a philosopher's stone, appear to be so many representations 
of the yogic body and the raising of the kutJtfnlini up to the seventh cakra 
which, when pierced, yields the nectar of immortality. us 

Another parallel may be found in the Indo-Tibetan Buddhist tradition, 
mentioned in the previous chapter, of the cave known as Ca-ri in south
eastern Tibet. This cave, entered through a narrow cleft identified with 
the Goddess's ytmi, opens into a series of caves and lakes (inhabited by gods, 
goddesses, and tfiikinis), which are explicidy identified with the nllt/Ts and 
cakras of the Buddhist subtle body. The pilgrim who follows the subterra
nean passages of this "womb-cave" to their very end is in fact effecting the 
ascent of the goddess Vajravarllhi's medial channel, from her yo11i up to her 
bralmtnra11JIJra. The pilgrim, borne upward as it were by streams of divine 
blood, semen, and silldt1m (mercuric oxide), concretely effects the union of 
Prajiill and Upliya (the Buddhist homologues of Siva and Sakti) and su
preme realization. 156 

In addition to the important role they play in alchemical geography and 
the poetry of yogic experience, wells also are vital, as we saw in the last 
chapter, to myths of the origin of mercury. 157 Also in the last chapter, we 
reproduced an account, from the RRS and other sources, of the extrac
tion of mercury from one such well, in Darada-desa, by knowers of tantra 
{tantmjiills) and semidivine Wizards (vidyadbaras). This is the technique by 
which a maiden on horseback entices mercury to rise up out of its well and 
pursue her over hill and dale. Once it has been caught in troughs dug to 
this end, these sources tell us that this mercury is purified in a sublimation 
apparatus (piltana yantra). us 

The medieval alchemists in fact knew of three types of sublimating ap
paratus (yn11trns) 159 for the extraction (ilkffit) of mercury from cinnabar, 
i.e., the naturally occuring mercuric sulfide (Jamda) in which it is most 
commonly found: these are the apparatus of upward sublimation (iirJJhvn
piitana), downward sublimation (adboplltana), and transverse sublimation 
(tiryakpiitnna). In all three apparatus, mercury is made to sublimate and 
thereby leave behind its residual impurities in the ores in which it naturally 
occurs (or with which it is amalgamated), and thereafter to recondense 
through the interposition of cold water.160 

The upward-sublimation apparatus is composed of two superimposed 
vessels, whose mouths are sealed together with several layers of mud
smeared cloth stretched across their interface. A slow fire beneath the 
lower vessel heats a mixture of herbs and powdered mercury ore, mercuric 
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sulfide, most often in the form of cinnabar. The mercury that evaporates 
upwards condenses on the inner surface of the downrumed base of the 
upper chamber, which is cooled from above by a cloth soaked in cold water 
(or by a superimposed cold-water recipient). The mercury that has con
densed on this downtumed inner surface has a smoky luster to it: when 
rubbed with a cloth, it immediately takes on the properties of fluidity, lus
ter, etc. one associates with pure quicksilver. In the bottom of the lower 
vessel there remains the dross of this reaction: free sulfur together with 
other mineral and plant matter, oxidized and devoid of its original mer
cury content.161 

Because of the function it serves, this apparatus is known as the ilrddhvn
piltnna. This i~ not, however, the sole name by which it is known: a number 
of medieval alchemical sources also call it the qnmnn1 yn11trn (Siva's !Wo
headed drum apparatus),161 the iilmbhnvlmudril (the hermetic seal of Sam
bhu, Siva),16J and the vid.Yiidhnra ynnhw, the "wizard apparatus." 1M This first 
term clearly refers to the shape of this apparatus, the second to a technique 
of hn!hn yoga, and the third to both such a technique and to the mythic 
Wizards who were the innovators of a body of techniques that, precisely, 
fused alchemical and yogic practice into a single Saiva system. 

The structure and dynamics of this :ynlltrn appear to replicate the dy
namics of yogic reversal-known as lirdtlhvnretns from the time of the Mil
hilbbnrntn-as such is described by Gorakhniith in his poems about wells 
and water jars. In this case, the upper chamber of the apparatus is the dow
ntumed celestial well in the yogin's head, and the lower chamber the matrix 
of matter and energy-in the "pot" fomted by the diaphragm through the 
hathayogic technique called kumbhnka-from which the gross elements 
arc caused to rise through heating. The fire beneath and cool water atop 
the two chambers complete the parallel. These are the equivalent of the 
visceral sun and cranial moon, through the balancing of which the yogin 
comes to enjoy the nectar (mercury, the refined semen of Siva) that "con
denses" to ooze downward from the top of the cranial vault, the lunar 
circle. 

These parallels are made explicit in a number of medieval texts. In the 
fifteenth-century alchemical Rasendrncintiimn1Ji of Qhm~9hukanatha, this 
bicameral alchemical apparatus is termed iilmbbavi 11111drii. Now, this same 
term is used, in the Amnnnskayogn of Gora~anatha, to introduce a. yogic 
technique that that text seems to identify with the vidyiidharn yn11h"ll: "Here 
is the description of the iiimbhnvi nmdrii: The fist [?] above and the gaze 
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(dfil) below, the cleft (bhtdn) above and the channels (sirii~) below, one 
becomes liberated in the body by using the [vidyii]dbnm-yantra." 16s 

Here, the yogin whose "gaze" and "channels" are below is clearly stand
ing on his head: the sole description of a hathayogic technique in which 
the term sirtl~ is employed in the plural is that of the "chin lock," or jiiland
bara bandhn, so called in honor of the great Nath Siddha, but also in refer
ence to the "net[ work]" or "ganglia" (jiilam) of channels which meet in the 
region of the throat. This practice effects a lock (bnndha) on these channels 
and thus seals off the head as the recipient (dbnra) of the nectar held in the 
cranial vault and not allowed to fall downward into the fire of the sun in 
the yogin's lower abdomcn:jiilnm-Jbnrn bn11dbn. This upside-down version 
of that technique is the structural parallel to the vidyil-dhnra ynntra: the two 
chambers of the alchemical apparatus are the head and torso of the yogin, 
the mud-smeared layers of cloth stretched across their mouths arc the net
work of channels, and the nectar that is held in the head is the mercury 
that condenses on the incurved inner surface of the downturned upper 
chamber.166 A number of other interpretations of this verse are possible, 
including a sexual one: the Yoni Tantrn employs the term dhiiraka to signify 
both "vulva" and "vessel." 167 

Most alchemical sources enjoin the practitioner to follow his use of the 
flrddbvnpiitalln yalltra with that of the adbopittann y1111tra, the "apparatus of 
downward sublimation": after having sublimated mercury three times 
in the former, one is to do so seven times in the latter.168 The ndhoptltnlln 
ynntra is identical to the fllrldbvaptltnna with the difference that in this case, 
the "cool" chamber is placed rightside-up in a hollow dug into the ground. 
Its mouth is bonded to that of the "hot" chamber, here placed facedown, 
with the cooking fire burning atop its upturned base. In this case, one 
smears the inner surface of this downturned "hot" chamber with an amal
gam of mercury and copper. When this is heated, the mercury sublimates 
and falls down into the "cool" chamber, which is this time filled with water. 
There, it recondenses into its natural, but purified and stabilized, form. 169 

The adhoptltana yantra is in fact a closer homologue to the upside-down 
yogic posture Gorakhnath describes in his Amanaskayoga than is the vid
yitdham (or ilrddhvapiitana) itself. In both the alchemicaladhopiitana yantra 
and the dhiira ynntra described by Gorakhnath, the "seminal" Auid, trans
formed by a heat source located above, drips downward to remain (held 
there by gravity) in the reversed upper chamber of the apparatus or, in the 
yogic case, of the cranial vault. This posture also evokes the viparitaknm']ll, 
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or "reverse practice" of yoga, which Gorakhnath praises in his Gomkfa Sa
taka (133-35) as a foolproof method for retaining in one's head the pre
cious nectar one has so carefully distilled from "raw" semen. Here, the 
description of the posture itself is clearly the inspiration for that of the 
dhiirayantm, in everything but name: "The navel above, the palate below; 
the sun above and the moon below. " 170 Gorakh refers to this posture in 
one of his biinis, in which he says to hold the yantm upside-down (11/a{i 
ya11tr dhart) by standing on one's head. These structures and dynamics of 
the alchemical body become dramati7.ed in a nineteenth-century hagiogra
phy of Lalli, or Lal Ded, the fourteenth-century Kashmiri mystic poetess, 
who demonstrated "true penance" to her guru Srika~tha. "She placed an 
earthen pot on her head and another under her feet; and with the waning of 
the moon, her body waned till, on the fifteenth night of the dark fortnight 
(tnmlvas), nothing was left of her except a little quantity of ttcmbling quick
silver. Then, with the waxing moon her body waxed and, on the full-moon 
night, she was herself again." m 

This body of Hindu practices, which incorporates alchemical and ha
thayogic techniques, bears striking similarities to an earlier Taoist tradi
tion, which constitutes a still more graphic projection of alchemical imag
ery upon the subtle body. This is the practice termed "feeding the vital 
principle." This technique, described in a fourth-century Chinese source, 
the Tnishang tllli11g dayo11 miaojing, represents i:he human body as a set of 
three "cinnabar fields," of which the uppermost, located in the head, con
tains an ordered hierarchy of nine "palaces." The third and innermost of 
these palaces, the Palace of the Cinnabar Field, is the culminating point of 
breath absorption, the Taoist precursor of the Indian prii1Jilyilma. Immedi
ately behind this is the fourth palace, called the "Palace of Moving Beads," 
i.e., of quicksilver, Auid mercury. Once again, the question of whether 
these striking parallels-between this feature of the archaic Taoist body 
and the "alchemical body" of Hinduism-are reflective of cultural and sci
entific exchanges between China and India in this period, a period follow
ing the export of Indian Buddhism into China, must remain outside the 
scope of the present study.'72 

The basic structure of the Hindu alchemical yantras, with their down
turned upper and upturned lower chambers, may be taken as a model for 
both the universe and the human body. Another somewhat simpler homol
ogy to the vidyildham yantm is the two-chambered tfm11an1 (indeed, there 
exists an alc~emical4amant yantra as well), m the "shaman's drum" carried 
by the god Siva and his sectarian followers throughout north India and 
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Nepal, as well as by Tibetan Buddhist monks. This is an instrument made 
from two conical or hemispherical drums, joined together at their tapered 
ends, with their heads facing outwards. Held at its tapered middle, the 
tfrmtant is played by turning the wrist back and forth such that a bead or 
thong, attached by a cord to the tapered portion, strikes the two heads in 
alternation. The two chambers of the drum-like those of the vidyadhara 
yantra, the upper and lower halves of the human body, and the upturned 
and downturned wells of the macrocosm-represent the bipolar relation
ship between feminine and masculine principles common to so many mys
tic Hindu traditions. These are the states of involvement in and renun
ciation of the manifest world through which the human yogin alternately 
passes, in imitation of the divine yogin, whose yogic withdrawal from and 
return to mundane consciousness mark the successive resorptions (pra
layas) and emissions (Sffiis) of the cosmic eons. 

The bead that successively strikes the two ends of the tfamanl to emit 
the drum's sound (n4da) is also identifiable with the mercury that evapo
rates out of one chamber of these ya11tras to sublimate in the other. It also 
represents the yogin's seed (called bTja, which is often closely identified, in 
tantrism, with 11ilda)17• which rises (tlrddhvaretas)m with the kmJtfalinT and 
returns to the lower body when the yogin returns to mundane conscious
ness and activities at the conclusion of his austerities. 

It is another sort of two-headed drum (called a nn;dAtiga) that Gorakh
nilth carries in the legend already discussed, in which he "awakens" his 
teacher Matsyendranath from a life of debauchery in the Kingdom of 
Women with the first beat (n4da) that he strikes on it. Tibetan Buddhism, 
whose lists of Mahasiddhas include the names of Gorakh, Mina, and other 
illustrious figures who came to be identified with the Nath Siddhas, also 
uses the tfamant in its ritual practice. A number of tfamanls, used by prac
titioners of tantric Buddhism in Mongolia and Tibet,176 are fashioned from 
two human skulls, joined together ncar the fontanelle, with a rectangular 
hole177 drilled between them which, establishing communication between 
the two hemispheres, "allows the instrument to breathe and thereby have 
a better sound." This hole is called the nada. 178 The tfrmtant player gener
ally holds a bell (ghniJ!O) in his left hand, which thereby complements the 
t/amaru held in the right. Taken together, the two are said, in the Vajra
yma context, to symbolize sun and moon, the right and left channels, and 
skill in means (ttpaya) and wisdom (prajiia), 179 the Buddhist homologues to 
Siva and Sakti. More than this, the two skulls which make up the drum 
are ideally those of a sixteen-year-old young man and a sixteen-year-old 
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maiden. Of course, sixteen is a figure signifying wholeness or plenirude in 
these traditions, but it will be recalled that the origin of this identification 
goes back to the lunar symbolism of hathayogic practice: sixteen is the 
number of digits in the full moon that brims with nectar in the fully real
ized yogin's head. 180 

Another source from the same Vajraylina tradition reproduces this 
strucrural homology of the two chambers as the two peripheral channels. 
In a Caryii song (no. 3), VirOva-pli analogizes the fermentation of wine with 
the dynamics of yogic breath control:181 

The female wine-dealer [avadhntT, the Buddhist ktlt!4nlin1] is alone, 
but she seals together the two chambers [the two channels, sun and 
moon] and introduces the powder for fermenting the wine [bodhidttn, 
semen]. The wine [vl11"111!11'"1 now ftows [borne upward on the subtle 
breaths] straight to the Sahaja [saiJn.mlra] and that brings immonality. 
On seeing the sign [of the wine] at the tenth door (the brahntadvilra, 
at the upper endpoint of the central channel],18, the customer [the 
yogin] comes of himself and drinks the nectar from the lorus of great 
bliss (711nhds11kha, the Buddhist snhasriim]. 

With these astonishing strucrural homologies, we are brought back to 
the cranial vault in which we began this section and to the fusion of all the 
polarities we have been discussing. 

4· Mouths and Doors: The Kbtcari Mrulrl in Tantric Practice 

The bipolar locations, on a vertical axis, of male mercury and semen above 
and female sulfur and uterine blood below are but one means to chaning 
the basic strucrure of a hierarchized tantric universe. However, in a tantric 
metaphysics that stresses unity-in-difference (bhtdiibhtda), or nonduality
in-duality (dvnitiidvaitn), there has as well to be a stress on equipose, equiv
alence, and equanimity, on the union or coincidence of polar opposites. In 
practical terms, the factoring of the two into the one has been perennially 
enacted, in tantra, through sexual union between practitioner and conson. 
However, every subtle body is, in the traditions under srudy, intrinsically 
androgynous, being divided along the vertical axis between male and fe
male halves after the fashion of Anlhanari5vara, the "half-female" form of 
Siva. Following an Indian (if not human) commonplace that a woman's 
place is on the distaff, the left side of her husband, the image of Siva Ardha-
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nari5vara comprises the right half of Siva's body and the left half of that of 
Sakti, the Goddess. With this, we are brought back to our discussion of a 
subtle body whose left or western (paidma) side is female (in spite of the 
fact that the lunar, male itfii channel issues from the left nostril and the 
solar pitign/il from the right). As I have argued, the subtle landform known 
as Moon Island is located either in the left side of the lower abdomen or 
cranial vault. 

It is in the cranial vault that the complementary processes of breath, 
seed, and mind control culminate in the production of nectar, a new yogic 
body, and the state of total yogic integration that is samildhi. 1"" The prac
titioner cannot, however, merely fill his head with transmuted semen and 
expect instant immortality. In the last chapter, I evoked the yogic and 
alchemical notions of khccnrn, "moving in the ether," and the erotico
mystical and hathayogic technique of vnjro/T 71111dril, while a moment ago I 
discussed the image of the cranial vault as an empty space (khn, iflnya) or 
well that comes to be filled with nectar through a variety of yogic tech
niques. At least one hathayogic source designates the practice of khtcnrf 
11111dril, "the seal of moving in the ether," as the culmination of vajro/T mudril 
and snmnrnsn. 1115 The K11V, which treats of every imaginable variation upon 
the theme of khecnra, includes discussions of the kbecarl mudril, the kbecari 
mantra, and the kbtcnri cakra. 186 We now turn to a closer examination of 
this body of techniques. 

Although a passage in the Mnitrf Upnnifad appears to allude to this prac
tice, the classic description of khtcnrl mudril as a hathayogic practice is 
found in the Goraksa Sntaka: "The consciousness wanders in the ether (kilt) 
because the tongue, having entered into the hollow (kht) above the throat 
moves about. For this reason, the khttnrl mudril is revered by all accom
plished yogins." In practical terms, kbecnrf71111dril is a technique that enables 
the yogin to retain in his cranial vault the nectar that he has accumulated 
there through his practice. Here, rather than allowing that nectar to fall 
into the fiery sun at the base of his spine, even when "in the embrace of a 
beautiful woman," 187 the yogin internally drinks that transmuted semen 
and is thereby rendered immortal. 

The key to the technique of khttarl mudrillies in the left/right division 
of the human body and the hathayogic notion of 71ltldril itself. In literal 
terms, the various mudriis are so many "seals," by which the yogin is able 
to close off or isolate portions of the subtle body, or the body in its entirety, 
in order to realize the "pneumatic" or "hydraulic" 188 feats of his craft. As 
does the alchemist with his various apparatus, the yogin must begin his 
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practice by hennetically sealing his body off from the outside environ
ment. This he does by closing the "nine doors," the bodily orifices.189 Fol
lowing this, through the practice of breath control, etc., he gradually closes 
off all of the seventy-two thousand nat!Ts, the breath and energy channels 
in his body, save the medial st1f11711'!ii, through which he will raise his breath, 
seed, and mind up into his cranial vault. 

According to the yogic physiology of the subtle body, the Sllfll711'!4 actu
ally branches into two conduits, at the level of the medulla oblongata (mas
taka grantht). Here, one branch veers slightly to the left,190 towards the 
"lunar" side of the body, at which point it connects with the tenth channel, 
called the la1ikhinT, the "conch." 191 It is this rum, as well as an inner aper
ture known as the tenth door (Jalama Jvara), that affords the yogin the 
possibility of preserving and using to his advantage the nectar he has chan
neled upward to this point. 

In order to effect khetari nmdril, the yogi forces the tip of his tongue191 

back and upwards into the opening at the back of the soft palate. Then, by 
concentrating his gaze inwardly to a point between the eyebrows, he causes 
his "capitalized" nectar to Row, via the lmikhinT, into the throat, where he 
drinks it. This process was explained to me by a young yogin of the jona 
Akhd~a19J (a suborder of the "militant" Naga division of the Dasndmi or
der, a division that has long been closely related to the Ndth Siddhas), 
whom I met on the Kediirndth pilgrimage trail in May 1984- As he de
scribed it, all depended on forcing the Goddess (lnt'!tfalin() up into the 
head, from whence the rain of nectar (atm;tava"!a) would Rood down into 
the body through the mt;tyfi1ijaya na41, a synonym for the lailkhinT. 194 

It is here that yet another sort of doubling occurs in the subtle physiol
ogy. First, the Amara11ghalilsa11a explicitly states that the tenth door is two
fold (Jvividha), composed of"the seminal path of immortality, and the path 
of death." 195 The fonner of these is the "upper mouth" of the lailkhinT, 
located in the cranial vault, within the subtle rajadanta, the "royal tooth," 
which resembles an ivory rusk. It is this tenth door that one causes to open 
through the practice of khttari nmdr4. 196 The latter, the lower mouth of the 
lailkini, is the place where the medial channel issues into the cranial vault: 
by closing off this aperture, the yogin ensures that the nectar in his cranial 
vault will not drain back down this channel and fall into the fire of the sun 
at the base of his subtle body.197 Not only are there two mouths to the 
iailkhini, but there appear to be two iailkhinis as well. On the one hand, the 
Gora~a Sat aka (v. 31) states that this duct is located at the base (miilasthane) 
of the body; on the other, this "conch," spiral or curved in fonn, is doubled 
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by the two-mouthed ktt'ft/tzlini, who can also at times be referred to as ian
lthinT.198 Whence Gorakh~ succinct statement: "The tongue and penis are 
[joined by] a single channel. He who retains [his rasa within it] tricks 
1ime." 199 With this, all the yogin needs to know is which valves to open 
and which to close. 

The identification of the two-mouthed ianlthiniwith a channel originat
ing in the left side of the cranial vault evokes one of the esoteric classifica
tion systems of the postscriptural systematization of the Hindu tantras. 
This is the paiti111ih1tniiya or Western Transmission, a tradition marked by 
a certain emphasis on harha yoga and by its cult of the goddess Kubjika, the 
"crooked one,"200 whose teachings were brought into the world on a lunar 
western mountain (Candragiri) or island (Candradvrpa), associated with 
the western face (Sadyojata) of Siva. As already argued, these "western" 
venues correspond less to the topography and toponymy of the Indian sub
continent than to the physiology of the subtle body. On the one hand, the 
western direction, when transposed upon the bodily microcosm, becomes 
the left side of the body; and indeed, one Nath Siddha poem refers to a 
"western door" (paithh11a dvdrll). This corresponds to an internal "western 
/inga," of which there are two, another case of doubling in the subtle 
body.101 In a universe identified with the Goddess's subtle body, microcosm 
and macrocosm can at times become confused. So, for example, the MBhT 
states that Srinatha is situated on the left side (vil711ab1Jagasthil); and in fact, 
he is the consort of the Goddess at the westernmost pifha of the subcon
tinent, at Hinglaj, the site identified as the Goddess's fontanelle (bralnlla
randhrn). zoz 

Two other readings of pnicin1a are possible here. Mark Dyczkowski ar
gues that the term is to be taken temporally: the pakin1il111nilyn is the "sub
sequent" or "latter" transmission, as opposed to the "former" transmission 
of the piirviimniiya. zoJ Elsewhere, Gorakhnath identifies the medial st1f11711'!il 
channel with the paitin111111iirga or pakh11apntha in his Yognbfin.204 Now, one 
could read this latter compound as "western path," and perhaps even as 
!'subsequent [to the emptying of the left and right channels] path." One 
could also, however, read paitinla here as "back" as opposed to ptirva, 
"front." In this case, the paitin1ndviirn, pakim11711iirga, and paitin1alinga, 
would be the "back (i.e., secret, difficult of access) door," the "back way," 
and the "lingn at the [entrance to the] back [way]." 

We now return to the mouths at the ends of the channels we have been 
discussing. In Abhinavagupta's discussion of the "clan sacrifice" (kttlayilga), 
we are told that "knowledge is to be placed in the mouth of a woman and 
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then taken from the mouth of [that same] woman." The woman in question 
is the tantric practitioner's consort (dtitt) in erotic Kaula ritual practice, and 
her mouth is her sexual organ.los Such is also stated clearly in the Viima
nllirga, a twentieth-century guide to ritualized tantric sex, in which the 
male adept is enjoined to assimilate himself to Siva and his partner to the 
Goddess and offer his father-mouth into her mother-mouth.l06 

There are, in fact, two mouths at play here as well, or rather a single 
aperture which, located at the apex of a mystic triangle in the miiliidhiira 
takra, is called the "lower mouth" (adbovaktra) when it is turned down
wards, at which time it feeds into the (female) sexual organ. When through 
yogic or erotico-mystical practice the same is turned upwards, however, it 
is called the "chief mouth" or the "mouth of the yogini" and is identified 
with the womb of consciousness, the "circle of bliss from which the energy 
of emission (visargaiaktt) flows forth as kii1Jt/nlini • •• the matrix of creation, 
and the essence ofKaula doctrine!' 207 Similarly, the Mantbiinabbairava Tan
tra of the Western Transmission speaks of an upper and a lower yoni, lo
cated at the base and the upper end of the medial channel. 208 In the midst 
of so many mouths, let us recall here that each tantric system had its own 
variations on the subtleties of the subtle body, making it impossible to gen
erate a single, unified account of the two upper branches of the split 
stif111111Jii channel, the two "conch ducts," the two "tenth doors," the two 
"western lingos," the two "yonis," the two "mouths of the yogini," etc. 

As in erotico-mystical practice, so too in alchemy, the practitioner must 
reckon with the body's doors and mouths. So it is that the MBbT (9.19) 
states that the alchemist, once he has ingested edible mercury (together 
with meat and a woman's milk), must close the nine doors. More often than 
actually swallowing said mercury, the alchemist will hold it in his mouth, 
under his tongue or in a hollow he has cut into his palate. But this mercury, 
held in the alchemist's mouth, is said to possess, at a certain stage of its 
preparation, a mouth or mouths of its own, with which it swallows, or more 
literally, "has its mouthful (griisa)" of the elements it causes to dissolve 
within itself. In these intermediate phases of its preparation, mercury may 
be either "mouthed" (sn-11111kba) or "mouthless" (nir-7mtkha).l09 

As we saw earlier in this chapter, hermetically sealing two mouths of a 
two-chambered apparatus is also vital to the alchemist's craft. Here, while 
the term nmdrii may be employed, it is the term [sam]puta that more often 
comes into play. A PII!R is a capsule or envelope, generally having the form 
of a closed crucible formed by placing two earthen plates face to face and 
sealing the joint between them with seven layers of mud-smeared cloth. 
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This container is placed in the midst of a fire pit filled with cow dung cakes, 
which provide constant and controlled heat, for the roasting of mercury in 
combination with various metallic and herbal elements.210 

In fact, when any two halves of a dual, bipolar system (a man and a 
woman for example) are brought together in tantric sources, it is generally 
the term samp11ra ("interlocked," "encased") or samp11(ikara'!a ("interlock
ing," "encasementj that is employed.211 Applications of this term extend 
well beyond the realm of alchemical apparatus to a number of yogic and 
tantric configurations as well. In tantric initiation, for example, the guru is 
said at one point to encase himself, or his mouth, in the body or mouth of 
his initiate. m While there can be no doubt that an exchange of substance 
takes place between the guru and his disciple in tantric initiation, and that 
the guru symbolically enters into the body of his initiate, the precise nature 
and location of this mouth-to-mouth transfer is difficult to pinpoint. 
While phrases like "give me [your] mouth in [my] mouth"m would lead 
one to imagine that the guru actually locks his mouth over that of his initi
ate, at least one other reading is possible. This latter reading would have 
the guru entering his disciple's subde body to place his mouth at the mouth 
of the latikhini niit/i and thereby open that "valve" to liberation in the 
body.214 Alternatively, the guru, having filled his mouth with the nectar 
falling from his own latikhini niitfi, then transfers that nectar direcdy into 
the mouth of his disciple. In many forms of tantric initiation, the guru is 
described as coursing through the body of his initiate, in which he enters 
into union with the initiate's lakti and opens his channels to liberation.m I 
discuss important parallels between the language of initiation of this sort 
and that of alchemical transmutation in the penultimate chapter of this 
book. 

In the physiology of the subde body, the two nostrils, as well as the 
lunar and solar channels that issue in them, are termed puras. In hathayogic 
practice, these two ptt(as are said to "swoon" or fall "lifeless" when the sea) 
that joins them together is pierced, by the opening of the medial stt
!U'III1!ii.216 Yet another yogic use of this notion may be found in the term 
"interlocking crow's beak" (kakacaflat-ptt!D), which is a synonym for 
khecari mttdrii. m 

As we know, the khecari 11lttdrii of harha yoga is a technique by which the 
practitioner ensures himself the benefits of the fluid of immortality he has 
culled through long yogic practice.118 While the alchemical sources first 
treat khecari as the power of flight attained by mercury when it reaches a 
perfected, stable, solid state, they also reserve a yogic application for the 
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tenn.219 Mercury is rendered khtcari by refining, stabilizing, and fonifying 
it, in the finldhvapatana and other apparatus, in red "female" sulfur. A pill 
of khecari mercury, held in the yogin's mouth during his sadhanas, catalyzes 
the transmutation of his semen into nectar and greatly multiplies his pow
ers and longevity. This practice, called gtl!ikii bandha, is in fact the ultimate 
end, the final S117t.JSkiira of the alchemist~ an: the application of perfected 
mercury to his own body (fllrira yoga). Treated at length in hathayogic 
and alchemical sources alike, this is the prime alchemical adjunct to yogic 
practice.220 We will return to these final ends of yoga and alchemy in 
chapter ten. 

S• Two Architectural Mesocosms 

Earlier in this chapter, I showed that the wells of poem and legend into 
which Niith Siddhas entered in their meditative practices were the mystic 
homologues of their own cranial vaults. In Ayurveda, the practice of "en
tering into the hut" (kll!i pravda) is cast as a return to the womb. Another 
mesocosmic world of the same order, which the tantric practitioner may 
create and inhabit as a means to identifying body and universe, self and 
absolute, is the alchemical laboratory, appropriately called rasama1Jt/tzpa, 
the temple or pavilion of mercury.m 

The alchemist who inaugurates or reconsecrates such a laboratory be
gins by tracing, in red sindiira (mercuric oxide, a mineral representation of 
the Goddess), upon a raised altar in the center of this structure,m an intri
cate nzn1Jt/ala upon which all of the alchemical raw materials, processes, 
etc., of his craft are symbolically reP.resented. m At the hean of this m01Jtfala 
he establishes a phallic emblem of Siva composed of mercury (rasalinga) in 
amalgam with either gold or sulfur,zz" which he must propitiate daily if he 
is to hope to meet with success in his practice.zzs This linga is set into a 
semicircular silver chasing (plfha), which may be taken as yet another min
eral emblem of the Goddess's sexual organ.226 Also at the bean of this struc
ture, the alchemist installs a fire pit or basin (k111Jt/a) called the yonitakra 
that will serve as a suppon for his ritual propitiation of the tantric god
desses of his craft.227 Lastly the alchemist uses his rasalinga as a suppon 
for his meditation (dhyiina), projecting upon it an image of Siva Rase5vara 
(or Rasabhairava) in sexual union with the goddess Rasabhairavl (or 
Rasankusi). zza 

That the union of these divine principles is a creative one is made ex-
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plicit in descriptions of the layout of the laboratory proper: radiating out
ward from this divine center, the cardinal directions are identified with a 
11ta'!tfnln of divinities as well as with the practical "rites of passage" (sf17!t
skiiras) of the alchemist's art. Thus, the eastern wall of the structure is re
served for the storage of herbs and other plant matter: in the Hindu organ
ization of space, the east is the direction whose regent is lndra, the god 
renowned for the theft of Soma, divine herb of immortality. To the south
east, the direction of Agni, Fire, are located the alchemist's distilling instru
ments. To the south, the direction of the dead and Yama, lord of the dead, 
the alchemist stores his oxidizing, "metal-killing" (lohnmarn) chemicals. To 
the southwest, the direction of Niqti, the dread goddess of disorder, are 
arranged mortar, pestle, and other grinding and pulverizing instruments. 
Arrayed along the western wall, the region of VaruQa, god of the waters, 
are the alchemist's liquifying apparatus. To the northwest, the direction of 
'Vayu, Wind, are the bellows of the alchemist's furnace. The north is the 
quarter of the god Kubera, lord of the Vidyadharas and possessor of fabu
lous riches and wealth. Here are located coloring (r01ijana) agents, the rea
son for this being that half the alchemist's art of aurifaction (or aurifiction, 
counterfeiting gold) lay in the tinting of base metals with amalgams of gold 
and mercury.229 Lastly, the northeast, the direction identified with that 
form of Siva known as isana, is consecrated to the use of mercury as agent 
of transmutation (rnsnvedhn). 

The layout of the alchemist's temple-laboratory not only follows the 
logic of the Hindu organization of space, consecrating as it does each quar
ter of the structure to an activity that corresponds to the regent of that 
direction; it also follows the serial logic of the alchemical operations, the 
Sf17!1Skarns, which he effects in transforming "raw" unrefined mercury into 
a "perfected" agent of transmutation and elixir of immortality. All things 
Hindu begin in the east, the direction of the sunrise, where the day begins. 
So too, the enumeration of the quadrants of the laboratory begins with this 
direction, with the herbs that are the raw materials of the alchemist's work 
and the lowest elements on the hierarchy of "metals;• m and at that point 
at which the alchemical "life-cycle rites" begin. Following the east, this 
orientational arrangement of the laboratory also reproduces the order of 
the alchemical SR7!1skarns, which begin with the distillation, grinding, and 
killing of mercury and continue with its transformation of other metals 
through liquification, heating, and coloring, to culminate in their transmu
tation. 

The principal role in this alchemical ordering of space and time is still 
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played by the alchemist who, holding the center stage-in which he, as a 
tantric practitioner, identifies himself with Siva in union with the Goddess 
in the rnsa/ingn located at the center of his laboratory-orchestrates the 
alchemical SH71,1Skiirns that will have, for their final result, the transubstanti
ation of the body and being of the alchemist himself. 

Just as we find a reasoned ordering of time and space in the alchemical 
mesocosm that is the laboratory, so too do we encounter a wide array of 
yogic representations of the subtle body, in which that body is projected 
upon a given mesocosm, or vice versa. A most graphic example of such a 
projection is the early nineteenth-century Harpse5vari (Our Lady of the 
Cosmic Goose) temple (Hooghly district, West Bengal), whose six stories, 
labyrinthine floor plan, and maze of ladders reproduce, in explicit fashion, 
the niit/Ts and cnkrns of the subtle body.m A similar projection, on a far 
more massive scale, is that of the pl!hns, the "footstool" pilgrimage sites 
of the Goddess which, since the earliest Buddhist Tantras, have at once 
constituted geographic locations on the Indian subcontinent and centers 
within the subtle body. Thus the four "original" PT!hns of Buddhism-Ka
malilpa,Jalandhara, Pon;tagiri, and U~~iyana-are identified with the four 
cakrns of the Buddhist subtle body. This number comes to be expanded to 
51 (the Sanskrit phonemes) in the KM and the PT!hnllir1Jnyn, 68 in Nath 
sources, 134 in the $n!siihnsrn Smithitii, and so on.m At least five sacred 
Sakta-Saiva sites-Kamakhya, Srisailam, Hinglaj Devi, Kediirnath, and 
Gimar-have alchemical traditions connected to them; to these may be 
added Siva's Mount Kailash, which is described as an alchemical wonder
land in the opening lines of the Rasiir1Jnva. m 

We have noted that the Nine Naths, rather than being historical figures, 
are in fact symbolizations of various elements of the universal macrocosm 
-the nine directions, including the zenith or center, and the subtle body 
(nine of the "ten doors," the principal niitfis, etc.).m This is appropriate 
inasmuch as there was no medieval sect in India that was as fascinated, 
even obsessed, with the array of correspondences it discovered between the 
universal macrocosm and the microcosm of the subtle body. While the 
Nath Siddhas mapped out these "static" homologies, in all their many
splendored detail, in such works as the Siddhn Siddhii11tn Pnddhnti, Gorakh 
Bodh, and Prii'! Siinkali, m nowhere are they presented more dynamically 
and dramatically than in Muhammad Jayasi's Pntl11tiivat, in which the 
storming of the fort of Simhala is made into an explicit allegory for trans
formations within the hathayogic body. 

Before we enter into the heart of the matter, a word on Simhala or San-
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galdip itself is in order, appearing as it does in a great number of Nath 
Siddha legends. Like Ratansen in the Padmiivnt, POral} Bhagat (Caurailgi
nath) is also required to go to this kingdom. However, rather than going 
to conquer a woman as does Ratansen when he wins Padmavati, he is sent 
there by his guru Gorakhnath to test his powers of yogic resistance against 
the amorous advances of that country's queen, Sundran ("Beautifui").~J6 

Gopicand, sent, in a similar way, to the "south country" by his guru jalan
dharnath, falls into the clutches of a sorceress named Hira ("Diamond"): 
when he rejects her advances, she transforms him into a ram, and jaland
harnath has to come and rescue him. According to one source, Gopicand's 
own sister Candravali, prior to deciding to follow in her brother's footsteps 
and become a yoginT, is married the king of Sirhhala. We therefore appear 
to be in the presence of a common motif which is, however, in the Gopi
cand legends, distributed between the Nath Siddha himself and his sis
ter.m In one version of his legend, POral} Bhagat is said to be the disciple 
of Matsyendranath whose own Plantain Forest, it will be recalled, was lo
cated in one version of !Jis legend, in Sirhhala! Mat:syendra fares less well 
than do any of the junior Nath Siddhas of these accounts, but this is likely 
due to his connections with the Yogini Kaula.ZJ8 In every case, we may 
conclude that this southern island-fortress is a mythic multiform of the 
Plantain Forest already described above, at once a locus of lethal sensuality 
and rejuvenating yogic liberation. Here, then, is the allegorical ascent of 
the fortress of Sirhhala. In it, we will recognize a great number of land
scapes within the subde body, as have been described throughout this 
chapter.m 

[Siva speaks] "I will tell you of the fortress of Sirhhala: the ascent is 
of seven storeys.l-1° No one who has set his foot on the heavenly way 
has returned as a living being. The fortress is as bent (batik) as is your 
body: man, as you may see, is an image of it. It is not to be attained 
by fighting, through the use offorce (!Jn!h);2,.1 those who do attain it 
are those who have attained the marks [of yoga].m 

There are nine gates in that fortress and five constables patrol 
therein. It has a hidden tenth door:w inaccessible is the ascent to 
this and the way is exceedingly crooked (biJnk1).2..,. Only he who has 
obtained the secret (bhetl) and climbs like an ant can penetrate (bhedt) 
that pass.Hs At the base of the fortress is a deep pool (ktl1Jt{): in the 
midst of this there is a path, as I declare to you . . . 2-46 As the diver 
plunges into the ocean and only then does the pearl come to his 
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hand; so he who seeks out the door of heaven will make the ascent of 
Sirhhala-dvipa. 

The tenth gate is [as narrow and lofty as] the silhouette of a palm 
tree: he who has reversed his gaze (11/a!i di!itt)147 can see it. He who 
advances while restraining (band() his breath and his mind ..• can go 
there ..• Z4a 

Then king [Ratansen] received the siddhi gu!iki1.249 Thereupon he 
realized the siddhi[s] ••• When Siva gave him the siddhi [gtt!ikil], a 
great clamor arose as the yogins assailed the fortress. All the lotus 
maidens climbed up (on the roofs) to observe. In laying siege to the 
Simhala fortress, [it was as if] the yogins had raised a grove of medita
tion huts [in its place].zso 

This dramatic depiction of the subde body plunges us into the dynamics 
of yogic and alchemical transformation, which are to be the subject of the 
following chapter. 
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The Dynamics of Transformation in Siddha Alchemy 

1. The "Work in Two Parts" 

In an earlier chapter, I showed that the tantric universe was a unified sys
tem that osciJJated between withdrawal (nivt;tt1) and return (prnvt;tt1) on 
the part of a cosmic yogin, between effulgence (prnkilin) and reflection (vi
tllllrin) on the part of supreme consciousness, between emission and re
sorption, etc. In such a system, the yogic body becomes the stage for the 
return of the absolute from existence to essence through the descent and 
ascent of the kll1Jtfnlinf. As has been indicated, the absolute emanates into 
the manifest universe and human bodies as a means to enjoying its bound
less potential. The return, however, to unity and wholeness is, for those 
human manifestations of this emanatory dynamic, anything but natural, 
requiring as it docs a forceful (hnthn) reversal (uln!il) of what are, in mortal 
creatures, irreversible tendencies (entropy, aging, disease, death). Thus, 
while it is the case that the process of return is, from a divine or absolute 
perspective, internal to the process of emanation, it is nevertheless an ardu
ous task for the individual who would attempt to realize such through his 
own subtle body.• So it is that long before the much-glorified stage of yogic 
or alchemical reintegration, in which an emanated or differentiated mani
festworld implodes on itself, into a single essence-a drop, vibration, pho
neme, wave, photon, quantum, etc.-a great deal of unglorious prepara
tory work must be carried out. That work is the subject of this chapter. 

The human techniques for reversing the natural tendency (in an ema
nated universe) towards greater differentiation or entropy and for realizing 
for oneself the primordial unity of the absolute-with its concommitant 
bliss (bhoga), supernatural powers (siddhis), and bodily liberation (jivnn
muktl)-arc the stuff of ba(ba yoga. However, as the texts themselves tell 
us time and again, the human microcosm is intimately entwined with the 
alchemical and hathayogic mesocosm, with the latter two at once constitut-
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ing parallel and interpenetrating systems. Whence the classic statements 
of the RA: "As in metal, so in the body .... By means of the Work, a stable 
body is attained. Mercury and breath [control] arc known as the Work in 
two parts (kam1ayogo dvidhii)." 2 This statement is echoed in Gorakhnath's 
A111arn11gha Prabodha (v. 5), which describes the twofold riljayoga as botani
cal and spiritual and the twofold harba yoga as the "practice of breath and 
seed.", The quest of the alchemist and that of the yogin are one and the 
same. This is the credo of Siddha alchemy. 

Not only the ends, but also the means these two interpenetrating sys
tems employ for the reali1.ation of their final goal arc also strikingly homol
ogous. In the last two chapters, I showed the content and structure of the 
two systems to be parallel and interpenetrating; in the present chapter, I 
tum to their common dynamic. Stated in their simplest terms, hathayo
gic and alchemical techniques for immortality, termed stldbanas ("reali7.a
tions") and sm!tskilras ("perfectionings") respectively, comprise four phases: 
purification, immobilization, reversal, and transformation. Quite often, 
the language employed to describe these sequential techniques is identical 
in the two systems; and even when such is not the case, structural homolo
gies abound, with references to digestion, consciousness-raising, flux, 
phase changes (from the virtual to the actual), and a vertical dynamic per
vasive in both systems. These sequences further constitute models of or 
for a number of sacrificial, medical, and tantric practices and techniques, 
which I also outline here. 

Sa7!1Skilm is a Sanskrit term that has come to cover an extremely wide 
semantic field in India. Derived from the same prefix + root (sat!tfs]-kr) as 
is the word Sansl-rit itself, its literal sense is to "per-fect," to render whole 
or complete; more technical definitions include the "production of new 
qualities" and "that which makes a person or thing fit for a given func
tion."" It is in this latter sense that the term snt!tskilm plays a pivotal role in 
Hindu alchemy. The sm!lskiiras are those operations that render mercury 
fit for transformation, for the production of new qualities in the mineral 
world. From another perspective, the alchemical S07!1Skilms may be seen as 
the exalted "rites of passage" of those humans who, applying the element 
mercury-first "generated" in the form of the "raw" semen of the god 
Siva-to metals and thence to their own bodies, transform themselves into 
equals of the gods (who, out of jealousy, asked Siva to adulterate mercury 
with impurities). As in the case of the human rites of passage, the principal 
aim of the alchemical Sf11!1Skiirns is to purify a (mercurial) body that has 
been tainted through the process of birth, of coming into existence. Here 
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it is significant that sfitn, "that which was generated," is one of the five 
standard alchemical terms for mercury, Siva's seed, which lodged itself 
in the womb of the goddess earth, at the conclusion of the origin myth 
of mercury.s 

In alchemy, as in other spheres of Hindu culture, the number attached 
to the Sf11!1Skiirns is eighteen, or more properly speaking, sixteen plus two.6 

The first sixteen SR7!1Skiirns prepare mercury and other elements for trans
mutation, while the final two are the issue of all that has preceded: these 
are the transmutation of base metals into gold (called vedhn, "penetration") 
and transubstantiation, the generation of an immortal body, called inrira
yoga ("body Work"), bhakfana ("eating"), dehavedha ("penetration of the 
body"), or simply sevana ("use").' 

In yoga in general, and hnthn yoga in particular, the sildhn11as ("realiza
tions") are so many homologues of the alchemical SR7!1slulras. As oudined 
in the introductory chapter, the term slldhn11n is derived, like siddhi ("real
ization:• "supernatural power") and siddhn ("realized individual," "super
man") from the verb sndh, to "realize, accomplish, perfect." At least one 
hathayogic source8 lists seven sildhnnns together with their results. These 
are purification (iodbn11n) through the six practices (fR!knnlliiiJI); solidity 
(dr4batil) through the postures (ilsn11ns); immobility (stbnirya) through the 
yogic seals (711/ldrils); composure (dbnilya) through the retraction of the 
senses (prntyiibnra); lighmcss (ltlgbnvn) through breath control (prlltJil
yilma); direct perception (prntynkfn) through meditation (dbyilna); and im
maculateness (nirlipta) and release (71111ktl) through total yogic integration 
(samiidhl). 

z. The Alchemical Saf!ukiiras 

If we arc to demonstrate a more explicit connection between the alchemi
cal sf11!Jskiiras and the hathayogic siidbanns, we must go beyond these gen
eral observations and undertake a point-for-point comparison of the 
graded practices that define the two disciplines. We begin our comparison 
here with a summary of the alchemical sm!Jskilras, in which the sixteen stan
dard Sll'/!ISkiirns are listed with Arabic numerals, supplementary operations 
with roman numerals, and the effects of such operations with roman let
ters. Following this summary, the balance of this chapter will consist of a 
commentary in which a series of yogic (and, where applicable, sacrificial, 
medical, and tantric) practices will be juxtaposed with homologous al-
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chemical operations-by which it will be shown that Siddha alchemy did 
in fact constitute a "Work in two parts." 

I. Sodhana is the "(preliminary) purification" of mercury, its physical 
cleansing through washing, melting, marinating, and roasting it in vari
ous preparations.9 

II. K.fetrikariiiJII, "making (oneself master of) the field," is the purifi
cation of. the human body, through special diets, emetics, etc., such that it 
becomes capable of absorbing mercurial preparations. Although the inges
tion of such preparations constitutes the eighteenth and final S117!1skiim, the 
preparation of the body, analogous in certain ways to the preliminary puri
fication of mercury, must be undertaken well in advance of its ingestion. It 
is for this reason that I introduce it here. 

1. Svedana is the "sweating," "steaming," or "fomentation" of mercury 
in a water bath together with plant and mineral substances. This is the first 
SII7!1Skam, i.e., the first step in the chemical ttansfonnation of unrefined 
mercury into an agent of transmutation. As such, it differs from iodhana, 
in which the mercury ore is first cleansed physically or mechanically, rather 
than purified chemically.•o 

2.. Man/ana is the "rubbing," "grinding," or "trituration" of steamed 
mercury in a mortar, together with plant and acidic substances. 

3· Mur«hana is the "fainting" or "swooning" of mercury, by which it 
is ground in a mortar together with vegetable matter, until it loses its natu
ral characteristics (luster, density, volatility, etc.) and fonn and becomes 
purged of certain naturally occurring toxins, impurities, and defects.11 This 
is to be distinguished from another process of the same name. 

m. Mtlrrchana as a supplementary operation takes mercury that has al
ready been processed, either through the first eight S1171,1Skiiras or by other 
means, and combines it with sulfur to produce a number of medical prepa
rations for Ayurvedic msilytma or viljikllrtiiJII therapy. 12 For reasons that will 
be made clear later in this chapter, we pass directly from our discussion of 
"swooning" to that of two other vital ttansfonnations of mercury, known 
as "binding" and "killing." 

a. As a result of the process of swooning, mercury becomes "swooned," 
mllr«hita. 

b. Bandhana is the "binding" or "fixation" of mercury, which, like 
swooning, leaves mercury stable and thereby manipulable, in a state in 
which it is not subject to evaporation, even when heated over fire. Left 
unbound, mercury remains volatile whenever it is exposed to heat or sun
light. Once purified, it can be "fixed" via any one of the twenty-five or 
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twenty-six alchemical bandbas. Each of these bandhas has a specific medi
cal application. u 

c. Miirn1Ja, the "killing" of mercury (or any metal) reduces it to a fine 
ash or oxide (bbasma), such that the human body is able to absorb it when 
it is taken in medical preparations. Metals other than mercury are generally 
killed, in preparation for internal use, by heating them together with iron 
pyrites and mercuric sulfide. When mercury is killed, it loses its fluidity, 
density, luster, and brilliance. Tantric alchemy attributes fantastic powers 
of transmutation to said mercury, which it identifies as "killed ash" (111t;ta
bhamta) or "killed mercury" (1117Jasiitaka) .... 

4· Utthiipana is the "resurrection" of swooned mercury, effected by 
steaming it with alkalis, salts, and plant matter and by rubbing it in the 
open air. Through "resurrection," mercury recovers the brilliance, etc. it 
had lost through 11Jtlrt:chana. 

5· Piitana, the "sublimation" or "distillation" of mercury refers to the 
three processes by which mercury is distilled upwards, downwards, or 
transversally. as 

6. Bodbana, "awakening," or rodhana, "countering, coagulation," are al
ternative terms for the sixth sa1~1skiira, by which mercury, which has be
come purged of its toxic content but also its strength through the preced
ing operations, has its "virility" (vfrya) restored to it through irrigation in 
a salt bath. This operation gives mercury a "mouth" (nmkha) with which 
to absorb other elements in the sa1~1skiiras that follow. 16 

7· Niyamana, "regulation" or "restraint," reduces the motility of mer
cury (which it has recovered through the previous sm~Jskiira), raising its 
temperature of evaporation and rendering it lustrous in appearance. This 
is done by soaking mercury in a bath of alkaline and herbal substances and 
then steaming it.17 

8. Dipana, "kindling" or "enftaming," further enhances mercury's po
tency and luster through steaming in an alkaline bath. This operation is 
said to kindle mercury's desire to "consume" other metals. 18 

d. Taken as a group, the first eight S117!Jskiiras serve to purify and detoxify 
mercury such that it may be used internally in the treatment of diseases.19 

It is here, however, that the great divide-between the medical use of mer
curials (rogavada) and the use of the same for the ends of transmutational 
(lohaviida) and elixir alchemy (dehaviida)-is drawn. The realization of 
these higher, tantric aims requires eight additional sm~1skiiras, by means of 
which mercury truly begins to behave like a living being, hungering after 
metals to consume, penetrate, and thereby transmute. The transubstantia-
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tion of the alchemist's own body, similarly penetrated by mercury, then 
follows automatically. 

Of the remaining Sll1!1Skiirlls, (9) [gagana]grlisa, (Io) cilrll1Jil, (I I) gar
b/Jadntti, and (I 2) biiby11drt1ti are but phases in a single continuous process, 
which culminates in (I 3)jiir117J11, "digestion" or "assimilation." These begin 
with the measuring out (ntiina) of a given quantity (a "seed," consisting 
of the calcinated ash, or the "essence," sattv11) of mica or a metal for its 
consumption (griis11) by mercury. This is followed by the "chewing" ((iir-
111]11, literally "coursing") of the mica or metal by said mercury, followed 
by either its internal (to the mass of mercury) or external processing and 
liquification (g11rbb11-drt1ti and biibya-drtlti, respectively)/1 with the end re
sult being in that metal's total digestion or assimilation (jii1rt1]11) into the 
mercury. 

Iv. Because it issues from a series of operations,jlfrmJII may be viewed 
as the culmination of these alchemical sm!tskiims as much as an operation 
in itself. From this point onwards, it becomes quite artificial to distinguish 
mercury from the metals to be transmuted. Once mercury has digested a 
given metal, that metal no longer exists per se; rather, it is alchemically 
activated mercury itself that will become transmuted into silver or gold.zz 

14. Rmi}11n11, "tinting" or "coloration," involves the heating of mercury 
with "seeds" of gold, silver, copper, sulfur, mica, and salt, such that mer
cury takes on the natural colors of the minerals it has absorbed or swal
lowed.21 

15. Siirll1Jil (literally, "flowing"), the "potentialization" of mercury in 
preparation for transmutation, is effected by heating it in oil into which 
molten "seeds" of metals, diamond, etc. are poured.2~ 

I6. In krli111111JII ("taking hold, "progression"), mercury is smeared with 
a mineral and herbal paste and heated in a Pll!ll such that it becomes ca
pable, as a transmuting agent, of penetrating both metals and bodily 
tissues.u 

V. The final two Sll1!tskiiras, (17) vedh11 ("transmutationj and (18) l11rT
rayog11 ("transubstantiation"), together constitute the final end of the alche
mist's work. As such, they are as much the issue of the sixteen prior san.t
skiiras as alchemical operations in themselves. 

With these operations, mercury truly confounds itself with the metallic 
or flesh-and-blood "bodies" in question, ultimately replacing them with a 
mercurial or alchemical body. If life is, as the Buddha said, to be regarded 
as a disease or a wound, then it is appropriate to liken mercury to a healing 
virus (from vir, the Indo-European root denoting masculinity-as in semen 
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virile and, by extension, virility) which takes over the body into which it 
enters, transfonning human tissue into alchemical diamond or gold-gold 
which, in the immortal words of the BrahmaQas, "is immortality. "16 In the 
following chapter, I provide further discussion of these final S117!1Skdras. 

3· Purification 

It is in the ancient sacrificial tradition that we find the earliest statements 
concerning the alternation between manifestation and nonmanifestation 
on the part of the absolute. This is described in tenns of an alternation of 
divine generations and of the transfonnative, even reanimating proper
ties of fire. The primordial creator (Puru~a-Praj~pati), having poured him
self-indeed, poured his rasa-into the manifest world, lies broken and 
dying. He can be restored to his prior unmanifest wholeness only through 
the intervention of his son, Agni, who is the sacrificial fire. By piling a 
fire altar (ngni(aya11a) Agni reconstitutes the body of his father and thereby 
becomes known as "his father's father." It is through this alternation of 
generations that it is possible for the divine to be at once one and many, 
transcendent and manifest; and it is only through the offering, on the part 
of a human sacrificer, of a major sacrifice that this alternation, this resur
rection of the father, can be effected. Indeed, it is in this very same sacri
ficial context that one finds the earliest use of the verb SR1!1s!-r, to refer the 
restoration to original wholeness of a god whose body has been identified 
with what jan Heestennan has tenned the "broken world of sacrifice."17 

Whenever such a sacrifice was to be offered in ancient India, the piece 
of ground upon which that sacrifice was to take place had to be prepared 
long in advance of the actual ritual offering. Preparation essentially in
volved sealing off a theretofore mundane parcel of land through a series of 
purificatory acts. Here, purification involved plowing and cultivating the 
land, allowing it to lie fallow, and finally covering it with a layer of sand, 
which symbolized the semen of the "emptied" Prajapati. The language 
here was sexual: the raised altar was the womb (yom) upon which the semen 
(retas) of Prajapati was spread, thus filling the void that was left when Praja
pati's body had first become dispersed.18 Only after the sacrificial ground 
had been renewed in this way could it serve as the mesocosm for a sacrali
zation of cosmos, society, and the sacrificer, through the offering of the 
sacrifice itself. 

It was not sufficient, however, that the sacrificial ground alone be purl-
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tied in preparation for the sacrifice. A similar sort of preparation had also 
to be effected upon the person of the sacrificer, the human pivot of the 
ritual act. Here, it was necessary that the human sacrificer, no doubt in 
imitation of the primal sacrificer, Puru~a-Prajapati, renew his body in order 
that it be rendered fit to perform the sacrificial act. 29 This act of preparing 
the sacrificer's body, of transforming it from a mundane human body into 
a body worthy of communing with the divine through sacrifice, is dik!ii 
(literally "habilitation"), a term generally translated as "initiation." Here, 
the mechanics of initiation entail the same dynamic as the preparation of 
the sacrificial ground: the purification of a mundane body transforms it 
into a sacrificial body. As with the preparation of the sacrificial ground, the 
preparation of the sacrificer himself is described in terms of sexual repro
duction and animal gestation. Sequestered within the initiation hut, the 
sacrificer, "cooked" through the inner heat of his austerities (tapas) and 
the external heat of burning fires placed in the hut, symbolically sheds his 
mundane body. An embryo of his "new" sacrificial body takes form, incu
bates, and is born out of the "womb" of the hut, three days later.l0 

The symbolism of this homologous preparation through purification, 
of both sacrificial ground and sacrificial body, is directly appropriated by 
the three clements of Siddha practice: ha!ha yoga, alchemy, and tantric rit
ual. This first groundbreaking phase is called k!etrfkara1Ja, "mastering, pre
paring the field" in the first two systems, and bhutafttddhi, "purification of 
the elements" in the third. This metaphor of the tilled field is altogether 
natural within an agrarian society and is not original to these three tradi
tions. Classical Siirilkhya calls the body-mind complex the field (k!etra) and 
the soul the farmer (k!etrajfliJ, literally, "knower of the field") who tends 
said field without himself being affected by it.ll In Hinayana Buddhism, 
the notion of the transfer of merit is explained through the image of the 
assembled saints, who constitute an excellent field (khetttipnmii) in which 
meritorious acts may be sown and thereafter bear fruit for the benefit of 
others.n 

It is in the medical tradition that the theories and techniques pertaining 
to the preparation of the body as field are most fully developed. In its re
juvenation therapy, the term /qetriknra7Ja refers to the preparation of the 
body for the medicines that will be absorbed in the treatment per se.n This 
class of treatments-called san.liodhann dkitsii, "purificatory medicine" or 
paiicnkanllii7Ji, "the five treatments"-combines such clinical treatments as 
emetics, purgatives, sudation, etc. as means to purifying the body by void
ing it of the elements responsible for its humoral imbalance.J" At the end 
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of these five sequences-each a fortnight in duration and interspersed with 
five-day rest periods-the rejuvenation therapy proper may begin. 

Interfacing as it did with the therapeutic alchemy of A.yurveda, tantric 
alchemy makes a nearly identical use of the term kfttrlknm7JII, with its place 
in the order of operations homologous to that found in A.yurveda. Simulta
neous to his preparation of the mercury he will eventually ingest, the alche
mist must also prime his body, in order that it be capable of absorbing that 
potent elixir. Here, k.rttrlknm7JII means observing, over a fifteen-day pe
riod, a strict purificatory diet which effects, through the same five treat
ments as those employed in rejuvenation therapy, the evacuation of every 
bodily impurity with which the mercury might abreact.u As a result of this 
operation, the body becomes a field in which a mercurial seed (rasn-bTja), 
when ingested, will germinate. The fruit this seed will produce is an im
mortal, alchemical body. While apparently agricultural, the language here, 
too, is sexual. The first three 1117!1Skilms of the human rites of passage, which 
effect the purification of the womb, are called the "perfectionings of the 
field," the k.retm-SII7!tSkilms, by which the female womb is prepared to re
ceive the seed (bTja) that is male semen.J6 

Here, the planting of a mercurial seed in the body also reminds us of 
tantric initiation (dlkfd), which may be performed either with or without 
"seed" (snbTjn or nirbTjn).J1 As the MBhT describes it, the "seed" is the con
densed mantra-identified with the semen of Siva, who is himself identi
fied with the guru here-that the guru plants in the initiate's body. Indeed, 
no mantra can be effective without a "seed," and no tantric deity exists 
independent of his or her seed mantra (bfjn).J8 Like Prajilpati and Agni in 
Vedic sacrifice, the relationship between the guru who plants the seed and 
the disciple in whose body he plants it is one of an alternation of genera
tions. So too, the alchemist whose corporeal field has been properly pre
pared gives birth to a new, immortal self, out of the old, through the mer
curial seed he has planted there.J9 Even if the body so produced is most 
often called a golden, adamantine, or realized body (tvllnJII-dthn, vajm
dtha, siddhn-dthn), it is in fact a mercurial body, an alchemical body. 

Like the Ayurvedic physician and the alchemist, the hafhn yogin must 
also effect a preliminary cleansing (iodhn11n) of his body. This he does 
through a series of operations known as bhtitaiuddhi, the "purification of 
the elements," or the fllfkarmii1Ji, the "six practices," in which the inner 
contours of his body are purified with air, water, and fire.• Like the five 
treatments of A.yurveda, the majority of these practices ranging from nose 
wash (nett) to enema (vastt), ftush out the body's physical impurities."1 Such 



practices, which cleanse the channels of the subtle body, channels through 
which the five vital breaths must freely circulate, are already anticipated in 
the preparation of the fire altar mentioned above: the furrows plowed into 
the site create the channels through which the vital airs circulate in the 
body of Prajlipati, the sacrifical Man ... : Given the task he has set himself
to reintegrate bodily microcosm with divine macrocosm-these prelimi
naries are vital to the yogin's success in all that follows. From the outset, 
the intrinsically gross human body cannot be charged with the slightest 
impurity as such would, like a speck of dust on a mirror, skew the perfect 
interface, reftection, and realization of one world in another ... 1 

The term bhtitaitlddhi has a much more extended application in the 
realm of tantrism, where it also forms an important element of worship 
and initiation ..... In tantric ritual, bhlitalttddhi refers to the preliminary puri
fication of the divinities residing in each of the five elements (b!Jntas) that 
make up the body ... • Here, bhtitalttddhi is the purification of both a meso
cosmic worship site-once again referred to as a "field," kfttnl-and the 
microcosmic body of the worshipper himself (when the two are not iden
tified),-16 a situation that mirrors that of the twofold Vedic preparation of 
sacrificial ground and the sacrificer's person. Both are dessicated, "blown 
out," and burned up before being cleansed with water and flooded with 
"nectar," processes which, identified with the dissolution of the mundane 
self, constitute the first step towards the creation of a new divinized self. 
Here, the lower elements of earth, water, fire, and air, arc successively im
ploded into their higher emanates, until there only remains the most sub
lime element on the pentadic hierarchy. This is ether, the empty space left 
by this dissolution, within which the tantric practitioner will establish, 
through visualization techniques and the planting of seed 71tantnts, a new 
world at the center of which he will construct the body of that divinity with 
whom he will come to identify himself ... 7 

The tantric worshipper or initiate who has transformed his own being 
through these processes becomes capable, in turn, of transforming other 
beings, indeed, the entire universe, through his limitless powers. Such is 
also the case with mercury in the alchemical context. In its mundane form, 
as it is found in ores and its various compound forms, mercury is incapable 
of transforming other mineral substances in any way whatsoever and is 
capable only of poisoning the foolish alchemist who would attempt to in
gest it. Like the bodies of the Ayurvedic patient, hafha yogin, and tantric 
practitioner, and like the sites upon which Vedic and tantric rituals are 
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carried out, the element mercury must be primed, purified, and conse
crated before further operations may be undertaken. 

It is in this context that the term employed for the alchemical trans
formations, sat!lskara, takes on its greatest fullness of meaning: "Sat!lskiira: 
those acts and rites that impart fitness. Fitness is of two kinds. It arises 
from the removal of taints or by the generation of fresh qualities.""' 

Of the classic enumeration of the eighteen alchemical Sat!ISkiJras, the 
first eight concern nothing more or less than the preliminary prepara
tion of the clement mercury for its eventual application to other minerals. 
Of these, the first two-svtdnlla and mardtma, "sweating" and "rubbing"
deal most direcdy with mercury's physical or mechanical purification."' 
The "sweating" of mercury immediately reminds us of the initiation of the 
Vedic sacrificer and the kii!I-pravela treatment of Ayurvedic rejuvenation 
therapy. It is by sweating off, puJ'bring oneself of one's old body that it be
comes possible to take on a new one. The same is the case in hn!ha yoga. It 
is only after his effecting of the "six acts" that the practitioner begins to 
truly transform his body-by sweating, which is viewed as the first stage 
in the process of yogic transformation. Here, he induces perspiration 
through a number of techniques of breath control (priitfilyilmn), techniques 
which culminate in diaphragmatic retention (km11bhnka). The sweat that is 
voided through the pores (literally, "hair wells," roma-ktipa) has in fact been 
forced out through the seventy-two thousand niltfis, thereby puJ'bring them 
of all impurity. 5° 

The parallel with the alchemical Sat!ukilrns appears to be deliberate here, 
since immediately following this, the yogin is instructed to rub (mart/ann) 
his body with the perspiration that has been so produced. The combination 
of these two processes renders the body-not unlike mercury at the con
clusion of the first two alchemical S117!1Skilrns-firm and light.n 

4· Immobilization: Mtlrccbana, Bandhana, and MiiraiJa 

The second verse of Pataiijali's Yognsiltras defines yoga as "preventing 
thought from going around in circles." One may indeed consider the entire 
history of yogic theory and practice to be a footnote on this formula. u 
Reduced to its simplest terms, yoga ("yokingj is concerned with impeding 
movement, with the immobilization of all that is mobile within the body. 
This is a point that the HYP makes clear in its opening chapter: "The pos-
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tures, the various [methods of breath control leading to] ktnnbhaka[s], the 
practices called muJra, then the practices concentrating on [hearing] the 
niJda: this is the sequence [to be observed] in hathn (yoga]."SJ One first im
mobilizes the body through the postures; next, one immobilizes the breaths 
through diaphragmatic retention; one then immobilizes the seed through 
the "seals"; and finally one immobilizes the mind through concentration 
on the subtle inner reverberation of the phonemes. 

The theory here is simple: stop this, that stops. But the practice is any
thing but simple as anyone who has attempted to maintain a yogic posture, 
sit still, or simply stop thinking for any length of time lmows all too well. 
What a difficult, even heroic undertaking the immobilization of the body 
constitutes, yet what fantastic results it yields! For immobilization leads to 
reversal, reversal to transformation, and transformation is tantamount to 
bodily immortality and, precisely, to the supernatural ability to transform, 
reverse, or immobilize whatever one desires in the physical world (siddht). 
Immobili7.ation or stabilization, in the form of swooning, binding (or fix
ation), and killing, constitute the "hump" that the Siddha alchemist must 
get over in order for his goals to be realized. All that follows does so more 
or less automatically, as if a critical mass has been reached and a chain 
reaction triggered-whence the most frequently recurring passage, in the 
entire alchemical tradition. 

A single summary passage, concerning the matters of immobilization, 
stability, death, resurrection, and the power of flight, appears, in nearly 
identical form, in all of the alchemical classics-the Rasilf7!ava, Rnsnht;dnya 
Tantra, Rasmdm Mailgalll, Bhlitipmkam'!a, Rllsmdmdit/Anta'!i, and Rasamt-
1111S1171tU«haya. ' 4 More remarkable is the fact that this exact same verse, at 
least in the form in which it is found in the RA, also occurs in the fifteenth
century HYP of Swtmarima. In this latter case, however, Svitmarima is 
able to employ "alchemical" terminology to make a yogic point. That is, 
the same verse may be read on two different registers, the one alchemi
cal and the other yogic. In the context of the "Work in two parts" and the 
vital matter of immobilization, however, the two perspectives ultimately 
become fused into one. 

The verse in question reads, in the RA and the HYP, as follows: 
"Swooned, raSII, like the breath, drives away diseases, killed it revives itself, 
bound it affords the power of Oight."" In the alchemical RA, the term rtlSII 

refers to swooned, bound, and killed mercury, the ingestion of which, 
in tandem with the practice of breath control, renders the practitioner 
healthy, immortal, and possessed of the power of Oight. The hathayogic 
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HYP promises the same results, but takes rasa to mean semen, the immobi
lization and retention of which are paramount to the hathayogic discipline, 
as witnessed in a poem attributed to Gopicand:56 "Steady goes the breath, 
and the mind is steady, steady goes the mind, the semen. Steady the semen, 
and the body is steady, that's what Gopicand is sayin' ." 

A number of other references further elaborate on the interchangeabil
ity of mind, breath, and rnsn in the techniques evoked in the hathayogic and 
alchemical sources. The HYP equates the immobilized mind with bound or 
fixed mercury and states that the former results in the immobilization of 
both breath and body and thereby bodily immortality. In like fashion, the 
RA emphasizes the necessity of unwavering mental concentration for suc
cess in the performance of alchemical operations. 57 Gorakhnllth, with the 
directness we have come to expect of his poetry of yogic experience, states 
the matter clearly and succinctly: "Penis in the wlva's mouth, mercury in 
the mouth of fire; he who can retain these [semen and mercury], him I call 
my guru."s• 

Here, it is the same image, of immobilized rasa-that is at once cal
cinated mercury and semen-that comes to be employed, in a wide array 
of applications, to describe the parallel yet interpenetrating processes of 
Siddha alchemy. Although swooning is the sole member of the triad-of 
mflmhnna, bnndhn11n, and 711ilrn1fn-to actually constitute an alchemical 
S/17!1Sk4ra per se (the latter two being the effects of a number of combined 
operations), all three are nevenheless central to the alchemist's craft. Ac
cording to a list provided in the RA, all seven of the standard forms of 
alchemical mercury produced through the sa'!tskdrns are either swooned 
(11tflr«hita), bound (baddhn), or killed (rm;ta)." We now turn to a closer 
examination of this triad, within the Work in two parts. 

a. Mllr«hana 

It will be recalled that alchemical SII7!1Skdrn known as "swooning," following 
directly upon the "sweating" and "rubbing" of mercury, causes the liquid 
metal to lose its luster, lightness, volatility, etc., which are immediately re
stored to it in the course of a fourth operation, called "resurrection." Re
calling the intimate connection between immobilizing the mind, breath, 
and rasa in the Work in two parts, we should expect to find hathayogic 
mfimhana playing an analogous role. Hathayogic "swooning" is in fact a 
direct result of km11bhakn, of"potlike" diaphragmatic breath retention, the 
methods for the realization of which it is now time to describe. 
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The yogin first draws the subtle breath (prii7Jn) in through the left nostril 
and thereby into the lunar channel. Having retained it for as long as pos
sible in the abdomen, he exhales it, via the solar channel and through the 
right nostril. He then inhales through the right nostril, retains the breath 
in the abdomen as before, and releases it, via the lunar channel, out the 
left nostril. By continuing this process, pumping the outer niitfis "like a 
blacksmith's bellows," the yogin's diaphragm will, at a certain point, remain 
filled with air, the pressure of which will force open the orifice (known 
as the "door of brahman," the brab711ndvilra) of the medial channcl.60 The 
subsequent inrush of air into the medial channel causes the two peripheral 
channels to empty. Deflated in this way, they arc called "swooned" (111flrc
'hiJ), and indeed, one of the eight types of ktn11b1Jaka is itself called n11imbiJ, 
"because it causes the [normally volatile] mind to swoon," i.e., to become 
one-pointed in its concentration.61 

It is not the swooning of the two peripheral channels that itself"drives 
away diseases," as HYP 4.17 states. It is rather the effect of their empty
ing-i.e., the opening and filling of the medial channel-that is essential, 
as this becomes the path by which the k111JtfnlhtT surges upwards, carrying 
with her the life force, seed, and "swooned" mind into the cranial vault. 
Just as the swooning of mercury is, in the alchemical context, a necessary 
intermediate step to the transformation of metals and the human body, so 
too in hn!hn yoga, swooning affords the practitioner mastery over disease 
and death. The parallel is explained in these very terms by Brahmananda, 
in his commentary to this verse: "Through the usc of certain herbs, mer
cury, which is inclined to be volatile, becomes swooned (tllflrc(/Jita) in the 
same way that the breath becomes swooned in the culmination of kll711-
b1Jaka, when one has exhaled and stopped inhaling."62 

b. Bn11dbn11a 

The hathayogic texts recommend a combination of postures, together with 
a number of respiratory and "hydraulic" techniques, for the immobili
zation of the breaths and the diaphragmatic retention that trigger the rise 
of the ktt7Jt/nlinT and all that follows. This body of hydraulic techniques is 
generally subdivided into "hermetic seals" (nmdriis such as the vajro/T and 
k/Jt(an) and contractions or "locks" (ba11dbas). These sources describe three 
principal locks which, effected at the levels of the abdomen, thorax, and 
head, work hydraulically to effect internal changes in pressure, such that 
breath and seed become immobilized or begin to be drawn upward. These 
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are the: (1) 111flla bnndhn, ("root lock"), an inner contraction of the anus 
which draws the downward-tending npii11a breath upward through the me
dial channel; (2) tu!t/iyiinn bn11dhn ("the lock of the upward-flying [bird]"), 
a contraction of the abdomen which, by emptying the lungs, drives them 
and the diaphragm up into the upper thorax and causes the prii'!n to "fty 
up" through the medial channel into the cranial vault;61 and (J)jiilm!ldhnrn 
bandhn ("the lock of the net bearer"), a contraction of the throat by means 
of which the yogin seals off his head from his torso and constricts the net
work (jiiln) of subtle channels and supports, thereby arresting the down
ward ftow of nectar that has accumulated in the cranial vault.64 The con
joined aim of the three bnndbas is to gradually restrict the field in which 
the volatile breath, seed, and mind may move. First forcing them up out of 
the abdomen, they "lock" them into the torso; they next "contract" them 
inside the neck and head; and lastly, they "bind" them there. 

The alchemical parallel to these hathayogic techniques is introduced by 
a verse from the HYP: "Instability is a natural characteristic of mercury 
and of the mind. When mercury is bound, when the mind is bound, who 
in this world does not become reali1.cd (sidtlbynti)?"M In alchemy per se, 
there arc twenty-six bnndbns which effect the binding (bn11dbn11n), fixation, 
or immobilization of mercury by altering its physical and chemical compo
sition and behavior. Through the bn11dbns, mercury takes on the consis
tency of a gel, paste, or solid powder, in which states both its temperature 
of evaporation and its powers as a transmuting agent are augmented. Yok
ing the alchemical discipline to that of bntba yoga is an evocative descrip
tion of a general principle for the fixation of mercury: "In the midst of the 
Ganges and Yamuna rivers there is a 1ilkfnsn named Application (prayogn). 
In his presence mercury is immediately bound." Here, Ganges and Yamuna 
stand for the bright and dark lunar fortnights, respectively, mediated by 
the full moon night. The nocturnal "application" in question consists of 
culling a number of powerful herbs which, on the full moon night, stabilize 
mercury.66 Here again, we are reminded of the Work in two parts, as well 
as of the yogic immobilization of the breaths in the lunar and solar (Ganges 
and Yamuna) channels, which fill out the subtle moon located in the cra
nial vault. 

The same cranial vault is the locus for another son of bonding of yogic 
and alchemical method. Here we are referring to the technique known as 
gtt!ikii ba11dhn, in which the yogin fixes a mercurial pill (gtt!ikii) in a recess 
of the palate as a means to catalyzing the effects of his yogic practices. This 
technique will be described at greater length in the next chapter.67 
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Apart from these specialized contexts, both the yogic and alchemical 
traditions employ metaphorical images of binding or snaring to describe 
the rigors of their respective and complementary tasks. So, for example, 
the RA (1.90) praises the 71/nntrn called rnsiiilkuia, the "elephant goad," in 
the following terms. "One who attempts to obtain mercury without knowl
edge of the elephant goad (111nntra] is like one who attempts to mount an 
enraged elephant in the jungle without a goad. He is beset [with tribula
tions]." Similarly, in one of his bii11is, Gorakhnath states that by immobiliz
ing the breaths, one may bind (bn11dhilm) the elephant of the mind and 
bring it into its pen.68 As we have already seen, the fixing of mercury is also 
referred to as the clipping of its wings (pnk~ncchedn), by which it is pre
vented from volatizing and "flying upwards" (evaporating). Similarly, in 
yogic practice, it is crucial that the "cosmic goose" (hnt!tsa) of the breaths 
and vital energy be tethered so as not to leave the body.69 

In India, all of these images-of binding, ensnaring, tethering, and the 
like-are as old as sympathetic magic and sorcery itself. As far back as the 
J!.g Veda, we meet gods like Indra who, through the use of magical, invisible 
cords, defeat their demonic enemies in battle. Indra's greatest victory is 
won when he "envelops the enveloper:• the archdemon Vrtra (the "Enve
loper"), who has trapped the world in his coils of drought and darkness. 
Once the binder has been bound, the entire universe is set free, released 
from its bondage.70 Indra's feat is reproduced, with variations, by Gorakh
nllth, who, according to a relatively late Nepali myth, binds nine "serpent 
clouds." This provokes a drought which only ends when his guru Matsyen
dranllth comes to Nepal from Assam, and Gorakh rises to salute him. 71 

In the case of the Vedic and post-Vedic lndra, this god seemingly saves 
the world in order to ensnare it in his own magical web, for Indra's net of 
magic (indrnjiila) is also a veil of 111iiyii for those lacking the insight to dis
cern, behind a world of appearances, what is really real. All of the gods, in 
fact, impose their 111iiyii upon the world, if only to differentiate themselves 
from humans who, were they to penetrate the ultimate reality behind 
the phenomenal worlds, might otherwise stop offering them sacrifices. In 
more philosophical terms, 

the chief cause of [the individual soul's] bondage in the objective 
world is ... Mllyll, usually considered to be an aspect of the God
(dess)'s eternal Sakti. It finds itself ... in the traditional series of cate
gories. The Maya is that power by which the Supreme Being veils 
itself, so that the jiva [the individual soul], enveloped by ignorance 
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about its true cosmic nature, falls into the state of an individual sub
ject with limited knowledge. This means that the nature of Maya is 
twofold: limitative and dispersive.72 

Ropes and knots; binding, loosing, and cutting; it is in these terms that 
India has perennially portrayed the conundrum of existence. Creatures 
(paitts) are bound to a phenomenal world that is a tightly stitched net of 
magic or a veil of 111iiyii; and when this life ends, it is the noose (piiia) carried 
by Death himself that ensnares them. In such a world of bondage, what 
term could better describe liberation and salvation than 1110kfn-which 
precisely means the loosing or releasing of the knots and webs and snares 
that fetter all of creation?71 

MiiyiJ need not, however, be viewed as a net of illusion spread to obscure 
the numinous absolute. It can also be seen as the self-actualization of the 
divine creative impulse, as the "measuring out" (111iJ) or manifestation of 
pure consciousness, which is free to bind itself if it so chooses. In this, the 
tantric perspective, the phenomenal world, rather than being a straitjacket 
to the soul, becomes a field of play for the realized (siddha) individual. By 
extension, it is no longer 111okfa or release from conditioned existence that 
is the Siddha's goal, but rather liberation in the body (jlvan111tlkt1), in which 
the individual experiences the world, for himself, in the same way as does 
the divine absolute. 7" Once one enters into the universe of the Siddhas, the 
veil of 111ilyiJ becomes as if turned in on itself. How does one escape the 
trammels of existence? By binding the bondsman, cutting the cords, burn
ing the burner-and even consuming Death, the great Eater. Once bound, 
normally volatile mercury and breath afford normally earthbound humans 
the power of flight. The medial channel, when opened, becomes "the eater 
of Death," and the upward surge of energy that courses through it cuts 
through the three knots (called granthis) which are the sole remaining ob
stacles to the yogin's immortality and freedom.75 When the flighty gazelle 
of the mind is at last snared in net of the unstruck sound, individual con
sciousness becomes dissolved in the pure universal consciousness of the 
divine.76 

The Siddha not only transcends the laws of nature, he also breaks out 
of the bonds of the human condition: "the yogin is unbindable (abiJdhya) 
by any incarnate creature. He can neither be bound by [the noose of] 
Death, nor by karma." "The great binding (111ahiibandba) [affords] release 
(vi111ocana) from the noose of death (kiilapiila)." 11 Like the god Indra of yore, 
the yogin or alchemist binds in order to be released from bondage; now, 
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however, rather than doing battle with enemies from without, he is able 
to domesticate Death, time, illusion-nay, human finitude-without ever 
having to leave the inner landscape of his subtle body. 

Herein lies the critical imponance of the yogic and alchemical ba11dhas: 
they bind the mechanism of bondage itself, hobbling, binding with its own 
noose a Time (Kala) which is identified with death (kala) before actually 
turning it back on itself. None of the trammels of existence can fetter the 
Siddha at play in the world, least of all the ultimate sorrow, the sorrow of 
death. For whenever Death tries to catch a Siddha in his noose, the latter 
either slips away, thus cheating Death ("skewing time": kiilavmkana)18 or 
actually beats him up. This is a theme found in the legend of Gopicand, in 
which HA4ipll QAiandharanlith), upon learning that his young disciple has 
been taken by Yama's minions to the world of the dead, thrashes them and 
their master so thoroughly that they promise to never meddle with the 
Nlith Siddhas again.'"' Mayanli, Gopicand's sorceress mother, following her 
initiation by Gorakhndth, holds similar powers over Yama: "If she should 
die in the day-time, he [Gorakh] would not let the sun go, but would 
bind him down,-if she should die at home, he would not let Yama go, but 
bind him down,-if she should die of a cut from a flat sword (kbil'il = a 
large sacrificial knife), he would bind the goddess Cal)4i [who bears 
such a weapon] down-Mayanli would [out-]survive even the sun and the 
moon."80 

In a later episode of the same legend cycle, Gopicand has HA4ipll bound 
in chains and buried beneath a stable (or at the bottom of a well), under 
several feet of horse manure. These HA~ipa tears away by means of a single 
111antra. The chain on his hand becomes transformed into a rosary of beads; 
the heavy stone placed upon his chest becomes his yogic garb; and the rope 
with which he was bound becomes his loincloth. 81 

The regalia and sectarian markings worn by the Nath Siddhas are, in 
fact, all explicitly symbolic of those various elements of their yogic practice 
which afford them their fabled mastery over the processes of aging and 
death. As such, they constitute a mesocosm, a model of and for the micro
cosm of the subtle body and the macrocosm of the universe. In the words 
of Bhanrhari, "the form of the jog [yoga] is the ear-ring, the patched quilt, 
the wallet, the staff and the hom, the sound of which is emitted in the 
Universe."&: Here, the hom is the si1ignad, a piece of gazelle hom into 
which the Nlith Siddhas blow to produce the niida, the silent sound that 
serves to bind and control the wavering mind.10 In the legend ofHa4ipa, 
the japamtilti is a rosary of rudriilqa beads used as an aid in mantric recita-
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tion; the 11111driis are great hoop earrings which, placed in the thick of the 
ears at initiation, open a subtle channel vital to yogic practice; and the 
lrantha is the patchwork tunic traditionally worn by the NAth Siddhas.84 

c. Miira'!a 

Since at least the time of the epics, the final of the four idealized stages of 
life observed by males in India has been termed snnnyilsa, because it is 
marked by the act of "laying together" the sacrificial fires that had defined 
one's social existence. Abandoning one's sacrificial fires is tantamount to 
abandoning the world: henceforth, although one remains in the world, one 
is no longer a pan of it. 

Of vital importance to the yogic tradition is the fact that the sacrificial 
fires in question are gathered together within one's body. There, they serve 
both as a cremation pyre-by which the now-obsolete mundane, social 
body is shown to have truly died to the world-and, in the postcrematory 
existence of the sa~myilsin (the "renouncer"), as the scat of sacrifice, which 
has now been internalized. It is here, in the inner fires of tapas, which fuel 
the offerings of one's vital breaths in the inner sacrifice known as the prll
'l!ilgnihotra, that the practice of yoga very likely had its theoretical origins. •s 

In the experience of the renouncer, the internal processes of yoga do 
nothing less than sustain him in a life beyond death. It is to this notion 
that the HYP passage we evoked at the beginning of this section alludes: 
"killed, rasa, like breath, revives itself."86 lt is through this paradoxical pro
cess that the ha!hn yogin and alchemist ultimately realize the bodily immor
tality that is the final end of their practice. The language both traditions 
employ to describe this process, through which the practitioner, once 
"slain" (tm;ta), is able to revive himself by tricking, even killing Death, car
ries us to the very hean of Siddha mysticism: you have to first die to be
come immonal. This is the impon of one of Gorakhnath's most celebrated 
bilnfs: "Die yogi die, dying is sweet [when you) die that death by which 
Gorakh, in dying, gained his vision [of the: Absolute, immonality]."87 An 
alchemical echo is provided in the Pndmilvnt: "The Siddha's immortal body 
is like mercury. You can break it down, you can kill it, but you can't make 
it die."88 

What is it that dies? It is the gross body, a husk that is to be cast off like 
the slough of a snake. How is this body made to die, in order that the 
golden, adamantine, or siddha body may emerge? As in the processes dis
cussed above, breath control plays an important role here. So too, however, 
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does the generation of yogic heat, of the fire of yoga (yogiignt) that bums 
up the fire of time or death (kaliignt). In the former case, it is once again 
the two peripheral nat/is whose emptying is likened to a death that gener
ates new life (the filling of the S1'!'11111J4). In the seal called the 11111hiivedha 
(the "great penetrationj, "the breath, overflowing the two p11fas ••• 
quickly bursts [into the medial channel]. The union (sa111bandha) of moon, 
sun, and fire which is to occur surely results in immortality. When the death
like state (mft3vasthi) arises, hfiW can there be fear of death?" 89 

Passing through a state of death to bodily immortality is most especially 
effected through the mediation of fire-here, the inner fire in which the 
renouncer has immolated his mundane body once he has "laid together" 
his sacrificial fires. This image is carried over into the hathayogic system, 
in which the fires of yoga (also called the fire of the absolute, the brah-
11/agnt), kindled at the base of the subtle body, renders the medial channel 
a "cremation ground" (i111aiana).90 The hallmark of any cremation ground 
is, of course, its ashes, and it is with ashes that every Saiva renouncer, from 
time immemorial, has smeared his body. Internal fires and external ashes 
are brought together, in the hathayogic context, in two variations on the 
vajro/1 1111ulra, called the sahajo/1 and a111aro/171111dras. In the former, the part
ners smear their bodies with a mixture of cow-dung ash and water follow
ing vajro/1; in the latter it is a mixture of "the nectar that Rows from the 
moon" and ash that one smears over onei body.91 What are the implica
tions of this extemalization of an internal process, this wearing of one's 
yoga on onei sleeve? The answer to this question is quite nearly as old as 
the Veda itself. 

S• Ashes to Nectar 

I have already mentioned the primacy given by the RA to the eating of 
killed or oxidized mercury (71t1JIIslitaka, also called "dead ash," 1m;tabhan11a) 
for realizing immortality.91 I have further alluded to the process of diges
tion (jiirfn!a) by which such is obtained and to the fabulous properties pos
sessed by said mercury. "Killed" mercury, itself "unresurrectable" (11ir
unha)-that is, incapable of returning to its prior, native state-is now 
capable of reviving other "killed" metals.9J What is it that makes rasa in 
its ashen (bhamtTbhfita) state the most optimum form of mercury, both for 
transmutation and transubstantiation? 

Throughout this book, we have emphasized the complementarity of the 
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three primal sacrificial elements of fire, Auid, and air and of their homo
logues in the bodily microcosm and the alchemical mesocosm. But what 
happens when these essences, these dofas, these gu1]as, actually combine? 
What is the composite or compound that is produced? Since the time of 
the Vedas, the ringing answer to this question has been ashts. 94 

Here, we should note a certain symmetry between the rasa of Vedic 
sacrifice and the rasa of alchemical practice. In the former case, the raw 
material of the sacrificial oblation has no true on tic being until it has been 
cooked, refined, transformed, through exposure to fire. In this context, ev
ery natural and cultural process becomes a matter of cooking: in the aging 
process, one is said to be "cooked by time."9s Elsewhere, the advance into 
the Indian subcontinent by Vedic culture was led by Agni, the sacrificial 
fire that was carried in a firepot, at the vanguard of"civilization"; it is this 
same sacrificial fire that restores and perfects (S"'!Ish;) the rasa of Prajllpati 
that Rowed from him to create the world. So too, initiation, cremation, 
and the passage into the renunciant stage of life are all so many cases of 
cooking "to a turn" that which would otherwise remain unaltered, in a 
raw, untamed, undomesticated, even uncivilized form.96 Thus the prince
turned-yogi Gopicand can state, "I used to be an unfired pot, thrown 
whichever way [the wheel] turned. When I was made a Jogi my guru did 
the firing." 97 

In the exemplary cooking process that is the sacrifice, the most subtle 
remainder of the process of combustion, beyond the cooked "leftovers" 
consumed by humans and the smoke and aroma of the cooked offering 
enjoyed by the gods, are ashes, bhasma{n] (from bhas, "consume," but also 
"shine"). Ashes are the shining remains of what has been consumed; they 
are the solid essence of the combustion of Auid oblation by purificatory 
fire.· As such, ash is rasa in its optimal form-which is exactly what the 
alchemical tradition tells us in its myth of the origin of mercury (rasa). Its 
original cosmic matter being concealed by the "accidents" (kaflC'IIkas) of its 
outward form, native mercury cannot, in and of itself, afford immortality. 
It is only after these superAuous accretions have been dispersed, by reduc
ing mercury to ashes through the alchemical sm!1skaras, that its inherent 
basic properties can be actualized. Ash, bhasma, is the supreme manifesta
tion of primal matter. It therefore follows that the reduction of mercury, 
the rasa of the absolute, to ash is tantamount to the recovery of a primor
dial perfection, of the absolute before its fall into nature, into manifesta
tion. Preternatural (prior to nature) its powers are therefore supernatural 
(transcending nature). At the same time they are, in a cyclic universe, a 
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reminder of the ultimate destiny of the universe when all things will be 
reduced to dross (the serpent Se~a, "Remains," whose body is composed of 
ash) and only the pure gold remain.98 Herein lies the root of the Hindu 
calcinatory gnosis. 

It is in the context of early Saivism that a true "cult" of ashes first be
comes incorporated into the Hindu tradition. Ashes, called either bhaS'IIIa 
or vibhiiti ("omnipresent," a term synonymous with siddhi, or the eight sid
dhis taken as an aggregate), have since at least the time of the Pasupatas 
been integral to Saiva initiation and worship. Initiation involves bathing in 
ashes (bhas111a-mii11a), while the worship of Bhairava entails smearing cow
dung ash on the forehead-in place of the normal blood-red sindilra-as 
well as consuming a pinch of said ash.99 

In so doing, humans are, of course, merely imitating the supreme god 
himself, whose own dark body is made luminous by the patina of iridescent 
ashes with which he besmears himself and the stuff of whose body is in fact 
ashen. Tradition in fact holds that Siva first took to wearing ashes follow
ing his incineration of Kama, the Hindu Eros, in an irrefutable proof that 
the fires of yoga (yogiigm) were greater than those of burning passion (kii-
11tiigm). Unmoved after having been pierced by Kama's arrows of lust, Siva 
opened his third eye-located at the level of the iij1iii cakra-and, with the 
supernatural accumulation of thermal energy that his yoga had afforded 
him, reduced Love's body to ashes. The fire that burned Kama was at once 
the sublimate of Siva~ rasa (for Siva, as a yogin, is iirddhvaretas), his yogic 
breaths, and the heat of his yogic austerities. The refined essence of these 
three elements-ashes-were taken by Siva and smeared over his body 
together (as we are told in one version of the myth) with mercury, said 
to be the concrete form taken by his agitation at the sight of Parvati in 
this myth.100 

In another myth, Siva shows his superiority over a human ascetic named 
Mankanaka when the latter, having pierced his skin, "bleeds" pure vege
table sap (iiikarasa). He then dances for joy, proclaiming that his austerities 
have been successful (siddha). \Vhen Siva does likewise, and bleeds pure, 
snowy-white bhaS71ta, the chastened ascetic is obliged to acknowledge the 
great god's supremacy.l01 Elsewhere, a myth from the RA (u.xs8-6x) re
lates how the demon Ruru, having eaten a palo of twelve-times-calcinated 
mercurial ash (bhaS71111Siitaka), uproots the earth and pulverizes Siva's 
Mount Kailash. Siva "kills" mercury in combination with lead and red arse
nic, smears this amalgam on the tips of his trident, and laminates Ruru. 

This parallelism, between ash and rasa, is explained, in what may be 
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termed a "theology of ashes," at the conclusion of the important myth of 
Siva in the Pine Forest. Here, after the phallic god has brought a group of 
uncomprehending Vedic sages to heel, he explains to them the importance 
of ashes. 

I am Agni joined with Soma ... The supreme purification of the uni
verse is to be accomplished with ashes; I fortify my seed with ashes 
and sprinkle creatures with it ... By means of ashes, my seed, one is 
released from all sin ... Ashes are known as my seed, and I bear my 
own seed upon my body ... Let a man smear his body until it is 
pale with ashes ... Then he attains the status of Lord of the Host 
(gii1Jnpntynm) ••• and grasps the supreme ambrosia.102 

Siva's subsequent initiation of the Vedic sages culminates in an ashen 
bath, a bbiiS'IIIn-sniinn, after the model of Pasupata initiation rites. The role 
of ashes in initiation has a much more ancient pedigree, however, as at
tested in an important myth from the Mnhiibhiirntn. This is the epic myth 
ofKavya Usanas and his disciple Kaca, a myth which, while it bears anum
ber of common themes with an Indo-Iranian myth, is nonetheless Hindu 
in the detail that concerns us. 10J Here, Kaca, the son of Brhaspati, the chap
lain of the gods (and grandson of Angiras, "Ember"), has been sent to Ka
vya Usanas, the chaplain of the Asuras, the anti gods, to wrest the secret of 
immortality from him. Through a number of plot twists, Kaca not only 
becomes the disciple (for five hundred years) ofKavya Usanas, but also the 
beloved of the latter's daughter, Devayani. He is hated and feared, however, 
by the anti gods, who see him, quite rightly, as an enemy agent. They there
fore kill and feed the boy to wolves, only to see him revived when Kavya 
Usanas pronounces his immortality formula over the boy's scattered re
mains. The formula once pronounced, the boy bursts out of the bodies of 
the wolves, killing them as he himself is reconstituted. 

The anrigods then kill the boy again, but this time they burn his body 
and place the ashes in Kavya Usanas's evening cordial. When the guru calls 
out to his disciple, the boy answers him from within his belly. Now the 
only way to save Kaca is to reveal to him the secret of immortality, such 
that Kaca, once he has been revived by bursting out of Kavya Usanass 
body, might revive his guru in turn. When Devayani says, "Do it, Daddy," 
Kavya Usanas has to give in and so initiates his disciple into the secret of 
immortality. When the formula is spoken, the boy bursts "like a full moon" 
out of his guru's body; he then revives his guru. 

This myth, which brings together the consumption of ashes, the trans-
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mission of a secret of immortality, and initiation, also seems to be the pro
totype for myths of tannic transmission, in which the guru becomes the 
disciple of his disciple, and the disciple the guru of his guru. It is, as well, 
a humanization of the myths of the great gods Agni and Prajipati and an 
alloform of the legend of Gorakh and his guru Matsyendra. As such, it may 
well be, as Georges Dumezil maintains, that "within the corporate body of 
sorcerers, the disciple is just as important as his master as concerns the 
continued transmission of the •.. supernatural knowledge that is its com
monwealth and its justification. Each needs the other." 104 

In this particular myth, Kaca~ initiation further serves to render him 
I<Avya Usanas's "biological" son. As such, he is, in a sense, Siva's Fndson, 
given that I<Avya Usanas himself once entered into the body of Siva, from 
which he exited in the form of a figure named Sukra ("Semen") as the result 
of that god~ yogic powers of digestion.105 I<Avya Usanas's legacy lives on 
in medieval alchemical-as well as certain modem medical-traditions, in 
which the perfected alchemist is called a kavi (an alchemical wizard) and 
the Bengali Ayurvedic physician a kavimj. The successful alchemist is a 
kavi because he, like the asura I<Avya Usanas (Usanas, son of a kav1), is 
capable, through his poetic incantations and mystic knowledge, to bend 
nature to his will and thereby realize wealth, invincibility, and immortality 
for himself.106 

The symbolic use of ashes by Saiva sectarians has become gready ex
panded since the age of the initiatory practices we have oudined to this 
point. So it is that the cremation ground, upon which human corpses are 
summarily reduced to ashes, was long the preferred haunt of tAntrikas who, 
in their drug- or austerity-induced trances, saw and danced with the wild 
and fulminating Kili and Bhairava. The infernal dance of this divine pair 
is purificatory, serving as it does to bum away the decaying matter of a 
dying cosmos-both within themselves, in the bodies consumed there, and 
in the universal conflagration for which the burning ground is a meso
cosm-for it is only when an ash-smeared Siva incinerates the universe 
with his ecstatic dance that universal liberation becomes possible. 

A body of devotional practices offered, in coastal Andhra Pradesh, to 
the terrible Saiva divinity Virabhadra, constitutes yet another practical ex
tension of the Saiva theology of ashes. Here, the "growing" bodies of "ash 
fruits," formed of a mixture of cow-dung ash and acacia gum, are at once 
ritual reminders of the posbnortem life of the dead, the "fruits" of kan11a, 
and manifesb.tions of the expansive power of vibbilti, which is homologized 
with semen, blood, and bone in this tradition. These "ash fruits" are called 
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pi'!t/as, "balls," which is the same term as is employed for the rice balls 
offered to the deceased in Hindu funerary rites, for aniconic stone monu
ments to the dead which go back to the dawn of human civilization, for the 
embryo in the womb (all signified by the Marathi pi'!tf>, as weU as the Siva 
/higa (Marathi pi1J41), the head as sacrificial offering or, conversely, the hu
man torso or body as a whole.107 It is this final usage of the term pi'!4 that 
is most common among the N!ith Siddhas. The human body is a pi'l4· a 
"ball," which can be transformed, through initiation, yoga, and alchemy, 
into an immortal body. In the last chapter, I noted another usage of this 
minimalist definition of the body as a sphere or globe: this was the suffix 
-oli found in such terms as garbholi (the round fetus in the womb), a term 
that may bear some connection with the Hindi term for hailstone, o/1. Else
where, the insignia of the NilgA akhtit/As (whose close relationship to the 
Nilth Siddha orders has been noted) are nothing other than globes (go/as) 
of ash;108 and the pills of mercurial ash which, held in the mouth, cause 
a wholly subde and immonal alchemical body to emerge out of the husk 
of the gross, biological body are called gulikil (or gurikt1s), .. globules." 109 

According to Siddha logic, these are the wombs from which new life will 
emerge: ashen globules engender immonal globes. 

This leitmotif of Siddha theory and practice is epitomized in the legend 
of the binh of Kilyilnilth ("Body-Nilth"), a figure who likely lived in the 
seventeenth century, in the Jhelum district of present-day Pakistan, histori
cally one of the most imponant centers of the N!ith sampradilya. 110 

One day, Gorakhn!ith held a great feast for his fellow yogins. When 
the food had been dished out on leaf plates, the place of honor was 
given to Gorakhnlith's venerable disciple Ratannilth. As fate would 
have it, there were two plates of food lying before Ratannlith when 
he sat down. After eating the food from the first plate, Ratannilth 
then stood before the second plate. Having pronounced a 711R11tra, 

he then caused ashes to Row from his body, after the fashion of Siva. 
These he fashioned into a ball, which he placed before the second 
plate of food. He then announced that that ball of ashes would eat 
the food sitting in front of it. The other yogins, who had begun to 
laugh, were quickly silenced when they saw that Ratannilth's yogic 
energy was causing the ball of ashes to expand. The ball then split 
open and a laughing, fully-formed boy emerged from it and set about 
eating the food on the plate before him. It was then decided that this 
boy should be given a name and initiation into the Nilth order. Gor-
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akh named the boy Kayanath, son of Ratannath; and Vicarnath initi
ated him. Kayilnilth later became the abbot of the Bhera monastery, 
performed many miracles, and lived to the age of 101 years before 
quitting his body.111 

While the account of Kayiinilth's birth constitutes the richest example 
of the symbolic use of ashes by the Nilth Siddhas, it is by no means the 
earliest such legend. No less a figure than Gorakhnath himself is the prod
uct of a similar manipulation of ashes. In a legend known throughout 
northern India and Nepal, Gorakhnilth is himself the product of ashes and 
cow dung-whence his name Go-rakh ("Cow-Ash"). As the story goes, a 
brahmin woman who desires a son is given a pinch of ash by Matsyendra, 
who instructs her to eat it together with milk, following her purificatory 
bath after her next menses. Instead of eating the ash, she throws it onto a 
heap of cow dung behind her hut. Twelve years later, Matsyendra returns 
and asks for news of his son. When the woman avows that she had dis
carded the ash, Matsyendra scoops away twelve years of accumulated cow 
dung to reveal a perfect twelve-year-old child yogin-for the boy has been 
practicing his siidhn11ns there since birth-whom he names Gorakh and 
makes his disciple. au 

Gorakh's ashen dunghill, both a womb (like the wells in which Niith 
Siddhas of legend meditated for twelve years) and a tumulus (like the Stmta

dhis under which Niith Siddhas are buried), has its most significant struc
tural parallel in what is perhaps that sect's most important external at
tribute. This is the dhtinT (from dhti, "waft") a conical pile of wood ash and 
cow-dung ash which the wandering yogin heaps up wherever he alights. 
Its fire warms him, its coals serve to light his chillum pipe, and its ash is 
both the present or grace (J»'IIsiidn) he bestows upon all who come to visit 
him and the substance with which he smears his own body in imitation of 
Siva.•u More than a rough and ready hearth, the dhtinT is, quite literally, a 
double of the yogin's subtle body, a body that has already been cooked and 
transformed through his yogic austerities. The ashes of the dhtini represent 
the continuity of his unending siidhn11ns and thereby of his immortal subtle 
body. Long after a yogin has quit his mundane body, his dhtinT (maintained 
and kept burning, in some cases, for centuries), like his sm11iidhi, remains 
as a memorial and testimony to his continuing presence in the world. India 
is a country ~otted with the snmiidhis and dhiinis of its great yogins, whose 
eternal essence is epitomized through ashes. 11" This is an identification 
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that is borne out in a great number of Nith legends, which we now pass 
in review. 

Just as his divine guru Siva had done to him upon his own initiation, 
Matsyendra, after he has exhumed Gorakh, initiates him with a bath of 
ashes. Gorakh does the same to his disciples, first "creating" them from 
ashes and then initiating them with more of the same. The Nith Siddhas, 
and Gorakh in particular, are great yogic progenitors, fecundating women 
with their yogic "seed," which they carry in their wallets (jho/1) in the form 
of rice grains, barleycorns, ashes, or water in which their loincloth has been 
washed. A number of Gorakh's illustrious disciples, including GOgi Pir 
and Carpap, are conceived and born in this way.m 

Like calcinated mercury, the ashes of a Nith Siddha are capable of 
transforming matter in a myriad of other ways. In the legend of POraJ;l 
Bhagat, Gorakh turns bullocks into men and women into asses with ashes; 
with ashes he dries up wells and causes a garden to burst into bloom. In 
the legend of GOgi Prr, Gorakh creates gemstones and caters a wedding 
with ashes. Pavannith enriches an old brahmin couple with a gift of ashes 
that transforms their poverty into wealth. With ashes from his dhlinl, MaJ;l
iknith Rattens a wall. 116 Another Nith Siddha tradition relates the creation 
of the earth from ashes from the dhiinl of the Goddess Sakti. When Siva 
promises to marry her, Sakti gives Siva two handfuls of ash from her dhlinl: 
when these ashes arc strewn upon the waters, the earth is created. In a 
similar account, Vi~QU creates the earth with ashes from Gorakh's dhtinl. 

Yet, it is also ashes to which the universe will return, and these are the 
ashes that form the body of the cosmic serpent Se~a. But Se~a is also a 
venomous serpent, whose fiery breath itself reduces all matter to ashes.117 

As such, he is like Siva who, possessed of an ashen body and wearing ashes 
on his yogic body, also reduces all matter to ashes in the universal dissolu
tion-a dissolution dramatized in his incineration of Kama with the yogic 
fire he emitted from his third eye. Siva's creative semen becomes destruc
tive when it has become transformed, yogically, through the raising of the 
internal kt11Jtfnlini serpent, into fire; yet it is also by virtue of his yogic prac
tice that he is immune to the calcinating poison spat by the great serpent 
Visuki, which, when he drinks it in the myth of the churning of the Ocean 
of Milk, turns his throat blue. 

The symmetry that emerges out of this data parallels that of the dis
course of binding and piercing: just as the Siddha, by virtue of has having 
bound and pierced the volatile elements of his alchemical body, himself 
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becomes unbindable and impenetrable and all-binding and all-penetrating; 
so the same Siddha, by virtue of having calcinated and reduced his alchem
ical body to ashes, himself becomes uncalcinable and all-calcinating, an 
ashen, ash-smeared, ash-producing, alchemical touchstone. 

6. Reversal and Transformation 

Our discussion of the transformative powers of the ashes of death has car
ried us somewhat far afield of our survey of the serial progression of the 
alchemical operations in their relationship to the theory and practice of 
harha yoga. In order that we might return to this progression, let us recall 
here that while swooning (nuircchana), the third alchemical sa1!1skilra, is a 
prelude to the powerful and transformative operations of binding (ban
Jbana) and killing (milra'!a), it also precedes Stm.ISkilras four through eigh
teen, as those operations are described in the alchemical sources. 

With stm.ISkilras four through eight, we find ourselves in the presence of 
what appears to be a series of priming techniques not unlike those of yogic 
pril'!ayilma or the alternating ascent and descent of the kmJtfali11T. Following 
its swooning, mercury is first resurrected (tmhilpana), after which it is made 
to fall (parana). Next, it is awakened (bodbana) or suppressed (rodhana), then 
restrained (niyamana), and lastly kindled (JTpana). 

As in alchemy, 11ttbilpa11a is a term employed in hathayogic discourse to 
designate an important "phase change." The klltJtfnlinT, when she is awak
ened from her sleep, rises up (llt-tha) along the length of the medial chan
nel. Because the raising of the k11'!tfali11T is a repeated practice, she quite 
naturally falls down again (pat) to the base of the subtle body after the 
yogin has reemerged from his state of yogic withdrawal. As shown in the 
last chapter, the k11'!tfali11T can be made to fall or fty upwards as well, after 
the fashion of the alchemical parana apparatus. 118 The experienced yogin 
may, of course, raise and lower his vital breath, energy, seed, and con
sciousness at will, which translates into so many withdrawals from and re
turns to mundane consciousness. When he finally chooses to opt out of 
mundane existence altogether, he definitively halts the downward ftow and 
enters into samadbi. 

More common than the term t1tthapa11a in hathayogic parlance is the 
term bodbana, the awakening of the lm'!tfalini.I 19 Now, it happens that al
chemical sources alternate between the terms bodbana and rodbana to desig
nate this sixth operation, in which wholly stabilized mercury is naturally 
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activated through combination with female sulfur. The same alternation 
is found in the I<JIIIIavalinin]aya, a sixteenth~century ritual compilation, 
which terms the bind11 of the subtle body, located above the sixth, the aftiii 
talmt, as either Bodhini ("she who awakens") or Rodhini ("she who ob
structs"). 

In order to understand this terminology, we must recall that the emana
tion of the Kaula universe is, on the microcosmic level, phonematic as well 
as material. All that exists is ultimately acoustic, vibratory in nature, an 
emanate or devolute of the primeval sonic vibration that gave rise to all 
creation, the mantra 07!1. When projected upon the subtle body, this 
acoustic emanation takes the form of the fifty-one phonemes (miltt;kas, 
"matrices" of subtle sound) of the Sanskrit alphabet, which are situated on 
the petals of the ca/mts (styled as lotuses) of the subtle body. When the 
yogin raises the inner k111Jtfalin1, he is in effect telescoping these phonemes 
back into their higher emanates, causing the last and "lowest" phonemes, 
the final letters of the alphabet, to be absorbed into ever more subtle pho
nemes, culminating in the vowels and the phonemes bn and kfll. These two 
ultimate phonemes are located on the two petals of the sixth cakra, the 
aftia, which is situated behind the meeting point of the two eyebrows. The 
hierarchy of sound does not end here, however, since manifest sound is but 
the emanate of a subtler, nonmanifest vibration. Beyond the ajna, there
fore, exist a number of levels of increasingly subtle substrates of sound, 
through which manifest sound is made to shade into nonmanifest sound. 
These ·shadings, located, in the subtle body, between the lijnil and the 
crown of the head (or even beyond, i.e., outside the contours of the body, 
in a number of systems), generally include nada (resonance), bind11 (drop), 
and bTja (seed). uo 

This brings us back to the bodhinllrodhini alternation, which presumably 
occurs because the mundane mind (ntnnas) becomes obstructed, held back 
at this point in tantric meditation: but this suppression (rodbnna) of the 
fickle mind is nothing other than the first awakening (bodhann) of divine 
consciousness.121 The hathayogic use of the latter term has been described: 
after a period of sleep, the ku'!tfalinl awakens to rise along the medial chan
nel and thereby transform the yogin's body and being. The former is also 
an important term in the yogic practice of the Krama Kaula, in which ro
dbtma designates "coagulation." When the yogin penetrates the void, he 
falls prey to. the residues of prior thoughts, acts, events, and impressions. 
The yogin coagulates (rodbana) these residues into a single mass which he 
then melts down or liquidates (dravniJil) through meditation on the circle 
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of Kalis. Through successive coagulations and liquifications these are ulti
mately annihilated, permitting the mystic to penetrate the ineffable void.121 

With this, there comes the dawning of the light of pure consciousness, a 
possible parallel to the eighth alchemical operation, dipana. 

While most of the parallels between these four preparatory alchemical 
SR7!1Skiiras on the one hand and yogic and tantric precept and practice on 
the other are nonexplicit and tenuous at best, we find ourselves on firmer 
ground in the case of jilrmJn, the thirteenth SR1!1Skilrn. ]ilrn1Jn, it will be re
called, consists of the stadial consumption or digestion of ever-increasing 
quantities of mica or sulfur by mercury, until said mercury becomes bound 
(badJha) or killed (nn;ta). 11J This is a progressive operation, in which mer
cury, by taking increasingly large mouthfuls (griJsa) of mica, in six succes
sive operations, becomes calcinated. At each stage in this process, the mer
cury in question becomes physically altered: in the first stage, in which it 
consumes one sixty-fourth of its mass of mica, mercury becomes rodlike 
(dn1J4n[vat)). It next takes on the consistency of a leech, then that of crow 
droppings, whey, and butter. With its sixth and final "mouthful," in which 
mercury swallows one-half its mass of mica, it becomes a spherical solid. 11 .. 

This six-step process, by which mercury is bound, is followed by an
other six-step process, in which the proportions of mica or sulfur swal
lowed by mercury greatly increase. It is this latter process that constitutes 
jilrRlJR proper. After praying to Lord Siva that he "swallow my mouth
ful:' us the alchemist causes mercury to absorb a mass of mica equal to its 
own. Next, mercury is made to swallow twice its mass of mica, and so on 
until the proportions ultimately reach 1:6, with mercury absorbing six 
times its mass of mica. In this final and optimal phase mercury, said to be 
"six-times killed," is possessed of fantastic powers of transmutation.116 

More superior yet is a sequence called khtcnri jilrn1Jn, in which mercury is 
made to absorb vast quantities of powdered gemstones, the densest sub
stances known to man. At the conclusion of this process, mercury takes the 
shape of a lingo. The alchemist who ingests said mercury is immediately 
transported to the realms of the gods, Siddhas, and Vidyadharas.117 Mod
ern researchers in rasa Iastra lament the fact that a certain step in the tech
nique of jiirn1Jn has been lost, and with it the ability to transmute base 
metals into gold and afford immortality and eternal youth. us 

We may adduce three hathayogic parallels to alchemical jilra1Jn, i.e., ab
sorption or digestion. The first and most obvious of these is the six-stage 
process of the piercing of the cakras. When the yogin raises his seed, 
breath, and energy through the six cakras, he does nothing less than effect 
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the reabsorption, on a microcosmic level, of the five sense-capacities, 
action-capacities, and subde and gross elements back into their ethereal 
essence. So it is that the element earth, predominant in the lowest cal.:ra, 
the 111filiJdbiira, becomes absorbed into the clement water at the level of the 
second cakra, the sviltlb~hiimt. Water is absorbed back into fire at the third 
cakra, the ma1]ipura; fire into air at the fourth, or anibata cakra; and air into 
ether at the fifth cakra, the viiuddhi. All are telescoped, swallowed back, 
into the mind (manns) which, identified with the sixth cakra, the iljtiil, will, 
in the final phases of this process, itself be absorbed into its source and 
essence, the pure Siva-consciousness located in the thousand-petaled calrra 
of the cranial vault. 

This process is said, in a biJ11T of Gorakhnllth, to effect the absorption or 
digestion (jara1111) of the celibate yogin's seed back into its ambrosial es
sence, by which he himself is rendered immortal. He who is unable to 
retain his seed, however, is condemned to death.1: 9 As we have already 
shown, it is not semen alone that is raised and transformed through the six
stage piercing of the cahws. The rise of the klltf4nli11T is also a telescoping 
of sound back into its primal unmanifest substrate. It is this dynamic that 
grounds the practice of n1n11tm yoga, the acoustic complement to the 
hydraulic techniques of harha yoga. This process, characterized by ever
deepening states of yogic absorption, is qualitatively measured in terms of 
the audition of increasingly subtle sounds (11ilda). 

An important ruming point in this process, known as "reversing the 
nilda," uo occurs when the external voicing of 111011tms yields to the audition 
of unvoiced 111a11tms called the "unstruck sound" (amlbata 11iJda).U1 So it is 
that as the yogin's consciousness is raised through the final phases of yogic 
practice, the a11ilhata 11ilda, which begins to reverberate at the level of the 
heart, undergoes a series of qualitative transformations, successively re
sounding like the roar of the ocean, of clouds, the sound of the kettledrum, 
conch, bell, hom, flute, lute, and finally, the buzzing of bees. m These 
transformations, to ever subder levels of sound, effect the total absorption 
of the yogin's mind. Becoming one with its object of knowledge-i.e., the 
Siva-consciousness that is the substrate of all sound and being-it becomes 
fused with this object of knowledge and telescoped, absorbed, dissolved 
into it.m These homologies, between harha yoga, ntantra yoga, and alchemy, 
are seemingly taken for granted in a passage from the HYP (4.96), which 
States that "the mind is like mercury which, bound (baddham) and freed 
from its transitory narure through its assimilation (jiJrn1]a) of the sulfur of 
mantric vibration (nida), wanders about in the ether." aH A similar use of 
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terminology may be found in the alchemical RRS, which designates the 
ultimate phase of alchemical jiim']ll, by which a mercurial compound is 
roasted in a P"£11 with six times its mass of sulfur, as sabTja-bandha ("binding 
with seed"). us 

In addition to such qualitative measures of absorption as the inaudible 
sounds heard by the yogin in his practice, there also exists a set of quantita
tive measures of the same, which moreover appear to bear a direct relation
ship to an alchemical progression of a similar order. These are related to 
the ilsanas, the yogic postures, through which the yogin not only immobi
lizes his body, but also his breath, seed, and mental activities.n6 Main
taining a yogic posture alone requires tremendous powers of concentra
tion, and so we should not be surprised to find a quantitative measure of 
immobility combined with breath retention to be a yardstick for yogic in
tegration. Here it is the four-second 111iJtr11 ("measure of time") or pain (the 
equivalent of six nl4tms, i.e., 24 seconds) that is of critical interest. As one 
retains a yogic posture and one's breath for an increasing number of pains, 
ever-dilating durations of time, one acquires ever more fantastic siddhis. 
After twenty-four years-i.e., 6o X 24 X 365 X 24 pains, the highest mul
tiple in this progression-of total yogic absorption, one outsurvives the 
universal dissolution, in which even the gods Brahml, Vi,~u, and Siva 
perish.n7 

This notion of a "geometric progression" of a durational order has its 
alchemical parallel, in which the consumption of an increasing number of 
pains ("straws," here a unit of weight equivalent to 82.624 grams) of mer
cury that has undergone the process of jiJrtl'!ll with mica yields a dilating 
life span, such that the consumption of ten pains renders the alchemist a 
second Siva.n• When rasa and breath control constitute the Work in two 
parts, a time-mass continuum of this order is quite natural. The impacts of 
these two allied practices on the human body are also identical: one can 
neither be consumed by old age (ajam) nor by death (1111111rt1). We will dis
cuss other important progressions of the same order in the next chapter. 

7· The Legends of Gopicand and Cauraitginith: 
Alchemical Allegories? 

According to legend, countless Nath Siddhas have closed themselves into 
wells or caves for twelve-year periods to emerge with transformed bodies; 
six months of yogic or alchemical austerities are said, in guides to hatha-
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yogic practice, to produce the same result.119 Elsewhere, we have already 
seen how Dharamnath was able to incinerate the (since then) lost city of 
Pattan and a good pan of the Sind by simply remaining motionless, stand
ing on his head atop a betel-nut or sopari stone for twelve years.•«~ 

There exist, however, a number oflegends of the Nath Siddhas in which 
yogic immobility is raised to a higher level than the mere retention of some 
fixed posture. These are the many accounts of dismemberment, inhuma
tion, or exile that, in a sense, set the Nath Siddhas a pan from other yogic 
traditions. Shashibhushan Dasgupta refers to these in his discussion of the 
"general air of supernaturalism" proper to Nath Siddha traditions. Others, 
such as Eliade and Van Kooij, find in these accounts traces of the shamanic 
origins of NAth Siddha practices. 

While many of these feats-like those of the Taoist magicians and im
mortals in China-may indeed be typologized as shamanic, following the 
"morphology" of this phenomenon so beautifully developed by Mircea 
Eliade, .... they also betray an alchemical stamp. Mercury and its com
pounds in ftux are never anthropomorphized in the Indian alchemical texts 
(where they are either deified or zoomorphized) as they are in western al
chemical traditions, in which the rorp11s nkhymirtnn of the "Ethiopian" or 
"Son of God" is dismembered, crushed, cooked, etc. to be resuscitated in 
a new divine form. It is rather in the legends of the NAth Siddhas that such 
allegorical dismemberments and tortures occur; and while the origins of 
these accounts may be as old as religion itself, the "gloss" they receive in 
NAth Siddha mythology appears to be both alchemical and yogic. 

Of all the legend cycles of the NAth Siddhas, the song cycles concerning 
Gopicand are the among the richest in this son of imagery .... 1 The outline 
of this legend is as follows: Mayana[mati], the mother of Goplcand and a 
"sorceress" disciple of Gorakh, loses her husband Ma~ikcand to Varna (i.e., 
he dies). When she is unable to wrest her husband back from Death, she is 
"given" a son to replace him, as it were, by Gorakh. She learns, however, 
that her son will not survive his adolescence if he does not become a yogin. 
The intrigue of the cycle lies in the ends to which MayanA goes to bring 
her son under the tutelage of a guru-who in this case is Ha~i-pA, or 
Jilandharanath.••• 

The origins of)alandhara go back to the original cosmogony, as related 
in the Bengali Gorakfa Vijny and Min Cetan. Out of a void (ilinya) there 
appears, like a bubble, the Egg of Brahman. The unmanifest Niraiijana 
then manifests itself as Adinatha who, from his tapas, creates the goddess 
Ketaki, 144 out of whom arise, from her mouth, the god BrahmA; from her 
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forehead, the god Vi~Qu; and from her yoni, the god Siva. To test these 
three, Adinatha takes the fonn of a decayed corpse, rotting in the wash of 
a river. Only Siva is willing to perfonn Adinatha's funeral rites: in so doing, 
he uses Vi~QU as his firewood and Brahma as his fire. From the burning 
corpse of Adinatha arise the five original Nath Siddhas: Mina, from his 
navel, Gorakh from his matted hair, jalandhara (Ha~i-pa) from his bones 
(hiitfn), Kanha-pa (Kal}erinath) from his ears (kilt!n), and Caural}gi from his 
limbs (01ign). Siva then takes Adinatha's Ketaki as his consort: she becomes 
the goddess GaurJ. Gauri then decides to test these four sons' (Caurangi is 
left out of this episode) yogic constancy. ~-ts All fail except Gorakh, who 
looks upon her as his mother-and as a reward is "reborn," as his own son, 
from water wrung from his karpnri (loincloth) and drunk by the Goddess: 
this son is Carpa!i. Matsyendra is cursed to be debauched by sixteen hun
dred women in the forest or kingdom of KadaiT; Kanha-pA is exiled to a 
country called Qahuka; and Ha~i-pa is turned into a low-caste sweeper 
(Ha~i). Such is the mythic origin of Gopicand's guru. 

Mayana learns that it is only by taking yogic initiation from a HA~i that 
Gopicand can be saved. But the young prince appears to be more troubled 
by his sorceress mother and the prospect of exchanging his kingship for 
servitude to a sweeper than he is by the hearsay that he should otherwise 
die young. He therefore puts his mother through a series of terrible or
deals, which are so many tests of her yogic power: 

She was thrown into fire, but even her gannent was not stained with 
smoke; she was drowned in water bound within a bag, but mother 
Gan~ herself came forward to welcome her into her [Gan~'s] bo
som; she walked on a bridge made of hair; she walked on the edge of 
a razor; she was shut up for seven full days and nights within a boiler 
containing boiling oil, which was being heated from below con
stantly; ... 6 she crossed all the rivers in the boat made of the husk of a 
com, but nothing could bring about her death, neither was any part 
of her body damaged in any way. Mayana herself declared to her son 
Gopicand, "By the practice of mystic knowledge one becomes im
mortal ... just like the current of the tide-wave running bacl..-ward 
... When the creation will sink below and finally dissolve, and the 
earth will be not and there will remain only all-pervading water, the 
sun and the moon will set forever and the whole universe will be 
destroyed-! shall float on for ever-1 shall have no death." 1" 7 
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(As we shall see, the RA, in its concluding verses, promises just such an 
end for the Rasa Siddha who has perfected his craft: he will live on, above 
the terrible ocean of existence and beyond the cosmic dissolution, in the 
world of the divine Siddhas.) ... 8 

Gopicand is eventually persuaded to become Ha~i's disciple. In order 
to test his sincerity, however, Ha~i sells him-for twelve cowries worth of 
cannabis-into bondage in the house of a sorceress named Hira (Dia
mond), in the "southern land," for twelve years. During this time, Ha~i sits 
at the bottom of the sea, beneath fourteen fathoms of water. Hira trans
forms Gopicand into a ram and later sends him to hell, which Hll~i har
rows to save him. At the end of this period, Ha~i completes Gopicand's 
initiation; then, judging that he has made improper use of his yogic powers, 
nullifies them. A furious Gopicand has Hll~i sealed, with horse dung, into 
the bottom of a well. 

Twelve years later, Kanha-pll, also a disciple of Ha~i, is informed by 
Gorakh that his guru has been buried in a well by Goplcand. Kanha-pa, 
through a subterfuge, manages to exhume Ha~i. Knowing that Ha~i's ac
cumulated yogic energy, to say nothing of his wrath at being buried in 
such a way by his disciple, might well destroy Gopicand entirely, Kanha
pa makes three effigies of Gopicand: one of iron, one of silver, and one of 
gold .... 9 When Hll~i is called up out of the well, his angry gaze reduces the 
three effigies to ashes. His fury sufficiently diffused at this point, 1-Ia~i is 
presented with the real Gopicand, whose yogic powers he then restores. uo 

These themes, of dismembennent and restoration, and of twelve-year 
periods of forced meditation, are quite common to Nath Siddha legend. 
Gorakhnath explains in a poem that he was born, after twelve years passed 
inside the womb of a barren woman, with both arms and legs cut off: the 
commentator to this passage glosses this as birth, through yoga, of a new 
body from which the net (arms and legs) of 111iiyil has been cut away.u• In 
another account, Gorakh awakens after twelve years of"death" (nuivil).m 
In still another legend, Gorakh hangs himself upside down from a tree 
over a raging fire, until the odor of his burning flesh attracts the attention 
of the god Brahma, who grants him a boon. UJ 

While still a novice, Gorakh plucks out the pupil of his eye, which he 
barters for food to feed his guru Matsyendra: Matsyendra restores his 
eye, through the use of a 111antra. 154 This is, of course, the same Matsyendra 
whose own recumbent and lifeless body is diced up by Queen Kamala, 
when he has entered into the body of her husband. Siva has these pieces 
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brought to his abode on Mount Kailash, where he safeguards them until 
Gorakh's return, twelve years later. Matsyendra's soul is then restored to 
his reconstituted body.au More often than reconstituting Matsyendra, 
however, Gorakh is busy dismembering Matsyendra's various sons-gen
erally to awaken Matsyendra from his attachment to phenomenal exis
tence. On one occasion it is Matsycndra's son Mina that Gorakh beats 
against a stone like a washerwoman until he is dead. u6 In another legend, 
Gorakh kills and skins Matsycndra's two sons Ncmi and Pariva-whosc 
names are identical to those of two founders of the Jain religion-and later 
revives them.157 Elsewhere, he transforms certain of his disciples such that 
one half of their bodies becomes gold and one half iron. us 

These supernatural, fantastic, and clearly shamanic clements, a staple 
of Niith Siddha legend, arc nowhere as evident as in the best known 
and perhaps the oldest of such accounts, the legend of Caurangi ("Four
Limbs") or POraQ Bhagat. This latter name, by which he is known in the 
longest recension of his legend, from the Punjab, u9 may be read as "Total 
Devotee" (piinJn bbaktn). Its second member may, however, be read in an
other way: among many tribal and popular traditions bhngnt is a term em
ployed for a shaman, soothsayer, sorcerer, exorcist, or a person who com
munes with the dead. Elsewhere, the term is applied to oracular devotees 
of the Goddess. When one considers that the Mongol term bOgelbii'tlbtki 
means "male shaman," this alternate reading for POraQ Bhagat's name (i.e., 
"Total Shaman j ought not to be rejected out of hand.160 

While Caurangi is generally held to be the son of King Siilivahana (Sal 
Vahan, Salwan, Sulivan, Sulwahan in vernacular transcriptions), a Punjabi 
recension of his legend first calls him King Sankh. Finally, one source 
maintai~s that Cauranginath was born of Siva's sccd.161 POraQ Bhagat is the 
son of Sankh/Salwan's first queen Acchran, and it is not until the age of 
twelve that has his first audience with the junior queen, LOQ3 (or LOQanl 
N11QiiniNOQ3n).162 This queen, who is in reality a terrible witch,16J falls in 
love with her adolescent stepson and attempts to seduce him. When he 
refuses her advances, she, like Potiphar's wife in the biblical story of Jo
seph, denounces him to the king, claiming that he had seduced her. 164 

To say that death has no fury like a woman scorned would be a great 
understatement in LOQil's case. At her urging, the king orders that POraQ 
Bhagat be bound (bandhke) hand and foot and that his head be cut off and 
kebab'ed.165 When the boy is brought before the king, he takes a vow of 
truth: let the king plunge him into a cauldron of boiling oil; his innocence 
will be proven if no part of his body, not even one of his fingers, be burnt. 
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Ltll}ii lights the fire and puts on the cauldron, and PtlraQ Bhagat is plunged 
into the boiling oil for four hours, from which he emerges unscathed.166 
Ltll}a nevertheless has her way, and an outcaste is ordered to cut off PtlraQ 
Bhagat's hands, gouge out his eyes, and throw him down a well.167 The 
outcaste, pitying the young prince, spares him, and instead slays a fawn 
and brings its eyes and blood to Ltll}ii; she, however, tests this blood by 
plunging a pearl into it and sees that it is not that of her stepson.168 The 
outcaste, fearing for his own life, goes to the forest where Piiral} Bhagat 
has hidden. In order to spare him, Ptlral} Bhagat has him do Ltll}ii's bid
ding. His arms and legs are cut off, his eyes gouged out, and his body 
thrown down a dry, broken-down well (jlNJt111dhnktipn). Also at Poral} Bha
gat's request, he returns to the city to tell Acchran that her son will return 
after twelve years.169 Acchran, turned out of the city by the king, comes to 
the well in which POral} Bhagat has been thrown. He cries up to her "Set 
my elephant free, mother, to go to the Kajali Forest ... "170 

Twelve years pass, until one day Gorakh and his retinue of yogins come 
to POral} Bhagat's well on their way from their monastery at Tilla to Sial
kot. There they find the young man and draw him out with a single thread 
of spun cotton. Gorakh then restores his eyes and, sprinkling nectar (nm
tfn) over him, his limbsP1 Twenty-four years later, Gorakh returns again 
to the well and finds that Ptlral} Bhagat has remained inside, in the practice 
of yoga. When Ptlral} Bhagat asks Gorakh to initiate him into the Nath 
order, Gorakh first tests his mettle by sending him to beg alms from Sun
dran ("Beautiful"), the queen ofSirilhala. There, after an episode evocative 
of the experiences of Gopicand and Matsyendra in that land, but in which 
POral} Bhagat remains celibate and free (and Queen Sundriin kills herself}, 
Gorakh and his disciple .Kanipii (.Kanha-pii) initiate him with ashes and 
earrings (1mmdrii11). 112 

Now a full-fledged yogin, POral} Bhagat returns to Sialkot, his child
hood home, where his mere presence causes his garden to burst into 
bloom. He restores his mother Acchriin's sight and forgives Salwiin and 
LOJ}a. To the latter he gives grains of dhiik and rice from his yogin's wallet, 
promising that by swallowing them whole, she will conceive and bear a 
son, Rasalu.•7J 

Apart from their clearly "shamanic" motifs, the accounts we have passed 
in review may in certain cases be also be read as so many alchemical allego
ries.174 Dismemberment, binding, sealing under the earth with horse dung, 
boiling in oil, and birth from a burning corpse evoke the alchemical opera
tions of 71111rdana, bnndha11a, sa111p11!a, siirn1Ja, utthiipana, and 711iir01Ja. Ha~i-
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pa's incineration of metallic effigies of Gopicand, Gorakh 's transformation 
of the stuff of his disciples' bodies into bonded gold and iron, the names 
Hira ("Diamond") and Kajali Van, and an array of other elements also ap
pear to betray an alchemical matrix. 

It is, however, the legend of Para!) Bhagat that arguably may most be 
qualified as a medieval Indian alchemical allegory. Like mercury, its hero 
is born of Siva's seed; his stepmother Lal)a (lavn'!n, corrosive "salt")175 

causes him to be dismembered (111nrdnna, 111iirn'!n), after first boiling him 
in oil (siirntJn). The well he is thrown into is ji17Jii11dhn, which evokes the 
closed (nndhn) crucible in which mercury is calcinated (jiT7!n, the past pas
sive participal form of the same root fr. that generates jiirn'!n) or bound 
(bnddhn). This well is moreover identified with Kajali Van, the "forest of 
black mercuric sulfide" (knjjn/t). 176 After twelve years, he is drawn out of 
his well and restored through the magical techniques of Gorakhnath, who 
restores him to wholeness with mm;tn. The legend ends with Para!) Bhagat 
offering Lal)a grains (guriktis) to eat, by which she conceives Rasalu, "the 
mercurial one" (rasn). 177 

8. The Man with the Golden Finger and Gorakh's Smithy 

Such legends of bodily dismemberment and restoration as that of Para!) 
Bhagat are not wholly unique to the Nath Siddha tradition. A number of 
similar accounts, apparently of Rasa Siddha inspiration, are recounted by 
the eleventh-century Muslim savant Alberuni. One is "a tale about ... the 
city ofValabhi": 

A man of the rank of a Siddha asked a herdsman with reference to a 
plant called Thohar, of the species of the Lactaria, from which milk 
flows when its leaves are tom off, whether he had ever seen Lactaria 
from which blood flows instead of milk. When the herdsman de
clared that he had, he gave him some drink-money that he should 
show it to him, which he did. When the man now saw the plant, he 
set fire to it, and threw the dog of the herdsman into the flame. En
raged thereby, the herdsman caught the man, and did with him the 
same as he had done to his dog. Then he waited till the fire was extin
guished, and found both the man and the dog, but turned to gold. 
He took the dog with him, but left the man on the spot. Now some 
peasant happened to find it. He cut off a finger, and went to a fruit-
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seller who was called Ranka, i.e. the poor, because he was an utter 
pauper and evidently near bankruptcy. After the peasant had bought 
from him what he wanted, he returned to the golden man, and then 
found that in the place where the cut off finger had been, a new finger 
had grown.•'• 

In another such account, the body of an alchemist, aided by the Icing of 
Malwa, becomes transformed through a series of alchemical sal!lskiiras. 
This account, related above in chapter three, ends with the king withhold
ing the final "packet" of alchemical preparations, with the result that the 
alchemist, rather than arising out of the cauldron as a perfect, invincible 
immonal, is transformed into a anthropomorphic lump of silver.179 

What is remarkable about this latter account, apart from its content, is 
that it appears to correspond quite directly to the alchemical operation 
with which the RA closes, at the end of its eighteenth chapter. This proce
dure, related above in chapter five, culminates when the Alchemical Man 
emits the 71/antra "Hum!" and arises out of the cauldron with a massive 
body that shines like the sun and is possessed of all the siddhis. 

If such homologous operations arc only implicit in the Gopicand and 
POral} Bhagat legends, they arc made explicit in a poem in which Gorakh
n~th compares his subtle body to goldsmithy:110 

I take the gold (the void essence] in the goldsmithy [the cranial 
vaultJ-1 am a goldsmith by trade. Pumping the bellows [of my 
breaths], and stabilizing my mercury, I have fixed it and then mixed 
it together with mica. 

I the goldsmith am in my gold. The root (flkrn [711fllt1dhi1rn] is my 
firepot. I forge it on the anvil of vibration [niidnJ, using my drop 
[hindu] hammer to press out the gold. 

In an ever-verdant forest my poisoned charcoal [burns, with its 
fire] blowing upward naturally, through the bellows' twin jet.181 

Harmonizing (the jets of] sun and moon (it/ii and pilignla, upbreath 
and downbrcathJ I stop the breath [k11111bhnkn], and breath is merged 
into breath. 

With one rnttT [grain] of work, you can steal away a 7Nii{i1 [lentil's 
weightjl81-and I am the mtti that does the stealing. Stealing the 
71/il{ii, I remain within the 11/il{ii: by gathering up [gold] in this way, it 
is I who am gathered into myself. 18' 

Gold above, gold beneath, gold in the midst of gold.IIH He who 
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makes the triadic void his dwelling-place bas a body that is neither 
pure nor impure.111r 

That which is beyond mind (tmma11i] is the balance beam. Mind 
is the weighing pan, and six lentil's-weight of breath are in the pan. 
While Gorakhnath was sitting here seeking after gold, gold came in 
[to his smithy] of its own accord." 186 
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Penetration, Perfection, and lm11t.ortality 

•.• the tiny points of light that appear all over the Himalayas 
when the boly men light their fires ••• 1 

Whereas Indian medical tradition defines rasiiyllllll as the regeneration or 
reconstitution of the body, through the restoration of the vital bodily fluids 
(rams), to a youthful state of health and virility,2 the alchemical usage of 
the term js a more ambitious one. In alchemy, the rasa in question is mer
cury, which substitutes itself for human bodily Ooids and thereby trans
forms a body of flesh and blood into a golden (ruan!a), 1 adamantine (va
jra),-4 or perfected C,iddha) body. As shown in chapter five, the Siddha path 
consists of three complementary approaches to the attainment of such a 
body: the erotico-mystical, the hathayogic, and the alchemical.s These ap
proaches are complementary inasmuch as all play on the correspondence 
between human and divine vital fluids {rams) on the one hand and, on the 
other, the dynamic of"piercing" or "penetration" (vedha), which effects the 
transformation of the body in question through all three of these comple
mentary techniques. This same term, veJba, is employed in (r) a form of 
tantric initiation involving a transmission of vital Ouids from teacher to 
disciple, (z) the hathayogic piercing of the rams as well as in a particular 
technique (called mahiivetlba, the "great penetration") employed to that 
end, and (3) the alchemical transmumtion of base memls into gold. In fact, 
the alchemical use of this term makes little sense-for why should trans
mutation be referred to as "piercing"?-until it is viewed in the light of 
these parallel and complementary practices.6 I begin this chapter by show
ing the ways in which the notion of"perfection through penetration" was 
meaningful in the tantric context and conclude by delineating the various 
registers upon which said perfection manifested itself-in the form of 
supernatural powers (siddbis), bodily immortality (jiVtm7111tkt1), and apo
theosis in the form of accession to the higher spheres of the: superhuman 
Siddhas. 

303 
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1. Initiation in Medieval Indian Literature 

The encounter (or high-impact collision) between representatives of reli
gious and temporal authority and power is a favorite literary theme in In
dia, where kings have been running into one or another sort of holy man, 
both inside and outside of texts, for millennia. One of the best-known 
myths of classical and modem Hinduism is the account of Hariscandra, 
king of Ayodhya, the Job of Hinduism, and the trials he suffers at the hands 
ofVisviimitra, who had earlier been the officiating priest at his royal conse
cration. Following the ritual services he has rendered, ViSviimitra the priest 
(even though he was himself a prince by birth) has the right to demand a 
fee (dakfhJn) from Hariscandra. According to brahmanic ideology, this fee 
is Vi5viimitra's due not only because he has performed a service for his 
king, but also-and most important-because temporal rule is, fundamen
tally, a brahman prerogative that brahmans, in a mythic past, delegated to 
their ~atriya juniors.7 This they did, we are told, in order that brahmans 
might concern themselves with the more elevated matters of dharma and 
11/0kfll, leaving for kings the dirty work of governing, dispensing justice, 
waging wars, fathering princes, etc. Brahmans retained, however, their au
thority over ~atriyas in their role as the advisors, the mentors (111antrins) 
of their kings, by playing a sacerdotal role in rituals vital to the harmonious 
continuation of the latter's rule and, most important, by deigning to per
form the ceremony of royal consecration, of which a crucial moment was 
the ritual "punishment" (da7Jtfa), by a brahman priest, with a rod (called 
da7Jtfa in the hands of the king, but called a sphya in the sacerdotal context) 
of the otherwise unpunishable (adll7Jtfyn) king.• And, following his conse
cration-the delegation by his brahman initiators of their own sovereignty 
to him-the king also found himself in their debt in the matter of the fee 
that was their due. In effect, the king wrote his brahman priests a blank 
check in these situations, and it is the amount of this check that sets up the 
dramatic tension in the myth of Hariscandra. 

In this Puranic myth,9 Visvamitra, who is furious at Hariscandra for a 
number of reasons, exacts his revenge by ruining Hari5candra financially. 
The dnkfhJa that ViSviimitra demands of Hariscandra is astronomical, an 
amount far greater than even a king can possibly pay. The righteous Haris
candra attempts to acquit himself of his debt by giving his entire kingdom 
to Visvamitra, yet this is not enough. He then sells his wife and son into 
slavery, but Visvamitra is still unsatisfied. Lastly, he sells himself into slav
ery and, after a dozen years of terrible suffering and depradation, has his 
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kingdom and family restored to him by the god Dhanna-who has been 
disguised as Hari5candra's employer, an untouchable disposer of corpses 
on the Benares cremation ground. The happy ending has the royal family 
and its entire capital city elevated, apotheosized as it were, to an atmo
spheric level-with Vi5vamitra's blessing. 

This is the ca. fourth-century A.D. Puranic myth of Hariscandra, 10 in 
which an old and uneasy alliance between the sacred authority of the brah
man priesthood and the temporal power of ~atriya royal sovereignty is the 
source of narrative tension. But India is changing. The Gupta empire, the 
last Hindu empire of India, collapses in the seventh century. A troubled 
"middle ages" follows, during which much of north India falls under the 
yoke of foreign, non-Hindu rulers. The old order is crumbling, and the 
ritual order ensured by the old brahmanic system is beginning to look anti
quated. New fonns of religious order and authority (monastic orders) as 
well as new religious sects appear to fill the power vacuum or to aid Hindu
ism in going underground in times of Muslim rule. 

When paradigms shift, so too do paradigmatic narratives. A tenth
century play by ~emTsvara, the CntJt/nknttiika11 (Wrath of Vi5vamitra), is 
a case in point. The core of this dramatic narrative is the same as that of 
the Puranic myth: Hari5candra, suffering the fury ofVi5vilmitra, has been 
relegated to a position of abject slavery in Benares. What is novel in ~em
T5vara's otherwise rather dreary adaptation is the sectarian guise of Haris
candra's savior. Rather than having Dhanna, the Hindu god of Universal 
Order disguised as the untouchable lord of the Benares cremation ground 
(a figure nowadays called the t/011t-rilj), ~emi5vara has the god parade as 
a Kilpillika.11 He bears all the markings of a tilntrika: he is ash smeared, 
decked out with human bones and skulls, "having the appearance of Siva 
Bhotaniltha." He reads Hariscandra's mind, controls "vampires," and pos
sesses alchemical preparations which afford him immortality (rnsilyana), the 
power to transmute (dbtitllviida), and the power of Right (p11Jalepn), and 
possesses an eye unguent (011jann) that pennits him to see underground to 
find buried treasure.u This Kilp!ilika, portrayed most sympathetically by 
~mT5vara, having introduced himself to Hariscandra, departs and then 
returns in a twinkling with a vampire in tow; on the vampire's shoulders is 
an immense mineral treasure, discovered with the aid of the Kilp!ilika's can
see-underground-with-it unguent, which Hari5candra may now use to pay 
off his debts to the irrascible Vi5v!imitra.14 

~emiSvara's adaptation of the original Puranic account is truly remark
able when we consider the sort of people the K!lpilikas were made out to 
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be by their orthodox critics. The Kapalikas, fornicators with menstruating 
women, cremation-ground consumers of human flesh, worshippers of the 
female sexual organ, brahman murderers, were the Hell's Angels of medi
eval India. This drama is therefore a watershed of sorts in the history of 
the literature on brahman-~atriya relations in classical India. What Haris
candra cannot pay the brahmanic priest Visvamitra retail the Kapalika 
wizard can, through his supernatural powers, get him wholesale. We may 
therefore take K.!jemi5vara's superimposition-of a Kapalika guise upon a 
god of moral order-to be an indication of just how tattered that old order 
was looking to certain elements of Hindu society. We may further see in 
this tenth-century adaptation an indication that tantric practitioners were 
replacing old-order brahman priests (even if Vi5vamitra was originally 
the most heterodox of all the brahmanic sages) in the role of advisors to 
~atriya kings. 

The new partnership that was being forged-between Hindu princes 
and representatives of one or another of the Saiva orders-such as the Ka
palika described by K.!jemi5vara-is, through some one thousand years of 
Indian literature, described from a number of perspectives. At times, the 
new world order curiously resembles the old, with tantrikas asserting their 
hegemony over their princely patrons with threats and violence. In nearly 
every case, narrative depictions of the tantrika-prince relationship sparkle 
with the serendipity of the medieval literary style, with vampires, wiz
ards, mysterious ascetics, hidden treasure, and the supernatural intervening 
time and again. Behind all the glitter, however, one important leitmotif 
emerges: this is the theme of a yogic or tantric initiation of the king by a 
Saiva guru. 

We take our second medieval example from the eleventh-century Kash
miri classic, Somadeva5 Vetiilapaticavh!tiati (Twenty-five Tales of the Vam
pire). These tales, inserted within the massive Kathiisaritsiigara (Ocean of 
Rivers of Story), are themselves framed by a narrative that begins when a 
king named Trivikramasena discovers that each of the fruits a mysterious 
ascetic has been bringing him every day for ten years has a precious jewel 
inside of it. When he questions the ascetic as to his reasons for such lar
gesse, the mystery man, named K.!jantasila, replies that he needs the king 
to help him perform a secret cremation-ground rite. On the appointed 
night (the dark of the moon), the king comes to the cremation ground, 
where K.!jantasila bids that he bring him the corpse of a man hung in a sisoo 
tree a short way to the south. The king cuts down the corpse which, as it 
turns out, is possessed by a loquacious vampire who narrates twenty-five 
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stories ending in riddles which the king must solve lest his head burst into 
a thousand pieces. At the end of the final story, the vampire informs the 
king that ~antasila's true intention has been to offer him, the king, as 
a human sacrifice to the vampire storyteller, in order to win for himself, 
~antasila, lordship over the Vidyadharas, the Wizards of medieval Indian 
tradition. ~antasila, who bears all the markings of a terrible Kapalika, has 
the tables turned on him by the king, who cuts off his head, the which he 
then offers, together with the heart, to the vampire. Siva descends, and in 
a deus ex machina scenario reminiscent of the Puranic Hariscandra myth, 
grants Trivikramasena dominion over the earth as well as the Vidyadharas. 

This story takes up all of the major elements of the CmJtfnkalliikn drama, 
but with all the pieces turned around. Vi5vamitra, the wrathful exemplar 
of the priestly function who empties Hariscandra's royal treasury in order 
to better abuse him is here replaced by the evil Kapalika ~antasila who 
fills Trivikramasena's treasury in order to later abuse him. The good Kapa
Uka of the Ca'!tfakalliika is here replaced by the vampire who had been his 
treasure-bearing coolie; and the vampire of the eponymous tales in a sense 
effects Trivikramasena's initiation-in this case to lordship over the deni
zens of an atmospheric realm, the Vidyadharas. 

An interesting feature of the Vampire Tales narrative is the need, on the 
part of a renouncer, of a royal hero in order to accomplish his ends. A 
similar theme, of a symbiotic relationship between a tantrika and a heroic 
prince, is found in an episode from BaQabhana's seventh-century Hn'!a(ar
ita which describes the meeting between king Pu~pabhoti and Bhairava
carya, a powerful south Indian ascetic, who is decked out in Kapalika garb 
and wears great crystal k111Jtfnln earrings. One day, Bhairavacarya asks the 
king to come and assist him in the completion of a powerful rite, the goal 
of which is to gain control over a vampire and become lord of the Vidya
dharas. Once again, the setting is a cremation ground under the dark of 
the moon. Once again, a corpse and all manner of tantric paraphernalia are 
brought into play. When the terrible vampire arises out of the corpse's 
mouth, the Icing's swordsmanship saves the day, and Bhairavacarya be
comes a Vidyadhara. Here, the same elements are present, but once again, 
in a slightly different order. Now it is the vampire who is evil and the Ka
palika who is good rather than the other way around; now the king aids the 
Kapalika, rather than the vampire aiding the king, to become the lord of 
the Vidyadharas. What remains constant is the ritual structure, the trans
formative late-night cremation-ground rite which effects a breakthrough 
to another world and superhuman powers. 
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Another, less obvious, literary account of power politics between tintri
kas and kings is KalhaQa's chronicle of the fall of the tenth-century Kash
miri king Cakravannan. Whereas Kalhal}a wrote his RnjntnrnflginT in the 
twelfth century, the amount of detail he gives concerning a piece of palace 
intrigue-which had occurred some two hundred years earlier-leads one 
to believe that the story was grounded in something more than KalhaQa's 
imagination. While Sir Aurel Stein, who translated this work at the tum 
of the century, stated that KalhaQa's "amusing anecdote look[ed] to be au
thentic," 15 we might also choose to see in it an allegorization of a piece of 
tantric sorcery. 

In the spring of A.D. 936, Cakravannan, with the help of a group feudal 
landholders called the Qlimaras, breaks the back of a military caste called 
the Tantrins, who had been the praetorian guard of his rival for the throne. 
Cakravannan has perhaps not seen the last of the Tantrins however; more
over, these Tantrins have much of the tlintrika about them, as the principal 
episode in Cakravannan's one-year reign16 would appear to indicate. One 
night, the king is entertained in his court by an "outcaste" Qom (the same 
Qom as the untouchable tfom-rilj of the Benares cremation grounds) singer 
named Ranga and his two dancing daughters HaJ!lsi ("Goosie") and Nliga
latli ("Serpentina"). These last two quickly steal the show, enchanting the 
king with an open display of their feminine channs, which are described 
by a court rogue (a description which Stein leaves out of his translation): 

0 Lord! The music, as if enchanted by these two lovely dames, has 
become as alluring as a liquor poured into a crystal glass! It seems as 
if the moon, bewildered by the shining teeth of these singing girls, is 
passionately kissing the gleaming columns of the ivory hall! Seeing 
that we are speaking of her, one of them has shot a glance of smil
ing indignation our way. The one singing with lowered gaze and 
trembling earrings, who looks so beautiful, is passionately acting out 
the reverse (vipnritn) posture of love. 

There is more going on here than dirty dancing, especially if we look at 
this scene and what follows in the light of tantric imagery. First, the two 
dancing girls, daughters of the Qom Ranga, arc Qombis, the most prized of 
parmcrs in ritualized tantric sex, sex in which the reverse vipnrltn posture is 
the rule. Their names are revealing as well: as we have seen, in the subde 
body, it is both a coiled serpent (the kt11Jtfnlini) and a goose (the hm!1sn) that 
rise from the level of the sexual organs up to the cranial vault to afford the 
practitioner immortality. In her rise through the yogic cakras, the ku'!tfalinl 
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serpent is said to dance with the yogin. And, at the end of her rise, it is 
the yogin's own sexual Auid which, carried upward through her body, is 
transformed into immortalizing nectar. As a conduit for the yogin's semen, 
the female ktl1!t/nlini may be likened to the female sexual organ: indeed, she 
is sometimes called t/ombi, and the Qombi, as the tantrika's favorite sexual 
partner, was most prized for the transfonnative powers of her menstrual 
blood.17 

For the same reason that there could be nothing more defiling to an 
orthodox Hindu than the menstrual blood of an outcaste woman, the het
erodox tantrikas valued the same as the most powerful Auid in the universe. 
For the uninitiated, however, the stuff was dynamite, as Cakravannan 
quickly learns. Following the night of the big dance, he becomes the 
Qombis' sexual plaything. He makes them his queens, and they and their 
outcaste relatives take over the royal court, polluting the entire kingdom 
in the process. High offices are bestowed upon those who eat polluted leav
ings (uccbif!n) off the Qombis' plates, 18 and Qom ministers proudly wear 
the girls' menses-stained undergarments over their courdy attire. Cakra
vannan, his mind totally gone, rapes a brahman woman and treacherously 
puts to death a number of his Qamara allies. Shortly thereafter, Qamaras 
set upon him one night in the royal latrine and Aay his body as it lies upon 
the swelling breasts of his QombJ concubine. 

Now, we can read this account, with Stein, as an "amusing anecdote," 
or perhaps glimpse in it, once again, a piece of tantric power politics (on 
the part of the Tantrins?), the destruction of a king through a sort of loaded 
tantric initiation. Here, the closest parallel would be the Vampire Tales, in 
which the tantrika is the heavy-with the difference that here there is no 
vampire to save poor king Cakravannan. 

A final group of accounts, all of which are structurally similar, are much 
more straightforward, as they dramatize a Icing's tantric initiation, by a 
Saiva ascetic of the Nath order or one of its forerunners, in tenns reminis
cent of the Cn1!t/nknttiikn or even of the ancient royal consecration of kings 
by brahman priests. The most elaborate of these accounts is that of Deoraj, 
founder of the Rawal dynasty, which is found in the bardic chronicles of the 
Rawal kings of jaisalmer.19 Here, as we saw in a previous chapter, Deoraj 
(b. A.D. 836), the future founder of the Rawal dynasty, is visited by a Jogi 
named Rita who bestows upon him the tide of Sidfdhnj and then goes off, 
leaving him his rasa kt1111bhn or elixir vessel. Deoraj uses the gold produced 
by this vessel to raise an anny and the walls of a fortified city. Rita returns 
and exacts that Deoraj become his disciple and, as a token of his submis-
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sion and fealty, adopt the external signs of his order. He places the earrings 
(n111drii) in De01·aj's ears, the little hom (singniid) around his neck, and loin
cloth (/angot1) about his loins. Attired in this way, Deoraj goes about ex
claiming "alakh! a/akh!" Then, having exacted that these sectarian rites of 
initiation should be continued to the latest posterity, Rita disappears. 

Two elements of this account are to be retained. The first is that we 
have returned here to the ancient brahmanic ideology in which the king is 
a junior partner in power to his priestly initiator, who grants him his royal 
power in exchange for a token of his submission in initiation. The second 
is that his priest, Rita, is a Jogi, a yogin, probably of the Pasupata order (or 
some other forerunner of the Nath sa111pradilya). He bears all the marks of 
these Saiva orders: his tattered cloak, great earrings (also worn by the IQ
palika Bhairavllcarya in the Ha'"!atarita account), little hom, the words 
a/akh! alakh! ("attributeless! attributeless!") are all particular to the N:tth 
sm11pradiiya. 

Medieval and modem legend and history abound with accounts of just 
this sort of alliance-sealed through initiation-between a tantrika (some
times identified as a Nath Siddha) and a fledgling prince. As recently as 
the early nineteenth century, just such a pact was struck between a Nath 
Siddha and the Marwar prince Man Singh;20 a number of accords of the 
same order were made between Nath Siddhas and princes, in earlier centu
ries, well to the north of Rajasthan, in Garhwal (Uttar Pradesh) and Nepal. 
In fact, nearly all of the exemplary Nath Siddhas of legend are born into 
princely families, before being saved-from rivals, enemies, evil stepmoth
ers, death-by a powerful yogin, usually Gorakh, who then initiates him 
into that order. As we have seen, initiation involves the piercing of the ears 
with the great km!cfa/a or 11111dril earrings that are the hallmark of the Nath 
sect, the placing of the little hom, the giving of the 111011tra, etc. 

There is another feature of the Nath Siddhas' tantric kingmaking that 
should also be noted here. This is a facet of the initiation rite which, al
though it is evoked in only a few legendary accounts, plays a much more 
important role in instructions for tantric initiation (dikfil) as such are found 
in a number of classic tantric texts. The most comprehensive mythologiza
tion of this ritual is found in a chronicle of the Gurkha (named after Gor
akh for reasons that will be made clear) dynasty of Nepal. One day, young 
Ptthivinarayar;t Sah, who would later lead the Gurkhas in their successful 
conquest of the Kathmandu Valley in 1768, chances upon Gorakhnath, 
who is meditating in a cave. Gorakh sends Ptthivinarayar;t Sah back to his 
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palace to bring him a present (prasild) of yogurt, from his mother. When 
the boy returns, Gorakh instructs him to hold the yogurt out to him in his 
cupped hands. Gorakh then draws that yogurt into his mouth, attempts to 
spit it back out into Prthivinariyal} Sah's hand, and tells him to eat it.21 

Prthivinarayal} Sah however opens his hands and lets the yogurt fall on his 
feet. Gorakh then explains to the boy that had he eaten his prilsiid, the yo
gurt he had spat out, he would have become a universal emperor. But be
cause he has let the yogurt fall on his feet, he will only conquer the earth 
as far as his feet will carry him. Prthivin:lrayal} S:ih's feet soon carry him 
to the Kathmandu Valley where, through a second intervention by Gorakh, 
his Gurkhas win a great battle and become the rulers of Nepal. The great 
guru's intercession is commemorated, down to the present day, on the 
Nepali one rupee coin, upon which is written, verso, "Long live Gorakh
nith!"Zl 

This spitting incident is not unique to the biography of Prthivin:lriyal} 
Siih. Alberuni's eleventh-century account oflndia includes an episode from 
the career of the Mahasiddha alchemist Vyil~i that is quite similar. Here, 
Vy:i~i has, at long last, discovered the alchemical elixir and is Rying 
through the air over the royal capital of Ujjain. Looking below, he sees 
King Vikramllditya standing at the gate of his palace. "Open thy mouth for 
my saliva" he calls down to the king. The king instead steps out of the way 
and the saliva falls on the threshold, which is immediately transformed into 
gold.U Similarly, Biipp:l Rilwal's guru H:lrita Risi, having risen into the air, 
attempts to spit into his mouth in order to complete his initiation. Like 
Prthivin:lrayal} Sih and Vikramiiditya, Bilpp:l Riwal allows his guru's 
expectorate to fall at (or on) his feet, and thereby receives something less 
than the intended effects of his guru's gift.1" Yet another such account, con
cerning the site of Hingl:lj Devi in Baluchistan, is all the more surprising, 
because it is reported by the Muslim "Jogis" of the Sind. Jogi Maula Baksh 
relates the story:zs 

One day Shah Abdul Latif Bhitai, the Sind's great mystic poet, met 
Jogi Madan Vaniyo who taught him ablutions of the spirit and took 
him to the goddess Hinglaj. Shah saw tht Jogis fttd Nani Hinglaj milk 
that sht promptly vmnittd o11t. Nani ignored him the first time, but the 
third time she obediently drank the milk. Taken aback by Shah's suc
cess, thejogis decided that night that they would devour Shah so that 
his powers, as evinced by his success with Nani, would pass on to 
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them. Shah overheard their plan and prayed to God for help. So Shah 
was swallowed by the earth instead and the good earth brought him 
to the safe haven of Bhit where he started to preach mysticism. 

The only way we can make sense of these accounts is by interpreting 
them in the light of a tantric initiation ritual that was current in the period 
in which the Nath Siddhas were enjoying their heyday in northern India. 
We now turn to this ritual. 

2.. Vedhii11UIY1 Dikfi: Initiation by Penettation 

Four tenth- to fourteenth-century tantric sources-the Ta11triilokal6 of 
Abhinavagupta, th~ Kulil"!ava Tann-a,21 the Samdatilaka ofLa~maJ]ade5ik
endra,28 and the "Sakta" Gomkfa Smizhita29-describe an initiation known 
as vedhamayi diksa, "initiation having the form of penetration." This initia
tion basically consists of the penetration, by the guru's iakti, of the subde 
body of the initiand. AbhinavaguptaJo states that initiation by penetration 
may take six forms, of which one is called bind11vedha (penetration of "virile 
potency," but also, of a "drop," bmdt1, of semen). In all of these variant 
forms, the guru, having entered the body of his disciple (whose kll'!tfalini 
has been awakened) unites with that kll'!t/alini within the disciplei body 
and subsequent raises it from the disciple's lower abdomen up to his cranial 
vault. The form the guru takes as he courses through his disciple's body 
may be that of a drop (bmdu) of seed or of speech. In many descriptions of 
this operation, the guru is said to exit the disciplei body through the 
mouth and thus return back into his own body through his own mouth.u 
By means of this initiation, the guru reveals the supreme Siva to his dis
ciple;J: the disciple whose bonds have been cut thereby becomes "a mani
fest Siva." u 

What these various sources appear to be describing is a "procreative" 
transfer of yogic seed between guru and disciple, a transfer that is charac
terized, in bindtwedha, by a powerful seminal Aow, in both guru and dis
ciple, that spreads through their bodies and rises to the cranial vault of 
both. M In a Buddhist account of the Mahisiddha lineage of Nigirjuna, 
found in Nepal and edited by Giuseppe Tucci in 1930, a description of the 
Siddha initiation ritual climaxes when, the guru, having meditated on the 
heart of the disciple, transfers from his own mouth into the mouth of his 
disciple "that which is contained in the Vlljrll vessel" (i.e., "transformed" 
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sexual fluid), and "having pronounced 108 mantras, [says] 'put your mouth 
in my mouth."'1s In the Hindu Siirada Tzlaka, the guru is said to transfer, 
through the mouth of his initiate, "that which has oozed inside his mouth" 
(vidntvaktriitltare), after which said fluid is returned back into the mouth of 
the guru.16 Elsewhere, the Yogal.."tt1Jtfali Upan~ad describes the yogin's "pure 
phlegm, whose white color is that of the moon ... [which] when churned 
by the breath and the energy of the k117Jt/nlini, becomes a rich flow of nec
tar."17 Initiation into the Saiva Aghori sect is effected when the guru places 
a drop of his semen upon the initiate's tongue.18 Finally, in a verse perhaps 
inspired by the K]nN, 19 the TA (z9.IZ7-32) prescribes the mouth-to
mouth transfer of sexual fluids for the attainment of siddhis.ofO 

In the light of this data, we may conclude that the yogurt that Gorakh 
"reverses" and offers to spit into prince Prthiviniirayal} Sah's mouth, the 
transmuting spittle that lands on king Vikramadityas threshold and on 
Bappii Rawal's feet, the reverse sexual posture that the dancing J?ombi girl 
(whose name evokes the ktt1Jtfalini serpent through which the transforma
tions proper to yoga and initiation take place) adopts in her seduction of 
King Cakravarman-may all be read as so many thinly veiled accounts of 
initiations by penetration, in which a guru attempts to transform his dis
ciple into a realized (siddhn) being, by injecting him with sublimated 
semen. 

Let us, however, go deeper into this matter of the apparent fluid transfer 
that takes place within the context of the so-called initiation by penetra
tion, an initiation which, as we have seen, has the power to transform a boy 
into a king and a disciple into a "second Siva." Here, the term vedha[nn], 
"penetration," will guide us as we attempt to penetrate the plays of cor
respondences proper to Siddha alchemy and to navigate the labyrinthine 
internal landscapes of the subde body. 

The noun vedhn, derived from vidh, the weak form of the Vedic root 
vyadh, "pierce," makes its first appearance in the medical literature, where 
it has the sense of "puncturing, wounding, a wound." Vedhn, with or with
out its -na suffix, retains this sense of piercing or penetration throughout 
the medieval traditions that concern us. In addition to these usages, vernac
ular Middle Indo-Aryan forms of these terms introduce a ba-lva- alterna
tion, generating such terms as bedba and bedhann. These are in turn con
Rated, particularly in hathayogic sources, with the terms bheda and bhedana, 
nominalizations of the Sanskrit root bhid, "split, cleave, pierce." 

In addition to the use of this term for the form of initiation described 
in the literary sources we have passed in review, the term vedha[na] is also 
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employed in the vocabulary of Hindu alchemy and hn!ha yoga. In all three 
instances, an active agent penetrates and thereby fundamentally transfonns 
its passive counterpan. As we will see, the dynamics of the processes desig
nated by these three uses of the same term are quite identical. More than 
this, the texts which describe these various penetrations explicitly parallel 
or identify these processes or techniques with one another. 

I have already broached the matter of vedhn111ay1 dTkfl, "initiation by 
penetration." Let us now return to the Kl1lilf7!ava Ttmtrll, which, immedi
ately following its treatment of this and other forms of initiation, makes 
the following statement: "Just as penetration by mercury brings about auri
faction (n1VDf7!DtA111) [in metals], so the soul, penetrated through initiation 
(dfkfiJ), attains Siva-hood (iivatvmn)."'41 This identification was a common
place of medieval Indian thought, as evidenced in the echoes we find of 
this statement in a wide array of nonalchemical sources, ranging from the 
Buddhist Sndhnnm11AIA to the VJrasaiva Bnsava Pllril'!a to the TA and Par/1-
paraprakaiika of the Trika Kaula, to the AnumllSka Yoga of Gorakhnith:u 
This direct comparison, even identification, of initiation by penetration 
with a form of alchemical penetration, through the metaphor of physical 
transmogrification (into gold/into Siva), leads us into the hean of the sec
ond field of application of the term vedha: Hindu alchemy. 

3• Penetration, Transmutation, and Transubstantiation 
in Siddha Alchemy 

The K111iif7!11VII Tantrll dates from the same period (tenth through twelfth 
centuries) as the RHT, in which we find one of the earliest uses of the term 
vedbafna} in the sense of "transmutation through penetration [by mer
cury]." As is common practice in the alchemical literature, the RHT lists 
vedbafna} as the seventeenth and penultimate 1111!1Sklra. As we have seen, 
the preceding eight alchemical S117!1Sklras involve the progressive envelop
ment by-and absorption of a given metal or mineral-into mercury. At 
this point, a threshold of critical mass and energy is reached, which auto
matically triggers vedhafnaj, the "piercing" or transmutation of said metal 
by mercury, such that the mercury-metal amalgam is immediately trans
formed into silver or gold. Mercury that is capable of transmuting base 
metals into noble silver or gold may thereafter be taken internally. This is 
the eighteenth and final 1111!1Skara, known as illrira-yoga, "body Work" or 
"transubstantiation." In this final operation, the alchemist will generally 
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hold in his mouth a solid "pill" (gtl!ika) of mercury, which will gradually 
penetrate his body and so transmute it into an immortal golden, diamond, 
or perfected body. 

This transposition of vedhana, penetration/transmutation, from metal
lic to human bodies, is directly addressed, in the terms with which we are 
already familiar, in the eleventh-century RA: "As in metal, so in the body. 
Mercury ought always to be employed in this way. When it penetrates 
(praviim1) a metal and the body, [mercury] behaves in an identical way. 
First test [mercury] on a metal, then use it in the body. "·U The use of the 
term iarfra-yoga for the application of perfected, tested mercury to the 
body is not fortuitous here: in both alchemical and hathayogic sources, the 
complementarity of the two disciplines is stressed time and again. Whence 
the statement in the opening of the RA (I. I 8b ): "Mercury and breath [con
trol] are known as the Work in two parts.""" 

As already noted many times, the goal of the practitioner, in both Hindu 
alchemy and harha yoga, is the attainment of both supernatural powers and 
bodily immortality. Nowhere are these concrete goals identified more ex
plicitly than in alchemical depictions of vedhana. Thus, the RA (I4.25-36) 
states: 

A mercurial pill [gtl!ikA] capable of transmuting one hundred times 
its mass of base metals into gold [iata-vedhaJ, when held in the mouth 
for one month, yields a life span of 4•32o,ooo years. One thousand
vedha mercury, held in the mouth for two months, permits one to 
lives as long as the sun, moon, and stars. Ten thousand-vedha mer
cury, held in the mouth for three months, yields a lifetime of lndra. 
One hundred thousand-vedha mercury, held for four months, yields a 
lifetime of Brahma; one million-vedha divine mercury, held for seven 
months, places one on an equal footing [pada] with l5vara. Smoke
sight-vedha mercury. held in the mouth for eight months, renders 
one Svayambhu Mahesvara. One becomes the creator, destroyer, and 
enjoyer [of the universe], a maker of curses and boons, omniscient, 
omnipotent, of subtle and immaculate beauty. Such a man acts at will, 
creates and destroys at will, moves at will, and himself becomes the 
universal body [Visvaropa] worshipped by all of the gods, including 
Brahma, Vi~z;tu, and Mahe5vara. · 

Progressions of this sort, in which perfected mercury's powers to trans
mute base metals into ever-increasing amounts of gold and transubstan
tiate the human body into ever-more exalted Siddha or divine bodies, are 
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legion in the alchemical sources. Thus, for example, an adamantine pill, 
formed of a combination of mercury, gold, the "three fruits," the "three 
hot substances," and "rock water"·U and plunged in successive oil baths (sil
ra'!as), has the following effects on base metals and the human body. After 
one such oil bath, this pill, held in the mouth, yields a life span of a thou
sand years; after two oil baths, it transmutes ten thousand times its mass of 
base metals into gold and affords a life span of ten thousand years; after 
three, the figures reach one hundred thousand; after four, ten million (and 
the power of flight for the alchemist); after five, one hundred million. After 
six oil baths, this pill transmutes one billion times its mass in base metals 
into gold and affords the alchemist a life span of the same duration as the 
sun and moon and eternal force and virility. After a seventh operation, this 
pill is given the name of khecari (the "aviator"): "this was proclaimed by 
Bhairava himself:' He who eats a grain of this each day for one month 
becomes a diamond-bodied Siddha, sporting according to his whim with 
the other heavenly hosts, and attains Sivahood.-46 

Progressions of a similar order are found in two sources, the one al
chemical (RA) and the other hathayogic (A·manaska Mlga '·45-98), in which 
a measure called a pala is employed as a means for calibrating the siddbis 
realized by the practitioner. In the RA (18.56-6o) account of this progres
sion, the nature and quality of the siddbis realized by the alchemist vary 
according to the number of palos of mercury that has been calcinated in 
mica one consumes. Eating one pala .. 1 renders one invulnerable to disease; 
two palos produce an increase in semen; three palos confer heightened 
powers; eating four pains cures baldness; with five pains, all wrinkles dis
appear; six palos afford a telegraphic memory; seven palos destroy eye dis
eases; eight palos endow one with a bird's-eye view (tilrks:yadtJ!t) and a life 
span and powers equal to those of the god Brahma; nine palos make one 
the equal of the gods; ten palos make one a second Siva .... 

In the A711allaska Mlga discussion of what it calls "salvific" or "stellar 
yoga," .. 9 the length of time one holds one's breath (called the "time of ab
sorption": lnya-killa) determines the degree of success (siddht) one realizes, 
in a mounting progression. Here, the term pain is used as a measure of 
time, rather than of mass. 5° Laya for one full breath establishes the life force 
(prii'!a) in the body; for four breaths, the replenishment of the seven bodily 
constituents (dhiittls); for one pula, reduction of in and out breaths. When 
the breath is restrained for twelve minutes, the ktl'!tfalini straightens; after 
ninety-six minutes, a trance state is reached in which one has a vision of 
the "drop of light" (tejobind11); after three hours, one's food intake and pro-
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duction of excrements are greatly reduced; after six hours, the light of one's 
soul shines forth; after twelve hours, the light of the ether principle (iikiiia
tattva) shines forth; after a day, one gains supernatural olfactory powers; 
after two days, the supernatural gustatory powers; after three days, "tele
vision" (dnrndarinna); after four days, the sense of touch at a distance (dnrn
spnriana); after five days, the sense of hearing at a distance (dtirairav"'!a);n 
after six days, the arising of the mahilbuddhi; after seven days, the mystic 
knowledge of the entire universe; after eight days, the cessation of all hun
ger and thirst; after nine days, supernatural speech (vilksiddhl); after ten 
days, visions of hidden wonders; after eleven days, mind travel; after twelve 
days, the power to move over the earth at will (bhll(nratvam); after thineen 
days, the power of flight (kbunratvam); after founecn days, the power to 
render oneself infinitesimally small niJimii); after sixteen days, the power to 
render oneself infinitely great (mabimil); after eighteen days, infinite grav
ity (garimiJ); after twenty days, the unbearable lightness of being (laghimil); 
after twenty-two days, the attainment of all one desires (prilptt); after 
twenty-four days, the fulfillment of all desires (prakilmya); after twenty-six 
days, supremacy (fiitvil); after twenty-eight days, one bends the universe to 
one's will (vaiitvil);u after a month, the dawning of release (mokfn); after 
nine months, a diamond body and mastery over the element earth; after 
eighteen months, mastery over the clement water; after three years, mas
tery over the element fire; after six years, mastery over the element air; 
after twelve years, mastery over the element ether. He who practices un
interrupted breath retention for twenty-four years gains dominion over 
the goddess Sakti and the entire universe and enjoys the siddhi of "Love's 
Body" (kilmarnpn). Such a yogin, established in the 711nhiitattva,u retains his 
integrity and inviolability even after the universal resorption (pralaya) of 
the gods Brahmil, Vi~J;lU, and Siva. 

The pain measure constitutes what we may characterize as a middle
range case of the Hindu time-space continuum: the pain is at once a mea
sure of time (14 seconds) and of mass (8z.624 grams). This continuum is 
operative at the two endpoints of the scale as well. At the infinitesimal 
end of the spectrum is the parmlliiiJII, "subatom," whose theoretical mass is 
approximately o.oooooo17 grams,s-t but which is also a "space of time," i.e., 
the time it takes for a beam of sunlight to travel across an atom having said 
mass. In its discussion of time and space, the Bbiigavata PuriiiJn joins the 
infinitesimal to the infinite: "The subatom [parama-ntJII] is indeed [a mea
sure of] time, i.e., the time [it takes the sun] to pass through that which 
has the [spatial] measure of a subatom." A homologous case is the greatest 
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indivisible measure of space, which is also the "supergreat" (partl11to 111ahiln) 
measure of time.ss Following the logic of this statement, a cosmic eon 
(knlpn) is the time it takes a theoretical light beam generated by the tran
scendent absolute (having the form of the sun, in the mundane world) 
to pass across the entire expanse of bounded space. The "two infinites" of 
Blaise Pascal, as well as the time-space continuum and light-years of mod
em astrophysics and Douglas Adams's "Restaurant at the End of the Uni
verse" all appear to have been theoretically anticipated by medieval Indi
ans, whose universe was at once spatial and temporal.s6 

There is yet another model for measuring time in the Hindu, and par
ticularly the yogic, context. This is the unit of breath called a ntiJtra or 
pnln57 which, as we have seen in the context of lnyn-killa, the "time of breath 
retention," deploys into life spans equivalent to the duration of the uni
verse. Here, we encounter a direct link between breathing and the duration 
of life. Four "measures" (111iltra) of breath equal one pain (twenty-four sec
onds); sixty palos equal one ghntikil (twenty-four minutes), and sixty ghnti
kiis one day and night. Fifteen days and nights constitute a lunar fortnight, 
of which two make a human month. Six such months equal a solar semester 
(nynnn), of which two make up a human year. One hundred such years arc 
the allotted life span of a human being. Nearly every creature is allotted 
an optimal life span of one hundred years. However, in the case of the 
ancestors, one "year" is the equivalent of 30 human years (thus the ances
tors live 3,000 human years); and a "year" of the gods 36o human years. 
Twelve thousand divine years equal a 111nhily11ga, of which one thousand 
equal a day of Brahmil-who, like the mayfly, lives but for a day; i.e., a 
"day ofBrahma" is the equivalent of his hundred-year life span.s8 A day of 
Brahmil is the equivalent of a knlpn, a cosmic eon, of which one hundred 
constitute a 111nhiiknlpn, or great eon, a life span of Vi~r;tu, out of whose 
navel Brahma arises at the beginning of each kalpn. For the Saivas, how
ever, a life span ofVi~r;tu is nothing more than an in breath and out breath 
of the supreme god Siva. In this perspective, all of time, from the infini
tesimal to the infinite, is a continuum of breath. Extending one's breath is 
therefore tantamount to extending one's life span. s9 

4· Cakra Piercing and Ear Piercing in Nath Siddha Practice 

Another conceptual model for effecting the yogin's return to and identifi
cation with the Absolute brings us back to the transfonnative dynamics of 
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penetration. According to the metaphysical teachings of Gorakhnath, all 
that exists in the universe, from the most inert inorganic matter to the 
abstract godhead, is ultimately composed of the same substance-i.e., the 
five elements.60 Sentient beings, and especially humans, consist of so many 
"overlays" of these elements, ranging from earth to ether. Yogic practice, 
like the ritual technique of bhiitafuddhi, therefore consists of imploding 
lower elements into hierarchically superior elements until all has been ab
sorbed into the empty space of the subtle ether. This vacuum of nothing
ness in the heart of being-Gorakhnath's child crying in the ether-is a 
"clearing" of pure potential out of which supernatural powers, immortality, 
and a divine or siddha body may emerge.61 This "immanentism," the notion 
that at the core of every being lies its perfect essence, is given an alchemical 
gloss in another of Gorakhnllth's mystic verses: "Just as within every stone 
lies the indestructible touchstone, so within every metal there is gold."61 

Of course, the prime technique for imploding the lower constituents of 
one's being into the higher is, in the hathayogic tradition, the pierc
ing (vtdha, bhtdana) of the cakras, through breath control and retention. As 
noted in the laya-kiJ/a progression described in the A111anaska Yoga, re
taining the breath for one palo reduces up and down breathing. Diaphrag
matic retention follows, and after twelve minutes (i.e., thirty palos) the ku'!
tfalinl awakens, straightens, and begins her rise through the cakras, piercing 
them as she mounts toward the cranial vault. An important technique to 
this yogic end, called 111ahiivtdha, the "great penetration," is described in 
the Goralqa Paddhati:6J "With one-pointed mind, the yogin should inhale 
and retain the subtle breath within his body. Then he should halt the 
course of the breaths, through the use of the throat lock. Placing the two 
palms Oat on the ground, he should slowly strike the ground with the 
buttocks. Thereupon the breath, overftowing the two outer channels, 
bursts into the medial channel .•• This .•. surely generates immortality 
•.• This is ntahiivtdha, the practice of which confers the great siddhis." 

On a conceptual level, the piercing of the cakras effects a stadia) resorp
tion or implosion of the lower elements into their higher emanates. Thus, 
when the second cakra (the svadhif!hiina) is pierced, the element earth
whose support is the lowest, the nu11adhiira cakra-becomes imploded into 
the element water, the second element on the hierarchy, and so on, until 
nothing remains but ether in the cranial vault. It is not a coincidence here 
that the term kha at once means "empty space," "ether," "the absolute," and 
"zero" in the Sanskrit language.64 The cranial vault, the locus of the 
ether-both the site at which Siddha techniques for penetration end and 
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that at which mundane existence first begins, when the absolute first pene
trates the human microcosm65-is the zero point at which the two infinities 
meet, the point at which "black holes" issue into "white holes."66 This is 
precisely the "end" of the RA 's process for the creation of the Alchemical 
Man, which was outlined in an earlier chapter: when all that remains of the 
practitioner is the fifth element, ether, in the cranial vault, he arises-out 
of the cauldron in which his lower being had been dissolved and imploded 
into its higher emanates-as a massive, powerful, perfected Siddha.67 

Parallels of this sort, between the alchemical and hathayogic techniques 
of the Siddha alchemist, extend to the ability to transmute: the highest 
form of transmutation, labda-vedha, is effected when the perfected alche
mist, holding a mercurial pill in his mouth, exhales over base metals. Else
where, the yogic and alchemical Siddha is capable of using his bodily secre
tions to "pierce" and transmute base metals into gold.68 Penetration is not, 
however, solely a matter of breath, or of the implosion of the hierarchized 
five elements. As we have already seen in the context of initiation by pene
tration, there is also a fluid component to this transformative process. 
Here, the technique of 111ahiivedhn just reviewed is but a particular instance 
of the more general phenomenon of penetration or piercing that occurs 
within the yogic body when the breath, energy, and seed of the yogin
embodied in the female lnt7Jtfnlini serpent-pierce the six cnkras. This 
piercing of the cakras-called cakra-vedhann or cakra-bhedana-is also a sex
ual penetration of sorts, albeit with sexual polarities reversed, given that it 
is a female lnt7Jtfnlini who awakens, stiffens, rises, even rushes upwards to
wards the cranial vault, the cavity that is the place of the passive male Siva. 
As the kt11!tfali1zi pierces each of the cnkras, great quantities of heat are pro
duced, which refine and gradually transmute the seed that is the stuff of 
her body: it is this transmuted semen that becomes the nectar that immor
talizes the yogin who holds it in his cranium. 

just as in the alchemical case, in which the practitioner holds a pill of 
refined mercury in the mouth, so in the yogic case, in which his head is 
filled with nectar: it is refined, perfected semen (of the god Siva, of the 
initiating guru, or of the yogin himself) that transmutes his mortal, gross 
body into an immortal, perfected one. Here, vedha refers as well to the 
transformation of the practitioner himself. We have already seen that the 
alchemist, like the tantric initiate, becomes a second Siva. Similar claims 
are made for the "transmuted" yogin, especially in the mystic verses attrib
uted to Gorakhnath and others of his sect. So Gorakh says, "Now that 
you've pierced [bedhya] the lotuses six, go and drink that nectar mix/ ... 
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Semen is yoga, semen is what pleases; semen averts the sixty-four diseases/ 
The rare dude who pierces semen's mystery, he's the creator, he's the di
vinity."69 

Gorakhnith, the author of the hathayogic Gorakfa Patldhllti and the mys
tic bonis just quoted, is also the purported author of the alchemical BhP, 
'Yhich in its colophon calls itself a portion of the Gorak{a Samhita; in the 
Sakta work of the same name, the initiation of penetration is also de
scribed.70 We therefore find in three works attributed to this great medieval 
Siddha references to all three uses of the term vedha[na}-the alchemical, 
the yogic, and the tantric-1 have been discussing here. This is also the 
same Gorakh who, in the Nepali royal chronicle we summarized earlier, 
initiated the young PrthivinariyaQ Sah by spitting yogurt he had "re
versed" in his subtle yogic body into the young boy's hands. Elsewhere, in 
the legend of his own birth and initiation, Gorakh is portrayed as the first 
human to have had his ears pierced (or punched, or split, or bored: pha£) 
by his guru, Matsyendranith. Armed with this lmowledge, it becomes pos
sible for us to reproduce the symbolic context that made initiation in the 
narratives I have reviewed the transformative act that it was. 

In a number of these accounts, a boy becomes transformed into a king 
when he is initiated by a Siddha who either spits in his mouth or bores his 
ears or both. In the first instance, as we have seen, the guru enters and 
thereby transforms his disciple's body through the initiation rite lmown as 
vtdhamayi dik~a, initiation by penetration. But in the latter practice as well, 
something is being penetrated or pierced. This is the thick cartilage of the 
initiate's ear. This practice of ear splitting, a hallmark of the Nath Siddhas, 
has also earned them the appellation of "Split-Eared Yogis," the Kanpha!l 
Yogis. As we saw, however, in Baa;aabhana's seventh-century description of 
the Kipalika Bhairavicirya, the ktl'!tfala or mtulrti worn through the thick 
of the ear was an external sign of Saivite sectarian affiliation even before 
the emergence of the Nith Siddhas. 

What initiation by penetration and ear boring have in common is that 
both open up channels in the subtle body, channels which must be opened 
if the practitioner is to succeed in his hathayogic practice. When the guru 
enters into his disciple's body in the form of a drop of saliva, semen, or 
sound, it is he who first pierces (bhed) the disciple's six cakras, before exiting 
from the latter's mouth back into his own mouth. So too, ear boring, be
sides opening a hole in the disciple's ear, also opens, as if by synecdoche, a 
subtle channel inside the head of the initiate. 71 Once open, this channel 
too becomes a conduit to yogic powers and bodily immortality. In certain 
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sources, it is further maintained that the guru actually penetrates, puts his 
mouth in the mouth of his disciple, somewhere inside the latter's left inner 
ear, at the opening of the channel called the "conch" (iankhininiitfi).12 

When we look closer, we find that the subtle body has at least ten 
"mouths" (11111khas: a better translation would be aperture or orifice), that 
the ktt1Jtfaliniserpent has two mouths, and that mercury itselfbecomes pos
sessed of a mouth when it reaches an optimum level of transmutation. This 
multitude of mouths gives rise to all manner of complication in descrip
tions of processes within the subtle body, as well as to all manner of varia
tions on the initiation process, some of which, of an overtly sexual order, 
remind us of the perils of poor Cakravannan at the hands (or should we 
say mouths) of the J?ombi temptresses Goosie and Serpentina.n 

But so it always is with these Siddha and tantric traditions. It is precisely 
this simultaneous play upon multiple levels of correspondence that makes 
these systems work. Each instance of penetration recalls another analogous 
instance, such that initiation, transmutation, and yogic integration all be
come a single process; every mouth refers to other mouths. These parallel 
processes come to exert a cumulative effect as well, with one simultane
ously catalyzing and being catalyzed by all the others. Thus, for example, 
the yogin who combines the internal piercing of his cakras with the prac
tice of holding an all-penetrating mercurial pill in his mouth (grtfikii ban
dha) and/or the sexual penetration of vajroli 11111drii becomes capable of 
alchemically penetrating all matter with his bodily secretions, thereby 
transforming minerals to gold and boys to princes or human replicas of 
Siva. Once inside the system, the various permutations on the process are 
mutually reinforcing. 

The Siddha or tantric initiation rites behind the narratives that were 
passed in review in the first part of this chapter were the medieval cognates 
of the Vedic royal consecration of old. In the medieval cases, the institution 
of priesthood remains, with the Vedic sacrificial priest being replaced by a 
tantric guru. The ritual reiteration of the priesthood's seniority and superi
ority vis-a-vis royalty is also retained. However, instead of the rather tame 
procedure of tapping an unpunishable (ada7J4Ja) king on the shoulder with 
the rod of punishment (da7Jtfa), the tantric initiator actually renders himself 
the biological father of his royal disciple, using tantric techniques to trans
form the latter's mundane body into a perfected, tantric one and thereby 
afford him dominion over this world and worlds beyond. For the Siddha, 
transforming a boy into a king is, in such a situation, child~ play.H 
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S• .Kavi, Siddha, Vidyidhara 

What is the appearance of one who has transformed himself into an al
chemical Siddha? As described in the RA (u.J66-68), 

he is the darling of fair-eyed vixens, slender-waisted with a compact, 
rock-hard body, as inflamed as a rutting bull elephant, as alluring as 
Love himself. The beau of lustful women, his body is a bolt of light
ning flashing amidst the storm clouds of his curling jet black hair. As 
immaculate as the chaplain of the gods (Brhaspati), he is an alchemi
cal wizard (kavt) and wonder-worker. He moves with the imposing 
gait of a great bull; his voice is deep and mellifluous. Like the divine 
elephant Airavant, he surges ever forward into the world, indefatig
able. Radiant as a lotus pond, he outlives even the sun, moon, and 
stars of this world. A consummate logician and expert in all the sci
ences, he is a protector of the precepts of virruous men because he 
knows, by his power of inference, what is righteous and proper. The 
heroic [vlra) equal ofVi~J.lU and Siva,75 he is as enduring as the sun, 
moon, and sea. 

A number of terms (sidtlha, kavi, vlra) and allusions found in this passage 
summarize both the historical origins and the ultimate goals of the Siddha 
alchemist. The last of these, vira, is a reference to the broader tantric tra
dition within which the Siddha theoreticians often situated themselves. 
The tantric "hero" is a practitioner who, through his initiation, practice, 
and gn~seological transformation, has transcended the bounded, duality
ridden world of lower creatures (paitts) of this world. The very same 
heterodox practices with which the tantric practitioner reaffirms his tran
scendence and absolute freedom-caste-free sexual intercourse, the con
sumption of forbidden power substances-are those which otherwise con
demn the unwashed masses to hell. 76 As we have noted, intercourse with 
Siddha maidens, yogi111s, even goddesses, is a desideratum for the Siddha 
practitioner and a recurring theme in every tantric alchemical work.'7 

More specific to these Siddha traditions is the goal of becoming a kavi, 
a wizard. As indicated in the opening chapter of this book, the sense of the 
term, as it is employed here and in alchemical works, differs from the more 
broadly accepted usage of "poet." The Vedic kavis, of which the Asura 
chaplain Kavya U5anas was the paragon, were not only wordsmiths (poets) 
but also death-defying, wonder-working wizards. It is this sense of the term 
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that is intended here and in a number of Siddha works that evoke the kavi. 
Here, it should also be recalled that the "old" supernatural power of rasa
rasiiyana was one that was to be wrested from the subterranean Asuras. 
This is precisely what the young Kaca did when he won the formula for 
immortality from Kavya Usanas, who was, by virtue of his knowledge of 
healing and incantations of immortality, the Asuras' greatest wizard. The 
Ayurvedic healers of Bengal continue to be called kaviriijas down to the 
present day.78 This goal or supernatural power of kavi-hood, shared by 
alchemical and hathayogic sources alike, is evoked in the K.ftiN, KCM, 
RA, Gorakfa Sataka, KhV, and Siva Sa1ithitii.79 The successful alchemist is a 
kavi because he, like the Asura K.avya Usanas (Usanas, son of a kav1) or the 
Vedic singer of hymns, is capable, through his mystic omniscience, to 
shape his own universal order, bend nature to his will, and thereby realize 
wealth, invincibility, and immortality for himself.80 

The RA compares the purity of the perfected Siddha to that of Brhas
pati, the chaplain of the gods and divine counterpart of Kavya Usanas, a 
comparison that leads us from the "subterranean" or "nocturnal" powers 
of the kavi to those more closely identified with the light-filled worlds of 
the gods and demigods. It is here that the notion of bodily transubstantia
tion, from human practitioner to divine Siddha or Vidyadhara, comes to 
the fore. Here, the intermingling, in the Siddha lists reviewed in chapter 
four, of gods, demigods, and perfected humans, is reflective of the essential 
transformation realized by the Siddha alchemist. By becoming an immor
tal, invincible "second Siva," he literally enters the ranks of the semidivine 
Siddhas and Vidyadharas, if not of the gods themselves. • 

There is ample evidence for the fact that cults of Siddhas and Vidya
dharas predated the emergence of those human practitioners and religious 
orders who called themselves "Siddhas."81 In essence, the genius of these 
orders and their authors was to appropriate for themselves these pre
existing traditions and incorporate them into their own syntheses. This is 
transparently the case with Matsyendranath, revered as the Siddha founder 
of a number of tantric cults, whose K}iiN is replete with references to Sidd
has both human and divine. It is to the latter that he clearly refers when 
he states that "the planets, serpents, gods, yogin Is, and Siddhas, all of thmt 
worshipped, themselves worship the eight Mother Goddesses." 82 Human 
Siddhas are evoked a few verses later, when Matsyendra speaks of the as
sembly (pankt1) of gurus, Siddhas, andyoginls.•J The four lineage Siddhas 
(lmla-siddhas) are semidivine intermediaries who have revealed the mystic 
doctrine to the world in the four cosmic ages: their worship, described in 
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the final verses of the work, was adapted into Kaula ritual. ... Of course, the 
revealer of this doctrine in the present age is none other than Macchandal 
Matsyendra himself, making him the ideal model for all humans who 
would raise themselves up to the level of divine Siddha. 85 

Matsyendra twice mentions Vidyadharis (the female counterpart of the 
Vidyadharas) in his K}iiN; in both cases he describes techniques for at
tracting and sexually exciting Vidyadharis and other female demigods. His 
sole mention of the Vidyadharas places them in the company of a number 
of male demigods, all of whom the practitioner is to visualize within his 
body.86 

I have already reviewed a number of cases in which the matter of becom
ing a Siddha or Vidyadhara, or gaining mastery over these aerial spirits, 
was broached in early Saiva literature. In the Cn1Jtfnkntliika of ~emi5vara, 
the final apotheosis of Hariscandra, superintended by the god Dharma in 
the form of a Kapalika alchemist, is effected through an aerial car, brought 
to him by the Vidyadharas.87 In B3J;labhana's Hnt'fncnrita, the Pasupata 
Bhairavacarya's goal is to transform himself into the lord of the Vidya
dharas.88 So too, a Saiva "Great Vow-Taker" seeks to become a Vidyadhara 
in the Knthiisnritsiignra tale of Devadatta the gambler. 89 

This theme, of transforming oneself into a Siddha or Vidyadhara, is also 
a standard fixture of the alchemical literature. So we read in the twelfth
century RM that one who has succeeded in fully transmuting his body
by jumping into a cauldron of boiling oil, mercury, and other alchemical 
ingredients-swoons and then recovers to find himself transformed into 
the three-eyed, four-armed GaQanatha (lord of Siva's host). The Siddhas 
and Vidyadharas come en masse to view the transformed alchemist, and 
together with these denizens of the atmospheric region he flies through 
the air and is brought before Mahe5vara (Siva), whom he worships.90 In the 
origin myth of sulfur, presented in the same source, the Goddess is de
picted as sporting with Vidyadharis, Siddha maidens, and a host of other 
semidivine women.91 According to the MBhT, the practitioner who follows 
its instructions gains siddbis and becomes a "Siddha who is the manifest 
equal of Siva."92 So too, the Siva Sn7ilhita, a relatively late Nath Siddha 
guide to hnthn yoga, ends with the promise that the yogin may see the (di
vine) Siddhas and gain control over the Vidyadharas through his practice.93 

Finally, the AK concludes its description of the "lithe virgin on horseback" 
technique9-l for the extraction of mercury with the following statement: 
"Mercury is found in aU of those places that the Siddhas and Vidyadharas 
caused it to fall [by using that technique]."9' 
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It is in the alchemical RA that we find the most extended references to 
the matter of becoming a Siddha. In its discussion of "revivifying water" 
(sniijivnnijnlam), it relates that the alchemist who has drunk three measures 
of this water swoons and then awakens to find himself transformed and 
possessed of supernatural powers. He is able to "see into cracks in the earth 
[to find buried treasure] throughout the seven underworlds [haunts of the 
Asuras]; he is invulnerable to the onslaughts of gods and antigods alike." 
After further treating this water with mercury, realgar, and the three noble 
metals, "he suddenly disappears [from human sight] and becomes the lord 
of the Vidyadharas, surrounded by a circle of Siddha maidens for a period 
of fourteen knlpns."96 The same work concludes its description of khecari 
jilrn7Jn ("calcination of flying [mercury]") by stating that the alchemist who 
ingests said mercury by means of this technique is immediately uplifted 
into the presence of the gods, Siddhas, and Vidyadharas, with whom he 
flies through the air at will.97 The work concludes on a similar note:98 

He mounts into an aerial car made of divine gold studded with divine 
gemstones and rubies and filled with flowered garlands and banners 
and the roar of conches and musical instruments. Thereupon, a di
vine maiden, a singer of nymphen melodies and an alluring dancer, 
decked out in divine finery and garlands-a lusty beauty and a veri
table image of Love in a female form-comes to him and takes the 
consummate practitioner to dwell in the world of the Siddhas. Then, 
after having bathed, wined and dined him, and clothed him in divine 
finery, the love-starved Siddha maiden sports with him for hundreds 
and thousands of years. 

The passage and the entire work end on the statement, "When all the 
fixed and moving beings in the universe have been annihilated in that ter
rible flood [of universal dissolution], the Siddha is absorbed into the same 
place as are the gods."99 The place in question here is, according to the 
most widely held Hindu beliefs concerning the fate of the universe, one of 
the two highest "worlds" or "heavens" (tapoloka, and siddhnloka or brnh111a
/okn), which together serve as a holding tank of sorts for liberated souls. 
Suspended high above the general conflagration, they are saved from uni
versal dissolution and, most important, the necessity of reincarnation into 
a transmigrating body upon the reordering of the cosmic egg, by Brahma, 
at the beginning of the next cosmic age. Once one accedes to these sublime 
levels, one need never return. 
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6. Mountains ofWisdom 

A number of tantric sources classify the Siddhas into three groups: gods, 
semidivine Vedic sages, and humans who have realized a perfected (siJJha) 
body.100 In other words, a number of the Siddhas found in the lists reviewed 
in chapter four began their ongoing careers as gods, while others are hu
mans who acceded to a divine station through their practice of Siddha 
alchemy. 

Nagarjuna, a Rasa Siddha who clearly belongs to the last of these three 
groups, nonetheless shows divine pretensions when he states in his RM that 
"in the perfection of rasa, I shall make the world devoid of poverty and 
disease." 101 Here, rasayana, in both the medical and alchemical senses of 
the term, is the only means by which humans may enjoy the immortality 
~at the gods, demigods, and denizens of the underworld possess by their 
very nature. This appears to be the intended sense of a passage from the 
venerable Caraka S111ithitil (6.1.78): "Like the ambrosia (amr;ta) of the im
mortal gods and the nectar (n1Jhil) of the serpents, so the principle of rasil
ytma was to the great seers of old ..• he who uses rasay11na in the prescribed 
manner not only obtains long life on earth but also, upon death, betakes 
himself to that light-filled realm within which the divine sages dwell." 102 

There are thus three sorts of elixirs of immortality, the access to which 
depends upon one's ontological status; those humans, however, who make 
use of the elixir available to them can hope to accede, after death, to a level 
of existence normally reserved for a certain class of deities. This notion 
of an exclusive afterlife in the company of semidivine beings, already 
glimpsed in this medical source, becomes a central concern of the later 
Siddha traditions. This is the purport of the RA ~ final word on alchemy, 
which seems to imply that in order for the alchemist to fully join the ranks 
of the Siddhas and Wizards, he must physically enter into his alchemical 
apparatus. This is a principle also found in a number of Chinese alchemical 
sources-sources in the light of which this and a number of other elements 
of Hindu alchemical lore come to stand out in higher relief. First of all, 
transforming oneself into an immortal by entering into one~ alchemical 
apparatus is a commonplace of Taoist alchemy. In the Chinese case, the 
apparatus in question, called hu-lu, was formed out of two superimposed 
spherical gourds, a configuration at once identified with the head and torso 
of the subtle body, a double mountain located to the far east or west of 
China, and an abode of the Immortals (bsien).10J Entering into one~ al
chemical apparatus is, in these sources, somewhat Jess dramatic than the 
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operation described in the RA: its results are, however, wholly as trans
formative as those promised in the Hindu alchemical tradition. Taoist al
chemical sources dating from the first half of the first millennium A.D. are 
particularly rich in legends on this subject, one of which was reproduced 
in chapter eight, on the subject of a certain Che Ts'ouen. It will be recalled 
that the vessel this Taoist alchemist suspended from his roof beam, called 
h11 or btt-ltt, was at night transformed into Heaven and Earth. Che Ts'ouen, 
who passed his nights there, called himself"Heaven in a [Double] Gourd" 
(btt-t'ien); people called him the "Old Man of the Gourd." Following this 
he realized the Tao (and became an immortai).11H 

In the Chinese sources, these identifications-between a bicameral 
alchemical apparatus, a configuration within the subtle body, a double 
mountain, and an abode of the immortals-are made much more explicitly 
than they are in the Hindu sources reviewed to this point. To be sure, the 
Hindu use of the term vidyiidhara, Wizard, applies equally to a bicameral 
apparatus, a hathayogic technique, and the mountain dwelling alchemists 
who mastered them. What appears to be lacking in the Hindu material is 
the explicit identification of these semidivine figures and alchemical appa
ratus with these sacred mountains themselves, an identification which the 
Taoists make with especial reference to two immortal abodes. These are 
the mountains H'un-lun and K'un-lun, located to the far east and west of 
China respectively. The names of both of these peaks are derived from the 
same root (h11) as the term for the double-chambered gourd of Taoist al
chemy: more than this, both of these mythic mountains retain the shape 
of the alchemical apparatus: H'un-lun has the form of two superimposed 
spheres, while K'un-lun that of two superimposed cones joined at their 
apex. These mountains are, moreover, situated within the subtle body of 
the alchemist, in his lower abdomen and head, respectively. As such, they 
are further identified as the Gates or Wells of Earth (H'un-lun) and 
Heaven (K'un-lun). 10s 

Now, the Hindus also know of at least one mythic double mountain: 
this is Meru, the pivot of the Hindu universe, which, located to the north 
~flndia, has the form of two cones, the one inverted and the other upright, 
joined at their tapered ends.106 Like the Chinese Hun-lun, Meru has its 
microcosmic homologue as well: it is identified with the spinal column 
(called the 711ertl-dn1J4n, "Meru rod") of the subtle body, along whose ver
tical axis the nectar of immortality is drawn upwards. General descriptions 
of Meru locate gods and demigods of the likes of the Vidyadharas and 
Siddhas on its slopes and describe its summit as an extensive plateau, 
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hemmed in by a ring of peaks so as to have the fonn of a basin or saucer; 107 

the Cn1Jtfnknlliikn (4. 34) states that this mountain abode of the Siddhas may 
be reached through alchemical practice. 

It is perhaps incorrect to state that the Hindus made no explicit iden
tification between their alchemical wizards or immortals, their alchemical 
apparatus, and their sacred mountains. The Sanskrit tenn Jharn, generated 
from the root Jhr;, means, as has already been noted, "bearer" or "recipi
ent." Another sense of dht;, however, is "to support,'' a meaning that gener
ates another reading of Jbnrn: a mountain (Jharn) is that which supports 
(dht;) the earth or the mineral riches within the earth. In this case, vidyii
Jhnra may be read as "Mountain of Wisdom," while the Vidyadharas, the 
Wizards, may be considered to be not only the denizens of such moun
tains, but also the mountains themselves. What we arc suggesting here is 
that behind the medieval Indian cults of divine Siddhas and Vidyadharas 
as denizens of mountains there lay a more archaic cult of these mountains 
themselves as a group of demigods. 

A number of works have much to say on this subject. An important 
example is the great tantric opus entided the Svncchandn Tantra, much 
of whose cosmology is adapted nearly verbatim by Abhinavagupta in 
his TA. 108 Here, in an enumeration of the atmospheric levels located above 
the terrestrial disk and separated from one another by distances of either 
one hundred or five hundred yojnnas, this source describes cloud masses 
(111egbn) (1) that strike down trees on earth with thunderbolts; (z) that cause 
rains of fishes, frogs, and turdes to fall; and (3) that cause disease-inducing 
poison rains to fall (and into which arc born the subgroup of embodied 
beings called the Plagues; in this multitude dwell the divine ghouls who 
fonn Skanda's retinue, as well as the Obstructors, who are born of Siva 
himself). Still paraphrasing the Svacchandn Tantra, Abhinavagupta con
tinues: 

Five hundred yojnnns higher is [the abode of] the Wind [named] 
"Lightning-Streak." Here at [the level of] "Lightning-Streak" are 
stationed •.. the "lowest-level Vidyadharas." These are beings who, 
when in the [prior] fonn of human wizards (vidyiipaunlfe) carried out 
cremation ground-related practices. When they died, that siddhi 
[rendered them] Siddhas, stationed in the midst of the "Lightning
Streak" wind .•. 109 Five hundred yojnnns higher •.. there at Raivata 
itself are the primal Siddhas (iidisiJJbti~) [named] Yellow Orpiment, 
Black Antimony, and Mercury Ash.11o 
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This passage goes on to describe ever-higher levels, inhabited by supe
rior (vilefa) Vidyadharas who, together with the celestial musicians, sing 
the praises of Parame5vara, the highest god; and still higher levels in which 
the most elevated (uttama) Vidyadharas are stationed. We will, however, 
dwell for a moment upon the particular case of Raivata and the clearly 
alchemical siddhis and Siddhas with which it is associated. Concerning the 
latter, I first reproduce the SvT passage upon which Abhinavagupta based 
his description: "On Raivata are indeed stationed those great-souled Sid
dhas. Having undertaken the practices [dealing] in yellow orpiment, the 
black antimony [of invisibility], the ash [of transmutation], the shoes [of 
magical flight], the hairy skin [of the tiger, goat, or dog worn or carried by 
the Saiva "Vow-Taker" or renouncer], etc., these great-souled ones became 
Siddhas, having Love's body (kifman1pinii~)." 111 

Here we can see that, whereas the SvT evokes a certain number of min
eral preparations instrumentally-to explain that the Siddhas of Raivata 
are those beings who, while human, gained the siddhis of invisibility, trans
mutation, magical flight, etc., through the practices of alchemy and renun
ciation-Abhinavagupta transforms these alchemical staples into a group 
of demigods whom he terms the "primal Siddhas." Here we are reminded 
of the Siddhas named Fire, Sun, and Moon who, according to the Kt1bji
ka11ityillmikatilaka, aided Sriniltha in founding the kula, "at the beginning 
of the Kali Yuga," at a site called Candrapuri.112 In both cases, these found
ing Siddhas are nothing other than elements of the Siddha gnosis itself 
which, like the Nine Niiths, are hypostasized into abstract deities. Homol
ogous to this ambiguous treatment of the Siddhas, who are here portrayed 
as humans and here as atmospheric demigods, is that accorded to the Wiz
ards. In these sources, it is clearly stated that the "lowest level ofVidyad
haras" is composed of those beings who, when still human, had been Vid
yilpuru~as ("men of occult wisdom") whose cremation-ground practices 
had won them an atmospheric station after death.m It is to this level that 
such figures as Biil}abhana's Bhairavilcilrya would have acceded in the me
dieval literature. 

These descriptions are for us proofs of what we have been arguing 
throughout this book: that the human practitioners of the Siddha disci
plines of alchemy, hn!ha yoga, and erotico-mystical ritual considered them
selves to be divine or semidivine Siddhas in potentia and that beyond the 
supernatural powers and bodily immortality that were their immediate 
goals lay the higher end of apotheosis to the loftier realms of the Siddhas 
and Vidyadharas. This archaic component of their practice was the prime 
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ground for their Siddha appellation, in spite of an increasing Saiva (among 
the Hindu Siddhas) influence that never ceased to diminish and dilute the 
Siddha coloring of their gnosis. So it is that we find quite nearly as many 
references to "becoming a second Siva" as to becoming an atmospheric 
Siddha or Vidyadhara; in certain sources, the issue is resolved by trans
forming those same semidivine Siddhas and Vidyadharas into so many 
members of Siva's celestial retinue. 

In an earlier chapter, I argued that certain mountaintops, lofty pivots 
between the worlds of the gods and demigods and the world of men, have 
been singled out since the medieval period as sites at which to realize the 
various siddbis that enabled one to become a Siddha. Among these were 
Srisailam, Kedllrnlith, Mount Abu, and Girnar. This brings us back to the 
passages just cited from the SvT and the TA which, in the midst of their 
descriptions of atmospheric levels located thousands of miles above the 
earth's surface (ayojnnn equals approximately nine miles), suddenly present 
the reader with a terrestrial toponym which they identify, precisely, with 
the alchemical "primal Siddhas" Yellow Orpiment, Black Collyrium, and 
Mercury Ash. This is the toponym Raivata which was in fact a medieval 
name for the cluster of peaks known today as Girnar, in theJunagadh dis
trict of Gujarat. In praise of this site, thejain "Raivatllcala Mlihlitmya" calls 
it the fifth of the twenty-one Jain siddhiJdris (Siddha mountains) and states 
that "[here] sages who have ceased to eat and who pass their days in devo
tion ..• worship Neminllth. Here divine nymphs and numerous heavenly 
beings-Gandharvas, Siddhas, and Vidylidharas, etc.-always worship 
Neminllth." 11• A number of Purlil}as beginning with the ca. ninth-century 
Matsya Puril'!flau also devote long descriptions to the site, which they term 
Raivataka. Two to three centuries later than the Mntsya, the Skandn Puril'!n 
devotes fifteen chapters to the wonders this site, which it alternatively calls 
Raivllta or Vastrlipatha.116 

We clearly appear to be in the presence, in this wide array of sources, 
of a direct identification of Girnar as both a terrestrial site to which human 
experts in the esoteric sciences come to perfect themselves through Siddha 
techniques and an atmospheric or celestial site at which they dwell in their 
definitively transformed state of semidivine Siddhas. This pedigree of Gir
nar goes back further still, mentioned as it is by the seventh-century 
Hsuan-tsang, who describes a meeting there with "rishis endued with spir
itual faculties [siddhis]." 117 It is also present in earlier Hindu texts, but here 
by yet another name, this being Gomanta.118 We find this early toponym 
for Girnar mentioned once in the Mnhiibharnta, 119 in the context of the 
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episode of Jarasandha, a regicide king and very early devotee of Rudra
Siva, who hailed from the Kathiawad region of present-day Gujarat.120 

A much more detailed description of the site is given in the ca. fifth
century Hnrivtm.lin "appendix" to the epic, which also relates it to the figure 
of Jarasandha.121 While this appears to be no different from a great number 
of other praises of heavenly mountains, this text is important for two rea
sons: on the one hand, the mountain in question is Girnar; on the other, 
this is perhaps the earliest Hindu source to bring the Siddhas and Vidya
dharas "down to earth" and to make them the inhabitants of a lofty peak 
rather than the atmospheric regions. "The [mountain] called Gomanta, a 
solitary heavenly peak surrounded by a group of [lesser] peaks, is difficult 
to scale, even by the Sky-goers ... its two highest horns have the form 
of two shining gods . • • m The interior of this mountain is frequented 
by Siddhas, C1iral)as, and Ra~asas, and the surface of the peak is ever 
thronged with hosts ofVidy1idharas."UJ 

The Girnar peak which the Jains identify as Neminlith has long been 
known to Hindu pilgrims by the name of Dattatreya, 124 the semidivine 
founder and leader of the Nine N1iths of western Indian, especially Mahar
ashtran tradition. Dattlitreya is in fact one of a pair of rocky crags that 
dominate the formation of Girnar, the other being Gorakh: these twin 
peaks, having heights of 3,450 and 3,470 feet respectively, are by far the 
highest and most impressive features of the rim of mountains that form a 
basin some six miles in circumference. Girnar has furthermore constituted 
one of the most important centers ofN:ith Siddha activity in western India, 
as evidenced in references to it, from the fourteenth century onwards, in 
legends concerning their founders. 125 In an earlier chapter I argued, on the 
subject of these twin peaks, that they were called "Gorakh" and "Dattli
treya" not because they featured shrines to these Nath Siddhas but because 
they were these Siddhas, i.e., that the bedrock of the presence and ven
eration of "human" Nath Siddhas at Girnar were the semidivine Siddhas 
whose ranks the latter succeeded in joining through their practice. The 
semidivine Siddhas dwelling inside Gomanta (within the basin formed 
by the rim of peaks?) and the Vidy:idharas dwelling on its surface (on 
the outer slopes of those peaks?) preceded the likes of the twelfth- to 
thirteenth-century Gorakh and Dattatreya, who replaced them, and 
thereby became the demigods identified with its two highest twin peaks. 
In this light, it is tantalizing to note that the KlllinJnvn Tnntrn (6.66) lists 
Dattlitreya and Raivataka in immediate succession as two of the ten gurus 
of the Kaula siddhnughn. 
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Data from other regions of the Indian subcontinent appear to support 
this argument. Gorakh, who is called a Vidyadhara in the "Song of MaQik 
Candra" is depicted in the "Legend of PuraQ Bhagat" as flying through the 
air at the head of fifty-two hundred visible and invisible disciples.116 Popu
lar tradition maintains that the founding Nath Siddhas are still living 
in the Himalayas, as the guardian spirits of the Himalayan peaks. In the 
mountainous Gulmi district of central Nepal, a nondescript "god of the 
summit" is named "Siddha." 127 In the mountainous Chamba district of the 
Punjab, generally nameless "Siddhs" are worshipped, in the same fashion 
as serpents and minor goddesses, in rustic temples; an exception is Gugga 
Mundalikh Siddh, identified with an eleventh-century historical figure 
named Guga Chauhan and with the Nath Siddha known as Guru Goga or 
Gaga Pir, whose shrine is located at Shalu in Himgari. 128 As noted in chap
ter four, the "historical" Gorakhnath is said to have discovered a shrine to 
the Nepali (Gurkha) deity Gorakh, into whose service he devoted himself. 
Over time, this mountain godling and the human yogin became fused into 
a single figure: Gorakhnath, founder of the Nath sampradilya and the site 
of Gorakhpur. 129 

In the light of this evidence, we must conclude that such historical Sid
dhas as Gorakh, Dattatreya, and Niigarjuna, whose acts and lives defined 
the religious landscape of a certain Gupta and post-Gupta India, became 
fused in the Hindu imagination with certain classes of gods and demigods, 
in whose number the divine Siddhas and Vidyildharas must be counted; 
and that it was at such peaks as Gimar, in western India, the heartland of 
early Saivism, that such identifications first emerged.uo While we cannot 
say to what extent these figures were and are identified with the sacred 
peaks themselves, my reading of Vidyadhara as "Mountain of Wisdom" 
should not be entirely far-fetched, especially in the light of the Hnrivnt!zill 
description of Gomanta. 

This peak, which I have identified with Gimar, is said to be inhabited 
both inside and out by Siddhas and Vidyadharas. Like many sacred moun
tains, Gimar is a site riddled with caves, of which at least two are identified 
with Nath Siddhas (Bharq-hari and Danatreya); and what is a mountain 
cave, if not the macrocosmic replica of the cranial vault of the meditat
ing yogin, the tumulus (sat11t1dhl) in which deceased yogins are interred, or 
the upper chamber of an alchemical apparatus within which the alchemist 
transforms himself into the op11s akbymit:tm1? As in the Taoist case, the 
Mobius universe of the Siddhas is so constructed as to permit its prac
titioners at once to identify cosmic mountains with their own subde bodies 
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and to enter into those mountains to realize the final end of their practice, 
the transformation into the semidivine denizens of those peaks. 

So it is that these myriad allusions, found in a wide array of Saiva, Sid
dha, tantric, and Jain sources, are so many literary vestiges of an archaic 
cult of divine Siddhas and Vidyadharas who, like the immortals (hsin1) of 
Taoism, came to be joined in their ranks by heroic humans (Pasupatas, 
Kapalikas, Nath Siddhas, and Rasa Siddhas) who, through their dangerous 
and difficult trials, transcended their human condition. This is the Siddha 
foundation of tantrism: the archaic goal of gaining power over divine Sid
dha and Vidyadhara wizards and nymphs funneled into the tantric cults of 
the yogi11Ts, which were in turn internalized into the practices of hnthn yoga 
and alchemy as practiced by superhuman Nath and Rasa Siddhas and the 
more refined and abstract ritual practices of"high" Tantra. 



EPILOGUE 

The Siddha Legacy in Modern India 

"My dear chap, I ask you!" said Masood, as if it were my fault. 
Those sadhus would sometimes come to Dewas and bless the 
Palace, and demand a hundred rupees each. Malarao would 
speak as fair as he could and give each of them one rupee. 

They then cursed the Palace and returned lO Ujjain. 1 

The medieval Siddhas of India were self-styled imitators of divine and 
semidivine Siddhas who, through their conjoined practice of alchemy, 
ha!hll yoga, and tantric ritual (erotico-mystical or "sublimated," when it 
took the fonn of worship of the divine Siddhas), sought to join the ranks 
of the latter at the end of their practice (sildhntul) or at the end of their 
Uves. Over the centuries, the c:ults of the divine Siddhas and Vidyadharas, 
denizens of the atmospheric re!,rions or of lofty peaks, have gradually 
diminished and arc today found only in remote mountain regions of the 
Indian subcontinent. In other parts of India, these demigods have been 
supplanted by or conOated with such historical figures as Matsyendra
nAth, Gorakhnilth, Nagarjuna, or Dattiltrcya, figures who self-consciously 
aligned themselves with the fonner, taking their names as honorary titles 
or indications of variou..; degrees of realization in their mystic arts.z 

A case in point is "Gordkhnilth" who, having discovered the shrine of 
the godling Gorkha (divinity of the Gurkhas of the Himalayan region of 
Gurkha in Nepal), took the name of Gorakhnath, i.e., "he whose Lord is 
Gorakh."J Such a conceptual shift-from "shrine served by a holy man" 
to "shrine of the holy man" himself-was effected in the Indian popular 
imagination, and in the generation of legends that grew up around this 
composite figure, in the same way as such has occurred in Europe. A local 
godling, identified with a spring of healing waters or one or another geo
graphic anomaly gradually becomes transfonned into a "saint" whose relics 
are the source of the magic that cures the sick or drives away plagues:' 

In India, the nocturnal sight of hennits' fires, tiny points of light illumi
nating the brooding silhouettes of dark mountains, would also have fueled 
an identification of the semidivine Siddhas with their human emulators. 

JJS 
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Today, the majority of those dark hillsides are crisscrossed by metaled 
roads, over which buses full of pilgrims and tourists travel. The hermits 
have withdrawn deeper into the mountains or have disappeared altogether 
from the sight of men. Their departure has left a void in the modem Indian 
soul, perhaps not unlike that which has marked the American soul since 
the disappearance of the frontier some one hundred years ago. Something 
fundamentally real, something whose mere existence has been a millen
narian source of spiritual solace, has been lost or is in the process of being 
lost. How has twentieth-century India reacted to the "disenchantment of 
the world"? 

1. Transmutation in the Twentieth Century 

I have met Siddhas who claimed to be alchemists but who would not show 
me their powers. I met many more who claimed to know alchemists with
out ever being able to divulge to me their exact whereabouts. There was, 
however, a well-documented case of transmutation, carried out in 1940 by 
an Ayurvedic pharmacist in a Benares Hindu University laboratory before 
a group of scholars. One of the last surviving members of this group, Yadu
nandan Upadhyaya, gave me an account of the experiment at his Benares 
home-cum-Ayurvedic dispensary in the spring of 1984: 

Krishna Pal Shastri, a vaidyn from Jamnagar, in Gujarat, performed 
the experiment in the laboratory ofBenares Hindu University chem
istry professor Phaldevasahaya Varma, in the presence of nine or ten 
Ayurvedic scholars and practitioners and the great industrialist Birla. 
Shastri hollowed out a soap nut, which he filled with mercury, two 
or three grams of borax, and a grain of a secret powder. He sealed 
the nut with a paste of lime and molasses and put it inside a crucible, 
which he placed on a charcoal fire. He fanned the fire until the nut 
inside the crucible began to bum. When the smoke cleared, he split 
the nut open with an iron wedge. Inside was a metal that looked like 
silver. Half of this metal was taken by Professor Varma and the other 
half by Mr. Birla. Varma tested it at BHU and Birla at one of his 
firm~ laboratories in Calcutta. In both cases, the metal tested out as 
pure silver, with only the spectroscopy showing a slight variation 
from that of natural silver. Sastri had informed those who were pres-
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ent that he could also produce gold by the same procedure, by merely 
substituting ammonium chloride for borax. Later on, at Birla's insti
gation, he produced gold in this way. He continued to make gold in 
this way, at the rate of three grams per week, to cover his laboratory 
and personal expenses. 

Marble plaques, in the Vi5vanath Temple on the campus of Ben
ares Hindu University and at the Birla Temple in Delhi, bear wimess to 
Shastri's alchemical feats and state that the gold he manufactured over time 
totaled seventy thousand rupees in value. I was told by another Banarsi 
Ayurvedic scholar, Siddhinandan Misra, that Shastri used up all his gold 
playing the horses and that he died of poisoning by persons attempting to 
extort his secrets from him.' I was unable to corroborate either of these 
statements. 

Similar accounts of alchemical aurifaction have continued to appear 
periodically in the Indian press. The 8 june 1968 issue ofthe NavabhiJrat 
7imes ran a story, out of Ahmedabad, concerning an Ayurvedic pharmacist 
named A. C. Acharya, who had produced pure gold from mercury in four 
days, atjamnagar (Gujarat). This story was corroborated by Siddhinandan 
Misra, who added that the experiment was carried out under the eyes of 
ten goldsmiths, ten chemists, and six government ministers. Dhnr111 Yt1g's 
7 September 1975 edition states that the "secret ingredient" used in these 
experiments was "perfected mercury" (siddhasflta).6 

Even if authentic alchemists have become a scarce commodity in 
twentieth-century India, the Hindu alchemical tradition seems to have left 
its mark on the Indian psyche in a number of often-unexpected ways. One 
of these is a tendency to attribute a certain order of consdotiS11tSS to metals. 
Such a tendency ought perhaps not to surprise us, if we understand tantric 
thought in the same way as does Sanjukta Gupta when she states that: 

ultimately the conscious bits of the universe, like stones, are also God 
and hence consciousness, but a consciousness that has decided to 
conceal itself (iit711nsat!lkoca). Here we come to the double conceal
ment which God decides on; firsdy, He conceals the fact that His 
true form is identical with the individual soul; and secondly He con
ceals His true nature as consciousness to manifest Himself as uncon
scious phenomena. The world of the Tantric, then, is ultimately all 
God, but it contains a vast range of things, from things as gross as 
stones to things as subde as God.? 
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A number of twentieth-cenrury Indian scientists have been sympathetic 
to this viewpoint. In his renowned Autobiography of n M1gi, Yogananda gives 
an account of the Bengali scientistjagadis Bose, who demonstrated to him 
an appararus he had invented in the 193os:8 

Graphs of my delicate apparatus have proved that trees possess a cir
culatory system; their sap movements correspond to the blood pres
sure of animal bodies ... The more deeply we perceive, the more 
striking becomes the evidence that a uniform plan links every form 
in manifold Narure ... I shall show you experiments on a piece of 
tin. The life-force in metals responds adversely or beneficially to 
stimuli. Ink markings will register the various reactions. [Yogananda 
then continues, in his own voice:] Deeply engrossed, I watched the 
graph that recorded the characteristic waves of atomic strucrure. 
When the professor applied chloroform to the tin, the vibratory writ
ings stopped. They recommenced as the metal slowly regained its 
normal state. My companion dispensed a poisonous chemical. Simul
taneously with the quivering end of the tin, the needle dramatically 
wrote in the chart a death notice. 

A similar body of assumptions appears to underlie the theories ofT. R. 
Anantharaman, who was, when I interviewed him in December of 1984, 
the dean of the prestigious Engineering College at Benares Hindu Univer
sity. In a lecrure entitled "Transformations-Metallurgical and Mental;' 
Professor Anantharaman proposes that the four states of human conscious
ness (matter, life, mind, and supermind) correspond to the four metallur
gical phases (gas, liquid, single-phase solid, multiphase solid). Here, the 
three culminating stages of Pataiijala yoga correspond to phase transfor
mations (nucleation and growth) in the metallurgical solid phase. In such 
transformations, "embryos" or small nuclei are generated, which are ca
pable of further growth and steady increase in size until transformation 
occurs. This process of nucleation is to be compared, in yogic practice, to 
the realization of Sll711iidhi. In the end, the transformations undergone by 
the meditating yogin are to be viewed as so many monotectoid transforma
tions, effected on the level of human consciousness.9 

On a more popular level, we find the pervasive notion in India that the 
eight metals (n!fndhiitu) are intimately related to the movements and astro
logical effects of the nine celestial bodies (nnvngrnhn). By wearing an eight
metal ring, one wards off the baneful influences of such dread planets as 
Sarum, while enhancing the salutory effects of the auspicious planets. Cer-
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tain sources identify the Nine Naths with the eight metals or nine planets; 
in an interview he granted me in 1984 Mangalrajjoshi, the royal astrolo
ger to King Birendra of Nepal, identified the nine planets with the eight 
metals. 10 

Of greater and more wide-ranging impact than pseudoscientific theo
rizing of this order are certain effects the medieval Siddha traditions appear 
to have had-if only by their transformation or absence-on a number 
of medical notions and political strategies in late twentieth-cenrury India. 
These are the subject of the next two sections of this chapter. 

z. Impotence: The Ravages of Guptll Rog 

High in the snow-dad Himalayas, in a cave above Joshi math, lives a five 
hundred-year-old man whose eyebrows have grown down over his eyes. 
The four hundred-year-old Sundamath Siddha, an expen in the alchemi
cal arts living in the hills above Kathmandu, disappeared and reappeared 
at will before definitively disappearing in the 197os.11 The alchemist Nii
giirjuna lived for eight hundred years before giving up his head and life at 
the request of a young prince. Gorakhnath, the yogic supennan, has stood 
beside kings and heroes for millenia, abandoning one body for another at 
will. He and his brother Nath Siddhas, immortal guardians of the Himala
yan peaks, are as old as the mountains themselves. In India, whose recorded 
traditions of the deeds of gods and humans are among the oldest on the 
planet, examplary humans have ever rivaled the gods in their longevity and 
power. Yet this is the same India upon whose sweltering plains "young
men" are warned in "clinical literature" that they will "look old at the age 
of 15 [through] the horrors of the wastage of semen ... Many youngmen 
have sex many times at night and thus waste this essence of life recklessly. 
With small production and heavy drainage, supply will exhaust soon and 
critical consequences will have to be faced." u 

What connections can we draw between the grandeur and the squalor, 
between immortality in the highlands and misspent youth in the lowlands 
of India? A glance at Ayurvedic theories of digestion, metabolism, and 
the production of sexual ftuids provides us with a key to this puzzle. The 
Upani~ads infonn us that humans are constantly being cooked by the fires 
of time; and as the myth of King Moon demonstrates, the cooking is never 
so fierce as when man sheds his seed, his very staff of life. This sentiment 
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is expressed in the beautiful poetry of Tayuman.avar, a Tamil Saiva poet 
who lived in the first half of the eighteenth century: 

Ecstatically, you think, "sex is bliss." 

This embracing becomes more frequent, 
Growing to excess 

Like the waning moon, 
Your intellect becomes exhausted. 
And your body shrivels up 
Like a monkey's wrinkled skin. 
You grow old soon [ ... ] 

When the dark Lord of Death comes, 
Who will protect you, 
0 sinful mind? 

It would appear that the male sex drive puts males in an impossible bind, 
in which they find themselves in constant danger of losing their seed, a 
seed that is accumulated only very slowly and in minuscule quantities 
through the long process of digestion. According to Ayurvedic theory, this 
is a seven-step process, in which the food we eat is serially "burned" or 
refined into rasa (chyle), blood, flesh, fat, bone, marrow, and finally, in men, 
semen (it becomes uterine blood or breast milk in women).u Here, it takes 
some twenty-eight days-a lunar month, and the same time it takes a 
woman's body to produce an ovum-for the food males ingest to become 
transformed into semen.14 Moreover, it requires a prodigious quantity of 
food to produce a single gram of semen. 15 Ayurvedic theories of concep
tion16-according to which male children are produced by a relative pre
ponderance of semen to uterine blood at the moment of conception, while 
females are produced by an opposite ratio17-compound the perils of se
men depletion. 

These medical notions have given rise, in modern India, to a male con
cern, if not obsession, with semen retention, in which the garnering and 
conservation of this, the end product of digestion and the most vital of 
bodily Ouids, is quite nearly synonymous with the maintenance of good 
health and the prospects for long life. Male virility, indeed, male life expec
tancy, depends upon a careful conservation of this rare and precious vital 
Ouid which, in addition to being depleted through the inexorable aging 
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process, is in constant danger of being burned up and entirely consumed 
in a fiery uterine ocean of female sexuality. 

The mythic ground for this cultural obsession, or for what Gananath 
Obeyesekere has termed cllltllral diseases involving the loss of bodily fluids, 
is the Vedic myth of the origin of royal consumption (rlljnynkrmn), in which 
the dissipation of semen in sexual intercourse results in the "death" of King 
Moon.18 Elsewhere, the yogic sources abound in admonitions to celibacy 
(iirddbvnretns, "semen held upwards," in the lunar region of the cranial 
vault), sometimes comparing the vulva to a vampiress that drains a man of 
his life and virility. 19 A "limit situation" of this attitude was stated with 
dramatic clarity by the very this-worldy Aghori Vimalananda just over a 
decade ago: 

You must have heard of women in the Place Pigalle in Paris who can 
pick up one-franc coins from tables with their vaginas; I have seen 
this with my own eyes. And I am told that in Laos and Viemam, 
some bargirls can smoke cigarettes vaginally . • . A woman who 
knows Vajroli [here, vaginal suction] can "milk" an unsuspecting man 
of his semen with her suction. She can make him eject over and over 
again until there is nothing left to eject, which will sap him of all his 
ojns [human vital fluid, of which there only exist eight drops]. Her 
glands will be well benefited by this, at his expense.20 

In a general sense, all women are, according to such popular wisdom, 
so many vampiresses whose mere presence, even as an image in the male 
imagination, is sufficient to drain a man of his seed: indeed, this is the 
cause of male nocturnal emissions (svnpnn dos:n, the "sleep flawj. The long
term effect of this nefarious influence is death: Hindu India holds widows 
implicitly guilty for the premature deaths of their husbands, whose very 
lives they are viewed as having consumed in their insatiable feminine pas
sion.21 More than once I have been told by Indian men that my bachelor
hood (which they have equated with celibacy) was a good thing, because 
thanks to it I would not die young. 

On a more immediate and visible level, the upshot of these concerns is 
that Indian males, finding themselves constantly beset with the cultural 
disease of g11pta rog, the "secret ailment," have been pouring, in ever
increasing numbers, into so-called Ayurvedic g11ptn rog clinics. These are 
clinics that treat male "sexual disorders," of which the prime symptom, 
judging from their advertising and literature on the subject, is the birth 
of daughters. Pmra hoga, "you will have a son," is the promised cure.zz In a 
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society in which male children bring wealth into a household (through 
dowry), while females take it out, chronic "fuel shortages" on the part of 
males can take on financially catastrophic proportions. As a result, the 
gupta rog clinics do a land-office business throughout India, as evinced in 
ubiquitous billboard advertising for their remedies. 

The economic pressures of a viciously hyperinflated dowry system, 
compounded with these pervasive notions concerning male and female 
sexuality, have only increased the perceived, indeed the real, need in India 
for the remedies sold by the gupta rog clinics (the term covers all manner 
of sexual disorder, including impotence, premature ejaculation, venereal 
disease, etc.). Within a conceptual context in which women are vam
piresses and the loss of seed is tantamount to financial ruin if not death, 
psychological pressures arising from the urgency of producing male off
spring cannot help but have a powerful negative impact on male sexual 
response. Can there be any oudet for this cultural disease? 

3· Omnipotence: India's "Men in Saffron" 

For a large segment of the male Indian population, life is in some ways like 
a bomb with a short fuse, which none save the distant Siddhas and yogins 
have ever been capable of defusing before an otherwise inevitable ex
plosion. It is in this way that Siddha longevity and male sexual disorders, 
seemingly situated at opposite poles of the Indian experience, may be 
viewed as intimately related in Indian thought. Indeed, it is a single mil
lenarian symbol system that joins them together-a system that embraces 
Ayurvedic rejuvenation therapy (rasilyana), the "yoga of violent exertion" 
(harha yoga), and elixir alchemy (dehavilda). In a sense, this ancient legacy 
has taken the form of a conundrum (unavoidable aging, loss of virility, 
death, all identified with failure to retain semen) for which a satisfactory 
solution is lacking. This false problem of semen depletion may be rooted 
in a deeper "paradigm depletion." Yet, a solution of sorts has been emerg
ing in India of late, a solution that has the potential to trigger the fall of 
the "secular state" in the world's largest democracy. 

Here, I wish to go one step further, in the certain knowledge that some 
will find my speculations offensive, and hypothesize that the culturally de
termined form of impotence known as g11pta rog is the somatization of a 
situation of sociopolitical powerlessness or, conversely, that the acceptance 
of certain forms of sociopolitical powerlessness is in some way related to 
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the cultural disease of gupta rog. I have already suggested that this sexual 
disorder was "sociocultural" inasmuch as it assumed a cause-and-effect 
relationship between Ayurvedic and yogic notions of physiology and 
metabolism on the one hand and that form of "impotence" signaled by 
the birth of daughters as opposed to sons on the other. If it is the case 
that this disease has arisen out of a fundamental misunderstanding of 
medical and yogic notions of the digestive and reproductive processes, 
this does not mean that these venerable traditions have no treatments 
to offer for those suffering from such ailments. As has been noted, the 
bodily symptoms of the medical condition I have been discussing are 
treatable through celibacy, continence, and, should these fail, Ayurvedic 
therapy and remedies. What of the more pervasive ailment of sociopolit
ical impotence? Does India know of a cure for this ailment? A growing 
chorus of "men in saffron," armed with paradigmatic proofs for their 
treatment, are saying yes, and a growing army of young men are follow
ing them, in a quest to recover their social, political, and religious po
tency. In order to understand the nature of their proofs, we must return 
to certain of the legends of princes and Niith Siddhas recounted in the 
last chapter. 

The first of these is the legend of young prince Pfthiviniiriiyal} Siih and 
the yogurt-spouting Gorakhniith. As we have seen, that legend described 
the empowerment, through tantric initiation, of an otherwise powerless 
figure, a petit prince without a kingdom. It is a commonplace of Niith 
Siddha legend to "Gorakh-ize" the acts of any powerful member of the 
sect, regardless of his name. So it is that we find that the Niith Siddha in 
Pfthivinarayal} Sah's life was in fact named Bhagavantniith, and that the 
young prince himself was the adult leader, in the mid-eighteenth century, 
of the diminutive kingdom of Gurkha, which was vying with no fewer than 
forty-five other kingdoms for control over western Nepal. In 1763, Bhaga
vantniith commended himself to the ambitious young prince, quickly be
came his chief strategist, and set about to vasdy strengthening the prince5 
position by using his tantric charisma to negotiate a series of crucial matri
monial and military alliances between Gurkha and other of the forty-five 
kingdoms. In 1768, five years of strategy were crowned with success: an 
anny led by Pfthiviniiriyal} Siih and Bhagavantnath, and composed of their 
western Nepali allies, conquered the kingdom of Kirtipur, in the Kath
mandu Valley, inaugurating the reign of the Gurkha dynasty. 

A grateful Pfthiviniiriyal} Siih wished to reward Bhagavantniith by mak
ing him a vassal king; the Yogi refused temporal rule, but allowed that he 
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would be satisfied if he were given Vilas Kumari, one of the king's daugh
ters, in marriage. This was granted, and Bhagavanmath received, together 
with his new bride, a number of major land grants which served to truly 
solidify the place of the Nath Siddha order on the religio-political land
scape of Nepal. With this, Bhagavanmath was elevated to the head of his 
order in ~epal. After his death in I 786 (eleven years after that of Prthivi
nariiya~ Sah), the Nath Siddhas continued to thrive under the Gurkhas
to the extent that they were frequently called upon by their kings to loan 
them money, which, thanks to their land revenues, they were able to do 
and for which they were repaid with interest.z3 

This is not the sole case in which the miraculous transformation of a 
powerless prince into a victorious king, mythically portrayed as issuing 
directly from the intervention of (and often initiation by) a Nath Siddha, 
turns out to be the result of efforts of a more mundane order. In the pre
ceding chapter, I mentioned the case of Man Singh, the king of Marwar 
who gained his throne, in the first years of the nineteenth century, through 
the miraculous intervention of another Nath Siddha. According to legend, 
young prince Man Singh, whose army was under siege in the fortified city 
of Jalore by that of his evil cousin Bhim Singh, was met one night by a 
mysterious Nath Siddha named Masmath, who had suddenly materialized 
out of nowhere. Mastnath led Man Singh to a "hidden well" within the 
city walls, within which the prince found provisions enough to feed his 
starving army. Then, cryptically, Masmath predicted that Man Singh's tor
menter Bhim Singh was not long for this world. Miraculously, Bhim Singh 
died that very night.1" 

Colonel James Tod, who toured Rajasthan in the first decades of the 
nineteenth century and who actually met Man Singh, tells a slightly differ
ent story, based on the testimony of members of the royal household. Man 
Singh-who was quite demented by the time Tod met him-did indeed 
credit the intercession of the high priest of Marwar, whose name was Ayas 
Dev Nath or Deonath, for the twenty-fourth-hour death of his cousin. 
Others saw matters differently. In the words ofTod, "a dose of poison, it is 
said, was deemed a necessary adjunct to render efficacious the prayers of 
the pontiff." 

Man Singh's gratitude knew no limits. He offered Deonath a share of 
the throne, which this Nath Siddha accepted. Over the years that followed, 
Deonath himself and the Nath sa111pmdiiya in general became fantastically 
wealthy in the kingdom of Marwar, with Deonath's income amounting to 
one tenth of the revenues of the state. The Mahamandir, centerpiece of the 
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Nith Siddha presence in the kingdom, constructed at an expense of over 
fifty lakhs of rupees to the royal treasury, could house as many as twenty
five hundred persons.25 In Tad's words once again, "During the few years 
[that Deonith] held the keys of his master's conscience, which were con
veniendy employed to unlock the treasury, he erected no less than eighty
four temples ••• with monasteries adjoining them, for his well-fed lazy ••• 
disciples." None but Min Singh was amused, however, and after a meteoric 
career, Deonith was gunned down in J8Is.2' 

That these two cases were not aberrant is borne out by Peter van der 
Veer's provocative Gods rm Enrth,27 a recent study of the social, political, 
and economic role played by the Hindu religious orders in medieval and 
modem north India. As van der Veer demonstrates, the "Yogis," Nigas, 
and other ascetic orders, prior to the coming of the British and the railroad, 
used the annual pilgrimage circuit between Hardwar, Bengal, and jagan
nath Puri (Orissa) as a trading network, lived in fonified temples, fought 
as mercenaries in the armies of the highest (at times Muslim) bidder, bank
rolled kings and generals in their political conquests, and played an invalu
able and extremely lucrative role in long-distance commerce.28 Indeed, the 
earliest religious group to take up arms after the Muslim conquest may 
have been the Nith Siddhas.29 

More than this, as Dirk Kolff has demonstrated in his carefully docu
mented Ntmkar, Rajp11t and St/HI], Jo putting on the garb of an itinerant yo
gin seems to have been standard practice for all sorts of mercenaries and 
traders in precolonial India. Kolff moreover notes that the most commonly 
recurring time frame for such pseudoascetic peregrinations was a period 
of twelve years, a figure that, as we have seen, is standard for the comple
tion of yogic s4dhanas in the traditions under study.JI In certain cases, his
torical figures clad themselves in the guise of the yogic god Siva. So, for 
example the late thineenth-century Rini of Mewar, Rini Sama~i, was 
known as the "Regent of Mahideva": "a simple necklace of the seeds of the 
lotus adorned his neck; his hair was braided, and ht {was} addmstd liS Jogin
dm, orchitfofastttia."JZ Alternatively, Siva himself was ponrayed in the role 
of the yogin-cum-itinerant merchant. A Bhojpuri folk song says of the 
god that:u 

Mahadev has gone to the East to trade 
And four months are passing away. 
Gaura [sic] sits on a chair and watches the road, saying 
When will my ascetic [tap11S11 come home? 
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The principal enterprise of many of these itinerant ascetic groups
who were often indistinguishable from tribal confederations or trading 
cartels in the precolonial period-was the long-distance trade of horses 
and elephants, etc. Their this-worldly ambitions of wealth and power were, 
however, rudely brought to a halt by the advent of the British raj and the 
railroad. Political centralization under foreign rulers who had no use for 
tantric power brokers to underwrite their authority further undermined 
their financial, military, and spiritual ambitions. Stripped of their tradi
tional sources of income, power, and prestige, these orders began to lose 
ground well before the end of the nineteenth century. Over the past hun
dred years, they have become increasingly sedentary,H such that even when 
the Niith Siddhas send out itinerant groups of ascetics (calledjhn1Jt/is) from 
such centers as Gorakhpur, they have nothing to trade, save for songs 
glorifying their powerful forebears. Independence has not helped matters; 
and now, some fifty years into the India's democratic experiment, the Niith 
snmprndAya appears to be on the verge of collapse. The Mahiimandir, the 
centerpiece of Deoniith's hegemony in Jodhpur, the capital city of old 
Marwar, has been converted into a public school, the last monk of the once 
powerful Gorakh Tilla monastery of Benares died over a decade ago, and 
the list goes on. 

Or docs it? Since at least the 191os, the monastery of Gorakhpur in 
northeastern Uttar Pradesh has been the "Rome" ofNiithdom, and its 11/R

hant, its abbot, the "pope" of the sect. In 1969, Digvijayniith, this monas
tery's charismatic but rather ineffectual abbot, died and was replaced by a 
dynamic figure, already active in regional politics, who took the initiatory 
name of Avedyanath. When I visited the Gorakhpur monastery in the win
ter of 1985, the same Avedyaniith was a most gracious host and helpful 
informant to me, giving me the run of the monastery and impressing me 
with his exceptional organizational abilities. 

Under Avedyaniith's leadership, the monastery of Gorakhpur has been 
transformed into a force in the community and even the Gorakhpur dis
trict as a whole. But this is small change in comparison to what appears to 
be the national agenda of Avedyaniith, if not of a much broader confedera
tion of monastic leaders who have been flexing their political muscles of 
late in India. 

On 6 December 1991, a Hindu mob, composed to a great extent of kiir 
sevnks, "servants of the cause"-marginalized young men in search of 
social, political, and religious potency-reduced the 450-year-old Babri 
mosque of Ayodhya (Uttar Pradesh) to rubble, claiming that it had been 
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built over the birthplace of the Hindu god Rama, whose temple the Mus
lims had torn down to build their mosque. This was anything but a spon
taneous demonstration: it was a symbolic gesture and show of strength 
planned and executed under the leadership of a group known as the Vi5va 
Hindu Pari~ad (VHP), the Hindu World Council. This group, comprised 
exclusively of members of Hindu renunciant orders, the heirs to the Siddha 
and other sectarian movements of the Indian middle ages, are a resurgent 
nationalist Hinduism's "men in saffron." The political cousin of the VHP 
is the BJP, the Bharatiya JanatA Party (Indian People's Party), which has, 
over the past years, appeared to be poised to replace India's secular democ
racy with a Hindu theocracy. While the national BJP leaders pedal a softer 
line, this is the outspoken agenda of the VHP, the organizational core of 
militant Hindu fundamentalism. 

Given its reputation as the birthplace of Rama, the seventh incarnation 
of the god Vi~9u, Ayodhya has long been a major religious center in north
ern India. Its location, in eastern Uttar Pradesh, places it just about 1 zo 
miles from Benares, the major Saiva religious center of north India, and 
So miles from Gorakhpur, the political epicenter of the Niith Siddha or
ganization. Sitting on the nine-man VHP brain trust is Avedyanath, who 
is, in addition to serving as the leader of the Niith smnpradaya at Gorak
hpur, also the most powerful political figure in that city: he presendy repre
sents Gorakhpur district as its member of the Indian parliament in Delhi. 

Who is Avedyaniith if not the Gorakhnilth, the Bhagavantnilth, the 
Deonath of late twentieth-century India? And if he is indeed nothing other 
than a modern power broker in a long line of Niith Siddha power brokers, 
what compunctions need he have to respect religious or political conven
tion? In addition to his many sacred and secular functions and tides, Aved
yanilth is also the chairman of the Ram Janmabhomi Mukti Samiti, the 
Committee for the Liberation of the Birthplace of Rama.u As anyone 
familiar with Hindu sectarian theology knows, this is highly ironic. For, 
whereas Rama, the "boy scout" of the Hindu pantheon, is the god whose 
adherents have historically constituted the "right wing" of Hindu religious 
belief and practice, the Nath Siddhas have, together with the tAntrikas 
whose legends and initiatory ideology I have been treating in these pages, 
long figured among the most "left-handed" (vimiJ(ilra) sects of all of Hin
duism. 

Avedyanilth and the VHP, even if they are championing the symbolically 
powerful cause of restoring a Hindu site to Hindu hands, are not, in the 
final analysis, fighting for issues. Rather, they are fighting for power, for 
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a sociopolitical power that is the macrocosmic homologue of the power 
the tantric practitioner gains over his bodily microcosm, and by extension 
over the entire universe, through his violent (the harha in harha yoga) anti
nomian practice.J6 The goals of the tantric practitioner were and remain 
immortality and unalloyed power in the world. Once possessed of this 
power, the practitioner may use it to blast or bless, to raise untested boys 
to the throne (Bhagavantnath and Pfthivinarayal} Sah) or to curse entire 
cities to destruction (as Dharamnath did to Pattan).J' The men in saffron 
have not forgotten these goals, and they seem to be prepared to use certain 
tried-and-true methods from that past to realize them, in the firm knowl
edge that such will be mythologized into idealized accounts of transforma
tive initiation rites which naive western orientalists will recount as "amus
ing anecdotes" to audiences across the world, thereby assuring them of 
their immonality. 

At times I think that a Hindu theocracy could not be more harmful to 
India than the cynical bureaucracy that the secular democracy has spawned 
over the past half century. Indeed, such a reversal would just be another 
epicycle in the broad historical sweep ofwhatjan Heesterman has termed 
as India's "inner conflict of tradition," an inner conflict in which two camps 
inexorably trade places in filling the roles of world maintainers and world 
renouncers. Here let us recall that Gandhi, political mastermind that he 
was, won independence for India by playing the role of world renouncer; 
once that independence was won, his Congress Pany activists established 
themselves in the role of world maintainers. The secular Indian state, cor
rupted by its own power, seems to be no longer capable of fulfilling this 
dual role. Has the time then come, once more, for the world-renouncing 
men in saffron to try their hand at world maintenance? They cenainly 
think so, because the this-worldly ideology of over a thousand years of 
tantrism tells them so. One need only think of the medieval myths of coop
eration between kings and tintrikas: power and transcendence are within 
reach. Yet, should the men in saffron gain power, they will immediately 
find themselves faced with the same conundrum as has faced every world 
renouncer who went the world-maintenance route. As soon as the world 
renouncer becomes involved in the world, playing the role of royal chap
lain, minister, or even surrogate king, he forfeits all claim to transcendence, 
to the very ground upon which he founded his prior authority. He becomes 
just another player in the power game, as Pfthivinirayal} Sih's Bhagavant
nith perhaps foresaw, but Man Singh's Deoniith never comprehended. 

Between the two extremes I have outlined lie those Siddhas whose ap-
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proach to life has always featured not a small amount of carefree playful
ness. It is this quality that has always impressed me the most among Nath 
Siddhas whom I have met: they always seem to be at play-playing with 
words, playing with other people's minds, playing games with the world. 
This is an attitude that many before me have noted. For Bernier, the Yogis 
were people "who scoff at everything, and whom nothing troubles," •• while 
Oman provides tum-of-the-century photographs of Yogis in carefree and 
uninhibited repose in front of camera, Yogis whose easy and well-adjusted 
attitude he notes with a mixture of respect and suspicion.'9 

The ideal Nath Siddha is a god-man who plays with the entire universe, 
with the lives of the great and small alike, as he pleases. Secure in the 
knowledge of the identity of microcosm and macrocosm, of the imma
nence of the Absolute in every creature and stone, he takes the universe to 
be his plaything, with its every clement (nectar and ashes, cloaks and bod
ies, earrings and the power of flight) interchangeable according to his 
whim. Like the holder of any sort of power, the Nath Siddha can use his 
knowledge for good or for evil; most I have known spend much of their 
time "getting high" in ways I evoked in chapter four."" Their credo is per
haps best encapsulated in a passage from the hagiography of Mastnath: 
"Whose friend is a Yogi when he plays? It takes so little to please him. He 
doesn't give a thought to what's high or what's low. Whatever he wants to 
do, he just does it .•. The world's four cornerstones are (his] playground; 
when you're carefree you want for nothing. From a pauper to a king, from 
a king to a pauper, (he's] never bothered over the difference between the 
two.""' 

4· Bhandarinath and Me 

Soon after I began my fieldwork in India, in the spring of 1984> I met 
the droll and bearded Bhambhulnath, the kindly abbot of the Nath Siddha 
monastery at Hardwar, to whom I expressed my interest in meeting living 
alchemists. While he allowed that he didn't know any such persons, he sug
gested that I should go to Nepal, where the great Nath Siddha scholar 
Narharinath, abbot of the Caughera monastery, would be able to give me 
some pointers. It was October before I finally managed to have an audience 
with Narharinath, a most impressive figure, who told me he had heard 
rumors of alchemists living in the region of Mount Abu, in western Rajas
than. I was not to reach Abu until my next research tour of India, in the 
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winter of 1993· There, Samundranath, the custodian of the Gorakhnath 
shrine at Oriya village, told me there were no such people at Abu. How
ever, Inder Dan Detha, a Rajasthani bard (CiiraJ.l) and scholar-and part
time resident of Acalgarh at Abu-whom I met in Jodhpur the next month, 
in March, told me of an encounter he had had with a certain Motinath, 
whom he had met at the RathacJW].cJii monastery, in the Meerta City district 
of eastern Rajasthan, some twenty-five years earlier. Motinath, he said, had 
had a reputation as an alchemist and was someone who could tell me about 
the use of mercury and herbs as means to immortality. 

So it was that on a hot day in April, I found myself at RathacJuQcJa talk
ing to the two Naths-one very senile and the other very stoned-who 
appeared to constitute the entire population of that monastery. When I 
asked about Motinath, the younger of the two laughed and said, "He's out
side, underneath the new sm11Adhi. ·ll He gave up his body twenty years ago." 
So much for my immortal alchemist, I thought. I was, however, intrigued 
by the Nath Siddha's aside that at the time he abandoned his body, at an 
age of about seventy-five, he still had the appearance of a twenty-five-year
old. I then asked whether there were any alchemists living in Rajasthan 
that he knew of, to which he responded with a loud guffaw. "Alchemists in 
Rajasthan? Rajasthan's a desert! There's no alchemists here, because there's 
no herbs here. You've gotta go to the mountains, up to Nepal, up to Hard
war, to find alchemists!" Hardwar was where I had begun my search, some 
nine years earlier. It seemed I had come full circle in a futile quest for 
something that no longer existed ... 

One cool premonsoon morning in the Thamel neighborhood of Kath
mandu, a month after I had left RathacJUJ].cJa, I nearly ran over a Nath Sid
dha on my bicycle. There could be no doubt that he was a Nath: the crystal 
earrings in the thick of his ears were a dead giveaway. "Adei!" I cried out to 
him, as I tumbled down off my bike, "adtff"·U Without missing a beat, the 
Jogi's answer came: "Will you have a vision of the Lord of Serpents?" "A 
Sampela,"44 I thought, and more or less knowing what was to follow, said 
"Sure!" at which point he pulled a wicker basket out from beneath the 
folds of his capacious saffron tunic, opened the lid-and a cobra that was 
supposed to rear up and scare the dickens out of me didn't. Prodding and 
poking, the Sampela tried to coax his serpent into showing more signs of 
life but, poor guy, it was a cool morning and the snake was still snoozing. 

Seizing the moment, I tried to engage the Nath in some small talk. 
"What's your name? Where're you from?" "My name's Bhandarinath and 
l'111 from Hardwar,' he replied. The words of the laughing Nath of Ratha-
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~w;t~ll came rushing back to me. I was in Nepal, talking to a Sampela who 
had come there from Hardwar. Had I hit the mother lode? Bhandarinllth 
was typical in many ways. He was on the road most of the year, taking a 
side trip from the Himalayan high roads to the four dhams (Kediirnllth, 
Badarinath, Gangotri, and Yamunotri) to visit Kathmandu this time. And 
by the way, could I give him some money? 

At this point, we entered into concened negotiations. His main concern 
was money,·u and mine was information. So back and fonh we went. "How 
much money you gonna give me? A hundred and one rupees would be 
nice," to which I replied, "Ever meet any alchemists?" I asked him if he 
knew any Nllth Siddhas who ate herbs and mercury, and he allowed that 
they all used herbs to improve their quality of life. Then, quickly changing 
the subject, he told me to pick up a pinch of din from the side of the road 
on which we were standing. I did so, and noted that here, as in many parts 
of the valley, the soil was very sandy, with a high white mica content. "The 
seed of Prajllpati"' and the sexual fluid of the Goddess,"47 I thought. "I've 
got a handful of jizz!" 

"Now," said Bhandarinllth with a theatrical flourish, "put the din in my 
hand and say 'OIJl jai Pasupatinilth!' "48 He then returned the din to my 
hand and instructed me to repeat the mantra. This I did, at which point he 
told me to open my hand. There, together with the sand and the mica, 
were grains of unhusked rice! "Shades of Cauranginllth,"'" I thought, 
"more sexual fluids!" I fell all over Bhandarinllth, telling him how impres
sed I was at his piece of magic. Encouraged, he reached into the folds of 
his still-capacious saffron tunic and pulled out a jho/150 from which he pro
duced a plastic bottle, out of which he spilled two pea-sized pellets into 
my hand. They appeared to be of mineral composition and were covered 
with vermilion. 

These, Bandarinath assured me, would bring me good health, good life, 
and success in all that I did, warning me that only I could benefit from 
their powers: they were nontransferable. Then he asked me to feed him, 
and I gave him 1 s rupees. He said he'd done a lot of talking for 1 s rupees, 
and that 101 was more like what he had in mind. I promised him more the 
next time I met him. He told me where he was staying, and I promised to 
come and see him in the coming days. As it turned out, that was the last I 
saw of Bhandarinath .•• 

I raced home on my bicycle, tapping my shin pocket all the way to be 
sure that my alchemical (?) booty was still there. As soon as I arrived, I 
took out a pocketknife and-not without some trepidation-cut into one 
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of the two g11!ika~ 1 Bandarinath had given me. The knife went through the 
pellet. but not without difficulty, since it was indeed of mineral composi
tion. It was also, clearly, a man-made pill, the product of some chemical 
operation. My eyes were filled with images of the alchemical Grail. I had 
passed the test! The Nath Siddhas on high, approving of my sincerity and 
diligence, had sent their man to me to deliver the mystic goods! 

One of the first things J did upon my return to the west was to take 
my gtt(ikiis to a laboratory for analysis. sz A week later, the results of the 
electron-microscopic tests came back. My sample was composed of an 
amalgam of mineral and vegetable matter. The minerals in question were 
sulfur(!), silver(!), silicon, phosphorus, potassium, calcium, iron, and chlo
rine-but no mercury! Was the silver some base metal that had been "di
gested" and transmuted by mercury, which had left no trace of itself be
hind? Without a guru, how could I ever know whether this was in fact 
the philosopher's stone I had cut in half and had fried under an electron 
microscope or just a medical tablet for chilblains? The second gtt(iktl was 
still intact. 

Our research continues .•• 
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1. Thomas Pynchon, Gnwity's Rainbaw (London: Picador, 1975), p. 590· Ac

cording to our best evidence, the vast majority of practitioners of tantric alchemy 
and hn(hn,yogn have always been males. So it is that I employ the masculine pronoun 
bt, rather than sht or slht when referring to such practitioners. 

z. Cf. the nknm genre of classical Tamil love poetry, whose "five l:mdscapes" are 
di.'icu.o1scd in A. K. Ramanujan, Tbt l1111tr Lmds(apt: Ltwt Pon1u from n C/assi(a/ Tamil 
Anthology (Bloomington: Imliana University Press, 1975), pp. ros-8. 

3· Sudhir Kakar, Tbt llmtr Worlt/: A Psy(hoana{ytk Sntdy ofChilclhooJ and Sodtty 
in India (New York: Oxford University Press, 1978); Ashis Nandy. Tbt lntinullt 
Enmt,Y: Loss tmJ Rt(OV"J ofSt/fulldtr Colo11inlin11 (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 
1983). Given that many of the interpretive connet.'tions made between Its r11ots tt Itt 
(hom in this book are my own, some may be moved to turn their analytical lights 
on my own psychological profile as well. 

4· Ln poitiqllt dt l'tsptt(t (Paris: Presses Universitaires, 1974). A recent western 
study of an eastern tradition, which I feel to be most respectful of the phenomeno
logical approach, a book which moreover devotes many of its pages to charting 
mystic l:andscapes, is Norman Girardots admirable Myth and Mttming in Early Tao
imt (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1983)· 

S· Even if, as Gallamer and others have demonstrated, such is patently impos
sible: one always comes to a text with a forejudgment of its meaning. This includes, 
for the alchemical portion of the books, the models of the modem science of chem
istry. Many are the historians who have treated tantric alchemy as a protochemistry 
or iatrochemistry and who h:ave, working from this methodological assumption, 
projected the writings of the alchemical tradition upon a modem chemical grid. 
Such attempts are, I believe, tentative at best, given our uncertainty of the modem 
equivalents of medieval (and often local) terminology. This is especially the case 
with botanical names, in which the sources abound. Similarly, modem interpreta
tions of the subtle body of bn!bll yoga which would see in the medieval texts proofs 
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for the advanced state of Indian knowledge of physiology and psychology force the 
textual data into impossible and highly prejudicial directions. 

6. On the theological uses of anagogy, as a complication of analogy and allegory, 
in the medieval west, see Marie-Dominique Chenu, Natttrt, Man and Sodtty in tht 
Twt/ftb Cmtttry, tr. and ed.Jerome Taylor and Lester K. Little (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1969; reprint Chicago: Midway Books, 1979), pp. 113-24. 

7· Symbolic language is employed with such great success in these traditions 
because the name of a thing bears the efficacity of a given object: Jean Filliozat, 
"Taoisme et yoga," Journal Asiatiqut 257 (1969): 63. 

8. Douglas Renfrew Brooks, Tbt Stmt of tbt Thrtt Citits: An Introduction to 
Hindu Snkta Tantrimt (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1990), p. 209. 

9· Betty Jo Teeter Dobbs, Tht Foundations ofNt-wto11's Akhtmy or "Tht Hunting of 
tht Grttnt Lyon" (London: Cambridge University Press, 1975), p. xi. 

10. RRii 3.nb-ua: na kramel}a vinll s:IStraiJI na sllstrel}a vinll kramaJysllstraiJI 
kramayutal}l jiilltvll karoti sa siddhibhllkl/. Cf. BhP 3.96; 4.139; 9·140b-141a; and 
RRS6.2. 

1 1. Mircea Eliade, Forgtrons tt akhnnistts, 2d rev. ed. (Paris: Flam marion, 1 977); 
idem, M1ga: l111111ortality and Frttdont, 2d ed., tr. Willard R. Trask (Princeton, NJ.: 
Bollingen, 1973). 

u. "Why Gurus Are Heavy." Ntmtm 33 (I984)=4o-'73· 

Chapter One 
1. Reproduced with translation and notes in B. N. Goswamy andJ. S. Grewal, 

Tbt Mughals and tbt Jogis ofJakhbar: SMIIt Madad-i-Ma'ash and Othtr Dottn11n1ts 
(Simla: Indian Institute of Advanced Study, 1967), pp. uo-24.jakhbar monastery 
is located in the Gurdaspur district of the Punjab. 

2. The root tan is a cognate of the English tmsion and tmsilt, in which the senses 
of stretching and weaving are also present. On tantra as ritual framework, see Brian 
K. Smith, Rtjltctions on Rtsnllblanct, Ritt111/, and Rtligion (Oxford University Press, 
1989), p. u6, citing Aiualayana Srauta Stltra 1.1.3. 

3· In order to avoid confusion between Tantra as written work and tantra as 
religious phenomenon, I follow general modern usage and refer to the latter as 
"tantrism." I further adjectivize "tantra" into "tantric" to speak, for example, of 
tantric ritual. I often refer to tantric practitioners as tantrikas, following Sanskrit 
usage. 

4· This and all the other terms discussed here are generated from the verbal 
root siidh/sadh (weak form sidh), which means "to realize, succeed." 

5· On the uses of this appellation, see below chap. 4t nn. 1 12-14. 
6. To these groups we might also add the Burmese Ztrwgyis ( = M1gis) or T#ikzas 
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(= Vidya[puru~s?)), a group of more or less suicidal mercury-drinking Theravida 
Buddhist monks: Patrick Pranke, "On Becoming a Buddhist Wizard," in Don Lo
pez, ed., Buddhism in Practitt (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995), pp. 
343-58; Maung Htin Aung, Folk Elnnmts in Bllnntst Buddhism (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1961; reprint Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1978), pp. 
41-50; Melford Spiro, Bm/Jhism and Socitty: A Grrat Tnzdition and Its B~~nnest Vidssi
tudts (New York: Harper & Row, 1970), pp. 163-71; and joseph Needham et al., 
Stitntt and Civilisation in Antimt China, 6 vols. in 17 tomes (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1954-88), vol. 5• pt. 3 (1976), "Chemistry and Chemical Tech
nology: Spagyrical Discovery and Invention: Historical Survey, from Cinnabar 
Elixirs to Synthetic Insulin," p. 166. 

7· They are also called N4tb Yogis, the N4tb S11711pnzd4ya, KAnpha!ll ("Split 
Eared") Yogis,Jogis, and Gornklmilthis in modern northern India. 

8. Most fully initiated members of the N:ith Siddha order are given names, upon 
initiation, that end in the suffix -llllth. Throughout this book, however, I often 
shorten the names of these figures, and call Gorakhn:ith "Gorakh," MatsyendranAth 
"Matsyendra," etc. Furthermore, in those cases in which I retain the suffix, I gener
ally ttansliterate it as -n4tb, following modern usage, rather than -niltba, the San
skritic ending. Only in those cases in which I am referring to a given NAth Siddha 
as the author of a Sanskrit-language work do I retain the -niltha suffix (as in "the 
Rmllnztnilkanz ofNityanitha"). 

9• On the overlap between the terms tantnz and lilkt11 (applied to those sects 
whose immediate object of devotion was the Goddess, Salrtt), see liT, pp. 5-7. Most 
Hindu tantric sects were in fact SAkta-Saiva, worshipping the Goddess as a more 
accessible form of Siva than the god himself. 

10. For the hundreds of references to the semidivine Siddhas and Vidyadharas 
in Somadeva's monumental 11th c. Klltbilsaritsaganz, see the index to Ottnn, vol. 10, 

pp. 301, 351 [s.v. "Siddhas, independent superhumans" and "Vidyadharas, inde
pendent superhumans"). 

11. So, for example, according to a Bengali recension of the Rbltiiyfl'!fl, the para
dise land of Uttarakuru was reached by crossing a river called Sailoda ("Rock Wa
ter"), whose touch turns men into stone. On either bank of that river grow reeds 
called kitbakn, which carry Siddhas to the opposite bank and back. This is a country 
where the Siddhas live together with divine nymphs in forests whose trees and 
Rowers, composed of precious stones, exude a miraculous resin that is nothing 
other than the nectar of immortality itself. On this, see Entydoptdia of Rtligion n11J 
Etbia, 11 vols., ed.James Hastings (New York: Scribner's, 19QS), s.v. "Abode of the 
Blest (Hindu)," by H. Jacobi. On "rock-water," see below, chap. 4o n. 189. 

11. See below, chap. 10, nn. 81-85. 
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13. Paralummakalpasritm 4.10 (ed. A.M. Sastri and S. Y. Dave, Gaei.."Wad's Ori
ental Series, no. u (Baroda: Oriental Institute, 1950], p. 149). Significant here is 
the redundancy in the tenn employed for the second category of Siddhas, mediat
ing between the divine (t/iuya) and the human (m41111Va): these are the perfected 
(sitltlba) Siddhas. The LalitA Sabasranibna (cited in Bagchi, introduction to Knllla
jfltlnani"!IIJII, p. 10) delineates the same divisions. The earliest enumeration of the 
three ogbns may be that of the KltlanJIIVII Tantm (6.63-68), which divides the found
ing Kaula gurus along these lines (KltiA"!IIVII Tantm, ed. Taranatha Vidyarama with 
an introduction by Arthur Avalon (John Woodroffe](Madras: Ganesh and Com
pany, 1965; reprint Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1975]): see below, chap. 4• n. 61. 
The Ta11tmrAja Tantm (1.1-5) divides a group of nine Nllthas (identified with bodily 
orifices) into three groups of the same three "streams": in john Woodroffe, Tan
tmrAjn Ttmtm: A SbortA11n/ysis, 3d ed. (Madras: Ganesh and Co, 1971), p. 19.janar
dana Pandeya, in his introduction (p. ja) to the second volume of his edition of the 
Gorakfll StnhbitA, 1 vols. (Sarasvatibhavana Granthamala, vols. 110, 1 1 1 (Benares: 
Sampumananda Sanskrit Visvavidyalaya, 1976, 1977]), divides cenain of the Rasa 
Siddhas into these three categories. Four of the eight directions in the Kaula "Cir
cle of Siddhas" (Siddha Cakra) are assigned to the Siddhas (south) and the Sid
dhaugha (west), Mllnavaugha (nonhwest), and Divyaugha (southwest): Mark S. G. 
Dyczkowski, Tbt Canon of tbt Saiv4gamaantltbt K11bjikA Tantnu of tbt Wtsttm &111/a 
Tmtlition (Albany, N.Y.: SUNY Press, 1988), p. 81. See also ibid., p. 90, on the 
three ogbas in the Ciildnf71tatas4rastnllllttbaya, a text of the Western Transmission. 

14. Atbaroa ~tla 1-4-4; 3·31.1o; 10.1.17; and 19·53·1· R4sa and the waters are 
funher identified with notion of "healing remedy" (bbtfnjn), which becomes the 
foundation of traditional Indian medicine (ilyllrottla) and elixir therapy (msilynna). 
See below, chap. 7• sec. 1. 

15. The foundational works of Indian medicine (Ayurveda), the Camkn and Stl
lruta Sathbitas, date from this period: see below, chap. 1, n. 15. See bibliography 
for editions. 

16. The earliest excavated Siva lingo is the Gu~imallam image from Andhra 
Pradesh. On its dating, see Gridi v. Mitterwallner, "Evolution of the Lingo" (who 
dates the image to the first century B.c.) and Doris Meth Srinivasan, "Significance 
and Scope of Pre-KuSlll}a Saivite Iconography" (who dates it to the founh to third 
centuries B.c.), both in Michael Meister, ed., Dist011nts on Siva: Prottttlingt of 11 Sym
positnn on tbt Nantrt of Religio11s lmagtry (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 1984), pp. r8-19, 34, and plate 18. 

17. Alexis Sanderson, "Purity and power among the Brahmins of Kashmir," in 
Tbt Cnttgory of tbt PtrSOn: Anthropology, Philosophy, History, ed. Michael Carrithers, 
Steven Collins, and Steven Lukes (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 
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p. I99· The perspective of all Hindu tantric texts of which I am aware is that of 
the male practitioner. Miranda Shaw (Passionate E11/ightmmn1t: W0111m in Tnntric 
B11ddhis111 [Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994)) has recently advanced the 
theory that it is the female practitioner's perspective that originally predominated 
in Buddhist tantric practice. While I find her arguments improbable, I leave it to 
my colleagues in Buddhist studies to confirm or disprove her hypothesis. 

I8. For further discussion, see below, chap. 5, sec. 2. 
I9. Whence the maxim "privately a liikta, outwardly a iaiva, and a vai!'fllVa in 

court; bearing various outward appearances, the followers of the k11la-system 
spread over the earth": Yoni Ttmtra 4.20, cited in The Yonitalltra, critically edited 
with an introduction by J. A. Schoterman (Delhi: Manohar, 1980), p. I6. 

20. This relationship was first charted in the Si111Jkhya KArikns (39, 42) and com
mentaries. For a discussion, see Lakshmi Kapani, La 11otion de Sll1!1Skiirn, 2 vols. 
(Paris: De Boccard, 1991, I993)1 vol. 2, pp. 422-28. 

2 1. For further discussion of the origins and history of harha yoga, see below, 
chap. 5, nn. 83-92, and chap. 8, sec. 2a. 

22. RA 17.165a. 
2 3· Whereas Siva is the name that takes precedence over all other names (Mahl

deva, Bhairava, etc.) for this male divinity, there is no such order of precedence for 
the Goddess's many names (Durg!l, P!lrvatl, Sakti, Cal}~i, K:lli, Devl, etc.). I there
fore generally refer to her as the Goddess (which is also a literal translation of the 
name Devl). 

24. Bhudeb Mookerji, Rma-jala-11idhi or Ocea11 of l11dia11 Chn11istry and Alchmty, 
5 vols. (Calcutta: K. C. Neogi, 1926-38), vol. I, p. xiv. 

25. RA 1.19. For variant readings, from other alchemical sources, see below, 
chap. 5, n. 161, and chap. 9, nn. 54-55· 

26. Satapatha Brilln11a'!a 7·4·1.15· The all-absorbing capacities of mercury are 
those of any element at the summit (although it is more accurate to say the center) 
of a Hindu hierarchy (on this see David N. Gellner, Monk, Hotueho/Jer, and Tnntric 
Priest: Nmar B11Jdhin11 and its Hitrt~rchy of Ritt1al [New Delhi: Cambridge Univer
sity Press, 1992], pp. 45-48). Concomitant to this ability is also the inherent power 
of expansivity, the power to become all-encompassing. This is precisely the nature 
of bnih111an, the Absolute of Vedanta metaphysics: the verbal root of lmilmtan is b1;h, 
"to magically expand." This is what mercury does when it transforms millions of 
times its own mass of base metals into gold. 

27. The two important modem exceptions to this rule are the Sri Vidya tradi
tion of Tamil Nadu and the tantric form of Hinduism that continues to predomi
nate in Nepal. 

28. See below, chap. ro, sec. 1, and chap. I I, sec. 3· 
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19. This scorn and mistrust carries down to nineteenth-century Britain, in 
which, according to the ethnographer H. A. Rose (A Glossary of the Tribes and Castes 
of the Punjab and Northwest Frontin- Province, 3 vols. [Lahore: Superintendent, Gov
ernment Printing, Punjab, 1911-19], vol. 1, p. 407), certain elements of the Rawal 
branch of the Nath Siddhas had made their way to Europe, where they were notori
ous purveyors of quack medicines and cures! On the modem-day Indian confusion 
between the magicians and tantrikas, see Lee Siegel, Net of Magit: Wondm and De
ceptions in l11dia (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991 ). 

30. Joseph Needham et at. Stimct and Civilisation in Cbi11a vol. 5, pt. 4 (1980): 
"Chemistry and Chemical Technology: Spagyrical Discovery and Invention-Ap
paratus, Theories and Gifts," pp. 497-98. 

31. Fran~ois Bernier's Voyagts were originally published in Amsterdam, in two 
volumes, in 1699, by David-Paul Marret. The present passage is translated from a 
modem edition of the work, Voyagt dans Its Etats d11 Grand Mogo~ with an introduc
tion by France Bhattacharya (Paris: Fayard, 1981), p. Z45· 

31· RV7-59·rz. Cf. RVJ.3·7i9·1oo.r; 1.38.5; 7·90·6;Atbarva Vtdllr8.J.6z;Sata
pntba Brilhmm!a J.6.1.u; and Wendy Doniger O'Fiaherty, Tn/esofSuand Violmre: 
Folk/orr, Sacrifice, and Dnllgtr in the Janninlya Brilbma'!a (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 198s), p. zo. 

33· RV 4.z6-17. For Indo-European and ancient Near Eastern parallels, see 
David M. Knipe, "The Heroic Theft: Myths from ~gveda IV and the Ancient Near 
East," History of RtligiotiS 6 ( r ¢7): 3 z8-6o. 

34· Charles Malamoud, "Le corps contractuel des dieux: remarques sur le rite 
vedique du tilnnnnptra," in C11irr It 11to11de, p. z 38. 

35· Charles Malamoud, "Les dieux n'ont pas d'ombre: remarques sur Ia langue 
secrete des dieux dans l'lnde ancien," in C11irr It 111o11dt, p. z so. On the brahmanic 
definition of sacrifice, see idem., "Cuire le monde," in ibid., p. 47, citing 
Apastambba Yajiln Paribhi4a Sfltra 1 and KAtyilyana Sraflta Sfltra 1.1.1. 

36. Satapntba Briib71ta'!a 10.1.5·4• with the commentary of S!iyal}a who states 
that one hundred years is how long amt;ta keeps the gods immortal! Cf. RV 
1o.161.3b; Atbarva Vtdll z.z9.z. 

3 7. Charles Malamoud, "La theologie de Ia dette dans le brahmanisme," in Cttirr 
lemondt, pp. us-17. 

38. Comport Edition oftbt Oxford English Dictionary, s.v. "mortgage:' 
39· RV8.48.3a, 4b, ua, translated in Wendy Doniger O'Fiaherty, The Rig Vtdll 

(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1981), pp. 134-35. 
40. Satapatba Briihm01f119·5·1·7""8,11. 
41. RV 9.86.39i I0.107.z. Later, the mediating "drop" is dropped, and the ideo-
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tity of(King) Soma and moon is made: Satapatha Brilhma1fai0.4.1.r; rt.1.S·3· See 
below, chap. 1, sec. 1 and 4, and chap. 7, n. 1. 

41· Satapatha Brtilmta1fa6.I.1-4-
43· Satapatha Briilnlla1fa 6.2.1.6. 
44· RV r.13.19a; ro.137·6; Atbarua J;tda •+4· See also Kenneth Zysk, Religious 

Healing in tht J;tda, Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, vol. 75, 
pan 7 (Philadelphia: The Society, 198s), pp. 90, 92. 

45· See below, chap. 1, n. r. 
46. On this verse, see Louis Renou, "Etudes vediques," Journal Asiatiq11e 143 

(t9SS), p. 437, n. 1. Cf. Jaiminiya Briilnlla'!a 3-335; and KArhaka S1171thit4 8.5 and 
11.13, discussed in Stephanie W. jamison, Tbt Ravmous Hymas and the Wotmded 
Stm: Myth and Ritual in Ancimt India (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1991), 
pp. 191-93. These homologizations are assumed by the Rmn4yatJa, in its account 
of the binh of Skanda: see below chap. 7, sec. 1. 

47· Yaj11r J;tJa 7·4·1.10. 
48. Pr4tJa, breath or "life force" is funher identified with the soul (41711an), a 

term etymologically linked to the German ammt sich and the Latin anim11s. It may 
funher be equated with "spirit," which is present in "re-spir-ation." Breath is funher 
identified with the universal self or soul, lmiln11an, in I<Atlfltaki l!pani{ad 1.1. 

49· Zysk, Religiotu Healing, pp. 8, 241. Cf. Louis Renou, Etudes vidiques et pani
nimnts, 17 vols. (Paris: de Boccard, 195S-69), vol. z, p. 66, note (quoted in Andre 
Padoux, V4c: The Concept of tht Won/ in Seltcttd Hindu Tantras [Albany, N.Y.: SUNY 
Press, 1989), p. 6) "In fact, the creation of the cosmos is similar to that of a work 
of an, either being the kllVi's deed." An equally important link between the Atbarva 
f;tda and the medical and alchemical traditions lies in one of the terms employed 
by the former to designate the physician. The image of the knvi, the inspired poet 
of the Veda, stands behind both the Ayurvedic physician (called kllVi-rilja in Bengal) 
and the alchemical wizard (kavt) who ultimately creates his own universe. See be
low, chap. 9• nn. ros-6 and chap. ro, nn. 78-So. 

so. Surendranath Dasgupta, A History of Indian Philosophy, s vols. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1911; reprint Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1975), vol. 
1, p. 184 and n. r. According to the Tainiriya Smlthit4 (64.9), the itinerant physi
cian was impure; Brahmans therefore were not to take up medicine as a profession. 
Acc:ording to the RV (r.r8o.1), the divine physicians, the ASvins, are drinkers of 
"mead" (71111dh11) rather than son111: Jean Fillio1.at, La doctrine c/assiq11e dt Ia 111idecine 
indimne: ses origines et su paral/eles grea, 1d ed. (Paris: Ecole Fran~ise d'Extreme 
Orient, 1975), pp. 15-16. 

sr. CaraltaSII1hhit4 1.3o.1o. Cf. Dasgupta, History, vol. 1, pp. 173-84-
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Chapter Two 
1. Smith, Rtjlertions, pp. 46, zo3, z z4 . 
.z. The tenn tlltsO«Jmt was coined by Paul Mus (who further uses the tenns "pro

tocosm" for "microcosm" and "metacosm" for "macrocosm" in his study of Indian 
Buddhism) in his lengthy foreword to Bnrnbudur (Hanoi: Imprimerie d'Extreme 
Orient, 1935), p. 100. Mus's terminology has been further expanded by JohnS. 
Strong (Tht Ltgmd of King Aioka: A St11dy and Translation of tht "AiokiivaMna" 
[Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1983], pp. 104, u8-zo, 131-33). On this 
see my" Dakkhina and Agnicayana: An Extended Application of Paul Mus~ Typol
ogy," HistoryofRtligions .z6:z (November 1986), pp. 191-95. 

3· On this fascination with number, see Charles Malamoud, "Exegese de rites, 
exegese de textes," in Cuirt It mondt, p. z8.z and throughout. 

4· By "bipolar" I mean two polar opposites which, in spite of, or indeed because 
of, their opposition, interact dynamically. Male and female are bipolar, as are moon 
and sun, semen and blood, etc. See HTSL, pp. 1-.z. 

S· Satapatha Brilh711a1Jn 7 • .Z.1.4: Tniniriya Brilbntm!a 1·5·9+ 
6. Mus, Barnbudur, pp. 53• 59• zo3-4 
1· Bt;batli1ra1Jyaka Upmti~ad 1-4-1-6. 
8. Cbi111dogya Upmti~ad 6.8.7; Ha{hnyogaprndlpikii4·So, 56 (Ha{bnyogapmdlpikil of 

Svilhllnrilman, with the commentary of Brahmananda, ed. and tr. Srinivasa Iyengar 
[Madras: Adyar, 197z]). For an early mythological account of the "bottling up" of 
the absolute brtibntall within the human body, wherein it becomes identified as the 
ilt711a11, see Aitartya Arnt!yaka .z.4.1-3. 

9· On the kalils, sec below, sec. 4 of the present chap. 
10. Sanjukta Gupta, "The Mm!tfala as an Image of Man:' in Richard Gombrich 

ed., l11dian Rima/ a11d its Extgtsis. Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1988, p. 35· On 
the five elements, see below, sec. 3 of the present chap. and chap. 7• sec. S· 

11. Cited in jean Filliozat, "La discipline psychosomatiquc du yoga etscs fonda
ments theoriques," Atmuairt d11 Colltgt dt Fnmtt (1965-66), p. 384. 

u. RV 10.16.1. See also Gopinath Kaviraj, Bbilrntly Sm!tsJn:ti a11r Si1dba11il 
(Patna: Bihar Rashtrabhasha Parishad, 1977-79), vol • .z, p. z81; and Malamoud, 
"Cuire le monde:' in C11irt It 111ondt, p. sz n. sz, citing the Yiljflavalkya S11tt;ti (3.84). 

13. Robert C. Lester, TbtnlVada Bt~ddbinll i11 Solltbtast Asia (Ann Arbor: Univer
sity of Michigan Press, 1973), pp. z3-.z4, 53; Caroline A. R Rhys-Davids, "Original 
Buddhism and Amrra," Mila11gts cbi11ois tt bot~ddhiqllts [Brussels] 6 ( 1938-39), p. 3 78. 
On the medical language of the later Saiva Piiiupatll Stitras (ca. ISt c. A.D.), see 
Nagendranath Bhattacharyya, History oftbt Tnlltrit Rtligion (A Histori(a/, Rimalisti( 
a11d Philosophical Smdy). Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 198.z, pp. 16, zo1-z. 
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14. On Buddhist terminology in Caraka, see Priyavrat Sharma, AyttrvtJ ka vai
jt1411ik itihas, 1d ed.,Jaikrishnadas Ayurveda Series, no. 1 (Benares: Chowkhambha 
Orientalia, 1981) p. 101. It is widely held that the replacement of surgery (i4/dkya) 
by pharmacy (rasa iilstrll) in Indian medicine was also due to Buddhist influence: 
see below, chap. 3, n. u. 

1 5· Dasgupta, History 1:393-99. The dating of the foundational Ayurvedic texts 
continues to be a matter of some discussion. The Chronology Committee of the 
National Institute of Sciences of India dates the composition of the Cnrnkn Smhhita 
to ca. A.D. roo, and that of the Sttiruta Smhhitil to the 3d-4th centuries A.D.: D. M. 
Bose, ed., A Condst History ofStimct in India (New Delhi: Indian National Science 
Academy, 1971), p. 123. 

r6. Camka Smhhita 4·•·•-156. For a discussion, see Dasgupta, History 1:111-

•9· 
•7· Jean Filliozat, "Les mcchanismes psychiques d'apres les textes de yoga," 

Ann11airt J11 Colltgt Jt Fm11ct (Paris: 197o-7 1 ), p. 416. 
r8. Ibid., p. 416. 
19. Camkn Smllhita 4·5·5· 
10. Camka S111ithitil 4+ 13. 
11. A very early use of the term Jht1111 is Athnrva Vttlll 1 1. 3· 78. Cf. the ca. 1 nh c. 

A.D. Silrntlll 7ilaka (6. 7) (Stlrrllltilllktmt of IAks;nta'!aJtlikmJm iDith tiN Patlarthatlarla 
Conmtnttary by RilghavabhatJn. edited by Mukunda Jha Bakshi, 3d ed. [Varanasi: 
Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series Office, 1986)), a tantric ritual guide, which identifies 
the seven Jhiltlls with the seven mother goddesses (tlltltt;ktls). On digestion in gen
eral, see Camka S111ithit4 6.15.3-38, especially w. 31-35· 

n. C. Dwarkanath (lntrotlllction to KAyachikitsil (Bombay: Popular Book Depot, 
1959], pp. 318, 310) defines msa as plasma, including interstitial fluid and lymph; 
and the JhiiNIS as "intermediary metabolites," intended for the maintenance of 
stable formed tissue. See below, chap. 7, sec. 1, for an extended discussion of the 
tcrmmsa. 

13. In digestion the lower Jhatus nourish the higher ones either directly or in
directly with msa irrigating each of the higher JhaNts consecutively. This latter (and 
later) conceptualization holds that each of the last six Jhams are nourished "di
rectly" by the food one eats through its own particular channel, via the msa JhaNt 
(Camka SmJthita 4.18.4, with the commentaries of Cakrapa~idatta and Sivadasa 
Sena, discussed in Dwarkanath, K4yachikits4, pp. 319-16). Cf. Carnka Sl11ithita 
6. I 5·• 5-16; San)gnJham Sl11ithit4 •·5·• 1-11; and Yiljt1aval/.:ya St11t;ti 3.84 

14 Camka Sl11ithit4 6.15.17; MBhT 1.5-6. 
25. Jan Gonda (Triads in tht Vttlll, p. uo, cited in Georges Dumezil, Lu JitUX 
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sotwerains des lnd~E11ropims, 3d ed. [Paris: Gallimard, 1986), p. 253) calls dOfliS 
"morbific entities?' A more general translation for this term, which would take into 
account its uses in other spheres of Indian discourse, is "break in continuity." 

26. Edeltraud Harzer, s.v. "SaJ!llchya" in Encyclopedia of Religions, ed. Mircea Eli
ade (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1986). 

27. C~~r~~ka StnJthitil 1.12.13; Sllirlita Smhhiti14. 33·3· The earliest mention of the 
tridAfA is useful to the dating the emergence of Ayurveda per se in India. Whereas 
wind and bile are already mentioned in the Vedas, the term for phlegm (iltfllla) 
does not appear until the ca. 1000 B.c. Satapatha BriihmaiJa. Following this, it is not 
until the ca. 313 B.c. viirttika of Kityayana on PaJ.lini (Affiidhy4yl 5 .1. 38) that the 
three are mentioned together in a compound (viitapittllile!"tan). One may thus sur
mise that the definitive formation of Ayurvedic medical theory occurred between 
1000 and 313 B.c.: Filliozat, Doctrine classiq11e, pp. 154-59. 

28. The dhiitlls are the material causes for health, while the dOfliS are the dynamic 
causes: Dasgupta, History, 2:334· 

29. Louis Renou and Jean Filliozat, L'lnde c/assiq11e: man11el des it11des indimnes 
(Paris: lmprimerie Nationale, 1947-53), vol. 2, pp. 152-53· On the symbolic role 
of the five breaths, from the Chiindogya Upa11i~ad (3.13; 5.19) to tantric Buddhism, 
see Alex Wayman, ~ga of the Gtthyasmlliijatmttra: The Arcane Lort of Forty Vmes 
(New York: Samuel Weiser, 1977), pp. 7o-"/l· 

30. The higher Jhatt1s are heavier than the lower: Ctm~ka SIJ7hbitii 1.27-337· 
31. Francis Zimmerman, "~tu-Satmya: Le cycle des saisons et le principe d'ap

propriation," Plln'!iirtha 2 (1975), pp. 87-105. 
32. Gopatba BriibntDIJa cited in Sharma, Ayurved, p. 501. 
3 3· Zimmerman, "~tu-Satmya," pp. 87-92. Also in the Atharva ~da (8.1. 11-12 ), 

Time is identified with the sacrificial fire that can cook and mature (when it is the 
Jiitavedas or Vaiivi111ara) or consume and devour (when it is the Kravyiida fire). 

3+ In the "complete" system, the six Indian seasons correspond to the six 
"tastes" (nuas), each of which is most appropriate to one of the seasons: Zimmer
man, "~tu-Satmya," pp. 94-95, 1oo-104 

35· The effect on the macrocosm of wind, the third element in the triad, is 
termed viltfepa, "dispersion." An explicit paralleling of sun, moon, and wind with 
their macrocosmic functions and the three dfJ!as is found in Stliruta Satitbitii 1.21.8. 

36.january 14. called makara S117!'I..Tiinti, is the sole fixed solar date of the luniso
lar Indian calendar:Jean-Luc Chambard, "Les trois grands dieux aux enfers: Tradi
tion orale et cycle des fetes hindoues dans un village de I'Inde centrale (M. P.)," in 
Catherine Champion, ed., Littiratttre pop11/aire et tradition orale m lnde (Piln'!iirtba 
17) (Paris: Editions de I'E.H.E.S.S, 1994), appendix 2. According to Chambard's 
informants, the twenty-four-day discrepancy between the solstice date (December 
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:u) and January 14 is due to the z3.z7° angle between the equator and the ecliptic 
in central India. 

37· Hiirita StnJthita 4zo-3o (La Hiiritasamhitii: tate midiml sa11Skrit, ed. and tr. 

Alix Raison [Pondicherry: Institut Fran~is d'lndologie, 1974]). Cf. Zimmerman, 
"~tu-Saonya," p. 94· 

38. Caralta StnJthitii 6.8.z-11; Stliriita Samhitii 6.41-4-5· 
39· RaghuvtnJtia 19.37-47• cited in Zimmermann, "~tu-Satmya," p. 96. 
40· Tainiriya Samhitii z.3-5.1-3; MaitriiJ"'!i StnJthita u.7; KJithaka Samhit4 u.3. 

The myth has its origins in RV 1o.8s.z. 
41. Rohil}i may alternatively be identified with the sun: Filliozat, Domine 

dassitpte, p. 8 5. 
4z. Af!iinga Sf11!1graha 6-49.Z45 (Srimadvagbha!(aviradta Af!ilngasf11!1graha, ed. 

with a Hindi translation by Kaviraj Atrideva Gupta, z vols. [Bombay: Nirnay Sagar 
Press, n.d.]). This verse is directly borrowed into the RA 18.14i similar formulas 
are found in Caraka Smithita 6.7.69; Bt;hat StnJthitii 75-3; and RHT 19.19. For a 
discussion, see Siddhinandan Misra, Ay11rvediya Rasaiiistra (Benares: Chowkham
bha, 1981 ), pp. 19-zo. The classic account of the Ayurvedic healing of riijiiJak{nta is 
found in Caraka Samhitii 6.8.1-191. Cf. Palmyr Cordier's translation, with synoptic 
passages from the works of Bhela, Vroda, and Cakrapal]i, in "Histoire de Ia mede
cine indienne. La phtisie pulmonaire," Annates J'hygin1e et de midecine co/onialu 15 

(19u), PP· z55-66 and 535-48. 
43· Suiruta Samhitii 1.14.14-15; butsee 6.15.3z for a figure of six to seven days. 
44· According to popular traditions in Rajasthan and elsewhere in India, it takes 

forty days and forty drops of blood to produce one drop of semen: G. Morris Car
stairs, The Twice-Born: Sttuly of a Commtmity of High-Caste HindtiS (London: Ho
garth Press, 1961), pp. 83-84 Cf. SSP 1.73 (in Kalyani Mallik, ed., Siddha Sitld
hiinta Patldhati and Other Works of the Natha Yllgcs [Poona: Oriental Book House, 
1954]). 

45. On the use of the terms saumya and agneya for the male and female sexual 
ftuids in conception, see Srliriita Stnithit4 3·3·3· 

46. V4ja is the Sanskrit cognate of the English (and Latinate) "vigor." It is also 
related etymologically to the Sanskrit ojas (Monier Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit
English Diaiontny [London: Oxford University Press, 1899; reprint Delhi: Motilal 
Banarsidass, 1984), s.v. "viljaj, the so-called eighth dhatu (Atharva ~Ja u8.1, with 
the commentary of Siiyal}a) which is nothing other than the ftuid of life itself, of 
which eight drops are located in the heart: Caralta SmJthita 1.17·14-75; 1.30·7· 

47· E. Anantacharya, Rasayana and Ayrtrveda (Vishakapamam: World Teacher 
Publications, 1935, t98z), pp. u-14, summarizing discussion from the Caralta and 
Suiruta Samhit4s. 
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48. Clll'llka Smlthiti 6.1.16-14; Srtirtltll Stnlthita 419.1o-u; and the A.D. 1131 
Manasolli111 (1.14-51). Dalhal}a's commentary to Sttlrttta Stnilhiti 3·3-4 provides a 
discussion of the three-chambered female reproductive system. For further discus
sion, see Arion Ro§U, "Yoga et alchimie," Ztitsthrift der De11tstbtn Morgntliindischm 
Gesellscbaft 131 (1981), p. 374; and idnn., "Consideration sur une technique duRa
siyana ayurvedique," lndo-lrtmian ]o~~ma/17 (1975), 7-18, which indicates parallels 
with the Vedic initiation hut (dTk!4Jila) and similar Taoist structures. Archaeologi
cally excavated pre-4th c. A.D. Buddhist ascetics' cells in the Baribar, Nigirjuni, 
and Guntupalli Caves clearly reproduce such a double-womb structure: Alexander 
Cunningham, Archaeological S11rvey of India, Fo11r Reports Made d11ring tht ~an z86z-
6J-64-65 (Simla: Government Central Press, 1871), plate 19 and pp. 44-53; De
bala Mitra, Buddhist Mon11111ntts (Calcutta: Sahitya Samsad, 1971), pp. 44-46 and 
figs. •4-1 S· 

49· See Gomqa Sataka (verse 133 of Das Gora/qaiatllka, ed. by Karl A. Nowotny 
[Wetterschlick b. Bonn: Richard Schwarzbold, 1976)): nibhide5e vasati eko bhis
karo dahanitmakal}/ amfdtml sthito nityan tilumole ca candramll}. 

so. Aghehananda Bharati, Tht Tantric Tmdition (London: Rider and Co., 1965; 
New York: Grove Press, 1975), p. 164, citing Vansidhar Sukul Vaidyaraj, Vilnta
mitg (Allahabad: Kalyan Mandir, 1951 ), p. 1 11. 

51. Lawrence Babb, Tht Divine Hitr~~rchy: Pop11lar Hinduinn in Cmtrallndin 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1975), pp. 118-40. Babb bases his analysis 
on fieldwork he carried out in village Madhya Pradesh (Chattisgarh district). On 
the "meteorological" origins of Goddess worship in the Vedic literature, see A. L. 
Basham, "Notes on the Origins of Saktism and Tantrism:' in Religion and Sodety in 
Andmt India: St~dbakar ChllttopadhyiiJil Connne111omtion Vol11111t (Calcutta: Roy and 
Chowdhury, 1984), pp. 14B-SJ·I am grateful to Douglas Brooks for bringing this 
article to my attention. 

51. Bt;bad4ml]yaka Upani!ad 6.1.13-16; Chandogya Upanifad· 5.10.1-7i Pmina 
Upanifad 1.9-10; Kaii!Ttaki Upani!nJ 1.1-3; Satllpatba Bribntlll]ll Z.I.J·•-9· 

53· Sankara'a Connnmtllry on tht ChinJogya Upa11ifaJ (5.10.4), translated in Mi
chel Hulin, La foa cachie du tmtps: L'i111aghtain de l'au-Jelit (Paris: Fayard, •985), p. 
369, who also refers to Sankara's Cvm111mtary on tht Bmh111a-Sfltms (3.1.6). 

54· Sankara's ConnnmtllrJ on tht Chindogya Upani!"d (s.Jo.6), ibid., pp. 369-70. 
SS· See below, sec. 4 and nn. 88-96. 
56. On the evolution from three to five, see David M. Knipe, "One Fire, Three 

Fires, Five Fires: Vedic Symbols in Transformation," History of Rtligiolll 11 (1971), 
PP· z8-4t. 

57· Sntapatba Bribntlll]ll 6.t.1.19; Jo.I.J·•-4· Already in the Athtuva ~Ja 
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(3.17.1-6) five "world protectors" (lokapiila), dte gods of the cardinal directions, are 
identified with five colors and five elements. 

58. It is found, for example, in the alchemical Rlllmdrtz Mllflgala (1.9): pailcat
Vf111! gati. 

59· EJiade, ~ga: lmtnomlity and Frttdom, p. 31; and Haraprasad Shasai, ed. 
Adv11J11VIIjms1111.,1grtzba, GaeL.-wad~ Oriental Series, no. 40 (Baroda: Oriental Insti
tute, 1917), p. xxviii. 

6o. Giuseppe Tuc:c:i, Tibtt1111 Painttd Strolls, 3 vols. {Rome: Libreria dello Stato, 

1949), vol. I, PP· 133• 143· 
61. Louis de Ia Vallee Poussin, "Le Bouddhisme et le Yoga de Pataiijali;' Mi

langeubinoiutbollddbiqlles{BrusselsJ, voJ. 5 (19.J6-;J7), pp. 114-17. 
61. See Katbaka Upan~d 3.1o-11 and 6.'?"-8, and its discussion by Madeleine 

Biardeau in Asia11 Mytbologits, s.v. "Puril}ic: Cosmogony," p. 44· 
63. Gerald James Larson, Clllllical SiJn.tkbya: An l11ttrpntation of its History 1111d 

Mtt~ning, 1d ed. (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1979), pp. 171-76. 
&J. Ibid., p. 136. 
65. There is a dynamic relationship that obtains between dte tanmiitrtzS and the 

mabibbtitas: sound generates ether; touch, catalyzed by ether, generates air; color, 
catalyzed by air, generates fire, etc. On this, see Priyanaranjan Ray, History ofChtm
istry in Antimt and Mttlitval India lnMpDrt~ting the History of Hind11 Chtmistry by 
Acbarya Pmfillla Cbandm Ray (Calcutta: Indian Chemical Society, 1956), p. 14 

66. T. A. Gopinath Rao, Eln11tnts of Hindu lconogrt~pby, 1 vols. in four tomes 
{Madras: Law Road Printing House, 1914-16), vol. 1, part 1, p • .J74· 

67. Shashibhushan Dasgupta, An lntrod11ttion to Tantrit Btuldbism, 1d ed. {Cal
cutta: University of Calcutta Press, 1958), pp. 19, 15, 19-33· 

68. Bhattac:haryya, History, p. n4. 
69. A transcendant sixth, Vajrasauva, was equated with pure consciousness and 

Adi Buddha, the "primal" Buddha: ibid., pp. 131-33· 
70. Dasgupta, lntrod11ttion, pp. Ss-86. For an expansion of dtis discussion, see 

also Tuc:c:i, Tibttan Painttd Strolls, 1:135-39· 
71.1bid., p. 139• 
71. Tainirfya Smitbit4 7.1.6.1, cited in Filliozat, Dottrintdalliqllt, p. 85. 
73· Satapatba Briilmlll'fH 1.6.4.5i Br/Jatliira'!]aka Upani{ad •·5·•4· Sixteen (or sev

enteen) is also the number of priesdy technicians employed in a IDRIH sacrifice Oan 
Heesterman, Tbt Inner Conflict ofTmdition {Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
•98sJ, p. 110 n. 33). Elsewhere, theiDRia plant is said to be sixteen petaled: Shashib
husban Dasgupta, Obsttlrt Rtligioru C11lts, 3d ed. (Calcutta: Firma KLM Limited, 
1976), P· 151. 
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74· Bt;hntliira1!Jaka Upanifnd 1.5.15-16. On such "participation in number" see 
Betty Heimann, Facets of Indian Tho11ght (London: Allen and Unwin, 1964), pp. 
95-99, "The Discovery of Zero and Its Philosophical Implications in India." See 
above, n. 3· 

75· Monier-Williams, Sanskrit-English Dictionary, s.v. "kalA." This carries over 
into the hathayogic physiology, in which the iidhilras, the "supports" of the subde 
body, are sixteen in number: SSP 2.1o-25; HYP 3·73· 

76. Dasgupta, History, 2:317. 
77· Aitnreya Brilhmn1Ja 1.3. 
78. Sntnpntha Brilhnla1Ja 10-4-1.17. PrajApati is also called ~n, "having sixteen 

parts," in Ynj11r ~da 8. 36. The person (p11rt1fn) is said to consist of sixteen parts, of 
which the sixteenth is immortal, in the Chilndogya Upani!ad (6.7.1-3) and Pmina 
Uptmi!nd (6.2). 

79· Mnhilbhilrata u.n4·43i u.298.15. It is in this context that the use of the 
term soma for the herbal medicines ingested in the kll!lpravtin technique takes on 
its greatest fullness of meaning: Sllirtltll Smhhitil4.29·4-10. On the duration of the 
menstrual cycle, see Jajnnvn/~"]11 Smt;ti 79• quoted in the 13th c. Sn11Jicandrikil of 
Dtvii1J1JIIbhaf!a, Ahnika KilQ~a (an English translation with notes) by J. R. Ghar
pure, ut ed. (Bombay: V.j. Gharpure, 1946), pp. 25-26. Cf. Ma1111 S7111Ji 3.46 
(Mn1111 S7111Ji, with the commentary of Kulluka Bhana, ed. Gopala Sastri Nene, 
Kashi Sanskrit Series, no. 114 (Benares: Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series Office, 
1970)). 

8o.jan Gonda, Mtditval Rtligiolu Littrlltflrt in Sanskrit. History of Indian Liter
ature, n. I (Wiesbaden: Harassowitz, 1977), P· 171· 

81. The association with Siva is especially powerful if the new moon (ntllilvilsyil) 
falls on a Monday, in which case he is called sompnti, "lord of the moon": Babb, 
Divint Hitrarchy, pp. 109-10. A north Indian guide to the "sixteen Mondays vow" is 
the anonymous Solah S0111Vnr tathiJ SMtroilr 1111r SlllmiJII PrndQ! Vrat KnthiJ (Hard war: 
Ranadhir Booksales, n.d.). 

82. RV8.47·17, in Monier-Williams, Sanskrit-English Dictionary, s.v. "kalA." 
83. The classical study of this subject is jan Gonda, "The Number Sixteen," 

in idem., Change and C011tint1ity in Indian Tradition (The Hague: Mouton, 1965), 
pp. 115-30· 

84. Heesterman, Inner Conflict, p. uo, n. 33· 
85. Jaiminiya Upanifad Briihi71111JII 3-38.8. 
86. Mahilnirvii1Ja Tantr/1 10.127 (Arthur Avalon, Tantr/1 oftht Gnat Libtrlltion 

(London: Luzac & Co., 1913; reprint New York: Dover Publications, 1972)), cited 
in Gonda, "Sixteen," p. 116. 

87. MnhiJbhilrata u.z934-8. 
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88. This is stated most graphically in the five-fires doctrine of the CbiinJogya 
Upani!aJ (5·4·1-5·9·2), which constitutes the earliest systematic Indian statement 
on the cycle of death and rebirth in its relationship to the cycle of the year and the 
food chain. 

89.ln this regard, the Mahiibbiirata (12.293-3-7) statement that the other fifteen 
digits of the moon are merely "vestures" (koills) of the immortal digit is a significant 
one. For a discussion of the fifteen fiery and one lunar knliis in the microcosm 
and macrocosm, see Ramlal Srivastav, ed., YognviiiJT: "Gomkb" Vlit!illik (Gorakhpur: 
Gorakhnath Mandir, 1977), p. 40. 

90· The SSP ( 1.64) lists seventeen ( 16 + 1) digits, of which the last is alternately 
called 117111Jfl or nivt;tti. Cf. A111ara11ghniiisann, p. 12. 

91. The SSP (1.65) lists thineen (u + r) solar digits. 
92. Gomkb Bilni Sabadi 89. Cf. the Gyiin Cbn11tisiJ (v. 2) which, after evoking the 

sixteen lunar and twelve solar knliis, speaks of the four remaining digits as the im
mortal abode ofthegllrtldtv. The SSP(r.66) however, enumerates eleven (10 + 1) 

fiery digits in the body. In basic tantric worship practice as well, fire is said to be 
composed often kaltls: HT, p. 146. The Kt1M17JRVR1imtrn (6.3?-40) lists and names 
sixteen lunar, twelve solar, and ten fiery knliis, which it identifies with the pho
nemes. 

93· This process is also cast, in yogic parlance, as a raising of the yogin's female 
energy (lnl:tl), of the indwelling Goddess herself, towards union with her beloved 
Siva who, identified with the absolute bnibmnn, resides in the moon of the cranial 
vault. The mounting of the Goddess (iakti-tiJ/ann) is also described as the awaken
ing and raising of a female serpent, named ln11Jtfalin1, from the lower abdomen to 
the head. In Buddhist Siddha sources, this female energy is termed nvaJbatT, tAIJ
t/411, or t/tmlbi, all names for "outcaste" women: Kaviraj, Bbiirntiy, 2:262. 

94· Svttiiivntnrn Upani!nJ 2.12. KalllgniroJra literally means "Rudra [i.e., the 
destroyer) of the fire of time." 

95· The number is variable: certain systems describe a system of nine, twelve, 
or even twenty-seven tnkrns, of which six extend beyond the top of the head into 
space: "The System of Cakras According to Gora~natha," in Gopinath Kaviraj, 
AsptasoflnJinn Tbo11gbt (Calcutta: University ofBurdwan, r¢6), pp. U9-37· 

¢.HYP3+ 
97.Asian Mythologies, s.v. "Punl!]ic Cosmogony." See below, chap. 7 nn. 181-86. 
98. In this perspective, knlii is at once the inactive aspect of the goddess Sakti 

as principle of manifestation and the active aspect of the god Siva as principle of 
nonmanifestation: Padoux, Viit, p. 89; Gopinath Kaviraj, Tiintrik SiiJhaniinllr S1171J
sh;ti (Patna: Bihar Rastrabhasa Parisad, 1979), pp. 209-10. 

99· Dasgupta, Obsmrr, p. 243. 
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100. Gorakh 8ii11T Sabadi n9; Pad 56.z. Cf. HYP 3-3; K]1iN 6.16, z8; 14.z3, 
z6; 17.17. 

101. Harvey Alper, "The Cosmos as Siva's Language Game: Mantra According 
to ~emaraja's Sivastitravima11i11T," in idem., Mamra (Albany: SUNY Press, 1989), 
pp. z64, z74 z89 n. 44· 

1oz. The matter is much more complex than this, bringing into play the bind11 
("drop" of energy, sound, and light) and bija ("seed"), which are identified in a 
number of ways with Siva and Sakti, according to the texrual sources. On the inter
relationship of 11ilda, bind11, and bija in phonematic emanation, see HT. p. 94 and 
Padoux, Viic, pp. 96-u 1, esp. p. 116. In the tantric "initiation of penetration" 
(vedha111ayT dik!il), the guru completes his acoustic penetration of his initiate by tele
scoping the final letters of the Sanskrit alphabet into the bind11. This he unites with 
the kalil, which he in tum unites with the 11i1da: Siirada Tilnka 5·137· Sec below, 
chap. 10, sec. z. 

103. Paul Eduardo Muller-Ortega, The Triadic Heart of Siva: IVmla Ttmtricimt of 
Abhi11avag11pta ;, the No11-d11al Shaivimt of Kaslmtir (Albany: SUNY Press, 1989), 
pp. ISZ-54· The sixteen vowels, especially the visarga, are identified with Siva, the 
consonants with Sakti: Padoux, Vile, p. 417. 

104. Padoux, Vile, p. 79· 
105. Pratapaditya Pal, Hi11d11 Religio11 a11d lro11ology A(tording to tht Ttmtrasilrn 

(Los Angeles: Vichitra Press, 1981), pp. 18-19. 
106. Mn!Jilbhilrata u.p8.13. 
107. Dasgupta, Obsmrt, p. 47· 
1 o8. Padoux, V ilc, p. 91, n. 1 z. On the creation of new "niches" to accomodate 

an ever-expanding metaphysics, see flTSL, p. 14; Dyc-1.kowski, Cn11on, p. us. In a 
veritable explosion, the number of knlils is quadrupled in some sources to sixty
four, itself a widely employed tantric "round number." A Niith Siddha text speaks 
of the sixty-four lunar digits, which have as their homologues sixty-four locations 
within the body: Sarasvati Sahagal, Gorakh Daria11 (Hyderabad: Madhu Printers, 
1979), p. u3. The sixty-four practical, mechanical, and fine arts, have also been 
referred to as kalils since at least the time of the Tantras. 

109. Raj Bali Pandey, Hind11 Smitskiiras (Socio-Rtligiolls St11dy of tht Hiltdll Sncrn-
71/nlts), zd ed. (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1969), pp. 17-Z3. 

110. The end result of the alchemical sm!ukilras can be "sixteen-va"!a gold," the 
Indian homologue of twenty-four-carat gold: Rnsahrdnya 1imtra (Srimadgoviltda
bbagnvatpiidavirndta Rashrdayntantratll with the commentary of Carurbhuja Misra, 
tr. into Hindi by Daultarama Rasasastri (Benares: Chaukhamba Orientalia, 1989) 
translator's introduction, p. xxxi. This carries over into the Indian monetary sys
tem. Since at least the time of the Manti Stm;ti (8.136) and down to the middle of 
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the twentieth cenrury, a basic monetary subunit has been the sixteenth fraction of 
a whole: Gonda, "Sixteen," p. 117. Just as the ancient kilrit1J111'!a was divided into 
sixteen tllii{n{kaJs, so the pre-1947 Indian rupee was divided into sixteen annas, 
whence expressions referring to gold or river water as "sixteen annas pure": Milton 
Singer, ed., Krishna: Myths, Ritts, anJ Anit11Jts (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, r¢6), p. &J; Briggs, GOTilkhniith, p. 130. Cf. BhP6.408b-409a, which refers 
to mercury that has been combined with sixteen "seeds" of other elements and 
becomes capable of producing gold. 

111. BhP6.485; 7.11. 
112. The 1111Jtm (twenty-four seconds) is defined in Brahmilnanda's commentary 

to HYP z.n. Pril'!ilyilnta begins with the holding of the breath for n•/, 111iltms, 

with all further yogic practice merely being so many multiples of this basic unit, 
culminating in Sllllltldhi, total yogic integration, when the breath is held for twelve 
days. A similar geometrical progression, working from a basic unit, occurs in the 
alchemical domain as well: see below, chap. 10, sec. 3· 

113. Basava, vatana no. 537• translated in A. K. Ramanujan, "The Myths of 
Bhakti: Images of Siva in Saiva Poetry," in Meister, ed., Distottnts 011 Siva, p. 2 13. 
Cf. Anne-Marie Gaston, Sivn in D1111tt, Myth nnJ /tonography (Delhi: Oxfonl Uni
versity Press, 1982), p. 164; and Stella Kramrisch, Tht Prtsmtt of Siva (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1981), pp. 275-78. 

114. Monier-Williams, Stmskrit-E11glish Dinionary, s.v. "Iitman." See above, 
chap. 1, n. 48. 

Chapter Three 
1. Aung, Folk FJmtmts, pp. 68-69. On the Zawgyis and Weilczas, see ibid., 

pp. 41-54 and Needham, &inttt anJ Civilisation, vol. z, "History of Scientific 
Thought" (1956), p. 174; and vol. 5• pt. 3• p. 166. See also above, chap. 1, n. 6. 

2. BlltJII~ KAJ1111tbnri (Pnrvabhilgn Cotllplttt), ed. by M. R. Kale, 4th revised ed. 
(Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1968), pp. 338-39. Cf. KiiJ~~t~tbttri: A Clastital Stmskrit 
Story of Magital Tmtufomtations, tr. with an introduction by Gwendolyn Layne 
(New York: Garland Publishing, 1991), pp. 125-26. 

3· Albmmi~ India, ed. with notes by Edward Sachau, z vols. (London: Kegan 
Paul, Trench, and Trubner, Inc., 1910; reprint Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 
1983), vol. 1, pp. 191-92. Variants on this myth are found in both Telugu and 
Cambodian sources: the 15th c. Telegu Bhojamjiy1111111 of Ananta names the alche
mist Sarpati [Carpati]: Arion R~u, "Alchemy and Sacred Geography in the Medi
eval Deccan," ]o11mal oftht E11roptan Ayllrvtdit Sodtty 2 (1992), p. '55· The Cam
bodian source calls the alchemist a "brahmin" and the king the "leprous king of 
Angkor Thorn": jean Filliozat, "AI-Biruni and Indian Alchemy," in Debiprasad 
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Chattopadhyaya, ed. StuJiu in the History of Sdmtt in India, 1 vols. (New Delhi: 
Educational Enterprises, 1981), vol. 1, p. 341, citing G. Poree and E. Maspero, 
Mott1rs tt couttm1u du Khmers (Paris: 1938), p. 73· 

4- The Nith Siddha Gopicand's capital city is called Dhira (Dhlrinagar) in 
Richard Camac Temple, Legends of the Panjab, 3 vols. (London: Turner and Com
pany, 1884-86; reprint Patiala: Department of Languages, Punjab, 1¢3), vol. 1, p. 
63 (legend no. t8, v. 68o). 

5· Needham, Sdmce and Civili111tion in China vol. 5• pt. 4 (198o), pp. 497-98. 
Less than forty years after Marco Polo, the Muslim traveler Ibn Bamlta describes 
yogis, encountered near Gwalior and in coastal Tamil Nadu, who specialized in the 
preparation of mineral pills: Ibn Bamlta, V'!)'agts, 3 vols., tr. into the French by 
C. Defremery and B. R. Sanguinetti with an introduction and notes by Stephane 
Yerasimos (Paris: Maspero, 1981), vol. 3, pp. 171, 175· 

6. Bernier, V'!)'agt dans lu Etats du Grand Mogol, p. 145· This detail, of Yogis 
being great eaters, seems to run against the accepted image of such persons as as
cetic in their eating habits. Yet, such seems not to be the case with these Yogis, who 
have no use for self-mortification. On eating sulfur at daybreak, see KMctnf Vi~a 

[KbV] 4-13 (NNA MSS no. s-6s68). All KbV references are to this manuscript. 
Elsewhere, as I show in chap. 9, mercury's powers of"consumption" are also prodi
gious. 

7· One of Oman's later works is entided Cults, CustO'IIII, tmd Superstitions of India 
(London: 1908). 

8. John Campbell Oman, The Mystics, Ascetics tmd Saints of India (London: 1903; 
reprint Delhi: Oriental Publishers, 1973), pp. 6o-6r. I have modernized some of 
Oman's language. For other accounts of alchemists, see ibid., pp. 56-59· 

9· The ca. 1st c. A.o.ArthalastTII (1.11.1; 1.13.3) ofKauplya appears to refer to 

the amalgamation of gold with mercury in mining, metallurgy, and coinage, when 
it uses the terms rtiiiiVidtlba and msapalta: R. P. Kangle, The IVlt~!i/ya Artblliistrll, 1 
vols. (Bombay: University of Bombay, 1¢Q), vol. 1, pp. 111-zz and notes; vol. 1, 
pp. 55-56. RAsa may, however, mean "smelted ore" rather than "mercury" in this 
case: Subarayappa, "Chemical Practice," in Bose, Concise Histt11], p. 305. In his 6th 
c. Br;bat Stnilbitl, a work devoted mainly to astrology, Varihamihira (75· 3) mentions 
an aphrodisiac preparation containing mercury (p4mda) and other minerals. 

10. C~~r~~lta Stnilhitl6.1·1fro11. 
u. Sulrt1ta Stni1hitl4.15-39i H·l4i 6.35·7· Sharma {Ayurutd, pp. 76, 89, 113) 

maintains that the "original" Sulrt1t11 is more ancient than the C~~r~~ka, but that Ni
glrjuna's 6th-9th c. recension (and addition of a sixth section, called the "Uttara
tantra"} of the Srlin1t11 is later than the final recension of the C~~r~~ka. Cf. Majumdar, 
"Medicine," in Bose, Concise Histtn'], p. 113. 
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11. A.ffHtiga 5tn!tgmh11649·145. The A.ffatiga HrJIIJa (6.13. 36) prescribes the use 
of mercury for timim roga. Arion R()ju (GtiSIIIVt Littlml tt Palmyr Conlitr: Trt1V11UX 

nw l'histoirt tit Ill mitlttint intlimnt, Publications de l'lnstitut de Civilisation In
dienne, no. 56 [Paris: De Boccard, 1989]. p.lxxxix n. I,.S), who takes his citations 
from Kunte~ 1911 Bombay (4th) edition of the AH, and Athavale~ 1980 Poona 
edition of the AS respectively, notes the following classic references to mercury in 
these works:AS6.3o.8o = AH 6.13-36; 6.31.31; 6.15.61b-6za; andAS6-49.391 = 
AH 6.39.161. On the dates ofV.gbhana the Elder, and the closely related A.ffatiga 
~gmhll and A.ffRtiga Hr;tlnya, see Sharma, AytiTVtd, pp. 171-90. 

13. Even prior to the medieval emergence of rtiSII ilstra, Ayurveda had its own 
form of elixir or rejuvenation therapy, called rtiS4yttna, with which it claimed to be 
able to prolong life for one hundred, even five hundred years. Unlike dthtrvatla and 
rtiSII ilstra, however, rtlllyiiRII preparations are nearly exclusively herbal: Subbara
yappa, "Chemical Practice," in Bose, Concise History, p. 316; and RoJU, "Yoga et 
alchimie," pp. 365-66. 

14 The earliest list of the eight siJJhis is found in the pre-3d. c. A.D. Buddhist 
SubahupllriJ»:«httlasmt (par. 199, translated by W. Wassiljew, in Dtr BuJJhinnus, 
srint Dopttn, Gtsthichtt untl Litmttur [Saint Petersburg, 186o], vol. t, p. 118). Vari
ant lists are found in the 3d-11th c. A.D. Buddhist SIJhllniiRiil/4 (ed. Benoytosh 
Bhattacharya, Gaekwad~ Oriental Series, 51 [Baroda: 1918, vol. 1, pp.lxxxv, 350 
[vv. 3-5], and 509 [vv. 14-16], as well as in the 9th-1oth c. A.D. Hindu K}fiN (Kau

llljfi4naniT7JIIJIIIIRd Sfllllt Minor Tats of tht School of Matysyemlmnlltha, ed. by Pra
bodh Chandra Bagchi, Calcutta Sanskrit Series, no. 3 [Calcutta: Metropolitan, 
1934]) of Marsyendranith (5-3-4), and the slighdy later Hindu alchemical Tantra, 
the KCM (NNA MSS no. 5-3¢9, fol. 1b.3-4). Unless otherwise indicated, all 
KCM references are to this manuscript. All of these three lists include the siJJhi of 
rtiSII-rtJSilyana. A parallel list, from a Tibetan Buddhist source, the Dmgpa jtts'm, is 
found in Stephan Beyer, Tht Ct~lt ofTiiri (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1973), p. 151. The eight siJJhis are defined in Benoytosh Bhattacharya, An lntro
Jt«tion to Butltlhist Esottrism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1931), pp. 85-86. 
Three of the eight are found in the 6th c. A.D. A.ffRtiga Sln!tgmhll of V.gbhana the 
Elder: Sharma, AJflrvttl, p. 179· 

t 5· Perhaps the earliest occurance of the term may be construed from the Ma
hllbhlmta (1.165.10) description ofVasiffha~ wish-fulfilling cow, which in addition 
to milk gives "the six flavors and the fluid ambrosial elixir" {ftlt/7711117!' t411n;tllrtiSII71J 
msQytmiiRI). Cf. Rbt4Jin!a 417.3. An alternative Hindu enumeration of the eight 
siJJhis, which differs entirely from the eight "magical" siJJhis, is first found in 
lipllStlmlbha Dbtmn11 SfJtrll 1.9.13.6-7· A siJJbi not generally included in such 
Hindu listings is the power to transmute base metals into gold with one~ bodily 
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secretions. An early mention is verse 74 of the Yogatattva Upani!'ld (tr. in jean Yare
nne, Upanishads d11 yoga [Paris: Galli man!, 1971 ]), p. 81. 

r6. The ninth-century Jain author Ugriditya devotes the twenty-founh and 
penultimate chapter of his medical work, the Kn/y41Jakarakn, to rasa-ras4yana: 
Bhagiratha Prasada Tripathi's foreword to Goralrfa Stnlthitii (Part Ttvo), ed. Pandeya, 
p. r. Cf. Sharma,Ay,-vtd, pp. 194-95, us. 

17. The Cho11 I Tsbnn Tbtmg Cbbi (A.D. 142), attributed to Wei Po-Yang, is the 
earliest Chinese canon of theoretical alchemy: Needham, &imtt and Civilisation, 
vol. s. pt. 4 (r98o), p. 248. See below, sec. 3· 

18. RA r8.1r1-11. This alchemical operation is discussed in chap. s. sec. 4b. 
19. RA r8.u r. 
zo. RA 11.r6sa, r66a. The latter pan of the Sanskrit phrase translated here 

reads: pOrvarp lohe pari~eta tato dehe prayojayet. 
2 r. So, for example, Nllgilrjuna, the 6th-9th c. final redactor of the Sttlrtttn Sn7lt

bita, removed lalyatantra from the canon: for a survey of the question, see Arion 
RO$u, "Le renouveau contemporain de I'Ayurveda," Wimer Ztitsthrift fiir dit K11ndt 
Siltlnsitns 26 (1982), p. 6s; and Misra, Ayllrvtdl]n, pp. 9-10, r8; and Sharma, 
Ay11rvtd, p. 540. 

u. On msa /4strll, which Prafulla Chandra Ray and others have termed "iatro
chemistry," see Subbarayappa, "Chemical Practice," in Bose, Co11dst History, p. 314. 
Cf. Ro~u, "Yoga et alchimie," p. 365. 

23. On rasadkits4, see RO$U, "Renouveau," pp. 6s-66; and Majumdar, "Medi
cine," in Bose, ed. Condst History, p. 2 33· Both of these scholars relate rasndkits4 
to the south Indian school of Siddha medicine. See below, chap. 4• nn. 112-14 for 
a discussion of the medieval Mihc:Svara Siddhas, who were the likely pioneers of 
this tradition. 

14. In the words of Alberuni, "The greediness of the ignorant Hindu princes 
for gold-making does not know any limit": Sachau, Albmmi's l11din, 1:193. 

15. The complementarity of mercurial alchemy and breath control is already 
present in the RA (r.r8) and other texts from the tantric period. It is the grcady 
increased emphasis on the latter that distinguishes Siddha alchemy from tantric 
alchemy. On this comparison, see Needham, &imtt and Civili111tion, vol. S· pt. S 
( 198 3), "Spagyrical Discovery and Invention: Physiological Alchemy," p. 2 57. 

16. Snrvndarfnlln-sm!tgrnba ofSayal]n-Mildhava, ed. with commentary by Vasu
dev Shastri Abhyankar, Government Oriental Series, Class A, no. r (Poona: Bhan
darkar Oriental Research Institute, 1924; reprint 1978), p. zoz; English translation 
in Tht Snrva-Jarfana-sm!fgraha or Rtvittv of tht Dijftrrnt Systnns of Hindu Phib»ophy 
by Madbnva Atbaryn, tr. E. B. Cowell and A. E. Gough (London: Kegan Paul, 
Trench & Trubner, t88z; 7th reprint ed. Benares: Chaukhamba Amarabharati, 
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1978), p. 137. Madhava quotes the RHT, RA, RRS, a lost work entitled Rnsasid
dhiinta, and that of an author named Sarvajiia Rame5vara. 

27. See Dasgupta, Obsmn, pp. 254-55· 
28. The Rnsaratniikaro of Nityanatha and the Bhfltiprakaro'!a of Gorakfolnatha: 

see below, chap. 5, sees. 4f and 4h. 
29. Amarnkoia 1. I. I I: vidyadharipsaro ya~ara~o gandharvakiqmara!ypisaco 

guhyaka~ siddho bhoto 'mi devayonaya~ (Srimad Amarositl1havirndtm!1 11ilnlaliil
gamliilsa11a711 Amarnkoia, zd ed., ed. with Hindi and Sanskrit commentaries by 
Brahmananda Tripathi, Chaukhamba Surbharati Granthamala, no. 52 [Benares: 
Chaukhamba Surbharati Prakashan, 1982)). The Bhtlgavata P11r4'!a (5-24·4> locates 
the Siddhas and Vidyadharas at the highest atmospheric level, immediately below 
the spheres of the sun and RAhu, the "descending node" of the moon. In the Bud
dhist Ma1ij11irf Mfllakalpa, the bodhisattVa VajrapAJ}i, the foremost of the Vidya
dharas, is iconographically placed to the left of Sakyamuni: David Snellgrove, Blld
dhist Himalaya: Travels a11d St11dits i11 Q11tst of the Origins m1d Natllrt of Tlbetn11 
Religion (Oxford: Cassirer, 1957), p. 287. See also above, chap. I, n. Io. 

30. See above, chap. 1, n. 13. 
3 t. Translation in Swami Hariharananda Aranya, ~ga Philosophy of Pntnfljali, 

with the commentary of Vyasa (Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1981), pp. 

333-34· 
32. Priyavrat Sharma,l11dinn Medid11t i11 the ClnssitniAge, Chowkhamba Sanskrit 

Studies, vol. 85 (Benares: Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series Office, 1972), p. 99· As an 
Ayurvedic category, biJfltavidyil is limited mainly to mental disorders and complica
tions in childbirth, both of which arise from demonic inAuences. 

33· The classic work on the subject is jean Filliozat, Etttde de dhnonologie in
dimne: le Km11ilrntm1tnl de RAvn'!n et Its textts pnrolltles indie~u, tibltnilu, thinois, tmll
bodgien tt nrnbe, Cahiers de Ia Societe Asiatique, te serie, vol. 4 (Paris: Imprimerie 
Nationale, 1937). This work is an expansion of an earlier article by Filliozat, "Le 
Kumaratantra de Raval}a," ]o11n1nl Asintiq11e u6 (1935):1-66. The Kt1111iirn Ttmtm 
as an independent work is certainly pre-r tth century; much of the material in it 
draws on the Athnrva ~dn, the epics, and the Carnkn and Stlirlltn Sn1111Jitils. 

34· A Sittar alchemical work, the Bogar 7000 (probably of late date) names Rav
lll}a's son Indrajit as an alchemist: personal communication from N. Sethu Raghu
nathan, Madurai, February 1985. 

35· Atifndhibhi~ IISIITII-bhavnnt!fl rosilynneti: Vyasa's commentary on ~ga Sfltm 
41 (this verse has a parallel in the Buddhist Abhidh0711mnkoia (7.122]). It has been 
argued that ~ga SOtn14. 1 was a late non-Patanjalian addition made some time after 
the 4th c. A.D. On this, see Ro~, "Yoga et alchimie," pp. 369, 371; Vallee Poussin, 
"Le Bouddhisme et le Yoga de Pataiijali," p. 241. 
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36. upasampripta~ lcamaniyibhir asuralcanyibhir upanita!p rasiyanam: ~kbytz 
Yogatlarilma or YogaJariana of Pataiijali, ed. Gosvami Damodara Sasni et al. (Be
nares: Chaukhambha Sanskrit Sansthan, 1990), p. 391. The ca. A.D. 1040 king 
Bhoja of Dhira is the first commentator to gloss ll~J!~~dhi as "such elixirs as mercury, 
etc." (parnJiiJi rasilyaniJt): for a discussion of these commentaries on liga Siitr114. 1, 
seeR~, "Yoga et alchimie," pp. 37o-"/1· See also RA 11.101-3 on the method 
used by these.semidivine and demonic females to recover said fluids; and KCM (fol. 
6b-4-7a.1) on alchemical means of gaining access to such creatures. 

37· For a discussion, seeR~, "Yoga et alchimie," pp. 376-78. The BhagiiVntll 
Pllril'!ll is dated to the 6th-uth centuries A.D. 

38. V. R. Madhavan, SiJJha MtJital Mantumpts in Ttm~il (Madras: International 
Institute of Tamil Studies, 1984), p. 17. While asttrtiS (antigods, "Titans"), bhiitas 
(beings, bogeymen), and rilk{nlllS (brahmin ghouls; technically, Rival}a was one of 
these) are all different types of demons acconling to Hindu demonology (see 
Antnrnkola 1.1.11), they are often conftated in both popular and literary discourse. 

39· See for example the rich epic mythology of Kivya U§anas, the chaplain of 
the Asuras, whose sorcery was more powerful than the sacrificial knowledge of 
Brhaspati, chaplain of the gods. On this, as well as the semantic field of the term 
lt11vi, from which Kivya Uunas' name as well as terms for "(alchemical) wizanl" 
are generated, see below, chap. 9• sec. 5 and chap. ro, sec. 5· 

40· RA 1.1o-n. 
41. Hasan Mujtaba and Nafisa Shah, "Taming of the Serpent," Nt'lllslint (Paki

stan), August 1991, p. 81. Gogi Chauhan, also known by the names of Guru Gogi 
(or Gogi), GOgi Pir, GOgi Vir, or Zahlr Pir, is counted by the Nith Siddhas as 
one of their own. While his principal shrine is located in Rajasthan, Gogi is also 
revered throughout north India, in Pakistan, and the Deccan. On his cult and 
legend, see Pushpa Bhati, RAjasthiln kt Lolt Dtvta tvll71J Lolt Silhity (Bilcaner: Kavita 
Pralcashan, 1991), pp. 89-97;Jacky Assayag, "Pouvoircontre 'puissances': Brefessai 
de demonologie hindou-musulmane," L'Ht~~lmtt 131 (July-Nov. 1994), p. 47; E. C. 
Lapoint, "The Epic of GOgi: A North Indian Oral Tradition," in S. Vatuk, ed., 
At~ltritan Studies in tht Anthropology oflnJia (New Delhi: Manohar, 1978), pp. 181-
308; and Stuart H. Blackburn, Peter J. Claus, Joyce B. Fluekiger, and Susan Wad
ley, eds., Oral Epia in India (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989), pp. 
16-17, 114-17· 

41. On the hathayogic symbolism of this passage, see above, chap. 1, nn. 95~; 
on a similar Nith Siddha tradition, a legend involving Jilandharanith and Gopi
cand, see below, chap. 9, nn. 149-50. 

43· On this great Serpent, caUed SC!I or Ananta, see below, chap. 7, sec. 6; and 
chap. 8, sec. 1. 
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44· N. Dutt, "Notes on the N~girjunikoJ;t~a Inscriptions," Indian Historical 
Quarterly 7:3 (Sept. 1931), p. 639; Rahula Sankrtyayana," (Recherches Bouddhiques 
m I.:Origine du VajrayAna et les quatre-vingt siddhas," Journal Asiatiqut zzs:2 
(Oct.-Dec. 1934), p. 212. 

4S· ~ryaka n~m~ Gop~la-d~raka~ siddh~de5ena sam~di~to rlj~ bhavi~ti: 

Mt;rebaka{ikil, Act 2 (Mt;ecbaka{ikil of Sri Sfhlmka, ed. by Jagdish Chandra Mishra 
[Benares: Chaukhamba Surbharati, 198s), p. 117). For discussions, seeP. Lal, Grtat 
Sanskrit Plays in Modtrn Translation (New York: New Directions, 1¢4), p. 79; Diva
kar Pandey, G0n1kbniltb n1am unkT Parampar4 kil S4bity (Gorakhpur: Gor .. khpur 
University, 198o), p. 67; and Sankrtyayana, "Recherches," p. 213. 

46. Vilsavadattil, w. 78-79, 87 (in Fitz-Edward Hall, Tbt ViJsavadnttil ofSuban
dbu [Calcutta: Asiatic Society of Bengal, r8s9]). 

47· The two may have been separate toponyms, for mountains in the same re
gion. The Srisailam of the MilbabbiJmta and other Hindu sources would be none 
other than the site of one of the twelve self-generated (svnynmbhu) lingas of Siva 
and modem-day Hindu religious center in the Kumool district of Andhra Pradesh, 
while the Buddhist Sriparvata would correspond to the modem N~girjunikoJ;t~a, 
some sixty miles to the east. On this question, see Arion Ro,u, "A Ia recherche 
d'un tirthn enigmatique du Deccan medieval," Bullttill dt l'&olt Frt~ll(aist d'Extrbllt 
Orimt 6o (1969), p. 46. See below, chap. 4o sec. sa. 

4B· Mabilbbilmta 3·83.16-21; David Lorenzen, Tbt K4pillikas and 1<4/mnukbas: 
TtDo Lost Saivitt Stcts (New Delhi: Thomson Press, 1972), p. s•· Other early San
skrit references to Srisailam are the Stlirllta SmJtbitil (4.29.27), the 6th c. A.D. Br;bat 
Sambitil of Varlhamihira (16.3), and the Padma Ptmlf!a: Ro,u, "A Ia recherche," 
p. 39; and idem, "Alchemy and Sacred Geography," p. •53· 

49· "Brahmi Inscriptions at N~gtrjunikoJ;t~a," South lndia11 Epigraphy. Annual 
Rtport for tbt ~ar Ending J 1st Marth 192 7 (Madras: Archaeological Survey of India, 
1927), pp. 73-74 (Brahmi inscription no. 214). See also Etienne Lamotte, Histoirt 
tlu BoudJbismt indim, tlu origines ii I'm Saka (Louvain: Universite de Louvain, 
19S8), PP· 377· 382, s83, s89. 

so. According to Kaviraj (BhilmtTy, vol. 1, pp. 411-12, citing Vinaya Pi{llka 2.3s), 
the Buddhists of Sriparvata knew of the t;tldbis of "transmutation" and "transub
Stantiation." 

S•· The Siddh~thakas were one of four Sriparvata-based schools to form the 
Andhra contingent of the 3d c. A.D. Mahilsanghika heresy. The Mah~sanghikas 
were branded heretical because they maintained that nirvilf!a was, rather than the 
extinction of suffering as taught by the Buddha, a "positive fauldess state": Dutt, 
"Notes," p. 6so, citing Knthavattbu 9.2, 19.6. 

s2. R~, "A Ia recherche," pp. 47-48; idem., "Alchemy," p. 153. I cannot say 
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whether the Siddhas of whom Siva is made the Lord here were of the divine or the 
human variety. The Saivas who apparendy eased the Buddhists out of the Andhra 
country included the P~supata sect (Biil)a's alchemist is called a "Mah~-p~supata"). 
These would later be followed by the Kap~likas and Virasaivas: see below, chap. 4t 
n. 163. 

53· 1irumolar, Ttn1111antiram 1463 (1490) quoted in Kamil V. Zvelebil, Tbt Potts 
of the Puwm (London: Rider and Company, 1973), p. 1.7. 

54· Thiru N. Kardaswamy, History of Siddba Medidne (Madras: 1979), p. 311, 
calls 1irumolar the disciple ofNandhi Devar, whom he says later incarnated him
self as the 11.th c. VTrasaiva saint (and alchemist, in some sources) Allama Prabhu 
(ibid., p. 354). A certain Nandi is cited in three post-rzth c. works, the Rnsmdradi
tfm11a1Ji, the Rn.r11prakMas11dhiikara, and the Rnsaratnasmnll((haya: see below, chap. 
5, nn. 16, 1.11, 1.1.0. A cenain Nandike5vara is termed an "authority on alchemy" 
(rasildhikiirika) in a 9th c. work; the Jain ayurvedic writer Ugriditya (see above, n. 
16) calls his guru Sri Nandi: Sharma,Aytlrved, pp. 194-95, 1.1.5, 480. Nandi is called 
the "god of alchemy" in K4vymll'hllii7JISa 6: idem, l11dia11 Medkine i11 the C/asska/ Agt, 

P· 41• 

55· Eighteen independent lists of the eighteen Sittars are culled from manu-
scripts by V. R. Madhavan in his Siddha Medkal Mam11mpts in Tm11il, pp. zo-z6. 

56. Zvelebil, Potts of the Puwm, p. 36 and n. 44; and Renou and Filliozat, L'lnde 
(/assiqlle, vol. z, p. 163. Sittar medical works are older. 

51· Moti Chandra, Silrthavilh (Pama: Bihar Rashtrabhasha Parishad, 1953), p. 
188, quoted in Sharma, Ay11rved, p. 480 n. 1. 

58. There, at the Dhandhayuthapani shrine, associated with Bogar, worshippers 
obtain a sacred ash which has curative powers: A. Shanmuga Velan, Siddbar's Sdtn(e 
of Lo11gevity a11d Kalpa Medkine of b1dia (Madras: Sakthi Nilayam, 1963), p. 49· Bo
gar is also said to have created the famous image of Murugan at his Hill Temple at 
Palani from an alloy of nine poisonous metalloids: Manuel Moreno, "Pafl(ilmirta111: 
God's Washings as Food," in The Etmml Foot/ ed. Ravindra Khare (Albany: SUNY 
Press, 199z), p. 159. 

59· On Konganar, see below, chap. 4• sec. z. 
6o. Bogar's principal work, the SattakiJnt11111, which is certainly much later than 

the dates of the Bogar of legend, has him travel to Rome, Jerusalem, and Mecca as 
well: Filliozat ("Taoisme et yoga:' p. 78 [citing Paramananda Mariadassou, Meded11e 
traditionel/e de I'Inde, 4 vols. (Pondicherry: Sainte Anne, 1934-38), vol. 3• p. 6 n. 
z]) and P. C. Bagchi ("Compte-rendu de Benoytosh Bhattacharyya, edition de Ia 
Sildhmmmii/4," l11dian Histori(a/ Q11arter/y 6 [1930], pp. 584-87) consider Bogar to 
have been a south Indian who went to China; Needham (Sdtn(e 1111d Civilisation, 
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vol. 5· pt. 5 [1983), p. 285) and Shanmuga Velan (SiJdharSdm«, p. 18) see him as 
a Chinese (Taoist) philosopher who came to south India to study medicine. 

61. Maritime trade between China and ports on India's west coast (Muzuris and 
Broach) was under way by the end of the 4th c. A.D.: Needham, &im« and Civilisa
tion, vol. 1 (1954), pp. 171, 174o 178-79; vol. 5• pt. 4 (198o), pp. 354t 406-7; and 
vol. 5• pt. 5 (1983), p. 282. 

62. Indeed, the very term "alchemy" is likely derived from the Chinese root 
ltimkhim ("aurifaction") or the term chin i ("potable gold"): Needham, Scimct and 
Civilisation, vol. 5, pt. 4 (1980), pp. 351-53, 355· For a history of Taoist alchemy in 
this period, ibid., pp. 213-59; 32o-31. 

63. It should be noted that mercury naturally occurs, in traces, in areas of geo
thermic activity, where (often sulfurous) hot springs throw up small quantities of 
cinnabar from deep in the earth: Shorttr Oxford &onumic Atlas of tht World, 2d ed. 
(London: Oxford University Press, 1959), p. 88. Such traces may have sufficed, 
prior to the importing of foreign mercury, for the fledgling alchemists of the Indian 
subcontinent. Sec below, chap. 7, sec. 3, for the symbolic importance of this geo
thermal and geological phenomenon. 

64. Fillio7.at, "Tao"isme et yoga," p. 46, citing 1-Ching, Ta Ta11g Hsi-ytt chill fo kao 
smg ch11a11, ed. and tr. Edouard Chavannes, Mimoirt crmtposl dt In gmndt dJIIastit 
Tang surlts rtligitiiX bni11tnts q11i allmnt cbtrrbtr Ia Loi dans Its pays d'Occidmt (Paris: 
Ernest Leroux, 1894), pp. 2 3-24; and Arthur Waley, "Notes on Chinese Alchemy," 
B11llttin oftbt School ofOrimtnl St11Jits 6:1 (1930), pp. u-24. 

65. Needham, Scitn« and CiviliSIItion, vol. r (1954), p. uz; ibid., vol. 5· pt. 3 
(1976), p. 16o. The case of NlnyaQammin is found in the A.D. 863 Ytt-yang TSII 
Tnt ofTuan Cheng-Shih: ibid., vol. 5· pt. 4• p. 197· 

66. Bhattacharyya, History, p. 99; Prabodh Chandra Bagchi, "On Foreign Ele
ment in the Tantra," Stttdits in tht Tantnu (Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1975), 
pp.48-49. 

67. S11 Jll ki: Buddhist Rtctmls of tht u-lsttrn Wor/J, TrtmSiattd Jrrmt tht Chintst of 
Hium Tsiang (A.D. 6z9) by Samuel Beal, z vols. (London: Trubner & Co., 1884; 
reprinted. Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 1969), z:zu-16. For a discussion, see 
Thomas Watters, 011 Yttn11 Cbwnng's Tmvtls in India, 629-645 A.D., z vols. (London: 
Royal Asiatic Society, 1904-o5), 2:zoo-8. On Hsuan-tsang's role in the translation 
of the Tao tt ching, see Filliozat, "Taolsme et yoga," p. 41. 

68. BIQabhana also describes a prince who, "mad for the elixir of life," is dy
ing from the medicines given him to counter the disease of royal consumption 
(nijiiJaltfma); and a young physician named Rasayana who, although he had mas
tered Ayurveda in its entirety, takes his own life when he is unable to heal an ailing 
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king: HIJr!acaritra 6.214 and 5.178 (Tht HaJ!acarita of 8ii1Jabba£!a with Exbattstivt 
Notts [Uccbviisas I-VIII], ed. Pandurang Vamana Kane [Bombay: n.p., 1918; reprint 
Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1973]). 

69. I-Ching, A Rtconl of tbt B11ddbist Rtligion as Prrtctictd in India and tbt Malay 
Arcbiptlngo (A.D. 671-695), tr.J. Takakusu (London: Clarendon Press, 1896; reprint 
ed. Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 1966), pp. 134-35. 

70. The two pilgrims were named Hui-seng and Sung yiin. The date was A.D. 

510: Needham, Scimct and Civilisation, vol. 1 (1954), pp. 107, 109; and vol. 5, pt. 4 
(1980), p. 354· 

71. China also imported Indian medicine at the same time as it did Buddhism: 
a text entitled Bllddha-vaidyamja-ldstra was translated into Chinese in A.D. 130: 
Needham, Sdmct and Civilisatio11, vol. 5, part 4 (1980), p. 336. Manuscript frag
ments on Hindu sorcery of the "Ka~aputa" variety, dating from the Tang period 
(A.D. 618-906) and found in Kucha, in Chinese Turkestan, indicate that the Chi
nese were interested in this Indian tradition as well: Filliozat, "Taoisme et yoga," p. 
76. On the Ka~ap11!a Tnntm, a 13th c. Hindu work attributed to Siddha NAgArjuna, 
see below, chap. 5, sec. 5i and nn. 6o-61. 

71· In the 5th c. A.D. Mahilyil11nsfltrdlnt1Jk11ra Sdstra, for example: Needham, 
ScittiCt and Civilisation, vol. 1 (1956), p. 418; and vol. 5, pt. 5 (1983), pp. 170, 

174-75· 
73· For a full discussion of these practices and their Taoist symbolism, see below, 

chap. 7• nn. 87, 91-tot. Cf. Needham, Scitt~et and Civilisation, vol. 1 (1956), pp. 
148-50, and vol. 5, pt. s, pp. :69-15. The Ayurvedic rejuvenation (rasayana) tech
nique of kll!l-pravtla, "entering the hut," has a close Taoist parallel. See above, 
chap. z, n. 48; below, chap. 10, nn. 103-5; and David Gordon White, Mytbsoftbt 
Dog-Man (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991), pp. 163, 176. 

74· Needham, Scimct a11d Civilisation, vol. z (1956), pp. 415, 4.17; vol. S• pt. S 
(1983), p. 183. 

15· Indeed, the Persian traders who did much of the actual transporting of 
goods along the Silk Road, especially between the 5th c. and lOth c., were popularly 
regarded as alchemists in the Chinese capital of Chang-an, due to the magical pow
ders and precious stones in which they traded: Needham, Scimct and Civilisatio11, 
vol. 1 (1956), p. 187. 

76. Sharma, Aytlrvtd, pp. 179, 470, 473· NilgArjuna's connection with Tilril may 
derive from the fact that she was identified, at some level, with Prajiiilparamitil, the 
deified "Perfection of Wisdom," the eponymous sfitm of which he wrote the defin
itive commentary: Tllra-Tnntrnm with an intrOduction by A. K. Maitra (reprinted. 
Delhi: Bani Prakashan, 1983), p. 19. For a general discussion, see Bharati, Tantric 
Tradition, pp. sS-84. 
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77· ForTiri, seep. 172 of Hall's edition of the VislnHitlatt4, cited in Beyer, Ctdt 
ofTiri, p. 7;pmtla 1-Pi'!t/41 is mentioned in verse 181. 

78. Cited in Sharma, Ayuruttl, pp. 178-79, 470. Varihamihira's Br:btzt Stnhbitl, 
a northwestern text, is the source of Vigbhana's early reference to mercury. See 
above, n. 9· 

19· Two images of"To-lo" (Tiri) are reponed by Hsuan-tsang in the early 7th 
c.: Beal, tr., BuJJbist Rmnls, vol. 2, pp. 103, 174· Pama had overland trade links 
with Kathmandu (Alastair Lamb, British India tmtl Ttbtt, 1766-tgto, 2d ed. (Lon
don: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1986), pp. 3-4, also a locus of1lri worship in the 
early 7th c. (Beyer, Ttlrl, p. s), and with Ta.sila and Khotan, the great hubs of 
the Silk Road in the northwest. 

So. The king of Kiiici erected a temple to the "Chinese goddess" in about A.D. 

720: Needham, Stimtt tmtl Civilisation, vol. S• pt. 5 (1983), p. 286. Kiiici, the mod
ern Conjeevaram, located fony-three miles south of Madras, was the capital of 
the Cola empire. Buddhism ftowered there briefty, in the period under study here: 
Lamotte, Histoirr, p. 383. 

81. Ka~ Sakti Ank (Gorakhpur: Gita Press, 1934), p. 227. This was, moreover, 
a period in which a great number of royal ambassadors were sent by sea from south 
India to China: one was sent from Kiiici, in 720 A.D.: Needham, Sdmtt 11ntl Civi
listltion, vol. S• pan 5 (1983), p. 286. 

82. Ernst Obermiller, Histury ofBru/tlbinll (Cbos-hb]t111g) bJ 811-ston, 2 vols. (Hei
delberg: Harrassowitz, 1931-32; reprint Delhi: Sri Satguru Publications, 1986), 
vol. 2, p. 122; Misra, Ayttruttllytl, p. 8; Dutt, "Notes," p. 637, citing Ptzg Stmt Jon 
Ztmg bJ Stnnpa Kbtm-po ~st P11l Jor, 2 vols., ed. Sarat Chandra Das (Calcutta: Presi
dency Jail Press, 19QB), vol. 1, pp. 8s-86. 

83. Lucette Boulnois, Potulrt tl'or et monn11its tl'11rgmt 1111 Ttbtt (Paris: Editions 
du C.N.R.S., 1983), p. 124 

84. Need~am, Sdmtt 11ntl Civilis11tion, vol. 2 ( 1956), p. 13 2. Cinnabar also occurs 
naturally on islands in the Bay of Bengal, perhaps the Andamans, according to the 
Su/eimtm Stlutlag11t; a 9th c. travel account cited in Fitz-Edward Hall, Bibliognzpby 
(p. 363) summarized in the commentary to the RRS [SrfVIgbbR!ItlryiiVirlldtll~ RA
IIITIItn11111711u«hllyll, ed. with Hindi commentary by Dharmananda Sharma (Delhi: 
Motilal Banarsidass, 1962)) p. 2o8). 

85. R E. Treloar, "The Use of Mercury in Metal Ritual Objects as a Symbol of 
Siva," Artibus Asi11e 34 (1972), p. 2 39· 

86. Sharma, commentary toRRS, pp. 186, 208-9; Sharma Ayuruetl, p. 477; and 
George Watt, Ditti011117'J of tbt &momic Products of lntli11, 6 vols. (Calcutta: Superin
tendent of Government Printing, 1889-96), 2d reprint, in 10 vols. (Delhi: Periodi
cal Exports, 1972), vol. s. p. 232. 
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87. Needham, Sdmtt and Civili111titm, vol. s. pt. s (1983), pp. 18o-86. 
88. There was in fact an ancient overland trade route which linked Szechuan 

with India, via Yunnan, Burma, and Assam, and a highly syncretistic alchemical 
tradition arose in Burma in about the sth c.: Needham, Stimtt and Civilisation, vol. 
1 (1956), p. 174; vol. S• pt. 3• p. 166. 

!J9. Sidbananl414, ed. Bhattacarya, vol. 1, pp. 193-9~ vol. 1, pp. 165-66. Both 
of these passages are followed by the colophon: "extracted from the land of the 
Bhotas [Tibet] by the Arya-nilgirjuna-pidas." Cf. ibid., vol. 1, pp. xlv-xlvi, for a dis
cussion. 

90· While the Dragon Kaju was not founded until the early nth c., the Ny
ingma sect to which the "ancient" divinity Quicksilver belongs dates from the ori
gins oflibetan Buddhism itself. Beyer, Tilri, pp. 41-43, S4t Michael Lee Walter, 
Tbt Role of Akbtmy and Medicine in Indo-Ttbttan Tantrim• (Ph.D. thesis, Indiana 
University, 198o), pp. 44t s8-6o, 90• us, u6. For a brief survey of the Nyingma 
alchemical systems attributed to the 8th c. founders oflibetan Buddhism, Vima
lalnitra and Padmasambhava (but which in fact date from the u-13th centuries), 
see ibid., pp. 18-19, 181, and idem, "Preliminary Results from a Study of Two 
Rasilyana Systems in lndo-1ibetan Esoterism," in Ttbttan Studies in Hon11r of Hugh 
Ritbtmlson, ed. Michael Aris and Aung San Sun Kyi (Warminster, Eng.: Aris and 
Phillips, 1979), PP· 319-14. 

91. Sharma, Aytnwd, p. 470. Tiri was introduced into 1ibet by the Nepalese 
princess Tr'itsUn, the daughter of ArpSuvarman and wife of the first great 1ibetan 
king Songtsen gampo (A.D. 6•?-so), who brought a sandalwood image of the god
dess to her husband's palace when she married him: Beyer, Tiiri, p. S· 

91. The 1ibetan Buddhists nevertheless had and continue to have their own 
alchelnical tradition. In addition to the alchemical traditions of the Nyingma 
schools, the early nth c. Killatt~lml 1ilntTII contains alchelnical data. See below, 
nn. 111-17. 

93· Sharma, Indian Medicine, pp. 38-41; Sharma's commentary to the RRS, 
p. 107; Needham, StimttandCivilillltitm, vol. S• pans (1983), pp. 187, 117; D. C. 
Sircar, Cos111ograpby and Gtograpby in Early Indian Litmztttrt (Calcutta: Indian Stud
ies: Past and Present, 1¢7), pp. 74t 89, 1o6, 1o8, uS; Andre Wink, Al-bind: Tbt 
Makingoftbt Indo-Islt1711it World, vol. 1: Early Medieval India and the Expansion of 
Islam, Seventh to Eleventh Centuries (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1990), P· 
131; and Watt, Dittitm111], pp. 131-33. On mentions of the countries of Pirada
de5a and Hingula-de5a in the age of Pill}ini, see Sharma's commentary to RRS 
1.68-7s (p. 11). Kauplya, who hailed from present-day Pakistan, knew of bingu/11: 
ArtbaJiistra 1.13.1 3· 
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94· Shanna, commentary to RRS, p. 199; Watt, Dictionary, 5:133. See also 
Ching-lang Hou, Mom1aits d'offrandt tt Ia notion dt Trisortrit dans Ia rtligion chinoist 
(Paris: Memoires de l'lnstitut des Hautes Etudes Chinoises, 1975), p. 114. The 
richest modem-day deposits in the entire region are found in Khaydarkan (Shorter 
Oxford Economic Atlas, p. 88), in the central Asian republic of Kyrgyzstan, which 
would correspond to the mercury-rich region ofFarghana mentioned in the Htuliid 
11/-'A/am 1 5·45-49 (Hudiid al-'Aitml, "The Regions of the World": A Persian Geog
raphy 371 A.H.-981 A.H., tr. and explained by V. Minorsky [1937; reprinted. Kara
chi: Indus Publications, 1980], p. 1 16}. 

95. Giuseppe Tucci, "Animadversiones Indicae," ]otmtal of tht Royal Asiatic S«i
etJofBmgaln.s. 16 (1930), p. 147· 

¢.The Tibetan Tnnjur contains fifty-nine works by "Nagarjuna" on Buddhist 
Tantra (listed in Bhattacharya, Sadhmtnmiilii, vol. 1, pp. cvi-cviii}; Palmyr Cordier 
lists twelve magico-medical and nonmedical works, in Sanskrit and Tibetan, au
thored by Nagarjuna (Nagatju11a tt I'UttiiT'lltllntra dt Ia Sllf"'ltasamhita [Antana
narivo: private printing, 1896), pp. 1-3}. To these may be added the works of the 
Madhyamika philosopher Nagarjuna, as well as numerous other works attributed 
to "Nagarjuna" by other authors. 

97· Bhai~ajya-Nagarjuna or Bhadant Nagarjuna, the Keralan author of a medi
cal work entitled RIISIIVaiitfika Surra (Renou and Filliozat, l'l11dt classiqut, vol. 1, 
p. 168}. 

98. Sri Nagarjuna Muni, who, according to the ca. uth c. Rtzsoptmifat (16.10}, 
discovered a method for whitening copper without sulfur. 

99· Albert Griinwedel, "Die Geschichten der vierundachtzig Zauberer (Maha
siddhas} aus dem tibetischen iibersetzt," Batssler-Archiv 5 ( 1 916}, pp. 13 7-118, cited 
in Toni Schmidt, "Fiinfundachtzig Mahasiddhas," Ethnos 1-3 (1955), p. uo. 

100. Max Walleser, "The Life of Nagarjuna from Tibetian and Chinese 
Sources," in Bruno Schindler, ed., Asia Major, Hirth Annivmary Vol11mt (London: 
191 3). p. 414· 

101. Buddhist legend knows of two Nagarjunas who would have preceded the 
historical figure I am now discussing. One is Menander's ca. 140 a.c. interlocutor 
in the Milinda Panha, the "Questions of King Milinda"; the other is a bodhisattva 
who incarnated himself as the king of Kashmir in about the same period, according 
to the uth c. Riijatllrtm.tgb]T ofKalhaQa (1.173, 177}. 

101. According to the 5th c. Chinese pilgrim to India Fa-hsien, Nagarjuna also 
received the AvatmJuaka (or Parnmartha) Stitras from the Nagas. On the Chinese 
traditions, beginning with Kumarajiva's 5th c. biography ofNagarjuna, seeK. Ven
kata Ramanan, Nagatj11na's Philosophy: As Prtsmttd in tht Maha-Prnjflapartm~ita-
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Sistrll (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 197S), p. 17; and Cordier, Nagi7jun11 n I'Utttlrtl
tlmtrll, p. 1. The term mt1hilnig11 has an esoteric meaning: Tucci, "Animadversiones 
Indicae:' p. 140. 

103. The source of the Tibetan legend is the A.D. 1311 Cbos hbytmg (History 
of Buddhism) of Bu-ston: Obermiller, History, vol. 1, p. 1 14 Cf. Bhattacharyya 
History, p. 1 39· The Chos hbyung also relates the legend of the gold-making elixir 
obtained by Nigirjuna from the intermediate continent. See above, n. 81. 

104 The Sitavihana Icing whom these sources call Sitavihana or Sadvaha-rija 
was named Gautamaputra Sitakafl}i. Nigirjuna's "Episde to a Dear Friend" 
(Sul»;;lehikll) was written to this figure: Venkata Ramanan, Nighjun11's Philosophy, 
pp. 17-18. Cf. Krishna Gairola, "Les conditions sociales et religieuses a l'epoque 
de Sitavihana dans l'lnde (le siecle av.J.-C.-lle siecle ap.J.-C.)," ]olnTIIIIAsilltitple 
143 (19SS), PP· 181-9S• 

1os. Htn'ftlanitll8.183-84 Bil}lbhana also states in two places (HIIT'ftltllritii41S 
and K4t/tnnhar1393) that the tribal peoples of the Vmdhya mountains painted their 
swords with mercury {pilrlltltl): Sharma, lndin Medicine, p. 1 1 7· 

ro6. Needham, Science 1111d Civilistltiflll, vol. s. pt. 3 (1976), "SpaBYJical Discov
ery and Invention: Historical Survey from Cinnabar Elixirs to Synthetic Insulin," 
p. 161. 

107. But Fa-hsien merely reports an account he heard secondhand of the Bhra
maragiri monastery, which he never himself saw: Watters, On Yillln-Clnvtlng's Trtnl
els, 1:1o8. Cf. Gairola, "Conditions sociales," pp. 189-90. From the 1d through 6th 
centuries, the Andhra Vaitulyakas popularized the cult of Prajfiiparamid
so closely associated with the philosopher Niglrjuna-in this region: Bhattachar
yya, History, p. 111. 

1o8. The meeting occurred near a city called Narasirilha, on the banks of the 
Chenab River: Watters, On YUtln-Cinutlng's TrtnJels, vol. 1, pp. 186-87. 

109. The sole extant manuscript of this work is its Chinese translation, the Ta 
chih Tu Lun, completed by Kumirajiva in A.D. 4J<)6. See Etienne Lamotte, ed. and 
tr., Tr~~iti de Ill grrmde vmu de s11gust de Nilgbjun~~ (MIIhilprtljiiaptmmtita i4strtt), 4 
vols. (Louvain: lnstitut Orientaliste, 1949-76), vol. 1, pp. 381-83; and Needham, 
Sdmtt lind Civilislltiflll, vol. S• pt. 3 (1976), pp. 161, 164 

no. M11hiyinll Stm}grt1bt1 Bbiis;y11, u 1-u. The Abhidbtm~tll M11hilvibh4!fl re
counts a myth of gold making by the 3d c. a.c. Candragupta Maurya and his minis
ter "Chal}lkya," i.e., Kauplya, the author of the Artblli4strtl!: Needham, Sdmtt nd 
Civi/i111tiflll, vol. S• pt. 3 (1976), p. 164. 

111. Bhattacharya, Sidhan11711i114, vol. 1, pp. xliii-xlvi. On Nalanda as a pur
ported Buddhist seat of alchemical learning, see below, chap. 4t n. 120. This Nigir-
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juna may also have been the eye doctor mentioned in Chinese sources as early as 
the 8th c., and reported by Vrnda to have inscribed the instructions for an eye 
medicine on a pillar at the Buddhist center ofPil!3liputra (Pama): see below, n. 146. 

Ill. Indeed, Alex Wayman refers to the tantric commentarial tradition (on the 
Guhyasamlijatantm), founded by Nagarjuna, who authored the Pi1Jt/fh;ta-sidhana, 
the Paflcalmmta, and the A{!lidaia-pafala-vistam-uyiikhyii, as the "Arya School." He 
dates this tantric Nilgarjuna, the guru of Aryadeva, to the latter half of the 8th c.: 
Alex Wayman, ~ga of the GuhyllSII7IIiijatantm: Amzne Lort of the Forty Vmts (New 
York: Samuel Weiser, 198o), pp. 84o 91, 96. 

113. Bhattacharya, Siidhananli/4, vol. 1, p. xiv; Dun, "Notes," p. 638. 
114 Tucci, "Animadversiones Indicae," p. 145· 
ns. This vague reference may have been inserted to square with another tradi

tion which held that Nagarjuna was first initiated into the tantric or "diamond" 
path (vajrayiina) by the bodhisattva Vajrasattva, at a place called the Iron Tower in 
south India: Dasgupta, Obsmrt, p. 17. 

116. The earliest such prophecy is found in the Sanskrit Mahilmegha Siitm, 
which was first translated into the Chinese between A.D. 414 and 411 (a relatively 
early Tibetan translation of this passage, much less confused than those which fol
low, is found in the Kanj11r [8.z)). An expanded version is found in the Lankavatilrll 
Sotm appendix known as the "Sagathakam," which first appears in Chinese transla
tion in A.D. 513. The final chapter of the Mafljuirfmii/akalpa, which is styled after 
the Sagathakam prophecy, is datable to about the 11th c. A.D. This is followed by 
the Tibetan prophecies found in Du-ston's Cbos hbytmg (1311) and Taraniitha's 
Dam-pa'i-chos-rin-po-che (16o8). This last source further conflates all that had 
preceded it with both a Sanskrit work entitled the Mahiisiddba-w;ttanta and the 
Grub thob. On these sources, see especially Tucci, "Animadversiones Indicae," pp. 
138-48; Dun, "Notes," pp. 636, 639; Ariane MacDonald, Le ma1Jtfala du Mmijuirf
mfllakalpa (Paris: Maisonneuve, 196z), pp. 1-3, 10; Watters, On Ylllln-Cinuang~ 
Tmvels, vol. 1, pp. zoo-4; Obermuller, History, vol. z, pp. 110, 11o-18; and Ttiranii
tba ~History of Buddhism in India, ed. Debiprasad Chattopadhyaya, tr. Lama Chimpa 
Alaka Chattopadhyaya (Simla: Indian Institute of Advanced Study, 1970), pp. 
101-10. 

117. Caryipada zz, cited in Dasgupta, Obsmrt, p. 39· On these songs, see below, 
chap. 4o sec. 1. 

118. For a list of these works, see Bhattacharya, ed., Sadbanamil/4, vol. z, p. cvi. 
On the dating of the translation of medical and magical works into Tibetan and 
their incorporation into the Tanjllr, see Palmyr Cordier, V iigbhafa et I'A.f!iingaht;day-
11Stnhhit4 (Besan~n: private printing, 1896), p. 11. One of the works of Nilgarjuna 
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found in the Tanjur (Derge 16o9; Peking z48o) is entided Knkfaptlfa: this work, 
however, is distinct from a ca. 13th c. Hindu work by the same tide, which does in 
fact contain some alchemical data. See below, chap. 5, sees. sh and Si· 

119. Chattopadhyaya, Taranatha's History, pp. 1o6, 110, 143; Dasgupta, lntro
duaion, p. 54· 

1 zo. On this, see David Seyfort Ruegg, "Sur les rapports entre le Bouddhisme 
et le 'substrat religieux' indien et tibetain," Jot~rna/Asiatiqtle zsz (1964), pp. Sz-88. 
Apart from Ha~a, the religious syncretism and tolerance of the Chandela kings of 
Khajuraho, as well as the Vijayanagara kings, is well documented: for references, 
see Ro~u, "A Ia recherche," p. 48. 

IZJ. James B. Robinson, Buddha's Lions: Tbt Lives of the Eighty-Four Siddhas 
(Berkeley: Dharma Publishing, 1979), pp. 88-89, zo6, zs6-57. Vya~i's Rnsasiddhi
idstra (Derge 43 I 3) and DbiittlViidaiistra are found together with the Sarveivarara
siiyana in the Ayunreda section of the Tanjur; a work entided DhilttlVidn is included 
in the Tantra section: Edward Todd Fenner, Rnsiiyan Siddhi: Medicine and Akhmty 
in Buddhist Tantras (Ph.D. thesis, University of Wisconsin, 1979), p. z 3i and Misra, 
Ayurvediya, p. z I. 

tzz. The Ka/acakrn Tantra was composed in north India by a native of Java in 
the late 1oth to early I 1th c., after which it was carried to Tibet. Internal evidence 
indicates that the Vimalaprabhii commentary was composed by the same person or 
people as compiled the Kalacakra Ta11tra, in either IOtz or 1017:John Newman, "A 
Brief History of the Kalacakra," in Tbt Wheel of 1ime: The Kalacakra in Context 
(Madison, Wis.: Deer Park Books, 1985), n. 13 top. 85, and personal communica
tion, Charlottesville, Virginia, February 1995· The only other alchemical system 
that we may qualify as Buddhist is the Burmese ZIIWgyi or 'Weikza system, but this, 
although practiced by Buddhist monks, has a decidedly Taoist stamp to it: see 
above, chap. 1, n. 6; and above, n. 1 to the present chap. 

u3. Vi711alaprabhii 5·130, and Fenner, Rasayan Siddbi, pp. So, 183-84. Mundane 
mercurial alchemy, whose goals are gold making and the accumulation of power, 
remains acceptable to the Tibetans, but because the practitioner is dependent upon 
external elements rather than his own contemplative procedure, it is deemed a 
lower form of practice: Beyer, Tdrd, p. z61. In chap. nine ofhis 14th c. Rasasilra 
the Hindu alchemist Govindacarya speaks of his indebtedness to the Tibetan Bud
dhists, who he says taught him the art of railgiib:!!i or railgadrmi: Jan G. Meu
lenbeld, History of Indian Medical Literattlre (Leiden: Brill, 1996) [draft of 10 May 

1994], P· 879. 
u4 Compare the VinlalnprabbiJ (s.zo6) aphorism on the powers of bound and 

killed mercury to that of RA 1.19; VmlalnprabhiJ 5.zo4 on testing mercury on met
als before consuming it to the classic RA (17.165) statement; the Vimalaprabhii 
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(5.113-15) description of an alchemical mandala to that of the RA (1.49-81); and 
the Vi711nlaprabbii (5.101b) on a corrosive mineral water called kartariwith a discus
sion of the same in RA 11.1o5b-1o6. The Vimalnprabbii (z.roS-111) discussion of 
the dynamics of prR1fiiyii7luz closely resembles early Hindu ha!ha yoga. Cf. Fenner, 
Rm4yan Siddbi, p. 77· If anything, the Vi111nlaprabbii data is slighdy more archaic 
than that of the RA: it lists only seven mabiirasas and six uparasas in contradistinc
tion to the two eightfold categories of the latter Hindu work. 

115. Walter, Rolt of Akbmzy, p. 18. Another 14th c. Tibetan work, brought to 
my attention by David Germano, is the Tsbig Don 111Dzod (Precious words and 
meanings) ofkLong Chen Rab 'Byams Pa (1308-63). This work, citing the Thai 
'Gytlr (Direct consequence), discusses bcud lm in terms similar to those found 
in Bo dong-i.e., in the form of both "inner" and "outer" alchemy-in IT. 3.i.
b.1.i.a.1.i, "The meditative session which eliminates attachment to food:' 

u6. Bo dong~ discussion of "outer" and "inner" alchemy is found in his 14th 
c. bCtld lm gyi 1nan ngng bsbad pn in Encydoptdia 7ibttka: Tbt Colkatd u-&rks of Bo 
t/m) Pa1f-tbt71 pbyogr-lns-ram-rgyal ed. S. T. Kazi (New Delhi: Tibet House, 1970), 

vol. 1, pp. so'?-'6o1. Yet another variety of rasiiyana is a Tibetan Buddhist practice 
known by the Mongolian name of tt1it1rgnikji, which involves the preparation of 

holy water: J. Deniker, introduction to Gods ofNortbtrn Btuldbism, by Alice Getty, 

p. xi, cited in Dasgupta, Obmm, p. 39· 
117. See also Robert Thurman, tr., Tbt Ttbttan Book of tbt Dtnd: Libmztion 

through Undmtnnding in tbt Btrwtm (New York: Bantam Books, 1994), p. 146, on 
the eighty-four Mahasiddhas as persons who transmuted "demon blood and other 
bodily substances" into the elixir of immortality. Certain elements of "outer al
chemy" have persisted in Tibet, down to the present day. In a discussion of the 
extraction of the essence ((hlllm: i.e., bmd /m), the present-day Tibetan Buddhist 
teacher Nankhai Norbu indicates that a specially prepared mercury pill is the 
"medicine" to be used for overcoming hunger in the "Dharmakaya-style" (bu-lm 
of Dzog-chen practice: Tbt Tta(bingr ofNamkbai Norbu, 1981. (typescript), pp. 89, 

93· I am grateful to David Germano for sharing this source with me. 
118. Light metaphysics is absolutely essential to the early Buddhist system of 

the Gubyasnmiljn Tantra. On this, see Wayman, Yclga, pp. 77-83 and throughout. 
Cf. Walter, Rolt of Akbmzy, pp. 18-19, who notes the parallels between Nying-ma 
and Nath Siddha practice. 

11.9. This is the case only in the very important and influential philosophical 
summa of Abhinavagupta: on this see Alexis Sanderson, "Meaning in Tantric Rit
ual," in Anne-Marie Blondeau, ed., u Ritut~ vol. 3· (Paris: Ecole Pratique des 
Hautes Etudes, 5e section, 1996), pp. 15-95. 

130. Here, I am using the Weberian-rather than a theological-reading of 
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the tenn soteriobJgy: for a discussion see Gellner, Monk, Househo/Jn; tmd Ttmtrit 
Priest, p. 6. 

131. Ancient pilgrimage sites, located at points of contact with China, in eastern 
and (perhaps) northwestern India, the four pl!has are mentioned in the S4Jbanll
m4/4 (ed. Bhattacharya, vol. 1, p. 453). They are quickly internalized to become 
part of the yogic landscape of the subde body in Buddhism (Caryiipatla 1.4; 4·3• in 
Per Kva:rne, An Anthology of Bt~Jdbist Ttmtrit Songs: A Str~Jy of the Caryiiglti [Oslo: 
Universitetsforlaget, 1977; reprint Bangkok: White Orchid, 1986), pp. 76) and 
later Hinduism (~SS, 1.55-61; 4.118-31, inj. A. Schotennan, The ~a~hasrtl1111h
hitil, Chaptm 1-5 [Leiden: Brill, 1981], pp. 64, 141). 

131.ln particular, the VidyapttJta doctrines and practice of the Hindu K:lpllikas 
were closely paralleled by the Highest Yoga (yogiintlttJml) Tantras and the K:lpilika 
Yoginl cult of esoteric Buddhism: Alexis Sanderson, "Saivism and the Tantric Tra
ditic:-n" in The World~ Religions, ed. Stewart Sutherland et al. (London: Roudedge 
and Kegan Paul, 1988), pp. 678-79. 

133· This reading of rasilyana as the "coming forth (i.e., the extraction) of the 
elixir" corresponds quite exacdy to the 1ibetan bmJ lm. I am grateful to Chris 
Wilkinson for this suggestion. See below, chap. s. n. 84. 

134· See below, chap. s. n. 83. 
135. Schotennan, ~a!silhflSTJIS11111hitil, p. 6; Dyczkowski, Canon, p. 48. The refer

ences to the Kt1bjikilmata are too vague to be verified. For an extended discussion, 
see below, chap. S• nn. 85-91. 

136. The Siddhas and Siddhaugha are worshipped in the Siddha Cakra which 
dates from well before the 11th c.: Dyczkowski, Canon, p. 81. See above, chap. 1, 
n. 13. 

13 7· Haraprasad Shastri, A Catalogue of Pa/m-uaf tmd SeleaeJ Papn- Mtmuscripts 
Belonging to the D11rbar Library, Nepal, 1 vols. (Calcutta: n.p., 1905, 1915), vol. 1, 
pp.lxi, lxiv, lxx, 57· 99-100, Ill, 158; vol. 1, p. So; and Schotennan, ~a!Silbnsrastnh
hitli, pp. s-6, 11-11, 36-39, on the major works of this tradition, all of which date 
from the 14th c. or before: the Ktlbjikilmata, Ciilrinimata, Manthilnabhaimva Ttmtnl, 
Ktlbjikilnityilhnikatilnka, Srtmatonant Tantnl, and the ~SS. Closely identified with 
the latter two works are the figures of Manthinabhairava and Gora~nltha; men
tioned in the Ktlbjikilnityilhnikati/4ka (NNA MSS no. 3-383; cited in Bagchi, K]iiN, 
p. 68) is a certain Matsyendranltha. Matsyendra appears to identify himself with 
Siddhanltha in theplilnakilrika (u; in Bagchi, KJnN, p. 116); and in the Niinttla 
Puri'!ll (Uttara khaQ~a 69.15, cited in NSC, p. 13), where it is said that Matsyendra 
resides in K:lmanlpa as Siddhanltha: Klmanlpa is sometimes identified with the 
site ofCandradvipa (Bagchi, introduction to K]iiN, pp. 19-31). 

138. Schotennan, ~afS4bllSTJlSII1hbitil, pp. 36-39· A manuscript of the Kubjik4ni-
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tyiihnikatilaka, in Newari script, is dated to A.D. 1197 by Shastri (Catalog11e, 1:1xiv, 
111-12) and to A.D. 1395 by Bagchi (KjiiN, p. 67). Further evidence for the an
tiquity of the southwestern Indian origins of this cult is found in an inscription, 
dated to A.D. 1030: Saletore, "KanaphataJogis," pp. 18-19. 

139· The Gr11b thob brgyad m rtsa bzbi lo rgytu is found in vol. 86, pt. 1 of the 
Tatljllr: Palmyr Cordier, Catalog11e d11 fonds tibitain de Ia Bibliothtqtte Nationale, vol. 
3· Index du Bstan-hgyur (Tibetain I 8o-3 3 z) (Paris: Bibliotheque Nationale, I 91 5). 
p. Z47· Cf. Tucci, ~imadversiones Indicae," p. 14z; and idem., 7ibetan Painted 
Scrolls, vol. 1, pp. zz6-z7. On the mid-14th c. dating of the Tibetan translation, 
see Simon Digby, "To Ride a Tiger or a Wall? Strategies of Prestige in Indian 
Sufi Legend," in Winand Caellewaert and Rupert Snell, eds., Atcrmling to Tmtlition: 
Hagiogmphital Writi11g ;, India (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1994), p. 105. 

140. Keith Dowman (Mastm of Mahiimlidm: Songs a11tl Histories of the Eighty
Follr Bt~tldiJist Sitldhas [Albany, N.Y.: SUNY Press, 1985], p. 386), maintains that 
the "Acts" were narrated, and not authored by Abhayadana; they were translated 
into Tibetan by sMon grub shes rab. The Tntljllr also contains lists of the works of 
the eighty-four Siddhas. Variants of Kubjika's name are Kucipa, Cubji, KusOii, and 
Kubjipa: Dowman, Mastm, p. zo6. 

141. The Hindu and Jain Vid~dharas had their Buddhist homologues in the 
VidyArijas: Ruegg, "Surles rapports," p. 83. We have noted NAgArjuna's connec
tion with nn: as the leader of the MahAvidyA goddesses, she is called "Vidyilraji\t": 
Bhattacharyya, History, p. zz5. The Vid~dharas (rig 'dzin) serve as intermediaries 
for the preparation of the elixir in Tibetan sources as well: Walter, Role of Akbmty, 

PP· 36-37 and n. 77· 
1 4z. My use of Max Weber~ terminology is intentional here. After the death of 

the founder of a given social or religious group, a founder whose personal tharisma 
held the group together, that group~ structural cohesiveness must be rolltiniutl, 
i.e., reordered along pragmatic lines, if the group is to survive (unless, of course, a 
charismatic figure replaces the charismatic founder, which is a rare scenario). 

143· Two complementary processes may have been operative here. On the one 
hand, such names as "Matsyendra" may have been titles bestowed upon persons 
who had reached a sublime level of initiation (Tucci, "Animadversiones Indi
cae," pp. 133-34; cf. John K. Locke, Kanmantaya: The Cttlt of Avalokitesvam
Matsymtlranath in the Valley of Nepal [Kathmandu: Sahayogi Press, 1980], pp. 
4zz-z7 and notes). On the other, post-13th c. ascetics may simply have claimed to 
actually have been the "original" GorakhnAth, etc. Simon Digby terms this "charis
matic impersonation" and makes a cogent argument for its prevalence in what 
may be the most widely circulated unpublished manuscript in the field of South 
Asian studies: "Encounters with Jogis in Indian Soft Hagiography," typescript of 
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paper read at the School of Oriental and Mrican Srudies, London, 2. 7 January 1970, 

P· 31• 

144. Yogaiataka: ttxtt mlJkalt attrib11i il Niigii1jtmn, ed. and tr. Jean Filliozat 
(Pondicherry: Instirut Fran~is d'Jndologie, 1979), pp. vi, ros; idem., D«trint 
clmsiqllt, pp. ro-rr; and Palmyr Cordier, "Recentes decouvertes de rnss. medicaux 
sanscrits dans l'Inde (1898-1902.)," Lt Mrtsion, n.s. 4 (1903), pp. 336-39. If one 
accepts that the Yognintnka is mentioned in all but name by the late 7th c. Chinese 
pilgrim 1-Ching (Sharma, Ay11rvtJ, p. 195), then this is a 7th c. work. More tenable 
is the hypothesis that this was the same Nllgirjuna who, in about the 9th c., edited 
the St1ir11tn SarJzbitiJ and added to it the final "Uttara" section. A 1ibetan translation 
of this work is found in the Ta1zj11r. 

I4S· A rare reference to mercury is found in Sllinlta SfJ11zhitiJ 6.35·7· Palmyr 
Cordier offers a compendium of convincing texrual references to support the case 
that this editor was indeed named Nllgirjuna: NiJgArjllnn tt I'Uttnratmztm, pp. r-6; 
and "Recentes decouvertes," pp. 332.-33. Cf. Sharma, Ay11rvtJ, pp. 76-77, for other 
"alchemical" or "tantric" Stlirtlta passages attributable to Nllgirjuna. 

146. SiJdbayoga 16.149: nllgirjunel}a likhitll stambhe plltaliputrake. Prafulla 
Chandra Ray (A History of HilzJ11 Chm1istry from tht &rlitst Timts to tht MiJJit of 
tht 16th Cmmry A.D., 2. vols. [Calcutta: Prithwis Chandra Ray, 1904-<>9], vol. r, pp. 
xxxii, !iii, xcii) asserts that kajjali was the active ingredient in this preparation. Cf. 
Sharma, Ay11rvtJ, pp. 195, 330. Chinese references to an eye specialist named Nll
gtrjuna begin to appear in the latter half of the 8th c.: Needham, Scimct and Civi
lisation, vol. S• pt. 3 (1976), p. 163. 

147· Sharma, Ay11rvtJ, pp. zz9, 2.90-91, 479· Cakraplll}idatta, like Vrnda, also 
quotes extensively from the Yogaiataka: Cordier, "Recentes decouvertes," p. 338. 

148. Sharma, AyllrvtJ, p. 2.91. Following Cakraplll}idatta, Vangasena would, in 
his Cikitsiisiirnsm!Jgrahn, introduce further innovations in mercury-based rasa iiistrn; 
but by this time, the tantric alchemical tradition was well established: ibid., p. Z9S· 

'49· Ayurvedic works attributed to Nllgllrjuna include the Jivaslltm, Yogn.rtirn, 
SiJrasnn,lgraba, Bht!ajakalpa, and the Arogyamaiijari: Bhattacharyya, History, p. zo; 
Ray, History, vol. 1, p. xcii; Jean Filliozat, "Liste des manuscrits de Ia Collection 
Palmyr Cordier conserves a Ia Bibliotheque Nationale," ]ollmnl Asintiqllt 2.2.4 
(1934), pp. ISS-73· The ]Tvasiitra and the Bbt!ajakalpa are preserved in 1ibetan 
translation only: Sharma, AytzrvtJ, p. I9S· 

1 so. See below, chap. S• n. 4· 

Chapter Four 
1. There is an important distinction between "clan" and "lineage": members of 

the former claim descent from a divine ancestor; those of the latter claim a human 
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as their founder. On this, see Daniel Gold, Tbt LtmlllS G11rt1 (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1987), pp. 18, 93-110. 

z. Sanderson, "Saivism," p. 668. The Siddha lists "front-loaded" certain ele
ments of the old Siddha cults into their idealized genealogies: Dyczkowski, Canon, 
pp. 79-Bz. See above, chapter 1, n. 13, and chap. 3, n. 136. 

3· HTSL, p. 40. This is particularly the case with the ilmniiya classification of 
Kaula traditions, as set forth in the Nepali Ciiicinlmat11Silms11111tt«b11Ja: Dyczkowski, 
Canon, pp. 66-68. 

4· Wendy Doniger O'Fiaherty, Drrnms, lll11sion nnd Othrr Realities (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1984), p. 203, evoking comments made by Diana Eck 
in a panel discussion of the American Academy of Religion, New York, 2 1 Decem
ber 1983. Cf. Douglas Brooks's discussion (Semt, p. 63) of the structure and func
tion of the lrlcnlml or lrlyalltm, the greatest of all tantric cosmographs. 

S· The texts of the Vidy:l Pr!fla are divided into the yilmalas, the "Union Tan
tras" and the lnktitnntrtlS, the "Power Tantras"; this latter group forms the textual 
base for the Trika synthesis: Sanderson, "Saivism," pp. 668-72. The four literary 
pl!bas are also identified with the four primordial pl!bas of early Hindu and Bud
dhist tantrism (Jiilandhara, U44iy:lna, Po"'agiri, and K:lmaropa, mentioned in 
K]11N 8.zo-u, which substitutes Arbuda for POI"I}agiri), with four cnlmls of the 
subde body, four colors, etc.: Dyczkowski, Ca11on, pp. 49-SS• 

6. Abhinavagupta makes no mention of the i1111n4ya system; it is, however, men
tioned in the K11bjikAmntn (KM), the root tantra of the Western Transmission (Dyc
zkowski, Cano11, p. 66) and the 1oth-14th c. Kltl4r1ft1Va Tantrtl (J.?-10). See below, 
chap.s,n·93 

7· It is also along the lines of the Armtiiya system that Alexis Sanderson organizes 
his excellent survey, "Saivism and the Tantric Traditions" (especially pp. 68Q-90). 
But see Dyczkowski (Canon, p. 87) and Goudriaan (1-ITSL, p. 14), who characteri7..e 
this classification as "empty": it is, however, to the artificiality of assigning of geo
graphical coordinates to the four schools that these authors are referring. A fifth 
("upperj ilmniiya would later be added: HTSL, p. 17. 

8. Scholars have been attempting for decades to make gurtt-panmtpnrils out of 
these lists; such may be possible for certain figures: see, for example Sankrtyayana, 
"Recherches Bouddhiques," interleaf following p. z 1 8; Bhattacharya, S4Jbant1111t114, 
vol. 2, pp. xlii-cix; and Tucci, "Animadversiones Indicae," p. 142. 

9· Tucci, Tibetan Painted Scrolls, vol. 1, p. z z6. 
10. Hazariprasad Dvivedi (Niitb Smnpmdsy, 3d ed. [Allahabad: Lokabharati Pra

kasan, 1981), pp. z6-35) reproduces a number of these lists, noting that a total of 
148 distinct figures can be generated from them. 

1 1. See above, chap. 3, n. 139· A similar list, dating from A.D. 1513, is found in 
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the Bhaktapur (Nepal) Museum; another has been found in java, Indonesia: Locke, 
1Vmm11111ayn, p. 4u. 

u. Sankrtyayana, "Recherches Bouddhiques," p. uo; Dhannavir Bharati, Siddb 
Slbity, zd ed. (Allahabad: Kitab Mahal, •9SS• r¢8), p. 31. On the history of this 
work, see A. I. Vostrikov, 7ibtttm Historical Utmmm, tt. from the Russian by Har
ish Chandra Gupta (Calcutta: R. D. Press, 1970), p. 66. This text also lists the caste 
and country of the Siddhas. 

•3· The doctrines exposed in these texts correspond to those of the late Vajra
yina traditions of the Yogini-tanttas or Yoglnuttaratantras: personal communica
tion from Alexis Sanderson, 6july 199z. See above, chap. 3, n. 13z. 

•4· On the dating of this collection, see Dulan Zbavitel, Bmgali Uttrllturt, His
tory oflndian Literature, vol. 9, fasc. 3 (Leiden: Brill, 1976), pp. u4-zs, who also 
notes that these poems, while tantric, are neither specifically Buddhist nor Hindu. 
K~me, Anthology, has produced a historical study and quadrilingual (proto
Bengali, Sanskrit, 1ibetan, English) edition of this fascinating collection. 

1 s. P. C. Bagchi ("The Cult of the Buddhist Siddh!lciiryas," C11lttmtl Htritngt of 
India, vol. 4 p. z 7S) indicates that the enlarged 1ibetan translation of these songs 
is found in volumes 4?-48 of the Tanjt1r. In addition to these, the Tanj11r contains 
1ibetan translations, from the Sanskrit, of a number of other works attributed to 
these figures. 

r6. TheRA (14-40) evokes, without naming them, twmty-follr [Rasa] Siddhas, 
which I take to be an indication of its relative antiquity. See below, chap. S• n. r6z. 

•7· Bibliotheque Nationale (Paris), Fonds Cordier, Sanscrit MSS no. uu, fol. 
301·9-3ob.z. Meulenbeld (Histary, draft of ro May 1994, p. 971) maintains that 
these verses, fonning as they do a ponion of the fiJIJIII'!II (commentary) on the work 
(which begins at fol. 301.3 of the present manuscript), are posterior to the RM 
proper, and borrowed by the commentator, from the RRS. 

r8. This author is so named in order to distinguish him from the Vlgbhana the 
Elder and Vlgbhana the Younger, who authored the Ayurvedic Affilngalll7!'grtlbtt 
and AffangaJn:tlaya, respectively: Sharma, Aymwd, pp. 481-Sz (who calls the author 
of the RRS "Rasa-Vlgbhana"). 

19. RRA 3.1.66-69, in SriparvatlJmtmnityllniltbttsitldhavirtldta Rllstmltuilkarilntar
gatllkaturtbo [sic] I!Jdbiklnl'!tfa~-Jihdiklnl'!t/a~. ed.jivaram Kalidas Shastri, Rasashala 
Granthamala, no. 9 (Gondal: Rasashala Aushadhashram, 1940). 

zo. Dhannananda Shanna~ edition of the RRS lists fifteen additional Rasa Sid
dhas in r.z-7; whereas janardana Pandeya, the editor of the Gora/qll Stnilbitil (intro
duction to vol. z, p. cba), presents a list of sixty-seven Rasa Siddhas which he claims 
to be from the RRS, but of which only the first thiny-three are identical to those 
listed in Shanna's edition of the RRS (r.z-6a), with the last thiny-four being 
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unique to Pandeya's unspecified source. I have not been able to locate an edition 
of the RRS (there are several) in which such a list appears. 

2 1. One modem author emends the first names on this Jist into an alchemical 
guru-disciple lineage (raseivara pnrmnpnrii), with certain variations: (1) Adinilth; (2) 

Candrasena; (3) Nityilnanda; (4) Gorakhnilth; (5) Kapilli; (6) Bhilluki; (7) and Mal}-
4avya: Gananath Sen, Ay11rvtda Pnriraya (Shantiniketan: Visva Vidya Samgraha, 

1942), PP· 12-13, 174 
u. This and the three italicized names that follow correspond to a Tibetan 

gtm1-pllrtn11pnn1, found in the Gnlh thob, in which (17) Nilgilrjuna is the guru of(19) 
Nilgabodhi as well as of (16) Vyi14i, Kubjika, and Pankaja. Vyi14i is, in tum, the 
guru of(rs) Kambala: Tucci, "Animadversiones Indicae," p. 142. 

23. This is the sole Rasa Siddha on whose name the RRA and the RRS 6.51-53 
do not agree. 

24. Meulenbeld, History (draft of 10 May 1994), p. 835. The only names listed 
by Caturbhujamisra that do not figure in the HYP list are: Gaja, KhaJ.14in (but see 
KhaJ.14a, no. zz in the RMIRRS [a) list), and Nilgadeva. 

25. The numbering of Siddhas 28 through 33 in RRS (a) 1.5-7 is identical to 
that found in RRS (c) r.s-ro. 

26. The list is found in the seventh chapter of the VanJnmtnilknra, ed. S. K. 
Chatterji and Babua Misra, Bibliotheca Indica, no. 262 (Calcutta: Bibliotheca In
dica, 1940), pp. 57-58. The VanJaratn4knra is the oldest known text written in the 
Maithili language. It was composed by Kavisekharicilrya JyotJ5vara, the court poet 
to King Harisirilha Deva of Simraunga~h (Mithila, a kingdom whose ancient 
borders would fall between modern-day Bihar and Nepal), who reigned from A.D. 

1300 to 1321: Dasgupta, Obsmrt, p. 202, n. r. See below, n. so. 
27. An edited version of this work exists: Anamlnknntln, ed. Sri S. V. Radha

krishna Sastri. Tanjore Sarasvati Mahal Series, 15 (Tanjore: TMSSM Library, 
1952). The same work constitutes MSS no. 830 (Ayurveda, no. 2) of the Sri Bhu
vane5vari Pifh A~adhiiSrama (Gondal, Gujarat} collection, now held at Gujarat 
Ayurved University, Jamnagar. 

28. Under the patronage of King Miln Singh, the Nilth Siddhas of Jodhpur, 
drawing on Maharashtran sources, also generated lists of eighty-four Siddhas: P. N. 
Joshi, Mnhiirtlf!rtl kt Niithpnnthlyn KaviyM!I k4 Hindi Kiivya (Mathura: Jawahar Pus
takalaya, 1976), pp. n6-zz, cited in Pandey, Gorakh11iith, pp. 104-S· Gorakhnilth 
heads an Oriyan list of sixty-four Siddhas: ibid., p. 105. 

29. "Sidh VandaniiJ!I" is the first poem in the anthology Niith sit/Jhfll!l kT bii7!iyiJ7!1, 
ed. with an introduction by Hazariprasad Dvivedi, 2d ed. (Benares: Kasi Nagari
pracarini Sabha, 1978), pp. 1-2. One also finds evocations of the nine Nilths to
gether with the eighty-four Siddhas in MuhammadJayasi's 16th c. Pndm4vnt (Bhar-
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ati, Sit/db Sahity, p. 28) and in a modem work by the great Nepali NAth Siddha 
scholar NarharinAth, entitled Nav Nath Catmisf Sit/db (Benares: Rastriya Press, 
1968). Worship of the nine NAths, the eighty-four Siddhas and the SrividyA god
dess BAIAsundari concludes the NAth Siddha initiation ceremony: George Weston 
Briggs, GorakhniJth and tht Kii11pharn Mlgis (Calcutta: Y.M.C.A. Press, 1938; reprint 
Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1982), p. 33· 

30. Caurangi is the ninth NAth and Caurangi the first Siddha in the AK list. 
31. Saletore, "KanaphataJogis," p. 19. 
32. Reval}a is listed with eight other familiar Niiths in the YSA (ed. Sivanath 

Yogi, tr. Candranath Yogi [Ahmedabad: Sivanath Yogi, 1924): on this work, see 
below, n. 183), pp. 116-35· He figures in modem-day Maharashtran religious post
ers of the Nine Niiths. On the Virasaiva Reval}a Siddha, see Stinyasnmpildnnt, 
ed. and tr. S. C. Nandimath, L. M. A. Menezes, R. C. Hiremath, et al. 5 vols. 
(Dharwar: Kamataka University Press, 1965-72), vol. 5, p. 374i and Jan Gonda, 
Mttlievnl, p. 227. 

33· HTSL, p. u. 
34· A bibliography of Tamil medical-alchemical works, prepared in 1826 by 

Whitelaw Ainslie, was published by D. V. Subba Reddy in Madras Mtdi(a/ ]o11t711ll 
2:3 (July 1972), pp. 15o-ss· 

35· These names are culled from lists found in Madhavan, Sidtlhn Mtdiral Matm
mipts, pp. 2o-26. I have Sanskriti7.ed the Tamil onhography of these names. On 
this last group, see Ramana Shastri, "Doctrinal Culture," p. 305, on the eighteen 
"Milhe5vara Siddhas of the Suddha Marga." 

36. This list is taken from Shastri~ Sanskrit introduction to the AK (pp. 8-9), 
to which the editor refers as "those renowned as the 18 Siddhas, of which Agastya 
was the first, among the Dravi~as." 

37· See above, chap. 3, n. 59· 
38. His name is rendered Satnilth or SatyanAth: he is one of the Siddhas referred 

to in the "Siddhamata-nirviihal}am" chapter (49) of the 14th-15th c. Sankaravijnya 
of Anandagiri (Sriiankaravijnya of Ananttinandngiri, ed. N. Veezhinathan, with an 
introduction by T. M.P. Mahadevan [Madras: University of Madras, 1971)). On 
the Satyaniithi (or Satnathi) panth, see Dvivedi, Ntith Sampradtiy, pp. 12, 178-8o. 
On his identification with Brahmil, ibid., and Gorakh Upnni!ad (in Mallik, SSP, p. 
73). On his alchemical works, and the spread of the Samiithi panth to Uttar Pradesh 
(Srinagar, Pauri Garhwal district) and Kamataka (Dharwar), see NSC, p. 219. The 
NAth monastery at Mrgasthali, above the Pa5upatinath temple in Kathmandu, 
belongs to this suborder, as does the monastery at Puri (Orissa): Pandey, Gurakh
niith, p. 65. 
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39· The nine-plus-sixteen configuntion is a commonplace of such Western 
Tnnsmission sources as the Mantbi~~tzblmimva Tantm: HTSL, p. s6. The number 
sixteen hen: is linked to the sixteen 11/qtmls of the Nine Niths, who an: one with 
the sixteen nity4 divinities (¥Jf!nitmityilt711il): TantmriJja Tantm 1.16. Chapters 41 and 
43 of the ~ an: entided "Sri Adinithavaktrivatin" and "Srimolanithivatin," 
respectively: Schoterman, ~tsilbamrstnllbitil, p. 15. 

40· Bhilmdviljll Stnl1bitil, cited without reference in Pandey, Gort~kb11iltb, p. 109. 
The K}iiN (8.18) names a Konka.,il-pida. See below, n. S+ 

41. On the Cit1dninllltlllilmllllllll«h11JII, see Shastri, Cata/ogttt, vol. 1, p. lxi. Cf. 
Dyczkowsld, Canon, pp. 67, 69, 90, 138 n. 13, and 191 n. uz; and Schoterman, 
~tfilbturllsmJibitil, p. 39· 

41. The Kubjikilnityiibnikatilllka presents, in addition to the given names of its 
teachers, their taryil- name, their pRjiJ- name, their gttpta- name, their klrti- name, 
as well as additional names based on fanciful etymologies. Hen:, Matsyendn is one 
of the seven names of the fifth (in a series of nine, followed by a series of sixteen) 
teachers, whose given name is Vi,.,u5arman: Bagchi, K}1JN, p. 68. 

43• Sanderson, "Purity and Power," p. z 14 n. no. See below, chap. S• n. 93· 
44· TA 1.7 (vol. 1, p. zs). For editions, see bibliography. On the identification 

of Macchanda Vibhu with Matsyendn, see Pandey, Gomkbniltb, p. 11. In his com
mentary to this verse, jayaratha states that "he (Macchanda) is also renowned for 
having brought down the entire klllll-itlstrll." 

4S· Sanderson, "Trika Saivism," in &ltytloptdia of Rtligion, vol. 13, p. 1 S· 
46· Dyczkowsld, C11non, pp. 69, 79"81; HTSL, p. S4· On the name of the "north-

em" Matsyendra's conson, Konka.,il, see Sanderson, "Saivism," p. 681. 
47· Dyc:zkowsld, C11non, p. 89. 
48. These an: summari7.ed in Loc:ke, Knntntnllll]ll, pp. 191-300. 
49· Another geographical explanation for this toponym may be found in the 

Goan site of Candnnilth Hill in the Salsete till11ka of Goa, on the Konkan coast of 
India, upon whose summit the Saiva temples of Candre5van and BhOtanith an: 
situated. The custodians of these temples wen: Nith Siddhas-ac:c:ording to their 
current ptljiJri-until a recent date. On these "lunar" toponyms, see above, chap. 
3• nn. 137-38; and below, chap. S• n. 81. 

so. In the course of the nth c.,Jaitugi (1191-1no), the Yldava kingofDeva
giri; the western Cilukya Icing Somc:Svan IU Bholoka Malia (1117-38), to whom 
the Mllnllsollilstt, which contains long passages on tlbituviltlll and msilyana, is attrib
uted; and the 1 z th c. Kilacuriya Icing Tribhuvanamalla Bijjana, who had dose con
nections with Basava, the founder ofVlnsaivism, all claimed to have reduced Ne
pal to vassal saatus. The Milllas of Bhaktapur imponed bnhmins from Bengal to 
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serve as temple priests: Sylvain Uvi, I.e Nipal, 3 vols. (Paris: Ernest Leroux, 1905; 
reprint Paris: Toit du Monde & Errance, 1985), vol. 1, p. 364; Shanna, Ayurvtd, 
p. 311; Bagchi, "Funher Notes," Studits, p. •9· Harisirilhadeva, the Maithili king 
who commissioned the V'"'!llrlltuiilttml (see above n. 26) in the early 14th c., was 
obliged to seek refuge in Nepal when his kingdom was destroyed by Muslims. His 
widow and coun found refuge in Bhaktapur with Rudra Malia, where they exened 
a profound influence on the political and cultural history of the Kathmandu Valley 
in the late Malia period. Harisirilhadeva traced his dynastic roots back to Kama
taka: Locke, /(8nmtmi11JII, p. 42 2 n. 42. 

5 •· In tenns of mythic geography, the ling11 at Pasupatinath, the national temple 
of Nepal, is said to have the same origin as that of Goka"'e5vara, located on the 
coast of nonhem Kamataka; the Godavari River of Maharashtra state is said to 
have a branch in Nepal; the Deccan forest of Sl~mantaka is transferred to the 
Kathmandu Valley. In tenns of religious institutions, south Indian Saivite brahmins 
and tanLrikas controlled Pasupatinath throughout much of the Malia period. Levi 
sunnises that it was the Pasupata "Yogis" who originally transfonned Pasupatinath 
from an indigenous deity into a fonn of Siva: Uvi, Lt Niplll, vol. 1, pp. 3~-65. 
Cf. Axel Michaels, "On nth-13th Century Relations between Nepal and South 
India," ]ot1m111 oftbt Ntpal Rtstllrtb Cmttr 7 (1985), pp. 69-72. 

52. On the Carya songs, see Locke, /(8nmtmi11JII, p. 426; on Kubjika, Mark Dyc
zkowski, "Kul}~alinJ, the Erotic Goddess: Sexual Potency, Transfonnation and Re
versal in the Heterodox Theophanies of the Kubjika Tantras," American Academy 
of Religion Annual Meeting, San Francisco, 23 Nov. 1992, p. 2 n. J.l am grateful 
to Dyczkowski for providing me with a typescript of his lecture. 

53· This passage is found in the founeenth chapter of the Kttbjiltilmlltll (London, 
Wellcome MSS no. g5o1, fol. 69a lines 4-7; fol. 69b, lines 2-3). 

54· Mllnth4nllbblli1'11VII 7il71tnt, cited in HTSL, p. 55; Schotennan, ~SS, pp. 32, 

3?-38. 
55· The nine Naths (divided into divy11-, siddba-, tmd miin11V11-ogbas) are identi

fied with the bodily orifices in the Tantntriij11 Tantnl 2.2-5 (in Woodroffe, Tantrll
riijll, p. 19), which also (2.58-72) lists nine types of consecrations (llbbiftklls), in 
which nine gemstones, which correspond to the eight bodily dbiints, are placed in 
medicated water: ibid., p. 20. The RC(u.1) identifies the nine gemstones with the 
nine heavenly bodies. See below, chap. 8, n. 2 34· 

56. The Tantnt Mllbiirt!IIVII is quoted without reference by the 17th-18th c. G,... 
11/qll Siddh4ntll Smf.tgrtlba (ed. janardana Pandeya, Sarasvatibhavana Granthamala, 
no. 110 [Benares: Varanaseya Sanskrit Visvavidyalaya Press, 1973}, pp. 44-45). I 
base my dating of this anonymous work on a citation in it (p. 10) of the SRktisllil
gll'lllll Ttzntnt, which has been dated to the 16th-17th c. by Goudriaan (HTSL, P· 
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69). Adinatha's role here closely parallels that of Adi Buddha, who is identified with 
Vajrasanva in Buddhist tantra: Dasgupta, Obsmrr, p. 195· 

57· The Tantra Mabiin]avn passage is cited in Dasgupta, Obsmrr, p. 2o6. Cf. 
Schotennan, ~SS, p. 15; and Dyczkowski, "KUI}4alini," p. 1 3· 

58. Such is explicidy stated in the opening verses of the ~Dtfaianityatantra 
(1.7b-8a: reproduced in Shastri, Catalogue, vol. 2, p. 148); and Tdnl Tantra 1.24b-
26, where they are called the Kaula gurus. The names of the Niithas in this and 
other lists often end in -iinnnJa, rather than -natba: this is peculiar to the Western 
Transmission, whose initiates received names with just such endings: Dyczkowski, 
"KUI}4alinT," p. 1. 

59· Schotennan, ~SS, pp. 6, 32, 35-38. On this, see also Dyczkowski, Canon, p. 
87; HTSL, p. 3 7; and Bagchi, K}11N, p. 2 1. On Tamil traditions of nine Sittars, see 
Madhavan, SiJJba MeJkal Manuscripts, p. u. 

6o. Gornkb Upani!aJ reproduced in Mallik, SSP, pp. 7 2-7 5· A similar list is found 
in the Srinlltbakntbilsilm ofDwarkaniith (ed. Narharinath [Benares: n.p., 1951)), p. 
4; and Shastri, Cntalogtle, vol. 2, p. 149· 

61. In his commentary to TA 1.6, Jayaratha quotes an unnamed earlier source 
which in fact makes this identification (vol. 1, p. 24). For an expanded discussion 
of this complex matter, see below, n. 143; and chap. 8, nn. 33-37. 

62. A number of these variant lists are found in Pandey, Gornkbniltb, pp. tos-S; 
Dasgupta, Obsmrr, pp. 2o6-7. Cf. Dvivedi's valiant attempts (Niltb Snmpmdily, p. 
169; Niltb SiJJbot!l, p. 14) to generate a single genealogy from these numerous lists. 
Kalyani Mallik has attempted to correlate Siddhiic4rya and Niith Siddha lineages 
in the same fashion: Pandey, GDrtJklmiltb, p. 104. See below, n. r6o. 

63. The Bengali drama, variously known as the Gomkfa Vijnyn or Min Cetan, 
gives this data: Dasgupta, Obsmrr, p. 209. No manuscript of this Bengali work, 
variously attributed to Sheikh Faysullii, Kabindradiis, Syiimdiis Sen, and Bhimsena 
Riiy, predates the 17th c., although it is clearly the product of earlier folk traditions: 
Zbavitel, Bengali Littmttlrr, pp. 189-90. The earliest literary work by this name is 
the Sanskrit-Maithili play composed between 1412 and 1428 by Vidyiipati (Ha
rimohan Misra, ed., I<Avikokil ViJynpati-h;t GDrtJkfavijay [Patna: Bihar-Rashtrab
hasha-Parishad# 1974]) at the behest of Sivasirilha, king of Mithila and descendant 
of Harisirilha Deva, the king for whom the Vf117!amttuikam was composed early in 
the 14th c.: Mataprasad Gupta, Priidn Bbiifii niifnk Sangmb (Agra: Agra University 
Press, 1970), pp. 29-37. Nepali popular dramas treating similar themes also pre
date the Bengali works: Bagchi, introduction to K}flN, p. 13. An edition of the 
Bengali drama (Gorkba-bijay of Bhimsen Rily) is by Pancanand Mandai (Calcutta: 
Visvabharati Granthalaya, 1949). 

64. YSA, p. 14. This work is attributed to Jniine5vara: see below, n. 183. Cf. 
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Dasgupta, Obmm, p. 207 n. 3; and Pandey, Gorakhnilth, p. 1o6. Unique to this 
Maharashtran tradition is an identification of these nine Naths with "nine Nilri
yal}as" of the Avadhota smnpraJiiya founded by Dattiltreya. Jnilne5vara's commen
tary on the BbiigavaJ GTtil, the Jtiiintivarl, in which identical data is found in 
18.1733-42, is dated to A.D. 1290. 

65. Nnvanilthacaritm ofGauraJ]a, ed. K. Ramakrishnaiah (Madras: Madras Uni
versity Press, ·1970), cited in Ro~, "Alchemy and Sacred Geography," p. 154; and 
Ashok Prabhakar Kamat, Mahani!f1'11 ke Niitbpallthlya Knviy011,1 kii Hindi Kitvya (Ma
thura: Jawahar Pustakalaya, 1976), p. 16. A similar list is found in the BhilrnJvilja 
SmJtbitil: Pandey, Gorakh11iith, p. 109. 

66. Rose, Glossary, vol. 1, p. 393, reproduced with modifications in Briggs, 
Gorakhniith, p. 77• as chan D. This lineage account is found in the Tnhqlqilt-i-Ciitf: 
Raya Bahadur Munshi Haradayal Singh, Riporr MarJtmtaftmtilrl Raja Milrvilt/ Btibat 
sanfvat} t8gtlsvf, TlsnnJbissiJ, 2 vols. (Jodhpur: Vidyasal, 1895), vol. 1, p. 131. 

67. Additional panial or impressionistic lists of the Nine Nilths are also found 
in the Agtti and Brnbmiivaivarta Pt~ri11Jas, as well as a work entitled the KtJiirnkiJatJtfa 
(not to be confused with the opening section of the Skanu PtmJ'fa): Pandey, 
Gornkbniith, p. 109. 

68. Siirngadhara is the name of the author[s) of the 14th c. Siln>gaJhara PaJJhati 
and SiirilgaJbarn S/11Jthiti1, both of which contain alchemical data, and of which the 
fonner also contains data on ba!ha yoga (and mentions Gora~ in v. 4372). For 
editions, see bibliography. Silmganiitha is, together with Gorakh and Matsyendra, 
considered to be a founding guru of the old Nith monastery at Kadri, in Kamataka: 
see below, n. 74· 

69. See especially Briggs, Gornkbnath, pp. 61-77, and chan A (interleafbetween 
pp. 74-75), which presents twelve alternative listings of the twelve subdivisions of 
the sect. Cf. Singh, Rip07l, p. 240; and Dvivedi, Niith SmnpraJiiy, pp. 11-1 5; 165-68. 

70. Briggs, Gornkhniith, p. 65, who notes that Bhartrhari's guru is considered by 
some to have been Jiilandhari-pii. 

71. Padu Kala is located on the main road between Pushkar and Meem City, 
approximately 40 km northwest ofPushkar. Niiriyal} Nath's leadership is contested 
by the two Niths presently living at the Riithil~UI}~il monastery, 1 5 km to the south, 
who claim the rightful succession. Inside the temple containing ten of the SRIItildhis 
in question was also a moldering stack of papers, which Nariyal} Nilth maintained 
contained the records of the Vairig Panth, a claim I was unable to verify. According 
to Briggs (Gornkhniith, pp. 121-24), the seat of this suborder is at Pae dhuni, in 
Bombay. 

72. Saletore, "Kanapha!3 jogis," pp. 17-19. Cf. Briggs, Gorakbnath, p. 58. Kar-
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l}eri or Kal}eri-nith is so named because he originally hailed from (Vijayanagara 
in) Karnataka or Kanara: Dvivedi, Nltb S11111pmt14y, p. 78. 

73· See above, chap. 3• n. 138. 
74· Bhasker Anand Saletore, Ancimt Knrnataka, 1 vols. (Poona: Oriental Books 

Agency, 1936), vol. r, pp. 94, 377-84; and idem, "KanaphataJogis," p. r8 and n. 3· 
A similar identification, of a Nith Siddha (Matsyendra) with Avalok.ite5vara, is 
found in the cult of Loke5vara-Rato Macchendranith in the Kathmandu Valley. 

75· Pietro della Valle, TT'llvtls, vol. 1, pp. 345-46, quoted in Bhasker Anand 
Saletore, S«ial nnJ Political Lift in tht Vijnya11agam Em pin (A.D. 1 346-A.D. 1646), 1 
vols. (Madras: B. G. Paul & Co., 1934), p. 53· 

76.],Jlntivllri r8.1733-41. The succession he traces is: Matsyendra-Gorakh
Gahal}lnith-Nivrttinith-Jiiine5vara.Jiiine5vara's grandfather, Tryambaka Pant, 
who purponedly encountered Dattitrcya on Girnar, was a contemporary of Gora
~: Pandey, GOT'llkblliitb, p. 10. 

77· Pandey, GOT'llkbn4tb, p. 10, and Kamat, Mah4nlffnl, p. 188. 
78. Listed arc Jilandhara, Govindacandra, Kllnha, Nigtrjuna, Kal}eri, Go4a

colr, and Lui-pi: Pandey, GomkbnAtb, p. 10. 
79· Saletore, "Kanaphata Jogis:' pp. 1o-1 1. 
So. Charlotte Vaudeville, Kabir Gmntbavali (Doha), Publications de l'lnstitut 

Fran~is d'lndologie, no. u.(Pondicherry: lnstitut Fran~is d'Indologie, 1957), 
p. v; Bharati, SiJJb SAhity, pp. 333-34· On the ca. 14th c. "canonization" and "an
thologization" of a corpus of vernacular poetry attributed to Gorakh and many of 
the other historical nine Niths, see below, chap. 5, sec. 1. 

81. SdnigaJhtml PaJJbnti, w. 4 3 71-4419 (pp. 661-69 of Peterson's edition). Cf. 
Sharma, Ay11rvtJ, pp. 197-98. 

81. Nowomy, GOT'llkfaiataka, p. 19. 
83. Locke, KanmlllllllJa, p. 433· The A.D. 1381 inscription is from ltum Baha; 

and the 1391 inscription from the "Gorakhnith" cave in Pharphing, fifteen miles 
south of Kathmandu. This latter inscription commemorates Acintanllth's establish
ment of an image of Gorakh 's feet, for worship in the cave. The feet and inscription 
are currently found outside the cave, inside of which an image of the Tabetan lama 
Rinpoche now presides. Acintanith's name curiously resembles that of Gora~'s 
and Caurarigi's guru in the Gntb tbob: Mrna-pi is alternately referred to as Acin
ta-pi: Dowman, Mastm, p. 8r; Bagchi, K]flN, p. 13. 

84- The inscription commemorates the installation of five liilgns, together with 
images of "Gora~ka," Bhairava, Aiijaneya (Hanumin), Sarasvad, and Siddhi Vi
niyaka (Gal}e5a): Briggs, GOT'llkbniitb, p. 147. 

85.,Ptliupata-SulrllS (1.1-38), with the commentary of KaUI}~inya, ed. R. Anan-
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thakrishna Sastri (frivandrum: 1940), cited in Gonda, Mtdiroal, p. z 18. The Plm
pata use of the tenn yoga is glossed by Kaul}~inya as ilmttivartlSiltltyoga: ibid., p. z 17 
n. 16. 

86. Gonda, MtditVa/, pp. 165-66. 
87. The scriptures of the Saiva Siddhllntins, which were compiled in nonh 

(Madhya Pradesh, Kashmir) and south (famil Nadu) India between the 7th and 
1oth centuries, are called the Agamas, which traditionally dealt with four subjects: 

jililnn ("knowledgej,yogn (internalized worship), kriyil ("ritual," external worship), 
and taryil ("conduct, behaviorj. In fact, most of the content of the ilgtmllls deals 
with the last two (and the definition of kriyil has in fact been altered from "magic, 
sorcery" to its present meaning). The Sa iva Agamas are subdivided into four classes 
(Saiva, Pilsupata, Soma, and Ukula), with the Saiva group being funher subdivided 
into left-hand, right-hand, and Siddhllnta. The pre-A.D. 914 Kirll'!ilgtnna does, 
howt'Ver, contain a section on "sixfold" yoga that appears to anticipate teachings 
ofGorakhnilth: Gonda, Mtdiroal, pp. 164-67, 18o-81, 189. 

88. Dvivedi, Nilth Stnnpraday, p. 11. Briggs (Gorllkhnilth, p. 63) gives a figure of 
eighteen, rather than twelve, original Saivite sects. 

89. Sabtm1 Tantrll, quoted in Gonz~ll SiJJhilnta Sf171!grttha, p. 14 Cf. Pandey, 
Gorakht~ilth, p. 107. 

90· Briggs, Gonzkhnilth, p. 63; Dvivedi, Nilth Stnnprttday, pp. 11, 18o. 
91. It is significant that all but four of the twelve celestial images (jyotirlbigns) 

of Siva are located in nonhwestem India. The exceptions are Mallikilrjuna, at Sri
sailam; Vi5vanlltha at Benares; Vaidyanlltha in eastern Bihar; and Rame5vara 
[-niltha] at Ramesvaram. The zd c. a.c.-zd c. A.D. Kushanas who, based in the Ka
bul Valley, ruled over much of nonhwestem India, including the Punjab and west
em Rajasthan, were the earliest imperial devotees of Siva, to whose name they ad
joined the epithet Mahlldeva or Mahe5vara. 

91. This modem list, enumerated by a disciple of Gambhimlth, a fonner abbot 
of the Gorakhpur monastery, is found in Dvivedi, NAth S1171tpmday, p. 1 z. Seven 
alternative modem lists are given by Pradip Kumar Bandyopadhyay, Niltha Cttlt and 
Mnhtlnild (Delhi: B. R. Publishing Company, 1991), pp. 71-73. Cf. Briggs (Gomkh
nt1th, pp. 6z-75), who attempts a historical reconstruction of the twelve p1171ths (of 
which there are actually at least thirty). 

93· Briggs (Gonzkhnilth, pp. 34-38) indicates that the organization of the Nllth 
S1171tprttdaya is ideally quite centralized, but that such is not the case in practice. 
Avedyanllth, the current abbot of the Gorakhpur monastery, is a primiiS inttr pans, 
both on institutional grounds and by virtue of his dynamism and powerful person
ality. See below, chap. 1 1, sec. 3· 

94· Even if the Nilth S11711pmd4yll has always been a loose confederation of monas-
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tic orders and lineages, certain of its member groups have, at different periods in 
history, been highly successful in organizing themselves into economic, political, 
and military powerhouses, using their itinerancy to develop wide-ranging networks 
of trading and fighting men who were at times capable of removing kings from 
their thrones and replacing them with princes of their own choosing. See below, 
chap. 11, sec. 3· 

95· In addition to the lineage found in the A.D. 1030 Siddhe5vara inscription 
noted above, oral and written traditions concerning the)QI}a AkhA~a establishment 
at Ayodhya known as "Siddhagiri's monastery" indicate a lineage comprising ab
bots whose names end in -niJth prior to A.D. 1300, after which their names end in 
-girl, the traditional DasnAmi suffix: Peter Van der Veer, Gods 011 Earth: The Mnn
agrmmt of Rtligiotu Exptrimct and ldmtity in a North Indian Pilgrimngt Cmtrt, Lon
don School of &onomics Monographs on Social Anthropology, 59 (London: Ath
lone Press, 1988), p. 146. 

¢. According to Pitambaradatta Barthwal (cited in Bharati, Sit/db Silhity, p. 
313), NiJtb was a title, meaning guru or lama in Bengali VajrayAna or "VajranAthT" 
Buddhist traditions, whence allusions to niJtb in Saraha-pA and Kinha-pA as "one 
whose mind is unwavering" (Dohakoin, pp. 31, 44• 46). 

97· Bharati, Sit/db Silbity, p. 315. See below, n. u3. 
98. The NimnAthis and PArasnAthis, both Jain subdivisions, claim descent from 

two sons of Matsyendra. A number of subdivisions are now in the hands of Muslims 
(Zifir PTrs, RJwals or NAgnAthis) or foreigners (DhajjannAthis). The Sepalas, Sa
pelas, or Samperas are (generally low-caste) snake charmers. Together with the 
BAmArg ("left-handed," possibly an offshoot of the KipAiikas) subdivision, they 
claim descent from KAQipA: Briggs, Gorakhnilth, pp. 63, 66, 69, 7I, 71, 74· Cf. 
Dvivedi, Niith Sampnztlily, pp. 163-64, I78. See below, chap. 8, n. I93· on the rela
tionship between the NAth Siddhas and the Dasnllmi Nllgas, and chap. II, sec. 4• 
for my encounter with a Sapela. 

99· On this, see, for example, Pitambaradatta Barthwal, Yog-Pmvilh (Benares: 
Kashi Vidyapith, I946), p. s6, on the subject of Jiillne5vara's guru, GahaQinllth. 
Dvivedi (Nilth Sitldh071J, p. Is> notes that the so-called "Saiva" lineages have gener
ally been more tantric in their orientation than the "Gorakhnllthis," whose practices 
reflect their founder's hathayogic legacy. 

100. See Briggs (Goraltbnilth, chart A, interleaf following p. 74) for twelve vari
ant lists of the twelve pantbs; ibid., pp. 6z-77, on their tangled lineages; and 
Dvivedi, Niitb Sampnztlily, pp. I66-67, who indicates the four different orders who 
claim descent from Hetunllth and the five orders who claim descent from Colinllth 
(Gh~ Coli). The nature of the confusion and competition that arises from too 
many groups and too few "slots" is illustrated by the reaction of the Nllth Siddhas 
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of the Ratha~u~~ii monastery when I told them I had just come from the residence 
of Nariiya~ Nath at Padu Kala, Ratha~~~ii's rival for the seat of the Vairiig pmltb: 
"He's nobody." 

ror. In the middle of the uth c., Alberuni describes "Jogis" with pierced or 
bored ears and ochre robes: Singh, Ripor£, vol. 2, p. 235· Under the heading of 
"Jogi," Singh lists six different groups for the case of 19th c. Rajasthan: r) Naths or 
Kanpha!3s; 2) Masiiniya Jogis; 3) Kalavelis; 4) Aughars; 5) Aghoris; and 6) Rawals 
(ibid., p. 141 ). 

IOZ. Some hold thatJogi and, in Bengal, Kilpiilika are the names of scheduled 
castes precisely because they descend from yogins, perhaps Nath Siddhas, who 
broke their vows of celibacy. Indeed, this applies to the majority of zoth c. Niith 
society: i.e., most Niiths are noncelibate householders. For (dated) census figures, 
see Briggs, Goraklmiitb, pp. 4-6, 53• where he notes that the 1881 census counted 
350,000 "Jugis" in Bengal. The 1895 census Riporf(Singh, vol. z, p. 135) ofMarwar 
counts 30,ZI3)ogis, of which 16,417 are male and 13,786 are female. 

103. Briggs, Goraklmiitb, pp. 63, 67, and passim; Dvivedi, Niltb SampraJiiy, pp. 
I63-64, 178. Certain Niiths who trace their lineage back to Kanha-pii wear their 
kt11!tfalas through the lobes, rather than the thick cartilage of their ears: ibid., p. S· 
Occasionally one can, by looking at a list, discern changes within a lineage or a 
monastery. So, for example, the pothfmtan lineage shows a shift from Kanpha!3 to 
Aughar leadership in the succession Macchandar-Gora~a-Ratanniith-Dhar
madiis (after which all gurus in the lineage have names with the Aughar suffix of 
-d4s): Pandey, Gorakhniitb, p. 107, citing Rangeya Raghava, Gorakh11iitb a11r tmkii 
Yttg, pp. I8-19. 

I04. These include the periodical Yog Viii!T, as well as special editions of the 
same publication, on Gorakhniith, the vernacular poetry (bii11fs) of Gorakh, Niith 
Siddha hagiography, etc. See bibliography under Srivastav. 

ros. Yogablja 8, 81, 189 and Gorakfasiddbiinta Sm!1gmha, p. u. For other refer
ences, sec Dvivedi, Niitb Sampraday, pp. 1-3. 

1o6. Aughars suffix their names with -diis. Members of the Pii pambs, who trace 
their descent back to Jalandhari-pii, suffix their names with -pii and are for the most 
part Aughars (but do not use the suffix -JAs). Members of the Kantha~i subsect 
suffix their names with -kantbntf: Briggs, Gorakbniitb, pp. 33, 67; Locke, Kanmn-
71tnya p. 4 3 r. 

107. Briggs, Gort~kbniitb, pp. 44-61, and Nowotny, introduction to Gomk!nia
tnkn, p. s 3. 

ro8. RA I.<Ji K}fiN 16.48. 
1 09· Daulat Ram Shastri, foreword to Siddhinandan Misra's edition of the RHT. 

p. I I. Modem university-level instruction in rasa idstrn does not fit the traditional 
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guru-disciple model of instruction. Such south Indian traditions as those of the 
Sittars of Tamil Nadu and the 11f!avaidya brahmins ofKerala (on which see Francis 
Zimmerman's excellent Lt disrorm dts rmrtdts 1111 pays dts ipkts: Enq11ett Stir Ia 111idt
dnt hi1rdflllt [Paris: Payot, 1989]) are medical rather than alchemical. 

110. RA Z.2, 91. Cf. RRii I.J.ua, zza. Kayastha Camul}4a, the 15th c. author 
of the Rasasanktt~Enlika, twice mentions the sm11pradiiya of his guru (4.85, 91). 

111. RA I.z 7a: na garbha~ sampradAyiltha raso garbho vidhiyate. 
11:2. So, for example, the RA (2.39) advises the alchemist to establish his labora

tory in a country where the people are Mahe5varas, i.e., followers of Siva. 
113. An alchemical author patronized by Bukku I was Vi~l}udeva, author of the 

RaSIIsindb11 and Rasariijalak!JIIi: Meulenbeld, History (draft of 10 May 1994), p. 943· 
Neither he nor his works are mentioned by Miidhava. 

114. See, for example RU 1.5 and 15.50 and RHT 1.15-17, 2o-z6, 31-32. See 
below, chap. 5, nn. 146 and 196. 

115. Dasgupta, Obsmrt, pp. 192-93, 254-55· It is related in the "Prabhulin
galiiA," of the Bhaviva Ptmltfa (cited in Gopinath Kaviraj, Til11trik Viltimay 111t7!1 
Siikta Dmi (Pama: Bihar Rastrabhasa Parisad, 1963), p. 272). 

116. Sfl~tyasmllpildallt 21.1-9 (vol. 5, pp. 388-95). The same source (p. 374) re
lates a similar hostile encounter between Gorakh and Rcval}a, in which the latter's 
siJJhis prove to be stronger than those of the former. Sec below, n. 167 and chap. 
8, nn. 110-12. 

117. Raman Sastri's analysis ("Doctrinal Culture," pp. 300-8) totally confuses 
matters by attempting to identify the "Milhe5vara Siddhas of the Suddha Marga" 
with the Tamil Sittars. Far more useful discussions are Dasgupta, Obsmn, pp. 192-
93, 254-55; and the editor's introduction to the RU (with Hindi translation and 
commentary ofBadrinarayan Sarma, 2 vols.(Ajmer: Krsna Gopal Ayurved Bhavan, 
1959), vol. 1, p. u). 

118. Ro~ ("Alchemy and Sacred Geography," p. 153), who notes that "ac
cording to certain archaeologists, these sanctuaries may have been founded by rid
dba ascetics who were practitioners of alchemy (rasaviida)." In the balance of this 
anicle, however, Ro~ tends to discount such claims. 

119. Vif1!11dban11onara PmiiiJa 3·40.1-9, translated in Shiva Sheikhar Misra, Fi11t 
Arts 1111d Ttch11kal Sdmm in Andmt India with Sptda/ Riftrtnct to Somtivara's Miilla
sollasa (Benares: Krishnadas Academy, 1982), p. 101. I have been told that such 
preparations are still in use, in Rajasthan, where they are called candraltpa ("moon
coating"), and in Kamataka, where the carving style is called bn11arapantb. 

no. Sharma, Ay11rvtd (pp. 471 [photo), 473), maintains that there was an al
chemical laboratory at Nalanda, noting the remains of an oven found in the ruins 
there as evidence. However, Satya Prakash (PracTn Bbilrllt mm.r Rasayn kii VikiJs 
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[Allahabad: Prayag Visvavidyalaya, 1¢<>], pp. 835-37), who analyzed the chemical 
content of a number of metal objects found at Nalanda, found no trace of mercury 
in any of them. 

12 1. Personal communication from Dr. Surya Kumar Yogi, Menal, Rajasthan, 
March 1985. 

122. Treloar, "Use of Mercury," pp. 232-33. The ruins of the Chandi Bukit 
Batu Pahat temple are located in Kedah, Malaysia. 

12 3· Ray, History, vol. 2, pp. xxxviii-xliii. It should be noted that in 1903, shonly 
after the publication of Ray's first volume, Palmyr Cordier ("Recentes decouvenes:' 
pp. 347-48) described this text under its proper name of Rmmdnn11angala, noting 
that it was "quite identical to the Rasaratnilkllrtl recently used by Prof. P. C. Ray." 

124. Levi, "Kani~ka:' p. 1o6; Filliozat, Domine c/assiq11e, p. 10; Eliade, JOga: 
Immortality and Frredom, p. 416. 

1 z 5. Dominik Wujastyk, "An Alchemical Ghost: The Rasaratnllkara by Nllgllr
juna." Arnbix 31:2 Uuly 1984), pp. 7o-83. 

126. See below, chap. 5, sec. 4i· 

127. See above, chap. 3, sees. 2 and 3• for the historical background to the 
RM's dramati7.arion. 

128. Ray, History, vol. 2, pp. xli-xlii. He funher claims (ibid., p.liii), on the basis 
of a manuscript colophon, that Govinda, the author of the RHT, "was evidently a 
Buddhist" in spite of the fact that this text, too, is thoroughly Hindu. 

129. Ibid., pp. xlii-xlvi. Ray~ note, in which he speaks of his indebtedness "for 
the passages cited here" to Shastri, "who has wended his way through the bulky 
MS," does not state where in the K11bjik11rt1ata Shastri allegedly found these pas
sages: they arc certainly not in his Catalog11e (vol. 1, pp. lxxviii-lxxx), which Ray 
also cites. Ray's attribution of the description of six-times killed mercury to the 
K11bjikilrnata is repeated by Mircea Eliade (Forgrrons et alcbimistes, revised ed. [Paris: 
Flammarion, 1977), pp. 112-13) and White ("Why Gurus Are Heavy," N11mm, 33 

[1984), p. 52). His misconception, that many of the early alchemical tantras were 
Buddhist, is followed by 0. P. Jaggi, Yogic anJ Tantric Medicine (Delhi: Atma Ram 
and Sons, 1973), pp. 133-34. 

t 30. Here, it is wonhwhile to note that a later Indian historian of alchemy, 
Bhudeb Mookerji, states in the introduction to volume one of his five-volume Rasa· 
jala-nidbi, that "it is earnestly hoped that Dr. Sir P. C. Ray will live to bring out a 
revised edition of his book, which contains so many misinterpretations ••• due, no 
doubt, to a hasty and superficial study of the subject." 

131. Here, Sharma (Ayr,rveJ, p. 474) miscites pp. 125-26 of the 1956 revised 
one-volume edition of Ray's History, which are a discussion ofTamil Sittar alchemy. 
Khilji's sustained invasion of Bengal began in A.D. 1202. 
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I31. Sachau, Albmmi's India, vol. I, p. zz. That Alberuni did not consider al
chemy to be a science, but rather a popular superstition is made abundandy clear: 
ibid., vol. I, p. I93· 

I 33· As I have argued (see above, chap. 3, nn. I zz-14), the early I Ith c. Vima/a
prabhiJ commentary to the KA/acakra Tnntra contains alchemical data that is quite 
identical to that of the Hindu RA, which belongs to the same century. 

134· See below, chap. 5, nn. zz-16. 
135· Sharma, AyurvtJ, pp. 31o-11, 401-3. 
I 36. SilnigaJhara Stnhhitil, ed. and tr. K. R. Srikanta Murty (Benares: Chau

khambha, 1984), pp. xiii-xiv. 
I37· Carl Ernst, "The Arabic Version of'The Pool of the Water of Life' (Amr

takuQ~a)," has identified forty-five manuscripts of the Arabic translation of this 
work and notes that there exist two Persian translations, two Turkish translations, 
and one Urdu translation of this work. One manuscript makes reference to histor
ical events transpiring in the early 13th c.: personal communication from Carl 
Ernst, Chapel Hill, N.C. November 1994· See below, n. 153. 

138. Needham, Sdmct a11J Civilisation, vol. 5· part 5 (1983), p. 185; Dvivedi, 
NiJth Stnllpratlily, p. 11. For other cases of Hindu-Muslim mystic syncretism in Ben
gal, see Dasgupta, Obsmrt, pp. I 57-87· on the 85uls of Bengal. See Zbavitel, Btngali 
Littmhlrt, pp. 189-90 on the dating of this literary work in Bengali. 

I 39· Krsna Kumar Bali, TilliJ Gorak!anilth (Haridwar: Pir Kala Nath Trust, 
I983), p. I7 and throughout. Cf. Bharati, SiJJb Stihity, pp. 315-16. 

140. Thus Bandyopadhyay (Nilth Cult, p. 43) states (misquoting Sukumar Sen, 
HistoryofBmgali Littrahlrt, with a foreword by Jawaharlal Nehru [New Delhi: Sah
itya Academy, I96o], p. 41) that "there is no doubt that the Niith cult originated in 
Eastern India, probably in Bengal, long bifort tht fourttttllh cmltlry whm wt first gtt 
a rtftrtnct." For an informed discussion of such theories and their pitfalls, see Bhar
ati, SiJJh Snhity, pp. 313-14. Cf. Pandey, Gorakh11Ath, pp. 18-I9. 

I41. Bharati, SiJJhSiJhity, pp. 335-38. See Vaudeville (KAbirGranthavali(Doha), 
pp. viii-ix; xviii-xx) for the specific terms iilnya and sahaja. 

I41. Chanopadhyaya, ed., TAraniJtha's History, p. vii. 
I43· See above, chap. 3, n. 143, and below, chap. 8, nn. 33-37. Lui-pil is the 

author of six Buddhist works preserved in the Tnnjur: Chanopadhyaya, TiJranAtha's 

History, P· 393· 
I44. Chanopadhyaya, Tiiralliitba's History, p. 310. Tilraniltha also maintains that 

Go~a was born as a Buddhist by the name of Anangavajra, and was the son of 
the Pilla king Gopiila. 

145· See above, n. 63. 
146. He caUsJalandhari-pii his guru in song no. 36; he refers to ku'!tfa/as (which 
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he identifies as the sun and moon, i.e., the two peripheral channels of the subde 
body) and the unstruck sound in song no. 11: Kvzrne, B11t1Jbist 7ilntric Son&f, pp. 
119, us. 

147· Ovivedi, Nilth Sampmtl4y, p. 7; Rose, Glossary, vol. z, p. 390; Moti Singh, 
Nirgtt'! Slhity: Sll7!uln;tilt Pmbabhllmi (Benares: Nagaripracarini Sabha, 1963), 
p. sz. 

1,.S. Oowman, Mastm, pp. 81-90. Tilraniitha's is a case of mistaken identity: 
Nowomy, GOI'IIIt!aiatllltll, pp. 14-zs; and Chanopadhyaya, Tlranlltba~ History, p. 
u7. Caurangi gives the same account of himself in verses 1-z of the ca. 14th c. 
Pri'! Sllnlta/1 (in Ovivedi, Nilth SitiJho7!t, p. 19); but the Grttb thob myth is clearly 
the source of later Hindu legends of Pora., Bhagat of the Punjab: ibid., p. z z 7; and 
Nowomy, GOI'IIIt!fl/ntalta, pp. 14-15· While the 1ibetan sources make Caurailgi and 
Gora~a Pila princes of Bengal, the vernacular Indian traditions make Caura.,gi 
the son of king Slllivllhana of Sialkot Uhelum dist., Punjab, Pakistan). The accuracy 
of this tradition is attested by a reference Gaha.,inilth (13th c.) makes to Gorakh as 
the guru of Pipil: in the 19th c. Punjabi songs of Pora., Bhagat, Pipil is the adoptive 
father of Lo.,a, the "Potiphar's wife" of this story: Dasgupta, Obstttrt, p. 388; 
Temple, LtgmJs, vol. z, pp. 388-89. See below, chap. 9, sec. 7, for an extended dis
cussion of this legend. 

149. This is Rahul Sankrtyayana's theory ("Recherches Bouddhiques," p. uS). 
On theJogi and Kapillika subcastes, see Dasgupta, Obstttrt, pp. 368-69; and Briggs, 
GOI'IIItbnllth, pp. 4-6, S3· As far as conversion to Islam from Hinduism is con
cerned, it has been hypothesized that renouncers who were dispossessed by their 
religious orders for having broken their vows of celibacy were eventually driven to 
embrace Islam. Here, their status changed from dispossessed Hindu (called "Jogi" 
in this case) to Islamicized j11lnba (Kabir belonged to this group, which straddled 
Hinduism and Islam). These Islamicized subcastes were then converted, en masse, 
by the Nilth Siddhas, which would thus account for the large numbers of house
holder Niiths: personal communication from Nagendranath Upadhyaya, Benares, 
March 1985. 

1 so. If at times their work appears to have Hindu overtones, this is because they 
cribbed much of their material from such Hindu tantric texts as the "Yoginisaf!1· 
cira" of the Jayadratbayihltallltnntrtl, the Picrtmatn-Brab711ayi171takttantrtl and the Tan
tTIISIIJbbava. On this and other resemblances between the esoteric Buddhism of the 
Highest Yoga Tantras ~llnllttllrtl tantrtl) and the Yoginl cults of the Kipiilika Vid
yilpiJha, see Sanderson, "Saivism," pp. 678--'19· 

ISI· Chattopadhyaya, History, p. u7. 
1 sz. Vilytttattvtn!' BhiivanoJIIIdda of Ghora~a (Tanj11r, Oerge z 3 77; Peking 3119) 

is less than one folio in length. It is a poetical description of a number ofhathayogic 
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phenomena, in the colophon of which the author identifies himself as Acarya 
Ghorakha. Curiously, the text that follows (Derge 2378) bears the same title as this 
one and is attributed to Caurangi, that Siddha with whom Gora~a's legend be
comes confused in Tibetan hagiography. I am grateful to Steven Weinberger for 
translating this text from the Tibetan. On the mryll songs attributed to Ghora~ 
in the Tnnjur, see above, n. 15. 

153· On this date, see Digby, "Encounters withjogis," p. 34· 
154. This is a role Gora~ continues to play in rural Bengal: for a study, see 

Sarat Chandra Misra, "On the Cult of Gora~anlith in Eastern Bengal," Journal of 
tht Dtpam11mt ofLtnm (University of Calcutta) 14 (1927), pp. 1-41. 

1 55· Pandey, Gorakhnllth, p. 6o. See above, n. 74 for a possible parallel develop
ment at Kadri, in Karnataka. 

156. Ernst Bruce Alexander, Statistiral Dtstription and Historical A(rount of tht 
North-Wtstml Provill(tS of India [Gazetteer, Northwest Provinces, vol. 6] (Allah
abad: Northwest Provinces and Oudh Government Press, t88t), pp. 371,436. Cf. 
Pandey, Gorakh11iith, p. 61, citing the CitrilvniTofUsmlin Kavi without citation. The 
same author states (ibid.) that "Allah ud-Din Khilaji destroyed the famous temple of 
Gorakhnlith in the 13th century," which is chronologically impossible. Its destruc
tion by Aurangzeb in the 17th c. (ibid.) is more likely based in historical fact. 

157· The ca. 13th c. MBhT, a Slikta Tantra and the sole text with any significant 
alchemical content to have come out of eastern India, makes no mention of any of 
the Siddhas. 

158. Edwanl C. Dimock, Jr., Tht P/a(t of tht Hitltlm Moom Erotk Mystidm1 in tht 
Vai!'!avn-snhnjiyll Cult of Bmgnl (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1966. Re
print Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1991), pp. 249-70. 

'59· A ground-breaking survey of the often sympathetic relations between the 
Nlith Siddhas and Soft's in medieval India is Digby, "Encounters with Jogis." See 
also Gold, Lortl as Gun1, pp. 20,-8; and Dominique-Sila Khan, "I.:Origine ismae
lienne du culte hindou de Rlimdeo Pir," Rrout tlt I'Histoirr tits Rrligio11s 210 (1993), 
pp. 27-47; and idem, "Rlimdeo Pir and the KAma~iyli Panth," in Folk, Faith, nntl 
Fmtlnlism, ed. N. K. Singhl and Rajendrajoshi (Jaipur: Rawat Publications, 1995), 
pp. 295-327· 

r6o. Many vain attempts have been made to generate biographies of the major 
Nilths out of the mass of legend on their subjects: Dasgupta, Obsmrr, pp. 191-92, 
2 t8, 367-98; Dvivedi, Nllth Snmprat14y, pp. 149-Bo; idem, Nith Sitltlhot!'• pp. 4-2 1; 
and Briggs, Gorakhniith, pp. uS-so. 

161. The entire Gangetic Plain, from Bengal in the east tojalandhara (Punjab) 
in the northwest, was politically unified under the Pilla kings of Bengal between 
the 8th and 12th centuries: Joseph E. Schwartzberg, ed. A Histori(al Atlas of South 
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Asia (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1978; second impression, with addi
tional material, New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), p. 146, pl. xiv. 

161. Viisavadattii, verse 87; and Ro~u, "Alchemy and Sacred Geography," p. I 53· 
The RRA (4.8.t-185: Srinityalldtbnsiddbaviradta (Rasaramiikardlltargatlli caturtha) 
Rllsiiyanakbanda~, ed. Yadavji Trikamji Acharya [Benares: Chaukhamba Sanskrit 
Pustakalaya, 1939)); and the AK (I.IZ.I-100) contain long descriptions of Srisai
lam. See also Arion Ro~, "Mantra et ~ntra dans Ia medecine et l'alchimie indi
ennes," Journal Asiatique, 174:3-4 (1986), pp. 151, 155· 

163. The Kapiilikas, who had important ties with Srisailam, were also especially 
strong in the south, following the 1oth c. Prior to that, they may have been cen
tered in the Himalayan regions, where their practices of ritualized sex strongly in
Auenced the nascent tantric tradition, as documented in the ca. 9th c. JayndmtbayA-
7111lla Tantra: Gonda, Medieval, pp. 165, 1 16; Lorenzen, s.v. "Saivism: Pa5upatas," in 
Encyclopedia of Religion; idem, "New Data," in Hiltebeitel, ed., Cri111inal Gods, p. 231; 
and idem, Kiipalikas, pp. to6-8. 

164. The oldest existing edifice on the peak of Srisailam itself is the Mallikiir
juna temple, which houses the jyotirlinga of the same name. This temple dates from 
tbe 13th-14th c.: Ro~u, "A Ia recherche," p. 34· A Mallikarjuna is located at Sripar
vata in the 6th c. Viisavadatta: Hall, Viisnvadatta, p. 11. 

165. Miilati-Miidbava (Bhavabbiiti~ Miilati-Miidhava, 'With tbt C0111111entary of]a
gaddbam, 3d ed., M. R. Kale, ed. [Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1967]), act 5, vv. 1-1. 
See also Lorenzen, Kiipalikas, p. 95, and below, chap. 5, n. 84. 

166. Sastri, "Doctrinal Culture," p. 304; Bhattacharyya, History, p. 284. The 
Tungabhadra, a branch of the Krishna or Kisma River, Aows past Alampur (Kur
nool district, Andhra Pradesh), the western "gateway" to Srisailam (R~, "Al
chemy and Sacred Geography," p. 155), and on to the modem Hampi (Bellary 
district, Kamataka), i.e., the capital ofVijayanagara, whose kings were, in the 14th-
17th centuries, great patrons of the Virasaivas. Kadri, the great "Yogi" monastery, 
was also located within the borders of this empire: Saletore, Soda/ and Political Lift, 
vol. 1, p. 53· In more common usage, the term Antarvedi referred to the Doab, the 
region lying between the Ganges and Yamuna rivers in modem-day south central 
Uttar Pradesh: D. C. Sircar, Studies in the Geography of Ancient and Medieval India 
(Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1990), pp. 303-7. 

167. This is not the same text as that portion of the Bbavisya Purii'!a cited above 
in n. 1 16. In the Siinyasa111piidane, a Virasaiva source, Allama Prabhu condemns 
Gorakh's alchemy in no uncertain terms: Ramanujan, Speaking of Siva, p. 147· 
While Allama Prabhu lived in the 11th c., this work, which casts him as a contem
porary of Gorakh, was compiled during the reign of the Vijayanagara king Devar-
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iya n (A.D. 1419-47): Sflnyllstllllpitllmt, foreword to vol. I, p. ii. See also Dasgupta, 
Obsam, P· ZSS· 

168. Kardaswamy, History, p. 3S4- The ling• at PaSupatinith, the "national 
shrine" of Kathmandu and Nepal, is also called ptmuflllti, transmutational. Tradi
tion holds that a man wearing lead bracelets once purposely embraced the lmg11. 
The bracelets were turned to gold, but the man, who had come to worship out of 
desire rather than devotion, was physically unable to leave the temple sanctum until 
he had removed the bracelets: personal communication from Puma Giri, Hardwar, 
March 1984-

169. Kardaswamy, History, p. 330. Korakkar~ south Indian stmllllbi is located at 
Poiyur (Thanjavur disttict), a village near Nagapattinam on the Tamil coast: ibid., 
p. 3S4· A Nith Siddha establishment is located at the same site: personal communi
cation from N. Sethu Raghunathan, Madurai,January 198s. 

170. Komltlt~~r M11llli Wlgt~t11711 (Madurai: G. Ramasamkykone Booksellers, 1¢8), 
cited inN. Sethu Raghunathan, "Conttibution ofYoogi Munivar for Siddha Sys
tem of Medicine," Htritllgt of tbt T11111ils: SitiJ/m Mttlitint, ed. S. V. Subrahmanian 
and V. R. Madhavan (Madras: International Institute of Tamil Studies, 1983), p. 
616. 

171. ROfU, "Alchemy and Sacred Geography," p. IS3· On Nityanitha~ probable 
membership in the Nith order, see below, chap. s. n. 41 and sec. ¥· 

171. B. Rama Rao and M. V. Reddy, "A Note on Goralqanitha and his Work 
Yogtllllpiltl," Bullttin oftbt lndinlnstitutt oftbt History ofMttlitint (Hyderabad) 11 
(198z), pp. 34-lS· Following this episode, GaU1'81}a goes on to relate the battle 
between the diamond-bodied Gorakh and the divine-bodied Allama Prabhu: see 
above, n. IIS· The so-called Yogllllipilti, as these authors describe it, is clearly an 
Old Kannada version of the llil!hilyogllprtJtlipilti of Svitmarima, with added mate
rial on the transmutation of base metals into gold: ibid., p. 37· See below, chap. s. 
n.IJ7· 

173· ROfU, "Alchemy and Sacred Geography," p. IS4- Another Hindu version 
of this legend is found in the Kiltbistnittiglml (41·57): Otttm, vol. 3• pp. zsz-s6. 
cr. Watters, Ytum-CinDimg, vol. z, pp. ZOJ-6. See above, chap. 3· nn. Jo6-I07· 

174- Watt, Diaitmtny, voL S• pp. 131-34- Cf. ROfU, "Alchemy and Sacred Geog
raphy," pp. ISs-s6. 

I7S· The Vijayanagara kings (A.D. I))6-Is6s), although based at Hampi, were 
devotees of Siva Mallikirjuna at Srisailam: Konduri Sarojini Devi, Religion in tbt 
VfiiiJIITIIIgtml Bmpirr (New Delhi: Sterling, 1990), pp. 88-89, 176, 180. 

176. Rofu, "A Ia recherche," pp. 44-46, sz. See above, chap. ), n. 47· 
I77· NSC, pp. us, 117; idem. "Gortzltb" Y~lt, pp. z66-68. There are prob-
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)ems of chronology here. Satyanlith is associated with the 16th c. Garhwali king 
Ajaypal; Anandagiri, if he is the same hagiographer of Sankara as the Anandagiri 
who authored the Sankaravijaya, is a 14th-15th c. author; and Sankarliciirya himself 
is an 8th century reformer of Hinduism. 

178. K}flN 16.5-'7; KM 2.5-6; KPT 15.2 and 16.9 (pp. 356 and 367 ofjivananda 
Bhattacarya, ed. Indrajalavidy/Jstn{lgraba (Calcutta: V. V. Mukherji, 1925) Cf. Pan
dey, Gorakhnatb, pp. 66-68. 

179· Srivastav, ed. "Gorakh" Vtit!ink, p. 119. 
180. Like the Clilukyas of KalyliJ.li (1oth-nth c.) before them, the Ylidavas 

of Devagiri (A.D. 1175-1318) ruled an area comprising Maharashtra, Karnataka, 
and the western Deccan (encompassing the region of the Andhran Srisailam): 
Schwartzberg, Historical Atllls, pp. 147-48, pl. xiv.3). 

181. While Bhliskara's is an extremely common name, it may well be that the 
same Bhiiskara who was eulogized by Siddha Nliglirjuna in the opening verse of the 
12th-13th c. Yogarntlttnna/a, was also the author of a lost alchemical work entided 
the Rasendra Bh/Jskara: Priyavrat Sharma, NagiiTjnna's YogaratntnltiJ/a -with the Com
wtmtary ofSvet411tbnra Bhik!ft Gti1Jiikara (Benares: Chaukhambha Orientalia, 1977), 
pp. 9-11; and idem, Aynrved, p. 230. 

182. Sharma, Ay11rved, pp. 31o-1 2, 402-'7, 474 482, 697. A precious document 
which records the royal patronage of Ayurvedic physicians and alchemists by the 
early Yiidavas is a passage from the Sangitaratnnkara (1.2-13), a treatise on music 
by Siimgadeva, the grandson of Bhiiskara: the passage is reproduced in Sharma, 
Ayrtrved, p. 311. 

183. This is the YogisampradiJyiivi!ktJi (YSA). In an introduction to the YSA, (p. 
en), Candranath Yogi states that his is an abridged Hindi translation of jfiiine5vara's 
translation (into "Maharashtran") of a Bengali original written shortly before his 
time. He gives no explanation for this "Bengali original," which I find implausible, 
given that the names of the Niith Siddhas treated in the work correspond to those 
found in western Marathi rather than Bengali hagiographic traditions. At this 
point, I am unable to confirm Candranath Yogi's assertion that this is in fact a 
work (or translation) originally composed by Jnane5vara; however, apart from some 
mentioned in a number of appendices, none of the persons figuring in the work 
appears to be later than Jnane5vara's late 13th c. dates. The manuscript used by 
Candranath Yogi is dated to A.D. 1 773-74. 

184. Pandey, Gorakhnath, p. 65. 
185. The Tantrn MahaTT]ava is a work which locates the Nine Niiths at eight 

of the nine cardinal directions. Niigiirjuna's Godavari location corresponds to the 
southern quadrant: Dasgupta, Obscnre, p. 2o6. See below, chap. 5, n. 82. 
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186. Kaviraj, Bhiirntly, vol. I, pp. ISI, 191""'91, 197, 103; Briggs, Gorakbniitb, 

P· 111. 
I 87. Srivastav, "Gorakb" Vtitfiiitk, p. I 19. The 7th c. Bal}a mentions that plantain 

flourishes along the shore of the Godavari: Shanna, lndin11 Mtdidnt, p. 14S· 
188. Chinese and Persian reports of exceptional Indian waters date back to the 

middle of the 9th c. Like mercury and sulfur, sal ammoniac occurs naturally in 
regions of geothennic activity: Needham, Sdmct and Civilisation, vol. s. pt. 4 
(198o), pp. 197""'98, 43S-37· 

189. RA 11.136-39. Cf. yet another reference to a Srisailam, where "rock" or 
"peak water" -iailodnka-is found, as well as a long list of sources of low-grade 
"rock water:' most of which are in southwestern India (RA 11.181-87). 

190. Kndnlbtlafljtmatbn Mabamtya (p. 33), quoted in Pandey, Gornkbniitb, p. 66. 
191. The reference is found in RRS t6.u6. See above, nn. 134-3s. and chap. 

s. n.169. One could, however, read RA 11.136 ("on the southern path, in the direc
tion of Death j as an indication that the author was from somewhere further to the 
north. However, such is a commonplace way of speaking of India south of the 
Vmdhyas (Yama, Death, is the regent of the southern quarter). Prior to the Yada
vas, the Calukyas of Kalyal}i ruled this region. While the Ma1111S0/Iiisn (A.D. 1 1 3 1 ), 
written by or for the Calukya monarch Some5vara ill ("Bhnlokamalla"), contains 
long passages on medicine (1.13S-307), sorcery for locating buried treasure 
(1.331-61), transmutational alchemy (1.377""'94) and the testing of gemstones 
(1.378-536), it shows no direct influence from the RA, which dates from a century 
earlier: Miillasolliisa of King BhiikJknmal/a S01ntivnrn, 3 vols, ed. G. K. Srigondekar, 
Gaekwad's Oriental Series, no. 18, 1d ed. (Baroda: Oriental Institute, 1967). 

191. Shanna, Yognrntnnma/4, pp. 8-to, 13; idem,Aytlrvtd, pp. 31o-JI, 401. See 
below, chap. s. nn. 6o and 1S1· 

193· Shanna, Yogarntna1mllil, pp. 14-17. 
194· Phyllis Granoff, "Jain Biographies ofNagarjuna: Notes on the Composing 

of a Biography in Medieval India," in Phyllis Granoff and Koichi Shinohara, eds., 
Monks and Magicians: Rtligiotu Biographies in Asia (Oakville, Ontario: Mosaic Press, 
1988), PP· 48-49. 

I9S· The "Satavahana" king is an obvious carryover from Buddhist traditions. 
Palinanakapura is to be identified with both the modem Palitana and Mount Sa
truiijaya, as well as Vallabhi and Pattan, and by extension, Mount Dhank. 

196. Summarized in Granoff, "Jain Biographies," pp. 48, so-st. The Prabandbn
dntihlln1Ji calls the elixir "ten-million transmutation mercury" (kofiiVtdhT-rnsa); the 
"grinding of mercury" (piirndn-mnrdnna) is the second alchemical S1171JSkiirn: 
Dvivedi, Niitb S11711prntliiy, p. IS3· 
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197· See below, chap. 7, n. 69. 
198. Granoff, "Jain Biographies:' p. 52. Dhank is located sixteen miles (by road) 

northwest of Upaleta (Rajkot district, Gujarat). Dominik Wujastyk also describes 
an image of Nagirjuna-together with that of a figure named "Barot" (who, he 
was told, wrote Nagirjuna~ biography)-which, located in a private dwelling in the 
village of Dhank itself, is receiving active worship: letter dated 24 February 1993· 

199. According to Shantilal Pranjivanjoshi, who wrote the forward to the 1959 
Ajmer edition of the RU (p. 11 ), it was with the alchemical gold produced at Valabhi 
that the jains financed the building of the 1oth-14th c. Dilwara temples of Mount 
Abu, considered by many to be the most beautiful examples of Jain temple architec
ture in India. 

200. Valabhi had been the capital of the Maitraka kings, whose charters date 
from A.D. 502 to 766. Popular and bardic traditions, which maintain that Valabhi 
fell in A.D. 524o are chronologically impossible: D. C. Sircar, The GuhikzsofKi~kin
dh4 (Calcutta: Sanskrit College, 196s), pp. 24-25. On Amru ibn Jamal, see Histori
cal1111d Cultural Chronology of Gujarat, ed. M. R. Majumdar et al., 2 vols. (Baroda: 
University of Baroda, 196o), vol. 1, p. 226. 

201. For a complete rendering of this account, see below, chap. 9• sec. 8. 
202. Sachau, Albmmi's India, vol. 1, p. 193. 
203. Personal communication from Dominik Wujastylc, London, May 1992. 
204 Briggs, Goraklm4th, pp. u6-17. This leads into another legend concerning 

Dharamnath and Dhinodar hill, the site of an important Nath monastery to the 
north of Bhuj, the capital of Kacch: Dalpatram Pranjivan Khakhar, "History of the 
Klnphatas of Kacch, lndi1111 Antitjuary 7 (1878), pp. 4?-S3· These accounts further 
resemble the myth of the fall of~l}a's capital, Dvaraka, which was swallowed up 
by the ocean shortly after the conclusion of the great Mahabhmta war: Dvaraka is 
located across the Gulf of Kacch from Mandavi. The fact that the Kathiawar penin
sula and Kacch are both low-lying regions with swampy, shifting coastlines is no 
doubt also a source for accounts of"fallen" cities ofPattan. See the maps of Gujarat 
in Schwartzberg, Atkzs, pp. 8-32, which indicate that the Kacch region has been 
periodically submerged by the ocean over the past millennia. 

205. Walter Ruben, Eismschmietk und Diimonm in lndim, lnternationales Archiv 
ftlr Ethnographie, 37, suppl. (Leiden: Brill, 1939), p. 205, citing Lmga Puril'!fl 

•·97·1-42· 
2o6. KPT 2-40: asya pOrvamevayutaf!1 japtvi tato 'nena mantrel}a paSinal!' sap

tibhimantritaf!l lqtva patt1111e va griimt lqipet va tena paSinena vrlqam ta4ayetl 
griina madhye aprirthitaf!l sukhabhogam pripnoti. Cf. KPT •·33 (in Bhattacarya, 
ed, lndrajllavidy4s1111Jgrllha, pp. 267, 28o). 
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207. Nigarjuna's toponym may correspond to Patan, a city in nonhem Kathia
war that has been continuously inhabited since the period in question and near to 

which is a mountain (Osam) that has long been a site connected to the practice of 
Ayurvedic medicine: Kalyih] Salrti Anlr, pp. 661, 664 The Pattan that Dharamniith 
brought down was located in southern Kacch, over two hundred miles to the south
west. Both toponyms are, however, within Gujarat, as are a number of other top

onyms ending in -pattm. 
208. Granoff "Jain Biographies," p. 6o, citing Jyoti Prasad Jain, "Jain Authors 

and Their Works:' Jaina AntiqUIIT] 33 [198o), p. 27. Granoff does not give the tide 
of this work. 

209. Paduba-tloba no. u6, cited in Srivastav, ed., "Gorlllrh" V'litflnlr, p. so. Cf. 
Dasgupta, Obscurt, pp. s8-6o. 

210. Elizabeth Sharpe, An Eight-Hundrtd ~ar Old Boolr of lnditm Mtdicint and 
Fonnulas, TrtmSkzttd from the Origin~~/ Vtry Old Hindi into Gujtn"Qti CbtmiCtn- and 
Thtnct into English (London: Luzac & Co, 1937; reprint New Delhi: Asian Educa
tional Services, 1979), p. 6. A nth-14th c. alchemical text, entided Rtmmztnasa-
111U«IlJil, was the work of the Jain monk Mil]ikyadeva Sari: J. C. Sikdar, ed. and 
tr., Tht 1Wa-rama-sll7lluttll]ll ofMih]iltyatkva Sfiri Qaipur: Prakrta Bharati Academy, 
1986), p. i. It in no way resembles Viigbhana ll's alchemical work of the same tide. 

211. RC 2.1; RPS 13.15. See below, chap. s. n. 225. 
212. Watt, Diai0711n'J, vol. s. p. 233· TheJamnagar alchemical experiment was 

described to me by Siddhinandan Misra: personal communication, Benares, 
March 1985. 

213. John Cort, "Twelve Chapters from Tht Guidtboolr to Vllritn11 Pilgrimagr 
Plaas, the Vividbatirthalralpa ofJinaprabhasOri:' in Phyllis Granoff, ed., The Clwtr 
Adultmss and tht Hungry Monlr: A TrtllSU'J of Jain Littraturt (New York, Mosaic 
Press, 1990), pp. 251-58; and Slrtmda l'um]a 7.2.6.8. Girinllrii~, the Sanskrit 
name for this site, reflects a link with the cult of Dattiitreya as an incarnation of 
the god Vi~u. In the YSA, the nine Niiths are identified with nine Niiriiyat}as, and 
led by Dattiitreya. The names of the nine Niirii~ are found in the BhllVisyll 
Pur4r[o (cited in Rajesh Dikshit, Sri N11Vtm4th Cllritra S4gar [Delhi: Dehati Pustak 
Bhandar, 1¢9), pp. 13-14); the nine Niths mentioned there are those currendy 
revered in Maharashtrau traditions. 

214 Watters, YUtm-Clnutmg~ Trt~vtls, vol. 2, pp. 248-49; Biil}abhana, Hllf'!lltllritll 
8.226. The YSA states that Matsyendra ended his career at Gimar: Mallilc, SSP, p. 
1o. The early 19th c. Natha Cllritra (ASL MSS no. I5731I645) ofMiin Singh, king 
of Marwar, devotes no fewer than fourteen chapters (1.2; 2.1-13) to Gimar; most 
of these concern the travels of Gopicand to the site and the meetings he had with 
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Dattitreya, Matsyendra, and other Nath Siddhas there. Man Singh was married to 
a Gujarati princess. See also Kaviraj, Bhiimtiy, vol. 1, p. 197, on the Aghori Babll 
Kinnarim, who had a vision (dnrian) ofDattatreya on Gimar in 1724. 

215. Briggs, Gomkbnilth, pp. no-19; Pandey, Gomkhniith, pp. 63-64. 
2 16. Personal communication, Kathmandu, October 1984. See below, chap. 11, 

sec. 4• for the fruit of my searches. The geographical remoteness of the sites of 
Gimar and Abu may also account for their perennial frequentation by Nlith Sid
dhas and members of other tantric orders whose practices were viewed as abomi
nable by mainstream Hindu society. On the terrible practices of the Aghoris at 
these two sites, see H. W. Barrow, "On Aghoris and Aghorapanthis," Amhropologital 
Sotitty ofBom/,ay 3:4 (1893), pp. 199, 211-14, 246. 

217. A number of major Nlith sites arc called "[Gorakh] Tilla," an alloform of 
"Tileti": the most important of these is found above Jhelum (Jhelum district, Pun
jab, Pakistan): Briggs, Gomkhnilth, pp. 101-3. Formerly, the Nath Siddhas had an 
important monastery called Gorakh Tilla in Benares: ibid., p. 84. 

218. At Mount Abu, "Gopicand's cave" is located near the top of the central 
peak (above it is a temple to the goddess CamUJ;t~li) of Acalgarh; in the pass be
tween this and the eastern peak is a shrine to Gorakh. At Girnar, it is Bhartrhari 
whose cave (an image of Gopicand is there as well) is located in a dip between the 
first and second peaks and Gorakh whose Jhtlnl is found atop the central peak. 

219. See below, chap. 10, nn. 125-30. 
2 20. Cannabis, called vijnya "victory" in a number of tantric texts is, according 

to the Tilril Tantm (3.1-11), essential to ecstasy. The 7th c. south Indian lirumolar 
sings the praises of marijuana in his 1inmta11tim111 (Ro~u, "Yoga et alchimie," p. 
370); and the kanja plant (gailja, marijuana) is called "Gorakh's root:' komkkar-nmli, 
in Sittar traditions (Kardaswamy, History, p. 354). 

ur. Briggs, Gomkh11iltb, p. 72. See above, n. 67. 
222. This and a number of other Rajasthani legends that follow were related 

to Colonel James Tod, author of Annals a11J A11tiq11itits of Rajasthan, ed. with an 
introduction by William Crooke, 3 vols. (London: H. Milford, 1920; reprint Delhi: 
Low Cost Publication, 1990). Tod (vol. 1, pp. 258-6o) presents the following ac
count as history; Sircar (G11hilas, pp. 12-13) demonstrates that it is a legend. Wink 
(AI-HinJ, vol. 1, p. 294) maintains that the Guhilots who would become the lords 
of Mewar originated in Gujarat, noting the existence of a forest named Guhila in 
that province. 

22 3· The Acalgarh fort at Abu was the old stronghold of the Paramliras of Can
dravati and Abu: B. N. Dhoundiyal, Rajasthan Distria Gazattm: Sirobi (Jaipur: 
Government Central Press, 1967), p. 430. The ruins of Candravati are situated 
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about halfway between Amba Bhavani and Abu, at about twelve miles' distance 
from both sites: Alexander Kinloch Forbes, Rils-miilii: Hind11 Amtals ofWtstmt btdia, 
'With Pnrtimlnr Reftrtnce to G11jarnt (London: Richardson, 1 878; reprint New Delhi: 
Heritage Publishers, 1973), p. 210. 

u4. Tod, Annals a11d Antiq11ities, vol. 1, p. 2 59; and Sircar, G11hilas, pp. u-1 3· A 
number of legends connect the aboriginal Bhils of Rajasthan and Gujarat with the 
alchemical touchstone. The founder of the Mandalgarh branch of the Calukya race 
raised the walls of his fortress (Mandalgarh) with the gold he made from a piirns 
panhar ("touchstone") found by a certain Mandoo, a Bhil in his service: Tod, Annals 
and Antiq11itits, vol. 2, p. 545· A similar scenario involving a Bhil blacksmith's ap
prentice is found in the Knthiisaritsiigarn (Octan, vol. 3, p. 161 n. 1). 

us. Tod,Am~nlsalldAntiqllities, vol. 1, pp. 255,259, 265-70; and Sircar, Gtlhilns, 
pp. 26-27. 

u6. Here, Bappa's legend parallels that of Guha. Bappa's mother is also from 
the kingdom of Candravati. 

zz7. EJ:alitiga Miihiimtytmt 19.35-68 (Premlata Sharma, Ekalitigmtliibilt711Jf1711 
(Eklitig Mnttdir kii Sthalap11riit! t'UI/7!1 Me-wilt/ ke Rilj-Vn'!ll kiiltihiis [Delhi: Motilal 
Banarsidass, 1976], pp. 8s-88). This source does not provide the important account 
of spitting, which is given only in Tod (Amtals and Amiq11ities, vol. 1,pp. 264-65), 
who also indicates that the initiatory thread with which Harita Rasi invested Bappa 
Riwal was calledja11eo, which is a specifically Niith Siddha term. 

2 2 8. Gaurishankar H. Ojha, "A Gold Coin of Bllppll Rllwal," Jot~rnal of the Asia tit 
SocietyofBmgal, new series no. 6, vol. 23, Numismatic Supplement no. 40 (1926-
27), PP· 14-19. 

229. On Hiirita Rasi's name, see Sircar, G11hila, p. 25. Risi was also a common 
suffix to names of Kalamukhas, an early sectarian evolute of the Pasupatas: A. S. 
Altekar, "The RashtraktlJas," in G. Yazdani, ed., The Early History of the Deccan, 2 
vols. (London: Oxford University Press, 1¢o-61), vol. 2, pp. 705, 707. According 
to Singh's 19th c. Riport. (vol. 2, p. 241), the forerunners of the KanphaJa jogis in 
Rajasthan were called "Risi." 

230. Briggs, Gornkhniitb, p. 247; and Henri Stem, "Le temple d'Eklingji et le 
royaume de Mewar (Rajasthan) (rapport au divin, royaute et territoire: sources 
d'une maitrise)," in L'Espace d11 Te111ple [Pilrt'!iirthn 10] (1986), p. 30 n. 19. 

231. Dvivedi, Niith Stmiprndiiy, pp. 174-75· 
232. Briggs, Gorakh11iith, p. 66; idem., The Cha111iir:r(Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 1920), p. 76; Rose, Glossary, vol. 2, pp. 407-8; NSC, pp. 191-92; Dvivedi, 
Nath Samprntliiy, p. 179. The Pagalpanthis may be connected, through the persons 
of Cauranginath-PtlraJ} Bhagat and Rasalu, with an 11th c. king named Gaj, whose 
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capital, originally called Gajapuri, had its name changed to Rawalpis;t4i (the "Ra
wal's body"?): ibid., p. 178. There is also an IndianjtJti called Rawal, which probably 
descends from these western Yogis: Briggs, Gortlkbn4th, pp. 49, S3• S+ 

233. Gort~kh Bini, Pad 31. Cf. Briggs, Gort~kbnath, p. 66; Dvivedi, N4thS11711Jm1-
J4y, p. 165; and NSC, p. 191-92, u6. There is a Niignith temple located at Dwar
hat, north of Ranikhet, in the Almora district of western Uttar Pradesh: Kanti Pra
sad Nautiyal, The Archatology of Kumaon (Varanasi: Chowlchambha, 1¢9), p. 219. 

234 NSC, pp. 191, UoJ; idem., ed. "Gort~kh" Viitf4nk, p. 370; Rose, Glossary, 
vol. 2, p. 3¢; and Tucci, "Animadversiones Indicae," p. 137. See below, chap. s. 
nn. IS-16. 

235· On Jvilamukhi-Bi4ava, the "seven-tongued Aame," in the Mahabhiirlltll 
(3.8o.1o6), see Surinder Mohan Bhardwaj, Hindu Platts of Pilgrimage in India 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1973), pp. 44t 47-48. On the b4tftrva of 
the subde body, see below, chap. 8, sec. zc. 

2 36. The Nith Siddhas associate the site with Goralch and Niigiirjuna: Kathleen 
M. Erndl, Victory to tht Motbtr: The Hindu Goddm ofNortln»tst India in Myth, Ritr111l, 
and Symbol (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), pp. 44-48. 

237. On the role of the Nignithis on the Hinglij pilgrimage, see Devadatt 
Sastri, Agntyatirtha Hinglaj (Bombay: Lokaloka Prakashan, 1978) pp. 4t 6-8. The 
Rawal "caste" traditionally worships Hinglij Miti, together with Siva Mah~dev, 
Bhairava, Gorakhnith, and Macchandranith: R. E. Enthoven, Tht Tribts and CIIStts 
ofBumbiiJ, 3 vols. (Bombay: Government Central Press, 1923), vol. 3, pp. 3o6-8. 
On the Muslim Jogis of the Sind who continue to go to HiJiglij on pilgrimage, see 
Mujtaba and Shah, "Taming," p. 83. 

238. Yogv~I2:3 (March 1977), pp. 44-46, cited in Pandey, Gort~klm4th, p. 64 
239· Tod,Ann~~lsandAntift1itits, vol. 2, p. n¢. 
240. I have summarized Tod's rendering of this account. The name of Tod's 

"Rita" may be related to the Ritabiknith "Yogi caste" of the Central Provinces who, 
Briggs reports (Gort~kbn4th, p. so), prepare and sell soap-nut (an ingredient used in 
an alchemical experiment conducted in the 19405: see below, chap. 11, sec. r). 

241. See below, chap. 10, nn. 19-21. 

Chapter F'we 
1. Marcel Detienne, L'invmtion dt Ia mythologit (Paris: Gallimard, 1981), PP· 

131-43· 
2. The majority of these solitary citations are culled from a list found in Sharma 

{Ayurotd, pp. 489-94), who inventories alchemical tides together with their alleged 
authors, without any other descriptive material. He notes that he obtained this list 
from Siddhinandan Misra, author of Ayurotdlya RiiSIII4strtl and other works, and 
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suggests that other data are available in the &uaratn4ktm~ (there are three distinct 
works by this tide) and the RmakaumuJi (of which there are also three), as well as 
the Pirlldllsll1itbit4 and other zoth c. works on r11111 iAstrtl. 

3· The names A.dinitha, Rudra, V~J]U, and Braluni figure in the Ku/4n]llva Ttm
tra (6.631HS4) list of the twelve deities of the divyaugba. 

4· Personal communication from N. Sethu Raghunathan, Madurai, January 
1985, referring to an appendix to the 14th c. Silrilgadbtm~ Sll1itbit4. I am more in
clined to attribute these lacunae to the fact that much of what south Indian histori
ography treats as historical fact (names of authors and texts, etc.) is in fact legend. 
So, for example, A. Shanmugavelan (Siddb11r &imct, p. 16) maintains that the Vedic 
sage Agastya (Agathiar) learned the Tamil language from the (Buddhist bodhi
sattva) Avalogithar in north India, before coming south to found the discipline of 
Sittar alchemy; the same Agastya would have taught medicine to the elder Vig
bhana! 

5· Sharma, Ayurvtd, p. 491; Ray, History, vol. z, p. xcvi. 
6. Rival}a is mentioned by name in RM: Paris MSS no. uu, fol. 27b, lines 

9-10. In the RanuJya1]11, Candrasena (z) was the name ofRiYal]a's father-in-law (i.e., 
the father of Riv31}a's wife Mandodan"), a king of Sirilhala-dvipa (generally identi
fied with Sri Lanka): Singh, Nirgu'! Sabity, p. 63. A Sittar alchemical work names 
Rival}a's son Indrajit as an alchemist: see above, chap. 3, n. 34 Another of Rival}a's 
sons, Meghanida, is named as a Nith Siddha in a ca. 1400 A.D. Telugu text, the 
N11Vtmiltbataritra of Gaural}a: see above, chap. 4o n. 65. 

7· RM, fol. 25a, lines 6-xo. Cf. Sharma,Ayurvtd, pp. 185, 493· 
8. RM, fols. 24b.t, z6b.9. Cf. Cordier, "Recentes decouvenes," p. 347· 
9· Ro~, "Yoga et alchimie," p. 376; idem, "Mantra," p. 252. 
to. RC Is-35· Earlier than the Bhiskara who was Nigirjuna~ guru (see above, 

chap. 4o n. 181), another Bhiskara would have authored a commentary on the Su
irutll Sll1itbit4, entided the Suirutll Pllfljiki, in the 12th century: Sharma, Yogtm~t7111-
m4/4, pp. 9-11; and idem., Ayurvtd, p. 230, 31o-u, 402-5. Somadeva also men
tions Dine5vara (15.34), Dal}c;li, and the sage Brahmajyoti, who are mentioned 
nowhere else. 

u. Sharma, Ayurvtd, pp. 489-94 Naravihana is a tide of Kubera, the Hindu 
god of wealth; Naravihanadatta is a hero of Somadeva's Katbisllritsigtm~ who be
comes the emperor of the Vidyidharas: Otttm, vol. 8, pp. u-13 z, and vol. 9, p. 119. 

u. These works are the &uasiddbiiilstrll (no. 4313 in the Derge Tanjur) and the 
Rasiytma SistroddJn;ti. See above, chap. 3, n. 121. 

13. See above, chap. 4o n. 235. 
14 The Carpfl! N4tb jl kt &k is found in Dvivedi, Nitb Siddhf111!, p. 18. A frag

ment (s folios, 72 verses) of a vernacular work entided C11rJ111! Rmiytm is held by 
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the MSL (Hindi MSS no. 669). His lost SvargiiVaiJyakiipililta is mentioned in the 
13th c. RRA (t.1.I7). A Carpafi SidJhdnta is mentioned in Priyanaranjan Ray, His
tory, p. 1 z8. The Nath Siddhas also attribute two other nonalchemical works-the 
Carpaf1171111iljllri (of which a passage is quoted in Barthwal, JOg-Pnlvah, p. 71) and 
the Catt1rl1h11Va6hivtlsnnalmn1111-to Carpap: NSC, p. 199. Three Buddhist works 
attributed to him-none of which are alchemical-are preserved in the Tanj11r: 
Tucci, "Animadversiones Indicae," p. 137; Bagchi, KJiiN, p. z8; Chattopadhyaya, 
ed., Tilrllnathai History, pp. 153-54 On Carpap and Vya4i, see Dowman, MIIStm, 

P· 38Z. 
15. On the Buddhist Siddhacirya Carpap's alchemical legend, see above, chap. 

3, n. ur. A Telegu myth involving "Sarpap" is found in the Bhojmj'lytnllll of 
Ananta: R~. "Alchemy and Sacred Geography," pp. 154-5 5· On the Pri'! Sailga/1, 
see NSC, p. •94· 

16. According to Saiva Siddhinta metaphysics, Srikal}tha is the seventh of the 
eight Vidye5varas, emanates or devolutes of Sadisiva. 

17. Sharma, A]UrvtJ, p. 697· Chapter colophons to the Anantlaltantla read: iti irT 
blmimvoktt an1111tlakanJt. Dvivedi (Niith Sampratliiy, p. 190) names Manthinabhair
ava as the author of the lost Rllsaratna. A certain Ma[n]thana-siritha, physician to 

the king of Malava, is the author of the ca. 14th c. Rasana/qammlalikil: Ray, History, 
vol. z, p. lx. 

r8. Sanderson, "Saivism:' pp. 671, ~9· Manthana (the "Chumer") Bhairava, 
which is the name of a wild ascetic form of Siva whose cult belongs to the old Vidya 
Pitha,later replaces the thineenth and culminating Kill in the lmn1111 ofKaula tra
dition. The northern transmission .also had the same tradition of four "Yuga Na
thas" as did Abhinavagupta. It, however, called these the gurt1lmm111, the succession 
of teachers: HTSL, pp. 76-77. 

19. For manuscripts of this work, see bibliography. This work is cast as a dia
logue, in which the alchemical gnosis is revealed to the goddess Kikacal}4e5vari by 
a form of Siva who is variously called lsvara, SadiSiva, or Bhairava. Another work, 
entitled the KAkacii1Jt/livllrll Klllpat1111tr11, ed. Kailashpati Pandey, Kashi Sanskrit 
Granthamala, 73 (Benares: Chowhkambha Sanskrit Series Office, 1963) is also an 
alchemical work. This text, substantially shoner than the Kilklltii1Jt/tivarlmata, may 
be identical to the Mah4msilylln11Vidhi, referred to by Shastri in his Catalogtlt (vol. 
11 p. lviii)., 

zo. RU 1.9, 46-58 (which summarizes the chapter contents of the MahotlaJh1). 
The Bhiitipraltam1JII (1.114b) states that the MaboJaJhi (but not the Rllsartlj'amaho
JaJb,) is a work in twelve thousand verses, while the Rluopani{llt is a work in six 
thousand verses. This work goes on (1.115-zt) to list a number of divinely au-
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thored (by Virabhadra, Sukra, Indra, Viniyaka, etc.) alchemical works mentioned 
in no other source. 

21. Misra, Ayurvtdiya, pp. 39-40; Sharma, Ayurvtd, p. 490· Two procedures, 
called the "Kipilika method" and the "sequential Kipali method:' are described in 
the RA (6.84i 14.85; 16.34 43) and later works as techniques for the coloration 
or liquification of gemstones, mercury, and other minerals. A work entitled the 
SvargllVaidya-kiipiilika, attributed to Carpap by Nityanatha, author of the RRA, is 
also a possible source for the name of the Rasa Siddha "Kipilika." See above, n. 13. 

u. Sharma, Ayurved, p. 482. Cf. Siddhinandan Misra's foreword to Tripathi's 
edition of the RA (Rnsii"!avam niima Rasattnltrlml), p. 13. 

23./ti Tivnr11Sa111Viit/tm.t rasllViidmiJ ntdurlabhmnl rnsiinJIIV'"!' ntahiliistrtml ••• 71111-
hiisiddhi yogiinll71dma bhiifitnm: ASL MSS 4256 (dated samvat 1731, i.e., A.D. 1675-
76) and erroneously catalogued under the title Rasariijaiankara, fol. 105a; ASL MSS 
4173, fol. 109 (dated samvat 1684 i.e., A.D. 1627-18); and ASL MSS 4274 fol. 149· 

24. Bhairavinanda Yogin is the purported author of the Dhiitttkriyii or Dhiittt-
7111lfljari, a post-16th c. work: Satyaprakash, Priicin Bhiirat, p. 615. However, see 
below, n. 53· 

25. iyarp hi pof3li prokti sUighaJ.lena mahibhfti ••. singhaJ.lasya vinirdi~ti 
bhairavanandayogina lokanathokrapofalyil upacari iha srnfd~. 

26. See above, chap. 4 nn. t8o, 191. 
17. The manuas and iconography of this alchemical pair are described in RA 

1.51-53, 61-71· 
z8. Like a number of alchemical works with -kalpa in their tide, the Rasakalpa 

claims to be a portion of the Rtldrayii711ala Tll71tra: Ray, History, vol. z, p. lvii-lviii. 
See below, nn. 153, t6o. 

29. BhP 1.111b-tub. See below, n. zoz. 
30. BhP 9.136b: niithagornlqa S1171tproktn. See below, n. zo3. 
31. Svacchandabhairava is the deity of the Svacchnnda Bhnirava or Svacthanda 

Tll71tra, the principal Tantra of the tllll71tra pT(ha. Like Manthinabhairava, Svacchan
dabhairava has an alchemical preparation named after him: the RM (fol. 6b4) and 
RPS (8.13 z-3 3) describe a svaccbll71dabhairava rasa. Elsewhere, one also finds min
eral preparations called iJnll71dabhairava rasa, sll71nip4tnbhairava rasa, and tripura
bhairava rasa. 

31. Letter from Alexis Sanderson dated 6 July 199z, citing Svacchantlatll71tra 
1.88t-94b, and who also notes that the thirty-two-syllable mantra of Rasabhairava 
(RA 1.68) is a variant of the thirty-two-syllable aghora mantra that is the sakala 
form of Svacchandabhairava: (SvT 141-43). See below, chap. 6, nn. 59, 6z. 

33· Sharma, Ayurvtd, p. 493· 
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34· This work is quoted extensively by ~emarija (fl. A.D. Iooo-so) in his com
mentary on chapter nineteen of the Nttra T1111tra.: Dyczkowski, C1111on, p. 41. A 
palm-leaf manuscript of this work held in the NNA (MSS no. 3-391 [Saivatantra 
67)) is dated Nepal samvat 304 (=A.D. I 184). See Bagchi, K}fiN (p. 1), and Gonda, 
History (p. 116), on Srikal}~a-guru as the great preceptor of the Pasupatas. 

35· Sharma, Ayurved, p. 491. Dvivedi (NiJth Samprat14y, p. 190) names Manthi
nabhairava ~ the author of this work. See below, nn. 17o-73. 

36. A single alchemical manuscript (no. 1.14.ii.19) entided GhDf/4 Collis held in 
the private collection of the Sri Rimacaral}a Praya Vidyipi~ in Jaipur; three one
folio manuscripts of the Ghotf4toli ViJitya (MSL MSS nos. 1481, 1481 [a), and 1483 
[b)) are held in the Mahirija Min Singh Library in Jodhpur. Gho~i Coli is listed 
as a Rasa Siddha in the AK and as a Mahasiddha in the HYP. 

37· Barthwal, lOg PraviJh, pp. 68-69; Dvivedi, NiJth Sampradiiy, p. 167. 
38. Kardaswamy, History, p. 354· See above, chap. 3, n. S+ 
39· See below, n. Z3S· 
40· Pandey, Gmilthnith, p. 118. Another work on tantric sorcery, the KAmaratna, 

is alternatively attributed to Nityanitha Siddha, "son of Pirvati," or to Srinitha, 
Siddhanitha (a name sometimes identified with Matsyendranith), or Niga Bhana: 
HTSL, p. 111. 

41. There is confusion over this attribution. The Gomltfa Sitldh4nta S117!'graha 
knows of two texts entided SSP, of which one was authored by Gora~itha and 
the other by Nityanitha. Nowotny (Gomltfaiatalta, pp. z3-14) indicates that Fitz
Edward Hall found a copy of the SSP attributed to Nityaniitha, but notes that 
Rajendralal Mitra (The Yogic Aphorisms ofPatanjali [Calcutta: n.p., 1883, appendix, 
"A Descriptive List of Works Extant on the Yoga System of Philosophy," S.S. 1181) 
disagrees. Kaviraj (Bharatiy, voJ. z, p. 175 n. 1) agrees with Hall; while Briggs (Gom
ltlm4th, p. 155), citing Mitra, calls the author Nityinanda Siddha. This last name 
corresponds to that of one of the Siddhas enumerated in chapter 49 of the Sailltara
vijaya of Anandagiri, which constitutes a Siddha charter of sorts. On this, see David 
Gordon White, "The Nath Siddhas," forthcoming in Constantina Rhodes-Bailly, 
Douglas Renfrew Brooks, William K. Mahony, and Paul Muller-Onega, eds., Sid
dha Yoga: Continuity 1111d Frttdont in a Contemporary Spirittllll Tradition, vol. 1 (nn. 
19-3z). 

4Z· At:irya Yaiodhara h;ta Rmapraltiiasutlhilltara, with a Hindi translation by Sid
dhinandan Misra, Jaikrishnadas Ayurveda Series, no. 54 (Benares: Chaukhambha 
Orientalia, 1984). 

43· Edited, together with a uth c. work, the Lohasarvasvam of Sure5vara, by 
Yadavji Trikamji Acarya (Bombay: Nimay Sagar Press, 1915). 
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44· Discussion in Misra, AJIIIWtl&•• p. 39· 
45· The latter of these two works is ASL MSS no. 4167. On these texts and the 

dating of their author to the reign of Bukka I of Vijayanagara, see Meulenbeld, 
History (draft of 10 May 1994), pp. 799-&o. 943· 

4J6. ASL MSS no. 4z6o. For a historical disc:ussion, see Misra, AJII'Wt/9'11• p. 4Z· 
47· ASL MSS no. 4zzz. For a historical discussion, see Shanna, Ayurvtd, p. 409· 
411· Ed. Ji.varam Kalidas (Bombay: VenkatesVara Steam Press, 1¢7). 
49· Ed. Manirama Sastri (Bikaner: Maniramasanna, 1934). 
so. Ed. with notes by Yadavji Trikamji Acarya and Hindi commentary by In

dradeo Tripathi, Chaukhamba Ayurveda Granthamala, 10 (Benares: Chaukhamba 
Amarabharati Prakashan, 1984J). For a disc:ussion, see Sharma, AJII'Wd, pp. 336, 

4B+ 
S•· ASL MSS no. 4348. 
sz. ASL MSS no. 4158. 
53· A portion of the Dbltultriyl is reproduced in Priyanaranjan Ray, History, pp. 

414-41: it appears to be the same text as the Dbltuhllflll, attributed to Nlgtrjuna 
in manuscript colophons, as are the P4rrllltzk•lf111 and G•ntliNikllkll/pll: see bibliogra
phy and Ray, History, vol. z, pp.lvii-lviii. 

S+ Sharma, AJII'Wd, p. 4115· 
55· ASL MSS no. 4z8o. On the dating of this teXt, see Meulenbeld, History 

(draft of 10 May 1994), p. 8o5. 
56. Tantric sorcery is the subject of three classes of tantras, according to the 

Nnn~ Tntnr's classificatory scheme of the lrotiiS: these are the Virna Tanms (on 
the gaining of sitltlbis), Garu4a Tantras (on poisons), and Bhota Tantras (on posses
sion and exorcism): Jn'SL, pp. 16-17. All such works are placed within the fourth, 
lower lrot11 of an alternative classificatory schema, found in the Brt~/mulylmillll Tn
tnr: Dyczkowski, Cmon, PP· 39• 41· 

57· NNAMSS nos. 3-39z (dated A.D. u84J) and s-4947 (reel nos. Bzs/3z and 
AI49fz); Kaiser Library (Kathmandu) MSS no. 197 (reel no. C3oiJ6). 

sB. ASL MSS no. 419+ 
59· ASL MSS no. 3¢7. 
6o. The KPT has been edited and constitutes the last of the six works antholo

sized in the lntlrtzjllllvit/ybmJgrtiiNI, ed. Bhattacarya, pp. z&f.-390· The Yogmn
fllmllf/4, a much shorter work, has been edited with an excellent historical intto
duction by Priyavrata Sharma. Sharma notes parallel verses on p. 13 of his 
introduction. 

61. The Dlltt4mytz Tntnr has been published as an independent work by Rajesh 
Dikshit (Delhi: Dehati Pustak Bhandar, n.d.). It is also included in Bhattacarya's 
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edition of the lndmjalavidyns1111Jgraba (pp. 13Z-79). Compare 1.5a of this work (llt/
t/llt mtn~tantrr t11 kalata'!t/tivtm tathll) with RRA 5.1. 7 and KPT 1.9ab (tu/4iit vlltule 
tantre ucchi~te siddhiSllvare kinkii}I mtnJtantrr t11 k41atll'!t/tivart mate). 

6z. The Mntrkabbtdn Tnntrtl has been edited by Chintamani Bhattacharya, Cal
cutta Sanskrit Series, 7 (Calcutta: Metropolitan, 1933, 1958); and translated by Mi
chael Magee [Loknath Maharaj) (Delhi: lndological Book House, 1989). 

63. See above, chap. 4t n. 191. 
~· Peter Peterson, ed., Tbt Paddbati ofSmgadbam, A SaMkrit Anthology (Bom

bay: Central Book Depot, 1888), pp. 659-703. For a historical discussion, see 
Sharma, Ay11rwd, pp. 197-98; and K. R. Srikanta Murthy's introduction to his edi
tion and English translation of the Sarilgadbam Stnhbit4, which states (p. v) that the 
alchemical portions of the Paddbati were taken from a lost text entided Yognm
s4yana. 

65. Kaviraj, Bb4mtfy, vol. z, p. z9z, note 1. On the role of the Yoglliikbopani!lld in 
later 1o8 Upani~ad traditions, see Christian Bouy, Lts N4tba-Yogin tt Its Upani!llds, 
Publications de l'lnsritut de Civilisation lndienne, no. 6z (Paris: De Boccard, 
1994), pp. 11%-13· 

66. M4nllSDIIAsllt.z.to-st. 
67. Pitambaradatta Barthwal, Gomkb 84nT(AJlahabad: Hindi Sahitya Sammelan, 

194z), who offers tentative Hindi translations. Another edition of this collection, 
which includes a long and sometimes useful Hindi commentary, was published by 
the Gorakhnllth Mandir in Gorakhpur in 1979: Ramlal Srivastav, ed., "Gomkb 
84n1" Vifq4nk (Yog Vil'!l, special issue no. 1 for 1979) (Gorakhpur: Gorakhnath 
Mandir, 1979). 

68. Dvivedi, Nath Sitldbfn!l, introduction, pp. 1-z, on the contents of Gomkb 
84n1 (cf. Barthwal's introduction to Gomkb 84111, pp. u-zo), and pp. z-4, 16, z 1, 
on the contents and daring of the works of the other Nllth Siddhas. Cf. Vaudeville, 
Knbir Grtlntbavnli (Doha), p. v; Ronald Stuart McGregor, Hindi Littmttlrt frum Its 
Btginnings to tbt Ninttttntb Cmtt1ry (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1984), pp. 21-
u, 13z; and Dasgupta, Obsttlrt, p. 373· 

69. Dvivedi, Niltb Siddbfn!l, p. s6 ("Bharthari jl kJ sabadi," v. 6). 
70. Reproduced in Mallik, SSP, pp. 8:-87. See above, chap. 3, nn. 3, tu. 
71. One of the two is edited in Dvivedi, Niltb Siddhut!f, p. 39· 
7z. Chap. 13 of the Daniltrtya 1imtrt1 is entided "Rasllyanam" and contains four 

magical recipes that make use of mercury and sulfur, as well as other mineral, 
herbal, and animal (herpal) ingredients. Other chapters contain descriptions of 
"magical" uses of minerals, as for example chap. 8, which explains how to use kajjaiT 
on one~ eyes to bring a woman under one's power (striVIIS'fkarll'!" is, moreover, the 
tide of this chapter). See Sharma, Ayurwd, p. 49z. The manuscript of a work en-
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tided the Dana Patala was in the possession of an old Delhi vaidya named Sriram 
Shanna Shastri. When I met him, in january of 1985, he was attempting to produce 
alchemical gold by following its instructions. 

73· The Rasat/arpiiiJa is cited by the 16th c. 'ffH/arinalltla: Shanna, Ayurutti, pp. 
486,491, 493· 

74· The colophon to the NNA MSS no. 1-1473 of the KM states that it was 
itiyiivatilrt; the same is said of a list of sixty-four yoginTs contained in the K.ttbjiki
pilji-ptttidbnti (fol. sz): Shastri, Catalog~tt, vol. r, p. s8; and vol. z, p. 8o. Adinltha 
is the author of the MabiJkilla StnhbitiJ: Pandey, Gorakhnilth, p. liZ. The Tlrl 
Khal}4a of the Saktisailg11111a Ttmtra is cast as a dialogue between the goddess Sakti 
and (Siva-)Adinltha: Dvivedi, Nitb S11111pmt1Ay, p. 4 n. 1. 

75· Adinltha is invoked as a divinity in the opening(1.1) of the SSPofGorakh
nlth, and is later (s.s-u) quoted at some length in the same work. 

76. Five of these are edited together by Bagc:hi, in his KaulaftlilllaniriJIIJtl. They 
are: Kat~lajililllllli17J11Jtl; two distinct works entitled K.ttlavlrll Ttmtra (A and B); KIIIIJ
nalltla Ttmtra; and ]1lt11111kt1riki. A shon vernacular work, entitled MatsymtinmithjT 
ki pttti, has been edited in Dvivedi, Nilth Sititilm!'• pp. 64-65; and in Mallik, SSP, 
p. 76. The Yoga l'i.fiiJII, a Sanskrit work on bntbn yoga attributed to Matsyendra, is 
edited ibid., pp. 45-47· A relatively early work, also attributed to Matsyendra, is 
the Ca11tirilvalotana: it is quoted in the HYP (4.16, 54): Bouy, Niltba-Yogin, p. 8z n. 
345· A very late hathayogic source, entitled the MatS]tlldrtl SmltbitiJ, is found in 
manuscript fonn in the MSL and the NNA. Cf. Pandeya, introduction to Gornk.ra 
StnhbitiJ, vol. 1, p. gbn. 

77· RA 1-4b: kulakaulamahlkaulasiddhakaulldi §lsanam (here I emend niian11711 
of Ray's and Tripathi's editions to lilslln11111, which is the reading found in the three 
ASL manuscripts of the work, and which makes more sense). RA 18.zz8a: tasmi
neklfl}ave ghore na!tasthlvarajangame. Ct: Matsyendra's K.ttlinalltla Tantra (in 
Bagc:hi, K}11N, p. 107, whose opening verse is repeated nearly verbatim by the 
KCM[1.1]). 

78. KftiN 16-47-49· Cf. Bagc:hi's interpretation, on p. 35· 
79· Mrgmtirig1111111, Caryiplda 1.36b-37, 40b-41a (Helene Brunner-Lachaux, 

Mrgmtirig11111a, Staion tin Ritts tt Staion tiu Ctmtportmtmt avtt Ia V.mi tit Bbnttallilri
JIIIJakiiiJ!ha, Publications de I'Institut Fran~ise d'Indologie, no. 69 [Pondic:herry, 
lnstitut Fran~is d'Indologie, 198s], pp. 34 366). In a list of auspicious dream 
visions, the same source (Kriylpida 8.141-15b) names "seeing white mica .•. the 
Siddhas ••• [and] coming upon the sitlt/ba-ftuid:' This last element is glossed by the 
commentator as nuil]1111a. See above, chap. 3, n. 133· 

8o. Tarapada Mukherji, ed., Gopita11tim Nncaka (Calcutta: University of Cal
cutta, 1970), p. xliv; Bagchi, Kj;IN, p. r. A ca. 14th c. palm-leaf manuscript in the 
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Nepal National Archives, entided Srikim4kby4gubyasitldbi purports, in its colo
phons, to be have been "brought down by Sri Marsyendra-pAda": ibid., p. 6o. This 
work is cited in the late-13th c. Kltbjik411ity4bnikati/alta: Dyczkowski, Cantm, pp. 
163--64 (n. 23 to part 2). However, as Tucci notes ("Animadversiones," p. 134), 
Marsyendra may have been an initiatory name given to a number of persons. 

Sr. See chapter colophons to the KftiN and KM, discussed below, chap. 8, sec. 
zb. Like Srisailam, which has been identified with at least three peaks, Candragiri 
is also a ubiquitous mountain. An inscription from Karnataka locates a Candrapuri 
in the western ocean (Saletore, "Kanaphapa Jogis," pp. 2o-21). Candragiri is also 
the name of a peak situated at the western end of the Kathmandu Valley. Candra
dvipa, Candragiri, Candrapuri, and the "western country" (palcima diii: Dvivedi, 
Niitb Siddbf11!1, p. 9 = v. ros) are also mystic locations within the subde body. 

82. Cited in NSC, pp. 49, 217; Dvivedi, N4tb St1111prad4y; and Pandey, Goralqa 
Sambit4, vol. 1, p. cba (who also notes that the Gorak!asabasrtnrbn4stotra gives the 
southern toponym of 'Va«;fava as Gorakh's birthplace). On this, see also Bagchi, 
KftiN, p.64 

83. Such early Buddhist works as the GubytJS117114ja Tantra (with the Stkoddtia 
and other commentaries) know of six-limbed (!atfanga) bafha yoga, but only speak 
of the four specifically Buddhist caltras. In Buddhist systems, the Upanisadic tarka 
("analytical reasoning") is replaced with anusmr;ti, "recollection," and in Hindu ba
tba yoga with the 4sanas ("postures"). One commentary on chapter 18 of the Gubya
samiija Tantra, entided "~a~anga Yoga," is the work of NAgArjuna. It is extant in 
Tibetan: Wayman, Yoga, pp. I63-?3· The MahAsiddha authors of the pre-nth c. 
Cary4pllllas were also well acquainted with a number of hathayogic techniques, but 
held to the older four-cakra system. See also Majjbimanikilya I 2 and 36, as evidence 
that the Buddha himself was a teacher of bafba yoga: Nowotny, Goralqaiamka, p. 14 
A number of hathayogic techniques are vaguely described in Pataiijali's Hlga Stitras 
2-46-so: Vyba, in his sth c. commentary to the Yoga Siltras, lists a number of pos
tures but gives no account of the t11/rras. The practice of diaphragmatic retention is 
alluded to, by the term of stambba-vr;tti, in YS 2.50. The ca. rst c. A.D. Mr«baka{ik4 
mentions one yogic posture (1.1: palailkiislnul); none are mentioned in the Mllb4b
bmm (E. W. Hopkins, "Yoga Techniques in the Epics," JAOS n [1901], pp. 345-
48, 369, 373). The MBb (5·42·33) compares the yogin who cultivates virya with "a 
dog that eats its own vomit." 

84. nityarp nyas~~angacakranihitarp hftPadmamadhyoditam/ ••• nA~inAmu
dayakramer;ua jagata~ paiic:ArnfdkaJlaQAdapriptotpatana: Mii/ati-Miidbava 5.2. On 
the importance of this passage for the history of ba!ba yoga, see Dvivedi, N4tb Sam
pradiy, pp. 82, 84i and Sanderson ("Purity and Power:' p. 2 I 3 nn. 89, Io8), who 
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notes that this method of extraction is described in minute detail in chapter 3 of 
the Jayadrathayiimala (NNA MSS no. 5-1975· Saiva tantra 419). fol. 184o v. 5-8· It 
is unlikely, however, that this source is as old as Bhavabhoti. The process is also 
described in Matsyendranllth's K}iiN 11.18. TheRA (18.11,_19) appears to de
scribe a similar process, but on an external, alchemical register. See above, chap. 3, 
n. 133· 

85. Sanderson, "Saivism," pp. 68,...S8. 
86. This list is also found, with variations, in K}iiN 5·15b. In 3.6-ro, Matsy

endra describes a set of nine ca/mzs. These correspond precisely to standard enu
merations in later sources. 

87. K}iiN 3.1-3 is adapted, nearly verbatim, by the HYP (4.14): Bagchi, K}iiN, 
p. vii. On 11111tsyot/ara, see below, chap. 8, sec. u. 

88. The earliest extant manuscripts of both works are held in the Nepal Na
tional Archives. The KM (NNA MSS no. 1-185) is dated A.D. n6o; the K}iiN 
(NNA MSS no. 1-361 [H)) is dated to the mid-I Jth c. A.D. (Bagchi, K}iiN, P· 5)· 

89. Abhinavagupta (apparendy paraphrasing K}iiN u.B-9) speaks of his rever
ence for Macchandanllth in TA 1.7: "May Macchandanatha be propitious to me, he 
who tore apart the glowing net made of knots and holes, a batch of bits and pieces 
unfolding and spreading everywhere" (tr. in Silburn, Kzl'!tfalinT, p. ur). Cf. TA 
19.31, and Jayaratha~ commentary to 'Dl 1.18; Sanderson, "Saivism," p. 681; and 
Goudriaan, HTSL, p. 18. 

90· He mentions the KM in his Paratrimiikivivllrtl'!a, p. 184 (cited in Dyczkow
ski, Canon, p. 171, n. 79). See also ibid., pp. 48-49,65, 84o and Schoterman, $afll
basrastnitbit4, p. 6. 

91. TheTA 740 cites a work entided Yoginikaula, on the subject of the distribu
tion of the iaktitattva into pat/as, mantras, a~llrtiS, and ca/mzs. 

91. Dyczkowski, Canon, p. 65, n. 65. The KM also mentions the Siddha Kaula 
(ibid., p. 171, n. 70) and the Siddha-mllrga (London, Wellcome MSS g5o1, fol. 
35.,...S). 

93· Sanderson, "Saivism:' p. 681; Dyczkowski, Canon, p. 163 (n. 13 top. 6z). 
The other three are Khaga (Bird), Tortoise (Karma), and M~ (Ram). Abhinava
gupta never employs the term lmnilya in his writings; he seems however to assume 
it: ibid., p. 66. 

9+ Dyczkowski, Canon, p. 81. 
95· The Western Trnnsmission subscribed to this same mythic doctrine. On 

this, the sons of Macchanda (or Minanlltha), and the walli system, see Dyczkowski, 
Canon, pp. 61, 70, 163-64o 166, and 191 (nn. 13, 31, and 133 to pan 1); and San
derson, "Saivism:' p. 681. 
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¢. For historical discussions, see Sanderson, "Saivism," p. 679; idem., "Trika 
Saivism," p. 15; Dyczkowski, Ctmon, pp. 65, 8o; and HTSL, p. so. See above, chap. 
3, n. 13z. 

97· Sanderson, "Purity and Power," p. Zl4 n. no, citing TA 13.301, 3zo-ub; 
and MaM711nilyapntltRia 1. 30. 

98. Sanderson, "Trika Saivism," in Entytloptdia ofRtligion, vol. 13, p. 15. In spite 
of these reforms, and the broadening of the Trika base in 1oth-11th c. Kashmir, it 
was the dualist orthodox Saiva Siddhllnta doctrines and the cult of Svacchanda
bhairava that remained predominant in the valley: idem., "Kashmir Saivism," vol. 
13, p. 16. 

99· On the collection and use of combined sexual emissions (called ltlll!t/ngolalta, 
etc.) in prereform ritual and worship, see KJiiN 11.18, 3z; 18.?-9; HTSL, p. 44; 
Dyc:zkowski, Canon, p. So; and Schoterman, Ytmitantm, pp. z8-z9, 31. 

100. See K}11N 18.6-z3 on ritualized sex; 8.31-3z for an explicit discussion of 
the use of eight types of vitlyd [goddesses); 8.3o-45 on means to gaining access to 
the sixty-four yogi11is; and 11.1-43 on the offering and consumption of prohibited 
foods and sexual fluids. See also 14.56 and 17.4Z. Cf. Sanderson, "Trika Saivism," 
&ltytloptdiaofRtligioll, vol. 13, p. 15. 

101. Dyc:zkowski, Canon, pp. 6o, 6z, 8z. 
1oz. Sanderson, "Saivism," pp. 663, 679-Bo; idem, "Purity and Power," pp. 

191-9z; idem, "Trika Saivism," p. 15. On historical dues for the geographical and 
temporal parameters of these changes, see also Dyc:zkowski, Canon, pp. 34-35, 48, 
55• 86, 92, 189 n. 193· On the VidyllpttJta as the most important subdivision within 
the tantric classificatory system of the four pi(bns, ibid., pp. 49-52. 

103. TA 15.16o-7ob withjayaratha~ commentary, cited in Sanderson, "Mal,l-
4ala," p. 176, n. 29. 

104. TA Z9.1Z?-3Z· This practice is prescribed for those whose goal is enjoy
ment (bllbhllkftts) as a means to attaining sitltlbi; and for those who have yet to attain 
self-realization (aprilptnvibotlba). See below, chap. 10, sec. z. 

105. Dyc:zkowski, Canon, p. So. 
1o6.jayaratha's commentary to TA Z9.129a. I am grateful to Alexis Sanderson 

for bringing this reference to my attention. 
107. TA 3.z61~ and S·151. Cf. idem., Pmtriiiltd-lagbllvr;tti 11-16, with com

mentary, in Muller-Ortega, Triadic Htnrt, pp. 181, 189, and 195 (English transla
tions) and z83, z86, and z88 (original Sanskrit). 

lo8. TA s.s8a, translated by Muller-Ortega, Triadic Htart, P· IZ3· 
109. On this, see Silbum, Klt1ft/alini, p. 174i and Dyc:zkowski, Ctmon, p. 8z. 
110. See below, chap. 7• n. 67. 
111. See above, chap. 3, n. 1 19. 
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111. Important works include Harvey Alper, ed., Mantrll (Albany: SUNY Press, 
1989) (much of his volume is devoted to the methodological principle of treating 
tantric 111antrll as a "language game"); Brooks, Sttrtt (mainly on the Srividyi tradi
tion); Muller-Onega, Triadic Htart; and Padoux, Vic. On the parallel Vedic intel
lectualization of concrete sacrifice, see Frits Staal, R11ltS Withollt Mtaning (New 
York: Peter Lang, 1989), and jan Heesterman, Tht Brokm Worltl ofSatriji« (Chi
cago: University of Chicago Press, 1993). 

113. Gopinath Kaviraj, Tintrik S4tlhani atw Sitltlhint (Pama: Bihar Rashtra
bhasa Parisad, 1979), p. 391. Bint111-s4tlbtma refers to practices involving "drops" 
(bint/11) of sexual Ruids. 

114. This is an abridgement of the Srimatonam Tttntrll, which is also closely 
related to the Manthinabhairava Tttntm, a work that also refers to itself as Kidi text: 
see HTSL, p. 55, and below, nn. 101, 109. 

11 5· Elsewhere, jillandhara has no alchemical works to his name, either in San
skrit or vernacular languages. His anthologized poems are on the subject of ba{ha 
yoga. Like a number of other Nilth Siddhas, jillandhara appears to have been too 
busy living his yoga to have wrinen about it. The rich body of legend surrounding 
him contains a wide array of yogic and alchemical motifs. jillandhara has seven 
Buddhist works attributed to him in the Ttttljllr: Chattopadhyaya, Timlliltha~ His
tory, p. 417. He is also the author of a Sanskrit work, definitely from within the 
Nilth Siddha fold, the Sitltlhinta VtJ/rya: Dvivedi, Nith Sampmt14y, pp. 6-7. His ver
nacular poem, "jalandhrJ Pilv jJ kl sabadJ," is edited in idem., Nith Sitltlh07!', pp. 
JG-JI, and Mallik, SSP, pp. 90o-91. 

116. This poem is translated and discussed below, chap. 9, sec. 8. Gorakh dispar
ages alchemy and other tantric practices that afford sitltlbis inferior to those pro
cured through yogic practice in Yogablja 174. 

117. Rao and Reddy, "A Note on Goralqaniltha and His Work Yogatllpiki," p. 
37· See above, chap. 4o n. 171. 

118. The Gomkh Upan~tl is edited in Mallik, SSP, pp. 71-'15· 
119. This work is often referred to simply as the Hacha Yoga. The critical edition 

was established by Nowomy (Das Gomk!aiataka) in 1976. 

110. For a longer listing of these works, see Dvivedi, Nitb Sampmtl4y, pp. 98-99; 
Briggs, Gomkhnitb, pp. 151-s3; Pandey, GomkbntJtb, pp. 81-83; Nowomy, Gom
~taka, pp. 13-14; and Gopinath Kaviraj's introduction to his edition of the Gor
ak!a Sitltlbtllltn Satl,lgrtthn (Benares: Vidya Vilas Press, 1915), pp. ca-'!a. 

111. SRrilgatlham Patltlbati 4371: dvidhil hatJtal} syidekastu gora~dis
USidhital}/ anyo 111fkal}4aputrtdyail} sildhitoniSamudyatail}. Dattiltreya's exposition 
of yoga is found in MtJrlta'!t/tya P11r41fa 39.1-65; 40-1-41; and 41.1-16. Cf. Mallik, 
SSP, P· 75· 
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uz. Pandey, Gortzkbn4tb, pp. 89-90. Elsewhere, a manuscript (MSL MSS no. 
1 557) of the D11n11grmz~4tlll claims to be a ponion of the 1ilntr11 M11bin]llv11. 

1 z 3· The sole extant recension of the hathayogic Gtm~/rfll Sll1itbit4 appears to be 
a ca. r6th c. manuscript, written in Bengali characters, held in the Nepal National 
Archives, which was translated into Bengali by Prasannakumara Kavirama in 1897· 
For a discussion of the relationships between the these works, see Tucci, "Anim
adversiones Indicae," pp. 134-36; Bagchi, KftiN, p. 6<J; and Pandey, introduction 
to Gtm~/rfll Stnllbit4, vol. 1, p. fll· Chapter 1 of the Gtm~/rfll Stnhbit4 parallels chapters 
1-3 of the SSP; chapter 3 parallels SSP <J; and chapter s parallels chapter 6 of the 
SSP, which describes the IIVIIJbfltll. Cf. Gtm~/rfll P11dJb11ti 1 + 

u4 Meulenbeld (History, draft of 10 May 1994, p. 1011 n. 14010) attempts 
to make sense of this statement by dividing the work as follows: (1) K4Ji-pt'llkllnn]ll 
(the Siikta work); (z) BbtJtiprakllrti'JII (the alchemical work); (3) Yog11-kb11'!t/ll; (4) 

N41/Tjil4nlldlpik4; and <s> the Avlldb1Jtllglt4. 
us. On alchemy, see Bhattacharya, S4Jb11n11111414, vol. 2, p. xxi. On b11!hll yog11, 

see HT, p. 165. This source (p. 9) nevertheless includes alchemy and hll!bll yog11 in its 
list of the eighteen "constituents of tantra." The alchemical literature is discussed in 
the chapter entitled "Tantras of Magic" in the survey of tantric literature produced 
by these same scholars: HTSL, pp. 11 7-16. 

u6. Brooks, Stan, pp. 52-53. 
u7. RRS 13.61; 16.7, 31. 
uS. The Rlls4r1J11VII calls itself a "great Tantra" in 1.57· The full title of the 

IWIIJn:tllly11 is 1WIIbr;dlly111ilntr11; the BbP calls itself the Bbflti Tantrll (2.101), etc. 
129. The alchemical BbP, for example, calls itself the H4dibbttlll of the Gtm~lrfll 

S11711bit4. 
130. Ayantrll is an apparatus which controls or subdues ()'mn) the volatile ele

ments combined in it (another use of yantrll, as a synonym for mll'!t/11111, diagram, 
has the same meanings, since by using it as a meditational support, the yogin is 
able to concentrate and bring his mind under control). 

131· HT, pp. 78-89. 
131. Brooks, Sttrrt, p. I3<J; Gupta,"Pai\cariltra," in Alper, Mantrll, p. 235· 
133· Sanderson, "Purity and Power," p. 192. 
134 This description therefore excludes the important orthodox Saiva Sid

dhilnta, which was dualist, nonvibratory, nonbipolar, etc. 
135· In opposition to Vedilnta, which sees the phenomenal world as m4y4, iUu

sion that veils ultimate reality: Navjivan Rastogi, Tbt Knmuz Tantrism of Kashmir 
(Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1979), vol. 1, p. 39, citing the Mllb4rtb1171111fljtn1 of 
Mahe5varilnanda, p. 14 
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I36. On the anthropic principle, see john D. Barrow and Frankj. 1ipler, The 
Antbropk Crmnomgi(a/ Prindplt (New York: Oxford University Press, I986). Cf. 
S. K. Ramachandra Rao, Sri-Calmz (Delhi: Sri Satguru Publications, I989), p. 9: 
"The world is in reality a deliberate mechanism for the objectification of conscious
ness (Jmmteya) while the individual is an equally deliberate mechanism for the sub
jectification of consciousness (Jmmulta)." 

I37· Summarized in Padoux, Vtf(, pp. SI, 79-83· 
I 38. In Trika Kaulism, an optical model is used to express the relationship be

tween Siva and Sakti: Siva is pure illuminating consciousness, prak4ia; and the god
dess reflective consciousness, vmlllria: Abhinavagupta, Pardtrithiilttl-vivtlnz'!a, p. 90, 
quoted in Muller-Ortega, Triadi( Hean, p. 98. See also ibid., pp. 95""99• 

I 39· Brooks, Semt, pp. 66, 88-89. 
I40. Brooks, Stmt, p. 63; Rao, Sri-Calmz, pp. 7-11. 
I4I· Brooks, Semt, pp. 49• IZ4i Rastogi, Knnna, p. 38. 
I42. Another instance of the fundamental cleavage between these two ap

proaches is to be found in the former's system of nine "alchemical" (rasa-stmtpra
dtlya or lttlpalika) Sfl7!1Sittlnzs, as opposed to the latter~ eighteen "Ayurvedic" (bbagvtln 
llmltanz or Slltnnya) Sfl7!1Sktlnzs: Misra, Ayuroedlya, pp. 2 I4-I S· 

I43· This work has been edited twice in this century, by Yadavji Trikamji Acarya 
(Lahore: Motilal Banarsidass, I927), and by Daultarama Rasasastri, with an intro
duction, commentary, and Hindi translation (Benares: Chaukhambha Orientalia, 
I989)· 

144. RM fol. 29b.1o-3oa.r; 3ob.1. See below, n. 265. 
'45· Vigbhana n, author of the Rasaratn11111711U«baya (1.33), copies this verse 

verbatim, as he does much of Govinda's first chapter. 
146. RHT r.rs-32. He mentionsjTvamnultti in '·33· 
I47· The eighteen 1117!Ukdras are discussed in detail in chap. 9, sec. 2. 
148. The four elixir pills are: tmlllrtllt111dari, mr;tasafljTvtmT, va.fri'!T, and /tbt(ari. 

These and the results they produce are oudined in 19.6I-76. 
149. RHT 19·78-80 of Misra's edition. These concluding verses are not found 

in the NNA (MSS no. 3-rr8/ reel no. Br6slt) manuscript of this work. On the 
basis of the word bbikfu in 19.80, Ray (History [I956], p. 149) concluded this was a 
Buddhist work. 

1 so. Sharma, AytlrVtd, p. 480; Misra, Ayurotdlya, pp. 34-35; and Romila Tha
par, "The Image of the Barbarian in Early India" Companztivt Studies in Sodtty and 
History 13:3 (July 197I), p. 424. 

Is I. On the genealogies and history of the Chedi or Kalachuri kings, see Alex
ander Cunningham, A Report of a Tour in tbt Cmtral Prwin(es in z87J-'!4 and 1874-
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75, Archaeological Survey of India, vol. 9 (reprint ed. Benares: Indological Book 
House, 1¢6), pp. 77-113; R. D. Banerji, Tht HaihiiJIIS ofTripr~ri tmd Tbtir Monll
tnmts, Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of India, no. 13 (Calcutta: Govern
ment of India Central Publication Branch, 1931), pp. 1-116; and Babb, Divint Hi
mmhy, pp. 3-6. Wink (AI-HinJ, vol. 1, p. 187) sunnises that they were driven out 
of Malava in the 7th-8th centuries by the Pratihilras. 

151. Wink, AI-HinJ, vol. 1, pp. 158-59. Madana could not have been an 
important Kalachuri prince, however, since his name occurs nowhere in its royal 
inscriptions. 

1 53· A later work, entitled the Rlu4n]11Valtalpa (RAK) claims to be a portion of 
the older Rlldrayilmala Tantrn: HT, p. 11. This work has been edited and translated 
into English by Mira Roy and B. V. Subbarayappa as Rmllr7]11VIIkalpa (Manifold Pow
moftht O(tlln of RAsa), (New Delhi: Indian National Science Academy, 1976). RAK 
78-107 is borrowed from RA 1 1.8-182; other portions of this text bear similarities 
to the KCKT; it has one verse in common with the RM: Meulenbeld, History (draft 
of 10 May 1994), p. 873, note 12450; and p. 875. 

1 54· In its two printed editions, RA 3.2 3a reads "~ilmarilkhyA mahilmantra dha
mani~ niyojayet." Certain manuscript versions (ASL MSS no. 4256, fol.ua.1o) 
read 4ilmarilkhyil1J1 mahiltantram .••• There exists a work on tantric sorcery, enti
tled the Utftf4mam Mahltantrn, which I have not been able to date. A work entitled 
Qilmam Ta11trn has been edited and translated by Ram Kumar Rai (Benares: Pra
chya Prakashan, 1988). 

1 55· On the dating of the Vimalapmbh4, see above, chap. 3, n. 122. 
156. Cf. the KCM, which singles out eight (of which six figure in the RA enu

meration) of the eighteen Stm,tsklms as IJ!!nkarma, the "eight Works." See above, n. 
141, and below, n. 185. 

157. Partial lists of the lllt!tskilms are found in RA 10.10 and 11.21o-u. Ac
cording to Siddhinandan Misra (Ay111wdiya, p. 214), a number of other alchemical 
works follow the kilpalika method for the purification of mercury. Other ktipillika 
methods are mentioned in RA 6-43,84; 14.85; 16.34; etc. See below, chap. 6, n. 16; 
and above, n. 142. 

158. Quite often, the sole difference between passages found in the two works 
is in word order. Compare RHT 1.3 and RA 10-41; RHT 12-4 and RA 8.36; RHT 
17.3-5 and RA 17.78; and RHT 19.2, 9, 18a, 20 and RA 18.3, 8, 13a, 15ab. 

159· For a discussion, see Misra, AJIIIWdTya, pp. 19-20. 
16o. So too does the nth c. RAK, which goes so far as to co-opt the RA's title 

even as it claims to be a ponion of the Rttdmyihnala Ta11trn. 
161. RA 1.19: morcchito harate vy4dhitp mrto jivayati svayam/ baddha~ khecar-
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atalp kuryat raso vllyu5ca bhairavi. Cf. RM 1.8: baddha~ khecarataJ!l padllrpnayed 
dharate vylldhisamuho murchita!y jaritabhavo janmabhavo vinllsana~ kramito raii
jita~ bhuktimuktida~. RA 1.19 is copied verbatim by HYP 4.27. See below,chap. 9, 

nn. 54-55· 
162. RA: 14.40. "The Siddha [who uses] 'diamond-bound' mercury is quite in

vincible to the gods and demons. He [becomes] the leader of the twenty-four Sidd
has ((nttlrvil!lfntisiddhil11ih!l naynka), a bestower of all the siddhis." The RM's list of 
twenty-seven Rasa Siddhas, which occurs in its commentary (!ippa1Jn), may be bor
rowed from the RRS: see below, n. 265. 

163. See above, chap. 3, n. 133 and n. 84 to this chapter. 
164. A terse exposition of this theory and attendant practice is found in the 

]flil11nkilrikil (2.zb-4) attributed to Matsyendranllth (in Bagchi, K}11N), p. 116. See 
also the metaphysics of Gorakhnllth, as presented in Dvivedi, Nilth Sa111pradily, 
pp. 102-13. 

165. See below, chap. 8, sec. 4· 
166. RA 18.u1-27. 
167. RM fol. 27b.9-10: paiic!lmrto mahilyoga~ hyukto manthllnabhairave vii 

rll~asarllvaQe vii punastatraiva bhil~itam. 
168. RM fol. 28a.3-8. 
169. Ro~u, Liitnrd tt Conlin; introduction, p. c. 
170. RM fol. 7a. 1-3 prescribes this rasn for ailments involving wind and bile. It 

is composed of mica, orpiment, copper, iron, sn11rnbhnrilja, and mercury, as well as 
a number of botanicals. Mnllthilnnbhnirnvnrnsn is also described in the RPS (8. 1 7 3-
74) and the RRS (14·90-92), which uses more or less the same ingredients and 
prescribes it for the treatment of coughs. See above, n. 31. 

I 7 I. Dyczkowski, Cn11on, pp. 97-98. Eagerly awaited is Mark Dya.kowski's criti
cal edition and translation of this monumental work, now under preparation. The 
RC (6.1) cites the Mnllthilnabhairnva Mnhilgn111n as the source for its discussion of 
the divine herbs (divyn1'!ndhl). See also above, n. I I4. 

I71. Kubjikll is mentioned in RA 3.8, 3I, referring to a tmulril and a tllantrn. 
173· This entire passage opens, in the RM (fol. 26b.Io), with the statement: "I 

will now tell .•. what was done by lvliJrtnlJtftya [or MiJrka1Jtftyn]." The former would 
refer either to a divine father of Yama (MiirtaQ~a); the Vai~Qava sage to whom was 
revealed an eponymous PuriQa; or to the Rajn Miirta'!tfn of King Bhoja (the narrati
vization of this operation casts Bhoja as the alchemist's royal assistant in both Al
beruni's and the Telugu author Ananta's versions: see above, chap. 3• n. 3). Evidence 
from the I zth-I 3th c. RC militates against an identification of Manthllnabhairava 
with the Bhairava who revealed or authored the RA. This author evokes both a 
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Bhairavic:irya (whom he seems ro identify as the author of the RA), and Manthi
nabhairava: RC r.z8, 6.r, u.zs, r6.ss. r6.7z. 

174. RA 11.198-zos, z09, u4o uS; u.Io.J-9• 348-sr; rs.131; 143-zo; 
r8.r6s-69, 174-77• 194, zor-3, and z 11-u. The RM copies or paraphnses the RA 
in each of the four chapters (with tiPJHn!ll) contained in the two manuscripts I have 
consulted (Paris MSS no. uu and GAU MSS no. 86z/34). The RA repeats itself 
in the following places: 18.165-70 = r8.zo1-3, zoo_.,, uS. 

I7S· The KCKT(41.6) cites Niglrjuna and a work entitled Sit/Jbtlyog11 (KCKT 
8.7-rs, referring either to Nigirjuna's Afrllryll]Ogllllll/4- Yogllrtltnllllll/4, or ro 
Vrnda's Sit/Jhiyog11). It is likely a 13th c. work, from western India. 

176. NNA MSS no. s-3¢9 (reel no. Az 11lr9). A panial edition (of selected 
portions of the first six chapters) of the KCM is found in Priyanaranjan Ray, History, 
PP· 34s-so. 

177· Passages that are nearly identical are RA 6. 34-38 and KCM 6.21-2 s, 29-30 
(numbering here is from Ray's partial edition, p. 350); RA 7.10 and KCM fol. 
19b.4-s; RA 1o.ro-u and KCM fol. 17b.2-3; RA u.2So, z93b-z94 and KCM fol. 
13b.3-s; RA u.311, 313-14 and KCM fol. 148·3-4 and 14b.2-3; and RA 18.94-95 
and KCM fol. sa • .,..S. No manuscript of the KCM numbers its chapters or verses. 

178. Sanderson, "Saivism," pp. 68z-8s. An echo of these cults is found in the 
KJiiN 2 3.2-9. 

179. On the worship ofBa~nitha, see KCM fol. 6a.s-6. TheRA (2.119-ZI) 
prescribes the worship of Bapakdvara, in the context of a rite intended ro pacify 
demons who might otherwise destroy one's Work. Mercury is referred to as rtlSII· 

bbtlirtlvll in fol. 7b.r: the RA calls for the worship of Rasa (the "Mercurial") Bhair
ava. Sarvajiia is likely a distortion of Sarvaja ("Arrow-Born"), a name of Rudra-Siva 
used extensively in some manuscript versions of the BhP. 

r8o. The Ks/4rumtlll Ttmtrtl passage is found in Bagchi, KJnN, p. 107; on the 
Llllit4vistllrtl (v. 44 = KCM 1.1) see Snellgrove,lntlo-7ibntnt BuJJhism, vol. 1, p. 
302. 

181. KCM 1.z8, 29, 33 (numbering here is from Ray's partial edition, p. 348). 
Cf. BhP 1.1-u. The term tlrtruy11 is employed in the RA to signify the sexual fluids 
(2.u 1b) offered in tantric worship (siddhiiJrtZVJII), as well as all the "secret" fluids 
(u4b-usa), including mercury, used in alchemy. Drtn!yll-gtn!ll is the term em
ployed in modem Ayurveda for pharmacology. 

r8z. The tnllllrtlSrtntltlrl is described in RA 18.94-95• in KCM fol. sa·?-Sb.6, in 
RM fol. 16a.s, and in RHT 19.65-66. The RA (•8.174-75) also mentions a pill 
called vlljringllSUntltnf, the "Diamond-Limbed Beauty." The KCM follows its dis
cussion of these aphrodisiacs (fol. 3a.9"-6a.1) with an account of the lthttllrl gupltl 
(fol. 6a.2-6b.r), which mainly concerns secretly "sponing" in the sky with illtill1s, 
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bbtltiiS, vtt41115, brllbmllrilt!IIS, women of divine beauty, and the goddess BhairavJ. In 
the RA, the emphasis is on Right and immortality. 

183. KCM fol. 6b.3-ub.7. 
184. KCM fol. ub.7-17a·5· 
185. KCM fol. 17a.8-r7b·3· See above, n. 156. 
186. The KCM list of eight metals is quite idiosyncratic: tin, iron, gold (which 

it calls n41ra), lead, white copper (ltbhsya), copper, copper or iron pyrites (m4Jr¥1ta), 
and mercury. 

187. The upmuas are discussed in KCM fol. 1ob.5-ua.9. 
188. The auto-commentary begins at fol. 1ob.1 (cf. RM, Paris MSS no. uu, 

fol. 303.3). It is found in every one of the manuscripts of the KCM, held both in 
the ASL and NNA collections, that I have consulted: see below, n. 165. 

189. KCM fol. ub-4-13a.3. 
190. KCM fol. 13a.3-4· On the Vll"!ll-dassification of mercury by color, see 

below, chap. 7, n. 138. The RA (6.67b-68) classifies diamonds according to caste 
and gender. 

191. KCM fol. 143·4-15a.1. Cf. RA 15.131-31, which is paraphrased by RM fol. 
9b.']-8 and 17b·3· 

191. KCM fol. 18b.8. 
193· KCM fol. 19b.3-7· A work entided Sugrtua{va}-!tn!'lttm~'!l-vidyl (Spell 

Which Subjugates Sugrlva) is devoted to the exorcism of a host of evil spirits 
through the intervention of this powerful figure: HTSL, p. 114. 

194 KCM fol. ua.r. The numerous manuscripts of the KCM I have consulted 
are more or less identical, in spite of the geographical diversity of their provenance. 
The sole dated manuscript I consulted is ASL MSS no. 3951, dated to A.D. 1679. 
The IWIIs4rll (ASL MSS no. 416o) of Govindlcirya (not the same as the RHT 
author) is a 14th-• 5th c. text. It is an alchemical tantra, whose content is similar to 

that of the RA and the KCM. See above, n. 61. 
•95· This work has been edited twice in this century: Rluoptm4tJt, ed. Sambhas

iva Sastri (Trivandrum: Superintendent, Government Press, 1918); and Rluopni!llt, 
1 vols. ed. with commentary and Hindi translation by Badrinarayan Sarma (Ajmer: 
Krsna Gopal Ayurved Bhavan, 1959). 

1¢. A detailed description of a site in Kerala is found in RU 16.11-13. This 
is one of a number of Keralan works on therapeutic alchemy. Others include the 
Riuavaii'!ilta Stltnl of Bhadant Nlglrjuna, the Vaidy111111111ort11114, Dbbiltalpa, and 
SabiiSrti]Oga: Sharma, Ayurvtd, p. 697· The RU also details the location of another 
south Indian site, named RISima. This source does, however, list sites in north 
India: sites at which vaiJn:ntll is found include Mewar, Swat, Nepal, Jammu, and 
Kashmir: Meulenbeld, Hism] (draft of 10 May 1994), p. 936. 
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197. RU 1.9, 56; and in chapter colophons. 
198. These are: the Prnbbrtnmnta, Viit11ltnnnta, Vni!J!IIVII11111ta, Aindrm11atn, Sank

llrtnllntll, Bt;IJnspntbnntn, and Sntii..Tantata. 
199· RA 1.90; RU 1.90. On the nitlmiii nmdra as a stabilizing device to be used 

by the tantric sorcerer for the purposes of subjugation and attraction, see VTnilii
kbatatltra 84-87 (ed. Teun Goudriaan [Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1985], with 
Goudriaan's commentary, pp. 54• 56. 

100. On the 11111JSkilras, RU 1.1o-39; on kiirpn, RU 1 1.n. 
101. Bbiiti here is a shortening of vibiJnti, a synonym for the siddbis that are the 

stated goal (along with bodily immortality) of this work: Pandeyas introduction to 
Gora~a Sntitbitil, vol. 1, p. kn. 

101. A more simplified colophon is found in the ASL manuscript (no. 4401) of 
the work (entitled Sva((handninktynvntilra): "thus ends the Production of Supernat
ural Powers (which is contained within) the Sva((IJnttdniaktynvatilrn ("the work 
brought down to earth by Sakti") within the Sntasilhasrfy]n SmJtiJitil ("the compen
dium of 1oo,ooo verses"). The colophon to the BIJP, i.e., the so-called 1-Jndibhedn, 
follows 9.141 ofPandeya's edition of the Gora~n SmitiJittl (vol. 1, p. 578). The colo
phon to ASL MSS 4401 occurs at the end of an additional tenth chapter. The 
colophon to the K4di or "S:Ikta" Gorak~n SmhiJitil resembles that of the MmttiJillln
biJniravn Tnntra, which also ascribes itself to the KAdi variety: HTSL, p. 55· 

103. BIJP 9.1 35a, 1 36b, 1 37a: sirilhabhopahitllrthllya nllthena prakatJkrtaly' ••• 
n:ltha gora~a~ samprokta~ sarasaqt k:ilakotavat pOrvaqt vijnAyate sarilyak sA~Ad 
amrtavadbhavet. These verses are missing from the conclusion of chapter nine in 
ASL MSS no. 4401 (entitled Sva((hnttdniaktyavntilra). This manuscript, however, 
contains a long tenth chapter, on tantric sorcery, whose opening verse (10.1) is 
identical to RA 1.1. This chapter does not, however, belong to the rest of the work. 
It is also missing from MSL MSS no. 1431. 

104. RnsnkilmndlmiU, ed. by Yadavji Trikamji Acarya (Bombay, Nimaysagar 
Press, 1915; reprint Benares: Chaukhambha Orientalia, 1988). 

105. BIJP 1.78b-79: svacchandakaulave nAtha va~avidyAmukhena vAl sriyam
bhukaulave nAtha diptildyena makhena tul ebhir etatkramel}aiva bhavajaqt pojayet 
sadil. Cf. 8.98 and 9· 1 19. Through the use of mercury, one becomes a second Svac
chanda Siva (5.178; 6.480). Svacchanda (Bhairava) is to be worshipped together 
with Sakti, "in accordance with the precepts mentioned in the Svn(dumdn" (7.108). 
The term ka11/ave is employed in the K}tiN ( 1 1. 7, 9; 1 6.14, 61) to connote an "ex· 
pert in the Kaula practices" (ka11/a-vit), by which the five tantric makaras are im· 
plied. 

1o6. BbP 1.111-n. The "Svacchanda" text mentioned in BbP 7.108 is more 
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likely the Tantra by the same name than a lost eponymous alchemical work. See 
above, n. 31. 

207. On tmtlyoni, see BhP 2.6; on iarvaja (changed to sarvapiil in a number of 
manuscripts), see ASL MSS no. 4401, chap. 1, v. 10, and throughout. 

2o8. BhP 1.77: Yarl}isvaramahiila~mi kamodayamahodayaily' khecaricakrayo
gel}a mahiimilrimakhena vii. Cf. 6.514. On the ltht(Orf(a/tra, see below, chap. 8, n. 

I6S· 
209. BhP 1.1sa: pravi'!l~ sarvaSis~u siddhiinte vilmada~il}e. "Uttarottara 

Milqtantra" is a possible reference to the Sri711atonam Tantm, of which the "Siikta" 
or "Kiidi" division of the Gomltfll Smithitil is an abridgment: Pandeya, introduction 
to Gomlt!a Stnithitil, vol. 1, pp. !•-'!•· MSL Hindi MSS no. 649, entitled Gomk!" 
SmJtbita Bhil!a, calls the Gomk!a Stnlthitil a portion (ltbaqtfa) of the Sm11atonam, in 
its chapter colophons. 

uo. 41o8: kadaii vanajil bandhyii gu~OclkandajaiJI rasam/ pilyasal}l caiva mini 
nilma japilyasi sandhitam. The aghom 111antm is evoked frequently, as is the 
tmilo9a-tfiJ711am (7.163) and a form of mantric recitation called svaya,bhll. See 
below, chap. 6, nn. 59, 62, 66. 

2 1 1. This evocation is found only in the dosing verse of chapter nine of ASL 
MSS no. 4401 (fol. 1o6b.4-s): ramiikarokti vikhyiital}l bhotitantral}l mahodayam. 

212. BbP 1.111-23• Cf. RU 1.14- 56. 
213. Meulenbeld, History (draft of 10 May 1994), p. 941. See above, n. 202. 
214. BhP 1.28; 5·178, 262; 6.222; 7·144t 152, 244; 8.63-65. 
us. BbP 1.82-89, 5.62. 
216. BhP 1 ·S• 8, 11, 2 5 (in ASL MSS no. 4401). On the use of Jmvya in the 

KCM, sec above, n. 181. Cf. RA 1.22, which states that men:ury renders one's 7111111-
tnls effective. On alchemical uses of menstrual blood, see below, chap. 7• sec. 3· 

217. The term ltha11tpilnt is found in BhP 4·77i RM fol. 27a.9 (ltbilllipilna); and 
Daniltrrya Tt111tn1 9·'3· Khilnapiln11 is found in Al.'ltlnvTm Tantm [8), v. 135b (in Bag
chi, K}iiN, p. 1o6). A general discussion ofvemacular terms in the BhP is found in 
Tripathi's foreword to Pandeya's edition of the Gomli!O Stnltbitil, vol. 2, pp. 7-8. 

218. BhP 7·''4-•9· The itinerant alchemist is also instructed to go outside of 
India in his search for divine herbs (7.125). 

219. BhP 4.118-32. See below, chap. 7, sec. 3; and chap. 8, sec. 5 on the RA 
descriptions. It is worthy of note that two of the qualities which the BbP assigns to 

its laboratory assistants correspond to names of "mystery" Rasa Siddhas from the 
lists reviewed in the last chapter. Viiilmd11 ("expert1 is the name of the fourth Rasa 
Siddha in the early lists; while ifim ("Mighty") may lie at the root of the names 
Sorasena (no. 9), SOrilnanda, and Soravida (no. 19). 
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210. RC 6.1; 7.1; 11.88-90; 12.25; 15.32-35i •5·54t 16.72. It also mentions 
Svacchandabhairava (1452), a possible reference to the BhP. 

221. RC 2.1; 14.199· See also Siddhinandan Misra's introduction, pp. 12-13. 
The RC also mentions Srisailam (8.2 3), the Tapti River and Kanauj (Io.129), the 
Vindhya mountains (•4·9•), and Saurashtra (14.174). The type of earth in question 
is potash alum, phitltllri in Sanskrit. Whereas Mount Abu is presendy located within 
the state of.Rajasthan, its cultural and political ties have historically been Gujarati. 
Only the 1987 Bombay edition of the RasakhaQ~a of the RRA contains a reference 
to the RC: Meulenbeld, History (draft of 10 May 1994), p. 954· 

222. RC 14.58; 16.6o. 
22 3· Curiously, he is called YaSodhana in the RRS [a] list. On the basis of the 

RPS's use of the terms dvlplnt11r0nh4 and nualtarpt1m, Jan Meulenbeld (History, 
draft of 10 May 1994 p. 871) maintains that Ydodhara Bhana was a 16th, and not 
a 13th c. author as previously supposed. His argument is, however, based upon a 
later identification of the former preparation with cobadnl, a plant of foreign origin 
introduced into India in the 16th c. 

224. RPS 8.32, 37; •3·•· Opium, imported to India from the west, is first men
tioned in the ca. A.D. 1175-1225 Gadttnigraha ofS~hala. 

225. RPS 13.15. See above, chap. 4o n. 211. 
226. RPS 13.14. The Gau~iyas are so called because their lineage originated in 

Gau~a, i.e., Bengal-Orissa. 
227. Meulenbeld, History (draft of 10 May 1994), p. 871. On the alchemical 

usage of the term lt11Vi, see above, chap. 1, n. 49, and below, chap. 10, nn. 78-So. 
228. Rmln]IIVII is the reading found in all of the manuscripts of the RasakhaQ~a 

of the RRA I consulted in the Nepal National Archives (see bibliography); however 
Tripathi's edition of this work gives a reading of"nu4yant" for RRA 1.1.16a. 

219. The Svarg11Vaidya-K4p11/ilta is not extant; however, Carpap figures as a Rasa 
Siddha in alchemical legend and is the author of a number of extant alchemical 
manuscripts: see above, chap. 3, n. 121. 

230. The RRA cites the RC in J.I0.51-61; and it names the KCM in S·•·7· On 
the former citation, see above, n. 2 21. 

231. Meulenbeld, History (draft of 10 May 1994), p. 955· 
232. Meulenbeld, History (draft of 10 May 1994), p. 954· 
233· The RRA has never been edited ;, toto; each of its divisions has, however, 

been edited separately, although many are extremely difficult of access. See bibliog
raphy. 

234 Meulenbeld, History (draft of 10 May 1994), p. 947· According to this au
thor, the RasendrakhaQ~a is largely in agreement with the Ayurvedic Mi1Jh11V1111i
tl47uz in its etiology, symptomology, and treatment of diseases. 
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135· Wujastyk, "Alchemical Ghost," p. 75· Wujastyk however errs in identifying 
the RRA as an epitome of the KPT: this he does on the basis of chapter colophons 
to two of the manuscripts of the Siddha Khal}~a of the RRA held by the Wellcome 
Institute, London: ibid., pp. 75• 81. Chapter colophons to the manuscript of the 
Siddha Kh31}~a I consulted (NNA MSS no. 5-3091, Ayurveda 166) call it the work 
ofNityanAtha Siddha, son of PArvad." 

136. RRA 3.ub-ua. See above, n. 10 to the preface. 
137. RRS 6.1-6o = RRA 3.1.1~6. 
138. On the "111~111]115" of the Tantras, see HTSL, p. 10. 
139· Listed are Benares, KAmarOpa (Assam), Hardwar, Gal}~alcJ (a river in cen

tral Nepal; nearby is the Saiva pilgrimage site of MuktfnAth), Vadarilca (BadarlnAth, 
in the Garhwal Himalayas), and GangAsAgara (in the Ganges delta, West Bengal). 
The RHT of Govinda may also have been an eastern Indian work: see above, nn. 
151-51. 

140. MBbT 1.5-16; 5·17-33; 8.3o-34· See above, nn. 109-10, on the more or 
less synonymous Slltlbbiva, ltu/bm;tlt, and ltau/bm;tlt. 

141. MBbT 3·7-B• 18-10; 1413-14. 
141. MBhT7-58-6o; 8.18-14i 11.14-17. 
143.MBhTH6. 
144. MBbT 1.7; 5·4i 7.1-5, 6o; 8.18; to.n; 14.21. 
245· Andre Padoux, "The Body in Tantric Ritual: The Case of the Mudris," 

in Teun Goudriaan, ed., TIN Sansltrit TraJititm ami Ttmtrism (Leiden: Brill, 1990), 

P· 66. 
246. ASL MSS no. 4181 (of which Paris MSS no. uu is a copy, commissioned 

by Palmyr Cordier, and containing a number of corrections on the Bilcaner origi
nal); and GAU MSS no. 861. This last manuscript does not contain the commen
tary found following chapter four in the Bilcaner manuscript. The ASL manuscript, 
from which the Paris manuscript was copied, continues for a few additional lines 
and ends with the colophon "thus ends the RM of Sriman NAgArjuna." All manu
scripts of the RM are four chapters in length: personal communication from Domi
nik Wujastyk, May 1994. 

147. Paris MSS no. uu, fol. ua.6. Cf. GAU MSS no. 861, fol. 181.9-10: vak
!fe sarvahitArthaf!l ~pu~ sarvasiddhikaram. 

148. Meulenbeld, Histqry (draft of 10 May 1994), p. 986. 
149. rasendramangalaf!l §rutvA ydcikitsetcikitsakal}l tasya siddhir na sandeho 

SYafll!l nAgArjuno 'bravit. 
150. RM fol. 15a.1-3! parvadgrha prisAdA sdailavanakAnanAf!l kAiicanamayAf!l 

~mi. On the N11Vtm4tba Caritlz, see R~, "Alchemy," p. 1 54t citing P. V. Para
brahma Sastty. 
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251. See above, n. 6o of this chapter. The "Laghu Vivrti" c:ommentary on the 
YRM is dated A.D. u 39· 

252. RM fol. 1b-4; 6a.3. 
253· RM fol. tb.7-fol. za.1. Here too, it follows the RA (10.36-37). The RC 

(15.30) gives the same measures. 
254· RM fol. 43.1-4o borrowing from RA 6.81-9+ 
255· RM fol. 6a.8: mftini lohini rasi bhavanti. I am grateful to Damodar Joshi 

for this interpretation of the term msl, i.e., digestible in the same way as is rtiSII, 
chyle, the first of the eight JbtJms: personal c:ommunic:ation, Benares, Dec:ember 
1984. 

2 56. Names inc:lude tkali'ilgt/ullrtl-rtiSII; SUII«hllndnbhllirllvll-rtiSII, mantbtJnn
bhlliravn-msa,jvlkmlllltbT-rtiSII, lmmllrT-rtiSII, varlbT-rtiSII, vaf/avhmkhll-raSII, etc:. See 
above, n. 31. 

257· See above, chap. 3, nn. 131, 1~. Here,11iljana is used in the sense of balm, 
unguent, or ointment, rather than in the sense of a miraculous preparation (usually 
with a black antimony-11t1jan11-base) which affords invisibility and other super
natural powers. 

2 58· Of the thirty-seven folios of the Paris manusc:ript of the RM, fols. I sa to 
29b make up chapter four alone. 

259. RM fol. 16a.5. Cf. RA 18.95 and KCM fol. 3b.6-9. 
26o. RM fol. 17b.t-2. 
261. RM fol. 19b.to-ua.to. Cf. KCM fol. ua.3-ub.6. 
262. RM fol. 21b.5-6. Cf. RA 11.7o-'/3· 
263. RM fol. 24b.6. 
264. RM fol. 25b.3-4 
265. RM fol. 3oa.3. 
266. RM fol. 30b.6. See above, n. 188. 
267. RRS 1.32-59 = RHT 1.3-33. 
268. Chaps. 2-5 and 7-8 of the RRS are mainly drawn from the RC (chaps. 

ro-u, 14o 3-4, respectively); much of chap. 6 is from RRA 3·•·'-76. Chap. 9 is 
mainly inspired by the RA and RC; chap. 10 samples passages from chaps. 5-9 of 
the RC; chap. 11 draws on the RA and the RRA: Meulenbeld, History, draft of 10 
May 1994o pp. 979-Bo. Its two RRS Siddha lists (1.2-5 and 6.51-55) are borrowed 
direc:tly from the appendix to the RM and the RRA (3.166-71). 

269. Meulenbeld, History(draftof 1oMay 1994), p. 979 n. 13681. The Rastlrat
ntlpradipikil is ASL MSS no. 42 u. Its author, Rimarija, who also c:ompiled the 
MadJJnavinodanigbtn]fl' (NNA MSS no. 4-u 24, reel no. Au89-'4), was a subject of 
the Pila king Madanapila, who ruled in the latter part of the 14th c. On his dateS, 
see Sharma, Ay~~rwd, p. 409· 
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270. See Radhakrishna Sastri's long Sanskrit introduction (pp. 1-14) to his 1952 
edition of the AK; and Misra, Aynrvtdiyn, p. 38. Three copies of the Tanjore manu
script are housed in the Gujarat Ayurved University's collections: GAU MSS nos. 
829, 830, and 831. 

271. These parallel passages are presented in the fonn of a chan in Radha
krishna Sastri's introduction to the 1952 edition of the AK (p. 13). 

272. See alsoAK 1.3.101-3, on the inner yogic production and consumption of 
the nectar of immortality. AK 1.20.2 2-34 also clearly borrows from Ri11.8-19. 

273. AK 1.3·9-56. Four other types of initiation are described. These are: 
snJhnkn-, nirvih]n-, iltllryn-, and siJJha-JI~/1 (AK 1.3·51-109). 

274. Brahmllnanda, "Jyotsnll" commentary to HYP 1.1. On NllriyaQa, who cites 
this work in his 17th c. commentary on the Yoga Upani,ads, see Bouy, Nilthn-Yogin, 
pp. 68-74· I have not been able to locate an independent text entitled MnhilkiJ/n
yogaiilstra. 

275· All of these manuscripts are held in Jodhpur (MSL MSS 1468, 1469, 1470, 
and 1471, of which the last dates fromsamvat 1740 [A.D. 1683-84)) and Kathmandu 
(reel nos. A-99CJI7; A-n89-9; C-86/617; E-1145lt2; and M-23/ro, of which the 
first dates from samvat 1735, or A.D. 1678-79). 

276. The Yognmilrtnt!t/n is reproduced in Mallik, SSP, pp. 56-71. On the Mah/1-
ltiJ/a StnJthitll, see Pandey, Gorakh11ilth, p. 112. 

277. Bouy, Nilthn-Yogin, p. 41. 
278. This technique will be discussed at length in chap. 8, sec. 4• 
279· Bernier, Voyngts, p. 245· 

Chapter Six 
1. See K. R. Srikanta Murthy's introduction to his edition of the SilrilgnJhara 

StnJthitil (p. xiv). Cf. BhP 9·135• in which the author calls his royal patron "Simha"; 
and RHT 19.78, in which Govinda names his patron as "Madana ••• Lord of the 
Kiritas." I have translated this chapter of the RA in its entirety: "The Ocean of 
Mercury: An Eleventh Century Alchemical Text," in Donald Lopez, ed. Indian Rtli
gions in Prattitt (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1995). 

2. Rays and Tripathi's editions of the RA substitute nt1inna ("destroying") for 
liisalta in this half verse ( 1.4b), which makes little sense in the light of what follows. 
Moreover, liisaka (or illsana) was the reading I found in the three manuscripts of 
the RA that I consulted while in India (ASL MSS nos. 4256,4273, 4274). 

3· Ig;iN 1647-49· Cf. RC(1.6-7) which gives the "Kaula" etymology ofpiirntla, 
the tenn for mercury. See above, chap. 5, sec. sf. 

4 An apparent play on words: whereas the first half verse (1oa) employs the 
third person plural of the present indicative of the verb mt«, "release, liberate" 
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(mrmamti, "they libente"), this halfverse (rob) employs the past passive participle 
(mukta), which must therefore be read in the sense "what nm or bull('s semen 
would?) not be released?" 

5· This is a reference to the use of the so-called ptdk4m1J11, the "five nectars," 
which include the male and female sexual emissions, urine, excrement, and mar
row: KftiN r r.r r; and the Vimalllprt~bbl commentary on K4111calmz Ttmtrll 2.r 19, in 
Fenner, Rllsl.yan SiJJbi, p. r 38. 

6. Elsewhere, the text describes as feeble-minded those unknowing persons 
who, indulging in liquor and Resh and deluded by Siva's mlyl, pnttle that "we have 
gone to the world of Siva" (1.29) and sends to hell those persons who, knowing 
m11ntr11 and Tantn, corrupt the rtiSII-yoga (1-45). These rhetorical verses are remi
niscent of those found in the coeval Akulinflrtl Ttmtrll [B) (r.79-86), which mocks 
the tnppings of yoga. 

7· RA r.25. 
8. RA r.26. Cf. RC r.8-ro. Gonkhnlth refers to drinking the liquor of immor

tality in Gort~kb Bini SabadJ r 3 7. 
9· Cf. RA 2.2, 8, in which the ideal alchemical guru is described as "one who is 

attached to the kula path" (kuill-mlrgll·rtltll) and the ideal pupil as "one who is 
devoted to honoring the krtlll [divinities]" (kulll-pOjl·rtltll). See also RA r8.ror. 

ro. RA 18.48-55· TheRA (1.27) refers to mercury itself as the "womb" of the 
alchemical lineage: for a discussion, see above, chap. 4o n. 1 r 1. 

u. RA uub; 18.115. Cf. RA 18-47-52, 132, 144- See above, chap. 5, nn. 
IQ9-IO. 

u. RA 2.1?-27i 6.90; 15.92, 131; r8.169b. See below, chap. 7• sec. 3• Such an 
assistant woman is to view herself as the daughter of the goddess ea.,~, (or Kllikl) 
and the god Siva (Sadlsiva, Tripurlntaka): RA 2.31, 34-35. 

13. RA 2.u4b-u5a; r8.53-54· 
14 HYP 3-48-49, with the commentary of Bnhmlnanda. See below, chap. 8, 

sec. 4o for an extended discussion of this pnctice. 
15. RA 1.18. A second, and more concrete interpretation, is one suggested to 

me by Professor Mukunda Raj Aryal of Tribhuvan University (personal commu
nication, Kathmandu, June 1993). Referring to modem-day techniques of temple 
roof gilding, which he himself witnessed at Bhakta pur, one of the three royal capi
tals of the Kathamandu Valley, Aryal noted the use of mercury for the amalgam
ation of the gold used in such work. When the gilders are actually working with 
the mercury-gold amalgam, they stuff their mouth's with chunks of nw [buffalo?] 
meat; and they regularly wash their mouths out with alcohol. These would presum
ably be techniques for reducing, as much as possible, the likelihood of inhaling or 
ingesting the mercury being used. 
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I6. RA 6.8~ I4.8s; I6.34. 
I7. RA I-3~ RRS I-79·1WII, while generally referring to mercury alone, can 

also mean, by extension, "essential compound," e.g., mercuric sulfide, cinnabar, 
mica, etc.: ROf\1, "Yoga et alchimie," p. 363. 

I8.1 am grateful to Alexis Sanderson for this insight, as well as for a great num
ber of other comments contained in a very long letter (of 6July I992) in which he 
responded to an early draft of this chapter. While many of the details (mainly from 
the Sv1) concerning tantric iconography and '11111711Tt1 found in this chapter come 
from that letter, I will, out of a concern for brevity, refrain from citing it repeatedly. 

I9. This passage has a number of parallels in other tantric sources, among which 
may be counted a passage from Abhinavagupta~ PmtrithliltlvivllrtnJa (p. 88, 
quoted (p. 276] and translated (p. I6o] in Muller-Ortega, Triatlit), in which that 
author identifies the ether of the heart with the eternal absolute. Abhinavagupta is 
himself commenting on a passage from the lig~INI: Padoux, Vlt, p. 8I, n. I39· 
Cf. A'111117111Slra Yoga I.2 3· 

20. RA 1.8. "Sivahood" (livatvtml) in one's own body, a standard goal of tantrism, 
is also evoked in RA I.31a; u.337b; I7.2sab; I8.29b, s9ab. 

21. Although he does not call it so by name, he is singling out orthodox Saiva 
Siddhlnta here. See Sanderson's discussion of this school, which dominated Kash
miri religious theory and practice prior to the 9th century: "Saivism," pp. 690-93· 

u. The term used is Phtt/llpltll, literally, the "fall[ing away] of the body." 
23. RA I.9, I). Cf. RRS I-S~ RHT I.28. Here, the author is denigrating the 

Saiva Siddhlnta view of liberation upon death in favor of the Kaula doctrine of 
bodily immortality, which is itself inferior to the practical techniques of the alche
mists, whose methods and results are proven and tangible. 

2+ Here I emend ptbi tlbyintm1 with 1117114tlbtmtnn. 
25. RA I.2o-22. This notion, of a stabilizing the body (phtt/tJtlblrtn]tnn: RA 

I.I8a), or bodily stability ([phtt/11-)stllllirya), the watchword of tantric: and Siddha 
alchemy, appears to be approprated by Jayaratha, in his commentary on TA 29.I2 7-
32, in which the mouth-to-mouth exchange of sexual fluids practiced by adepts 
whose goals are sitltlbis: here,Jayaratha glosses sitltlbi with Phttfastllllirytftli. 

26. RA I.25. This descent is termed lalrtiplt. But see the editor~ comment (p. 
6) on a variant reading, in the RC, which would make this a straightforward state
ment on the reduction {pitll) of volatile energy (/11/ttl) in mercury. Cf. RC IO.S4o 
which states that the grace of Siva is necessary for the liquefaction of mica. 

27. RA I.37-40; I8.I93b. Cf. BbP 6.217; 7.1o8; 9.76. On tantric piljl, seem; 
pp. 121-62. See also below, sec. 3· 

28. RA I•S9i RC I-4o 2.21. Other clearly alchemical names of Siva mentioned in 
other texts are Plraddvara, "Lord of Mercury" (BbP S·27); RaseSvara (mentioned 
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together with Gaurf: s.z89), etc. The RC (following z.so) also singles out the five 
tantric (as opposed to the eight Puranic) Bhairavas, of which each corresponds to 
a syllable in the all-powerfulagbora7nllntra. Nandike5vara is singled out as a Saiva 
alchemical divinity in a number of sources (e.g., RC 14.s8); however, this may be a 
divinization of a Rasa Siddha named Nandi, who is cited throughout the alchemical 
literature, most especially by Somadeva, author of the RC (S. 77; 11.89-90; 14.1 z8; 
15.19, 35• 66; 16.64). Cf. BhP9.t34; RRS •·S· 

:29. RA •·S9i RC •·S• z.u. A male RasiilkuSa[-bhairava] is named as a Rasa Sid
dha in RRS •·S· 

30. RA 1·37-44i RRS r.z3-z8; 6.14-z6; MBbT 8.t-to; RC •·37-38. See also 
Treloar, "The Use of Mercury," especially pp. :237-38; and Siddhinandan Misra's 
introduction to the RC (p. s), in which he discusses the alchemical grounds for the 
foundation and installation of the rt~~alinga. Cf. MBhT7.s8-6f) and u.14-t8, with 
notes (pp. 38-39, 59) on the benefits of worshipping lil)gas made from the eight 
metals, mercury, Aowers of sulfur, etc. This construction is discussed extensively in 
chap. 8, sec. s. 

31. See above, chap. 5, nn. :29-3:2, zos. 
3:2. RA z.1os-6, • z6-3o Cf. RC z.4z; RRS 6.57· 
33· RA 1.37-40, 43· Cf. RRS 6.19, in which the figure is raised to ten million. 

Other Saiva deities evoked in the RA (18.186) are Nandike§a and Kumlra. On the 
alchemical significance of the important Siva linga of Kedlmlth, see below, chap. 
8, n. 153· 

34· RA 1.48-S I. 
35· R~, "Renouveau," pp. 65-66; and Majumdar, "Medicine," in Bose, ed., 

Contist History, p. :233. 
36. RA u 1o-18 describes an image ofRasa-Bhairava which the alchemist proj

ects upon on his own subtle body: this corresponds to similar configurations found 
in a number of tantras (Padoux, Vic, pp. uo-u; Sanderson, "Mal}~ala," pp. t86, 
t9Q-9Z). "Masters of yoga" (yoginJras) are to be worshipped with argbya, Aesh, 
fish, andyogin1111antras: RA tB.ss· Cf. RRS6.s6. 

37· RA rz.83; BbP6.46. The five faces ofSadiSiva (mentioned in RA z.tto-lt) 
are supports for that great god, the supreme attributeless divinity of the Saiva Sid
dhlntins. On this, see T. A. Gopinath Rao, Elnnn1ts of Hindu Iconography, z vols. in 
4 tomes (Madras: Law Road Printing House, 1914-16), vol. z, pp. 367-68, 374i 
appendix 8, pp. t8H•· 

38. The BhP actually calls this divinity Svacchanda Siva (5.t78), Svacchanda 
Kaulava (8.98; 9.1:29: the Svacchanda of the Kaula virtuousi: ltattlavit), "the slayer 
of lime" (ltilllgb1111), or simply Svacchanda (7.to8). The same text (8.98; 9·U9) 
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also mentions Svayambhu Kaulava, a common name of Siva, or of his phallic: em
blem the linga in devotional Saivism. This term is formed by grafting to the term 
Kaula the ending -vt or -va: this is apparently a shortening of -vit, "knower, expert, 
virtuoso," a term used extensively in the K}iiN (7-30; 11.79; 14.49; 16.z4, 62; 18.1; 
2 3·• ). The BbP (7.1o8) also describes Svacc:handa[-bhairava] in union with his con
sort Sakti (ialttiStn{lytlktn~). 

39· RA 2.8, 1ua; BbP 6.229, 281, 297, 399, 431; Cf. K}iiN8.2'!-45· The BbP 
(7.369) states that offerinss to demonic: female divinities (piiDcTs, rikf111Ts, vlmll

tlt'VTs), made with inauspicious practices, either Sviyambhuva, m11ntn1-based, or 
Sikta, never succ:eed. 

40. On the highly elaborate Trika cult of these goddesses, see Sanderson, "Sai
vism," pp. 673-74, 681-82; and idem, "Mal}4ala," pp. 188-89, 199· 

41. RA 2.62. Cf. TA 15-331c-333b.In this role MilinJ "encompasses" the three 
goddesses. More often, this role is played by either KllasarpkaJlil}l or Miqsad
bhiva: Alexis Sanderson, "The Visualization of the Deities of the Trika," in Andre 
Padoux, ed., L'm111gt divine: ctlltt n 111itlit11tion tl1111S l'bintlouiS'Int (Paris: Editions du 
CNRS, 1990), pp. 45-47. See below, n. so. 

42. RA 2.47-73• especially 2.51-63, 69-71. A nearly identical ""''!tfnla is de
scribed in RC z.23-35· This 1111l'!t/IIIR is graphically reproduced in Ro1u, "Mantnl 
et ~ntnl" p. 2 52. Quite different is thulllrJtfala described in RRS 6.40-57, in which 
it is the minerals themselves, as well as the twenty-eight founding Siddhas of the 
alchemical tradition, that are worshipped in sequence. 

43· RA 2.5o-5t, 72. 
44· RA z.s2-53. The RRS (6.u) is more explicit than the RA on the meditative 

superimposition of these anthropomorphic images upon the msRiinga. 
45· On this practice, of working from the outside in (IIIJII-Immln), see HT, p. 

164. 
46. RA 2.56. Moving clockwise from the east, their names are Sakra (lndra); 

Skanda; Rudra; Pavana (Agni); Siva; Plvaka (VIyu); Uml; and Vyipaka ("the Em
anator"). 

47· RA 2.57-58a. Their names are Lepiki ("[Transmutation by] Smearing"); 
~epiki ("[Transmutation by] Casting"); l<.?iriki ("Corroding, Reducing [Metals] 
to Ashes"); Raiijiki ("Tinting, Coloring" [of Metals]); Lohatl ("Metallica"); Ban
dhakiri ("Binder [of Mercury]"); Bhucirl ("(The Power of] Moving over the 
Earth" [at Will]"); MrtyuniSinl ("Destroyer of Death"); Vibhutl ("Superhuman 
Powers"); and Khecari ("Power of Flight"). In the Vidyi Pifha, the tliltl is the con
secrated consort with whom the tantric: practitioner copulates in order to produce 
the mingled sexual ftuids he offered to the gods: Sanderson, "Saivism," p. 671. 
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48. RA 2.59· Their names are Miqika (copper pyrites); Vunala (iron pyrites); 
~aila (iil4jlltu, bitumen); Capala (selenium); Rasaka (calamine); Sasyaka (copper sul
fate); Gandhaka (sulfur); and nta (hllrllt414, orpiment). 

49· RA 2.6o-61. These are the Vidye5varas: see below, n. 56. 
so. RA 2.62. "In the lotus's pericarp [at the heart of the 111111Jt/fll4}, starting from 

the east are the four lllhis." Here, Apari is described as vlljrlllllhi and Paripara as 
ltinti: these epithets are taken up by Somadeva in RC 2.23-24o who names the four 
alchemical Goddesses (rtiSII-illlttis) as Milini, Vajril}i ("Diamond Maiden"), Klnti 
("Magnetite Maiden"), and Abhri ("Mica Maiden"). Pari and Apari are also men
tioned in this source. 

51. RA 2.63a, 64fl. 
52. RA 2.63b-&Ja, 6s-66a. 

53· RA 2.69--72. 
54 The classic: disc:ussion of the tantric: superenthronements is Sanderson, 

"MaJ}4ala," pp. 178-82, 187.1 am deeply indebted to this author for his detailed 
commentary on the superenthronements found in the RA passage, whic:h I repro
duce here. 

SS· In RA 2.8b, the alc:hetnic:al disciple is described as one devoted to the wor
ship of the c:irc:le of the yoginls and the ltulll. The presence of the eight 'lllllblrtzstls, 
the principal reagents with mercury in the alc:hemic:al1111fU/tiriiS, is ttoubling. Al
though these are the "inner circle" of mineral reagents vis-l-vis mercury, they are 
never divinized and do not seem to fit well into this t11117J41114. 

56. Rao, Elnnmts, vol. 2, pt. 2, pp. 396-97, and Sanskrit appendix B, pp. 181-91. 
Their names are: Ananteia, Solc!ma, ~ivottama, Ekanetra, Ekatudra, Trimtlrti, Sri
kal}tJta, and ~ikhal}4i· 

51· Svac:c:handabhairava rides on the shoulders of the prna Sadliiva in the SvT 
(2.81b); SadiSiva is also the 'lllllhlprnll who symbolizes the Goddess's lotus seat in 
her tantric: worship: m; p. 144- Cf. TA S·322a. Placed before the tantric: image of 
Paiic:ili Bhairava in Kathmandu is the recumbent image of a figure called Vetila, 
whose name evokes the "vampires" of tantric: sorcery who possess corpses (prnas 
in this context) and whose services are sought out by powerful tantric: practitioners. 
The iconography of this recent image appears to reproduce that of Svac:c:handab
hairava. On suc:h vampires, see below, c:hap. 10, sec:. 1. 

58. These passages, from book four of the SvT and c:hap. 22 of the Nnnz Ttmtrtl, 
are disc:ussed in Padoux, VIc, pp. 404-11. 

59· More specifically, Rasabhairava is identifiable with the st~ltlll4 ("with attri
butes") form of Svac:c:handabhairava. See SvT 2.88h-94a, for Svac:c:handabhairava's 
appearance; and 2.usa, whic:h states that his consort is seated on his lap. For a 
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discussion of Slllta/a and n41ta/a manttas in nondualist Kashmir Saivism, see Padoux, 
"Body," pp. 71-73. 

6o. Nity4fot!aiift4nJav11 144b, •4sa; Dw1mb11SJII, p. roo; Prmzicary4n]llva, p. 8o6. 
61. Sanderson, "Saivism in Kashmir," in Encyclopttlia of Religion, vol. 13, pp. 

•6-•7· 
61. RA 1.68: Orp hrlrp lairp rasdvariya mahWlllya mahllballlyllghorabhaira-

vllya wjravlra bodhabitkila ~laul;l lqlal}. The same mantra is found in SvT 

•·~P-43· 

63. RA 1.71a: pOjayedrasasiddhyllrtharp vidyayll paiicabijayll. Decoded, Raslln
kuSi's mantra is "airp hrirp ~rirp klirp saul;l"-which is, like her iconography, mod
eled after that of Bill TripurasundarJ (aiJ!l ldiq1 sauJ;t). It also resembles the five 
Jmn!IIVIIS or seed manttas of the Kubjikll cult (airp hrirp ~rirp phrerp saul;l). Cf. RA 
1.84t where the five elements are identified with these same five seed-manttas of 
the rtll4illtui1mru/ri; and in which the rtll4illtuill1111mtrll is praised (1.89-90) and the 
construction of a circular oblatory basin-homologized with the goddess's sexual 
organ (yonit11m) and with which 1111mtr11-based worship is also to be performed
is described (1.71-8s). 

4RAH. 
65. RA 3·•9· which identifies the "eighty-eight thousand" herbal preparations 

in which the alchemist will later macerate his mercury and other elements with the 
ltula-ltbtt4ri, the "sky-going lineage." These are all brought together in the so'btmJ 
bfn!ISII utterance. 

66. RA 1.76; 18.6ob. Cf. RRS 6.38; RC 147. 
67. RA 3.16. 
68. RA 3.6. 
69· RA 3.17. 
70. RA 1.9'1-98· These 1111mtrll5 are used here, in conjunction with 1lllmtrll·nylsll, 

for predicting the success of a future alchemical operation. Using a hexagonal 111111!· 
t/llla upon whose comers are figured six forms of Bhairava and at whose center is 
figured Rasabhairaw, the practitioner causes girls and boys whom he has brought 
together to serve as media for posing questions to the divinity: RA 1.91-103, dis
cussed in R~ "Mimtr11 et Yntr11:' pp. 1S4-sS· 

71. Padoux, Vlt, p. 47; Gonda, Mtdiwal, p. 171. The tide of chapter three of 
the RA is "mantra-nyllsa." 

71. Sanderson, "MIJ}~ala," pp. 174-75; Wheelock, "Vedic," in Alper, Mntrll, 
pp. 103-~ Muller-Ortega, Trilulk Heart, pp. 161-81. In the RC (2.5 1), alchemical 
manttas are to be imposed upon a patient as a means to curing him of disease: 
R~ "Mntr11 et Yntrll:' p. 254-
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73· On this, see below, chap. 9, nn. 4o-47. 
74· RA 3.2.. Her anthropomorphic image, to be worshipped with the five Vidyi 

bTjas ("seed mantras") has already been discussed in 2..69-73· 
15· This is clarified, somewhat, in RA (3.43): "In the same way as a litiga's chas

ing (i.e., the yoni in which it is set) defines the lmgn's form, so that which 'lilign's'
i.e., milyil (lingimilyil: alternate reading liligitiiyii, in ASL MSS no. 42. 56, fol. 
1 1b.3)-is to.that which is "linga'ed." (Or, "that which marks defines that which is 
marked"). The line of the vulva is called by the name "ether" in the fifth house: RA 
3.4b. Cf. RA z.114-16, for a list of explanatory synonyms for "ether" as a suppon 
for the inner visualization of a tannic deity. On the five houses as the five elements, 
see Kaviraj, Bhilrlltly 1:555-56. On the five houses as the five components of the 
Ol!lkilra, of which the fifth is the subtle niitla, see Eck, Banaras, p. 11 5. 

76. RA 3.5-7a. Here, I am following the reading of the Kashmir manuscript 
used by Ray in his critical edition, as well as emendations suggested by Alexis 
Sanderson (letter of 6 july 1992.), who substitutes kro7!1-the seed syllable which 
animates the 111nntra and which is known as the "goad"-for ltrf1!1, which is 
not a normal seed syllable. On l..'rfJ1!1 as the goad (mik11in), see NitynfOI!aiikil17!nva
rjuvi111a'"!inT, p. 150, line 9· Bhairava's statement in 3.3a, that "four (houses) are 
placed in front, while hm!Uil is the fifth" would also refer to the fact that blli!ISO is 
the final element of the kiilnpilln11111ntra. 

77· Cow dung and ashes are standard exoteric and esoteric purifying agents. 
78. RA 3-1-8. 
79· RA 3·9-12.· The lmbjik1111111ntra is mentioned again in RA 3-31a. 
So. Schoterman, ~at,silhasra Smllhitil, p. 14. 
Sr. Ibid., p. 37· 
8z. These four are identified with the four cardinal directions on the inner 

square of the important Kaula siJJbncakra, which is graphically reproduced in 
Dyczkowski, Canon, p. 81, and which has been discussed above, chap. 5, nn. 77• 

93-94· 
83. ~SS r.z with Schoterman's commentary (~at,silhasra Sa7Jibitil, pp. 32., 36-37). 

The /qt1N (16.50) may be referring to the latter group in its mention of the four 
k11/asiJJhas. 

84. Cal}~akApilini is the supreme goddess of the yii111allls, the "Union Tantras" 
of the Vidyi PitJta; it is to her that the hathayogic Ghtra'!t/a Stnllbitii is revealed. 
Kali was worshipped as Cal}~akApilini in mainstream Saiva funerary rites in medi
eval Kashmir: Sanderson, "Mal}~ala," p. zor n. 156. 

s5. RA 3 .• 3-16. 
86. The tripumbhairavimantra is found in 3.2.5. My thanks to Alexis Sanderson 

for clarifying the language of this difficult passage. 
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87. These include the four-syllabled hf11!uo'bam, identified as the lmla/tbt(nri(RA 
3.19); rliSiiliklliT (3.:zob); triiiras (3.z:za); t/4n1111'11 (3.:z 3a), etc. 

88. In verse 38, the goddess asks Bhairava a question concerning dlk!4; verse 
83b begins, "The practitioner who has been so initiated .•. " Cf. RRS 6.:z7-31. 

89. Summarized in letter from Alexis Sanderson, dated 6July 199:z. 
90• KJtf4r7JaVa Tantm 14.89. 
91. On this, see Gonda, "DI~," in Cbangt tmd Contin11ity, pp. 439, 443· See 

below, chap. 10, sec. 1. 
9:z. John Woodroffe, Prin(iplts ofTantm: Tbt Tantmtattva ofSrTyllktn Siva Candm 

Vidyt1r7JIIVII Bba(!4(4rya, 1 vols. (Madras: Ganesh and Co., 1970), 1=477, cited in 
Walter, Akbm1y and Mtdkint, p. 70 (n. :z3 top. 16): "In order that this unclean 
body may be purified, it is dried up by means of the V4yumantra and burnt and 
reduced to ashes by means of the Agnimantra." See below, chap. 9, sec. 3· 

93• T. A. Gopinath Rao, Eln11mts, 1:1, pp. 1o-11, cited in Gonda, "DI~ll," in 
Cbangt tmd Contin11ity, p. 430: "ancient and widespread ideas in connection with 
'initiation,' 'consecration,' or 'transmutation' have here been embedded in the typi
cally Saivite pattern of Hinduism and are put into practice in the framework of 
Hindu ritual, requiring different ku'!tfas (receptacles for fire) and ma'!t/IJias ('mys
tic drawings')." 

Chapter Seven 
1. RV J.J05.1 describes the exchange of a certain I7ISII between the partners in 

sexual intercourse. 
1. See, for example, RV1.Z3.19; 9.86.39;Atharva Vtdn 1-4-4; 1.6.z-3; 3-31.6-JJ; 

Satapatba Bnllml"'!ll 1.6.+5; 6.z.z.6; 7·3·1·3· See above, chap. 1, nn. ~45· 
3· See, for example, Satnpatba Bnlhma'!a 7·3·1.z6. 
+As, for example, the pn11Jt1gnibotm: Vailtb4nasa Sm4rta SfJtm z.18. 
5· Maitri Upanifad 5.z. The term occurs in an emanatory schema, in which 

tamiiS, the lowest gtl'!a, differentiates into mjiiS, which in tum differentiates into 
Sllttvtl, which "when impelled, flowed forth as rtiSII." 

6. Indeed, srm111 as oblation and agni as sacrificial fire are identified with sun 
and moon in Satapatba Bnllmlll'!ll 1.6.3.z3-Z5. An alternative reading of StmtllrtiSII 
is s4mtlrtJsya. 

7· Gom~a Paddbati •·7•-75• which is quite nearly identical to Yogtmlilrtal!t/4 6•-
4 The two texts are expansions on the 13th c. Gort~/qlz Satalta. 

8. Camka SambitiJ 6.7·7•· · 
9· Dasgupta, History, vol. z, pp. 35'1-59· 
10. Nlityai4stm 6, cited in G. K. Bhat, Rasa Tbtory tmd Allitd Problmu (Baroda: 

M.S. University of Baroda, 1984), p. 11. 
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1 1. A yogic parallel are the seven fires of yoga (yogagnis), which render the body 
"cooked": MiirkiiTJt/eyll Purli'!fl, cited in Kaviraj, Bbiirlltfy, vol. t, p. 178. Cf. Gorakb 
Bilnl, Sabadi rs6-S7· A late south Indian alchemical source, the Yogimuni rooo 

([3.1o-61), ed. and tr. S. Raghunathan [Madurai: Madurai University, 1981)) de
scribes how the conjunction of the five elements with the guru brings about the 
ripening (pac) of the elements and metals into gold. On the wide semantic range of 
the verb pat, see Charles Malamoud, "Cuire le monde," in Cum le monde, pp. 3S-7 1. 

u. Cf. Ctm~ka S1111tbit4 6.r.78-8o quoted below, chap. to, n. 101. 
I 3· Misra, Ayurvtdrya, pp. s I ']-So. 
14. Ro~, "Yoga etalchimie,"pp. 376-78. See above, chap. 3,nn. 11, 3o-31,133· 
IS· RC u.s. 
16. RA 1.36; RRS 1.76. 
17. The term rtiSil in the singular also refers to essential compounds, such as 

cinnabar, mica, pyrites, etc., in their native states: Ro~, "Yoga et alchimie," p. 363. 
Kauplya's ca. rst c. a.c. (Artbllilistrll1.n.1-4) reference to rasa would therefore be 
to smelted ore (and not to mercury, as some have argued). See also Subbarayappa, 
"Chemical Practices," in Bose, Condst History, p. 3os. 

18. The mablrllslls act direcdy on mercury; the upllrtiSIIS catalyze the effects of 
the mab4rllslls: Misra, Ayr~n~tdrya, p. 342. Mercurial preparations in which plants 
are used are called rasa~adba and rasabbllS11UI rtlSIJyana (RA u.3s8). A number of 
"magical waters" are alternatively referred to as rtlSIIS or udakas: RA n.189-z91; 
RRS I I. I z s; KCKT 8.18-39; Kardaswamy, History, P· 34 3; Subbarayappa, "Chemi
cal Practices," in Bose, Concise History, pp. 336-37; Vimlllapmbb4 1ozcd, in Fenner, 
IW4yan Siddbi, p. 153. 

19. RC 1.3. Elsewhere (1s.1), Somadeva states that the essence of all remedies 
is to be found in mercury (.rtltll). 

10. Prior to the nth c., this branch of Hindu alchemy was termed hbt1V4d6, 
"the doctrine of metals": personal communication from Damodar Joshi, Benares, 
September 198s. The modem Hindi term for alchemy, klmiyli{gllri/, is a late bor
rowing from the Persian: Ramcandra Varma, ed., Sf11!1/qipt Hindi Sabd Sligar (Be
nares: Nagaripracarini Sabha, 1981), p. zo6. 

z 1. RA 17 .16s-66: yathiilohe tathii debe kartavya~ so~ sadill samlnarp kur
ute devi pravisan dehalohayoJy pOrvatp lobe pa~ta tato debe prayojayet. 

u. rasibhavanti lohlni dehl api susevanlt rasendrastena vikhyl~: RRii 1.1.7, 
cited in Misra,Ayurvtdrya, p. 173, n. 4i Cf. RM, Paris MSS no. nu, fol. 6a.8; and 
RA 7·ISJab. Misra takes rtlSI to mean "oxidized" in the case of metals and "joined 
with chyle and the other dbatus" in the case of the human body. 

13. RA 16.1sb: dvitiya iva Sankara~. 
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24. On rasacikits4, see R~, "Renouveau contemporain," pp. 65-66; and Ma-
jumdar, "Medicine," in Bose, ed. Ctmcise History, p. 233. 

2 5. C~~r~~ka Sll7itbit4 6. 7 .r. 
26. Satllpatba Bribma'!llu·7·•·7= u.S.r.r, 15. 
27. Satllpatba Bra~ 6.•·3·•-5· 
28. Satllpatba Brabma'!a 2.1.1.5; u.r.6.r-u. In this egg, the silver pan of the 

shell becomes earth and the golden pan sky: Cbantlogya Upan4t~J 3·19.1-2. A TI
betan creation myth reproduces these themes: Asian Mythologies, s.v. "Cosmogonic 
Myths ofTibet." 

29. Satllpatba Bnlbma'!ll 3-5.2.27; Aitanya Bnl~ 7-4.6; Maitr4JII'!1 Sll7itbit4 
2.2.2. 

30. Needham, Scimce and Civilisatitm, vol. 5, pt. 4 (198o), p. 362. The notion of 
a "ferment" (Greek: mlitzll) that could be used to effect a "biological" replication 
of metals is found in the pre-common era Corpus Hmnnkum, the Greco-Syriac 
Pseudo-Zosimus (ca. A.D. 300), the Persianjlbir ibn Hlyyan (9th c.) and the Euro
pean Geber (13th c.): ibid., p. 366. 

31. /Um4yll'!ll 1.36.ro-u. Cf. Mababbanzt1113.84.68-7o. Another such mineral 
myth is found in the early (pre-8th c. a.c.)JaiminTya Bnlbma'!a (1.223). 

32. Yajur ~dll r8.13, cited in Sharma,AyurveJ, p. 466. The RC(•4·5) states that 
the semen from which vabni-sambbOtll ("fire-born") gold was produced was that of 
Siva, semen which Agni vomited after having swallowed it in the myth of the birth 
of Skanda. The RRS (5.6) agrees, calling such gold (vabnija-Wf117!1l). See below, n. 
56, for identifications of gold with female sexual fluids. 

33· DbyanabinJu UpanifaJ 1.5, in The JOga Upanifads'Witb the Commmtllry of Sri 
Upan4t~J-Bnzbmayogin, ed. A. Mahadeva Sastri, Adyar Library Series, vol. 6 (Ma
dras: Adyar Library and Research Center, r¢8), p. 189. 

34· As early as the Atbarva ~dll (11.3·7-8), the metals are identified with con
stituents of the body, according to the brahmanic system of aJbyatmtm-aJbiyaftllt
adbidllivatA system of homologies. Here, flesh is identified with the "dark metals" 
(lead and iron?), blood with copper, ashes with tin, and complexion with gold. See 
above, chap. 1, n. 46. 

35· This is the same god who, in Kaula traditions, throws the Kaula scriptures, 
revealed by Siva, into the sea. Matsyendranath, the "Lord of the Fishes-Nath," re
covers these, and later transmits them to humanity. See below, chap. 8, sec. 2b. 

36. Wendy Doniger O'Fiaheny summarizes a number of such myths from the 
epics and Pum]as, in Siva: The Erotic Ascetic (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1981), pp. 105, 10'7-8. 

37· Tamils call copper sulfate nT/akll'!fba, identifying it with the blue of Siva's 
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throat after he swallowed the poison that fell into the Ocean of Milk from the 
mouth of Visuki, the serpent churning rope employed by the gods and anti gods: 
personal communication from N. Sethu Raghunathan, Madurai,January 1985. 

38. RC 14 3-4i reproduced in RRS 5·4-5· The latter form of gold is undoubtedly 
a reference to the myth of the golden embryo, the hira'!yagarbba, of SaiiiJIIItha Briib
""''!11 n.r.6.t-n. 

39· Rnsakihltadlmtu z.t-4> cited in Misra, Ayurvtdiya, p. 4¢. 
40· Tht Lohasarvasv11111 of Sri St1rtiuam (w. 9, 72-74, 103-4, and 116), with Hindi 

commentary by Pavani Prasad Sharma, ed. Brahmashankar Mishra (Benares: Chow
khamba, t¢5); and the Rasmdm Bbilskllrtl (3.86-4119; 5.6-z6; 6.u) ofLa~mi
nlriyal}a Uaipur: n.p., t8g6). On the dating of the former text, see Meulenbeld, 
History (draft of May ro, 1994), p. 775· 

41. Padr111Jvat z4.z (= 245). A complete edition of this work, with a Hindi com
mentary, is Rajnath Sharma, ]ay1111 Gmnthavall (Padmivat- Tiki Snhit) (Agra: 

Vinod Pustak Mandir, 1965, pp. 476-81). A panial edition, but with a superior 
commentary, is Tht Padtmtii'Witi of Malik M11ba7n71111d Jaisl, edited with a (Hindi] 
commentary, translation, and critical notes by George Grierson and Sudhakara 
Dvivedi, Bibliotheca Indica, n.s. 877 (Calcutta: Baptist Mission Press, 1896). Par
tial English translations, based on Grierson and Dvivedi'S edition, are A. G. Shir
reff, Pndmivatl of Malik M11h1111mtad Jaisi, Bibliotheca Indica, z67 (Calcutta: Royal 
Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1944); and Lakshmi Dhar, Pad11mivatl: A Lingttistit Sntdy 
oftht 16th Ctllntry Hindi (Avndbi) (London: Luzac 8t Co., Ltd., 1949). This passage 
is found in Grierson and Dvivedi, Padumii'Witi, p. 530; Sharma,]ay1111 Gmnthlvn/1, 
p. 386; and Shirreff, Padmivatl, p. 148. 

4z. Gomkb Bini, Sabadt 118, attributed to Ratannlth or Ratan Ptr, identifies 
iron with the Muslim holy man (plr), whose yogic teachings he identifies with cop
per. Silver is equated with Muhammad and gold with God (kh11d8i, flldat). 

43· These include the Rllsaka11n1kll (ASL MSS no. 4203: fol. zb.4-11; fol. 
3a.1-5); the SivakaiJIIIdrtmtn of Sivanltha (ASL MSS no. 4349: fol. za.r-ro); the 
I 5th c. Rtmuilldbll ofVi,l}udeva (ASL MSS no. 4Z67: fol. ta.9-t1); and the I 5th c. 
RnsaS!J'Rkttakllikll of CamUI}4aklyastha (r.z-4). 

4+ Mercury is thus a remedy for tAmkn-roga, the disease of llraka: Misra, 
Aytlrvtdfya, p. 17o. 

45· The 11th-14th c. Skand8 Ptlt'bJII (r.z9.87) seems to refer to this myth in its 
account of the binh of Skanda. At one point in this myth, the gods all become 
pregnant because Agni, who has already swallowed the semen, is the mouth of the 
gods. Then, "Siva '5 semen having tom open their bellies, an ugly mercurial [plmu] 
lake of that [semen], too yojanas [in expanse], was formed." 

46. A Buddhist version of this myth is found in a 14th c. Tibetan source, the 
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bC11d 1m gyi man ngag (On the Extraction of the Essence) of Do dong. This differs 
from the Hindu myth in that Siva is made to be a fonn taken by Vajrasattva to 

unite with the Goddess; she scatters his seed about to make mercury: En'"}tlopedia 
7ibttita, vol. z, pp. szz-z3, cited in Fenner, Raslyan Sitldhi, pp. 8o-81. 

47· On the adulteration of the mercury in these wells, see RRS 1.8o, and AK 
•·•S· Other alchemical works containing this origin myth and references to the five 
wells include the Rasaka11ttllta (ASL MSS no. 4103, fols. zb-4-3a.s), Sivakalpadnm111 
ofSivaniltha (ASL MSS no. 4349• fols. za.J-Jo), and Rasasindhu ofVifi}Udeva (ASL 
MSS no. 4167, fols. 1a.9-za.z). 

48. On the location of the land of the Daradas see Wink, AI-Hind, p. z 31; Ray, 
History, vol. 1, p. 43, n. 1; D. C. Sircar, Stlldits in tht Gtogrt~phy of Andmt and 
Mtditvallndia, zd revised ed. (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1977), p. 34 and n. 
4i p. 68 and n. 9i and Shanna's notes to RRS, pp. zo7-fl. See also above, chap. 3, 
n.93• 

49· The word dnnabar is derived from the Greek kinntibari, which has the same 
(unknown) root as the Persian Zllnjifrah: Oxford &1glish Dictionary, s.v. "cinnabar." 
Another Sanskrit tenn for cinnabar is hir)gu/n, whic:h is identical to the Persian 
tenn: Watt, Dictionary, s:z 3z. The nearest source of naturally-oc:c:urring ore cinna
bar to the Indian subcontinent is Garm§ir (Pir Kisri) in Mghanistan (Watt, Diction
ary, s:z 33). 

so. Whence the statements of RA 7.7z and n.8z: "Sulfur is, by its nature and 
by its fonn, the fonn of mercury (rtllllrllpa)." "None of the rasas or Uptn'IIIIIS is supe
rior to sulfur." The fonner statement is a reference to the Indian distinction 
between essence and existence as "name" (ntlma) and "fonn" (rllpa). In fac:t, all the 
major iatrochemical preparations of mercury (kajja/1, rtlllllindhflra, rtiiiiJIII'PII!f, and 
mak~~r~~dbvaja are essentially compounds of mercury and sulphur: Bhagwan Dash, 
Akhtmy and MttaHit Mtdidnts in AytlnJttltl (New Delhi: Concept Publishing, 1986), 
P· IOZ. 

51. RA 7-57-66; RRS 3.z-u; KCI\1' 44.1-3. 
sz. The problematic: tenn in this passage is itn11bala, which the commentary to 

recension fl of the MBhT glosses as "that whic:h is released monthly by one's wives." 
This commentary is indicated by Michael Magee in his translation of the work: 
Shri Matrika Bhttltl Tantrll, pp. iii and n. 1 top. •· 

S3· For the theory concerning submarine volcanos, see Shanna's commentary 
to RRS, c:hap. 11 (p. no). On the doomsday fire and underwater fire jets or gas 
vents, see 1<8/yi'! Sakti Aflk (Gorakhpur: Gita Press, 1934), p. &Jo. This image is 
transferred to the subde body in KjfiN z.t-3; and the "Sikta" Gorak!a Stnhhiti 
z3.1 t?-t8. The RA <9·5• 8) describes, in succession, two types of saline reagents 
(bTtfs) called var/tzvtlmllkha andjvilh1ultha. See below, chap. 8, sec. zc. 
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54· Shflrttr Orford &tmtm1it Atlas oftbt World, prepared by the Economist Intelli
gence Unit, 1d ed. (London: Oxford University Press, 1959), p. 88. Cf. Sharma's 
commentary (p. 184) to chap. 11 of the RRS. Much of the sulfur in India comes 
from sulfur springs which are also plfhas of the Goddess: ibid., pp. 111, 114-1 5· 

55· On the term lmgam, see Watt, Dittionary, 5:131, and Bose, Condst History, 
p. 317· 

56. Powdered cinnabar may also be used for the tracing of two-dimensional 
mystic diagrams (yantras, 1flln!l!akzs). The preparation of gold and mercury used to 
form the rasalmga is described in RRS 6.17-18. Here, in contradistinction to the 
the epic origin myth of the metal, gold is made to be the mineral homologue of the 
Goddess: see Misra, Ayurvtdlya, p. 83, quoting an uncited source: "The Goddess in 
the form of gold, SadiSiva in the form of mercury, the linga made through the 
union of these is called the rasalinga." It should be recalled that two forms of natural 
gold are said, in the RRS (54-5) to arise from the rajogu71a and from the placental 
material of the egg of Brahml, respectively: both of these origins evoke the fe
male element. 

57· Subbarayappa, "Chemical Practices," in Bose, Contist History, p. 330. 
58. This constitutes the tenth of the eighteen branches of Sittar alchemy. The 

practitioner holds three such gulilt4s in his hand and mouth and attached around 
the waist to aid in raising the ltu7Jtfalinl, and transforming the subde body: C. S. 
Narayanaswami Aiyar, "Ancient Indian Chemistry and Alchemy of the Chemico
Philosophical Siddhlnta System of the Indian Mystics," in Protttdint~and TrtmSilc
tions oftbt Third All-India Orimtal Confnmtt, Madras, 11-14 Dec. 1914 (Madras: 
Law Printing House, 1915), pp. 6oo-8. Purusottamlnanda nrtha, who runs an 
Ayurvedic dispensary in Trichur (Tamil Nadu), carries such a guliltl on a belt he 
wears around his waist: personal communication from Catherine Clementin-Ojha, 
Paris, February 1991. See below, chap. 9, n. 109 on the term guliltllgu!iltl. 

59· MBhT8.31-33· The term svapuspa, used here for "menstrual blood," is de
fined in MBhT 5-31 as the first menstrual blood shed by a woman after her deflora
tion. The MBhT(5.17-33) describes the six types of women whose menstrual blood 
may be employed in tantric ritual. Cf. RA 1.1 5· On tifitinT, see above, chap. 4, n. 41. 

6o. Needham, Stimct and Civilisation, vol. 5, pt. 4 (1980), p. 456. Yogiraja Vaidy
araja, "Yoga Research on Mercury and the Dhatus," Caltra, A Journal ofT antra and 
Yoga [New Delhi] 4 (March 1971), p. 186. Cf. the "Silcta" Gora~a Stnhhit4 13·99· 

61. S. Madhihassan, Indian Akbtmy or Rm4yana (New Delhi: Vikas, 1979), PP· 
4?-48. 

61. Gold is to be placed in the tumuli (stmt4dbis) of the Nlth Siddhas: Briggs, 
Goralthn4th, pp. 40, 41. On sitnilar practices among the Munda-speaking Asurs of 
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central India, a metal-working tribal people, for whom the soul is composed of 
iron, see Ruben, Eismstbmittk, p. 88. 

63. Madhihassan, Indian Akbtmy, p. 47; Briggs, Gtmlltlm4tb, p. 129. 
64· Sharma's commentary toRRS, p. 2o8; and NSC, p. 295. The tribal Bhrls and 

Birhors continue the use of blood: Ruben, Eismstbmittlt, p. 11 5· 
65. The /(p/ylf'! SJzlrti Anlt (p. 648) reproduces an unspecified Puranic passage 

which states that wherever the body parts of the goddess Satf cut away by Vi,l}u's 
discus fell, they took the lithic form (piianatilm) of the sitiJba pl!bllS. The most 
complete discussion of the pl!bllS of the Goddess, and the correspondences to Sad's 
body parts, is D. C. Sircar, Tbt S4/tt4 Pl!bllS (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 197 3). The 
Goddess is herself called a stone, or stone or mountain-born (14iklj4, Plrvad) and 
identified with the lithic in a wide array of Hindu contexts: see Madeleine Biardeau, 
L'Hintl«<ismt, Antbropo/ogit tl'unt civilisation (Paris: Flammarion, 1981), p. 143· 

66. On the identification of the K4milkhyl stone as red arsenic, see Karel R. van 
Kooij, Worship of tbt Gotltlm Ammling to tbt K4/ilt4 Punb]a, pt. 1, A Translation with 
an Introduction and Notes of Chapters 54-69 (Leiden: Brill, 1972), p. 26, citing 
K41ilt4 Puril]ll 64.85-86 and Heinrich Zimmer, "Die Indische Weltmutter," in &
anosJahrbutb (Ancona, Switzerland: Eranos, 1938), pp. 204-5. Dyc:zkowski ("KUI}-
4alinr," p. 7, note 13) maintains that the stone is black. 

67. Tbt Yonitlmtnt, ed.J. A. Schoterman (Delhi: Manohar, 1980), p. 241 Bharati, 
Tantrit Tmtlition, p. 259-00; Bhattacharya, History, p. 133; Frederique Apfel
Marglin, Wivtsoftbt God-King (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985), p. 240; 
and Dyc:zkowski, "Kul}~alinl," p. 7 n. 13. 

68. Dvivedi, Nitb Sampnzdiy, p. 18; /(p/y4'! Saltti Anlt, p. 640; Briggs, Gtmlltb
nitb, p. 18; Dikshit, N11Van4tba Caritnt, p. u. Gorakh created mountains of gold, 
crystal, and ocher (grru) as a means to "awakening" his debauched guru Matsyen
dra, according to the Nitha Caritnt of RAjl Mlln Singh of Jodhpur: NSC, p. 30. 

69· Van Kooij, Worship, p. 26, citing K41ilt4 Punb]a 4 73 and 76.89. The ad
jacent mercurial cave is a creation of the 13th c. Sithb4sanatlvatri1!'filta (Franklin 
Edgenon, Vilmmul ~ Atlvmturrs or tbt Tbirty-I'IDO 7itlts of tbt Tlmmt, 2 vols., Harvard 
Oriental Series, 26 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1926), 1:182-86; 
2:166-67). Coloring (nmjana) through amalgamation is the greater pan of trans

mutation in a number of alchemical contexts: see below, chap. 9, n. 2 3· 
70. On Hinglllj Devi, her geography, pilgrimage, history, and the present-day 

relationship of the Nllth Siddhas to her cult, see Sastri, Agneya Tlrtb Hmgllij, 
throughout; Briggs, Gort~ltbn4tb, pp. 89 (on the use of tbumrl), 103-10; and Encyclo
pttlitz of Rtligion and Etbia (New York: Scribner's, 1914), s.v. "Hingllj," by William 
Crooke. 
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7 I. A description of this site is found in a I 6th c. 1ibetan guide to Ca-ri, written 
by Padma dkar-po. This is cited at length in R. A. Stein, Gronts-Matrias tt Litttx 
Saints dt Ia ditsst m Asit orimtalt (Paris: Ecole Fran~ise d'Exrreme Orient, I988), 

PP· 3?-43· 
72. RA 2.I?-I9, 25. The kiiki1[1 is again described in I8.I65-67, where she is 

called kiiminT. She is called kiilinT in RRS 6.34 Cf. BbP 4129-32; and RM fols. 
35b.3-5; 36a.r-2. 

73· RA 2.23; RRS 6.34 Kiiki1JT is the name of a female divinity whose worship 
is described at length in chapters 58-62 of the Rudrayama/a Tnntra. Here, she is 
one of six consorts of Siva [Saktis], who are identified with the six (Okras, all of 
whose names are derived from Sanskrit phonemes: t/4/tinT, nJkinT, /A/tinT, kakinT, 
lakinT and bilkinT. In this context, kaki1JT is identified with the anAbata (Okra, located 
in the heart(I5.54-56). 

74· RA 2.2o-24i RRS 6.32-33. 
15· RRS 6.35; RA I4.2. A preparation of zinc carbonate, mercury, and menstrual 

blood transmutes lead into gold: RA 1·3I· In fact, the percentage of sulfur in a 
woman~ blood is the highest at the time of her menses: personal communication 
from Siddhinandan Misra, March I985. Sulfur, in addition to increasing the po
tency of mercury, is said in the RRS (3.I7, 45) to increase the potency of male 
semen. 

76. KCM fols. I za.8-9; 2 I a.6-7. A procedure similar to the first of these is also 
prescribed in the eponymous KCKT. Here (8.68-70), an alchemical charm for in
wlnerability in battle is produced by placing equal amounts of gold, silver, and 
copper in menstrual blood, wrapping the whole with a lotus filament, sprinkling it 
with cold water, and placing it in the yantra sthilna. A nearly identical preparation, 
called a "tigress pill" (vyilghri-gtl!ikA), is described in the RA (11.348-49) and the 
RM (fol. I6b.4-5). These latter two sources instruct the alchemist to place this 
preparation inside a woman's wlva, her gtlhya-sthilna (rather than in a yantra
stbilna). 

77· BbP 2.5b-6a; 4·7i 5.I. Cf. RHT 3.28b on mercury that is bound when it 
enters the yoni {yilvadvilati na yonau tilvadbandhm!l kuto bbajatt). 

78. BbP 3.29h-3oa: purandhre gaurirajasl tadbijena bhavantu tat/ jalajildyamla
saiJlyuktaiJl bandhanaiJl yilti SOtaka~. Later, the same source prescribes a prepara
tion containing menstrual blood for increasing the powers of mercury to absorb 
(grasa: literally, "swallow, consume") mica (5.284-87); and for "cutting the wings" 
(pak{ll((htda) of volatile mercury (6.I5-I7)· Here, one is to dry, on a piece of blue 
cloth, a woman's menstrual blood. Through this cloth, one is to strain human 
breast milk, the which is then macerated together with male semen. 
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79· For a discussion of this tantric ritual, see Schotennan, Yonitantra, pp. 16-32. 
Ktt'!tfaf'!'}gokzkam is an elixir in KCM (ASL MSS no. 395 z, fol. 3za. 3-5); a k111ftfagokz 
produced by a OQ~iill or a Ril~l is also mentioned in the RM (fols. 9b • .,.S; 

17b·3>· Cf. MBbT 5·19-Z I. 
So. RA 1847-49• 115-16, 144o 165-71. An alchemical teaching by the 1ibetan 

Vimalamitra (the sixth of the eight teachings of the BJ11J-rtsi-bnm-po-brgynJ-pa, 
called the Amr;tnk111ftfali in Sanskrit) enjoins that "there be sexual union during the 
time of her [the female consort's] menstrual flow ('Jzagpa)-her great blood (kbrag 
cbm) together with the yogin's semen will be known as the most excellent son of 
rnsllynna": Walter, Rolt of Alchnny, pp. 144-45, 168, I73· 

81. For a historical discussion of the work and its author, as well as a summary 
of the plot, see McGregor, Hir~Ji Littrntllrt, pp. 67-70. For full bibliographic de
tails, see above, n. 41. 

82. Birav/J /or~IJ is an imaginary transmuting herb; however Lona (from the San
skrit kiva'!"• "salty, beautiful") is also the name of a powerful witch in north India: 
see below, chap. 9• n. 163. Hnratara (Sanskrit hnrat/Jia), yellow arsenic or orpiment, 
has a brilliant orange-yellow color which, like red arsenic or realgar (11tnna~iiiA) 
lends itself to an identification with female passion and, more specifically, men
strual blood. Mercury "swallows" sulfur in alchemical reactions; the question being 
asked here is why Ratansen does not allow himself to enjoy the sweedy perfumed 
body of Padmavad: see the origin myth of sulfur (gnnJIJnkn), which, when churned 
out of the ocean of milk was declared "aromatic": above, n. 51. 

83. PnJmilvnt [31o-12 = 2 7-3-5] in Shanna,Jaynsf GrantbilvniT, pp. 476-81; and 
Dhar, PnJtmt/JvatT, p. 56. Cf. a description of such color changes in the laboratory, 
in Dash, Alchnlly, pp. 141-42. As McGregor (Hir~Ji Littrntttrt, p. 70) notes, Padma
vad is equated with Gorakhniith slighdy later in this text (27.14). Thus, the con
summation of love is also an allegory on a yogin's transfonnation through initi
ation. 

84. RA 1.28. The same source [a 1.104-7) describes the immediate and long
tenn effects of eating said mercury. 

85. RHT 1.33: divyitanurvidheyii haragaurlsf!fisal!lyogiit. 
86. VmtalnprnbbiJ 2.1 19, translated in Fenner, RAsaynn SiJJhi, p. r 38. Menstrual 

blood both transmutes copper into gold and, when eaten, affords immortality, ac
cording to MBbT 5.2 7-4 3, especially 3 7-42. See also Schotennan, l'imitnntra, p. 19. 

87. MBhT 5.28. A number of tantric sources specifically recommend a nonvir
gin, ideally a low-caste woman (especially a Ciil}~iill or Qombl), for such practices: 
Schotennan, Yonitantra, pp. r8-u, 24-25, 31-32; and Bhattacharya, History, 
p. 136. 
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88. Shanna, note to RRS, p. u 1. 
89. BbP 7.114-15. Such herbs are to be gathered with devotion to Siva, and with 

the bTjas (seeds, but also seed 7111171tras) of Salcti, (pronounced) one by one. 
90· RC6.11. On the role of the outcaste C~~iili or Qombiwoman in the wor

ship of the female sexual organ, and the subsequent production of the power sub
stance, the yonitattva, through sexual intercourse with her, see Schoterman, Yoni 
T1111tra, pp. 14-15. Cb]t/iliis also a term for a woman in the first day of her menses 
(ibid., p. 1 5), and for the female energy located in the abdomen (Kaviraj, Bbimtly, 
1:161-63. A 15th c. Bengali commentary to the Buddhist Lagbu KA/i~taltra 1imtra 
states that that part of the female organ which resembles the beak of a bird is called 
"bird mouth:' The canal which carries semen down from the bird mouth is called 
t4']t/411 when, instead of semen, it carries menstrual Row. Q0111bT is that canal which, 
during the menses, points upward. At the time of the discharge of semen, the same 
Q0111bT becomes AvadblltT: Shastri, Catalogut, vol. 1, pp. iv-v. 

91. Sachau, Albm~ni's India, vol. 1, pp. 189-91. See below, chap. 9, n. 178. 
91. HYP 3·83-91; 99-103; J&ga S4strll of Dattiitreya 199-31 1; Gomltfa Paddbati, 

appendix to 1.81, pp. 5o-55· Alternatively, the practitioner may use his partner's 
yonitattva for purposes of external ritual and worship: Schoterman, J&nitantra, 
p. 18. 

93· On these terms, see above, chap. 5, n. 109, and n. 67 of the present chapter. 
The term llltlbb4va is found in 1\jflN 1 1.10. 

94· TA 19.u6, u9, translated in Silburn, lW'!tfalinT, pp. 190-91. These multiple 
roles of the female consort and her sexual essence are discussed in Silburn, Kzt']

tfalinT, pp. 189-92. Italics are my own. 
95· Siva Stnhbit4 4.1-5; HYP 3.100, 102. 
¢. Silburn, lW'!tfalinT, p. 191 (commentary to TA 29.u8-19): "The process of 

breath and efficience going from the yoginT's mouth to the siddba and vice-versa is 
precisely sampllfTitllrtl']ll ••• Pri']ll and vTrya are so intimately mixed as to be trans
formed into each other and to become one and the same. According to the tra
dition, the adept is rejuvenated; white hair and wrinkles disappear." In alchemical 
parlance, elixir mercury is valipalita vin41ana. 

97. Robert Svoboda, Agbom, at tbt Ltft Hand of God (Albuquerque, N .M.: Broth
erhood of Life, Inc., 1986), pp. 18o-8r, quoting his Aghori teacher Vimaliinanda. 
See ibid., pp. 179-90 for an expanded discussion of vajro/T mudri. Here as well, 
"heavy" mercury is located at the summit of a hierarchy of ftuids: water, milk, clari
fied butter, honey, and mercury. 

98. Vajra- and 111baja- may also likely refer to the mystic Buddhist traditions 
known as vajray4na and lllbajay4nll. 011 may be a middle Indo-Aryan shortening 
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of -11/ay11 ("abode, place of"), in which case this term would mean the "seal of the 
place of the penis." Another possible source of the -o/1 ending is -w11/li, which 
means, in a tantric context, a "current of doctrine": Dyczkowski, C1111on, p. 81 and 
n.133. 

99· Needham, Stimtt 11nd Civilis11tion, vol. s. part s (1983), pp. 17<>-74o who 
also discusses the Taoist cognate to this: hU/111 thing, "making the Yellow River ftow 
backwards." According to Dharmavir Bharati (SitlJh S4hity, p. 315), the N:iths bor
rowed their theory and practice of the Vlljroli mudnl from the Mah:lyina Buddhists. 
The practice is referred to in Gtm~lth Bini Sabadt 141: bajarl kart:i amari ri~i amari 
kara~ti~ b:iJ/bhog kara~ti~ je vya~d ri~ai te gora~ ka gurubhai. Cf. SabadJ 141, 
below, chap. 8, n. 88. Jerzy Kosinski (TIN Hmnit of 6gth Strta [New York: Zebra 
Books, 1991] p. 69 n. 111) refers to this practice as "acclivity," a term not found in 
the Oxford English Dittitm~~ry. 

100. bCudlm gyi m11n ng11g of Bo dong, in Encytloptdill TtbttiM, vol. 1, pp. su-
1), ss6, cited in Fenner, Rmlly11n SitlJbi, p. 81. 

101. At least two secret 1ibetan Buddhist tantric initiations involve these same 
elements: sexual intercourse (which is literal and not figurative here), the intermin
gling of sexual ftuids (the red drop of the Prajn:l-maiden's pudenda (pttdmll) and the 
white drop of the master's v11jrll), the internal raising of these commingled ftuids 
(described as nectar), and the bliss of the realization of Buddha consciousness. The 
texts of these initiations are translated, with commentary, by David Snellgrove, 
Indo-Ttbtt1111 Buddhism: lntli1111 Buddhists and Tbtir Ttbtt1111 Sumssors, 1 vols. (Boston: 
Shambhala, 1987), vol. I, PP· 1S6-64. 

101. This term is discussed in SSP s-7;Aitulllvin1 T11111r11 [A] 43; Gorllit!ll P11tlJhllti 
1.75; Knllnllnt/4 T1111tr11 4o s8; and a host of other hathayogic and tantric sources. 
For discussions, see also Srivastav, "Gortllth IJ4n1" Vtltfinlt, pp. 1 S• 138; idem, "Gor
lllt!a" Vlltflfllt, PP· 4S-46, I s6-s7; Dvivedi, N4th Stnnprt~t14y, pp. s8-S9· 71; Gonda, 
Mtditvlll, p. 11<J; and Mallik, SSP, p. 11. 

103. The red hindu is said to shine with the same ruddy brilliance as liquid sin
dflnl, mercuric oxide: Yogam4r14'!tfll6•, in Mallik, SSP, p. 61; and Gtm~it!ll S11t11lt11 
73· This mixture of red and white ftuids may have its origins in the combination of 
(reddish) srmt11 and white milk in Vedic oblations, and a tantric parallel in the ritual 
consumption of the ytmilllttVII together with wine: Schoterman, YtmitJmlrll, p. 30. 

lo.J. Gtm~it!ll PlltlJhllti I. 7I-7S ( = Gtm~it!ll Slltllkll 7Z-76 = Yogllmlrlll'!t/1161-64). 
Verse 64 reads: Sukra~ candrel}3 sa~yuk~ raja~} stlryel}a sa~yutaml dvayos sa
marasaikatvarp yo j:ln:lti sa yogavit: "Semen is conjoined with the moon, uterine 
blood is conjoined with the sun. He who knows stmiiiT'llSII to be the unity of the 
two, he is a knower of yoga!' On the m~~h4bintlu, see Gtm~lth B411T, SabadJ z 37• and 
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p. 31 of the Gorakhnlith Mandir edition of Gornkh Biini, which equates 7nah4bindll 
with 111ahiiit111JR. See also Dhyiinnbind11 Upnnifad 87-88, in Varenne, Upanishads J11 
yoga, p. III; and Filliozat, "Taoisme etyoga," p. 66. 

105. Personal communication from N. Sethu Raghnathan, Madurai, January 
1985. The titles of a great number of the Tamil alchemical sources are composed 
of the name of the author followed by the number of verses in the treatise. Cf. HYP 
3.1oo, with Brahmlinanda's commentary, on the notion that niida becomes bind11 in 
a woman's body-whence the need for a female parmer in erotic tantric rites. On 
bindtt and nilda, see above, chap. 3, n. 101. 

ro6. ~gn, literally "union" is, in the mystic parlance of the Nath Siddhas, the 
union of sun and moon, fire and ftuid, ovum and seed, that which is enjoyed (t1pa
bhogya) and that which enjoys (bhoktil), and ultimately, the commingling of the prin
ciples of creation and destruction: Dasgupta, Obsmrt, pp. 1 35· 138-39. 

107. Siva Sml1hitil 3-54; ~gntnttva Upnni~nJ 74; RA 11.144; u.151, 165; t8.:z8, 
83, 163. The yogin, whose own body has been rendered golden or adamantine 
(Siv Gora~ Bavani 38, in Gornk~n Stav1J11jnli, ed. Yogi Bhambhulnath [Haridwar: 
Goraksanath Mandir, n.d.), p. 1o; Gomkh Bllnl Pad 13. r; 50.1) becomes polymor
phously perverse at this point, capable of transforming base metals into gold (as 
does mercury), base and noble metals into human bodies, human bodies into met
als, stones, animals, etc. The mythology of the Nath Siddhas is replete with such 
transformations, often effected by Gorakh. 

ro8. Gomkll Bllnl, Sabadr 1.1. Kabir expresses a similar sentiment in John 13.13 
in Vaudeville, Kabir Grn11thnvnli (Doha), p. 87: "He finds himself face to face with 
the Lord, and becomes a child (bil/nk) again." For a differing interpretation, see 
Bharati, SiJJh Siihity, pp. 337-38. See above, n. 94, and chap. ro, sec. 1. 

109. RC •5·•3-•s; RRS r.8s-88; AK 1.53b-61a; Rasaka11t11kn, ASL MSS no. 
4103, fol. 43.6-9; Sivakalpndnm1a ofSivanlitha, ASL MSS no. 4349, fol. :zb.r-6. 

rro. M. F. de Mely, "Valchimie chez les chinois et l'alchimie grecque," ]o11rnnl 
Asintiqttt, 9e serie 6 (Sept.-Oct. r895), pp. 314-40, especially pp. 331-33. 

111. Needham, Scientt and Civilisation, vol. 5, pt. 4 (1980), p. 337· 
111. De Mely, "Valchimie chez les chinois," p. 334· 
113. Mahilbhiimta 3.11o.r-3.113.15. 
114 De Mely, "Valchimie chezles chinois," p. 334· The Renaissance "Hunting 

of the Greene Lyon," as a metaphor for the quest for the alchemical elixir, may be 
of a similar origin: Betty Jo Teeter Dobbs, Tht Fo11ndations ofNt'Wton's Akhmty: "Tht 

Htmting oftht Grtmt Lyrm" (London: Cambridge University Press, 1975). 
115. This jabirian account is said to be an elaboration of an Indian legend of 

MaQimekhalli, "the jewel engirdled one." MaQimekhalli's story is referred to in the 
Kathilsaritsagnm ofSomadeva (Ottan, vol. 9, p. 51). The myth is discussed in Sylvain 
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Uvi, "Ma~imekhali, divinite de Ia mer," in Mimori11l Sylvain Livi (Paris: P. Hart
mann, 1937), pp. 371-83. 

116. Paul Kraus, Jabir ibn HIIYJin: Contrib11tion iz l'bistoirr Ju iJia sdmtifoJua 
Jans /'Islam (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1986), pp. 90-93· Kraus identifies Sindiyyat 
with an island off the coast of the Sind, in southern Pakistan. He opines (p. 91, n. 
4), however, that Stroa"!a-bbfimi, the "Golden Land," generally identified with the 
"greater India" of southeast Asia, perhaps Burma, may be intended here. On this 
toponym, see Wink, AI-Hiltd, vol. 1, pp. 334-41. 

117. Needham, Sdmtt 11nd Civilisation, vol. s. pt. 4 (1980), pp. 330-415, espe

cially PP· 339-355· 
118. On Darada-de§a, see above, n. 48. On Pirada-de§a, see Sircar, Smdits, p. 

33 and n. -t; p. 68 and n. 9; and p. 70. 
1 19. On possible identifications of Btbt Nint with other mother goddesses, see 

William Crooke, "Hil'lglij," Entytloptdia ofRtligion and Ethia, vol. 6, p. 715. 
1 10. A modem description of the Candrakopa is found in Sastri, Agntya Tfrth 

Hi11glilj, pp. 19-47. See esp. p. 45· The Lift of Apollotlitu is a work of fiction which 
nonetheless contained numerous geographic and ethnographic details culled by 
Philostratus from ancient travel accounts. Philostratus localizes his "Well ofTruth" 
somewhere in the Indus River region: Philostrattu, Lifo of Apollonitu, tr. C. P. jones 
and edited, abridged, and introduced by G. W. Bowersock (Harmondsworth: Pen
guin, 1970), p. 75· See below, chap. 8, sec. 1b, for a discussion of other "lunar" top
onyms. 

1u. On the rock-hewn images of the sun and moon, see Crooke, "Hinglllj," p. 
45; Briggs, GonzlthniJth, p. 1o6 (reporting an account given by Charles Masson in 
1844); and Ctesias, "lndika," in Photios, Bibliotbtta (46a.1 3-19), ed. and tr. Rene 
Henry, 6 vols. (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1959), vol. 1, p. 136. 

1 u. Jaan Puhvel, Compat'lltivt Rtligion (Baltimore: johns Hopkins University 
Press, 1986), "Fire in Water," pp. 17~3, especially p. 179, on the Irish Nechtan's 
well. cr. Georges Dumezil, Mytbt tl ipoplt, vol. 3· part I, PP· U-89, especially 
pp. 17-31· 

I 13· pai\cabhOtitmaka~ sQtasti,foltyeva sadl~iva. cr. BhP I. 31-3 7. SadiSiva is, 
of course, a god who is represented iconographically with five heads: see above, 
chap. 1, nn. 64-66. Elsewhere, the south Indian tradition ofSiddha medicine bases 
its practice of pailnlttml'!ll ("the five practices," or simply "doing five"), the purifi
cation of the elements used in its therapy, upon the assumption that Siva and Sakti 
are present in every element: Kardaswamy, History, p. 340· 

124 Treloar, "Use of Mercury," p. z 38. 
us. On this, see David Gordon White, "Why Gurus Are Heavy," Numm 33 

(1984), pp. 43-44 and notes. 
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1 26. The classic theoretical statement is Louis Dumont, Homo bimmbicus, k 
systnne tlu tiiSiu n su implitlltitms (Paris: Gallimard, 1978), appendix 4o "Vers une 
theorie de Ia hiearchie:' pp. 3¢-403· 

1 2 7· Each of the five elements is quadrupled within this system: to each of the 
five lllmnitnu (subde elements, senses) there corresponds a gross element (mllb4-
bbtl111), a "grasping organ" (lt~~m~mtlrlyll) and a sensory organ (ftl4nmtlrlJII). On the 
generation of lower elements from higher in Siapkhya, see B. N. Seal, "The Physi
cochemical Theories of the Ancient Hindus," appendix to Ray, History (1956), pp. 
264-65. 

128. Ct~rtlltll Stnbbit4 4·5-5· The same schema is echoed in the ~S (424) of the 
Western Transmission tradition: Schoterman, ~SSp. 129. Cf. the slight variations 
suggested by Jean Filliozar. "Taoisme et yoga," p. 48. 

119. Db4tu, "that which supports" (from the Sanskrit root tl/14, support, 
ground), is the Ayurvedic term for the constituent parts of the body and the al
chemical term for the metals. In both cases, these are the constituent elements of 
their respective systems, without which the entire (biological or metallic) body 
would collapse and disintegrate. See above, nn. 11, zo. 

130. Prior to the nth c. alchemical synthesis, the term /oba, which specifically 
means iron, was employed as the generic term for metal: personal communication 
from Damodar Joshi, Benares, September 1984 

131. Rll7·97-98. Cf. Cb4ntlogyll Upt~niflltl4.11·1= "Just as one would mend gold 
with salt, silver with gold, tin with silver, lead with tin, iron with lead, wood with 
iron." Enumerations of the metals vary from one source to another, some adding 
such alloys as brass, bronze, bell metal, etc. to reach totals of as many as twelve 
(in AK 2.1.9) metals. See Misra, Ayt~n~etlf]ll, pp. 493-¢, for a discussion of the 
nomenclature of the metals in all the major alchemical texts. 

132. Syamasundaracarya Vaisya, Rlu4ylln S4r, sth ed. (Benares: Syamasundar 
Rasayansala, 1971), vol. 1, p. 70. Although this is a modem work (the first edition 
appeared in 1914), its Statement of the process of resorption (illy•lmnnll) respects 
the classic formulation. 

133· In a general sense, this south Indian tradition makes greater use of the 
system of the five elements, in its formulations of the applications and powers of 
mercurial medicines, than do the northern traditions. Personal communication 
from N. Sethu Raghunathan, Madurai, India, January 1985. Cf. Subbarayappa, 
"Chemical Practices:' in Bose, Concist History, p. 33+ 

134· HT, p. 176. Cf. Stl(-(llm-nirlipR'!"4-29, trans. with commentary in John 
Woodroffe, The Serpent Power, 9th ed. (Madras: Ganesh and Co., 1971), pp. 
33o-87. 

135· RHr 1.12: lcifthallf8dhyo nage nagarp vailge vailgamapi IIyate Sulbe I Sui-
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barp tare tararp lcanake lcanakaii ca liyate sOte. An identical passage is RRS 1.6o. RA 
7·97 makes the same statement in a more elliptical way: "that which precedes [is 
higher on the hierarchy] is imperishable [11kf11J11] with regard to that which is lower." 
The M11bilbh~~r~~tll (s. 39.65) describes the hierarchy of the five metals in the follow
ing terms: "Silver is the dross [rn~~/11] of gold; copper the dross of silver; tin the 
dross of copper; lead the dross of tin; and dross [m11lll: here, iron?] the dross of 
lead." Cf. CbilnJogy11 Upaniflltl 417.7 for a still earlier formulation. 

136. Two modem empirical explanations for the hierarchy of the metals are 
offered in Misra, Ayurvtdfyll, pp. 494, 498: that which is higher on the hierarchy 
requires greater heat for its purification than that which is lower; that which is 
higher on the hierarchy loses less of its mass when heated than that which is lower. 

137· RRS 1.30-37; AK 1.18-13. This is an idealized schematization: as noted, 
the term plrtltlll likely derives from the name of the country, located to the west or 
northwest of India, from which mercury was imponed to India: see RC 15.14-15. 
Cf. above, chap. 3, n. 93, and n. 118 of the present chapter. 

138. RPS 1.1,_18; ilJisllk11Utuk11 (ASL MSS no. 4103), fol. 3a.s-6; and Sivllklllptt
tlrumt~ (ASL MSS no. 4349), fols. 6a.11-6b.1. The five states or phases of mercury 
(IIVIISthil) appear not to be arranged hierarchically: RA 10.1 ?-18. 

139. KCM (ASL MSS no. 3951), fol. 3ob.3-4; RA 6.6,_68. 
140. The third and fourth members of the hierarchy appear to be reversed in 

the di5CU55ions of the g11tis and vttlb11: air precedes fire in both cases, in opposition 
to the Samkhyan ordering of the five elements, in which fire is the third and air the 
fourth element on the pentadic hierarchy. 

141. RA 10.13-15; RRS 1.81-83. 
141. Mercury is identified with the soul (iltmtm) both here (RRS 1.83) and in 

RU 15.so. The fifth g11ti of mercury is calledjh111-v11t in AK 1.40. In the C11r11k11 
Stnhbitil's Ayurvedic analysis of semen, only the four lower elements are present 
(on this, see Sharma's notes toRRS 1.81-83, on p. 13 of his edition); it is however 
united, at conception, with ilki/11, ether, which is omnipresent and static in the 
ovary: C11nzk11 Stnhbit4 41-4o cited in Dasgupta, History, vol. 1, pp. 301, 307. 

143· RRS 1.83. TheRA (10.15) stipulates that the fifth g11ti, thejh111-g11ti, of 
mercury is invisible, while the first four are visible. Sharma, in his notes to RRS 
1.83 (p. 13), states that, due to its invisibility, the fifth g11ti of mercury is also called 
tlllivT-g11ti, its "divine motion." He suggests the use of such "Siddha mantras" as the 
11gbortz, and the adjunction of yogic practices to halt the loss of mercury through 
this g11ti, or to render it visible. 

144 RA 1-41. Another term for mercury is VJDm11-tlhilrllrJII, "maintaining mica I 
ether [in mental concenttation]": Monier-Williams, Stmslrrit-Englisb DiaiD1111ry, 
s.v. "vyoman." 
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145. RC 4.1o6-11; RRS 8.90-94· 
146. RRS 8.95. 

147· RA s.z8, 3Z-41· 
148. These are the "M-words" or antisacraments of tantric practice, possibly 

subversions of the pailtagavya, the five pure products of the cow that were the 
orthodox brahmin's mainstay: m4'!1111, meat; matsya, fish; muJr4, parched grain; 
madb11, spiritous liquor; and maitb11na, sexual intercourse. 

149· The five "nectars," here are bodily secretions used in secret tantric ceremo
nies: blood, semen, urine, feces, and flesh: K}t1N 11.5, 11. 

1 so. These are the "stools" or "seats," pilgrimage sites of the Goddess. As many 
as 134 plfbas are enumerated in certain lists. Five are singled out, however, and are 
identified here with the five elements. l<Jmlkhyi (here called I<JmarOpa) is one of 
these: Schoterman, ~SS, appendix z, pp. uz-zs. 

151. On the five /.m/ns, see Marie-Therese de Mallmann, "Divinites hindoues 
dans le tantrisme bouddhique," Arts Asiatiq11ts 10 (1964), pp. 68, 7Z-74· On the five 
ihn11t1yas ("transmissions"), emanating out of the five faces of Siva, see Kll/4171ava 
Ta11tm 3·7""10. 

asz. The more traditional number is nine: however, the Bengali Goralt!a Vijaya 
and other traditions speak of the five original Nlths. These are Adinlth, the primal 
NAth, and four Nllths who arose from his body pam; Gorakhnlth, who arose from 
his head; Matsyendranlth, who arose from his navel; Kal}erinlth, who arose from 
his ears; jllandharanlth, who arose from his bones; and Cauranginlth, who arose 
from his limbs: Mukherji, Gopitnndm Nil{alta, p. xxxvi. 

1 53· These three groups of five are treated together in a work of the Nllth Sid
dhas entided Gtml! Gant! Gt'!!i (in Srivastav, ed., "Gorakbb4ni" Vilt!4itlt, pp. 388-
90· All three groups are related, serially, to the five elements. 

1 54· Dumont, Homo bitrt~ITbims, pp. 104-5, 397· See above, n. 1 z6. 
ISS· Ablmtlta and gagana are the two more common terms; the RA (6.31) also 

mentions vyoma. The RC uses all four terms interchangeably in chapter 16, em
ploying kbn once, in 16.3 7. Kha-ptifpa, "cavity-" or "hole-flower," is a common term 
for menstrual blood in tantrism: Bhattacharya, History, pp. 13z, 136. 

I s6. The Rasnltihnadbtntt passage is reproduced without verse citation in Shar
ma's commentary toRRS z.a. 

157· RmntJra Bbiiskara 34:1. Abbra connotes wetness in such Vedic passages as 
Atbarva ~Ja 1.u.3 (cited in Dasgupta, History, vol. z, p. 331, n. z). 

158. See above, n. 144. Vyoman is the "firmament" inAtbarva ~Ja 8.18.13. The 
five 4/tilias are identified with the five vyomas in the SSP and are discussed by Kavi
raj, T4ntriltS4dban4, p. 401. 
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'59· However, RRS 5·5 states that natural gold (prah;ta-svllTT!a) originally arose 
from the rajogu1Ja. See also Biardeau, Hindotliime, pp. 1o6, 1 ro. The pivotal, female, 
and creative role of ether/empty space is set forth in the Caraka Smithita (4.14) 
discussion of conception: see above, n. 141. 

16o. The association of mjas, the gtt1Jil of activity, with the Goddess, is supponed 
etymologically. Rajas at once means menstrual blood, pollen, redness, and passion, 
all terms with highly feminine connotations in India. 

161. Abhinavagupta lends a pivotal role to the fifth element, which he calls 
ilkilia-iakti, the "power of space." On this, he says that, unlike the powers of the 
four lower elements, "the power of space plays no role in sustaining the finite sub
ject. For the power of space is inherent in the individual soul as the true subjectivity, 
at once empty of the objects and providing a place in which objects may be known. 
This is the Emissional Power in its lowest form" (commentary on PnnitrfiikA 
Laghtnn;tti 5-9a, translated in Muller-Onega, Triadic Heart, p. 1 31). See below, note 
176, on the katkllkas. 

161. The goose seems to be identified with the breaths even before the syllables 
of its name come to represent the sound of inbreathing and outbreathing them
selves. The original notion would have been that the goose of the breath kept one 
alive so long as one of its feet remained tethered to the body: its flight, up and out 
of the body, is death. This is the implication of Aitartya Am1Jyaka z.r.8 (citing ~g 
~Ja 1.164. 38), even if this text does not mention hmiJSII explicitly. 

163. Silburn, Klltftfalinl, p. 13. 
164. Gomk{ll Sataka64-70, especially 67. 
165. RA z.89; 11.151· Kht(arf is also referred to in the context of a thirty-two

syllable Kubjiki ma11tm, in 3·9· A k/Je(arf clan lineage (k11/a) is named and its mmttm 
discussed in 3·1?-10 and 11.59· Certain herbs are also referred to as khe(arl, be
cause they produce the power of flight in mercury: u.sz-54· One of the 11pamsas, 
kAsTsa (ferrous sulfate) is called khe(am in RC 1 r.r and RHT 9·5· It is called khaga 
("sky-going") in RA 7.56. Khe(am is one of the eight "magical" sitldhis listed (along 
with rasa-rasiiyana) in the 3d-1 rth c. A.D. Sadhanama/a: Bhattacharya, Sadhana
ma/4 1:lxxxv. 

r66. RHT 4.5; RC r6.4o 44• 51-55, 75· Clipping the wings of volatile mercury 
is the remedy for (apalyado.ra, the "flaw of instability." This is effected through niya
mana ("regulation"), the seventh of the eighteen alchemical Sll71JSitiiras: Misra, 
Ayttrvediya, p. '95· 

167. The play of correspondences is not perfect here, since evaporation can be 
identified with the element air, rather than ether or space. Both appear to be pres
ent here. H117!Uaga mercury (RA 10.14-15; 11.116-31; u.68-,o; RRS 1.81-83 and 
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pp. 13, 133) is related to the element air, referring as it does to mercury's tendency 
to evaporate, hf17!1Saga, in the sunshine whose beams are called hfn!~S~Jpitla in Ath
arua ~Ja 11.4.2 1-or into the wind as breath, also called hf17!1Sa in yoga. 

168. On this, see CirpatjT ItT sabadT 23, in Mallik, SSP, p. 84: "bind the flying 
bfn!IS"" (utlaina hf17!1Si 14gai btmdh). Cf. HYP 492 and BhP 5.148, 168-69. 

169. Elsewhere, the Goralq,a Pat/Jhati (p. 6o of the ~ombay edition, cited in 
Bharati, Sit/Jh Sihity, p. 340), calls the ether the void (illnya) in which Siva (whose 
semen is mereury) dwells. 

170. RC 15.4-12· 
171. Siddhinandan Misra, who ttanslated this text into Hindi, chooses to see in 

the plural use of the term dbitu a reference to the sexual fluids of both Siva and the 
Goddess (liv-piroatT Itt tmtim dhittl): Misra, RC, p. 289. Elsewhere (16.8), Soma
deva calls mica (abbraka) and mercury (ptlratla) the final dhtJtus of the Goddess and 
Siva. Here, these dhitus are "final" in the Ayurvedic sense of the term: as the sexual 
emissions of the two, they are the final distillates of divine processes of digestion. 

172. This is the Vedic myth oflndra~ theft of Soma, the divine draft of immor
tality. In the ~g ~Ja (4.26-27), it is lndra who, mounted on an eagle or falcon 
(lyt1fa), steals the soma (later identified with lunar nectar and semen) from the atmo
spheric Gandharvas. In Brahmanic myth ( Taittirlya S1l111hittJ 6.1.6; Satapatha Brib-
71111'!11 3.6.6.z), the rivalry is between a serpent named Kadra and a falcon named 
SuparJ.lT. This develops, in later epic myth, into the baroque account of the bird 
Garu~a ~ "theft" of the soma from the serpents, or from Indra and the gods: Rbi14-
J"'!a H5i MahibhtJrata 1.2o.1-1.30.25. 

1 73· For the Babylonian myth of Etana and the Zu bird, as well as a wide array 
of Indian and Indo-European parallels to this mythic theme, see David M. Knipe, 
"The Heroic Theft: Myths from ~gveda IV and the Ancient Near East," History of 
Religions 6:4 (May 1¢7), pp. 328-6o. Cf. jarich G. Oosten, The War oftbt Gods: 
Tbt Social Code in lndo-E11ropetm Mythology (London: Roudedge & Kegan Paul, 
1985), PP· 69-71. 

174 Mahiibbilrllta 1.2o.J-1.30.25. 
175. RRS 1.8o; AK 1.35-37i RC 15.24-25, 43-49; BbP 3.u. Misra (li]llnJtdfya, 

p. 197) describes this purification in terms of a snake shedding its skin. It is note
worthy that in Ayurvedic embryology, heating in the uterus generates seven layers 
(ka/4s) of skin and the seven dhatus around the blood and semen that were originally 
present at conception: Dasgupta, History, vol. 2, pp. 312, 317. 

176. On the kaflmkas in Saiva Siddhllnta thought, see Gonda, Medieval, p. 186; 
on the Vidye5varas, see Rao, FJnnmts, vol. 2, pan 2, p. 397, and above, chap. 6, 
n. 56. 

177. TA 13.103-4o translated in Muller-Onega, Triadic Heart, p. 139· Cf. Pard-
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trililt4 Lllghuvr;tti 5-9a, ttanslated ibid., p. 131. Cf. Dasgupta, Obmm, p. 219, and 
Srivastav, ed., "Gtm~ltfa" V~, p. 171, for Nith Siddha interpretations. 

178. BhP 1.5b-7a: tatrldau tu rasal;t SOtal;t §ivadehldvinirgataJy tato 'nyattu gha
natp khyitamwnlyonisamudbhavam/ sitarp pitarp tathl raktarp ~ai\ caiva tu 

val'l}atal;t II vajrlkhyaii caiva mll}~olwp dvividharp tu prakirtitam. 
179. For ahimja, see RA 13.370. One type of mica is called n4ga, "serpent," 

because of the hissing sounds it makes when heated: RC 10.6. 
18o. The alchemical sources refer repeatedly to lead and tin as ptlta, "smelly," a 

fact that may have inspired this mythic representation of them as mala, dross. In 
the gradual ttansformation of the human body into an alchemical body, the first of 
an eight-stage process is called "piercing" or "ttansmuting" the skin (tvlldvtdha), 

by which the body is ttansmuted into lead and tin (p1111n11ga): RA 18.1so. 
181. S• (along with his brothers Ananta, Vbuki and Ta~ka) is the Lord of 

Serpents in Hindu mythology. Somadeva's evocation of the Lord of Serpents who 
drinks the divine semen that has fallen from the mouth of Agni would thus refer 
to this same figure. On S• as "remains," see Charles Malamoud, "Observations 
sur Ia notion de 'reste' dans le brahmanisme," in Cuirt k m011dt, pp. 18-19. 

181. Siva's name here is to be identified with the fire of yoga (yog4g"') that 
destroys the fire of time (lt414g"') in the microcosm. The universal resorption is a 
reabsorption of both maner 1111d timt: time which generally cooks all creatures is 
itself cooked by the dissolution. Time yields to eternity, until the universe is re
emined by the great yogin. The fire of Siva's yoga is also greater than the fire of 
desire (ft4m4g,), as illusttated in the myth of his incineration of Klma, the Hindu 
Eros, with fire from his third, yogic, eye. 

183. Whence the final verse of the RA (r8.u8), which states that the perfected 
Siddha dwells eternally in the highest level of the cosmic egg-sometimes known 
as Siddha-loka-even when all living beings have been annihilated in the terrible 
Rood (of the end of the world). 

184 In later sources, particularly Saiva Puri.,as and Tantras, it is Siva who is 
the great yogin, a distinction he has retained down to the present day in India. In 
this light, the statement that mercury is the exudation or sweat of the sleeping (i.e., 
yogically withdrawn) Siva, is a telling one: RA 1.36. See above, chap. 1, sec. S· 

185. Puranic cosmogony is in fact an appropriation, run in reverse, of the stages 
of yogic withdrawal: Asilln Mythologies, s.v. "Purll}ic Cosmogony." 

186. Ibid., and Biardeau, Hindou&mt, pp. 1 u-u. A ttanslation of the V4rJu 
PrmbJa (6.3.14-41; 6o+J-Jo) treatment of cosmic dissolution is in Dimmitt and 
Van Buitenen, Classiad Hindu Mythology, pp. 41-43. 

187. Mircea Eliade, Tht Samd and tht Prof1111t: Tbt Naturt oj'Rtligi011 (New York: 
Harcoun Brace jovanovich, 1959), pp. 54-55; Stella Kramrisch, Tht Hindu Ttmpk, 
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1 vols. (Calcutta: University of Calcutta, 1946; reprint Benares: Motilal Banarsi
dass, 1976), vol. 1, p. 61, n. 105. 

t88. Filliozat, Doctri11t dnssiqllt, p. 19. Nilgarjuna is called the son ofVilsuki in a 
Nilth source: NSC, p. :u6. A Rajput royal lineage calls itself the 11agnvm!lii, "serpent 
lineage," claiming descent from one or another of the great serpents of Hindu 
myth: Ruben, Eistnschmitdt, p. 110. 

189. See below, chap. 9, n. 101. 
190. Kaviraj, Bbilratly, vol. t, p. 311; Silburn, Ktt1JtfnlinT, p. 41, citing Abhinava

gupta, Tn11trillokn-viveka 11. Cf. Svttiliuntnra Upani!nd 1.13, in which meditation on 
the OJ!l causes the subtle mark (liliga) of the divine within all humans to manifest 
itself. 

Chapter Eight 
1. Toni Schmidt, "Filnfundachtzig Mahilsiddhas," Ethnos 1-3 (1955), p. uo; 

Rolf Stein, "Jardins en miniature," p. 54· A seemingly identical image appears in 
the context of the pilgrimage to the shrine of Hinglilj Devi, in eastern Baluchistan. 
This is a lingam-yoni, the image of the sexual union of Siva and the Goddess, which 
is branded on the upper right forearm of Niith Siddhas travelling to the site. The 
image, reproduced by Briggs (Gorakblltlth, p. 1 to), is of a scrolled letter U in the 
hollow of which are nested two concentric circles. 

1. HYP3.1. 
3· RHT 1.7; MBhT 3·11-14; SSP Hi Gomk!a Paddhati t.6o; BhP 9.1 t?-19· Cf. 

Dvivedi, Nilth Sm11pmdily, pp. t8?-88; Misra, Ayttrvtdlya, p. 18; Kaviraj, Bhnmtly, 
vol. I, PP· sss-s6; Srivastav, "Gorak!a" Viltfiltik, p. 131; idem, "Gomkh BAni" Vti
tftlilk, p. 331; NSC, p. 131. 

4· TOtfala Tnntra 9·14b-1sb: pfthvicakrasya madhye tu svayambholingamad
bhutam/ siirddhatrivalayilkilraku.,~alyil v~fital!l sadi/ lingacchidraJ!l svavaktre.,a 
ku.,~alyilcchildya saJ!lsthitil. Cf. 9.1 1. Alternatively, her mouth is said to cover the 
bralmtadvtlm, the "door of brahman," which is the opening to the lower end of the 
nlf'm11Jil niltfi: Gorak!a Paddhati t.17-t9; Y11ga Mnrta'!tfa 36. Cf. NSC, p. 131, which 
states that she sleeps with her mouth closed around the "western" liliga. 

S· Silburn, KttiJtfalinT, pp. :n-13. This discussion, of the place of the kutJtfalilll 
in the hathayogic system of the Nilth Siddhas, differs significantly from Silburn's 
descriptions (ibid., pp. 19-14, 63-69) of the two k111Jtfalillfs (the ndha~- and tirdhva
ktt1Jtfalinis) or the three aspects of the kttiJtfalinT (Jakti-, pmtJa-, and pam-k111Jtfalinis) 
in the Trika Kaula system of Abhinavagupta and others. 

6. Gorak!n Paddhati 147-56; Y,ga Marta'!tfa 36-40. The editor of the Gora/qa 
Paddbati, citing "other sources," reproduces the following verse (numbered 1) on p. 
18: "in between the itfil and pinga/4 is the child widow, the kuiJtfalinT." 
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7· This is the particular perspective of the Nith Siddhas who, anti-Silkta to the 
extreme, deny whenever possible any constructive role to the feminine. This is 
in marked contrast to the Trika system, for which the ku'!t/alinl is the dynamic 
manifestation of Siva in the universal macrocosm as well as the human microcosm: 
Silbum, Ktll!t/alinT, p. 24. Gorakhnilth compan:s women to tigresses and succubi: 
see below, n. 92. 

8. Biardeau, Hintlo11iSmt, p. 167. Bbog11Vat1 is the name of the city or a sacred 
tlrthll of the serpent race, in the Hindu epics: Monier-Williams, s.v. "(1]bhoga," 
citing the RAmiJyll'!ll, Mabl1bbl1mta, and HarivtmJia. 

9· Padoux, Vlt, pp. 81-83. Cf. Sanderson, "MaJ;t4ala and Agamic Identity," pp. 
178, 185; Brooks, Sttm, p. 111; Silbum, l<n'!t/alinl, pp. 19-24o 52-53,64-66. 

10. Silbum, Kt11!tfalin1, p. 27, 42, citing K!emarilja~ commentary on SiviiSiltrll 
2.3. Cf. Kaviraj, Bbtlmtiy, 1:309. 

11. On the bh11ktilm11kti dyad see Brooks, Stmt, pp. 91, 105. Rasik Viharijoshi 
("Notes on Guru, DI~ and Mantra," Elbnos37l1972], pp. 1o6-7) discusses m~ 
and bboga as two forms of tantric initiation. But see Sanderson~ ("Saivism," pp. 
66'7""68) important nuanced discussion of the mutual exclusivity of m~ and bboga 
in early tantrism. Mokftl was the goal of"liberation-seeking" celibate ascetics, while 
bboga, supernatural experience generally gained through sexual union, was the goal 
of such "power-seeking" tantric movements as the Mantramilrga. 

u. See MBhT 14.3-10, on tliv]a-, vlrya-, and pa/t1-bboga, also in relation to the 
h'!t/alinl. 

13. MBbT 3.1-16; 14.13-14i and Bharati, Tantrit Tmtlition, pp. 2 52, 26o. 
14 HYP 1.27; 3.11; 3.61-69. 
15. Silbum, Kll'!t/alinl, pp. 15, 27, 52. 
16. See Silbum (Kll'!tfalinl, pp. 27, 52) for Abhinavagupta~ (Til 3.171) play on 

the word vi!/11}: when she sleeps, the lnl'!t/alinl holds the poison that destroys human 
vitality; when she awakens, this poison transforms itself into all-pervading (vi/) 
power. 

17. This is the origin myth of poison, in RRS 29.1-11. 
18. It is this mythic feat and the quest to, once again, become a "second Siva," 

that appears to be the raison d'etre of the so-called "Poison Tantm" (vi!fltllntTIIS), 
of which the Yogamtnivali revealed by SrikaJ;tJha Siva (ASL MSS no. 4184) is an ex
ample. 

19. He is further identified with Vajrabhairava. This god~ conson is Ekajat~: 
see Beyer, 7iJnJ pp. 42-43, S4i and above, chap. 3· nn. 89-90. 

20. SJH1ntla K4rilti 3.16, trans. in Harvey Alper, "The Cosmos as Siva~ 
Language-Game," in idem, Mantra (Albany: SUNY Pn:ss, 1989), p. 28o. 

u. TA 3·•71· 
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22. Gog~ Chauhan or Gogt Prr, whom the Nlth Siddhas claim to have been 
one of their number, is renowned for his power over serpents: Rose, pp. 395• 409· 
Nepali legend maintains that Gorakhnlth held back the "great serpents" of the 
rains in Nepal for some twelve years, a reference that at once harks back to Vedic 
myths of Indra taming the rain serpent Vrua and to Gorakh's yogic conaol of 
the lnn}tfalinl. 

23. BbP 9,118~1198. On the mythic theme, of a disciple becoming his guru's 
teacher and the guru becoming his disciple's pupil, in its relationship to the ideol
ogy of brahmanic sacrifice, according to which that which precedes (e.g. a prior 
sacrifice) is necessary to that which follows (e.g. a present sacrifice, lit from the 
embers of the prior sacrifice); but also that that which precedes can only persist 
through that which follows (the prior sacrifice is reborn through the present sacri
fice), see below, ch. 9, n. 104 

24. According to the K;ftiN (22.10), the Yogint-Kaula doctrines were found "in 
every house in Kimaropa." Three Padas (2, 43, and 49) of the Gorflltb Bini take the 
form of teachings made to his guru after his rescue from the Kingdom of Women: 
Srivastav, "'Grmmltb Bini" Y'qtilnk, p. 327. So too, in the Bengali Min Ctttm-Gorll/qtr 
"iillJ c:ycle, it is made clear that the yoginis of this mystic doctrine and the women 
of the Plantain Forest were one and the same. Indeed, the origin of the "house
holder Nlths" is also traced back to these yoginis, who inveigled celibate yogins 
into moving in with them: Dvivedi, Nltb Stnnprtu14y, pp. 22, 56. 

25. The opening lines of the 17th c. Bengali work Min Ctttm are the Goddess's 
question to Siva: "Why is it, my Lord, that thou art immortal and mortal am I? 
Advise me the truth, 0 Lord, so that I also may be immortal for ages" (turithi kene 
tara goslni lrilhi kene maril hena tattva kaha dev joge joge tan"}. In answer to her 
question, Siva expounds on btl{btl yog11, in the monologue that Matsyendra over
hears: Dasgupta, Obsam, p. uS. 

26. Matsyendra's name, like that of Nlglrjuna, cannot be attached to a single 
historical figure. It is rather to be seen as an initiatory tide, given to tantric prac
titioners who had reached a certain advanced level of mastery: Tucci, "Animadversi
ones Indicae," p. 133· 

2 7· Matsyendra is described as dwelling in the belly of the fish in the c. A.D. 1290 
]Undum (18.1725r35) of the Marathi saint Jiilndvara: Avedyanlth ji Mahlrlj, 
"Mahlyogi Guru Gorakhnlth evam unki Tapasthalr," in Baba Cunninathji, ed. Tlni
Prtlkli (Gorakhpur: Gita Press, 1981), p. 186. The same description is given in 
another Marathi source, the 13th c. YSA. A similar account is found in the Sktmtlll 
Puri1Jfl (6.26].33-61). The Gom/qtr "iillJ and Min Ctttm c:all him Minanith and say 
he took the form of a fish to eavesdrop on Siva, who related his secret teachings to 
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the Goddess in a raised pavilion amidst the Ocean of Milk: Sen, History, p. 44· 
Another Nath legend explains Matsyendra~ piscine origins. A king named Udho
dhar is cremated. His navel will not bum and is cast into a river, where a fish de
vours it to give birth to Matsyendra: Rose, Glossary, p. 393; Himavatltb111Jtfa (of the 
Skamla PtmlTfa), p. 73 (appendices); and NiJrada PuriJrpz, 2.69.6, cited in NSC, p. u. 

28.jayaratha, in his commentary to TA 1.6 (vol. 2, p. 24), quotes a source that 
identifies the Siddha Mina with Macchanda, in this episode. The relationship be
tween Go~natha (7) and his guru Minanatha (6) in HYP 1.5 is symmetrical to 
that obtaining between the figures Goralc.!a-pl (9) and Mina-pl (8) in the Tibetan 
GruiJ tbob. This squares, moreover, with the statement made by Goralqa in the 
second verse of his earliest work, the Goraltfaialllka, that his guru was Minanitha. 
It is a later conftation that identifies Matsyendra (the second Siddha, listed after 
Adinltha, in the HYP list) or Lui-pi (the first Siddha of the GruiJ tbob Jist) with 
Mina. The historical Gora~c.?a or Gorakhnith was an early 13th c. figure, whereas 
Matsyendra, his purponed guru, could not have lived later than the 1oth c.; it is 
Mina who was Gorakh's guru. 

29. Matsyendra calls himself matsyagbna in K}flN 16.37, where he says he is 
&om the kaivartta fisher caste (see below, n. 1o8). He calls himself mkb/1 gbtma, 
"Killer of Fishes," and Machandar Nith, a vemacularization of his Sansbit name, 
in a song entided MlltsymdrtmiJtbjT kiJ pad, in Mallik, SSP, p. 76. He is also known 
as Macchaghnapida, Macchendrapida, Matsyendrapida, Minaplda, Minwtha, 
Macchendra, Macchendaplda, and Macchindranithapida: Bagchi, K}flN, p. 6; and 
Dyczkowski, Ctmon, p. 163 (n. 23 top. 62). On Matsyendra's ambiguous relation
ship to Mina in Nepal, see Locke, IVzrtmtrmaya, p. 427. 

30. There are actually two thefts and two recoveries of these scriptures at Can
dradvipa, and it is only on the second occasion that Siva-Bhairava becomes Matsy
endra: KJ;iN 16.23-36, 52; 22.1o-u. The many variants of this legend are re
viewed in Bagchi's introduction (pp. 6-32) to the K}flN. 

31. K]nN 16.21: yadlvatiriwp jiilnatp kimarOpe tvayl mayA ("[When] the 
[Kaula] gnosis was brought down at Kamaropa by you [and) by me"). Cf. 16.26a. 
However, 22.1ob and uab state that "this teaching [is found) in the household of 
every yoginT in KimarOpa ••• This great teaching was brought down at Candra
dvipa. That [teaching] whose abode was the belly of a fish (mabiJmatsyotlarastbiti~) 
is sung at Kamikhyi!' 

32. Kimaropa is generally identified with the imponantpTfba of the Goddess at 
Kimlkhyi (Gauhati district, Assam). It is also a site within the subde body, located 
at the center of a downtumed yoni, which is itself identified with the sexual organ 
of the tantric conson, the yogini. See below, nn. 89-90. 
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33· The Gn1b thob, a 1ibetan translation of Abhayadana's nth-nth c. Catura
Rtisiddha Prtzvrtti ("Acts of the Eighty-four Siddhas"), is found in vol. 86, part 1 of 
the Tanjur: see above, chapter 3, nn. 139-40. 

34· Locke, Kanmii'IIIIIJa, pp. z8z, :297-300,433 n. So. 
35· Bagchi, K}iiN, p. u. The color of the image is noted in the earliest datable 

manuscript (11th c.) in which it is mentioned: Locke, KanmnmiiJa, p. 300. 
36. Marie-:Therese de Mallmann, "Divinites hindoues dans le tantrisme boud

dhique," Arts Asiatiques IO:I (I964), p. 7I, referring to Archive Photograph no. 
t6:23416/4, cliche no. 5P4t of the Musee Guimet. The depiction of Matsyendra 
emerging from the mouth of a fish can be cause for confusion, particularly in west
em India where Dariyaniith (also known asjhulleliil, Khwiija Khizr, Amarliil, Zinda 
Pir, etc., according to region) the "lord of the current," is the god of the In
dus River: Briggs, Gorakhnath, p. 65. In Pushkar, where there is a temple to this 
deity and a temple to the major Nath Siddhas, a Niith custodian of the latter stated 
that "Matsyendra was the same as Jhulleliil": personal communication from 
Dominique-Sila Khan, Pushkar, India, April I993· 

37· Chattopadhyaya, Tarll'lliitha's History, p. I 53 n. z8, and p. I78 n. n; Bagchi, 
K}iiN, pp. :l :l-l3i Mallik, SSP, p. I 5i and v. w. Karambelkar, "Matsyendraniith and 
His Yogini Cult," Indian Historical Quarterly 3 I (I955), p. 36:2. 

38. TA 5-57b-58a, translated in Muller-Ortega, Triadic Heart, p. 12 3 (italics my 
own). Muller-Ortega translates 71111tsyodaradaia as "the condition of the belly of the 
fish:' The term matsyodamsthiti~, found in K}iiN u.u, has the same sense. 

39· Amam11gha Prabodba IO: bibhriil]a~ pavanarp hatJtiinniyamitarp graso 'sri 
Ininodare I kaivalyo bhagaviinvimucya sahasii yavannacetatyasau. This text is found 
in Mallik, SSP, p. 49· Gorakh claims to be quoting a text entitled the Smnpura. 
These words, put in the mouth of Siva and addressed to Piirvati and Minanatha, 
appear to constitute the beginning of the teachings offered on the shore of Can
dradvipa. I am grateful to John Roberts for his aid in translating this passage. 

40. Diana Eck, Banilrtls: City of Light (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1983), p. I IS. 

41. Skando P11rih]a 1.1.11.11-40, cited in Eck, Banams, p. 94· 
41. RuJrayamalll Tantrll17·45• which further identifies the three rivers with pnr

aka, rtcaka, and klmtbhaka; and moon, sun, and fire. It further mentions the klt'!
tfalinl (as kllf!tfa/(), as well as the six cakras, which it associates with six Sivas, six 
Saktis, and six "shafts" (!atfara): 17.4Z-56. Cf. Caurailginiith, "Prill} Sankali," verse 
So, in Dvivedi, Nath Siddh011J, p. 23. On the geographical disappearance of the 
Sarasvati River, see Kalya1J Sakti Ank, p. 65I, which also mentions that a "Sarasvati 
Ganga" exists near Kediimiith, in the Himalayas (ibid., p. 67I): see below, n. I 53· 

43.ln a "normal" monsoon, the Matsyodari would Rood nortbwtml into a series 
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of tanks before emptying into the VaraQil. It was only in exceptionally heavy flood
ing that the volume of water Rowing in the Ganges would back up into its VaraQil 
tributary, and in tum into the Matsyodari channel, reversing its more common 
northward Row. A small tank, all that remains of the Matsyodari Lake of old, 
is today called Macchodari: Eck, Baniiras, pp. n6-r8. Following james Prinsep's 
182 2 map of Benares (which she reproduces schematically on p. 4 7), Eck maintains 
that the "reversed" southward current of the Ganges-Matsyodari emptied into the 
Ganges proper near Benia !alilb (the "Confluence Pool"), slighdy to the north of 
Da5i!Svamedh Ghat- While such may have been the case in the early 19th century, 
the Puranic sources indicate that this occurred a mile further to the south, via the 
Asi River. A string of lesser lakes and ponds, located by Prinsep between the 19th
century oudet and the Asi River, could well have served to channel the Matsyodari 
down to the Asi in earlier centuries. 

44· Siva Samhita 5.roo, 104 109. Cf. Eck, Baniirns, p. 26. 
45· A Hindu commonplace identifies Benares with the two-petaled ajilii (O/mJ 

which, located at a point behind the bridge of the nose, is the final point of conver
gence of the it/A and pingn/4 channels. 

46. Lingo Puri1Ja, Kapile5vara Mahiltmya, OrpkiranirQaya, and Guhyayatana
varQanam, chap. 9 (reproduced in the 12th c. KJ:tyakalpatanl ofBhana La~midhara 
(vol. 8, Tirthavivt(anak41Jtfa, ed. K. V. Rangaswamy Aiyangar [Baroda: Oriental In
stitute, 1942 ]), pp. 34-35. Lolilrka KUQ~ lies near the mouth of the Asi River, near 
the southern edge ofBenares: Eck, Banilras, pp. r 77-78. Lolirka's solar associations 
make the southern Asi River the obvious macrocosmic homologue of the solar pm
gali nit/i. This somewhat skews the hathayogic symmetry in another way, however: 
ideally, the Ganges ought to Row backwards, northwards, and upwards from the 
sun (Asi) towards the moon (VaraQi); however, since the Ganges' normal Row is 
northeasterly at Benares, its backward-Rowing stream must Row in a southwesterly 
and "downward" direction, from moon to sun. What is essential here is that mats
yodari-yoga is identified with the Ganges running against its normal Row. 

47· KJ:tyakalpatanl, Tirtbavivt(011akii1Jtfa, p. 35· Viftro0711 also means "at the equi
nox": the flooding that would have precipitated the appearance of this stream could 
only have occurred during the summer monsoon: it is therefore possible that mats
yot/orT yoga fell on the autumnal equinox, at the culmination of the monsoon season. 
The Dariana Upan4tJd (443b-443) identifies the two "equinoxes" with the concen
tration of the life force/yogic breaths in the 111iiliidhiira (spring) and the cranial vault 
(autumn), respectively (in Sastri, ed., lOgo Upnni!ntls). Once again, the latter "equi
nox" would correspond to a generalized upward flow of the life force through the 
medial channel. 

48. KJ:tyakalpntanl, nrthavivt(071akii1Jtfa, p. 59· 
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49· Quoted from the KiSi Khal}4a of the Slttmda Purb]ll by MitramiSra, "lartha 
PrakiSa," in VInnnitrodaya, p. 140 (cited in Kttyaltalpataru, TirthllVivtCIIIIIlU'Jt/11, p. 
lxxviii). Cf. Nilri~a Bhana's (ca. 158o) Tristhalisttu (p. 140, cited in Kubemath 
Sukul, VIIP'tmllSi Dtnzm tbt Agrs [Bhargava Bhushan Press, 1974], p. zoo): "The Mat
syodari tlrtha is indeed twofold because it is [both] there in its own place [the Mat
syodari Lake] and outside of it, due to its channel that runs around [Benares]. It is 
most preeminent when, during the rainy season, the water of the Ganges, whose 
course is swollen during the rainy season, flows in a reverse direction via the mouth 
of that channeL" 

so. Also called the brabma-m4rga, the "path of brahman," which is an echo of 
the Liilga Purb]ll (in 'Kttyakalpataru, p. 59) reference to 11111tsyodari as the fluvial 
[fonn] of the brabman-syUable. Gorakhn!lth refers to the ~'!~ as the "subterra
nean Ganges": Gorakh Banl Sabadi z. 

51. On the commonplace identification of ltumbhahl with the ~ and the 
Sarasvati River, see Rudrt1Jimllla Ttmtrll17·43-45· A cryptic passage from the third 
chapter ofDurjayacandra's Amitapad!l commentary on the Buddhist CatusjJifhattm
tra is adduced by Tucci to explain Jayaratha's gloss-in which he gives 11111«ha as 
a synonym for pala-on Abhinavagupta~ reference to Macchanda in 7;4 1.7. The 
Buddhist commentary gives the compound 11111ktm1-ml111lka: Tucci, "Animadversi
ones Indicae," p. 134 I maintain that this compound is a reference to the two riv
erine goddesses, the Gangl and Yamunil, whose marine vehicles are, precisely, the 
11111lttm1 and mlllll; and that here too, this pair symbolizes the two peripheral chan
nels of the subde body, which must be emptied before the S1lfU1'I'!4 can be fiUed. 

51. Kmnbhahl is compared, in Brahm!lnanda's commentary on HYP 4.17, to the 
binding of mercury. 

53· HYP 1. 7-9, 35· The ltu']tfalinl doubles as the ~']4 n4tf1 and is also caUed 
the "infant widow" in HYP 3·109-IO. A Matsyot/llrllttmtra, of which the chief subject 
is the the subde body of hafha yoga, would appear to take its name from the prac
tices we have been describing: HTSL, p. 101. 

54· Tristbalisttu, p. 168, cited in Eck, Ban4rtls, p. 119. 
55. Goralefa Slltlllta, v. 1. This mention of Minan!lth is found in aU recensions of 

this work. Cf. the ordering of Matsyendra, Mina, and Gorakh in the Grub tbob and 
HYP Siddha lists. See above, n. 18. 

56. See above, chap. s. nn. 83-91. 
57· See above, chap. s. nn. 93'"'96· 
58. McDaniel, Madness, pp. 18z-8s. The opposition between minaka (fish) and 

11111ktm1 (crocodile) in Durjayacandra~Amitllptu/4 (see above, n. 51) may also refer 
to this body of sexual practice. 
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59· Eck, Btmilnls, p. 117. 
6o. Bagchi identifies Moon Island with the Chinese "double-mountain" known 

as K'un-lun, which is itself located within the Taoist subde body ("The Island of 
K'un-Lun and Candradvipa:' in Bhilrtlt4-Kaumudi: Sttulits in lndology in Honor of 
Dr. Rmlha KumuJMooknji, 2 vols. [Allahabad: Indian Press, 1945, 1947], vol. 1, pp. 
4?-Ss). Cf. idem, K}iiN, pp. 29-32. Dasgupta (ObS(Urt, p. 384) locates it on the 
coastline of the Bakerganj district of Bangladesh. S. M. Ali (Tbt Geography of tbt 
Purit]as, 2d ed. [New Delhi: People~ Publishing House, 1¢6, 1973], pp. 7M8 
[citing Vayu PuM]a 4S·SI-S8), 86-87, and fig. 8) locates it to the west of Lake 
Baikal in central Asia. 

61. On the Candragiri toponym in the Kathmandu VaHey, see above, chap. 4t 
n.49• 

62. KftiN 16.33-35· 
63. Chapter colophons to the K}iiN call it the revelation of the "Great Yogini

kaula, brought down to earth by Matsyendraplda at Moon Island." The same is 
also stated in ttxtu in KftiN 22.12. 

64. KftiN 5.6, u. 
65. K}iiN 17.23a; 2o.na. For the western linga in the head, see Gort~kh Bihll, 

Sabadt 187a, and the R4ji Rhl Stn{lbad of Gopicand, v. 105 (in Dvivedi, Nith SiJ
JhfiiiJ, p. 9). On the "microcosmic west," see also Gort~kh Bihll, Sabadts 41 and 267. 

66. KM (London, Wellcome MSS gso•) fol. 43·S-?· 
67. See above, chap. 3, n. 137· 
68. Schoterman, ~SS, pp. 36-39. A manuscript of this worlc, in Newari script, 

is dated to A.D. 1197 by Shastri (Cat4/ogut, I:lxiv, III-12) and to A.D. 1395 by Bag
chi (K}iiN, p. 67). 

69. Dyczkowski, Ctmtm, p. 68--69. This squares with Blul tradition, which iden
tifies the fish (above, n. s8) with the moon: "My unknown moon moves through 
the water in the form of a fish." (McDaniel, Madness, p. 184). 

70. A11111rt1Ughlli4sllna, p. 1 o. 
71. If, in the subde physiology of the cranial vault, there exists a correspond

ing eastern mountain to the western Candraparvata of the KM (see above, note 
66), then the three mountains, taken together, represent the so-called triku!4, the 
"triple-peaked" configuration located in the same region, which is also identified 
with the three phonemes of the syllable Orp (on this, see Silbum, KM'!tfalini, p. 
132). This would further correspond to the sacred geography of the city ofBenares, 
which is built upon three hills, the which are identified with the three tips of Siva~ 
trident, called the triiulabhtiml in the geography of the subde body (ibid., p. s8). 

72. On the lower western liilga, see Gort~kflz Sat4ka 19. Cf. SSP 2.2, which states 
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that the kii1Jt/nlin1 sleeps with her mouth over the pairima-lmga, located in the sec
ond calaa, the sviidhift.hilnll. It is out of this vortex that seed is emitted in ejacula
tion: Srivastav, "Gornkh" Viie!ink, p. I3I· 

73· E. Obermiller, ed. and tr., Histqry of B11JJhimt (Chos-hby11ng) by 811-ston, 2 
vols. (Heidelberg: Harrassowitz, I93I-32), vol. 2, "The History of Buddhism in 
India and Tibet," p. 120 (= fol I09a ofBu-ston's text). Obermiller gives the tran
scription "Badaha" for the name of this island, a name which makes no sense. The 
Niitha-abhylldaya-tantra cited by Bu-ston is called the Mahil-kiila-tantra-rilja, in the 
Konj11r. A microfilm (reel E-I358/7) of a manuscript, in Newari characters, of this 
work, held in the Nepal National Archives, gives the reading biJtfiiviim (fol. 55b, 
line 5). It is with this reading that I emend Obermiller~ translation. 

74· Tucci, Ttbttan Painted Scrolls, I:u6-27, citing Tnnj11r67, p. 34· The "histori
cal" D!lrika-p!l would have lived in Bengal during the 10th c. reigns of Amrap!lla, 
Hastip!lla, and ~!lntip!lla: Chattopadhyaya, Ttlrilniitha i Histqry, pp. I 78, 3 I I. 

75· See O'Fiaherty, Siva, pp. 286-92, citing Mahiibhilrata 6.8.z6; Bhilgavata Ptlr
il1Ja 4·30·45• for the mythology of the submarine fire and the submarine mare. Cf. 
TA 8.98, which locates Vll~ava to the south ofjambudvipa, between two mountains, 
named Calaa and Main!lka. The southern sea in which the Indian submarine mare/ 
fire is found parallels the Scandinavian Mospellsheimr, the fire world in the South
ern Hemisphere whose raging will be the end of the world: Puhvel, Comparative 
Mythology, p. 219. This is an alloform of the myth of the birth of Skanda and the 
origin of mercury: see above, chap. 7, sec. 3· 

76. A goddess named Ktt1Jtfnll, who appears to be associated with the left side of 
the body (vihlliikhyii) is mentioned in K}flN I7.23 and 2o.I 1. 

77· Siddha SiddiJiintn Samgrnba H• cited in Dvivedi, Niltb Sa111pradily, pp. 
I87""88; Gorakfa Paddbnti I.6o; BbP 9·I I7""19; Gornkh BiinT, p. 332. Cf. MBbT 

3·12-I4· 
78. HYP 4·17· Cf. HYP 4I08: "the yogin in SII71JiJdbi is not consumed by time." 
79· K}tiN z .2 b-3: killilgtlintdrasf17!lj11il 111 nakhilgrt nityasf17!1Sihitaml yadii prnjvalate 

iin/Jbf17!1 Slllhhilralltu tndii bbavetl bat/nvihmtkbamabattvmica patille sabasf17!1sthita~. 
"That which is known as the Destroyer of the Fire of Time is forever located at 
the tip(s] of the toenail(s]. It is when it flares upwards that the universal retraction 
occurs. On the universal level [mabnttv0111] this is the mouth of the submarine mare, 
which is located in the underworld [piltiile]." See also Bagchi's commentary, p. 43· 
A late paper manuscript of the Gorak!asnbasranihllastotra found by Bagchi in the 
Nepal National Archives calls the land of Gorakhniith's birth "Ba~ava": Bagchi, 
K}flN, p.64 

So. Thus a parallel passage from the ca. 1zth c. Vindiikba Tnntra (vv. 70b-7Iab): 
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nirodhe lrumbhalca~ prokta~ pril}ilyimaq~ praklrtitam/ dhyiM kal5gnibij31P tu 
yupntinalasaprabham/ nyaset pildatale mantrl jwl5m51Akulam mahat. 

81. See above, n. 49· 
82. Misra, Ayurvtdiya, p. 28; Kaviraj, Bhamtiy, vol. I, PP· sss-s6. 
83. ulafT gang samudrahi sokhai: in KabTr Gmnthllvah, ed. Shyam Sundar OilS (Be

nares: Kashi Nagaripracarini Sabha, 19S4), p. 141. Cf. a verse frorn another Kabir 
anthology. Sant Kabfr, ed. Ramkumar Varma (Allahabad: 1947), p. 2o: ula!f gang 
jamtm millvul bintl jal sangam man mahi1'! nhiivu. See also Gorakh BilnT Sabadi SS• 
90· us. 

84. See above, n. 13. On the "five nectars" of early Buddhist tantra, see Gub]IISII· 
mllja Tnntnt (p. 26 of Bhattacharya's 1931 edition), and K}t1N JJ.IS-16, 

Ss. Ka/yil'! Sakti Ank, p. 64o. 
86. Sharma's commentary toRRS, pp. 39, 184-Ss; Misra, A.rurvtJTya, P· 170; 

Shorttr Oxford &onomic Atlas, p. 88. 
87. Dyczkowski, Canon, pp. 63-64; Schoterman, ~SS, p. 73· 
88. Gorakh Bilnf, Sabadi 142: bhag m~I byand, agani m~I pirt; jo rtsai so guru 

hamArt. This is a continuation of Sabadr 141, which is a discussion of ~ajro/1 and 
amaroiT mtulnls: bajari lcaraq~tiq~ a marl rt~i amari lcaraq~tiq~ bill I bhog JcaraiJldql 
je vyand rt~ai te gora~ lei gurubhai. 

89. In the more abstract schemata of yonipOjil, the tantric worship of the female 
sexual organ, the yoni is represented as a downtumed triangle (Silbum, Ku'!tfttlinl, 
p. 43), at the hean of which is, once again, KJmarOpa, the abode of the goddess 
KJmllkhyA, who is identified with the ku'!tfnlinl and with feminine materiality 
(prakt;tt) in the form of menstrual flux (pt'!parllpinf): Schoterman, Yonitantra, P· 24i 
Bharati, 7imtri( Tradition, pp. 2 s9-00; Bhattacharya, History, p. 133; and Dyczkow· 
ski, "KuQ~alinT," p. 7• n. 13. See above, chap. 7• n. 67. 

90· In Assam, specifically at KJmAkhyt, whence he is said to have brought it to 
Nepal: Karambelkar, "MatsyendranAth," p. 36s. Cf. IC}iiN 1646-49; and Jayara
tha's commentary to TA 1.6. (vol. 1, p. 24). As their names indicate, lUmllkhyJ and 
KJmarOpa are locations identified with eroticism. One account of Matsyendra's 
birth has him born the son of Pilrvati at KJmAkhyi: Nmdtl PunliJII, Uttara l(haQ~a 
~.6, cited in NSC, p. so. 

91. When Matsyendra (Macchanda) is taken to be the founderofKaulism, it is 
his six sons who are noncelibate (adhorrtas) who are singled out as qualified ro be 
revealers of the Kaula cult: Sanderson, "Saivism," p. 681. According to the Ca11dril· 
dityaparamilgama (cited in Bandhopadhyay, Niltha Cult, p. 48), Yoganitha (an in
carnation of Siva) married a maiden named Surati, who was a manifestation of 
Sakti. They had sixteen sons, beginning with AdinAtha. From them, six house· 
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holding (i.e., noncelibate) sons were born: Adinitha, Minanitha, Satyanitha, Sacet
anltha, Kapila, and Nlnaka. Ten others-Girl, Puri, Vlratyldi, Saila, Nlga, Saras
vati, Rlmlnandi, Sylmlnandi, Sukumln, and Achyuta-left their homes and 
wander from place to place. See above, chap. S• n. 95· 

91. See Gort~kb Bini Sabadi 177, on the loss of a yogin~ semen as the shame of 
his guru; Gtnkb Bini Pad 48.1-3, on the female wlva as a tigress or vampiress. Cf. 
Kabir, Doha 10.6 (in Vaudeville, Klll1ir GrtmtbtnJali, p. 98). On the cleavage, within 
the Nith Siddhas, between the celibate and hathayogic "Gonkh" and noncelibate, 
erotica-mystical "Matsyendra" branches, see Bhanti, Siddb-Sibity, p. 314- How
ever, Dvivedi (Nitb Stnnprtzt14y, p. so) divides the Nlth Siddha lineages between 
the descendants of the "hathayogic" Gonkh tmtl Matsyendra, and the "erotica
mystical" jilandhara and Klnipl. 

93· Silbum, Ktn!t/tllini, p. 58. 
9+ On these works, see Zbavite~ Bmg11li Litmlltm, pp. 189-9o- This legend 

cycle is summarized in Sen, History ofBmgllli Litmlturt, pp. 43-49; Dvivedi, Nltb 
Stnnprtully, pp. 43-46; and Cunninath, Ttm-Prtlkll, pp. 197-100. Other versions, 
which differ little from these accounts, are the Maharashtran YSA; the Dlltlmul
mdgllm ofSahadev Cakravarti (summarized in Dasgupta, Obsnm, p. 368, n. 1), and 
the 1oth c. NltbtJ Ctnitrll, an adaptation of three works from the jodhpur library of 
Min Singh, the early 19th c. Marwari royal patron of the Nlth Siddhas. There 
are also vernacular versions of this drama, in Nepali, Maithili, and other medieval 
languages: Mukherji, Gopictmtlrtl NI!Jikll, pp. xxxvi, xliv. See above, chap. s. n. 8o. 

95· Sen, History ofBmg•li Litmnure, p. 4+ 
¢. Ibid., p. 4Si NSC, pp. 95-97; and Pir Premnath, Siuii-Gtmllt{• (New Delhi: 

Vijnana Prakashan, 198z), p. •S· 
97· Summarized in Dvivedi, Nltb Stnnpmlly, pp. 48-49· 
98. Matsyendra~ feat of Jlllrllkl}llprtrvtitl (and Gonkh~ role) is also chronicled 

in the I sth-• 7th c. Stmklml Digvijll]ll (9-So-84) of Midhava. On this feat, see also 
NSC, pp. 17, S7-S9i and K}iiN 10.16-8. The god Rudra is said to have taken the 
human form of LakuliSa, the ca. 1d c. A.D. founder of the early PISupata sect by 
entering and reanimating a brahmin~ corpse on a cremation ground: Sanderson, 
"Saivism," p. 664- · 

99· Alternatively, Matsyendra~ queen dices up the body that the yogin has "left 
behind," so that he cannot return to it: CamanJal Gautam, Sri Gtmlklmltb Ctlritr¥1 
(Bareilly: Salnslati Samsthan, 1981), p. 61, 96-97; Dvivedi, Nitb Stnnpmlly, PP· 
4B-49· In other sources, his lusty queen is named ParamiJI, Mangall, or Kamall: 
Cunninath, Ttm-Prtlktil, pp. 198-99. 

100. Sen, History, pp. 45-46; NSC, pp. 27, 57-59, 61; Dvivedi, Nltb StnnJWIItlly, 
pp. 4B-49· Pir Pre~nnath (Siut~-Gtn., p. 1 S) simply calls this kllll41l Vtm, the 
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"plantain forest." The alchemical BbP (+loS) seemingly evokes this myth when it 
states that a "barren woman born in the Plantain Forest (ltlltltlli Vtmllji vtmdbyi) 
repeats the name of Mina in incantation {iiJIIIJIIII)" when a number of ingredients 
are mixed together. 

101. Cunninath, Ttm-Prllltll, p. 198. It is also located on the Malabar coast: the 
site of the old and important Nith monastery of Kadri is identified with Kadali: 
Narharinath, NIIV Nltb, p. 7· 

102. Dvivedi, Nitb Stnnpr.Jiy, p. 4S· NSC, pp. s8-S9· As a multiple of sixteen, 
the figure of sixteen hundred, surely symbolic, is given in a number of sources: 
Cunninath, Ttm-Prllltll, p. 199; Temple, Ltgmdsoftbt Ptmjib, vol. 2, p. 6 (v. so). Pir 
Premnath (Siv11-Gtml~ll, p. 1 s> places the number at sixteen. Ratansen requests and 
receives sixteen thousand Jllllluminl women in Ptltlmav11t 62.6. 

103. Gorakh is conquering death with this feat, and, as such, he is specifically 
said to harrow heU to thrash Yama (the god of Death), who had presumed to take 
his guru from him: Gorllltfll VfiiiJII pp. 45-48, cited in Dasgupta, ObSCUTr, p. 222. 

104- Temple, Ltgmds, 2:21 (v. 2o8); Pancanand Mandai, eel. Gtm~ltha VfiiiJII (Cal
cutta: Visvabharati Granthalaya, 1949), Gautam, Gorllltlmltb Cllritrt1, pp. 51-ss; 

Dvivedi, Nitb Stnnprtul4y, p. 48. See below, no. 174-78. 
105. He must also rerum Matsyendra'S soul to his original body: this he does 

with the help of a y•/tfit!l, who has reconstituted the butchered body of the Nith, 
and placed it atop Mount Kailash for safekeeping: Gautam, Gorlllmltb Cllritrtl, 

PP· ¢-97· 
ro6. Gorllltha VfiiiJII, pp. 21-22, cited in Dasgupta, Obmm, p. 22 3· 
107. Gautam, Gorllltlmitb Cllritrtl, p. 62; Dvivedi, Nitb Slnnpr.Jiy, p. 46; Das

gupta, Obmm, p. 213; Srivastav, "Gtm~ltb" V"tJt.rbtlt, p. 262. In another legend, Gor
akh kiDs and revives two other ofMatsyendra'S sons, the "Jain" Neminith and ParS
vanith: Briggs, Gorllltlmitb, pp. 190. 223; Rose, Glosstlry, 2:39+ 

ro8. Jan Gonda, Jlif1!uism tmd Sivllism: A Ct~~~~Jlllrisrm (London: Athlone, 1970), 
p. 1 u. In the case of the group studied in Bengal by Ralph Nicholas ("Ritual Hier
archy and Social Relations in Rural Bengal:' Contributions to lmlitm Sociology, n.s. 
J [Dec. 1967), p. 69), the young men who do the swinging are "temporary re
nouncers" coming from the Mahisya caste, whose original caste name was Kaibar
rta, i.e., the same as that of the fishennan Matsyendra in the KJ;1N (16.2 7-56) myth 
of the recovery of the Kaula teachings from the Ocean of Milk: see above, n. 29. 

109. Dasgupta, Obsnm, p. 378 n. 2. Dasgupta notes that the tenn found in the 
Bengali Mldlglll4-/tiuytls is lt•/4-wm. Here, a philological identification of plantains 
(lt•tilllll) with lunar digits (lt111i) is significant one: the full moon would be a bunch 
of sixteen plantains. In a yogic context in which the moon in the cranial vault fiUs 
with semen, the plantain would again bear a sexual significance. 
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110. SiinyaS11711p4tlime 21.12 (vol. S• p. 399). 
n 1. Oddly, it is a rejection of Gorakhnath's body-oriented yogic practice that 

the poet, Prabhudeva, is making here. See above, chap. 4t nn. 115-16, 167. 

112. See above, chap. 4• nn. 163-64-

113. Mababhiirata 3·146.63-64> cited in Grierson and Dvivedi, Padtmurwiiti, p. 
2 53· See also Madeleine Biardeau, Histoiro de poteata: Variations auto11r de Ia Diesse 
hindo11e, Publications de !'Ecole Fran~ise d'Extreme Orient, 154 (Paris: Ecole 
Fran~aise d'Extreme Orient, 1989), p. z86. In the epic, Bhima encounters his "fa
ther," Hanumlln, who is guarding the forest, a motif found in one of the legends of 
the Kadali-rijya. Dvivedi (Nith Sa111pradiJy, pp. 53-54), who lists a number of pos
sible locations for a historical Kingdom of Women which may have lain behind 
this motif, favors both Garhwal-Kumaon, in the Himalayan foothills of western 
Uttar Pradesh, and K!marOpa, in Assam, as the most likely venues. 

114. On these three variant readings, see Grierson and Dvivedi, Padtmurwiti, 
p. z so. Similarly, Bengali sources on Matsyendra's imprisonment give the variant 
readings of kacali and kachar for kadnlf: Bagchi, introduction to K}11N, p. 17. On 
Alexander's Zulmat, see Shirreff's translation of and notes to PadmAvatf 166 [u.s) 

and sz8 [= 42.5) (pp. 91, z88-89); and Sharma,JaynsTGranthtlvalf, p. 804. 

11 S· Kabir, Sikhf 19.1 (in Vaudeville, Kllbfr, p. 190). On Gopicand, see Grierson 
and Dvivedi, Padtmurwiti, pp. 151-p. See also Shirreff's translation of and notes 
to Pad111Avat1166 [u.s) (p. 91). 

116. On the AlhiJ Kha'!4• see Stuan H. Blackburn, Peter J. Claus, Joyce B. 
Fluekiger, and Susan Wadley, eds., Oral Epia in l11dia (Berkeley: University of Cali
fornia Press, 1989), pp. 197-20Z. Both the legends ofRatansen and of Alhii concern 
nth c. Rajput princes facing the Turkish conquest of nonh India, and both hail 
from the same Hindi-speaking heanland of nonh central India. The Gopicand 
legend flourishes in Bengal as well as across western India: a Rajasthani song cycle 
of Gopicand is translated and interpreted by Ann Grodzins Gold, A Carnival of 
Parting: Tht Tales of King Bharthari and Ki11g Gopi Chand as S11ng and Told by Madh11 
Natisar Nath ofGhatiyali, RAjasthan (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991), 

pp. 159-310. Cf. idem., "Gender and Illusion in a Rajasthani Yogic Tradition," in 
Tale, Text and Tmte: Interpreting So11th Asian F.xprtssive Traditions, ed. Frank Korom, 
Arjun Appadurai, and Margaret Mills (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 1990), pp. 102-35. A Punjabi version is given in Temple, ugmds, vol. 2, pp. 
1-77 (legend no. 18). 

117. On kajall ban in the legend of Poral} Bhagat (who appears to borrow from 
Kabir when he tells his mother to "loose his elephant in Kajali Van": see below, 
chap. 9, n. 170), see Temple, ugmds 2:426 (legend no. 34t "POral} Bhagat," v. 6o4). 
In a Rajasthani folk cycle, Gopicand cries out to his guru Jalandharaniith, "Oh ho 
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ho, Guru Maharaj ••• your eyes are closed over there in Kajali Woods": Gold, 
"Gender and Illusion," p. rr8. 

118. Yogavasi-!fha 3·98-99, in Swami Venlcatesananda, Va.ri-!tbat Yoga (Albany, 
N.Y., SUNY Press, 1993), pp. 1 19-10. 

119. On eating poison (v~/mr), see Amam11gbalistma, p. 8. On the thighs of a 
woman as a boat to salvation, cf. the words of the Kipllika Kapota in the KA/iltl 
Pllrif!a (49·•-53·117) myth of Tlrivad, Candra5ekhara, Bhairava, and Vetlla, 
translated in O'Fiaheny, Siva, p. 1o6. 

r 10. With the awakening of the l:uf!tfalilll, the triangle of the down turned 
mouth n:verses its din:ction to become an upturned mouth (tlrJdbavalttm): Silbum, 
Kltf!tfalilll, pp. 17, 34-35 (plates), 173-74- 190; cf. Dyczkowski, Can011, p. 64. citing 
TA 18.147· 

1 1 1. On this perennial image in Chinese symbolism of the microcosm and mac
rocosm, see Rolf Stein, "jardins en miniatun: d'Extreme Orient," Bllllttin dt I'Ecolt 
Fmncaist d'Extrimt Orimt 51 (1941), pp. roo-4; and below, chap. ro, sec. 6. 

112. Mabiblmmta 11.155.8, cited in Malamoud, "La brique percee," in Cuirrk 
mondt, p. 90• 

113. Van Kooij, WonbipoftbtGoddtst, p. 42; Muller-Onega, Triadit, p. 113; and 
Sanderson, "Mal}~ala," pp. r69-76, especially 174-76. 

114. Br;hadtJmf!JRita Upani{aJ 4.2.2-3; 4-4-22; ClmnJog;ya Upani{aJ 3·•4· 
2-3; 8.1.1-4; Mnitrl Upnniftld 7.2. The hean is also said to be the seat of the mind 
(man111) in RV 8.89·5· In the medical tradition, the bean is said to be the seat of 
consciousness and the site of the "eighth dblnt" of the body: this is ojtU, the ftuid 
that keeps the body alive, of which there are only eight drops: Cnmltn Sambitl 

r.t7-74-'75i r.30·4• 7· 
12 5· A number of tantric sources locate the ether or void in the hean. These 

include the works of the Trilca Kaula reformers (Muller-Onega, Triadit, especially 
pp. 142-46; and Padoux, VAt, pp. 28, 128 n. 117, 137 n. 140), in which the bean is 
the locus of the void/ether, because it is here that sound arises in its subdest form. 
Ether is the substrate or sound soun:e of the primal vibration (HYP 4-101). 

126. Silbum, Kltf!tfnlinl, p. 40 n. 7, citing KabJr, Gmntlmva/131.1-3. 
117. Such Upanisadic identifications of the void with the absolute lmibman 

(ltbam bmlnnan: Br;bad4m1!Jalta Upani{lld 5.1.1) may have facilitated this localiza
tion: the cranial vault is the locus of lmibman, where the central channel (also called 
the bmlnllantiJrgn) culminates in the bmlmtllrtlndbm. Abhinavagupta (TA 3·13?-40) 
terms the iiviiVJOIItllll, the "heaven of Siva" (vyrmtan, however, also is a term for 
ether), as the highest of his metaphysical categories and the highest point in the 
subde body, identifying it with the seventeenth ltaliJ or thirty-seventh tattvl: Pa
doux, ~t, p. 91. See also ibid., pp. 95-¢, 281, 424, on the connections between 
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this metaphysical concept and mantric practice. Nilth Siddha localizations of the 
void in the cranial vault may be found in Goralth Bini, Sabadi 1.18, 13, 45, 51, 55, 
176, 131, etc. 

118. Goraltfa Sat11lta 67. Detailed discussions of the many uses of the tenn iflnya 
in the medieval Hindu and Buddhist mysticism of the Bengali Siddhilcilryas, Nilth 
Siddhas, Vua5aivas, Maharashtran mystics, Kabir, etc., are Vaudeville, KAbir Grtm
thavali, p. xx; B~arati, SiJJb Sahity, pp. 336-69; and Shankar Gopal Tulpole, Mysti
cism in Mtdiroal India (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1984), pp. 196-97. 

119. gagan mal'!'dal mail'!' tlJ!ldhil kobil tahill'!' amrt kil bilsl/ saguril hoi su bhari 
bhari pivai niguril jill piyilsil: Goralth Bini, Sabadi 13. On other uses of iflnya, cf. 
Sabadi 1, 46, 91, 176. Cf. Siva Stnhhit4 4·31· 

130. RV 1.164.36; 8.69.3; Atharva Jltda 1o.8.9. Cf. Satapatha BmimuJ'!a 1.6-4-5; 
6.1.1.4i 7.1.1.1o-16; 10-4-1.1; 11.1.5.3i 11-7·3+ The head is compared to a down
turned vessel, filled with ya!IIS that is identified with breath in Ch4ndogya Upanifad 
1.1.3. The classical study on the early history of such identifications is jan Gonda, 
"Soma, Amrta and the Moon," in Change and Continuity, pp. 38-70. 

131. Gyln Ca/Ts1114-16, in Srivastav, "Goralth Bini" V'lit!lillt, p. 351. This work 
is not included in Barthwals edition of the Goralth Bl'!i. 

131. Doha 5·45• in Vaudeville, KAbirGrrmthavali, p. 16. 
13 3· V. K. Sethi, ed. KAbir: Tht Wtavtr of God~ Ntm1t (Beas, Punjab: Radha 

Soami Satsang Press, 1984), pp. 133,461. Cf. Das, KAbirGranth4vaiii4·40i "Chalu 
hal'!'sa va de§." On Kabir's language, see ibid., pp. s6, 199· 

134· Goralth Bini, Pad 47.1-8, with Srivastav's commentary, pp. 301-5. Pad 47 
is found on pp. 141-41 of Barthwals edition of the Goralth B4'!l. 

135· Verses s-8 of Barthwals edition read as follows: 
tljfll/ ret/A nagar majhilri tali glgari tlpar panihlrl 
magarl pari dJ/ha Jhtlndh41 JKIVfl'!hlri !tau rorilthll 
ltlnpnini jalai aglfhl tlpai biti bais~Jar tharhar ltbJpai 
eft ju ra4biyl ratfht141 bahtl biv41 siJsfJ jll 
1111gflrlltau Pl'!f7!11rill Ivai ulafl tarc4 gortlf gilvai. 

(Gigari, the tenn employed here for water pot, is defined as a "small metal vessel": 
Samltfipt Hindi SabJ S4gar, s.v. "gagari." 

136. Temple, Ltgmds, vol. 1, pp. 166-68 (vv. 513-38 oflegend no. 6, "The Leg
end of Gum Gogil"). Verses 536-37 read: "hill dekho mere tan kill phor do garhe 
die mahilre." On Joghar/4}, the practice of carrying two superposed water pots on 
one's head, see v. 511, and note on p. 167. 

137· Salthl10.5 [= Doha 31.11], in Vaudeville, KAblr, p. 161. Already in the 
Vedas, heaven and earth are viewed as two halves of a single whole, at once joined 
together and held apart by a pillar(RV1.16o-4i 3·31.11-13, etc.): the tennroda.sTis a 
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dual fonn ("heaven and earth") that was primordially a singular: Monier-Williams, 
Smultrit-Englisb Dinit11111ry, s.v. "rodas." 

138. The full account is found in Temple, Legmtls, vol. 1, pp. 315-456 and 
Charles Swynnerton, Rtm~~n~tic 7illu frrnn the Ptmjib (Westminster: Archibald Con
stable 8t Co., 1903), pp. 411-41.It is summarized in Briggs, Gwakbnitb, pp. 184-
85, 197-98. The original myth of this son may be the Rgvedic account of Trita, 
who is thrown down a heavenly well (the dark of the moon?) by his tteacherous 
brothers. He performs a mock sr111111 sacrifice at the bottom of the well, and the gods 
come and "flush" him out (the waxing of the moon?): RV 1.105.1-18; Jaiminl]ll 
Bribmii1JII 1. 184; Mabibbirllta 9· 35-3-51, in O'Fiaherty, 7illu of Sa and Jliolmte, 

PP· 53-57. 
139· The well, called Pora~;t's Well, is located in a village named Puranwila, five 

miles outside of Sialkot, in the Punjab (Pakistan): Briggs, Gorakbnltb, pp. 98-99, 
185; and personal communication from Alain Wattelier (who visited the site in the 
197os), Paris, june 1985. 

140. Briggs, Gor~~kbnitb, p. 194. Another Nith Siddha, Kantha4fnlth, also seals 
himselfinto a well to mediate: NSC, p. u. 

141. Tod, Annah and Antipitiu, vol. 1, pp. 815-16; NSC 186; Sanbmath 
Yogisvar, Sri M111t71itb cllrit (Sri M111t714tb aJbbut 1114 Jmlkll) (Delhi: Dehati Pus
tak Bhandar, 1969), p. 136. Through the miracle of this well (related in chap. 10 of 
Sanbmath's work), Min Singh acceded to the throne of Marwar in 11Jo4, and it is 
a historical fact that he established his Nith Siddha miracle worker as his chief 
minister: see below, chap. 11, sec. 3· 

141. Briggs, Gor~~kbnitb, p. 188. 
143· Rose, Glossary, vol. 1, p. 394D· 
144. Stein, "jardins en miniature," pp. 5~58, citing the Hm-ki ts'i-tlfin (quoted 

without reference in the P'ti-'tllnl yun-fou). The gourd doubles for one of the three 
"fields" or "wells of ciMabar" I!X3ted in the Taoist body. Cf. idem, "Architecture 
et pensee en Extreme-Orient," Arts AsiatifJUU 4:3 (1957), pp. 176, 185. 

145· On Vedic tlilr!4, see Aitlm]ll Bnilmttn]tl1.3. On Ayurvedic ltu!fpriW/11, "en
tering the hut," a three-chambered hut that is explicidy identified with the female 
reproductive organs, see above,chap. 1, M. 4~48, and Ctmlka Stnbbiti 6.1.16: 
"The sages knew of two sorts of TIISiylnUI: that of entering the hut, and [the practice] 
of wind and sun (vlt11tip1)." 

146. Dalpatram Pranjivan Khakhar, "History of the KlnphaJU ofKacch," lntlitm 
Anti'ltlll'17 (February 1878), p. 47; Srlnitb nrthhtl/1 of Min Singh (Churu, Rajas
than: n.p., 1951), w. 5, 41, 183-85. 

147· Briggs, Gor~~kbnitb, p. 99; Kt;tyakaiJIIItlml ofi.akfmJdhara, vol. 8, p. 84 
148. Personal communication from Surya Kumar Yogi, Menal (Rajasthan), 
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March 1985. For a general discussion, see MBhT 11.z 3-35. On the importance of 
wells at the pifbas of Kamakhya and Hinglaj, see Van Kooij, Worship, p. z7; and 
Briggs, Gorakbniitb, p. 1o8. 

149· RC 3.1; Misra, Ay11rvedrya, p. So. 
150. Such mineral theophanies are quite a commonplace at pit bas of the God

dess-or conversely, many sulfurous pools, in areas of geothermic activity, are con
sidered to be manifestations of the Goddess (Sharma~ commentary to the Rasarat-
1111S11111tltcbaya, pp. ro-11; 184-85; z Io-II). See above, chap. 7, nn. 53, 7o-71. 

151. Girnar is a site that is shared by Saiva Hindus and Jains alike. In the case 
of this tTrtba, the alchemical mythology is Jaina, and is found in chap. 4 of the 
VividbatTrthnkalpa, trans. John Cort, "Twelve Chapters from The G11idtbook to Mlri
otu Pilgrimage Places, the VividbntTrtbakalpn of Jinaprabhasori," in Phyllis Granoff, 
ed., The Clever Ad11ltmsrand the Htmgry Monk (New York: Mosaic Press, 1990), pp. 
15-90· Cf. Granoff, "Jain Biographies ofNagarjuna," pp. 48-49, on Jain mythology 
of the alchemist Nagarjuna; and Ro~u, "Alchemy and Sacred Geography," p. 156. 

151. The alchemical wonders ofSrisailam are praised at great length in the Ra
sayana Khat;~~a [part 4] of the RasnramAknra of Nityaniltha. Chap. 8 of this section 
is entitled "Sriparvata Sadhana." Cf. Ro~u, ibid., pp. 151-56, who questions the 
alchemical cachet of Srisailam as described in this and other sources. 

153. Devl P11rA7Jil, cited in La~mrdhara, Kt;tynknlpntartl, vol. 8, p. 131; and 
Skamla P11rA7Ja I.Z7·33-77i t.z9.87. The same pools, etc. are described in the pil
grim's guide I purchased while on the Kedarnilth pilgrimage in May 1984: Sri Ktd
AroAth MAbAm1ya (Ytltni GiiT4, ed. Shersingh Shah (Kedarnath: Shersingh Shah, 
n.d.), PP· 41-43. 

r 54· Sastri, AgneyatTrtha HingiAj, p. 54· See above, chap. 7, nn. 70, 1 zo. Given 
the fact that the Ganges and the Yamuna, identified with the it/4 and pingniA chan
nels of the subtle body, rise out of Himalayan glaciers to the east and west of Kedilr
nath respectively; and that a "Sarasvati Ganga" (i.e., ~'""!A) appears near Ke
darnath (Ka/yih! Snkti Ank, p. 671), the subtle physiology of the nii4Ts is also 
geographically reproduced here. The sixth calera, the iijilil, located between the eye
brows at that place at which the three major nA4Ts are said to meet, is moreover 
called Kedar in HYP 3·Z4· The Nine Naths and "Kedar" are identified with the ten 
doors in Gorakh BiinT Pad 9· 1. See above, sec. z b. 

1 55· Sriniith Tirtbava/1, w. z67-71. A similar image, that of hitting a brass cup 
atop seven bamboo poles, is found in the "Marriage of Salehi Sarwar," legend no. 
zz in Temple, Legends, vol. z, p. u7. 

156. Stein, Grottes-Matrices, pp. 37-43· See also ibid., pp. •s-z 3 for a survey of 
Hindu "womb-caves" throughout the Indian subcontinent, including those of 
Hinglaj and Kamakhya. 
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157· The medical and chemical name for mercury is hydrargyrum, from bytlros 
+ argmtum, whence the symbol Hg in the periodic table; it is therefore possible 
to abbreviate "wells of mercury" to "Hg Wells." It will be recalled that an author 
named H. G. Wells wrote a book entided Tbt Food oftbt Gods, an apt denomination 
for the mercury that alchemists ate. 

I s8. See above, chap. 7· sec. 3· 
1 59· Ayantrll (from the root J11111) is that which controls or subdues. In alchemy, 

the term is applied to apparatus of the son we are describing here, which control 
such volatile elements as mercury and fire. For other uses of the term in tantrism, 
see above, chap. 6, n. 93· 

16o. The extraction of mercury from cinnabar, through the use of the vitly4-
tlb~~r~~ or iJnltlbvap4tana yantrll is described in RRS 9.56. The sublimation of mer
cury, through amalgamation with copper and in combination with various plant 
substances, also in the iJn/tlbvap4tana yantrll, is described in RRS 11.37• Similar 
instructionsare found in AK 4· 38-43, RHT z.8, RA 10.55• and in every other major 
alchemical work. TheRA (7.49) also describes a procedure for the purification of 
cinnabar in the same yantrll: the resulting essence (111ttv11) of cinnabar has the ap
pearance of mercury (msasaitk4ia). 

161. RRS 9·Z4-ZS· In some sources, the upper pot is upturned and filled with 
water, such that mercury condenses on the outside surface of its base: Misra, 
AytlrottlfJa, p. us. 

16z. RRS 9·57· 
163. RastntlmdntAma'!i 8.3, cited in Prakash, Pnfdn Bb4mt, p. 575· 
164. Sharma, identifying the OnltlbvapAtana J1111trll with the vitly4tlbam in his 

commentary toRRS 1.88 (p. 14), cites the Rasapatltlbati. This apparatus is also de
scribed in RC 4.4z; 5-51-sz. 

165. Amanlllkll]Ogll 'l.l s: orddhvam~pradhodtlJir orddhvabhedastvadha~ siri~ 
/dhariyantravidhllnena jTvanmukta~ bhavi~ti. The iimbbavl m11tlrA is a Kaula 
technique which would appear to have some connection to the Kubjikll cult of the 
Western Transmission, in which a "masculinized" form of practice is called iim
bbava ("pertaining to Sambhu, Siva"): Sanderson, "Saivism," p. 687. Sdmbbavl-vitlyl 
is the subject of the :ft14nlllaitkilli'!ltantra (HTSL, p. 1 oz ); and /Ambbavl tlr~. a form 
of initiation particular to the Nllth Siddhas (Bharati, T1111trit Tmtlition, pp. 90-91). 
Simbbavr is also synonymous with the medial channel, the 1Uf11711'!il, according to 
HYP 3·4i and the hathayogic iAmbbavl mlltlr4 is nearly identical with the renowned 
kbtammlltlr4 (HYP 4·38-39). On this. see below, sec. 4 of this chapter. 

166. Gom~a Sa taka, v. 6z. Other verses ( 131a, 138c) speak of a pool (tlbllrll) of 
lunar nectar in the cranial vault, which the yogin is to drink, lest it fall into the sun 
in the lower abdomen. 
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167. The Yonitlmtra passage (68a) is translated and discussed by Schotennan on 
pp. 11-13 of his edition of the text. Elsewhere, the KCM (fol. 243sr24b.1) states 
that "by using [a device) composed of dhari, one attains immortality" (dhtnimlyiJ 
Jml{yo]gma c4mlmltuilpnuyat). This verse of the AmtmiiSkll]Oga (ed. Yognath Swami 
[Poona: Siddh Sahity SaJnsodhan Prakashan Mandai, 1¢7)) is singled out by the 
great tantric scholar Gopinath Kaviraj (foreword, p. zz) as the most singular por
tion, if not the very heart of this text (editor's preface, pp. 1o-1 1), and the editor 
and Hindi commentator discusses his difficulty in making sense of it (pp. 1 1-14). 
He refers to the MahiJbhilmta (1.179·14-17) account of Arjuna's winning ofDrau
padJ, in which the epic hero pierces the target (vivyildhalaJa.yam) (called "piercing 
the fish" [matJ]avtdha) in Hindi) placed atop a pole with an arrow shot from the 
bow Siva has previously given him. This he does by looking downward (adhodrrti~) 
into a pool of water (dhilraytmtra) as he clenches his fist around his upward-held 
bow (tirtJJhvamtlf!t): his head is turned downwards (adha~ lira~: but the text gives 
siriJ~) as his target (bhtda) is above. His "piercing of the fish" is at once the hitting 
of his target, the winning of DraupadJ, an inward-looking posture of yoga, or a 
reverse technique of sexual intercourse. This interpretation has the merit of pre
serving the orthography dhilm, whereas my interpretation requires a reading of 
-dhtmt. 

168. RRS I 1.38. 
169. RRS 9·9i 1 1.39· Cf. Dash, Akbmty, pp. 58-62, on the identification of the 

various -piltanllS as variant processes, all of which make use of the vidyiJdhtmt 
J1111trll. 

170. GOrtl/tfa Sataka 135· Verses 133-34 read: "In the region of the navel dwells 
the lonely sun, whose essence is fire; located at the base of the palate is the eternal 
moon, whose essence is nectar. That which rains down from the downturned 
mouth of the moon is swallowed by the upturned mouth of the sun. The practice 
[of vipllritakll1'tn!a) is to be perfonned as a means to obtaining the nectar [which 
would otherwise be lost)." This passage is also found in Gorakhniith's ~gamilr
tlnJI!a, vv. 111-112a, 113b. This posture is described in both the HYP(3·77-79) and 
G0rt1/qa Padtlhati (pp. 48-49), immediately before their respective treatments of the 
vajro/1 mudriJ. It is dramatized in a legend from Dhinodar, in Kacch (Gujarat), de
scribed above, chap. s. n. 204-

171. G0rt1kh BihiT, appendix 1 to Barthwal's edition, p. 242. The full verse reads: 
ulap yantr dhare si~r ~ karel ••• silahat madhye kilrpvalil jltalel ninnal dhuni 
gagan mArphJ. The upside-down yantra here is the (nonnally) downtumed triangle 
of the inner yoni, located in the mii/4dbilm cam, here identified with the old Bud
dhist pitha named Sirihan:a, at the center of which is the pitha named Kimalilpa. 
For a discussion of this element of the subde body, see above, n. 170. Lalli's story 
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is told in the 7ilrlkb-i b~~~~m of Pir Ghulam Hasan: Jayalal Kaul, lA/ Dttl (New 

Delhi: Sahitya Akademi, 1973), p. 14 I am grateful to Patricia Greer for sharing 
this reference. 

171. Henri Maspero, u Ttzoiimt tt In rrligions cbinoists, with a preface by Maxime 
Kaltenmark (Paris: Gallimard, 1971), p. 491 and n. 6. Cf. Kristofer Schipper,lA 
corps tlloiitt (Paris: Fayard, 198z), pp. 137-53· The Palace of the Cinnabar Field is 
also termed Nihan, the ideogram for which was, in this early period, the same as 
that for the niro41J11 of import Buddhism. Also qualified as the residence of the 
Highest One (Maspero, u Ttzoiimt, p. 493), its resemblance to the lmilmum of Hin
duism and the lflnya of Siddha traditions is equally striking. 

173· In alchemy as well, there is an appararus properly known as the tfimun'u 
ytmtrtl. This appararus is nearly identical to and may be used interchangeably with 
the unltlbvap4tana: see RRS 9·51 with Sharma's commentary, p. 143; and IWII/n;tllly11 
Ttzntrtl, introduction, p. xxiii. 

174· The location of a mystic tftmutru in the head would appear to refer to this 
tantric schema: Bbiltlliruldbi Tantrtl 3· 3• in Ttzntrllslnhgrtzba, 4 vols., ed. Gopinath Kav
iraj and Ramaprasad Tripathi (Benares: Sampumanand Sanskrit Visvavidyalaya, 
1973-81), vol. 4o p. 313. See below, chap. 10, sec::. 6. 

175· Literally, "upward-tending semen," this term is most often translated as 
"celibacy, chastity." The sense, however, was that the ascetic is holding his semen 
up and away from his penis, from which it might all too easily slip away from him. 
Indian popular tradition is 6lled with accounts of "semen-headed yogis," a reflec
tion of this interpretation: G. Morris Carstairs, Tbt T711i« Born (London: Hogarth 
Press, 1958), p. 86. 

176. Four such drums (catalogue numbers R.Vll-130, R.x:II-835, R.XII-836a, 
and R.xii-798a) are presendy housed in the National Museum of Denmark in Co
penhagen. I am grateful to Rolf Gilberg, curator of this collection at the National 
Museum, for his ready cooperation in supplying me with this information. 

177. This description of the Tibetan tfimutru, called the "skull drum" (tbotl-17111), 

is found in Mireille Helffer and Marc Gaborieau, "A propos d'un tambour du Ku
maon et de !'ouest du Nepal: Remarques sur !'utilisation des tambours-sabliers 
dans le monde indien, le Nepal et le 1ibet," in Strulill instrummtorum musiC/It popu
ltms, Festschrift to E. Emsheimer on the occasion of his 70th birthday (Stockholm: 
Musikhistorika Museet, 1974), p. 78 and pl. 13. 

178. Ibid., p. 15· 
179· Ibid., p. 78. 
18o. Personal communication from Sangye Sonam, a Tibetan monk at Chatral 

Rinpoche's monastery, Pharphing, Nepal, May 1993. I am grateful to Peter Moran, 
who served as my interpreter in this interview. 
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181. C11T]4pada 3, with the commentary ofMunidatta and the translation (com
piled in "Yambu," in Nepal) of Kirticandra, reproduced in Bagchi, "Some Aspects 
of Buddhist Mysticism in the Caryipadas," Smdits, pp. 7S• 79, 84-85. I have en
hanced and "Hinduized" Bagchi's treatment of this passage. 

182. Cf. HYP 3·47 which tenns a homologous process "drinking the immortal 
liquor" (pibtdamllriiVdru'!fm). 

183. See below, sec. 4o for an extended discussion of the "tenth door" of the 
subde body. 

184. Yogam4rlll'!41l 177: "When the upbreath disappears and the mind is ab
sorbed, that is then called the unity of SllmlmlSII, 111m4dhi." 

185. Gorakfll Paddhati 1.68-74. Schoterman (Yonitantm, p. 29) suggests that the 
vajroll mudr4 may have been used in lieu of the kbt(arf mudnJ in some cases: instead 
of maintaining the combined hindus in the head through the latter, the practitioner 
would recover the same Ruids through urethral suction and then simply drink 
them. 

186. Kht(ari(a/tra refers to an elaborate mll'!tfa/4 of sixty-four yogin1s and to the 
circle in which tintrikas engage in ritualized sex. On this, see Dyc:zkowsld, "Kul}-
4alinl," p. 6; BhP 1.77; RA 3·17, 20; and Vidya Dehejia, Yoginl Cult and Ttmplts: A 
Tantri( Tradition (New Delhi: National Museum, 1986), pp. 44-45· The contents 
of the KbVhave been discussed in detail: see above, chap. S• sec. sm. 

187. Maitrl Upanifad (6.19): "By pressing the tip of his tongue against the palate 
••. one sees /mihman through contemplation." Another early reference is found in 
K}flN 6.18-28. Cf. Gorakfa Sataka67; Gorakfa Paddhati 1.68; YogamirtJI'!tfa s8; G,... 
akh 84niSabadJ 133; HYP 3.41-42. 

188. Kakar, Sham1111S, p. 203. See Bharati, Tantri( Tradition, pp. 242-43, for a 
general discussion of the multiple meanings of this term. 

189. Atharoa ~Ja 10.843; Svttaivatllrll Upanifad 3.18. The yogin seals himself 
off doubly from the outside by enc:losing himselfin a windowless room to meditate: 
Yogatattva Upanifad 32, in Varenne, Upanishads du yoga, p. 74- This recalls as well 
the initiation hut of Vedic: dlkf4 and the Ayurvedic practice of ku{IJmWtia. See 
above,c:hap.2,nn.4?-48. . 

190. Kaviraj,Asptasoflndian Thought, pp. 236-37; Dasgupta, History, 2:253. 
191. Amaraugha14sana, pp. 1o-11, discussed in Silbum, Ku'!tfalinl, pp. 131-32; 

Dasgupta, Obsntrt, pp. 239-42, citing Gorakha Vijaya, ed. Mandai, pp. 141, 143-44· 
Cf. Yogavifaya of Macsyendranith, w. 3o-3 1, in Mallik, ed. SSP, p. 47· 

192. In order to do so, he has already cut away the frenum, which anchors the 
tongue to the lower palate, through a technique described in HYP 3.32. 

193· On thejOna Alchil~il, see Rajesh Dedi, Sadhtu: Tht Holy Mtn at India (New 
Delhi: Brijbasi Printers, 1991), p. 79; S. Sinha and B. Saraswati, Ascttia of /Whi: 
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An Anthropologi(a/ Exploration (Varanasi: N. K. Bose Memorial Foundation, 1978), 

pp. 93"""94· 
194· This echoes a statement from the YllgllVi.ftryll attributed to Matsyendranlltha 

(v. 14 in Mallik. ed. SSP, p. 47): "When the nit/a is heard, the iankhinT showers 
the body with nectar." The iailkhinl runs from a point behind the forehead to the 
throat: Silbum, Kli7Jt/alinT, p. 130. Drinking nectar is a commonplace of Nllth mys
tic poetry: Goralth BanT Sabadi 67, 171; SSP 6.64. 

195· A11tllmllghaiAsana, p. 7· 
1¢. Silbum (Kl17Jt/alin1, p. 131) and Dasgupta (Obsmrt, pp. 139-41 and notes) 

assume there to be but one "tenth door," an impossibility given the descriptions of 
this door, which is to be variously opened and closed in different textual descrip
tions. The mouth of the ianlthi111 is called the tenth door in Gorakhnllth's Amar
allgiJaiiJsana (p. 11), and SSP 1.6. The Nine Nllths and "Kedllr" are identified with 
the ten doors in Gomkh BiJnl Pad 9.1; the yogin is enjoined to lock this door in 
Pada 13.1, but to "blast it open" by closing the other nine in Amtabodh (in "Gomlth 
BiJ11T" Viit.flitlt, p. 340). In the legend of POraQ Bhagat, the evil stepmother LOQll is 
identified as the tenth door of the royal palace: Temple, Ltgmtls, 1:398 (vv. 165-66); 
in the PaJmiJvat, it is the tenth door by which the fortress of Lanka (the body) must 
be stormed: see below, sec. 5 and n. 143; and chap. 9• sec. 7· 

197. The clearest discussion of this doubling of the tenth door is found in Kavi
raj, AsptdS, p. 13 7. On the iatilthinl's two mouths, see Mandai, ed., Gomltha Vijaya, 
p. 141, cited in Dasgupta, Obsmrt, p. 140. The Nllth Siddhas generally identify the 
tenth door with the bmhmamnJhm, by which the fontanelle is intended: Gomlth 
BiJnl Sabadi 135 (in which the yogin is said to throw a "door panel" [ltapiJ!) across 
this opening). The lower mouth is located in the tiJ/11-ca!'t'll, the sixth cakra in the 
nine-cakra system which expands upon the more conventional system of 6 + 1: 
SSP 1.6. Cf. Gorakh BiJnl Pad 13.1, with commentary; and AtmaboJh 1 (in Srivastav, 
"Gorakh BiJ11T" Vtit.fiJitk, p. 340). 

198. Amara11ghaiiJsana, discussed in Silbum, Kl17Jtfnlin1, p. 119: she is so called 
because when she sleeps, she is coiled three and one half times around the liitga 
located in the abdominal region. The SSP (1.67), also apparendy identifying iait
lthinl with kt17Jt/alin1, states that the iaitkhinl Rows in the urethra (/j;tgaJviJra) and via 
a straight path up into the brahmaranJhra and thence into all of the ten doors. 

199· Gorakh Bini Sabadi 119a. Identical to this is verse 5 of "Mahlldev ji ki 
sabadi" (Dvivedi, NiJth Siddhrm,t, p. 66). The same concept is found in the ~SS (chap. 
41, in Schoterman, ~SS, p. 87, cited in Dyczkowski, Canun, p. 65), which states 
that the goal of the practitioner is "the union of the two [the highest and the lowest) 
mouths," identified with the highest and lowest of the seven cakras, as well as with 
the upper and lower yunis of the Sllkta subde body. 
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200. Here, a "crooked" goddess may be easily assimilated to a curved duct, and 
one of the synonyms for both the lankbmT and the ltu'ftfalmT is banka niila, "curved 
duct." This term also has an alchemical application: this is a curved tube which, 
tapered at one end, is used as a blowpipe for ventilating a flame. Yet, the 14th c. 
Gorakb Bodb (v. 62 in Barthwal's numbering, Gornkb Bii'fl, p. 186) distinguishes be
tween SUfU111'!4, Ja'ilkbmT, and bll'ilka niila. On the banka nii/a of the subde body, see 
also l'Dgavi{aya. v. 22 (in SSP, p. 46) and Goraltb BiinT Pad 53-3· The alchemical 
banka nii/a is described in RA 4.58 and RRS 10.45· Cf. Misra, Aytn-vtdTya, pp. 
14?-48. 

201. For the western /iflga in the head, see Gornkb BiinTSabadr 187a and the RAjii 
R4n1 S1171Jbiid of Goplcand, v. 105 (in Niitb Siddhf111!, p. 9). On the "microcosmic 
west:' see also Gornkb Biinl, Sabadr 41 and 267. The K]flN(17.23, 20.11) also asso
ciates a coiled (lrtl'ftfaliikr;ti, ltu'ftfa/1) goddess with the left side. On the lower west
em linga, see Gorn~ Satalta 19. Cf. SSP 2.2, which states that the lrt1'ftfalin1 sleeps 
with her mouth over the paldma-liflga, located in the second calml, the sviidhi!fh41111. 
It is out of this vortex that seed is emitted in ejaculation: Srivastav, "Gornkb" Vti
tfii'illt, P· I 3 J. 

202. MBbT 7.18; Sriniitbaltatbiisiira of Dwlrkanlth, ed Narharinlth Yogi (Be-
nares: n.p. 1951), p. 23. 

203. Dyczkowski, "Ku.,4alinJ," p. 3 n. 7· 
204. l'DgabTja 135, 148, 1 59· Cf. Kaviraj, BhiirlltTy, vol. 2, p. 285. 
205. TA 29.124-29. On the female sexual organ as theyoginfvaktra, the "mouth 

oftheyoginT:' see Tantriiloka Mlrttilta, vol. 2, p. 104o cited in Padoux, Viic, p. 61. 
2o6. Vilmllmiirga (in Hindi), by Pandit Vanisidhar Sukul Vaidyaraj (Allahabad: 

Kalyan Mandir, 1951), v. 110, English ttanslation in Bharati, Tantric Tmdition, p. 
264 The Hindi reads (ibid.,p. 277): "phir §akti ko gauri ki apne ko siv ki bhlvanl 
kar .•• mlqmukh merp piqmukh arpit kare." 

207. Silbum, IW'ftfa/inT, p. 190, citing TA 29.124-26, with the commentary of 
Jayaratha; and Dyczkowski, Canon, p. ~.citing TA 28.147· For further discussion, 
see Silbum, IW'!tfalmT, pp. 27, 173-74> and plates on pp. 34-35· 

208. Mantb41111bbairava Tantra, Kumlriklkh81}4a 13.11o-43• su~arized in 
Dyczkowski, "Ku.,4alinJ," pp. 17-18 n. 27, who remarks that "although one can 
distinguish two Yonis, there is in fact only one." 

209. RA tt.t7-18, 29-41; RR$8.75-79· The image may be based on moveable 
Siva lingas, over which "mouthed" sheaths could be superimposed: Bagchi, "Fur
ther Notes on Tanttik Texts Studied in Ancient Kambuja," Studies, p. 21. 

210. On the term mudriJ in alchemical terminology, see Sharpe, Eigbt-Hundnd 
l'tarO/d Book, p. to6. Puras are discussed in RA 6.tot-22; RRS to-47-64t and every 
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major alchemical work. Their construction and use are summarized in Dash, Al

cbmty, PP· I97""99· 
z II. Silbum, Km]tfalinT, pp. Ii59, I9Z, in which 111mpufik11T111!'1 is an exchange of 

male and female energies that occurs through, but is not limited to, the act of sexual 
intercourse. The same term applies to the telescoping of elements back into their 
source, in the ascension of the lm'!tfalinl or in the distillation of the s I phonemes 
of the Sanskrit language into the bisyllabic abtnn, the universal I (ibid., p. 9). The 
term ~~~mpu£11 means "skull" or "cranium" in Hindi: ~lqipt Hindi SabJ Stlg11r, s.v. 
"samputa." 

zu. Kaviraj, Bb4rlltly 1:276, z8z, z8,..S9; KM (London, Wellcome MSS no. 
gso1) fol. 35a.7-8, describing the ka11/akttt1 ritual of the Siddha Marga. 

u3. Tucci, "Animadversiones Indicae," pp. 154-SS· This is a portion of a text 
describing a tantric Buddhist initiation. Cf. KM (London, Wellcome MSS no. 
gso1) fol. 35a.,..S; K}nN 18.u-z3; and KPT(in Bhattacarya, ed./ndmjd/4 vitlyd
SimJgrtlbll, p. z6s) for similar language. 

z 14 Kaviraj, Bbmtly, z:z93 n. 1: "The mouth of the lankbini nlt/1 is, in tantric: 
treatises, precisely the mouth of the guru; it is otherwise designated as Siva's upper 
mouth. It is from this site that the teaching of the (initiatory) t4rllka mntrtl is 
transmitted into the disciple's right ear." 

zts. The Smtla 1iltllt11 (S.I39) has the guru transfer "that which has oozed in
side his mouth" (viJnnJalttrlntllnl) into the mouth of his disciple. Often, the guru 
is said to directly penetrate the hean of his disciple with the divine energy he has 
stored up inside himself. On this notion, and the similarities and differences be
tween tantric initiation between males and ritualized sex between a male and a 
female, see Silbum, Km]tfalinl, pp. 175-76. 

u6. Gort~kf.a P11Jdhati, appendix to 1.6z (p. 3z] and z.16; HYP 3.u, z7. 
u7. Rtulrt1Jdmlll4 Tntrt1 I7-73• 85-87. 
z 18. Kbtcllri mtulrd is also the term employed by a Nath suborder, the Godaras, 

for the cylinders of wood which they pass through their earlobes. The Godaras 
were founded by a member of the DasnAmi sect and are not generally considered 
by Nath ~~~mpnzd4yins to be one of their own: Briggs, Gort~ltbnitb, p. 11. Given the 
fact that the piercing of the ears opens a channel without which yogic practice 
cannot be effective, the term is an apt one: on this, see below, chap. 10, sec. 4 

u9. RA n.151, 154. I6z-63, u9. 
z zo. On guriltd bndba, see Gort~kb Bini Sabadi 49; on the kbttllri and other al

chemical gufikds, see RA u.336-37, RHT 19.65-76; RRS 11.88; and BrahmAnan
da's commentary to HYP 427. On the siJJbi gt1filt4, see Padmdvat uz [= z3.1] (p. 
48z of Grierson and Dvivedi, Padtm111111dti; and p. 135 of Shirreff, Padm4vatf). On 
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kbetllri mercury, see RA 2.89; 3·9• 17-20; 11.98-107, 149-53, 162-63; u.38o; on 
kbettnf iakti, see KftlN S-4i 6.18-28; 7·14i 2o.1o; and Dyczkowski, Canon, p. 168 
n. 52. A folktale from Benares casts Goralchnith in the miraculous recovery of 
thousands of such pfiltis: personal communication from Siddhinandan Misra, Be
nares, March 1985. 

221. In the RRS (6.13-14), there is a "division oflabor" between the practical 
and the spirirual components of the alchemist's craft. On the one hand, the alche
mist carries out his chemical operations in a laboratory (rtiSIIiila); on the other, 
he effects his daily worship of the alchemical gods in a temple (rasmnaiJtfapa) built 
nearby. 

222. The RRS(6.n) says the rtiSIIIiilga is to be located on the eastern side of the 
alchemical altar (itself located at the center of the rtiSIImaiJtfapa). The Chandi Bukit 
Batu Pahat (Malaysia) alchemical temple site studied by Francis Treloar ("Use of 
Mercury," pp. 2 32-40) has its rasaliilga at the center of the structure. The rastmt"'!
tfapa described in the RA (2.52) also has the rtiSIIIiilga at its center. 

u 3· On this maiJtfala in the RA and RC, see above, chap. 6, sec. 2. The RC 
maiJtfala is graphically reproduced in R~u, "Mantra et Yantra:' p. 252 (fig. s). A 
simpler maiJtfala is described in Misra, Ayttrvtdl]a, p. 83. 

224. See above, chap. 7• sec:. 3 and nn. s6-S9· 
us. RA 1.43; 2.52; RRS 1.23-28; 6.14-23; MBbT8.1-1o; RC 1.37-38. See also 

Treloar, "Use of Mercury," especially pp. 237-38; and Siddhinandan Misra's intro
duction to the Rlumdradlt/ltllat!i, p. S• in which he discusses the alchemical grounds 
for the foundation and installation of the rttlllliilga. 

u6. Misra, Ayttrvtdl]a, p. 8s. In his description of the Chandi Bukit Batu Pahat 
alchemical temple ruin, Treloar states that the mercurial/iilga unearthed there was 
set in a silver semicircle: Treloar, "Use of Mercury," pp. 237-38. 

227. RA 2.77-82. The Vmtalaprabbl commentary to the Buddhist KA/a
caltra Tantra (2.213-1 s) presents a similar iconographic representation of this wor
ship support, for use in the alchemical Jambhala rite: FeMer, Ras4ytm SiJJbi, pp. 
16o-63. 

2 28. RA 3.63-73; RRS 6.2 2-2 3· For the iconography of these i~ges, see above, 
chap. 6, M. 61-63. 

229. See below, chap. 9, n. 2 3· 
230. RHT 1.12. See above, chap. 7 sec:. S· 
2 31. Bhattacharya, History, pp. 3 76-78. 
232. The classic source on the pifhlls, which includes a critical edition of the 

16th c. Bengali Pitbani"!IIJa, is Sircar, SAitta Plfhlll, passim; for a lively rejoinder, 
however, see Pal, Hindu Rtligion, pp. 24-27. The Nith Siddha reckoning is found 
in Gtnltb &n1 Sabadi 163. Much of the latter pan of the $5S (especially 4-1-11) is 
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devoted to the Goddess~ tour of her footstools, across an Indian subcontinent that 
is siruated, in its entirety, within her body: Schotennan, ~ss. p. 148. 

133· For the alchemical lore relative to Hi.JigiAj and KimAkhyi, see above, chap. 
7 nn. 6s-7o. KedAr has been discussed above, n. 1 53· Alchemical descriptions of 
Srisailam are found in RRA 48.r-185. TheRA description ofKailash is in 1.2-3. 

1 34· On the symbolism of the Nine NAths, see Dasgupta, Obsturr, p. 1o6, citing 
the Grm~k{ll SiJdhln111 SimJfl'llhll, pp. 44-45; the 7imtrllmj• T1111trt1 (1.1-5, in Wood
roffe, T1111trllrij11 1imtr11, p. 19); and Schotennan, ~SS, pp. 31-39. See above, chap. 
4t nn. 53-6o. 

135· The Grm~kh BoJh, a vernacular work cast in the fonn of a conversation 
between GorakhnAth and his guru Matsyendranllth, is a veritable "skeleton key" to 
the "intentional language" of the NAth Siddhas concerning the bodily microcosm. 
Cf. the Pri'! Sin/tall of Caurai'lglnAth, w. 1o6-341 (in Dvivedi, Nith SiJdlmp, pp. 
19-18); and in Sanskrit, the third chapter ofGorakhnAth~ SSP. 

136. Temple, Ltgmtls, 2:441; Swynnenon, RDinantk 7illrs, pp. 426-33. 
137· Dvivedi, Nith Stmtprt~t14y, pp. 185-86; Grierson and Dvivedi, Padlniiii'Witi, 

p. 151-51. Jayasl himself speaks of Sirithala and Lanka as two different places (Shir
reff's notes to PaJmiv1111 1.16), even if he clearly knows Sirithala or Sai'lgaldlp to be 
an island situated to the south of India. There is, however, much more of fairyland 
than hard geography to Jayasl's Sirithala, just as there is to the Kingdom of Women 
into which Matsyendra falls in the myths we related above. 

138. It is Poral} Bhagat (Caurai'lginAth) himself who claims Matsyendra for his 
guru: Pnl'! S/11)/tn/i w. 107, u 1, 307, in NSB, pp. 19, 10, 16. On the localization of 
Matsyendra's "Piaintain Forest" in Sri Lanka, see Cunninath, 7iln-PntlttJI, p. 198; 
Temple, Ltgtntls, 1:19 (v. 194); and above, n. 101. Gmlkh BtJnl Pad 1.1-4 presents 
Matsyendra's imprisonment in the Kingdom of Women as the result of his Kaula 
propensities. The text of the poem consists of Gorakh's arguments against sexual 
intercourse as a component of tantric practice. 

1 39· Patlmiv11t 1 19-u ( = u.S-ro; 1 3·• ), in Grierson and Dvivedi, PndtmtiiWiti, 
pp. 478-82; Shanna, JIIJIIII Granthiv11l1, pp. 347-55; and Shirreff, P11tlntivatl, pp. 
134-35. A similar description is in 1.16-18. This translation relies to some extent 
on Shirreff's translation; it relies more heavily, however, on Dvivedi~ and Shanna ~ 
superior Hindi fllti and commentary. Words in parentheses correspond to Shirreff's 
annotations; words in square brackets are my own additions. 

140. The six cakrlls and the Sllhturirtl: see above, chap. 1, n. 95· Similar imagery 
is found in such popular traditions as the legend of the marriage of a Muslim fakir 
named Sakhi Sarwar. In a preliminary test, Sakhl Sarwar is made to hit with an 
arrow a brass cup that has been perched atop seven superimposed bamboo poles: 
"Marriage ofSakhl Sarwar," legend no. u in Temple, Ltgtntls, vol. 1, p. 117. 
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241. Hllfb, the modem Indo-Aryan fonn of lm£btl, as in lm£1111 yoga. 
z4z. Clilbt (pl.), "marks," "signs," are the emblems a yogin wears (earrings, hom, 

wallet, etc.: see chap. 9, nn. 81-84) which are so many marks of his initiation into 
a given-in this case the Nith Siddha-order. 

143· The nine gates and the tenth door are the bodily orifices and the inner 
lmllmummJbra or ltmltbin1 1141/1 (also known as the btrillt11 nilll); the five constables 
are the five breaths: see above, chap. z, n. 19. 

144. IJMI/t[1/, an allofonn of btlillt11, as in the bent tube, the baillt11 nilll, another 
name for the lailltbin1 nlt/1, associated with the tllllmna tlvm, the tenth door, located 
in the head. The reference to the body as "bent" or "crooked" at the beginning of 
this description would also refer to the crooked body of the lllilltbinT, which doubles 
as the ltutJt/lllin1. See above, n. zoo. 

24S· BbtJ, "penetrate" has the extended meaning of"secret," as such are gener
ally impenetrable until one has a clue with which to unlock them. This is the stan
dard hathayogic tenn used for the "piercing" of the talmts by the lttt'!t/lllin1. In al
chemical parlance, this tenn comes to be closely identified with wtlb, "pien:e, 
penetrate," which is the tenn employed to signify transmutation, in which men:ury 
is said to penetrate and thereby transfonn base metals into gold and mortals into 
immortals. 

z46. Cf. the "pools" in the ascent of Kedimith (above, sec. 3, nn. 109-11); and 
the channeling of the Ganges associated with m~~tsyot/llrl. The path rising 
out of the pool at the base of the fortress (the mDiiJbirtl t11lml, where the ltut]f/lllin1 
sleeps) is clearly the medial SUfU""!I nit/1: see above, n. IS3· 

247· Cf. the discussion of the reverse (viJNnftll) yogic posture and the alchemical 
viJyitlbtzm and other yntrtiS: above, nn. 1 1o-z 1. 

148. The idea here is that one must dive down into the pool at the base of the 
fortress (the mDiiJbirtl) in order to gain access to the path (the S'U{t1111'!4 nit/f) that 
rises out of its depths. As I show in chap. 9, sec. 46, such can only be effected by 
restraining or binding (bantlb) mind, breath, and seed. 

Z49· See above, n. uo. 
z so. At once a reference to the opening of the lotuses that are the t11lmts when 

they are pien:ed and the initiatory role of the ptulmin1, the Lotus Maiden, in tantric 
initiation: see below, chap. 10, sec. 1. 

Chapter N'me 
1. Padoux, Vit, pp. Bz, u4-26; Silbum, Ktnf4lllin1, pp. 19-Z4t 52-53, 64-66. 

The human body is the turning point of another important medieval metaphysical 
system. This is the Neoplatonist emanation and participation of John Scot's "Divi
sion of Nature," in which the return towards cosmic wholeness begins, after the 
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Fall, through the sexual union of Adam and Eve: Mircea Eliade, Tht Tt110 tmJ tht 
Ont, trans.J. M. Cohen (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1979), p. 104 

z. RA 17.t6sa; 1.18ab. Cf. RU rs.so (cited in Misra, Ayurvtdiya, p. 31 n. z), 
which describes the lmower of mercury (rtlSIIViJ) and the lmower of the soul (ilt-
11111Vitl) as the two "subde seers" (sfl/qmadariinall). One may choose to see a precur
sor to this twofold method in the C~m~ka Stnhhit4's (6.1.16) reference to the two 
complementary elixir therapies (nuilylmiiS), i.e., ltutipnzvtill and vilt4tapika, "(the 
practice of] wind and sun": Ro~, "Consideration," p. 7· On ltufipnrvtlll, see above, 
chap. z, nn. 47-48. 

3• a~dhyo 'dhyitmakaketi djayogo dvidhl kvacit I haJ}lo 'pi dvividha~ lcvlpi 
riyubinduni~evanlt. Cf. RA 4·Z3, which calls for the conjoined use of botanicals 
and mantrriS. 

+ Sabara's commentary to Jaiminlya Sfltra 3.1.3 and Tantravilrttika, p. 1078, 
cited in Pandey, Hind11 Sfn!'Skilms, p. 16, who also gives many specialized uses of 
the term. Cf. Cartzka Stnhhit4 1.z6.3o. See also Kapani, Notion dt Sfn!Uklrll, passim. 

S· See RA 1.36 on stlta; RRS 1.79"-8<> on divine jealousy as ground for the al
chemical sfn!~Skilrtzs; and Pandeya's introduction to the BhP (GOrtl/rfll Sll7hhitil, vol. 
z, p. gha), for a commentary. See Manu Smr;ti z.z7 and Yiljflavalkya Smr;ti 1.13 on 
the rites of passage. Cf. Kapani's discussion: Notion dt Sfn!Uklrll, vol. 1, pp. 89-94-
See above, chap. 7, sec. z, on origin myths of metals, in which gold is accompanied 
by various metallic "afterbirths." 

6. The figure of eighteen alchemical Sfn!UkilrtiS is reached by taking the classic 
number of sixteen Sfn!ISkilrtiS (cf. Siddhinandan Misra's commentary to the discus
sion of the Sfn!Ukilrtzs in the RC preceding 4.85, on p. 54) and adding to these the 
resulting processes of transmutation and bodily transubstantiation. The Vaikhlnastl 
Sm4rt4 Sfltra is a source that lists eighteen life-cycle Sfn!UkilrtiS: Kapani, Notion 
dt Sfn!Uklrll, vol. 1, p. 86; for a figure of sixteen, see Mrgmdrilgama, KriyA 6.9-11 
(cited in Gonda, MtditVa/, p. 171). See above, chap. z, sec. 4 

7· The eighteen Sfn!UkilrtiS are listed in RHT z.r-z. Succinct descriptions are 
found in RC 48s-ro6. This material is copied, for the most part, by the RRS (8.6z-
88), which also lists them in u.rs-16. A synoptic table of the Sfn!UkilrtiS, taken 
from fifteen major alchemical sources, is given in Misra, AytmJtdlya, pp. z u-13. 
An adequate English-language description of the mechanics of the eighteen SIIIIJ· 
sl4ras is given by Subbarayappa, "Chemical Practice," in Bose, Condit History, pp. 
3zo-u. Subbarayappa's informant was Dr. Damodar Joshi, of the RasaSistra De
partment of the Ayurvedic College ofBenares Hindu University. Dr. Joshi was also 
my principal informant on such matters, during my stay in Benares, from August 
to january 1984 and in March 1985. 

8. Gbt:nnft/11 Sll7hhit4 1.9-u. 
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9· Misra, Aynrvediya, pp. 94-¢, 198-99; and Dash, Alchmty, pp. 91-92, 185-86. 
10. On this distinction, see Misra, Aynrvediya, p. 211. 
11. The process of 111iim:hana is described in RRS l1·35· The properties of 

swooned mercury are described in RA 11.199. 
12. On this distinction, see Dash, Alchmty, pp. 92-93; and Misra, Aynrvediya, 

P· 248. 
13. The RRS is the most systematic source on bandhana, which it defines (8.66; 

11.6o); it also gives a list (11.61-64) and practical descriptions (11.65-112) of the 
twenty-five means for fixing mercury. Cf. Misra, Aynrvedlya, pp. 309-21. 

14. Specific procedures for the killing of mercury are given in RRS 11.113-2 1; 
30.1-21. The powers and properties of killed mercury (bhamlan1ta, 711t;fasfitaka) are 
given in RA 1.22 and 11.200; and RM fol. 9a.2-3. TheRA (12.82) and RC (1.26) 
stipulate that mercury, as the semen of Siva, is not truly killed when reduced to 
ashes, but merely "greatly swooned." On the killing of other metals, see Subbar
ayappa, "Chemical Practice," in Bose, Conrise History, pp. 325-26, citing RRS 5.13 
and RHT9.16. 

1 5· This process has been discussed at length in chap. 8, sec. 3· 
16. RRS 11.47-48. The salt in question, called a111btlja ("water-born") or sain

dhllVa ("from the Sindhu (Indus River] region"), is said to have arisen from a combi
nation of"male and female sexual emissions and the menstrual blood of a forbidden 
woman": Sharma's commentary toRRS 11.48 (p. 167), citing the Rosllvatara. 

17. RRS 11.49. Cf. Dash, Alchtnty, pp. 63-64. 
18. RRS 11.51-52. Cf. Misra,AynrvedTya, p. 235· 
19. RRS 11.59. Cf. Dash, Alchmty, p. 65. The first eight tfn!~Skilras are treated 

summarily in RHT 2.1-20. 
20. RRS 8.72. 
21. RRS 8.80-85. Dash, AlchtniJ, pp. 65-73. The RHT devotes all of its third 

chapter to griisa, its fourth chapter to cilra'!ll, its fifth chapter to garbhadnlti, and its 
fifteenth chapter to bilhyadntti. 

22. The alchemist knows he has reached the stage of jilrtl'!" when the mercury 
no longer increases in weight after absorbing a given mineral substance: ibid., p. 
73· Chapter six of the RHT is devoted to jilrtl'!ll· ' 

2 3· RRS 8.87; RHT8.1-19. Indeed, the coloring of metals with mercury colored 
in this way may have been the greater part of so-called transmutation in this tradi
tion: Subbarayappa, "Chemical Practice," in Bose, Concise History, p. 320. 

24. RRS 8.88; RHT 16.1-36. 
25. RA 11.216-17; RHT 17.1-8. Neither the RCnor the RRScontains descrip

tions of kri1111o'!ll· 
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26. S11tapatba BnlbmaiJII 3.8.2.27: tmn;tmn ayur birtn!]lltll, literally "gold is non
death; gold is longevity." Cf. &111patba Bn1bma'!ll14·1.15-11 and 134.1·7· 

27. Satapatba Bn1h11111'!a 6.1.2.13-26 and 7·3·1.16, discussed in Malamoud, 
"Briques et mots: Obervations sur le corps des dieux dans l'lnde vedique," in Cuin 
It 1110ndt, pp. 262-63; and Kapani, Notion dt S1171JSI:4ra, vol. I' PP· 58-71· Cf. White, 
"Dakkbina and Agnkaya1111," pp. 192-94. 212-13. 

28. &tllpatba Bnlhma'!a 7·2.2·7-19; 7.241-26; 7-3.1.9-lli and Apasramb11 
Srn11ta Siltra 16.19.11-13, discussed in Charles Malamoud, "Cosmologie prescrip
tive: Observations sur le monde et le non-monde dans l'lnde ancienne," in Lt tnnps 
dt Ia rifttxion 10 (1989), pp. 32o-u; idem, "Village et foret," in C11irt It 111ontlt, 
p. 101 n. 35; and Kapani, Notion dt S1171.1Sk4ra, vol. 1, pp. 63-65. 

29. Malamoud, "Cuire le monde," in C11irt It mondt, pp. 6o-62. 
30. Aitartyn Bnlh111a'!a 1.3. DT/q4 is defined as tattva-illddhi, "purification of the 

constituent elements," in Kaviraj, BbAratfy, 1:282. 
31. Maitrl Upnnifatl 2.5; Man11 S7m;ti 8.96; 12.12,14; YiJ.ft1avnlkya S1m;ti 3.178; 

Bhagavad GTt4 13.1-2; C~~rt~kn Stnhhit4 4.1.65. Cf. Dasgupta, History, 1:214 ~ttra 
refers to the lower evolutes of Pralqti, feminine materiality, while kfttrajil4 is to be 
identified with male Puru,a, spirit. 

32. White, "Dakkhi1111 and AgnkllJilllll," pp. 205-6. 
33· Personal communication from Siddhinandan Misra, Benares, March 1985. 

See also Misra, Ayllrvtdfyll, p. 326, and above, chap. 2, sec. 2. 
34· Zimmerman, "~tu-Sitmya," pp. 97-99· Cf. Sharma, Ay11rvtd, pp. 276-77, 

495-503· 
35· RA 18.2-19; RRS 11.66. The alchemist's preparation in fact begins with his 

initiation, by a guru, into the alchemical arts. Once again, parallels-between hu
man birth and the S1J7!1Sk4ras as rites of passage, and the alchemical S1J7!1Sk4ras-are 
explicit: Pandeya's introduction to BhP (Gorakfll Stnhhit4, vol. 2), p. flo. 

36. Ay11rvtdll Prakdia 1.489, cited in Misra, Ayttrvtdfya, p. 327. In preparing 
it for its ingestion, one is to nourish mercury itself with bTjllS of gold and silver: 
RA 8.16-zz. Cf. KCM (London, Wellcome MSS no. g473) fol. 454-9• in which 
menstrual blood is used as an adjunct. On the kfttrtlSin!ISkdrtlS (garbh4d4na, p1J1!1S11-
VIll111, and s1mantonnaya1111), see M111111 SmJ;ti 9· 33• 36-38. In legal terminology, the 
surrogate male who fathers a child on a widow (/qttra) who has lost her husband 
(/tfttrin) is called the "inseminator" (bljin): Gaut1111111 Dharm11 Siltra 28. 30, cited in 
Kane, History of Dhamuliiistrll vol. 2, pt. 1, p. 599, quoted in Gail Hinich Suther
land, "Bija (Seed) and l<fttra (Field): Male Surrogacy or Niyog11 in the Mahabhir
ata," Contribmions to Indian Sociology, n.s. 24 (1990), p. 78. 

37·Josbi, "Notes," pp. 1o6-7; HT, p. 85; Kaviraj, Bhmtiy, 1:279. 
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38. MBhT 10.3-4. The unity of Siva and Sakti is portrayed as that of seed (bTja) 
and sprout (aillmra) in a number of sources: Narharinath, NIIV Niith Caurisf Sitldh 
(Benares: Rashtriya Press, 1¢8), p. 25 (v. 3). Cf. Kamakaliiviliistl, quoted in Wood
roffe, Serpmt Pawn; p. 132. 

39· There is a certain symmetry here between the father-son relationship of 
Agni-Prajlipati and the guru-disciple relationship of Gorakh-Matsyendra: see be
low, n. 74 of the present chapter. 

40. HYP 2.23. Cf. Renou and Filliozat, L'lndtclassiqr~t, vol. 2, p. 52. 
41. HYP 2.22-38. This identification, of .fll!~a as the means to bodily bb11ta

lutldhi, was confirmed for me in a personal communication from Mahant Avedya
nlith, Gorakhpur,January 1985. 

42. Satapatha Brahma'!a 7.2.2.18-20; 7·2·4.10. 
43· This is clearly stated in Padmavat u.S(= 219), in Grierson and Dvivedi, 

PadtnniiWilti, p. 479, and Shirreff, PaJmavatT, p. 134: "Now that you are a Siddha, 
you have obtained a state of purity (itulht). The mirror (tlarp111f) of your body has 
been cleared of dust." Cf. Svtt4ivatara Upan4aJ 2.14. 

44· HT, p. 81. Two texts entided Bhl1taitu/Jhi Ttmtra may be found, in edited 
form, in the TantrllStn{lgraha, vol. 3, pp. s65-625; and vol. 4o pp. 3o8-16. 

45· Jaggi, l'Ogit and Tantrit Mtdidnt, p. 117. The term may originaUy have re
ferred to the casting out of "beings" or "spirits" inhabiting the area upon which 
the ritual was to be performed. Bbnta at once means "element" and "spirit": Van 
Kooij, Worship, p. 21. Cf. BhP1-368-74· 

46. Descriptions of outer and inner bh11taitu/Jhi are found in 1<4/ikiJ Ptlr41Ja 
p.18-19; 53·13-14; 57·93-loS (in B. N. Shastri, K4/ikilpt~rd1fa (text, introduction, 
and translation into English), 2 vols. [Delhi: Nag Publishers, 1991), vol. 2, pp. 751, 
756, 816-19). (The same passages, with different chapter and verse numbering, are 
translated in Van Kooij, Worship, pp. 45• 166). Cf. HT, pp. 136, 140, 143; San
derson, "MaQ4ala," pp. 174-75; and Woodroffe PrindpltsofTantra, 2:477 (cited in 
Walter, Rolt of Akhrmy, p. 70). 

47· 1<4/ikil Ptm11fll 55.21-35 (in Van Kooij, Worship, pp. 45-46) gives a detailed 
description of the divinity who is to be projected upon this empty space. cr. 
M11hilnirvil'!ll Tantra (ed. Woodroffe), pp. 76-77; Bharati, Tantrk Tmdition, p. 246; 
Gupta, HT, pp. 136, 140, 143; Sanderson, "M31}4ala," pp. 174-75; and Wheeloclc, 
"Mantra in Vedic and Tantric Ritual," in Alper, ed., Mantra, p. 121. Compare RA 
18.2o8-2 10. On a Therawda Buddhist precursor of this technique, see Paul Mus, 
"La notion de temps reversible dans Ia mythologie bouddhique," Etolt Pratiqr~t dts 
Ha11tts Etfldts. Ann1111irt I9J8-19J9 (Melun: lmprimerie Administrative, 1938), 

PP· 3o-31. 
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4fl. 7imtnnJirttiluz, p. 1078, cited in Pandey, Hindu ~luirtzs, p. 16. Cf. Kapani, 
Notion tie s1171JSitilra, vol. 1, pp. 89-94. 

49· Sotlhtnul is derived from the same root as lutltlbi, in bbtltlliudtlhi. Apart from 
the first eight Sfn!Uitilras, relatively pure mercury may be obtained through extrac
tion from cinnabar (in the vitlyiitlhllrtl ytmtrtl, through the process of distillation, 
pilt111111: see above, chap. 8, sec. 3), and a number of simpler methods. Svetlmuz is 
described in RA 10-41; RH1' 1.3; RC 15.36; and RRS8.61; 11.19. 

so. HYP 1.n, 19. This process is widely reported in sources (quoted at length 
in Brahmlnanda's commentary on 1.11) that range from the Y/Jjillrolll/tya Srm;ti to 
the Lmg11 Puril'!"· Cf. Caralt11 Stnhhitil 6.15.19-30 (cited in Dasgupta, History 1:316) 
on the body's natural voiding of waste products through the bodily orifices and 
pores. The IqflN ( 14. 31) calls the first of a list of five sets of Kaula schools "Starting 
at the Pores" (rrmu~kopiltlt). 

51. HYP 1.13. 
51. Yog11 Sll!rtJ 1.1 reads yoga/ titt4vr;tti nirotlhllt, of which the most generally 

accepted and elegant translation is "yoga is the suppression of the states of con
sciousness." 

53· HYP 1.56. 
54· The most succinct rendering is found in RA 1.19: for variant readings in 

other works, see above, chap. S• M. 145, 161, u8, 1u, 137. 
SS· The verse is found in HYP 417, in which the Sanskrit reads: mOrcchito 

harate vyldhtn mfto jtvayati svayam/ baddha~ khecaratlf!l dhatte raso vlyuka plr
vati. Cf. RA 1.19: mon:chito harate vyldhif!l mftO jtvayati svayam/ baddh~ khecar
atlf!l kurylt raso vlyu§ca bhairavi. 

56. R4j4 nlnl S117!'biltl, v. 18 in Dvivedi, Nilth Si~ p. 9· Statements of this kind 
are legion in the hathayogic sources. Cf. HYP 1.1 and 4.18 for a more sober formu
lation. 

51· HYP 4.16, 18; RA 1.117-18. Cf. RA 1.1o-u, the verses immediately follow
ing the classic statement of 1.19. 

58. Goralth Bilnl Sabadt 141. Cf. Sabadt 138 and RA 1.117-18. 
59· RA 11.197· The seven forms-mllrcchilll, 7111J11Sfltll, jalllluzbtmtlha, mllni

bantlhll, pa!fllbtmtlba, bbiiSIIIIISfJtll, and lthorafbtmtlba]-are described in 11.198-108. 
RA 10.19 establishes a metaphorical, if not literal, identification between various 
forms of treated mercury and Hindu divinities: "Through the power of the Work 
(ltllriiiiiJogaba/4t) mercury takes the form of Brahml when it is purified (m£11); 

(Vi'l}u)Janlrdana when it is swooned (milrttbitll); and Rudra when it is bound (blltl
tlha). Other sources (RRii 1.1.na-13a, RM fol. 1a.8-1o; Rlullsintlhu, ASL MSS no. 
4167, fol. 1.5) follow this enumeration, adding other hypostases of Siva (Mahd-
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vara, Sadiisiva, ISiina) to their lisiS to correspond to further transformations of 
mercury. 

6o. HYP 1. ?-9o3S· The final member of the first of the six preliminary practices 
of yogic purification (the fR(knrmil'!l), called llfllisiira ("the coursing of the inner 
fire"), involves a similar body of practices which are said to activate the five inner 
fires (of digestion, etc.). In ngnisiira, one is to repeatedly fill and empty the abdomen 
of air, after th.e fashion of a blacksmith's bellows: Renou and Fillio7.at, L'lndt 
dnssiqllt, vol. 1, pp. 51-53· 

61. HYP 1.69. HYP J.11, calls the outer niltfTs "lifeless"; 3·73 says they are "para
lyzed"; and 3· 74 calls them "bound," all synonyms for "swooned." See below, n. 89. 

62. Brahmiinanda's commentary to HYP 4·21· Mtlmhn11n has a number of other 
meanings, including "swelling," "coagulation," "assuming shape," which together 
lead to an image of a bruise which, taking shape as it swells, becomes deadened to 
touch: Monier-Williams, Smu!..-rit-'EIIglisb Dictionary, s.v. "murch." 

63. HYP 3·SS-6o. UtftfiyAIIn is also the name of one of the four original plfbns of 
both Buddhist and Hindu tantrism. In the Niith Siddha system of the nine (nkms 
(which alternates with the 6 + 1 (lli'rll system), ntftfiyAnn (here called od.JAnn) is lo
cated at the level of the second calera, the svAJIJif!bAtlll: SSP u. 

64. HYP 3·1Q-13.]Ain1!idbnra is also the name of one of the four original plfbns, 
located in the Niith Siddha system of the nine (llkl'lls at the level of the bt'llhmnrnn
Jbm-nirvA'!n (akrn, the eighth (Okra identified with the fontanelle: SSP 2.8. The 
Niith Siddhas locate the two other original plfhas, Kamnrllpn and Ptl17!ngiri, at the 
lowest and highest (okras, respectively: SSP u, 9· The fornt of diaphragmatic re
tention called tlltlrt(bn, discussed above (n. 6o) in fact combines breath retention 
with thejiiltn!idbnra bn11dhn: HYP 2.69. 

65. HYP 4.26. 
66. On the seven types of alchemical bnnJhns, see RPS 2.1, and above, n. 59· 

The verse concerning the riikfnsn named Method is RA u.3, and the commentary 
is from the glossary to Tripathi's edition, p. 373· 

67. See above, chap. 8, n. no. 
68. Gornkh Bil11TSabadt 88. Cf. HYP 4·9•• which calls the 11iidn an elephant goad 

for stabilizing the wild elephant of the mind. This passage is the first of a series of 
nine verses (HYP 4·9'-99) which metaphorically compare the effeciS of the nilda 
on the mind to all manner of immobilization in nature and culture. In Saiva ritual, 
the nnktliii 11111dril (a fist with the index-finger bent in the fonn of a hook) is em
ployed to generate nectar from within the subtle body: Gonda, Vif1]11ism, p. r8o. 

69. The notion dates back to Atbnrvn Vtdn 114.11. On clipping the wings of 
the cosmic goose, the btm,lsn, see Carpap ji ki sabadi 47, in Dvivedi, Niith SiJdhf11!1, 
p. 17; and HYP 4.92. On the clipping of mercury's wings, see RHT 4Si BbP 5·•48, 
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168-69; 6.176; 8.81; 9.81; and RC 16-44 5z-55, 75· See also above, chap. 7• n. 166. 
70. RV 10.113.6, cited in jean Varenne, Cosmogo11its vidiq11ts (Milan: Arche, 

198z), p. I 14-
71• The myth of Gorakh's binding of the nine serpent douds is related in the 

ca. A.D. 18zo Sri Niitb nrtbava/1 of M~n Singh, vv. 33o-36 and Uvi, u Nipal, vol. 
1, pp. 351, 37z, citing the "lost" Nepali B11ddbn Pllrd'fa. This binding may be a 
reference to the nine calmls of a system described in Gorakhn~th's SSP (z.1-9). 
More likely, it refers to a commonplace of Siddha literature, that through a given 
practice, one becomes more powerful than nine serpents: KCM fol. zoa.8; BbP 
(ASL MSS 4401, fol. 3b.49). TheRA (n.314) raises this figure to ten. 

7z. HT, p. 53, citing PammilrtbllSiJrtl 1.15; and Kaviraj, 7ilntrik Mlnmay, p. 58. 
73· Yognblja 5z: cbtdabandbaimmkto. Cf. Abhinavagupta's praise of Matsyendra 

as one who "tore apart the glowing net," in TA 1.7. Lee Siegel's delightful Ntt of 
Magic is a wide-ranging discussion of this entire symbol system. 

74· K]iiN 17-33-37· Cf. Gorakhn~th's statement that "bound in the noose (of 
Death) one becomes a living creature. Freed from the noose, one becomes Sad~
siva": Sahagal, Gomkb Darfan, p. 107 (without citation). The Parait1rdma Knlpa Stl
tnl (1.5) makes a nearly identical statement. Tantrics also have the power to kill. 
This one of the "six acts" (!n!kartllil'fl) of tantric black magic is called milr1111a: HT, 

P· 35· 
75· HYP 4.17. On the three knots,/IYP 4·70, 73, 76. 
76. HYP 4·94· 
77· Yogamilrta'!tfa 180, in SSP, p. 71; Yogablja 5z; and HYP 3·Z+ Cf. HYP 4.108, 

which states that the reali7.ed yogin is not bound by karma, not eaten by time, and 
is beholden to no one; and Gorakh Bil11l Sabadr Bs, which makes a similar statement 
in the context of what it calls the anilbat bandb, the "lock of the unstruck (sound]." 
See also Aklllavlratalltm (B) 30, 49-50, 65, in Bagchi, K}11N, pp. ¢""99· The ava
dbtlta is one who has thrown down (ava-db1i) the bonds of existence: NSC, p. n6. 
Cf. SSP6.r. 

78. Death (named Yama or I<Jia) carries a noose, as does the divine enforcer of 
order and binding contracts, VaruQa. The latter, as a first-function god, is a special
ist in invisible binding weapons, not unlike the Scandinavian Odin who ensnares 
enemies on the field of battle with his invisible fetters. The bonds of death are an 
Indo-European theme, on which see Bruce Lincoln, "Mithra(s) as Sun and Savior," 
in Dtatb, Uitr, and Sacrifict: Stlldits in ldtology and Practict (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1991 ), especially pp. 78-81. On kolava11ana, see HYP 3· 3; K]flN 
17.17; KCM (ASL MSS no. 395z) fol. 3Ja.3, 31b.z. 

79· Goplcandrtr Giln, summarized in Dasgupta, Obsmrt, p. u7. Gorakhn~th 
does the same: Gora/rfll Vijaya, pp. 45-48, cited ibid., p. zu. 
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So. Gopranulnr Piilalll, p. 345• translated in Dasgupta, Obmm, p. u6. 
81. GopramdnrStmnyis, p. 418, cited in Dasgupta, Obmm, p. 215. 
82. Emest Tnunp, Tbt Atli Grtlnth (London: 1877), p. xl, cited in Briggs, 

Gort~klm4th, p. 203. Cf. Ptlllm4vtlt 129 [=n.I] for an extended description of a 
fully equipped Nith Siddha; and Briggs, Gomklm4th, pp. 6-2 3 and Dvivedi, Nith 
StmlfWlltliy, pp. 15-2 1, for discussion. 

83. The wavering mind is itself compared to a gazelle in the HYP (4.94> 99), a 
metaphor dramatized in the legend of Gorakh's disciple Bhartrhari: Briggs, 
Gort~khnitb, P· 132· 

9+ Gort~kh BinT Sabadr 4Ba, in which the ktmthll is identified with the five ele
ments. cr. the Jain legend ofKantha4r. a disciple ofGorakh, who transfers the heat 
of a fever (or his yogic energy) into his ktmthll: Pnlllllntlhll Cintbun]i, pp. zz-2 3• 
cited in Dvivedi, Nith Stnnprtul4y, p. 51. 

85. On dying to the world and performing one's cremations rites, see Pandurang 
Vaman Kane, History of Dlnmlllllisml, 5 vols. 2d ed. (Poona: Bhandarkar Oriental 
Instirute), vol. 2, pan 2, pp. 954-55, 985. On the fW11!4gnihotn1, see V.ikhin11111 
Sm4rtll Sfltnl 2.18. This tradition goes back to the TaittirfJII Art17!J11k11: Madeleine 
Biardeau and Charles Malamoud, Le Slltrifiu dims I'Intle Andmne (Paris: Presses 
Universitaires de Fnnce, 1976), pp. 6?-(58. A Prl'!ignihotnl Upttni!"tl, a compi
lation of earlier Upanisadic descriptions of this pnctice, is found in Deussen, Sixty 
Up11nislltls, z:64s-s•· Because the renouncer has performed his own cremation rites 
upon taking up ~~mnyisll, his body is not bumed, but nther inhumed or set adrift, 
upon its apparent "death." On this see P11iflg11lll Uptmiftul 45-8, cited in Kapani, 
Notion de Sfn!Ukirll, vol. 1, p. I 53· 

86. RA 1.19. The optimum fixation (btmtlhll) of mercury, effected through its 
"assimilation" in female sulfur and mica, leaves it in an ashen state (bhtlsmT/n;tll) 
in which it has been rendered "lifeless" (ni']lvll: in opposition to the quite useless 
llljlvll-btmtlhll, which leaves mercury subject to evapontion and has little medical 
use: RRS 11.75), i.e., completely immobilized and impervious to heat and thereby 
most effective against disease: RRS 11. 76. 

87. Gort~kh BinT Sabadr z6: manu be jogl manu, marar, hai mi~il tis mannlap 
manu jis maranlap gor&f marl di~i. cr. lflgllbQII S?-s8a, and Kabir, Sikh1l9.l3 
(= Dobt141.8), in Vaudeville, Kllblr, p. 26o. 

88. P11tlmilwt 242, in Grierson and Dvivedi, Ptultmlll'llliti, p. 530. 
89. Amtmn~ghll PrriWhll40b-4I, which is nearly identical to HYP 3·27b-28. I 

have translated the problematic jinlyit in this passage as a gerundive. The founh 
state of consciousness is called either mflr«hi or tur1]11 ("tnnce"). A fifth may be 
added. This is 111f11'1n!11, "death": commentary to English translation of HYP +107, 
P·I07· 
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90· HYP 34 In classical Indian thought as well, one enjoys one's "third" and 
most glorious birth, this time in heaven, when one's corpse has been incinerated in 
the cremation fire: S11111p11tb11 Bnlltnun]11 11.1.1.1. 

91. On VlljroiT, see above, chap. 7• nn. 90-101. Sllblljoh and tmltmJ/1 are described 
in HYP 3.91-98. These practices appear to be connected to the broader tantric 
ritual practice of tm~r;tikllni1JII, which involves the identification of ashes, water, and 
nectar: on this practice, see Gonda, Vifr!uism, pp. 72, 18o. 

92. See RA u.79 on the state of the question. It is also called bb11S11111-nir'tn41]11 
plnzt/11: MBbT 5·•· See above, n. 14. 

93· RA 1·•41· Personal communication from Siddhinandan Misra, Benares, 
March 1985. 

94· An early example is V4j11SII11tyi Smltbitl 40.15: "Now my breath is the im· 
mortal wind, my body is bbtumll," cited in David Knipe, "Night of the Growing 
Dead: A Cult of Vlrabhadra in Coastal Andhra," in Alf Hiltebeitel, ed. Crimin11/ 
Gods tmJ Dmwn Dwottts: Essays on tiN GUIIrllUms of Popular Hinduism (Albany: 
SUNY Press, 1989). 

95· M11itri Up1111i!11d 6.15. 
¢. Malamoud, "Village et foret dans l'ideologie de l'lnde brahmanique," in 

Cuirt It mondt, p. 1oz; and Kapani, Notion dt Sfn!Ukilnz, vol. 1, p. 6o n. 34o citing 
SatllfJIIthll 8nllnntn]ll6.z.1.6; 6.3.1.1.; and 6.5-3.1. 

91· Goprcand's statement (in Temple, Ltgmtlsoftbt P11njllb, vol. z, p. 48 (legend 
no. 18, vv. 499-500) reads k11chl btJrum bow jiJIJilr pbm pbir jltlbtml to jogl hilt gurll 
nt dlt fJIIkilt. Cf. Svetlivlltllrtl UfJIIni!lld (1.11), which states that a body fired by yoga 
{yog4gni7!fmiiJ1111! lllrinzm) cannot be reached by either sickness, aging, or death. 
Whence also the invocation to Agni and the gods, "May we be well cooked!": RV 
9·83·•· Cf. Sivll Stnhbit4, '1..31-3~ and Yogllb{ill 34-35· 51, 76, which distinguishes 
between a body that is "cooked" or "fired" (/lllkv4) by yoga and one that is not 
(11p11kvil); and evokes a "seven-dbiltu body fired in the fire of yoga." 

98. Here we are paraphrasing the formulation of Benjamin Walker, Hindu 
World, s.v. "ashes:' 

99· On the PiSupatas, see Lorenzen, "Saivism: PiSupatas," in Encycloptdill of Reli
gion, vol. 13, p. 18. On vibbllti, Monier-Williams, Stmsltrit-Englisb DiaitmiiTJ, 
s.v. "vibhoti." On the consumption of ashes as a component of d1*!4, see M1111u 
Smr;ti 6.15, 38. 

100. Walker, Hindu World, s.v. "ashes." That is, Siva ejaculated at the sight of 
Pirvad, in which case the combination of elements which Siva smeared over his 
body evokes those of the tmltn'Oh mudnl. 

101. Mllhllbbmtll 3.8I.98-n8; 9·31·34-50; Sktnulll1'rlri'JII p.1.1-37; Plldnul 
Ptn-11]11 •·z1·•-•5; S·•8.13z; Vilmlmll 1'urirJ4 •1·•-zz. A brief Mllhtlbbilrtztll 
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(13.17.92) reference to the same myth has Siva calling himself biJIIS11tabbiita, "made 
of ashes": O'Fiaherty, Siva, p. 245· 

102. Bralmtil'!t/n Purlif!a 1.2.27.1o6b, 1o8ab, 109b, 113ab, u1a, u3a, u4b. 
103. Kivya Usanas's poetic powers are hymned in RV 9.87-3; a Brahmanic myth 

of his rivalry with lndra and the gods is found in Jaiminfya Bralmtllf!a 1.u5-27. 
See O'Fiaherty, TaltsofSrxand Violmtt, pp. 87""90. 

104 Georges Dumezil, Mytbt tt ipopit, vol. 2, part 2, "Entre les dieux et les 
demons: un sorcier," pp. 161-66; 197-205, 2o8. The myth is found in Mahabhiir
ata I.71.2-1.72.25. 

105. Dumezil, Mytht tt ipopit, 2:2oo-4 
1o6. On the alternation between kavi and Kivya U5anas's name, see Dumezil, 

Mytbt tt ipopit, vol. 2, part 2, pp. 148-56, 204 On the incantatory element in Vedic 
healing, see Zysk, Rtligiotu Healing, pp. 8 and 24I, citing Sily:ll}a's commentary to 
Atharva Veda 4.2.6. It should be recalled here that "magical alchemy" was an affair 
of Asuras: see above, chap. 3, nn. 35-40. On the alchemical kavi and the medical 
kaviraj, see above, chap. I, nn. 49-50; below, chap. 10, sec. 5· 

I07. Knipe, "Night," in Hiltebeitel, Criminal Gods, pp. 149-50. In the Punjabi 
Hills cults of the Seven Sisters, the term pi1Jt/1 is applied to "a lump of stone, some
what resembling a Siva-lniga" that are manifestations of the Goddess herself: Emdl, 
Victory to tht Mothtr, p. 66. An extensive discussion of the term pi1Jt/n is found in 
Kapani, Notion dt san.ukilra, vol. 1, pp. U9-37· 

108. See above, chap. 7• n. 98 on the -oli suffix; and chap. 8, n. 194, on the 
relationship between the Nilga suborders of the Dasnilmi sects and the Nath sant
pratliiya. On ashen go/as carried by the former, see Sadananda Giri, Society and Sann
yiisin: A History oftht Dafanii111T Sannyiisitu (Benares: n.p., 1976), p. 26. 

109. The alchemical texts generally keep the reading grt(ikii; however, see RA 
u.330 for gt~likii. See Monier-WilliaJDS, Sanskrit-English Dictionary, s.v. "gu~a." 

no. Pir Premnath, Siva-Gorakfa, pp. 29, 61. 
III. Siva-Gorakfa, pp. 19-34, 36, 41-46. Throughout his account, Premnath 

identifies Vicilmilth with Bharq-hari. The Sri Nath ltrthiivali of Milo Singh (v. 364) 
relates that Bhartrhari revived a dead child (whom this source names Siddha Kiyil
nilth) in a cave within "Gorakh Tilla" which, although it is usually identified with 
the prestigious Niith Siddha monastery of of Sialkot Uhelum dist., Punjab, Paki
stan), is located by this author at Pharphing, in the Kathmandu Valley (an A.D. 
1393 inscription at this site states that Gorakl}anatha's sandals were established 
there by Acintaniltha; Tibetan traditions identify this figure with Matsyendra: Bag
chi, introduction to Knt~laftianani"!aya, p. 13)! 

1 u. Levi, Lt Nipal, vol. I, pp. 351, 371 citing the Btuldha Ptlrlif!a; and Dvivedi, 
Nath Sampratliiy, p. 47, citing the YSA. This latter account, which includes the 
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detail concerning milk and menses, is adapted into Hindi in Gautam, Sri Gomkh
niith Caritm, p. 6. A Punjabi variant is briefly recounted in Rose, Glossary, p. 393· 
Another version of the same account, from the TaiJqTfJiit-i-Ciiti, is cited in Briggs, 
Gomkbniith, pp. 181-83. NSC (p. 49) gives a north Indian version of this legend. 

113. These specially prepared ashes are in fact twice calcinated, by virtue of 
which they take on their distinctive snowy-white color. On this process, see Bedi, 
Sadh11s, pp. 78-79. 

114. Briggs, Gorakb11iith, p. u. The present-day Gorakhnith temple complex 
of Gorakhpur houses both an eternal flame (akha1J4 jyott) and an eternal dhlinT (a
kha1J4 dhlina). 

I I 5. On Gorakh 's initiation, see Dvivedi, Niith Sll11tprat14y, p. I 9· On Carpap's 
conception from Gorakh's laitgoti water and Gaga's conception from ashes given 
by Gorakh to his mother, see NSC, pp. I93• 156. Gorakh initiates Pdral] Bhagat 
with ashes: Temple, LtgmJs, 1=445-46. 

I I6. Temple, LtgmJs, 1:436-37; William Crooke, "A Version of the Guga Leg
end," Jndill71 Antiqtuny 14 (I89s). PP· 51-53; Gautam, Sri Gorakhniith Caritm, 
p. Io6; NSC, p. 176. 

I I7· Rose, Glossary, vol. 1, pp. 390-1; Srivastav, ed., "Gornkb" Viltfilitk, p. 90· 
On the calcinating breath of the cosmic serpents, see Temple, LtgmJs, vol. 1, p. 
177 (legend no. 6 ["Guru Gogga"], v. 641). 

118. Above, chap. 8, sec. + 
119· HYP I.17, 48; %.66; 3·III, us; 4·IO, II, I9· Som:lnanda, in his Sakti

vijniina, uses the term tmhiipana (w. I 1-I 3) for the act of raising the kllf!tfnlinT; and 
bodhnnn (w. 14-IS) for the subsequent act of causing the kli1Jtfnli7ti to pierce the 
granthis of Brahm:~, Vi~J]U, Rudra, and enter into lsvara, who is found between the 
eyebrows, and finally into Sadasiva, via the brah111advara: Silbum, Klt1J4alinT, p. I I 3· 

uo. Padoux, Viic, pp. 86-u 1 (especially p. 87, citing Saratla Tilaka I.~) de
scribes this interaction at length. See Gonda, MtditVa/, p. I86 (citing Mrgtndr4-
gll71ta, Kriy:lpada I .z ); and Silburn, Klt1JtfnlinT, p. 3 for alternative terminology. 

IZI. HT, pp. 174o 177. On the Kattliivalinir~~aya of Jiiinanandagiri Parama
harpsa, see HTSL, p. 144. For a discussion of the related term nirodbi11T in the man
tric practice of chapter z I of the pre-roth c. Nttm Tantm, see Padoux, Vac, pp. 
103-4. Suppression (11irodhn) is used as a synonym for pr41Jilyiitna in HYP 1.1 and 
Gomkb Biini Sabadi 81, 91. 

xu. Lilian Silburn, "Le vide, le rien, l'abime:' in Lt Vidt: ErpirinlCt spirimtllt 
(Paris: Hermes, 1969), pp. 3o-33. This technique, also known to Mahayana Bud
dhism, was transmitted via China to the Japanese Zen masters, where it took the 
form of the konn. 

u 3· RA 10.11: j4rt11Jiid bandban1J7!t bbnvn. 
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124. RA u.5o-54· 
115. RA 11.11: gris1171J y,h'!flmama prabho. 
116. On the successive absorption by mercury of six times its mass of mica, see 

RA 11.7o-73. More recent sources (RIIsadntAmtn]i 5·13> suggest that sulfur should 
be used before mica in this process: Misra, AyurvtdTya, p. 243. In modem practice, 
sulfur, rather than mica, is used: Ray, Histury, vol. 1, pp. xliii-xliv; and Dash, Al
(htmy, p. 100. It should be noted here that mercury has six times the atomic weight 
of sulfur and that synthetic cinnabar is composed of 84% mercury and 16% sulfur: 
personal communication from Damodar Joshi, Benares, March 1985. 

117· RA 11.98-lo6. 
118. Personal communication from Damodar Joshi, Benares, August 1984. Cf. 

Dash, Akhnny, p. 100. 
119. Gorakh Bini Sabadr 1 51a. Cf. Sabadr 1 3b, in which the yogin is enjoined to 

absorb (jtmmlm) [his mind) in [the words issuing from) his guru's mouth. 
130. This practice, dramatized in the legend of Mastnilth (Sankamath, Sri Mast

nlth Carit, pp. 1()9-lo), has for its outward correlate the playing of the singnld, 
the antelope's hom worn by Nilth Siddhas, which is made to emit a (barely aud
ible) sound by blowing: Veronique Bouillier, "La caste sectaire des Kilnphafi Jogr 
dans le royaume du Nepal: l'exemple de Gorkhil," in Bulletin dt l'&olt Francaist 
J'Extrhnt-Orimt 75 (1986), p. 147. 

131. Gorakhnilth mentions (Gorakh Bini, Sabadr 85) the anlhat bandh, a power
ful lock presumably effected at the level of the heart, by which the yogin is ren
dered invulnerable. 

131. HYP 4.85-86. 
133· HYP 4.100. 
134· baddhaiJl vimuktaciliicalyalfl nildagandhakajilral}ilt/ mana~ pilradam ilpnoti 

nirillambilkhyakhe 'tanam. 
135· RRS 11.78. 
136. HYP 1.17, 27. 
137· A mltra (4 seconds) is defined as the time it takes for a sleeping man to 

breathe in and out once: six of these are a pala (YogadntiJm117!i, cited by Brahmil
nanda, in his commentary to HYP 1.12). Alternatively, it is the ti.:ne it takes to 

circle the knee three times with the palm of the hand, and then snap one's fingers 
(Joe. cit., citing YiJjflllValltya Srm;t1). Geometric progressions ofhathayogic palas are 
found in Amanashz Yoga 1.5~8; the relation between temporal duration and the 
successive stages of Piltaiijala yoga are also described in Brahmilnanda's commen
tary to HYP 1.12. See below, chap. 10, nn. 57-58. 

138. RA r8.56-6o. 
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139· M11itrr Up11nif11d 6.18; Gor~~kb Bini SabadJ 3 3• 1 1 5. 
140. Khakhar, "History," p. 49· 
141. Mircea Eliade, Sbll11tlmism, Arrb11ic TtcbnifJUts of&stasy, tr. Willard R. Trask 

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1971). 
141. Although most traditions make Gopicand a king in Bengal, the oldest re

censions of his song cycle appear to be from Nepal: Mukherji, GopiC1171drtl NI!Jikll, 
p. xliv. 

143· Legend cycles ofJiilandhara (or Hll~ipll) and GopTcand are found in Bengal 
(GuvindiiC1171drtr Gin, summarized in Dvivedi, Nltb Stnnprt~d4y, pp. 184-86), the 
Punjab (summarized in Rose, Glossllry, p. 395• and Temple, Legmds, 1:1-71 [legend 
18)); and Rajasthan (Gold, Ctm1iv11/, pp. 159-310). AMarwari recension is the Gop
ictmd kl Akbyln, ed. Sridhara Sivalal (Bombay: Jnan Sagar, 1890). The Bengali 
Goptcand cycle intersects that of Gorakh ~ rescue of Matsyendra from the Plantain 
Forest, in the trilogy comprising of Gtmlltfll VijiiJII, Goplamdrtr Gin, and At]illl Pur-
11]11: Mukherji, Gopic11ndn1 Nl{llkll, p. xxxvi. Three blnis, entided Gopicand jl kl 511-
blldi, Rlji/Unl Stn!thld. and Rig lUm11gri, offer fragmentary accounts of the GopT
cand legend: Dvivedi, Nltb Siddhll'!f, pp. 6-11 (w. 4?-US)· 

144. Kablr, in one of his Slkbls (4.8), refers to the KetalcJ (vernacular kwtn;l; 
Latin Pandanrus odmltissimus), a fragrant shrub whose creamy colored flowers at
tract bees: Vaudeville, Kablr, p. 179 and n. 7· 

145. The motif is an archaic one, going back at least as far as the KA~Iilki 
Bnl/muntll (6.1-2, translated in O'Fiaherty, Hindu Myths, p. 31). 

146. Grierson, "The Song of Manik Candra," ]oum11/ of the Rqy11/ Asi11tic Society 
oJBmg11l47 (1878), no. 3, pt. 1, p. uS, stipulates that she survived this ordeal by 
taking the form of a mustard seed (siddblrtb11). 

147. Gopictmdrtr PlnCII/1, pp. 366-69; Guvindii-C1171drt~-g114, pp. 71-73; Gopl
ctmdrtrGin, Bujhln Kh111Jtfa, pp. 87-1301 summarized in Dasgupta, Obmm, p. 126. 

148. RA 18.u8. 
149· Temple, Legmds, 2:23, cited in Briggs, Gor~~khnltb, p. 194 NSC (p. uo) 

maintains that these effigies were made of the seven metals (s11p14-dbltu); other 
Bengali accounts say all three are made of gold (Mukherji, GopiciiFUinl NI!Jikll, p. 
xli). The Bengali Goplcandrtr Git says merely that Kllnha-pll made three Gopicand 
effigies: Dvivedi, Nltb Stnnprtu/4y, p. 186. 

1 so. Another version, from the Punjab, states that Gorakh created a man from 
a blanket, who called himself "Goptcand" when Jiilandharipll asked him who he 
was. The angry yogin reduced him to ashes swm times, after which the real Gopt
cand was brought forward. Jiilandharipll then declared that since he had not been 
consumed by fire, he should become immortal: Rose, Glossllry, p. 395· Cf. the 
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Marwari version, which states that Jilandhara reduced seven Goprcand effigies to 
ashes, after which he declared his disciple immortal: Sivalal, Gop1t1llld ltiJ AltbyiJn, 

PP· 33-35· 
151. Gtm~lth BIJn1Pad 345• glossed in Srivastav, ed., "Gtm~lth Bini" Vlit{Jlrik, pp. 

181-83. Alternatively, he uses magic to restore these limbs, which his stepmother 
had cut off (see below, for an identical motif, in the legend of Ptlral} Bhagat): 
Briggs, Gtm~lthniJth, p. 191. On a parallel, from the Tibetan Grttb thob, see above, 
chap. 4o n. 148. 

151. Gornlth lliJn1, Paiic Mitri ua, in Srivastav, ed., "Gtm~lth BIJn1" Vilt!iJnlt, 
p. 391; and Barthwal, Gtm~lth Bln1, p. 111. 

153· Briggs, Gtm~lthniJth, p. 197· 
154 Gautall', Sri Gtm~khnlth Caritr11, pp. 14-16. 
ISS· Ibid., pp. ¢"'97· 
1 s6. Ibid., pp. 59"'61. 
IS7· Briggs, Goralth111Jth, p. 71. 
158.Ibid., p. 187. 
1 59· The principal recensions of the Parar, Bhagat/Cauranginith legend are 

those found in Temple, Ltgmds, vol. 1, pp. 375-455 (no. 34); Swynnenon, Rontnntit 
Tales, pp. 411-41, both of which are Punjabi; and the twenty opening verses of the 
Prl'! Slnlta/1 of Cauranginith (in Dvivedi, NiJth SiJJho7!t, pp. 19-10), written in a 
medieval eastern Rajasthani dialect (ibid., p. 16 of the preface). It is also recounted 
by Jiiine5vara in his YSil (p. 371, cited in Dvivedi, NiJth StnnprtttliJy, p. 177), and in 
Gautam, SriGornkhnilth Caritm, pp. 81-89. 

16o. Asian Mythologies, s.v. "Turkish and Mongolian Shamanism," by Jean-Paul 
Rowe; idem., "Le nom du chaman dans les textes rurco-mongols, A11thropos 53 
(1958), pp. 11 3-41; Diane M. Coccari, "The Bir Babas of Banaras and the Deified 
Dead," in Hiltebeitel, ed., Crirninal Gods, p. 156; and William Crooke, Religion a11J 
Folltlort ofNtWth India (London: Oxford University Press, 1916), p. 319. Sialkot, 
the ancient Sikala, the venue of the Parar, Bhagat legend, was the capital of the 
central Asian Htll}as, the Ephthalite Huns, in the latter half of the first millennium: 
the Punjabi JiJS, of which Para!} Bhagat would have been a scion (Briggs, Goralth
niJth, p. 139), are descended from this people. On this, see White, Myths of tht Dog
Mtm, p. 110. The term bhagat is employed for the rt~~dhari actors whose troupe 
Gorakhnith joins to release Matsyendra from the clutches of the women of the 
Plantain Forest: Rose, GIOSSilry, p. 394 [n.]. 

161. PmJ SRrilta/1, in Dvivedi, Nilth SiJJho7!t, p. 19 [= v. 1o6]. On the Sailkh/ 
Salwin alternation, see Temple, Lq,tnds, 1:376, 378 [legend 34• w. S• 18], who says 
in a note that Sankh is Salwin's father. Gautam, SriGtm~lthniitb Caritrll (p. 8z) calls 
the king SaSinga and maintains that Cauranginith was born from Siva's seed: Sa-
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Singa was Caurangi's surrogate father. The Punjabi legend recounted in Temple 
states that POral} Bhagat was conceived by Acchnn "as soon as the Sun saw her" 
(v. 93). 

161. This he does in spite of Acchnn's warning, which evokes a yogic notion of 
the body already discussed: "There are nine gates to the city, go not to the tenth, 
The tenth is the palace of thy stepmother, NQI}ln": Temple, Ltgmtls, 1:398 (vv. 
165-66). See above, chap. 8, sec. 4· 

163. LQI}l, who is said in Temple's Punjabi recension of this legend (Ltgmtls, 
1:391 [v. 187)) to be of the Chamlri (currier) subcaste, is widely known as Lol}l 
(or Nol}il) Chamlri, the most terrible sorceress of north India. She is said to have 
gained her powers by eating the corpse of Dhanvantari, the divine founder of In
dian medicine, who had died of snakebite at the fangs of the great ntJga Ta~aka: 
Crooke, Rtligion and Folklort, p. 4 3 7. Veiled references are given in Temple, Ltgmtls, 
1:386 and 413 (vv. 118-19, 441). Curiously, Silwan is himself said to be the son 
of another great ntJga, ~suki (Bilsak) in another version of this legend: Briggs, 
GomkbntJtb, p. 184. The Jain Pnzbandbn Cint471111'!i gives Nlgirjuna a similar pedi
gree: see above, chap. 4o n. 194· Nol}l Chamilri is said to have belonged to an 
Islamic subdivision of the Nlth S11111pmd4ya, that of the Ismail Jogis: Rose, GIOSSIIry, 

P· 396. 
164. Temple, Ltgmtls, 1=4o8 (vv. 383-86). 
165. Ibid., 1:411 (vv. 418-19). 
166. Ibid., pp. 414-15 (vv. 457-468). 
167. Ibid., p. 417 (vv. 498-501). 
168. Ibid., pp. 419-10 (vv. 517-33). It is LOI}l's maid, Hin ("Diamond"), who 

tests the blood. It will be recalled that Hin was the name of the sorceress who 
enslaved Goplcand for twelve years: see above, n. 149. 

169. Ibid., p. 4ZZ-1 3 (vv. sss-67). The well is so described in Narharinath, ed., 
SrintltbkatbilsAm, p. 18. 

170. Temple, Ltgn1tls, p. 416 (v. 6o4). Cf. Kabir, StJkbT 19.1 (in Vaudeville, KAblr, 
p. 190), quoted above, chap. 8, n. 115. 

171. Temple, Ltgtntls, pp. 418-34 (vv. 63Q-101). 
171. Ibid., pp. 44o-46 (vv. 774-846). 
173. Ibid., pp. 448-ss (vv. 875-956). 
174· See above, chap. 7, nn. 81-83, for alchemical allegory in the Padmivat. 
175· Both iankba and (birwil) lo'!ll are also herbs used in alchemical operations: 

KCM fol. ua.9; and Padmivat 310 [= 17·31· 
1 76. On this forest, see above, chap. 8, sec. 1d. 
177. This would parallel such Hindi constructions as JayiiiR, from daytJ, kindness 

(thus "kind"); or kr;p4/R, from h;pa, "mercy" (thus "merciful"). 
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178. Sachau,A/bmmi~ India, vol. 1, p. 192. From here, the story takes a tum and 
becomes an account of the sack ofValabhi, related above: see chap. 4• nn. 2oo-202. 

179· Sachau, Alheruni~ India, vol. 1, pp. 191-92. Such traditions have remained 
common in the regions of the Sind and Kacch, on the western fringe of India, 
down to the 19th c.: Madhihassan, Indian Alchemy, pp. s8-S9· 

18o. Gortllth BilnT, Pad 6.1-5 in Srivastav, "Gtm~kh B4n1" Vifei4nk, pp. 200-61. 
181. This is the body that is rejuvenated through its calcination in the fires of 

yoga: cf. Kabir, Doha 46.64 (in Vaudeville, Kabir GranthiiVali, p. 70). Cf. Lai/4-
V4kylni 100, cited in Silbum, Kul]t/lllinl, p. 45: "Give thou breath to the bellows 
even as doth the blacksmith. Then will thine iron tum to gold .•• " The Vedic 
blacksmith's bellows are fanned with birds' wings: Maurice Wintemitz, A History 
of Indian Litmzturt, trans. V. Srinivasa Sarma, s vols. (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 
1981), 1:59· 

182. ra(t}tl k4 kilm m4se kl mf literally means "the work [or desire, or semen] of 
one ratl's weight [is] the theft of one 71111!4~ weight." According to the weights and 
measures used in precious metalworking, 8 ratls (the seed of Abrus prt«Jtorius, 2 1h 
grains, 12 1 milligrams) equal one mllfl (lentil; one-twelfth of a to/a). Below, in verse 
s. the unit of one gadiyln4 is used: one gadiyln4 equals 6 m4f4s and therefore 48 
ratls. Kabir makes poetic use of the terms rani and tila (sesame seed, another unit 
of weight) in doha 35· 7-8 (in Vaudeville, Kabir GranthllVali, p. s6). 

183. Because I have found it overly "spiritualized" (to the neglect of most of 
this poem's concrete referents), I have generally avoided the flk4 provided by Sri
vastav and the NAth Siddha editors of the "Gtm~kh Bini" Vi!tilnk. Here, however, 
I find their commentary useful: the grain is the individual soul, into which the 
universal soul (the lentil~ weight) has emanated. Gorakhnlth, who has stolen his 
way into the universal soul, identifies himself with it and dwells within it, is lost in 
it. There is, however, another probable reading of this verse: The play of propor
tions, of a grain acting on a mass eight times its weight, is a common alchemical 
phenomenon, in which an infinitesimal quantity of perfected mercury can trans
mute up to a billion times its weight of base metals into gold. 

184. Cf. HYP 4.56. 
185. Here, the triadic void is the trilrup, the three-crested peak,· located in the 

cranial vault, which is the culminating point of the three channels [mit/Is]. Alter
nately, it is the downtumed triangle from which the nectar of immortality the yogin 
has generated drips downward, thereby transforming his body. At this point, all of 
mundane existence, including the pure/impure opposition, has been transcended. 

186. Unmtmi or unmtm4 is a transcendent state of consciousness, located at the 
highest level of the subde body. It is also a term which connotes equanimity, a pure 
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level of thought which is sometimes taken to be the homologue of SllmllriiSII. The 
gold that comes in (or "permeates"), by its very nature (sabllja), refers to the irre
sistable Row of refined semen realized at the end of one's hathayogic practice and 
to the effects of the alchemical touchstone, which transmutes all it touches into 
gold. 

Chapter Ten 
1. E. M. Forster, Tbt Hill ofDwi (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1¢5), p. 88. 
2. In particular, it is the ojiiS, the Ruid of life which exists, in extremely limited 

quantity in the heart, that is to be restored. See above, chap. 2, n. 44i and Ananta
charya, Rils8y111111, pp. 2o-21. 

3· Gorakb 84n1Pad 6; 13.1; 50.2; ~iv Gora~ BAvanJ 38. 
+ Gtm~kb Bini Sabadt 6o, 211; Pad S·li IS.Ii BbP s.26o; 5·297· 
S· See above, chap. S• n. 113. 
6. Alchemical and other uses of the root wtlb likely remount to the metallurgical 

technique of amalgamation of mercury with gold for the extraction of gold from 
the ores in which it naturally occurs. The earliest such use of the term (riiSIIViJJba) 
is found in the Artbal4mrl ofKauplya (2.12.2). 

7. On this relationship, see, for example, Br;batl4rtngaka Upani{tul1.4 11; Ma
blbbmtil 12.72·9-12 and 13.8.n-u; M~~nu Smr;ti 8.37-39· There is a symmetry 
between the brahman-lcfatriya relationship and that obtaining between the ~a
triyas and the third Vfm!ll, the vai5yas: Satilpatha Bnl/ntunfa 12.7-3.8. 

8. Satapatba Bnlhmll'fll S-4-4·7-19· 
9· The myth is related in Dwibb4gavlltill'urtJ'fii7·11-4S-'7·18.s8 and M4rkll'fl!tya 

Puri'!a 7.1-69; 8.1-270. For a discussion see White, Myths oftbt Dog-M~~n, pp. 
So-86. 

10. Tbt Mlrkll'ftftya Puri'!ll version dates from the 3d-4th c. A.D. 

11. Tbt Cll'ftftl-KAuiika, ed. Sibani Das Gupta (Calcutta: The Asiatic Society, 
19(Sz). 

12. C"'ltftlkauiika 4·zsff. 
13. Cll'ftftlkaulika 4·3o-31. This is a slightly altered version of the old Buddhist 

set of eight siJJbis. 
14 Cll'ftftlkaulika 4·32, 34· 
15. M.A. Stein, KA/bll'fll's RAjatlmnhghfl, Cbrrmitk oftbt KingrofKmbmir, 2 vols. 

(London: Constable, 19QO; reprint Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1979), t:toz. 
16. This is the third and final regnal period ofCakravarman. He had also ruled 

in A.D. 923-33 and during part of 935: R4jatllrrmginl 5.288-92, 297-302. 
17. Kinha-pll calls himself a KipAlika who dances with a Qombl (before killing 
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her) in Caryilpatla IO (in Kva:rne, Anthology, p. 1 I 3). On the Qombi as portion of 
the female sexual organ, see the A.D. I446 Bengali commentary to the Lnghu Kil/a
caltratlmtrll, reproduced in Shastri, Catalogttt, vol z, p. v. 

IS. Ucch4fa Ci7Jt/Oii ("Outcaste-Leftover") is a name for the tantric Goddess/ 
consort in a number of traditions: Apfel-Marglin, W"wts of tht God-King, p. z4o. 

19. Tod, Annals and Antiq11itits, z:I I96. See above, chap. 4, n. z4o. 
zo. Tod, Annals and Antiq11itits, z:107. This is portrayed graphically in 19th c. 

miniature paintings, found in miniatures held in the jodhpur Fort Museum as well 
as murals on the outer walls of the shrine of the Mahilmandir, of the Marwar king 
MAn Singh together with his minister "J:tlandharanilth." In these miniatures, the 
king is standing or pictured in a subservient position to his Niith Siddha, who is 
seated, in conical cap, under the royal parasol. 

u. Gorakhllvtn!tlllva/1, ed. Yogi Narharinath (Benares: Rashtriya Press, 1964), p. 
95 (in Nepali): dtwai hilt thilpmt bhayo ra ubi hiltmil Jahi childi /au ~il bhant/4. Cf. Nay
araj Pant, Sri 5 Pt;thivinilrilya'! Sahko Upadtl (Lalitpur: n.p., n.d.), pp. 545, 641-4z. 
This episode is graphically portrayed in a painting on the walls of the N:ith Siddha 
monastery of Caughera (Srigau district, Dang, Nepal): personal communication 
from Veronique Bouillier, Paris, january 1993· A Hindi translation of this episode 
is found in Srivastav, ed., "Gorakh" Vtlqililk, p. 338. The crucial phrase, in Hindi, 
is gorakhnathji nt wahl dahl tukT afijnli mntt m11kh st 11/at diyil aur kahil J:i isko khilo. In 
the Hindi, the verb ula!Jtil means both "vomit" and "reverse," as in the hathayogic 
ula!il siJdhnna. This latter reading would imply that Gorakhniith drew the yogurt 
down to the base of his subtle body before reversing it and bringing it up out of 
his mouth. 

u. For the historical reality and political intrigue behind this legend, see Vero
nique Bouillier, "The King and His Yogi: Prthivin:lriyaQ S:ih, Bhagavantanilth and 
the Unification ofNepal in the Eighteenth Century," in john P. Neelsen, ed., Gm
dn; Castt and PO'Wtr ill So11th Asia: Soria/ Status and Mobility in 11 Transition11l Soritty 
(Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 1991), pp. 1-z1. 

z 3· Sachau, Albmmi's India, vol 1, p. 18o. 
z4. Stern, "Le temple d'Eklingjr," nn. 8, 19. This detail of Bilppil Riwal's initia

tion is not found in the I 5th c. Sri Ekllliilgll Milhiltmyll. It is, however, related in 
Tod, Ann11ls 11nd Antiquities, vol. 1, pp. z64-65. See above, chap. 4t nn. u6-z7. 

zs. Mujtaba and Shah, "Taming of the Serpent," pp. 83-84. 
z6. Abhinavagupta's discussions of the various vtdha dik~as are found in TA 

z9.z 36-75. A partial English translation of the description of vtdha-di~a is found 
in Silburn, Klt7Jtfalin1, pp. 91-103; a full Italian translation is in Raineiro Gnoli, 
Luu: dtllt sacrt smtturt (7imtraloka) (Torino: Unione Tipografico-Editrice Torinese, 
197Z), PP· 7o8-U. 
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17. Klt/AnJIIVII 7izntra, 14.61-68, 78-79• 
18. StJmJa 7i/4ka s.uS-41· An English translation of this passage is found in 

m; PP· 86-87. 
19. Gomk.fa Smlthita, vol. 1, ed. Janardana Pandeya. The initiation is called 

vtdhavatl in 14.151-51 and loosely described in 14154-74 This Sakta text also 
calls itself the KAdibhtda Tantra: HTSL, p. 55 and n. 91. 

30. TA 19.139-40, citing the Gabvam Tantra. 
31. StJmJa 7i/4ka 5 .138b: am punarguruvaktre tu yojayed. See also above, chap. 

7, n. ~and chap. 8, nn. 113-15. 
31. TA 19.171. 
33· SamJa 7ilaka S·•4o. 
34· Silbum, Ku'!tfnlinT, p. 95· 
3 s. Tucci, "Animadversiones Indicae," pp. 1 38, 154: vaktrel}a vaktral}l danva 

adhrdi dhyanamukham:lpOrya vajrabhftil ~tomra5atamantrital}l krfri muhe mu
hal}l dei mela [mukhe mukhal}l dehi, me]. See also Snellgrove, lndo-Tibttan Bud
dhism, vol. 1 pp. 154-61. 

36. SAmJa 7i/4ka 15.137b. The editor suggests two readings-vidhtroakkrlntart 
and· vi!'!tiVakknlntart-neither of which makes sense and which I amend to vidro
vaktnlntart. In the kauklkmt rite of the siJJha 11111rga, the guru's mouth is said to be 
"encased" or "interlocked" (sampura) in or with that of his disciple: KM (London, 
Wellcome MSS no. gso1) fol. 3sa.7-8. 

37· Yogalm'!lfaiT Upani~ad 71-71, in Varenne, Upanishads du yoga, p. 131. These 
verses are borrowed directly from the KhV: the Yogaku'!tfn/1 Upn11i~nd is composed 
of the seventy-five verses of chap. 1 of the KhV, together with 164 "original" verses: 
Bouy, NAth Yogi11, p. 41 n. 157. 

38. Jonathan Parry, "Sacrificial Death and the Necrophagous Ascetic," in Mau
rice Bloch and Jonathan Parry, eds. Dtath and tbt Rtgmtration of Lift (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1981, p. ¢,citing H. W. Barrow, "On Aghoris and 
Aghoripanthis," ]o11111al of tbt Anthropological Socitty of Bflmbay 3 ( 1893), p. 141. Cf. 
the Htvajm Tantra (1.u) description of a secret lndo-1ibetan Buddhist initiation 
ritual, in which the initiate is enjoined to eat the semen that his guru has shed in 
the pudendum of a "Wisdom Maiden": Snellgrove, lndo-7ibttan Btuldbism, vol. 1, 

PP· 158-59· 
39· K}11N 18.ub-13c (the conclusion of its chapter on initiation): vaktridvak

tral}l vi~l}a siddhibhagya~ saminyathu dmanye kathital}l kumbhe 5ankhadvak
tral}l vis~a~. 

40. I am grateful to Alexis Sanderson for this reference. 
41. rasendrel}a yatha viddhamaya~ suvafl}atiliJl vrajetl di~viddhast:~tha hyanna 

sivatval}llabhate priye: I<.tt~Ar7Java Tantra 1489. 
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4z. SU/nnunn4/4(vol. 1, p. 8z ofBhattacharya\ edition); TA S·•sr; PmJIImlpm-
1t41ikll 9 and IJislnJII Purirpl A.38.87 (both cited in Sadasiv Balwant Kulkarni, ed. 
and Marathi tr., RilstmJIIUIStmiU«bllyfl, z vols. [Kolhapur: Sivaji University. 1970, 
197z], vol. 1 [1970], pp. Z3-Z4);A1111111111kll Yog11 z.48. 

43· RA 17.164-6s. See above, chap. 7, n. u. 

44· rtiSII!tll J111VII1IIIIttti ltJnonulyogo tlvitlbi ""'"'+· 
45· The "th.ree fruits" are the fruits of three varieties of myrobalan; the "three 

hot substances" are dry ginger, long pepper, and black pepper; "rock water" is a 
naturally occurring mineral acid. 

46· RA IZ·331-37· 
47· As a unit of weight, one fllllll equals eight lOIIIs (RA 10.34b). A tolll is slighdy 

more than ten grams. Therefore a fllllll is 8z.6z4 grams, or about three ounces. 
This value of the fllllll is calculated from equivalents given in RA 10.32-3+ Other 
alchemical sources yield different equivalents. 

48· Other alchemical texts make the same claim. See for example BhP S·ZSS• 
7•U+ 

49· Am~m~~~k11 Yog11 J.sQ-98, on t1n1k11 M"· Cf. Srivastav, "Gomkf/1" Jl'lkpJnk, 

P· ISZ· 
so. As a measure of time, one fllllll equals one sixtieth of a gha(ikl of twenty

four minutes, i;e., twenty-four seconds. 
51. This ordering respects the hierarchy of the five elements, with their corre

sponding senses. 
sz. The powers acquired between days fourteen and twenty-eight correspond 

to the eight classical Hindu sitltlbis. 
53· This is Intellect, the second t11ttr111 or metaphysical category, according to 

Samlchyan thought.l'rlru{fl, the universal principle alone, is higher than this. 
54· I have arrived at this measure of mass by extrapolating data from the Bhlgll

"""' Purirpl (3.11·5-6) and RA 10.32-33a. According to the former source, two 
Jllmlmi7JUS make one lltJfl, three 117JUS constitute a lrlltflm!U (or trisllmJu), and three 
lrlltflm!US equal one trup ("mote" -and one hundred trups equal one vtdha!); ac
cording 10 the latter, six trups equal one /ikf/1 ("nit"), six /ik{lls one yRk11 ("louse"), 
sixyRkiiS one rlljiiS ("pollen grain"), and six rtJjiiSCS one 1111'!"/111 (one mustard grain), 
which has the mass of approximately 0.004 grams. 

SS· BhlgiiVIIIIl Purirpi3.11-4-
S6. Blaise Pascal, Lu Pmsiu sur Ill rrligiun tt sur fW/tpm 11utrts 111jtts (Paris: Edi

tions du Luxembourg, 1951), pp. 134-39· Douglas Adams, Thr Rt#lnmmtllltbt 
EnJ of tbt Univtm (New York: Ballantine Books, 1995). A Hindu equivalent of this 
"restaurant" is the cosmological construct called Lokiloka ("World/non-World"), 
located at the outermost edge of the disk of the earth, within the cosmic Egg of 
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Brahml. On this, see O'Fiaheny, Drr11711S, pp. 204-5; and Malamoud, "Cosmolog
ies prescriptives," pp. 307-17. 

57· For definitions of this temporal unit, see above, chap. 3, n. 112, and chap. 

9• n. •37· 
58. BhilgtJVIItll Purilrfa 3·11·9-12, r6-u, 32· 
59· For the tannic perspective on breath as the basis for all time reckoning, see 

Abhinavagupta, TtmtriiS4rll, chap. 6 (pp. 46-57 of 7Dt 7imtriiS4rll of Abhinllvaguptll, 
ed. with notes by Mulrunda Ram Sasni [reprinted. Delhi: Bani Prakashan, 1982).) 

6o. For summaries of Gorakhnith ~ metaphysics, see Dvivedi, Nilth Smnpratlily, 
pp. 114-26; and Aksaya Kumar Banerjea, Philosophy of Gtmlklmilth 111ith Gtmli!a
Vat~~n~~-Sangraha, zd ed. (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1983). 

6r. This notion is particularly transparent in ]iiilnakilrika (z.zb-4b), a ten at
nibuted to Matsyendra (in Bagchi, K}flN, p. 116). Cf. Jean-Paul Sanre, Bting and 
Nothingnm, trans. with an introduction by Hazel E. Barnes (New York: Washing
ton Square Press, 1972), p. 56: "Nothingness lies coiled in the heart of being-like 
a worm." 

6z. Gorakh BilnTGyln 1ilak 27-28, in Srivastav, "Gorakh BilnT" V'lltflnk, p. 362. 
63. Mahilvtdha is treated on p. 47 of this edition, whose versification is totally 

confused. It quite identical to the description given in the 15th c. HYP 3.26-31. 
For a similar quantification, this time of the progressive llr'lgiiS of Pltaiijala yoga, 
see Brahmlnanda's commentary to HYP z.u. 

6+ Cf. HeimaM~ (Facns, pp. 95-100) discussion of the term lfliiJII, which has 
many of the same valences in the Sanskrit language. 

65. See the early Ait~mya Uptmifad 1.1-3.12, especially 3.11-u. This notion 
carries over into the tannic worldview, in which the endpoint of emanated creation 
is the adha~-lnnJtfalinT, who enters the human mic:roc:osm through the fontanelle, 
to slumber at the base of the system of t~~ltras, until she is awakened by yogic prac
tice. On this, see above, chap. 8, sec. 1. 

66. Stephen W. Hawking, A Brit/ History ofTnnt: Frrnn tht Big Btmg to Black Hoks 
(New York: Bantam Books, 1988), pp. 8r-113, especially p. 89, in which Hawking 
discusses the improbability of black holes issuing into "wormholes" in another part 

of space-time. 
67. RA r8.u7-zo. 
68. On iiiiH/avtdha, see RA 12.70 and RRS 8.95· On transmuting with bodily 

secretions, see Yoglltllttva Upanifad 74o and RA r8.z8. 
69. Gtmlkh Bilni SabadJ 171a, 148: niiijhar jhara~airp arpmlrpras pl~lrp ~t dal 

bedhyi jli I ... vyand hJrp jog vyand hUp bhog vyand hJrp harai c:ausathi rog I yl 
bind ka koJ j~airp bhev I so lpairp karatl lpairp dev. 

70. For a discussion of these texts, see above, chap. 5, sec. z. 
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71. Gorakb Upan4RJ, in Mallik, ed., SSP, p. 74> which suggests that the outer 
piercing of the ears is tantamount to the inner kbtcarl muJrd. Cf. Briggs, Gorakb
niJth p. 6, citing the testimony of Naths in Hardwar. 

71. See above, chap. 8, nn. zt3-15. 
73· See above, n. 17. 
74· Here, the mythic paradigm for the biological relationship between priesdy 

teacher and di~ciple may go back to even pre-Vedic times. See above, chap. 9, n. 
104 

15· Here I am following the alternative reading suggested in Tripathi's edition 
of the RA (p. 11 1 n. 1 ). in place of haribaramagabbfra~, which makes no sense, the 
editor suggests the reading baribarasamavfra~. 

76. KztliJ"!ava Tantra 5·93· Cf. K}tiN n.zt-13. 
77· This theme is especially dear to the KCM, which devotes over a fourth of 

its content to techniques for attracting Siddha maidens, nymphs, goddesses, and 
females of every stripe into one's embrace. Similar themes are the frequent subject 
of the BbP: see above, chap. 5, n. zr4. 

78. On the Asura siJJbi of rasa-ras/Jyana, see above, chap. 3• nn. 34-40. On 
.Kivya Usanas, see above, chap. 9, nn. 103-6. On the Bengali kaviriljas, see Ro~u, 
"Lietard et Cordier," pp. lxxxiv-lxxxv. 

19· 1\}flN 7.11a, 14.18a, 16b; RA u.337; KCM fol. 143.8; Gorakfa Sataka 147b; 
KhV (NNA MSS no. 5-6568), fol. 9b, line 3; Siva SatitbitiJ 3· 73· 

So. On the alternation between kavi and I<Avya Usanas's name, see Dumezil, 
Mytbt tt ipopit, vol. 1, part 1, pp. 148-56, 104. On the incantatory element in Vedic 
healing, see Zysk, Rtligiotu Htaling, pp. 8, 141, citing Sayal}a's commentary to Ath
arva ~Ja 4.1.6. Cf. Padoux, Vile, p. 6. 

8 I. The archaic cults of these beings go back to at least the first centuries of the 
common era, in Hindu and Buddhist traditions alike. The Siddhas and Vidyadharas 
are listed as beings "born from divine wombs" in the 6th c. A.D. Amarakoia I. I .11. 

See also jean Przyluski, "Les Vidyarija," Bullttin dt I'Ecolt Francaist J''Extritltt Oritnt 
13 (1913), pp. 301-18; J. A. van Buitenen, "The Indian Hero as Vidyadhara," in 
Milton Singer, ed., Traditional India: Stnlttrtrt and Cbangt (Philadelphia, American 
Folklore Society, 1959), pp. 99-105; and David Seyfort Ruegg, "Surles rapports," 
p. 83. As Przyluski notes (p. 317), these demigods figure in the entourage of Siva 
(Gorakh) in Hinduism, and Avalokite5vara (Matsyendra) in Buddhism. 

81. K}iiN8.3oa.ltalics my own. In his YogabTja (63), Gorakhnath speaks ofSid
dhas through whose grace (h;pa) one becomes a yogin. 

83. K}1iN 9.1: Yet, one is enjoined to worship the same three figures in 18.4b. 
The term yogini is employed both for human "witches" or "sorceresses" with whom 
tantric practitioners had commerce and for the goddesses to whom they offered 
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their vital fluids, through them. In Matsyendra 's Akulavfrll Tanlrll (verse 78a of ver
sion "A" on p. 91 of Bagchi's edition of the K]flN), it is said that "that which is 
difficult for divine Siddhas is easily accessible for the YoginJs." 

84. K]iiN 16.4 -r5o; 14·4-u. On the "Nllths of the Four Ages," of which Matsy
endra is the fourth in this tradition, see above, chap. 5, n. 93· 

85. Matsyendra's recovery of the Kaula teachings is described in chap. 16 of 
the K'ftiN: see above, chap. 8, sec. 1. Matsyendra appears to identify himself with 
"Siddhanlltha," who revealed the ak11/avlra doctrines to the world: Akulavlra Tantrll 
(A), vv. 1-1a; AlmlllVTrll Tantrll (B), vv. 39b, 141a. Cf. Jift1nak1Jrik4 1.1 (in Bagchi, 
K]iiN, pp. 94o 97, 1o6, 116). See above, chap. 3, n. 137· 

86. KJflN 144o, 55b-56, 63b-65b. 
87. Pllillpnta Siltrlls 1.33-38, quoted in Gonda, MtJitVal, p. uS; Ca'!tfakattliltn 

(ed. Bhattacharya), pp. 109-11. ~emiSvara's K:lplllika alchemist is described as 
possessing eight siJJbis that are quite identical to the eight Buddhist "magical pow
ers": see above, chap. 3• n. 14. 

88. H~atarita 3.111-18. 
89. Ottan, vol. 1, p. 136. Mahllvratin is ~ generic term for a Saiva ascetic-a 

Plijupata or Kliplllika-referring as it does to the "great vow" (i.e., the slaying of a 
brahmin followed by twelve years of expiation) undertaken by them in their initi
ation. 

90· RM (Paris MSS no. uu, fol. 18b.8-1o; 19a.1; Gondal MSS no. 861, fol. 
36b.4-9). This passage is clearly an expansion on RA 18.108-18, discussed above, 
chap. 5, nn. 163-66. This apotheosis corresponds quite closely to the goal of the 
Pllsupata, as described in the Pllillpata Stltras: "(one) moves unobstructed every
where; being equipped with these qualities one becomes the great chief of the ga'!as 
of Bhagavlln Mahlldeva." See above, chap. 4• n. 85. 

91. RA 7.58. 
91. MBbT 1-36. 
93· Siva Smltbita 446; 5.101, 104 
94· For a complete account of this technique, as it is found in the RRS and other 

alchemical sources, see above, chap. 7• n. 109. 
95· AK 1.1.61. 
¢. RA 11.151-58, especially 11.154 and 157. 
97· RA 11.104b-1o6. Cf. 11.337· 
98. RA 18.1ub-u7. Cf. Amanaska Yoga 1.98. 
99· RA 18.u8. See also RA 11.107: "There where the gods are absorbed (at the 

end of a cosmic eon), there too the Siddha is absorbed." In fact, three half-verses 
follow RA r8.u8. Cf. Yogablja65, which states whereas the three great gods pass 
away with the universal dissolution, the perfected yogin is indestructible. 
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100. See above, chap. 1, note 13. 
101. This is the text of an inscription in the ViMnlth Temple at Benares Hindu 

University. Cf. RM fol. 8a.8; 26a.2; BbP 2.1; and RA 15.16: "Eaten, (mercury) ef
fects the destruction of aging and poverty." 

102. Cmllul Stnbbit4 6.1.78, So. 
103. Stein, "Jardins en miniature:' pp. 53-5 5• 58. 
104-lbid.,. p. 57• citing the Yrm-ki ts'i-tstm (cited in P'ti-7Dttl yun-fou). 
105. Ibid., p. s8; and idem, "Architecture et pensee en Extreme-Orient," Arts 

Asitltipes 4=3 (1957), PP· 176, 185. 
1o6. BblgiiVIItll Puri1pl 5.16.7. This passage describes that portion of Meru 

which rises up from the earth's surface: a mirror image of this mountain extends 
below the surface of the earth, into the subterranean worlds of the demonic beings 
who inhabit them. The "lower half" ofMeru is oflesser dimensions than the upper 
half, according to the Puranic texts. On this, see Ali, Gtogn~pby, p. 48· 

107.1bid., p. 49i and I. W. Mabbett, "The Symbolism of Mount Meru," History 
of Religions 2 3 ( 1983), pp. 68, 71. The BblgiiVIItll PurbJtl (5.244) locates the Siddhas, 
Vidyidharas, and Cirai}8S at the highest aunospheric (but not heavenly) level, im
mediately below the spheres of the sun and Rihu, the "descending node" of the 
moon. See above, chap. 1, n. n. 

1o8. Here, I concenttate on TA 8.119-38 (vol. 4t pp. 1441-51), with the com
mentary of Jayaratha, who indicates selected passages borrowed from the Svllc
cbtnul4 Ttmtrll (10-424-51). On the millennarian importance of this latter text and 
the cult of Svacchanda Bhairava in Kashmir, see Sanderson, "Saivism: Saivism in 
Kashmir," in Eneydopttlill of Religion, vol. 13, p. 16. 

109. Vlljmlka in TA 8.u8, but vlljmlg11 ("Lighming-Limbed") in SvT 10-446, 
which adds that the "lowest-level Vidyidharas are ttavelers on the winds of the 
mind (111117111+J111Vtmllgamiu+>·" 

no. TA 8.133· The names of these Siddhas are {go]rrJaml, tdljtm~~, and bhllsma. 
Goroctm11 is in fact an organic dye having the same intense yellow color as orpiment 
(auripigmentum). Goroama is Inade from the urine of the cow. 

111. SvT 10-452. "Love's body" is a sitlllbi enjoyed by the consununate alchemist 
(RA 12.366: 1lllllltma iv11 sultlnti+> and yogin (see above, n. 53). ' 

112. See above, chap. 3, n. 137, and chap. 8, n. 68. 
113· The thirty-sixth and final chapter of the Ttmtrln'ijll Ttmtrll (pp. II s-2 I of 

WoodrofFe's edition), entitled "The Siddha:' seems to second this account of the 
Siddhas, albeit in a rather tame way (p. u 1): "The Siddha has prior (to death) been 
freed from (attachment to) the body ••• and whenever, wherever, and howsoever 
he InaY leave the body, he goes to the Good Path, for he was liberated whilst liv
ing (jlvllmnultta):' 
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114 The "Raivadcala Mllhatmya" constitutes chapters ten through thirteen of 
the Jain Satruiljaya Mahiitmya (translated in James Burgess, Rtpon on tht Antiquities 
ofKDthiitwa4 and Kacch, Bting tht Result of tht Stcontl Stasrm's Optrt~tions of tht Archato
hgical SunJty ofWtsttrnlndia, 1874-1875 [London: India Museum, 1876; reprint 
Delhi: Indological Book House, 1971], p. IS7• note). See above, chap. 4t n. 213 for 
other Jain references to this site. 

11 S· The bulk of the Matsyal'urmJa is older than this; the praise of the Nannada 
River region in which Raivataka is mentioned is a late addition made by a Saiva 
resident of Maharashtta: Surinder Mohan Bharadvaj, Hindu Platts of Pilgrimagt 
in India (A Study in Cultural Gtography) (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1973), pp. 66-67; R. C. Hazra, Studies in tht Pumic Rttords on Hindu Rittunul Cus
toms, 1d ed. (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 197s), p. 46; S. G. Kantawala, Cultural 
Historyfrr»n tht Matsya Puma (Baroda: M.S. University, 1¢4), appendix ill. 

116. Skantla PuratJa 7.1.1-15 (on Girnar). On the dating of this Puril}a, and of 
book seven, the Prabhllsa Kh31}4a in particular, see Hazra, Pumic Rttords, p. 165. 

117. Watters, On Hum-Chtvang's TrtiVtls, vol. 1, pp. 148-49; Beal, Su-yu-ki, vol. 
1, p. 169. Hsuan-tsang's contemporary, the Indian author Ba~:tabhana, describing a 
conclave of such "rishis," names the PasupataS: H'"!atarita 8.u6. 

118. On the identification of Raivata and Gomanta, see Vettam Mani, Puri7]ic 
Encycloptdia (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1975), s.v. "Gomanta 1." This is the first 
English edition, a translation of the original 1964 Malayalam edition. 

119. MahabhiJrata 1.13·53 of the Bengali (B1m.z_5) and Bombay Government col
lection (D) manuscripts only. The critical reading is Bhavanta. Another peak men
tioned in the MahiJbhiJratll has also been identified with Girnar: this is Ujjayanta, 
which the epic (3.86.18-1o) describes as one of the holy places of Saurashtta (i.e., 
eastern Gujarat). The Mahilbhiirata (1.41.8) names, without describing it, a Raiva
dka Hill, which it also locates in Gujarat. The site has also been called Girinagara 
and Girinllriyal}a, of which Girnar is a vemacularization. 

uo. On this king, one of the earliest mythic devotees of Rudra-Siva, and his 
use of mountain caves, see Dumezil, Mytht n lpopit, vol. 1, pp. ¢-tos. 

111. The passage concerning Gomanta is found only in the Bombay and Cal
cutta recensions of the Harivli11Jia (1-40, entitled "The Climbing of Gomanta" or 
"The Journey to Gomanta"); in the critical edition, it forms a portion of appendix 
17 and all of appendix 18, found in vol. 1, pp. 91-98 (lines 38o-so7). Cf. Mani, 
PuratJic Encyclopttlia, s.v. "Gomanta 1." 

tn. Harivli11Jia, appendix 17,lines 381-81, 386. Gimar is a cluster of peaks, of 
which two twin crags, today identified by Hindus as Gorakh and Datdtreya, are 
by far the highest. Lines 3~1 state that ~1}3 and Balarima would later defeat 
Jarisandha at that site; the battle is drawn in line 487. 
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u 3· Harivf11!11a, appendix 18, lines 448-49. See above, n. 1o6, citing the later 
(post-6th c. A.D.) Bbagavata Pttri'!a (s.z4·4), which gives a similar description of 
MountMeru. 

114. Burgess, Report, p. 159· 
us. Girnar figures prominendy in both the 13th c. YSA and the early 19th c. 

Natba Caritra of Min Singh, which devotes no less than fourteen chapters (1.z; 
z.1-13) to the site and in particular to Gopicand's travels there. 

u6. Grierson, "The Song of Manik Candra," p. z09; Temple, Legends, vol. z, 

P· 375· 
117. Dasgupta, Obsmrt, p. zo7; and Marie Lecomte-Tilouine, "Des dieux aux 

sommets (Nepal)," in Veronique Bouillier and Gerard Toffin, eds., Classtr les DittiX? 
Des Panthions m Asie du Sttd (Pttrt1filrtba 15)(Paris: EHESS, 1993), pp. 153-7z, esp. 

PP· 159-6z. 
u8. Punjab Statts GIIUttttt; vol. zzA, Cbamba Statt with Maps, 1904 (Lahore: 

Civil and Military Gazette Press, 1910), pp. 183-84. 
I Z9· See above, chap. 4· n. 156. 
130. The Hindu and Jain Vidylldharas had their Buddhist homologues in the 

Vidyllrijas: Reugg, "Sur les rapports," p. 83. In the Mn1ljuirl Mnlakalpa, the bodhi
sattva Vajraplll}i, the foremost of the Vidyllrijas, is iconographically placed to the 
left ofSakyamuni: Snellgrove, Buddhist Himalaya, p. 287. I have noted (chap. 3, nn. 
75-91) Nllgllrjuna's connection with Tliri: as the leader of the Mahiividyll god
desses, she is called "Vidyllraji\1": Bhattacharya, History, p. 225. 

Epilogue 
1. E. M. Forster, Tbt Hill ofDevi (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1963), p. 65. 
z. See above, chap. 3, n. 143· 
3· See above, chap. 4• n. 156. 
4· On this process in medieval Europe, see Jacques LeGoff, Pour tm autre 

Moym Agt, Temps, travail et ntlttm m O(ddmt: 18 essais (Paris: Gallimard, 1977), 

P· Z31· 
5· Personal communication from Siddhinandan Misra, Benares, March 1985. 
6. Personal communication from Siddhinandan Misra, Benares, March 1985. A 

similar experiment, in which the production of gold from mercury was authenti
cated by a recognized authority, C. P. N. Singh, is documented by S. N. Khandel
wal in the 6-u November 1983 edition of Saptabik Hindtuttin, pp. 41-44. 

7· Sanjukta Gupta, "The Ma'!tfa/a as an Image of Man," in Richard Gombrich, 
ed., Indian Ritual and Its Exegesis (Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1988), p. 35· 

8. Paramahansa Yogananda, A11tobiograpby of a ~gi. zd Indian ed. (Bombay: 
Jaico, 1975), p. 70. 
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9· T. R. Anantharaman, "Transfonnations-Metallurgical and Mental," Prof. 
N. P. Gandhi Memorial Lecrure, Varanasi, 18 December 1973, pp. 1-15. 

10. Personal communication, 3 November 1984, Kathmandu. On this, see also 
Yogananda, Autobiography, p. 163. 

1 1. Personal communications from Surya Kumar Yogi, Bhilbara (Rajasthan), 
March 1985; and Narharinath Yogi, Kathmandu, Nepal, October 1984. See Kakar 
(Shm1111111, p. 181) for names and descriptions of a number of similar illustrious 
figures. 

11. Trevor Fishlock, India Fil~ (London: John Murray, 1983; reprint Calcutta: 
Rupa and Co., 1984), p. 36, quoting the advertising of a "sex clinic." 

1 3· 1lyumAnavar, Vll'!'!tml, unpublished translation by Swami Sevananda. 
14. MBhT 1.5-6; Stlirma SmJ1hitil •·•4·•4-•s; but see 6.15.31 for a figure of six 

to seven days. 
15. According to both the medical and folk traditions, it takes forty drops of 

blood to produce one drop of semen: Carstairs, Tbt T'Wict-Born, pp. 83-84. Cf. 
SSP 1.73. 

16. Conception joins the four lower mnh4bhlltas, already present in semen, to 
ether, the empty space of the female womb. Also present are mind and kanna, 
attached to the soul: Dasgupta, History, 1:302, 307. 

17. Ct~rt~kn Snmhitil4.1.1 1-u; Silrngntlhnrn Smhhitil1.6.n-13; MBhT 1.13-14; 
SSP 1. 71. When semen is predominant, the fetus is male and spherical; when 
blood, it is female and elliptical; when equal, is hennaphrodite and hemispherical: 
Dasgupta, History, 1:314. In alchemy, similar genders are assigned to diamonds 
(vajms) of different shapes: RA 6.69-71. 

18. Gananath Obeyesekere, cited in Kakar, ShamtmS, p. 134· On the myth of 
King Moon, see above, chap. 1, nn. 38-40. 

19. In one of his mystic poems on hathayogic practice, Gorakhnith identifies 
the vulva as a vampiress and tigress: GDnllth 84nl Pad 48.1-3. An identical sentiment 
is voiced by MayanA, mother of the NAth Siddha Gopicand, in Gopkantlrtr Giln, 
cited in Dasgupta, Obsmrt, p. 146 n. 1. The alchemical RA (18.103-6) provides a 
mantrtl by which the practitioner may protect his semen, mercury, blood, Resh, and 
bones from hordes of goddesses and succubi who would trouble his dreams and 
suck him dry in the night. This may be a reference to early kula tannism, which 
imagined the "extraction" of vital Ruids from within the body by yogin is and iilkinls, 
who would in rum offer the same to MahAbhairava enthroned in the heart (Sand
erson, "Purity," p. 113 n. 89, citing N~ Tantrt110.1-40 and other sources). See 
above, chap. s.n.84-

10. Svoboda, AghDnl, pp. 18o-81. On ojiiS, see Dasgupta, History vol. 2, p. 343 
n. 1, citing CakrapAI}i's commentary to Caraka Stnhhitil 1.30.6. 
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~I. On this and related attitudes as rationales for the practice of widow burning, 
see the masterful work of Catherine Weinberger-Thomas, Cmdres d'immortllliti: Ill 
aimtltion des VtuVes m Inti~ (Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1996; tranSlation forthcoming, 
University of Chicago Press). 

22. This claim was displayed prominendy on the billboard over the storefront 
of a guptll rog clinic in the Lanka district of Benares in 1985. Recall here that the 
eighth and ultimate limb of traditional Ayurveda is viijlk11T111!'1, sexual therapy: see 
above, chap. 1, n. 46. 

13. Here I am simply summarizing two detailed studies by Veronique Bouillier: 
"The King and His Yogt; pp. 1-11; and "Growth and Decay of a Kinphati Yogi 
Monastery in South-west Nepal," Tb~ lndi1111 &onomit 117111 Soda/ History R~im 28:1 
(1991), pp. ISI-']O, especially pp. 151-6o. 

1+ This legend forms chapter 20 of the late 19th c. Sri M11St71iith Cmtll (Acts 
of the lllustrious Mastnlth) of Saillcamith Yogi, which places the action in the for
tified city of Chi nor, in southeastern Rajasthan. 

~ 5· Padmaja Sharma, Mahllrllja Man Singh ofJodhpur and His Ttmes (z8oJ-1843 
A.D.) (Agra: Shiva Lal Agarwala & Company, 1972), pp. ISS-s6. 

~6. Tod, An1111/s and Antiquities, vol. ~. pp. 82 s-~ 7· The most complete and in
sightful accounts of the relations between Min Singh and Ayas Dev Nith and his 
successors are Sharma, Mah~~r~~ja M1111 Singh, pp. 153-82; and Daniel Gold, "The 
Instability of the King: Magical Insanity and the Yogi's Power in the Politics of 
jodhpur, 1803-1843•" in David N. Lorenzen, ed., Bhakti R~ligion in North India: 
Community ldmtity 1111d Political Action (Albany, N.Y.: SUNY Press, 1995), pp. 
I2o-32· 

~ 7. Peter van der Veer, Gods on Earth: The M111111pmt of Religious Erptrimc~ and 
Idmtity in 11 North lndi1111 Pilgrimllgt Cmtrt, London School of Economics Mono
graphs on Social Anthropology, 59 (London: Athlone, 1988). 

28. The ascetic sects were, by the 17805, the dominant money-lending and 
property-owning group in Allahabad, Benares, and Mirzapur: ibid., p. 134o cit
ing C. A. Bayly, Rulm, Tuumsmm and B11Z11111T. North lndi1111 Sotitty in th~ Agt of 
British Erptmsion, 1770-I87o (Cambridge: Cambridge University P~, 1983), p. 

143· 
~9. David Lorenzen, "Warrior Ascetics in Indian History," Journal of tbt Amtri-

am Orimt11/ Sotitty 98 (1978), pp. 68-']o. 
30. Dirk H. A. Kolff, Nauktn; Rlljput 1111d Sepoy: The Etbnohistory of the Military 

Labour M~~rka in Hindustlln, 14 5o-18 50 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1990), pp. 74-85: "The warrior-ascetic in song, ballad, and legend." 

3t.lbid., pp. 76, 81. 
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32. Tod, Annals and AntiiJUitits, 1:300; and z:z98 ff., cited in Kolff, p. 8z. Italics 
my own. 

33· George A. Grierson, "Some Bihari Folk-Songs," JRAS 16 (1884), p. z36, 
cited in Kolff, p. 77· 

34 Vander Veer, Godson Earth, pp. 1z6-3o, 176. 
3S· Yubaraj Ghimire, "The Rise of the Sidhus:' India Today, pp. 61-63. A photo

graph on page 6z shows Avedyanilth seated, sixth from the left, with the other eight 
members of the VHP brain trust. See also Veronique Bouillier, "La violence des 
non-violents, ou les ascetes au combat," in Denis Vidal, Gilles Tarabout, and Eric 
Meyer, eds., Violmtts et non-violences en lnJe (Pu~artha, vol. 16) (Paris: Editions 
de l'EHESS, 1994), pp. u3-43 and especially p. 233 for a historical overview of 
this phenomenon. 

36. Cf. Van der Veer, Gods tm Earth, p. 133: "Ascetics use violence on their own 
bodies to acquire power over the microcosm of the body and over the connected 
macrocosm of nature, and they use violence to acquire power in society." 

37· See above, chap. 4• n. Z04 The dire and irreversible effects of a Yogi's curse 
are feared throughout India. E. M. Forster takes a different view, as stated in the 
epigraph to this chapter. 

38. See above, chap. 3, n. 6. 
39· Oman, Cults, "A Group of Yogis, One Man Enjoying His Churrus Pipe," 

facing p. <J; "A Party of Wandering Yogis," facing p. z9. Cf. pp. 7• z9. 
40. See above, chap. 4o n. uo. 
41. milk se niv niv se mnkil, (binmmJ kiiTtlm_, nab~ kucb lankil: Sankamith, Sri 

Mastn4tb Carita, P· Io8. 
4z. Dlustrious Nith Siddhas are inhumed under burial tumuli called Sll7114dbis 

after death: see above, chap. 4o n. 71; and chap. 9, n. 113. 
43· The most common form of greeting between Nlth Siddhas, ide/ means 

"[what is your] command (?]"; a mystic interpretation holds the term means "Adi 
[-niith] is Lord [ifa]." 

44· On this serpent-keeping and -charming suborder of the Niith Sll71tpT11t/4ya, 

see Briggs, Gorakbnatb, pp. s9-6r (who calls them Sepalas); and Rose, Gkutary, vol. 

z, P·409· 
45· Like many of the itinerant Nith suborders, the Sampelas generally live by 

begging (and by snake charming). 
46. See above, chap. 9, n. z8, for this Brahmanic identification. 
47· See above, chapter 7, part 3· 
4B· "Om, VictOry to the Lord of Animals!" PaSupatinlth, located in eastern 

Kathmandu, is the national shrine of Nepal. 
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49· See above, chap. 9, n. 173, for this identification. 
so. The "wallet" in which Nllth Siddhas carry their numerous paraphernalia. 

The jho/i is the Siddha ~ magical bag of tricks. 

S'· See above, chap. 8, n. uo. 
sz. I am grateful to Bob Ladd, of the Department of Materials Sciences at the 

University of Virginia, for carrying out electromicroscopic spectroscopy on my 
sample. 
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so,J89,410,41Z-IJ,434 
Acharya, A. C., 337 
Acintanlth, 96, 397, soo. Stt also ~ats-

yendra 
Adams, Douglas, 318 
llllhop4ttma yantra. See pltana 
adhorttiiS, 233, 240, 473· See also flrrl-

dhvtmtiiS 
adhwaktra. Stt mouth 
adhyitmtm-adhiyajflll-adhidtvat4. Stt mi

crocosm-macrocosm-mesocosm 
Adi[-nlth), 2, 71, 73, 8z, 84, 88, 91-93, 

95-96,98,1241 1))1 14o-41, 169, 
230, 295, 390• 392,415,42 I, 46o, 
473 

Advaita Vedanta. Stt Satikara 
Mghanistan, 63, 66, 98, u 1, 204 398, 

449 
Aghoris,2oi,JIJ,341o399o412,4S4 
4gntya. Stt year, solar 
~1 11 1 1) 1 16,189, 1901 1911 20)1 

2n, u4, 246, ZS9• z69, 271,283, 
28s-86,441,447•448,463,493• 
499, su. Stu/so fire; msa-agni
vnyu 

agniciiJana (piling of the fire altar), 11, 
32,269 

l.ft/4 (the "control" caltra), 40, u6, 284 
291,Z93•469,48o;Benaresidenti
fied as, 231 

Almlavlra Ttmtra of ~atsyendra, 141, 
158, 513 

Alberuni, 49, 53-54• 76, 105, u6, us, 
1491 165, 1991 Z991 )001 )11 1 )721 

419 
alchemical allegory, 294-300, sos. See 

also Padm4vat; Poral} Bhagat 
alchemical canon, 144-70 
Alchemical~an, 149-SI,24So30I, 

320; in western traditions, Z9S 
alchemists, Indian. Stt Rasa Siddhas 
alchemy, historical etymology of the 

term, 204 376 
Alexander the Great (Iskandar), 2 38 
A/hi Khfl'!tf, ZJ8, 476 

sss 

Allama Prabhu, 83, 102-3, 111, 129, 

23?-38o37So406-'7o47S 
alternation of generations. See gt1171 

amalgamation. Stt gold, amalgamation 
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Ama1111Ska ~ga ofGorakhniith, 141, 

249· 314o 316, 319,481 
Amarakofa, 57 
Amara11gha Prabodha of Gorakhniith, 

141, 225, 228, 264 
Amarat~ghaiasana ofGorakhnilth, 141, 

231, 254• 484 
amiiviisyil. Stt month, lunar 
Ambit, 118 
ilmnilyas (tantric Transmissions), 79-

8o, 181, uo, 388,423. Stt also in
dividtllll namu of iimnilyas 

Amrt Kul}~· Stt waters, magical 
mm;ta. Stt nectar 
Ant1;tlllm1Jt/a, hathayogic text attributed 

to Goralcf.a, 1o6, 1o8 

anagogy, 354 
aniihata: bandha, 497· 502j (llkra, 293· 

452;nada, 107,293 
ilnandakanda,8o, 146,154, 16o, 167-

69, 191, 192, 325, 391,405, 416, 
418, 437i authorship of, 126; list 
of Rasa Siddhas in, 8s-88, 90, 
100 

Ananta (name of a Serpent), 213-2 15, 

374o 463 
Anantharaman, T. R., 338 
Andhra Pradesh, 6o-61, 77• 103, 112, 

121, 161,286,3s6,375•382,4o6, 
4o8. Stt also Srisailam; Telugu lit
erature 

afljana (black antimony; invisibility 
salve), 49, 6o, 164-65, 166, 305, 

329o330o33Io436o514 
anthropic principle, 426 
Anup Sanskrit Library, Bikaner, 127, 

421,431,435 
aphrodisiacs, 145, 153, 16o, 166, 370, 

430 

apotheosis. Stt Siddhas (Perfecti), ac-
ceding to the world of 

Ardhanilri5vara, 252 
arivarga (class of"enemy" metals), 154 

Arjun Nilga/Nilga Arjan, 92-93, 121, 
132. Stt also Niigilrjuna 

arsenic, 189, 195, 198. Stt also red, ar
senic 

Artha Siistra of Kauplya, 370, 380, 382, 

446 
Aryadeva, 69, 81. Stt also Kafl}ari-pil 
Aryal, Mukunda Raj, 438 
ilsanas (yogic postures), 220, 265, 274o 

294o 422. See also matsymdrasana; 
vipllritakllrtl1JT 

Asailga, 43 
ashes: and purification, 444• 445i ash

fruits, 286; curative powers of, at 
Bogar shrine, 376; go/as of, 287; 

identified with nectar, 285, 349i in 
Nith Siddha legend, 287-88, 503; 

initiation with, 289, 299, 499i re
duction of mercury to (stt mer
cury, bhllSIIIIISiitaka; mr;tasfitaka); re

duction of metals to, 244o 267, 
z68, 297, 441; remains of pralaya, 
213-25,232 (sttalsoS~a); ritual 
use of, 180; "theology" of, 284-

85, 499i worn by Saiva sectarians, 

9·97o3os.soo 
Asi River. Stt Benares 
Assam, 62-63, ns, II9, 138-39, 195, 

235, 278, 379• 473· Sttalso Kilma
rOpa 

llf!Jlbandha, 194 
A!fiinga Hr;daya ofVilgbhana the 

Younger, 390 
Attanga Sf17!1graha ofVAgbhana the El

der, 52, 64-65, us, 149, 371, 390 
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aiuJJhiiJbv1111. See mtlyil 
Asuras (antigods), 10, 58-59, 190, 191, 

178, z85, 313, 3Z4J, 374o 416, 500, 

51Z 
ASwghosa, 35 
ASvins, 359 
AJaka. Stt caves 
Atharva ~Ja. rz-14o z3, 359• 373• 447 
At71111 BoJh. See Gorakh BoJh 
itmllTI, 18-zo, 33-34o 36-38, 46, IOZ, 

•ss. t8s, zo7, zu, 3S9· 36o, 4S9· 
See also brtilmum 

Aughars, 100, 399 
Aurangzeb, 1,5z, 1o6,405 
aurifaction. See transmutation 
lltlftldhi. Set herbs 
IIVadhiita, 4z6, 497; AvaJhiita Giti, 

141, 416; Avadhoti, in Buddhist 
subde physiology, zsz, 45~ form 
of yoga taught by Dattatreya, 141; 
s~pr.r~a,99,395 

Avalokite5vara, 70, 94• zz4o 396, 4•s; 
Siddhas in the entourage of, 5 u 

AvedyanAth,ni,346-47•398,493·5'9 
Avicenna, 189 
Ayas Dev NAth. Stt DeonAth 
Ayodhya,346-47,398 
Ayurveda, 13, 19-Z9, 37· 5Z-S3, 55· 

87,117, 16o, 167, 184-88,zo6-7, 
141, 145, 158, 170, 171, z87, 3Z4t 
339• 340, 343• 346, 347• 356, 377• 
411, 417, 430, 46z; definition of 
human being, zo. See also bhiita
viJyi, ku!f-pr.rvtill; rasal4stra; rasil

yana, Ayurvedic; rogaviiJa; rm
sltmya; vaidya; viJjikartlf!a 

BAbA KinnarAm, founder of the Aghori 
5eCt,4IZ 

Babb,La~nce,364 

Babylonian mythology, z 1 z, 46z 
Bachelard, Gaston, x 

batJavil (doomsday mare) and biit/ava 
(doomsday fire), 193, n3, 131-34. 
414t 471. Stt also VA~ava 

Bagchi, Prabodh Chandra, 467,470 
Bahl, Kali Charan, n 
BAil BhA~Ai, 91-93 
BAIAtripurasundari, name of the God-

dess in the SrividyA Kaula, 79, 
178, 181, 391, 443 

Baluchistan. Set Pakistan 
biihya-dnlti (external ftux), z68, 491 
BAQa[bhanaJ. 49· 5Z-S3, 6o, III, 118, 

3z 1, 330, 377, 38z, 409· See also 
K4Jambllri; Hllrf.«arlta 

bandhana (alchemical and hathayogic 
binding, fixation) and banJhas 
(hathayogic locks), 135, 164, 166, 
197, 199,10Z,1ZO,Z49•Z6z,z66, 
173, 175, 176-81, Z901 Z9Z1 193, 

199·44•·470·490·491,495·496. 
498;jii/anJbara b1111Jha, 149, 177, 
319, 496; mahibanJha, 179; mula 
b1111Jha, Z ZI, Z 77; sabija banJba, 
z ~ tuft!iyiina btmJha, z 77. Stt also 
stabilization and stability; 
swooned, killed, and bound 
mercury 

biJnfs ofGorakh, n, IZI, ZOZ, Z3S1 Z4Z1 

150, 178, z81, Z931 311, 400, 477• 
488, 501; language of, 96, 13z; 
names of specific poem cycles, 
140. See also Gorakh BoJh 

banka niila (the "curved duct"), z6t, 

485·489 
BAppA RAwal, king ofMewar, no, uz, 

311, 3'3· 413, so8 
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Banhwal, Pitambaradatta, I31, 399 
Basava(J]J]a), 46, 393; BilsiiVa Purb]a, 

3I4 
Batukaniltha, 430; Batukaniltha Bhair-

ava, 151; Ba~e5vara, 430 
Bilu~,109,1Z8-Z9,403•471 
bcud lm. See extraction of the essence 
bCud lm gyi man ngag bsbad pa of Bo 

dong,7I,3Ss,449 
Bdud-rtsi-bam-po-brgyad-pa, of Vima

Ja.ntitra, 4S3 
Benares, us-34 passim, 14s, 3os, 3oS, 

336, 346, 347• 39S, 4u, 43St 4~• 
47I, 4S7, SIS; mystic etymology 
of name, u6 

Benares Hindu University, 336-3S, 

5I4 
Bengal, 1, 6o, 6s, S9, 9S, 107-9, I61, 

137· 16o, 314> 34S· 393· 399· 
401-S·434·43S·470·471·476, 
so1. See also Bauls; eastern India 

Bengali literature, 91-94> 113, 144> 

19S•333•39S•403•4o8,4z6,4S4t 
466•47S.476,so1,5oS.Seea~o 
Caryapadas; Gonzlrfa VijiiJ 

Bernier, Fran~is, 9, so-sz, 56, Iot, 

I70·349 
bbagat, etymology of, 19S. Set also 

Pilfal] Bhagat 
Bhagavantnilth, 343, 344> 347• 34S 
Bhairava[s], 9, 44t 54> 71, S9, 117-1S, 

13St I37• I41, 14S• I4S, IS1, IS7• 
I6o, I67, 1~, I7I, ISo, uS, 1S4. 
1S6, 3I6, 397· 4I4t 4I6, 419, 440· 
443• 444> 476; Anandabhairava, 
I41, 4I7i Batukaniltha Bhairava, 
IS1i calJed leader ofSiddha 
Kaula, I33i in Siddha lists, S3-84t 
S6, 9Ii Kilabhairava-niltha, 9S; 

Mahilbhairava, I16, SI7i Paiicilli 
Bhairava, 441; RasankuSa Bhair
ava, 440; Vajrabhairava, 46s; Ya
milntaka Bhairava, 6s. Set also 
Manthilnabhairava; Rasabhairava; 
Svacchandabhairava 

Bhairavilcilrya: alchemical author, 
116, uS, ISS, 430; Saiva ascetic 
in the Hfl7'!aCIIrit11, 307, 3IO, 311, 
330 

Bhairavilnanda Yogi, 117, 14S, 417 
Bhairavi, 71, 117, I41, I4S· IS1-53, 

I67, 430. See also Ca!]~bhairavi; 
Rasilnkusi 

Bhiiluki, ISS, 390 
Bhambhulniith, xii, 349 
Bhandarinilth,349-SI 
Bharati, Dharmavir, 4SS 
Bhilratiya Janatil Party (Indian People's 

Party), 347 
Bbarqhari, 91-94. 9S, I09, 117, I31, 

333• 3¢, 411, 497; called Vic
ilmilth, zSS, soo 

Bhiiskara, S1, Io6, 111, 114. 115-16, 
ISS, 40S, 415 

bbtd4bbtda (identity in difference), u1, 
14I, 151 

bbtdmut. Set piercing 
Bhi~, I1o,4I3,45I 
bboga, uo, 134> 163, 46s; bbogiiVatTa 

name for ku7Jt/fllinT, 119, 46s 
Bhoja[deva]: King of Malava, 49• 54> 

373; Bhojmjlytmnt of Ananta 369, 
419. See also RAjll11lirtln}f/tl 

Bhutan, I04-S 
Bhotas, demonic Beings, 374• 494i 

Bhota Tantras, 419, 493, 494i Bho
taniltha, 9S, 305; bbiltiiVidyil (de
monology),sS, I6S,373•374 
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bbtltlliuJJhi, ISO, I8o, 183, 17o-"J1, 
319;Bbllt~biTann.,493 

Bbtltiprlllttm11J11, 44o uS, 130, 140, •4S• 
•ss-ss. 161, 163,.67, •76, •97, 
198, 114o 174o 311, 371, 416, 416, 
430,431, 433· 437. 440· 474o sn. 
See also Goraltfa Slltilbit4; 
Srilw}tfta 

Bihar, 61, 64. 147, 364. 391, 398. &e 
lllso Nalanda 

bljiiS: metallic, 6, 197, 369, 493i r(lblja 
and nirblja initiation, 171; seed 
11UmtniS, 177, I8o, 171, 443• 4S~ 
subde matrix of sound, 191, 368; 
17ISII·b1ja (mercurial seed), 171; yo
gin's seed, zs• 

binding. See bandb111111 
bmJu: as nasalization, 43; binJu

s4Jbanll, 139· 41 s; bmJu-wJba, 
pz; in subde body, 178, •Bs, zoz, 
311, 368, 4SS• 483; m11hlbinJu, 
•Bs,zoz,4ss;t9ob~u. 316.See 
11/so phonemes 

Binduknlth, name of a son of Matsyen
dra, 137 

Bindunltha, name of a Rasa Siddha, 83 
bipolarity, 17, 13, z8, 38, 41,46-47, 

143o14I,1SI-S11 ]6o 
Birendra, king of Nepal, 339 
black holes, 310, sn 
boJba1111, awakening of mercury, 167, 

190; Bodhinl, 191; in yogic prac
tice, SOl 

Bodhgaya. See Bihar 
boJbisattvllS, 3Si Maiiju§ri, 6o, 89; Ni

glrjuna, 67-68. See 11/so Avalo
kite5vara; Buddhist divinities 

Bogar, 87, 373· 376 
Book of Machabees, zos 

Bose,Jagadis, 338 
Bouillier, Veronique, soB, s 18 
Brahml, 46, 87, 114o 141, •89-90, u8, 

194, 19So 197, 31So 316, 317, 318, 
316,]91o4ISo49SoSOI 

bnibnum, J8-10,3]-35o38,43ol011 

147, •Bs, zo8, 111• 3S7, 3S9• 36o, 
470, 477• 481, 484- See also ltnum 

Bri~as: Gopatba, 13; K."!ftlllti, 
S03i Satllpatbll, II' 3 z, ]61 

/mlbmllllviiTII. See doors 
Brahmaguphl. &e Kedlrnith 
lmlbm4Tft/ll. Ste cosmic egg 
/mlhmllrrmJimz (cleft of lmibnum; fonta-

nelle), nz, I3S• 178, 1¢, 130, 
Z41,147o1SSo477•4B5 

Brabmllyllmlllll T1171NV, 79, 136, 145, 
404o 419 

breast milk, u, 156, 340.451 
breath, u, 45• 46-47, 174. 111, 111, 

115, 117, 143, 178, Z791 181, 184o 
190, 194ft ]OJ, 301, ]1]1 ]18, 3191 

310, 369, 461, 468, 49S (see also 
Jril!a); as basis for units of time, 
SI 1 (see also 11tlitrll; paill); control, 

4S-47• •35· no, n6, zso, 153• 
ZS4o 164. z6s, 174o Z8J, Z9Q, Z94o 
319,369, 384o so• {sttlllsoWork 
in Two Parts) 

Brhaspati, 185, 313, 3Z4o 374 
Bt;bllt Smbit4 ofVarihamihira, 6s, 

370·375·378 
Briggs, George Weston, 396, 399, 414o 

418,464 
Broach (Bhrgukaccha). Su Gujarat 
Brooks, Douglas, xi, 141, 364, 389 
Buddha, 109, z68; serpent couch of, 

59; teachings, zo, 32-33, 35, 37So 
411 
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Buddhism and Hinduism. See syncre
tism, Hindu-Buddhist 

Buddhism, Hinayina. See Hinayina 
Buddhism 

Buddhism, Mahiyina. See Mahiyina 
Buddhism 

Buddhism, Siddha traditions of. See 
Mahisiddhas 

Buddhism, tantric. See Vajrayina Bud
dhism 

Buddhism, Theravida. See Hinayina 
Buddhism 

Buddhism, 1ibetan. Stt Vajrayina Bud
dhism 

Buddhist alchemy, 71-73, 78, 103, ros, 
Ito-It, 38z, 384 

Buddhist divinities, zu, 247; fidibud
dha,71,36S,394i~obhya,3S• 
7o;}UrUtabhi,3S• 109;Alnogha
siddhi, 3Si as divinizations of tan
vas, 3Si Calera SarilVara, 196; Rat
nasambhava, 3Si the Buddha's 
dhtmnaltlya, 3Si Vairocana, 3Si 
Vajrapll}i, sr6; Vajravarihl, 196, 
Z47· See also boJhisattvas; Prajiil
paramitl; Vajrasattva 

Buffalo Demon, 190 
Burma. See Southeast Asia 

calmzs, s. 36, 40, 163, 170, 190, zo7, 
zo8,z3o-31,Z401 Z46,z471 z6o, 
Z91--931 3031 308,3t8-z1,389, 
4Z3,4SZ,468,489,490•S11iOf 
AJaka, z46; earliest Indian refer
ences to six, 73, 111, 134i four 
Buddhist, 42 z (see also plfhas, Bud
dhist); nine, 90, 367,423,485, 
495, 496. See also 4fti4; tm4hata; 
mii/4dhiira; sahasrm 

Cakravarman, king of Kashmir, 3o8, 
309o313o3ZZ,S07 

calcination. See jiir117Ja; mercury: bbiiS
masfltalta, mr;tasfitalta 

Ciilukyas ofKalyi!J}i, uS, 131, 393, 
408,409·413 

Cambodia. See Southeast Asia 
CamUI}4a, 15z, 163, 4u 
Cal}4abhairavi, t8t; Cal}4aghal}!f, 

181; Cal}4akiipiilinl, 181,444 
CaTftfaltatlfi/ta of ~emi$vara, Ill 1 

30S-7•309o3ZS,3Z9oSI3 
Ciii}411I: alternate name for lttl']t/alinl, 

367; name of a goddess, rsz; 
name of a plant, 1 S4t 199; out
caste woman used as tantric con
sort, 4S 3• 4S4• soB. Set also Avad
hod; t:;>ombl 

Cai}4I, Cal}4ikii, 49, 14z, 163, z8o, 

3S7o438 
Candra. See King Moon 
Candradvipa and Candragiri, 73• 89, 

113, 134. ZZ41 ZZS1 ZZ9-331 236, 
Z40,ZS31 ZSSo386,4ZZ,467,468, 
470·471 

Candrakopa, 196,zos,z46,4S7 
Candrapi~a, 73• z 30 
Candrapuri,73•9S--96,Z30,330,4ZZ 
Candrasena, 8z, 1 z s 
Candr4va/ocana of Matsyendra, 4z 1 
cannabis, 119; caUed ltor~~ltltar-mllli, 

41Z 
Ctm~lta Sll7hhit4, 13, zo, sz, 76, 117, 

186, Zl5, 327, 356, 373• 459• 490i 
dating of, 361, 370 

c4rtiT]II (coursing, chewing of metals by 
mercury), z68, 492 

Ciiral}aS (atmospheric cohorts of Sid
dhas and Vidyidharas), 514 
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Carpap, 21 71, 91, 98, Io6, I091 UI, 
us, 143, 369; "fathered" by Gor
akh, z89, 296, sor; in Siddha lists, 
81-84, 86, 92-93; works attrib
uted to, n6, 132, r6o, 4'S• 417, 

434 
Caryapadas, 81, 89, 107, 117, 224> 252, 

394·404·422,S07 
Caturaiftisitldha Pmtn;tti of Abhaya-

datta. See Gn1b tbob 
Caturbhujamisra, 83 
Can~~batan~,470 

Caurangi[nilth], 94, 1o6-7, 109, 132-
33, 239, 294, 296, 297, 298, 3SI, 
391,403, 404> 413, 46o, S03-4i in 
Siddha lists, So-81, 84, 86, 91-93· 
Stt also "PrilQ Sankali"; PoraQ 
Bhagat 

caves, us, '9S• 196, 240, 294, 310, 

333· 397• 412, 4S'• 48o, soo, S'Si 
Ataka, 246-47; Ca-ri, zr6, 247, 

452 
Central Asia, exchanges with India, z, 

6z,66,zsr,z98•377-So,38s, 
471 

Chambard, Jean-Luc, 362 
charismatic impersonation, 387 
China, exchanges with India, z, S3-SS• 

6o-6s,68, 7r, r94,zo3- 4,zso, 
376-79·38r-82,38s,409·482, 
sor. Stt also Hsuan-tsang 

Chinese alchemy, S3-S4• s6, 63-64> 
72, 189, 194· 244> zso, 327, 328, 
333•363,372•376,378,384,4SS• 
470•476•479•48z.Sttalsolmtnor
tals (China); Ko Hung 

Chinese literature, 68-69 
Cbos bbyung of Bu-ston, 70, 2 3 I, 381, 

383,471 

Chou I Tsban Tbung Cbbi of Wei Po
Yang,372 

Cil:itsiisll'!'grtJha of Cakrapill}idatta, 76, 
388 

Cil:itsiisiJriiSII'!'grtlba of Vangasena, 
388 

cmtinf(tamarind): name ofKubjiki, 
88, l94•4SO;CifldnhnatasiJnuau-
711lltcbaya, 88, 231, 3s6, 386, 388; 
Ciiicini5vara, 86-88 

cinnabar, 6z, 64-66, n7, 192, 193, 
I9S-96, I98,zo6,247-48,377• 
38o,387,446·449•4so,48o,sor; 
in Chinese alchemy, 194, zso, 
482. See also Jarada 

clan nectar, 79, ror, 137-38, 172, I9S• 
199, zoo, 43S• 473· See alsoyoni
lllttva 

clans, Siddha and tantric, 78, 88. See 
also!tu/a 

Clementin-Ojha, Catherine, 4SO 
code language, 173 
Congress Party, 348 
cooking, 20, 186, 207, 221, 232, 283, 

339·446·499 
Cordier, Palmyr, 363, 380, 387, 401 
Corpus Hermeticum, 447 
corresponding hierarchies, 139, 184-

2 17 passim, 240 
Con, John, 479 
cosmic egg, 189, 190, us, z 16, uS, 

29S•3z6,4so,463,SIO.Sttalso 
Lokiloka; Meru 

cranial vault, z8, 39, 41, 4S• ISO, 170, 
201, zoz, zn, u6, n8, 230, 231, 

233,24o-43,24S-49•2S2-SS• 
277, 293· 301, 308, 312, 319, 320, 
333· 341, 367, 469,471, 477· 481, 
so6. See also iJjfliJ; brabmarandlmz; 
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cranial vault {continued) 
kbttllri mt«lri; lower abdomen; 
Sllha.mlnl; trikti!JI 

cremation ground: favorite haunt of 
t4ntrikas, 286, 305-8, 329-30; in 
subde body, 40, 282 

cycles: food, 30, 32, 367; menstrual, 

37· 197· 229, 366, 454> 473· soo; 
temporal, 17-18, 23-32,41-42, 
4S-47o2IS-t6,3I?-t8, 367.See 
also kalpa; mabiiyuga; month, lu
nar; transmigration; year, solar 

tlaltfi1f4Jana. Stt year, solar 
!)Imam Tantm, 428 
~ru,2so-sr,482-83;~yan-

trt1, 248, 250, 482; made of human 
skulls, 251 

tlamtla (name for cinnabar), 247; Dar
ada-de5a, 66, 168, 192, 202, 247, 

449·457 
Dlrika, 231-35• 472; in Siddha lists, 

81,84 
Dlriyanlth, 468 
tlarianas, earrings worn by Nith Sid

dhas (see ku'!tfaills; mudris) 
Dasgupta, Shashibhushan, 295 
Dasnllnis, 99, 2 54> 399, 487. Stt also 

Nlgas 
Datta Patalll, 421 
Dattagora~asamv4tla, 42 5 
Datdtreya, 2, 92, 99, 113, 132-33, 

14Io335o395o396o412;asincama
tion ofVi,~;tu, 92, 411; at Abu and 
Gimar, 117-t8, 332-33, SIS 

Datt4trtya Tantm, 131, 133, ISS• 159, 
419-20 

death, 10, 23-25, 28, 32, 42, 187, 222, 
232, 233, 254> 274, 279-82, 293, 

195; rites, 162, 194> 283, 287, 444• 
461,4¢, 497· See also k4111-
vantana; Yama 

Deccan,2,6o,89,97o103, 1o6,t11, 

374> 393· 4o8 
dtbav4tla (elixir alchemy), 52-54> 71-

72, 130, 145-46, 155· 161, 170, 
187, 198, 204> 267, 342, 371, 
384 

Deonlth, 344-48, 518 
Deorlj, Riwal king ofJaisalmer, 122, 

309 
Detha, Ioder Dan, 350 
Detienne, Marcel, 1 2 3 
Devagiri, Yidava capital, 104-6, 112, 

114> 393 
dtvay4na. Stt year, solar 

Deri, 142,145,148, '7'•357 
Dhamma. Stt Buddha, teachings 
Dhank, 114> 116, 165, 409-10 
Dhanvantari, 87, 192, 504 
Dharamnlth, 96, 116, 295, 348, 410 
Db4tukalpa, 130 
Db4tultriy4 or Db4tumafljllri, 417,419 
Jb4tus: bodily constituents in fiy-

urveda, u-n, 25, 35, 37, t86, 
207, 213, 316, 361, 363, 394> 446, 
458, 462, 477, 499 (see also rasa 
(vital fluid] as chyle; ojas); term for 
metal, 145, 189, 207, 210, 2 u, 
458, 503 (stt also metals) 

Jb4tuv4tla (transmutational alchemy), 
51-55,71o 130,145-46, 153,155• 
t6t, 187, 204> 305, 393· 409· 446; 
Db4trwiltlai4stra, 383 

Dhinodar, 96, 410, 482 
Jbun~288-89,412,500 

Jbyina. Stt meditation 
diamond, 177, 190, 268, 269,431, 517; 



body, 72, 102, 202, 271, 281, 303, 
315, 316,407, 456; bound mer
cury, •49-50, 429; Diamond
limbed Beauty pill, 430; Diamond 
Maiden, 442 

diaphragmatic retention, 135• us, 
228, 231, 233· 248, 273-75· 301, 
319, 422, 470, 495· See also m~~tsy
otlara 

Digby, Simon, 387,405 
digestion, 138; in fiyurvedic theory, 

21-221 186, 207,339-40;yogic 
power of, 286. See alsojl1n11JII 

DigvijaynAth, 346 
tlik!t1. Stt initiation 
DiimAga, 35 
tii/Jflnll (kindling of mercury), 267, 290, 

292 
dismemberment, 295-300 
dissolution, cosmic. See prallly11 
Dobbs, Betty, xi 
dogs, 422 
Qombr, 308-309• 3•3· 322, 367, 453• 

454• 507. Stt 11/so Avadhotf; On
~Aii, DOtf; hii71,ISII; ku1Jt/fllinl 

Doniger, Wendy, 447 
doors (in subtle body), 252-58; brah

mlltlvanz, 219, 252, 276, 4% so•; 
pllkimll tlvm, 255. Stt 11/so nine 
doors; tenth door 

tloflls ("morbid states," three humors), 
21-23,27,29, •7o,283,362.Stt 
11/so mercury, t/oflls of 

double mountains. Stt mountains 
Dowman, Keith, 467 
Dragptzjtts'm, 371 
drtzvy11. Stt power substances 
Dumezil, Georges, 286, su 
Durgi, r8r, 190,357 

Doti (tantric consort), 168, 177, 256, 
441. Stt 11/so Avadhotf; CAQ~Aii; 
Qombi; Yoginis 

Dvivedi, Hazari Prasad, 121, 132, 391, 

475 
Dyczkowski, Mark, 255, 394,429 

ear-boring, uo, 318-u, 487, su. See 
also ku1Jt/flllls; mudnls; NAth Sid
dhas, called KAnphap15 

eastern India, IO?-Jio, • 34, 163, 385, 
403• 405, 435· Stt 11/so Bengal, 
Bihar, Uttar Pradesh 

Eastern Transmission. See Trika Kaula 
Egg of Brahman. Stt cosmic egg 
Eighteen Pu~as, 18o-81 
Eighty-four Siddhas, 69-70, 74. 8o-

8r,8s, 123,231,243·38s, 387, 
391. See also Gn1b thob 

Eltlllingll Mahatmyll, uo, soS 
Eliade, Mircea, xiii, 104, 295, 402 
elixir alchemy. See tltb11Vt1Jtl 
elixirs, 49, 58, 62,67-68, 71, 114-15, 

119, ru, •4S• •s3. •ss. •66, 186, 
188, 194. 198, 213, 222, 238, 239· 
241, 259, 311, 381, 385,409, 427; 
4S4i sexual ftuids as, 137, 453; 
three types of, 3 2 7 

emanation, 17, 2o6, 219, 241, 263, 
291, 368,441, 445• 511. See also 
,smi; withdrawal and return, yogic 

embryo, 201 
eon, cosmic. See k11lp11 
Ephthalite Huns, 504 
Ernst, Carl, 402 
erotico-mystical practice, 6, 54, 71-'72, 

135-39· IS2-S4t 172-'13· 176, 
198, 199, 201, 207-11, 215, u6, 
2231 228,240,253·2S6,3o3,330, 



56.t 
lndtx 

erotico-mystical practice (contimutl) 

33S• 4os, 424 4S6, 400. See also 
bindu-sildh11111l; vlljrolf mudm 

ether, •so, 189, uo-u, 241-43, 272, 

293· 3•7· 3•9· 320, 444o 459· 461, 
477; as substrate of sound (iabdtz), 
241. See also ifinya; VJrmtll 

extraction: of pllflcil7m;tll in Buddhist 
and Hindu tantra, 73• •so-51, 
438, 400, 472; of the essence (bcuJ 
/m) in Tibetan alchemy, 71, 73, 
201, 384 386 

Fa-hsien, 68, 381, 382 
femininity, in tantric theory and prac

tice, 139, 199-200, 214 218, uz, 
23So240,2S2o341o4S6,46s.See 
alsoiakti 

Filliozat,jean, zo, 104 
fire, 11,zs,38, 18z,z8z;agn~.49s; 

brabm4gni, z8z; crematory, 498; di
gestive (Jbiltvagnt), 186; of desire 
(kilmilgm), z84 463; of time (kil
Mgn~,4o,zzi,Z3Z-33o282,339• 
362,463, 472; of yoga (1ogi1gm), 
39, z2o, 232, 233, 240, 282, 184 
189,445•463,499•5os;three 
types of sacrificial, 361. Stt also 
Agni; Kaliignirudra; sacrifice, 
Vedic 

fish, 91, 129-31,466, 471; Benares has 
shape of, us. Stt also Kaivartta; 
Lui-pil; Matsyendra; matsyodara; 
Mina 

five, 16, 31-36; breaths, u, 38, 489; el
ements, 18-1o, 31, 34-35, •so, 
170, 176, r8o, 18s, 190, 2o6-1o, 
Z40,27Z,Z93o317o319o320,444o 
445• 458, 459• 497• 510, 517; faces 

ofSadilSiva, 35, 2S5• 440, 457; 
fires doctrine, 367; kbtmdbas, 33; 
nectars (stt extraction); sets of five 
tllttvas, 34 Stt also extraction, of 
ptnictinn;tfl; ptnicalcarmi11]i; ptnica
maltiira 

Right: power of, 73, 119, 132, 14S• 
147· lSI, •69. 187, 211, 2S7t 274 
279· 317, 326, 330, 333· 349· 431, 
461; mercury possessed of, 211-
u, 461. See also kbtam 

funerary ritual. Stt death, rites 

Gadamer, Hans Georg, 353 
Gadtznigraba of So4hala, 4 34 
Gah~ilth,92-93t 113,157,100, 

162, 396, 399· 4°3 
Gambhirniith, 398 
gll7JIIS (Siva's host), 164 166, 285; Gal}a-

niitha (stt Gal}e5a) 
G111Jtfavyflba, oo 
Gandbakakalpa, 130,419 
Gandharvas, 10, 153, 331,462 
Gand}U,A1ohandas,348 

Ga~e5a, 157, IS9o315,397·4•7·5•3 
Ganges River (Gangi), 111, 113, 189, 

190, 191, US-34 passim, 240, 
246,277o468,470,480,490 

garbbadn1ti (internal flux of mercury in 
metals), 268, 492 

Garu~a, 190,213, 462; Garu~a Tan-
tra5,419 

gas vents. Stt geothermal phenomena 
gatis. Stt mercury, g11tis of 
Gauri, 146, •97· 256, 2¢, 345· 440; 

Gauri K~~. 196, 145 
Geber,447 
gemstones, 14S• 148, 190, 194 209, 

289, 394• 409• 417; identified with 



nine heavenly bodies, 1 59· Stt also 
diamond 

geometric progressions, :294o 315-19, 
369,50:2 

geothermal phenomena, In, 193, t¢, 
134o 377• 409• 449• 450, 479· Stt 
also Gauri K~4;Jwllamukhi; wa
ters, magical; volcanos 

Germano, David, 3S4 
Ghmntt/11 Stnithit4, 444 
(;ho4acoli,S3,S6, 1:29, 13:2,397• 399, 

4IS 
(;imar, 117-19, 1¢, :245, :26o, 331-

333• 3¢. 411, 4U, 479· SIS· Stt 
also (;omanta; Raivata 

(;oa. Stt Kolilw}a 
Qxlavari River, I u-14> 134> 393, 40S 
Qxldess: clan nectar streams from 

womb of, tot, 13S, 146; cult of, 4t 
49 (stt also Slkta sects and sectari
anism; worship, tantric); in Vedic 
sources, 364t linga-like images of, 
soo; menses of in August, 473i re
lationship to Matsyendra/Mina, 
U3, us; relationship to Siva, s. 
35• 54o uS, 143, 145, 15S, 173, 
176, :211-U, U01 U4o :235,:2471 

:251, :253, :256, 367, 4u, 457• ~:2, 
464o 466, 493 (stt also Siva, rela
tionship to the Qxldess); sexual 
emissions become arsenic, mica, 
sulfur, IS7, IS9, 191-93· 19S, uo, 
:2u, :234o :246, :25S, 351; universe 
as subde body of, 155; womb
caves of (stt caves). See also lrrm
t/lllin1; fllltti; tmd nllmtt of individUill 
goddtSSts 

gold, 6, 9· SI, 6S, 137· 146, ISO, 177, 
IS3, t88, 190-91, 194o 195· 19S, 

199, :207, :2o8, uo, u3-14o u6, 
:l44o :258-59· :l6S, :lS4o :29:2, 191· 
:l9S. 300, 301, 309· 314, 315, 316, 
319, 3:20, 3Uo 337• 357, 36S, 369, 
410,413,417·431,446,447·448· 
45o-53•45S,46I,490o503o505, 
so6; amalgamation with mercury, 
370, 43S, 451, 504 (see also 
vedha); equated with immortality, 
6, 13, 1S9, :269, 49:2; golden body, 
10:2, :271, :281, 303, 315, 456; mak
ing (see dhiituvidtl); man with a 
golden finger, 3oo-301; origin 
myths of, u, 1S9-90; smithy of 
(;orakh, 301 

(;old, Ann (;rodzins, 4 76 
(;old, Daniel, 3SS 
(;omanta, 331-33· Stt also (;imar; 

Raivata 
(;opicand, 9:2-93, 109, II']-IS, 13:2, 

:l3S, :l44o :261, 115• :l8o, :lS3, :l94-
96o:l97o:l99o300o301,369o374o 
397· 411, 4U, 471, 476, 499· 501, 

503, 505, 516, 517 
(;orakh, :l, 9• 51o14o 94o 100, 113, 119, 

uS, 134o 143, 156-57, 16o, 16:2, 
195, u9, u3, uS, :231, :235-39, 
:241-45, 149• 151, 155, 161, 164o 
1751 17S, 18o, 1S6, 1S7, 1S9, 195, 

:2¢, 299, 300, 301, 302, 310, 313, 
319, 320, 3Uo 343• 347• 391, 397o 
400· 404. 400, 414,429, 451, 453· 
456,46o,465,46S,475•476,4SS, 
497•5oo,so3,504•5o6,51:2,517i 
as a Siddha demigod, 107-9, 335• 
339i as a Vidyldhara, 99· 333i a~ 
Abu and (;imar, 117, 332, 333· 
4u, 515; birth of, 2SS; founder of 
Nlth s~~mpradiiya, 95-100; (;orakh 



Goralch (continued) 
Tillalfileti, 1o6, 118, 199, 346, 
411, soo; in Siddha lists, So-81, 
84-Ss, 87, 91-93; in Tibetan tradi
tions, 10"?""9, 403; in Western 
Transmission sources, 386; liter
ary works in Sanskrit, 131, 139-
41, 41 8 (set 11/so individual titles of 
Gortllth ~'Works); metaphysical sys
tem of, sn; on the Nepali one ru
pee coin 311; smithy of, 301-1; 
south Indian traditions of, 87, 
101-3, IJI, 131, 396, 401, 407, 
411; (spurious) guru-disciple rela
tionship with Matsyendra, 8s, 
139, 467; theories concerning 
Buddhist origins of, 101-9; vernac
ular works, 140, 141, 16o (see also 
bilnis of Gorakh); worshipped as 

deity, 94t 101-9, 33S• 339• 3SO 
Goralch hilnls. See hilnis of Gorakh 
Gort~lth Bodh, 48s, 484- 488 
Gor11kh Upan411J, 91, 140 
Gorakhnilth. See Gorakh 
Goralchpur, 109, 333, 410; Nilth mon

astery at, 98, 100, 196, 346, 347• 
398,soo 

Gort~ltfa PIIJJhllti, 141, 319, 3%1 
GortllrfllS117ithit4, u6, 139-41, xs6-S7• 

3u, 3u, 416,431, 433· See also 
BhfltiJirtllttn711Jil 

Gortllrfll Siddhi1nt11 Sf17!1grtzhll, 98, 141, 

394-418 
Gomltfll VijllJ of Sheikh Fayzullil, xo6, 

1o8,136,19S·39S•46o,466,so1 
Gora~iltha. See Gorakh 
Gort~lt!asllh11Srt11111m1lsttrtJ, 411, 471 
Gort~~lltllkll, 8s, 141, 169, 118, 1so, 

153, 154o 3Z4t 467 

G~ Ganq ~. 46o 
Goudriaan,Teun,431 
Govinda, I 1 s-16, I s8; in Siddha lists, 

81, 84- 86, 91. See also Rlls•/n:tlayll 
Tantrtl 

grace. See prasadll 
gmnthis (knots obstructing medial 

channel), 179,4¢, so1 
griJSII (swallowing of metals, minerals 

by mercury), 6, 1S6, z68, 191, 

4S1·491 
Greer, Patricia, 48z 
gross body, 18-19, 107 
Grub thob, 74- 101-9, u6, 114- 383, 

386, 390· 397• 403· 467, so3; list 
of Mahiisiddhas in, 8o-8t, 84-85, 
87,470 

Griinwedel, Albert, 67 
GOgil Chauhan (Gogil Pir; Guru 

Gogil), 59• 143, 189, 333, 374t 
46s,soo 

Guhy11S111114jll Ttmtrtl, 385,411 
Gujarat, 6z-6s, 69, ¢-98, 104- to6, 

IQ9-llO, II4-18, 158, IS9• 165, 
US, 14St 331-31, 336, 337• 41o-
13, 434t sos, SIS; Gujarat 
Ayurved University, 391, 437· See 
11/so Dhank; Girnar; Pattan 

gu1fll$, u, 17, •90· uo, 183, 445· 450, 
461 

Gupta, Sanjukta, 337 
guptll rog, 16, 339-43 
guru, '43• 145, 161, 1S7• 183, 185, 

z86, 3o6, 3u, 313, 3u, 311, 314o 
33z, 446, 487; "alternation of gen
erations" with disciple, z69, z86, 
466, 493• su; Four Gurus, t8t, 
3Z4t 3S1, 394· See also ptmnn
j11lrds; yuganithllS 



gu£ikls (mercurial pills, globules), I47• 
IS)· JcS.f. I66, I94t )IS, )20, 370, 
4SO, SOO; p£ik4 /nmdhll, 2 I I, 2 s8, 
277, 287, )00, )22, 352· 487, 496; 
sitldhi-gtt£ikii, 262, 487, 4¢; 
vyiighri-gu£ikl, 4S2 

Hi4i-pi, 92, 24I, 28o, 29S-99· See lllso 
Jilandhara[-nith] 

hailstorms, controlled by Nith Sid
dhas, I21 

HaD, Fitz-Edward, 418 
b~1 2II,2I8,242,278,)08,46I, 

4¢; hlmJSil-gll (mercury lost 
through evaporation), 209, 444o 
46I; Haf!1Si (Goosie), 308, 322; 
HarpseSvari, 200. See also 7111171trll5 

Hanuman, 47S 
bllmtiilll. See orpiment 

Hardwar, 98, 34S• 349-SO, 43S• Sl2 
Hariscandra, king of Ayodhya, 304-7• 

)2S 
Hirita RiSi, uo-22, )11, 413 
JlllriV~,332-33oSIS 
Hariyana, 12 I 
llfiT!Ilazrltll of Blt}abhana, 67, 3 Io, 

32S,SIS 
llll£h11JogllJmldipik4 of Svitmariman, 

So, 140, I70,I73•2o2,220,24S• 
273-77o28I,293·369,39Io418, 
42 I, 42 3; list of Mahisiddhas in, 
83-86,129, I00,470 

Heesterman, Jan, 269, 348 
herbs, s8, I4S• 153, 154> 184> 194> 

I99, 2)8, 2S7· 2S9· 266, 267, 277· 
300, 3SO, 351, 371, 420, 429, 433• 
443, 446, 4S3• 4S4t 461, sos; 
sixty-four divine, 1 sS, too, 168, 

429 

Himachal Pradesh, 121, 126, 193, 234 
See lllso Jwilamukhr 

Himalayas, 63, 112, 143• 157, 163, 
191, 193, 225, 238, 303, 333• 33S• 
339o3SI,40S•47S•48o 

Hinayina Buddhism, 270, 3SS· 37S• 

494 
Hiitglij Devi, 66, 12I-u, I96, 2os, 

2)S-46, 2SS• 200, )11,4144SI, 
457• 464, 479• 480, 488; Nith Sid
dhas custodians of, zos, 4SI, 464. 
See lllso nummelite 

bingulll. See cinnabar 
hot springs. See geothermal phe

nomena 
Hsuan-tsang, 62, 67, 69, 1s-76, 118, 

16s, 331, 377· s1s 
lludild Ill- 'AIIlm, 38o 

Ibn Batdita, 370 
1-Ching, 62, 387 
it/4. See 714t/fs 
immobilization. See stabilization and 

stability 
immortality, 71 24 38, 45• S2-SSt Io6, 

119, I38, 143• 14S• t67, 173• 174 
184 I88, 1921 19S1 2001 2021 2221 

239,24I,243•2S2-SS•2S7,264 
274 279, 28I, 282, 283, 28s, 286, 
292, 293, 294. 2¢, 301, 3o8, 319, 
321, 324 327, 330, 3IS, 319,431, 
439• 4S3• 48I; in the Vedas, Jo-
I 1, I 3. See lllso death; JehllVIdll 

Immortals (China), 63, 29S• 327-28, 

334 
lndikll ofCtesias, 205, 246 
Indo-European mythology, 2os, 28s, 

457•462,472o497•St2 
lndra,46, J89,2S9o278-?91 4171 4411 
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lndra («mtinuttl) 
462, 466, 499; tin produced from 
seed of, 190 

Indus River, 468, 491. Stt also Sind 
initiation, 27, 37, 143, 145, 162, 169, 

173, 175· 179· 182, 239· 245· 257· 
270, 271, 273, 28o, 281, 283, 284> 
28s. 286, 289, 303, 304> 3o6, 322, 

323, 344t 363, 391, 437· 444t 453· 
455· 465, 481, 484> 486, 489, 490, 
493· 500, 5o8, 509· 513; and spit
ting, 120, ~1o-13, 321, 343t 413, 
so8; by penetration (see vtdha, vtd
ha[71UI]1 Jik.fa]); role of sublimated 
sexual fluids in, 138, 309, 313; 
st~b1ja and nirb1ja forms, 2 71 

internalization of the sacrifice, 13, 18, 
184> 281; Jri1!4gnihotr11, 281, 498 

Uana,r78,2S91 495 
~ra, I27,1521 229,3I5,416,sor 

Jabirians (Persian alchemical school 
founded by Jiibir ibn Hayyan), S4t 

204·447·4S6 
Jain alchemy, 114-19, 376 
Jainism, tantric and siddha traditions, 

21 531 571 66, II4-I9,298,33I-
34t)7Io)76,475t498,51S.Stt 
also syncretism, Hindu-Jain 

Jalandara[-niith)/jiilandhari[-pa), 98-
roo, ro6-8, 244> 261, 295, 296, 

374t 396, 397· 403, 42S, 46o, 473· 
476, so2, so3, so8; in Siddha 
lists, 81, 84, 86, 91, 92-93;jallln
Jh~~r~~ bandba (see bandhana); Jiilan
dhara Pi!ha, 26o, 496; literary out
put, 132, 140; name ofa demon, 
93, 1 r6. Stt also Hil4i-pil 

jirtnJa (digestion of metals by mercury; 
calcination of mercury), 149, 268, 
282,2921 2931 299•300,492.See 
also lthean-i; mercury, mr;tabhllmllll 
mr:tmfltlllta 

Jarisandha, mythic king ofKathiawar, 

332, SIS 
Jat~~lt117114/4 of AryaSora, sS 
J11JIIIlmth11J4mllla Tantrll, 136, r so-s r, 

404,422 
Jhelum, 62, 1o6, 239, 287,412, soo, 

S04 
jholi(yogin's wallet), 289, 299, 3SI, 

S20 
jfvanmultti (bodily liberation, immortal-

ity), 2, s. 102, 143· 14S· 147· ISS· 
t62, 173-74• r8s, 303,427, S•4· 
Ste also immortality; mok.fa; pm
multti 

}ii4nllltmlt4 of Matsyendra, 386, 42 r, 
429, sn 

]MniiSiJJhi, 3S 
]flantivllri ofjiiane5vara, 95, 113, r6o, 

39S•396,399•4o8,466 
Jodhpur, 346, 3so, 391, 416, 418. Stt 

also Mahilmandir; Min Singh Li
brary 

Jogis,B-9,so.s2,s6.s9·93·95·98-
99· IOI, I07""91 116, 122, 130, 
170, 283, 309, 311; Muslim, 311, 

34S•349•3SOo370•393o399•4o6, 
414> 448, 489, S04i subcastes of, 

399·404 
Joshi, Damodar, xiii, 436,446, 4s8, 

491, S02 
Joshi, Sbantilal Pranjivan, 410 
jilna Akhii4a. Stt Niigas 
Junagadh. See Gujarat 
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Jwilamukhr, z 34- 41~jviilamulthi-bit/tz, 

449;jviilamukhi-T11Sa, 436 
jyotirlmgas. See lmga 

Kabrr, 8s, z33, z38, z4z, z43, 404. 

456,5o3 
Kacch. Stt Gujarat 
Kadali (Plantain): City, 113; Forest, 

113, 16z, zz3, Z34o Z38-39, Z40, 
z6t, 466, 474- 489, soz, 504 (see 
also kajja/f); Kingdom, z 36-37, 

z96, 475· Stt also Kingdom of 
Women. 

IVJdallmafljun4tha Miihiitmya, 113 

/GidambmofBIJ}abhana, 53, 6z 

Kadri,86,94-97, IQ9-I0,3g6,404o 

400·474 
Kailash, Mount, ISZ, zzs, z6o, z84, 

Z98·47S·488 
Kaivartta, subcaste of fishermen, 467, 

475 
kajjali (black mercuric sulphide) z67, 

300,388,420,449;Foresto~ 

238-39,299-300,476,sos 
Kikaca~4e5vari, u7, 152, 163, 416; in 

Siddha lists, 86 

/Gi/ta(a1JI!tiullrimlltll, 127, 13o-31, 145, 

152-ss. 159, 16o, 163, 164, 166, 
167, 176, zag, 3z4o 371,416, 420, 

428,430•431,453•48I,SI2 
Kikacal}4i5vara, 83, 127 
lGi/ta(ll'!t/iivtml IVJ/pa Tantra, 15 z, 416, 

428,430 
IVJ/qapufll T1111tr11 of Siddha Nigirjuna, 

76, 104> 112, 114> u6, •ss. 419, 
435; adapted from Siddha Kha~4a 
of the Ras~m~m4kara, u9, 131, 

161, 16~ name ofa work in the 

Tanjur, 383 
Kala, God of Death. Stt Yama 

/Gi/a(a/tra Tantra, 71, 105, 148, 38o, 

384- 402, 438, 454- 488, soB 
Kalacuris ofTripura, 147-48• 4z8. Stt 

also Madana 
killiigni. Stt fire 
Kilagnirudra, 40, 215, uo, 23z-33, 

240, 367, 47z; Siva Kilaghna, 440 
Kilamukhas, 97-98, 1oz, 110; -riSi 

name endings of, 413 (stt also PUu
patas) 

ltaliis Ounar digits), 18, zs, 36-43, 170, 

367-68, 475• 477; ll1II7JII kalii, 
37-38; niw;tti kalii, 39 

kiila-vafl(a111l (skewing Time), 42, 145, 

154- 167, 222, 255, 28o, 475, 497 
Kili, 79, 89, 152, 286, 357,416,438, 

444; circle of Kalis, z91; Guhya
kali, 152; 1<411 Tantra, 163; 1111111tr11 
(see m1111tr11s) 

kalpa,3, I7,4Z,~-47•21S-16,zst, 
318, 326 (stt also cycles, temporal); 
/talpa sadh111111 (stt reversal, yogic). 

Kama, 232, z84o z89, 463 
Kimikhyi/Kim~i. Stt KimarOpa 
Kamali, Queen of the Plantain Forest, 

236-37tZ97·474 
KimarOpa (Assam), 62, 73• 89, 108, 

IIS, 134> 195-96. ZZ3, 224, Z34-
36,24Q,Z44-45·26o,386,43S· 

45I,46o,466,467,473•475•479• 
48o, 482, 488, 495; location in sub

de body, uz, 163, 239, 389, 467; 
name of a siddhi, 317, 330, 514 

Kambali, name of a Siddha, 82, 87, 

124> 390 
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Kliici. Set Tamil Nadu 
ltaflmkas, 113-14. 283, 462 
Kal}eri. See Klnha-pl 
~a-pl, 1o6-9,236, 296,297,299, 

396o397o399o400o46oo473oS03, 
507; in Siddha lists, 81, 83-84o 

92-93 
Kanjur, 383, 47'z 
Klnphatas. Set Nith Siddhas 
KanthacJ.i, 98, 400; in Siddha lists, 81, 

83, 86, 91-92, 498 
Kapili[-pl], in Siddha lists, 81-82, 84o 

86, IZ7, 390 
Klpilika: alchemical method, 148, 166, 

173,417, 4z7, 4z8; Buddhist Kl
pilika-Yogini cult, 136; name of a 
Rasa Siddha, 82, u7, 417 

Kfpilikas, '1-90 73• 97-99, IOZ, to,..S, 
Ito-It, 127,I3S-36, 143-43• 
t69,2z8,z38,30S,3o6,3o7,3Io, 
311, 325, 334o 37S• 386, 399• 404o 
405, 477• 507, S 13. Set also Vidyi 
Pitha 

kanna,3,29,4z,t82, t8s,z86,497• 
511 

Kafl}ari(-pi), 69, 71, 81, 91-9z, 13Z• 
Set also Aryadeva; ~a-pl 

Kamataka, 87,94-97, 103, 110, 113, 
134o 147• 39z, 393t 396, 401, 4o6, 
407,408,422. See also Kadri; Vijay
anagara (Hampi) 

Klrttikeya. Set Skanda 
Kashmir, 6o, 66, 97, 103, to6, 114o 

179, 192o3o6,3o8,381,397o4Z4t 

43•·444·5•4 
KathilsllritsiJgiiTII of Somadeva, 3o6, 

3ZS, 3SS· 407, 413, 41St 4S6, SI3· 
See also Vttii/apllflazv~ti 

Kathiawar. Set Gujarat 

Kathmandu [Valley], 6z, 89, 96, Itz, 

311, 339· 343· 3so-s•. 378, 39z, 
393o396o407o422,438o442oSOO, 
S 19. See also Pa5upatinith 

Kaula Mata, 1 s 1 
KaulajiliJnani17JIIYa of Matsyendra, 73, 

88, liZ, 133-36, 138, I4S· t66, 
2230 2Z80 Z30,23Z0 Z33o313o3Z4-
zs, 37'· 421,423-23,432, 47•· 
513; early description of six Cllkras 
in, 134-35 

Kaulas and Kaulism, 79, 88, 90, I3S-
37• •43· •s8, I7I-73· t8t-8z, 
199· uS, U9, Z39· 2S6, 291, 325, 
33Zo388,43Zo437o440o44Zo447t 
473• 481, 486, 489, 494- Set also 
Krama; kula; Siddha Kaula; Srivi
dyi; Trika Kaula; Western Trans
mission; Yogini Kaula 

kau/a-sadbhilva. See clan nectar 
~a/in~aofJiiininandagiri 

Paramaharpsa, z91, sot 
Kautukadnt4m117Ji of Pratlpadeva, 13 I 
kavi (alchemical wizard), I3, 154o 

IS9· z86, 3z3-24o 3S9· 374> 499, 
sn 

Kaviraj, Gopinatb, I39• 418, 4z5, 
481 

Klvya U5anas, zSs-86, 3z3, 374> 499• 
sn 

Klyanith, 28,..S8, soo 
"&Jmlthtn]tfa, 3¢ 
Kedimith, 175, 193, 196, 245-46, 

zs4o z6o, 331, 351,468, 48o, 484, 
488,490 

Kerala, 1n, ISS 
JGe~, Z9S-96oS03 
kba. See ether 
Khan, Dominique-Sila, 468 
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ltb4ntp4nt (vernacular tenn for sitldbt), 

rs8o433 
ltbt«trt1, 253; KhecarJ (name of a Dod 

in alchemical711111!t/tzlas), 441; ltbtc
llri CJJitrtl, r 98, 2 53• 484; ltbtcarl gut
ilta, 153, 316,427,430,487, 496; 
ltbtcllrij~,2920 326;ltbtaui 
ltultz, 443, 461; ltbtcllri 11111ntrtt, 
170, 253; ltbtatrlmudril, 135, 146, 
150, IS8-S9ol70, 173·230,252, 
254o 257· zs8, 276, 481, 483, 487, 
512; ltbtcarl laltti, 487; ltbtcllri sid
dbi (stt flight, power of) 

Kbtcllri Vidya, 146, r6!r7o, 253, 324o 
370,484·509 

Kingdom of Women, 119, 139,219, 
223,236,zsr,466,489.Sttaho 
Kadaii 

~~g611111,213,397 

Kiritas, 14?-48 
Ko Hung, Chinese alchemist, 64 
koans,sor 
Kolff, Dirk, 345 
Konganar, name of a Siddha, 61, 87, 

11 1; works attributed to, 202 
Koilka.,l, conson of Macchanda in Sid

dha Cakra, 89, 135 
Ko~, west coast of India, 73, 88, 

91, 94o 230, 393 
Ko~e5vara, name of a Siddha, 86-

89, 168 
Korakkar. Stt Gorakh, south Indian tra-

ditions of 
Kosinski,Jerzy, 455 
Krama, 79, 181, 291, 416 
ltrilmfl7!11 (progression of mercury), 

149·268,492 
Kraus, Paul, 457 
Kriyl Tantras, 129, 131, 146, 152-54o 

16o, r6z, r6s,3o8·397•409•4J8-
zo,4z8,431,432,442,496.See 
also KautulcadntilmtnJi of Pratlpa
deva; Kriyaltiltzgtn!ottlml 

Kriyaltaltz~t~ottlml, 129, 131, 151 
Kriyltantrasamucchayi, in Rasa Sid~ 

lists, 83, 129 
~l}a.4J0,5IS 
~nta5ila, name of a tlntrika in the 

Vtt4ltzptdlcav~ati, 3o6, 307 
~emarija, disciple of Abhinavagupta, 

136,138,142,178,418,465 
ltfttriltllrtl1]11 (preparation of the body in 

alchemy and fiyurveda), 266, 

27fl-71 
Kubera, 58, 2 59• 415 
Kubjikl, goddess of Western Transmis

sion, z, 79, 88-89, 91, 134-35, 
151, 168, r8o, 194o 255, 390, 443• 
481; ltubjilt4 mudril, 429; Kubjika 
the name of Buddhist Mahlsid
dha, 74o 387. See also mtmtrtts; 

Western Transmission 
Kubjilt471111tll, 88, 90· lOS, 134-35· 145· 

180,2300 233o26o,386,3920 4220 

423·471 
Kubjiltanityabniltatiltzlta, 73• 88, 91, 181, 

230·330·386,392,422 
Kubjiltapiijapllddl1flti, 421 
ltultz, zoo; as tantric clan or lineage, 35, 

13?-38, 172, 210, 330, 357· 443· 
46o, 461 (see also ltbtani !tufa); 
ltultz-paruatll, 112; ltultz-siddbas, 

324o 444; ltultzyaga, 255; Kuldvara 
and Kule5vari, 135; tenn for early 
tantrism of the Vidyl Pitfta, 73• 
88, 90, 101, 136, 224J, 230, 438, 
517 

ltultzdrtiUJa. Stt clan nectar 



ltu/4mr;ttl. See clan nectar 
Kul4lunulll Ttmtnr ofMatsyendra, IS2, 

421·430 
KultJrJpnJII Ttmtnr, 92, 14S· 312, 314o 

332o3S6,367o389,415,438 
Kulllvlrll Tantnr of Matsyendra, 421 
Kumira. Stt Skanda 
Kum4rtz Ttmtnr of Rival}&, 58, 12 S• 

ISQ-Sio373 
kumbh111t11. Su diaphragmatic retention 
/nnp/llgo/lllt11, 154, 198, 424o 4S3 
lttntr/llllls (earrings worn by Nlth Sid-

dhas and other Saiva sec:wians), 
99-100, 107, 400, 403. See also 
muJrls 

/nnp/11/mr, 41 79· 163, r7o, 19s. 198-
200, 2o8, 218-22, 225, 233, 234o 
23S• 239, 243, 247, 2SI, 2S2, 2S4o 
2SSo2S6,263,276,289,29Q,293· 
3o8, 312, 313, 320, 322, 367, 4SO, 
464. 46s, 468, 470, 471, 48s, 486, 
489, sor; waking and sleeping of, 
216-22, 232, 234o 240, 291, 319, 
367, 476, su 

/nnp/lls. Set waterS, magical 
ltfJrpll. See lln!'Sitlrlls 
~etra,91 
ltutfprtnJt/11 ("entering the hut"; sum

mum of Ayurvedic rejuvenation 
therapy), 26-27, 169, 24S• 2s8, 
273· 364f 366, 378, 479· 484o 491i 
structUre of the ltutf, 3~ 

laboratory, alchemical, 140, 14S· I s8, 
176, r8o, 182, 194o 1¢, 222, 24S• 
2S8-6o,487 

laboratory assistant, I so, rs8, 162, 
167, 172, r¢, 198, 4S2 

Lakuliia, PiSupata founder, 97, 126, 

474 
1Aiit4vistlml, J S2 
LaUI (Lil Ded), Kashmiri mystic, 2 so, 

482,505 
llly11. Set resorption 
lead (ug•), r89, 190, 207, 2o8, 214, 

216, 284o 431, 447• 4S2, 4S8, 4S9• 
463. Su 11/so Serpents 

left side of body, 23o-32, 2s1-s8. See 
also liflg11, western 

Uvi, Sylvain, 1041 393 
Lift of Apolkmius of Philostratus, 2os, 

4S7 
light: body of, 72; drop of (tqobitulu), 

316; metaphysics, 38s; Jmllti!ll, 
2631 427iV~1 2201 2631 427 

lineages. See Jllml7llptnis 

lmg11, 4o no, 194o 287, 37S• 393• 397• 
440, 444o 464; calcinated mercury 
takes shape of, 194o 292; earliest 
excavated, 3s6; Goddess's pirJt/11 
images have form of, soo; internal 
to subde body, 170, 231, 218;jyo
tir/mgll5, II 11 161, 24S• 398; mer
curial (rt1S11-Iiflg11), 103, 131, 1 S7• 
163, 174o 176, 194o zs8, z6o, 440• 
441, 4SO, 487; moveable, 486; 
term for cinnabar in south Indian 
languages, l94i transmutational, 
111, 407; "western:' 231, zzs-s6, 
464. 471, 476, 486. Stu/so Siva, 
cult of 

Uquification, 148, 164f 166, 291, 417, 
439· See also pbtulruti; lnJbyll
tlruti 

LDblllllriJIIStlllfn of Sureivara 191, 418 
LDbtd4stnr, 76 
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whavaaa.Seedhamvada 
Lokaloka, SIO 
Lokaniltha, 70, 94o I 1S, I41 
lower abdomen, 17, 40, 10I, 107, uS, 

11I1 1jo-JI1 134o 140, 149, 1S3o 
30S, 311, 367, 4S4o 4SI. Seulso 
cranial vault; linga, western; mfl-
14dhiirll 

LUi-pil, Io7-9, 397, 403, 467; in Sid
dha lists, So, S4-8s, 9I, u4o 13I; 
'Tibetan translations of name, 114 

L~il (Lo"il; No"il) Chamilri, 198-
300, 403, 4S3r 4S4o S04 

~acchanda.See~atsyendra 

~dana, Kalacuri king, I47-4S, 41S, 

437 
Madmurvinodlmighii'!!U of Rilmarilja, 

436 
~adhya Pradesh, 29, S4o 64o 97, 147-

49• 29S, 364o 370, 3S3, 397· See 
also ~alava; Ujjain 

~adras.See1rami1Nadu 

~agee, ~chael, 449 
magical alchemy, S1-S3o s"?-66. 71, 74o 

76-77, 499· See also llfija1111; paaa
ltpa; rasa-rtlliytmll 

Mahabhiirllta, 43, 6o, 11I, 23S, 24S, 
2Ss, 33I, 367, 37I, 37S• 4Io, 4I4o 
422,4S9r4SI,499oSIS 

~hildeva: name of a Rasa Siddha, S3; 
name of Siva, ISS• 39S, 4I4 

~hilkilla, 49, 7I, 9S; Mahlkala Stm~
hit4 of Adiniltha 42I; Mahilkalayo
glliistra, I 69; Mahil-kala Ttmtrll
nija, 47I 

~ilmandir, 344o 346, soS. See also 
Jodhpur 

11111hilrasas (primary alchemical re
agents), I4So 147-4S, IS4o ISS• 
ISS, I6o, •64> 166, I77o IS7, 3S4o 
441,446 

~aharashtra, 104o rro-I4o 141, 147, 
I6o, 17S, 391, 393. 40S, 477o s•S· 
Set also Devagiri; Godavari River 

~ilsiddhas, 2, 69, 71, 74o So-82, S4o 
S7,S9,92o99o IOI, Io6-8,224o 
2SI1 367, 3S6, 39So 41S, 477; list 
of in Hathayogapradlpikil, S2, 92. 
See also Eighty-four Siddhas 

~ahilvidyil goddesses, 516 
~ahilyilna Buddhism, 3S• 43, S3• 6o, 

63,66-70,72, lOS, ISI,201,4SS· 
SOl 

~ahilyilna literature, 67, 76, 20I, 37I, 
373•3S31 3SI,3S2,4301 SI6 

11111hayuga (unit of time), 46, 21 S, 
3IS 

~ahe§vara, IOI, I62, I96o32So49S 
~he5vara Siddhas, 2, 77, 99, 101-3, 

III-11, l4S· '47· ISS· 372, 392, 
40I 

Mahodadhi, 127, ISS· IS7• 416. See 
also Rmoptmifat 

~aithili literature, Io8, 391, 474· See 
also VlmJilrlltn4kllrll 

~alabar coast, 9, so 
Malati-M4dhava of Bhavabhoti, 73• 

III, 134o 423 
~alava, 49, 416, 42S 
~illini, 176-77, 44I, 442. Set also 1rrika 

Kaula 
~allik, Kalyani, 39S 
~allikilrjuna. See Srisailam 
~iln Singh, king of ~arwar, 144o 3 ro, 

344-4S· 34S, 391, 411, 479· SOl. 
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Min Singh (amtinuttl} 
See also Niitba Cflritr11; Sri Niitb 
7irtbtival1 

Min Singh Library, Jodhpur, 416,418, 
421 

11111n111. Stt mind 
M4n11Solliisa of Some5vara ill "Bhuloka

malla," 131, 393• 409 
111117Jtfallls, 54t 78-80, 124, 145· rs8, 

t68, 175-79• 181-83,191,158-
59• 384t 389, 416, 441-43· 445· 
450,483·487 

Mll}4avya, name of a Siddha, 81, us, 

390 
Mal}iknlth (Mal}ikcandra), name of a 

Siddha, 189,195,333 
Mtn]imtltba/4, 456 
Maiijunltha, 94 
Maiiju5ri. See bodbisllttviiS 
MafljulrT Mlllllltalpa. Stt Mahlyina lit

erature 
Mankal}aka, 184 
Manthinabhairava, 83, u6, 129, 143, 

148, 1$1, rs6, ts8, t61, 386,416, 
417, 418, 430; m~~ntbiinabbainlva 
nua, 116,151, t6o,436.Sttabo 
Bhairava 

Mantbiinabbainlva Tantr11, 88, rso-st, 
t64, 1$6, 386, 391,415, 419, 
431 

Mantra Pitha, 79, 156, 176, t8t, 417. 
See also Svt1«btmdtz TantTII 

mllntTIIS, 49• 54t 59• 139, 143, 151, 154o 
ISS· 157· 163, 169, 174t 176, 179-
83,109,110,171,180,187,193· 
199o310,417o413o439o443o490• 
517; agbtm~, t79-?9, t8t, 417, 
433• 440• 459i agni, 44Si t/4mflra, 
444i bf171!1a, 179, 444i ltiilllpiiia, 

179, 18o, 444i ltii/1, 179, t8t; ltbtc
flri, 170;~ilta, 180,4191 444t 
461; ltulllltbtcflri, 444i miJ/4, 179; 
Mantrdvaras, 134i milia, 179; prll

'!'Wa (Dt!t), 178, 179, 191, 444t 
464o 471; nuiinltuia, 179, 178,443 
(stt abo RasllllruSi); Sllkalll and 
nifltalll, 441; tripun1 bhllirtnJT, 444i 
viiyu, 44Si yoginl, 440 

Manu Smr;ti, 368 
miirln]a: "fifth state" of consciousness, 

498; killing of mercury, metals, 
153, t64t z66, 173, 175, z8t, 190, 
199, 300, 491, 4¢ (stt abo mer
cury: bb~~m~IISOtlllta, mr;tabb11S11111/ 
mr;tiiS'iltalta; swooned, killed and 
bound mercury) 

Marathi literature, 87, 91, 95-96, 331, 
391, 395,408,411. See also 
Jiiiintlvari 

Marco Polo, 9• so, 51, 56, 95, 101, 370 
martltma (rubbing, trituration of mer

cury), 148, z66, 173, 199, 300, 

409 
miitTII (unit of time), 46, 194o 318, 369, 

soz 
Miitrltabbtdll TantTII, 131, 146, 154o 

161-63, 176, 193· 134t zss. zs6, 
171o315o405o410,449 

miitJ;Itiis. Stt mother goddesses 
Mastnlth, 144o sot, 518 
Matsyendra, z, 9, 74-75, 95, too, 

to6-7, 109, 119, 133· 138, '57· 
171, 171, zoo, 178, 386,418, 46o, 
468, soo; as fisherman, 114, 447· 
467, 513 (stt abo Kaivartta); as 
founder or revealer of Siddha and 
tantric lineage traditions, So 73, 
88, 91, 991 136, 141, 177, 113-14o 
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229,231,324-25,393•396•399• 
447· 473· su, S13i as honorific ti
de, 75, 166, 335, 3S7, 466; Bhai
rava takes fonn of, 2 24o 467; cult 
of, 94o 224o 414i founhyugmultb11 
ofSiddha Cakn, 135, 1S1; in Sid
dha lists, So, S4-85, S7, 91-93, 
400; legends of, 119, 134o 222-40 
passim, 244t 251, 261, 296, 297· 
29S, 299,412,451, 475· 476, 503, 
S04i literary works, 13 3-36, 42 1 
(see also K4ultljfl4nllninfizyll tmd ti
tlts of individtllll works); 1111ltsymdr4-
1111tll, 220; names of, 467; praised 
by Abhinavagupta, SS, 393, 393, 
42 3; (spurious) guru-disciple rela
tionship with Gorakh, Ss, 139, 
2S6,2S8-89,321,467•4S9.Stt 
11/stJ Acintaniltha; fidinilth; charis
matic impersonation; Lui-pA; 
m11tsyodnra; Mlna; Siddhaniltha 

M11tsymdra Stnhbit4, 421 
Matsyendranilth. Stt Matsyendra 
m~~tsyodnra (fish belly), SS, 135, 13S, 

222-29 passim, 231-33, 235, 240, 
46?-70, 490 

~1,220,222-23,27S,279•297•426, 

43S; viltuJJb11 and llluJJIJII, 102, 
17S, UO, 213-14 

Milyana[-mad), mother of Goplcand, 
92""93,28o,29S""96,SI7 

McDaniel,June, 229 
medial channel, 2S, 39, 41, 45• 201, 

211, uS, 219, 221, 226-2S, 231-
33,23S•241,243•247•2S2,254-
57• 276, 277, 279, 2S2, 290, 291, 
3'9· 464t 469. 470, 477· 48o, 4SI, 
4SS,490 

meditation, 265 

menstrual blood. Stt cycles, menstrual; 
sexual Ruids 

mercuric sulphide. Stt cinnabar; k11jj111T 
mercury, 9· ... 16, so-s2, 70, 143· 

•41-so, 154- 1 5a-59, 162, 166, 
170, 172, 174-75· 222, 234t 235· 
248-S2,2S6,2S7•2S9·369·377• 
3s4t 409· 420, 428-33· 4SI, 490· 
491, 517; as Siva's semen, vital 
Ruid, 5· 14t 25, 36, IQ4o 146, .ss, 
19Q-91, 194, 19S,203,20S,212-
14o 22 I, 246, 24S, 265, 2S4o 2S9, 
300, 316,326,439•440•442,443• 
44S, 449• 450, 463,491, S04i blms
mlllfltllltll, 2 75, 2S4; chemical be
havior of, 6, 277, 314o 357, 370, 
417, 453• 454t 461; clipping the 
wings of {pil/tftt-«bttltmll), 211, 
278,452,461, 496· so6; comple
mentarity with breath (Stt Work 
in Two Parts); dofils of, 162; earli
est prescription for internal use, 
52; extraction of, 203, 247, 325, 
48o, 494i five names for, 167, 1S6, 
187, IS8, 190, 191, 194t 197· 
2oo-3, 205-8, U 1, 212, 213 (see 

also milralt11; plnldll; n~~~~; rasmdra; 
sfltll); five states or phases (IIVIII

tbl), 459; g•tis of, 209, 459; gods 
adulterate with impurities, 192, 
u 3• 264t 449, 490i identified with 
ltmlln in Rlllopnif11t, 1 S Si in the 
subde body, 209; maritime trans

port of, 6 3-66; mr;t•bb1JS111111 
rm:tJISfltau, 207, 289, 3oo, 267, 
2S2, 329, 330, 331, 491,495 (see 
also 1114nnf4); ores (Stt cinnabar; 
ltfljjlllf; sinJIJra); origin myth of, 
159· 168, 191, 212, 234t 247· 26s, 



mercury (continued) 
.zS3, 47.1; "six-times killed," IOS, 
r66,.z9.z,4o.z,so.z;~

Himalayan sources of, 6.z-66, 69; 

treated with sexual fluids, 1 53, 
163, 4S.Z, 493; used to fortify tem
ple sculpture, 103,401. See also 
b1111dh111111; gold, amalgamation 
with mercury; gu£ikil; lmga, mercu
rial; milrtzJ!Il; plinzda; swooned, 
killed, and bound mercury; Work 
in Two Parts 

~eru(~ount1 I90,.Z30,3.ZS,st~ 

SI6; meru-dmJt/a, 3.zS 
metals, I4S• ISS• ISS, 16.z, 16S, tSS-

911 .zo6, .zo8, .ZI~ .116, .Z.Z~ .140, 
.zs9 • .z6~ .z67, .z6S, 31~ 31s, 316, 
319, 3.Z6, 376, 3S~ 440,441,446, 
447•4SS·4S9·490·S03,so6;iden
ti6ed with celestial bodies, 338-
39· See also dbiitus 

metaphysical categories. See tattvas 
~eulenbeld, jan, xiii, 390, 4.16, 434 
~ewar, uo, 34S• 41.1. See also Bappil 

!Uwal 
mica, 6, IS3· IS~ 1S7, 1S9, 197, 19S, 

UO, .z6S, .Z9.Zt .19~ 301, 316, 4.11, 

4.19· 446, 4S.Z· 4S9· 46o, 463, 49s. 
sot; as Goddess's sexual emission, 
s. 146, uo, .zu, 44.1. See also 
VJumll 

microcosm-macrocosm-mesocosm, 11, 
IS-23, 28-29, 33· 3S, 46. 7S, 139· 
IS~ 1S6, 202, uS-62 passim, 
263, 269, 272, 28o, 2S3. 191, 293· 
2% 317-3~ 349• 36o, 367, 447t 
463•46S,476,4SS,SII,SI9 

~a[-nilth], 9S• 107, .z.z3, 231, 1¢, 

29St397•423o466•470•473•4741 
guru-disciple relationship with 
Gorakh, ss. 139, .z.zS, 467; in Sid
dha lists, So, S4-8s, 91-93, 2s1; 
receives Kaula revelation from 
Siva, us, 46S. Set also ~atsyendra 

mind, 3~ 3S, 4S• 239,141, 17~ 11S• 
277,27S,279,191,293•301,33S, 
340•477•4S3,496•497•SOI,SOS, 
SI7 

minerals, I4S• 14S, I77,266,26S,322, 
3Sl, 3S1t 370,417, 420,441, 442; 
origin myths of, 1SS; essences of 
(sattvas), 147, 26S, 4S1. Set also ar
senic; cinnabar; kajjali; nummel
ite; orpiment; red arsenic; mahii
nuas; sindilnl; upanuas 

Misra, Siddhinandan, xiii, u7, 337• 
440,446•4S2,461,4S7,493•49S, 
SJ6 

miimka (name for mercury), 1o8 
Mitra, Rajendralal, 41S 
mokfa, ro.z, 143, 14s-46, ISS· 173, 

tSs,1.zo,26S,279·304•46s 
~ongolia. Set Central Asia 
month, lunar, 2s-26, 36-# 46, .z4S, 

277•31S,34o;amiiviryil(new 
moon), 36, 3S, 197, u9, 2# 2so, 
300, 307, 366; full, 197 

~ookeqi,Bhudeb,4o2 

IliOOn, II, 1S,21,23-29136-44, 17S, 
1S~ 1ss. ,s9, ,97, 202, 2os • .z.z6, 
u9-32, 242-# 246, 2so-s2, 
277•2So,2S2,2Ss,2¢,3ot,3oS, 

3'3· 3'S· 313, 44S· 4SS· 4S6, 4S1· 
46S, 471, 47s. 4S2, SI41 King 
~oon, 24-27, # 1S4, 190, 339, 
341, 3S9• SI7; Siva and 37• 366, 
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367, 393· Stt fllso Candradvipa; 
Candragiri; Candrapuri; cranial 
vault; ltfll4s; month, lunar; sun 

mother goddesses, 43, 135, 157, 176, 
3z4o 361, 4Z4o 457; Seven Sisters, 
Z9,499 

Motinith, 350 
mountains, sacred, 114-19, 3Z?-34· Stt 

fllso Abu (Mount); Gimar; Himala
yas; Kedimath; Meru (Mount); 
Srisailam 

mouth, 193· zoo, zu, Z5Z-58, 471, 
48z, 487; mercury becomes pos
sessed of, 6, z 56, z67 (see also 
gnlsfl); passage of sublimated sex
ual fluids from mouth to mouth, 
137· zoo, Z55· 312, 313, 3ZI, 322, 
439; sealing of (see S11111pu!f1); 

Yogini's upper and lower, z 34-35, 
Z40, Z54o Z56, 454> 464> 467,476, 
48z, 485, 486 (see also ltu'IJI!alinl; 
ltmltinl; Yogini; yom) 

Mrtehflltfl£ilt4 of Sodraka, 6o, 422 
M~r4gmwfl, 134•491,501 
muJrtls: alchemical seals, z 56; ll'llltuiiJ 

muJriJ, 43z, 496; earrings worn by 
Nath Siddhas, z81, z99, 310, 3z1 
(see also lttn[t/flllls); one of the Jlflfl
ttmlllltilrfl, z 34i itimbhavi, z48, 481; 
yogic seals, 220, z65, z74o z76 
(see also lthtcarl; ltubjilt4; vlljro/1) 

multtiv4tlll. See mo~ 
mulfl bflndhfl. See banJhflnfl and bandhfiS 
mu/4Jhilrfl (the root tllltrfl), 40, 163, 

zo8, Z34o Z41, Z43· Z56, Z93· 301, 
319o469·48Z,490 

Molanitha, 85, 87-88, 168, 39z 
Muller-Onega, Paul, 468 

mflrrchanfl (swooning), of mercury, 
z66, z73-75, z90, 49z, 495; yogic, 
zz8,Z57oZ74-75•495·498.Stt 
fllso swooned, killed, and bound 
mercury 

Munhy, K. R. Srikanta, 4zo, 437 
Murugan.SttSkanda 
Mus, Paul, 36o 
Muslim conquest of India, 49,70-71, 

103-7• 116, 305, 345• 394> 4oz, 
476 

Muslims and Hindus. Stt syncretism, 
Hindu-Muslim 

ntltlfl (resonance), 43, zoz, zu, z36, 
z51, Z74o z8o, z91, 301, 444, 456, 
484o 4¢, 501; location within sub
tle body, 178, 368; reversing the, 
Z93· See also fln4hflt4; phonemes 

nilt/fs (breath and energy channels), 
111, 170,zz6-z8,Z3Z,Z47oZ51-
54o Z57• z6o, z73, z76, Z77• z8z, 
301, 319, 3ZI, 464> 469· 48o, 495• 
5o6; three ponrayed as primal Sid
dhas Sun, Moon, and Fire (stt Sid
dhas, three primal). See also /nrilltfl 
ntllfl; medial channel; ltmlthinl 

Nagabodhi, 69, 8r-8z, 104o 124-z5, 
390.SttflboNaga~una 

Nigi~una, 6o, 6z, ~-70, 73, 75-76, 
103, ro6, no-n, 113-14o 117, 
121, 125-Z6, 131, 133· 143· 15o-
51, 158, 16o, 165, Zl51 218, 312, 
3Z7,333o339o378,38o-8Z,387, 
410, 411, 414> 415,422,430, 464> 
516; as Ayurvedic author, 370, 
37z, 381, 388,431 (see also Rma
vfliiqikfl Sritnl); as honorific title, 
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Nilgirjuna (ttmtinuttl) 

7S• 166, 33S• 466; in Siddha lists, 
81-82, B4, 86, 91-93, •% 397i 
Jain traditions of, 114-19, 480, 
sos; Nilgirjunanilth, 11 I, t6s; ,,_ 
glrjrm4-vllrtll (eye salve), 76; Sid
dha Nilgirjuna, 69, 74-76, 111, 
16s, 4QB; Srt[man] Nilgirjuna, 76, 
ISS• 1% 43Si the Wbilllttv11, 6?-
68, 381; the Miidhyamika philoso
pher, 66-67, 76, 104o 16s, 38o; 'RII-
1111'tlmlktm1 spuriously attributed 
to, 104-5• 16o; ponions of RrulrtiJ
Imll/4 T1111trt1 spuriously attributed 
to, 130,419. Stu/so Arjun Nilga; 
charismatic impersonation; Nil
gnilth; 1111d indiuid1111l 'IIJfWits by Nl
glrjrm4. 

Nilgas, Saiva order, 99• 2S4o 278, 34S• 
381, 398, 484o soo. Stu/so Ser
pents 

Nilgnilth, 2, 92-93, 98, 41+ Stt 11/so Nil
girjuna 

Nalanda, 64-6s, 68-71,76, 103-s, 
382,401 

Nandi[kdvara], name of a Siddha or 
alchemical god, 61, 76, 83, 87, 
126, 129, 143• •57• IS8, 16o, 37S• 
440 

Nilrilyaa, Niith, 93-94o 3¢, 399 
Narharinilth, xii, u8, 349• 391, s•7 
Nilth, name for Siva, 99, 166; tide 

meaning "guru" or "lama" in Ben
gali Vajrayilna, 399 

Natht~m~pnu/4yll, 71 9Q-IOO, 107,121, 
161, 162, 172,287, 309· 310, 333· 
344o 346· 347· 398, 399·400·473· 
4f.87, soo, S04o S 19; householder 
Niiths, 466; name endings in 

-ilnanda, dis, pil, 107, 394i Saiva 
and Gorakhnilthi lineages, 99, 
399• 47+ Stt 11/so Aughars; twelve 
ptmtbs; Rilwal; Vairilg panth 

Nith Siddhas, xi, 2-4o 6, 9-IO, 43· s6-
S7· 63, 66, 73, 86, 88, 102-u, 
131, 168, •Bs •• 91, 1¢, 198, 202, 
210, u6, 222, 223, uS, 230, 23S• 
238, 241, 242, 244o 2SI, 2S4o 2s8, 
261, 28o, 287, 288, 289, 294o 29S• 
297, 298, 318, 349, 3s2, 3Bs, 391, 
393•39S•420,42S,46S,478,481, 
so6; as alchemical authors, 130i as 
guardian spirits of sacred moun
tains, 332-33, 33S• 339i as power 
brokers, 8, 309-11, 343-49, 398, 
soB, 519; called Gorakhnithis, 99; 
called jogis, 9, 99, 130; called Kin
pha~·9·99-I00,321,399o413i 
cult of, 374o 414; definition of 
yoga, 4s6; four or five original, 
210,236, z¢, 46o; give sons to 

barren women, •¢; lists of, 
83-86; 91-1oo, 123; regalia of, 
122, 19S• z8o, 310, 349• 413,489, 
so1 (see also ku7Jtfll/4s; mudnJs); 
theories concerning Buddhist ori
gins of, 104o 1o6-8. Stu/so Jogis; 
Nilth t~m~Jn'llll4y11; Nine Nilths; 
twelve, Nith Jlllntbs; 111111 '1111711tS of 
indiuid1111/ Nltb SitldbiiS 

Nlthll Cllritrt1 of Min Singh, 411, 4SI, 
474o SI6 

Nltblbbyut/lly11 T1111trt1, 2 31, 4 71 
National Museum of Denmark, 483 
Nnll1lltb11amtrtJ of Ga~, 92, 111, 

16s, 407· 41s 
navel, divides upper and lower body, 

243 
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nectar, s. 76, 173, 184o 190, 191, 199, 
107, 111, 18s. 199· 300, 309· 3•3· 
310,318,349·3SS·437·4SS·461, 
481-84.496,498, So6; in the 
Vedas, Io-11, 3s8; "red-white," 
101; three types, 317; yogic gener
ation of, in cranial vault, 18, 38-
39•41,118,111-11,141-43•14?
so, 1S1-S4t 1S1· 1S8, 171, 177· 
181. Set also waters, magical; ex
traction; clan nectar; srmt11 

Needham, Joseph, 63, 104 
NeminAth/NimnAth, 93, 119, 198, 

331-31, 399· 47S 
Neoplatonism, 189, 490 
Nepal, 1, 6s, 89, 98, •os, 109, 119, 

134o Ip, 114, 1SI, 178, 188, 
310-11, 311, 333• 349-SI, 38o, 
389,39•·393·431,43S·46s,467, 
473·S02,so8;<Jurkhasin,3•o
••· 33S• 343-44. 3S7 (set also Prthi
vinAriyal} SAh); National Archives, 

418,411,423,426, 43•· 434t 471· 
Set also Kathmandu [Valley] 

Nepali literature, 108, 46s, 474 
Netra Tantra, 178,418,419,442, so• 
Newman,]ohn,384 
Nicholas, Ralph, 47S 
Nilakal}tJta, 97• 116, 142, 221, 447 
nine doors, 163, 1S4t 489, S04• Set also 

tenth door 
Nine NAths, 8s-88, ~100, 109, 112, 

113, 13St 169, 181, 16o, 330, 332, 
339·3S6·39•·394t39S•396,4Q8, 
484, 488; identified with Nine 
NAriyal}as in Marathi traditions, 
39S· 41 •. Set also NAth Siddhas, 
lists of 

·~~·33·3St101,37S·482 

NityAnanda Siddha, 390• 418 
NityanAtha Siddha, 83, 129, 16o, 407• 

408, 417; "son of Parvati," 119-30, 
16o, 418, 43S· See also Rllsaratn4-
ltara; Sabaracintim111Ji 

Nity~lta Tantra, 163, 394 
nivJ;tti. See withdrawal and return, 

yogic 
NivrttinAth, 113, 396 
niyll71tana (regulation, restraint of mer

cury), 267, 290, 461 
numbers and number symbolism, 

IS-4 7 passim. Set also five; geo
metric progressions; six; sixteen; 
three; twelve 

nummelite, 1¢. 
ny4sa. Set worship, tantric: 
Nyingma. Set VajrayAna Buddhism 

Obermiller, Ernst, 471 
Obeyesekere, <Jananath, 341, S•7 
Ocean of Milk, 190, 192, u1, 234o 

289,447·466·47S 
oghas ("streams" of Siddhas), 3• 91, 

•3S·327·332·3S6.386,394·4•S 
ojllS (the "eighth tlh4tu"), 184o 341, 363, 

477· so6, s•1 
Old Bengali language, 81, 107, 236, 

390· See also Cary4patlas 
Old Kannada language, 140,407. See 

also YogatlTpilt4 
Old Punjabi language,¢, 132 
Old Rajasthani language, 96, 132 
Ch!t· See mantras, prt17JIIVa 

Oman, John Campbell, s•-s2, 349• 
370 

opium, IS9· 167,434 
oral transmission, 2, •4S• 161. Set also 

written transmission 
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Orissa, 98, 14?-48, ZZ4o 345· 39'· 391, 
434 

orpiment (bmrltli/4), 153, 170, 310, 
J19,JJ1,419t441t453t514 

pltl4ltJ111, 187. 305 
PtlJm4vat of Mallik Muhammad Jayast, 

198, 138, 16o-61, 181, 391, 453• 
489,505 

P4Juba-Joba of Muni Rlmasiritha, 1 r 7 
Pakistan, 61-63, 66, ro6, n6, r u-zz, 

104. 311, 374• 38o. Stulso Hin
glilj Devf; Punjab; Sind 

Jlll/qll-«btt/4. Set mercury, clipping the 
wings of 

pa/4 (measure of time and mass), 194o 
J16-I9t 501, 510 

Pilla dynasty. Stt Bengal 
Jllliltakarm4'!i (five treatments of A.y

urveda), 170 
Jlllilar~k.,_, r63,171, r8o,110,110, 

134o 313, 414o 46o 
J11111t4mr;ta. Stt extraction 
Pandeya,Janardana, 156, 356, 390· 

431·490·493 
ptmths. Stt twelve, Niith ptmtbs 
Paril-Aparil-Parilparil, 79• 91, 157, 

176-77,441,441. Stt also Trika 
Kaula 

p4rlltl8 (name for mercury), r88, 1o8, 

370·373·381,437·448·459·~1. 
498; Pilrada-de5a, 65, 104. 38o; 
P4rad4kaiJ111, 130, 419; P.,_t/4 Stmt
hitli, 415 

Pilrade5vara, 157,439 
~k~a-pr..v~,136,474 
Parame5vara, 330 
ptmmtJHir45, 78,91-93, roo, u3, 141, 

171, 390· See allo clans; ku/4 

par~mukti,ro1 

Ptri~Jm1k41ika, 314 
JlllrtiS Jllltthllr (alchemic:al touchstone), 

407· 413 
Pilrasnilth/Par5vanilth, 93• 1 14o 119, 

198·399·475 
Ptmllurlmll K4IJ111 Sfltr11, 4¢ 
Par4trhhiik4viva""'!a of Abhinavagupta, 

413, 439• 
Pilrvad, '55• 195, 184o 357• 451,468, 

473• 499· Stt also Nityaniltha Sid
dha, "son of Pilrvad" 

Pascal, Blaise, 318 
paltim4mn~"· Stt Western Trans-

mission 
palu, 140, 179, 313,465. See also vlrll 

P4it1JIIItll Stltrlls, 36o, 397• 513 
Pilsupatas,7o9o49e97""99ol01,110, 

n8-r9, nr-zz, u6, 184, 185, 

310, 315, 334• 375• 393• 397• 413, 
418, 499· 515; definition of yoga, 
397; -r41i name endings of, u 1 
{Itt also Killamukhas). Stt also 
LakuJJp 

~upatinilth,89,351,39Z,519 
pitllna (sublimation, evaporation of 

mercury), z r z, z67, z90; pitllna 
yt~ntriiS (three types of sublimation 
apparatus), 103, 147-491 158, 480, 

483 
Pataiijali, 87, zr6. See also Yoga Siltrlls 
Patna, 6r-6z, 64o 76, 104.378, 38z 
Pattan,rr6,195•348,411 
Pavannilth,189 
penetration. Stt piercing; vetlba 
Persia, exchanges with India, 1, 54o 

105,146el47·378,409,446,449 
Persian alchemy, 54• 104- SttalsoJabi

rians 
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Peshawar. See Pakistan 
phonemes, 43, 17~, 274,367,368, 

452, 47I, 486; identified with 
miJn;ltas, 29I. See also hindu; nltla 

piercing, 289, 303, 3I3, 320, 463; of 
ta~1 401 I351 2931 3I4-I8,3I9o 
489, 511. Set also ear-boring; vedba 

Pietro della Valle, 94-95 
Pigalle, Paris red-light district, 34I 
pi'!tfns, 287, 500 
pingn/4. See ndtfls 
pi!bas: Buddhist, 72, z6o, 385, 389,482 

(set also Jilandhara; KJmarOpa; Ud
~iylna); chasing in which a Siva 
li1iga housed, 2 58; ilkta Pl!has, sa
cred sites of the Goddess, 9I, uz, 
I95oZI0,26o,z4s,z46,467,488 
(set also worship, tantric); tantric 
literary classification system, 79-
8o, I8I, 389, 424 (stt also Mantra 
PIJ)ta; Vidyl PIJ}ta) 

pitr.Jlna. Set year, solar 
Plantain Forest. Set Kadalr 
poison; I64-65, I90, 209, u1, zu, 

'239o'289,3'29o338•376o447o46S, 
476; Tantras, 131,419,465 (set 
also Garu~a Tantras; Yognnztndvali) 

powersubstances,4, I35o 137,153, 
158, I63, 167, 173, 183, 198-zoo, 
32 3• 430, 433• 454 Set also clan 
nectar; yrmitattva 

Prabnndbadnt4ma'!i of Merutwiga, 114o 

409·504 
Pnzbandbakoia, I 14o 119 
Prabhudeva. Set AJiama Prabhu 
Pnzbhlllingn/i/4 of Pi~apatti Somanltha 

Kavi, Ill 

Prajlpati, u-13, 17, 23, 32-33, I89, 
2711 2721 283,286,3SI,365,492 

Prajiia(-paramitl], 67, 72, I04o ISZ, 
I64t 378, 382; and Upaya, 247, 
ZSI 

pnzltlin. Stt light 
PraJcrti (Nature, feminine principle of 

materiality), zo-u, 33-34 36, 
I95• uo, 215, u8, 473,492 

pnzlaya (cosmic dissolution), 3• 232-33• 
289,296,2971 3I71 3Z6,463,5I3i 
as withdrawal of cosmic yogin, 33• 
4Io46-47o'22I,25I,Z63,'294t 
463 (set also v.,.,u Nirlyal}a); pro
voked by dance of Siva and KJIJ, 
z86; within subde body, 40. Se~ 
also smhblnz; smi 

"Prll} Siilkali" ofCaurangi[nith], I33• 
z6o,404,4I6,s04 

prl'!a, u, 39, I84, 185, zoo, 211, u6, 
316, 359, 445, 454· See also breath 

prl'!IJima. Set breath, control 
pnzsltla (gift of grace from god or Sid

dha), 174, z88, 311, su 
pravr:tti. See withdrawal and return, 

yogic 
Pfthivinlrlyal} Slh, Gurkha king of 

Nepal, 310, 311, 3I3, 321, 335, 
343-44·348 

Pseudo-Zosimus, 203-5,447 
Ptolemy, zos 
Punjab, Indian state of, 1, 98, 398; Paki

stani state of 6z, z 39, 298-99, 
333• 404, 479• soo (set also 
Jhelum) 

Punjabi literature, 92-93, 239, 244o 
Z98,333•476,soo,soz,so3 

Pilral} Bhagat, 92, 239, 244, 26I, 289, 
298-301, 333· 403,476,484 489, 
500, 503, 504 See also Carangi[
nath]; wells 
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Puril}as: Agni, 396; Bb4g11Vata, s8, 317, 
373• 374> Sto, Sl4t St6; BbiiVisya, 
410, 4o6, 411; Bmbmavaivllrtll, 
3¢; Buddha, 496, soo; eighteen, 
163;GJ~, tzs;Kafika, 19s. 
4SI, 476; Lmga, u6, u7, 410, 
470, 494i Marka'!t/tya, 141, 4zs, 
429; Matsya, 331, SIS; NamdtJ, 
386;Pa~,37s;SkandtJ, 117, 
u7, 233, 331,448,466, 469; Jlis
l]udbA11noUilrtl, 103 

Puri (Jagannilth). Stt Orissa 
purification,zz,I48,t8o,z37•264t 

26s,z66,269-J3,28S,286,4z8, 
457• 4S9· 49S· See also bbiitllituJJbi 

~a: Vedic god of sacrifice, 16, 37, 
207,216,269-7o;~nscendent 

soul in SilJ!lkhya, 20, 33-34> 36, 
492, S 10. Stt also Prajipati; 
Pralqti 

~pabhoti, name of a king in the Hllrfll
tllrita, 307 

pu!JZS. See S11111pu!fl 

quicksilver. Stt mercury 

Raghunathan, N. Sethu, xii, 373,407, 
41 S• 447• 456, 4S8 

Raivata (medieval name for Gimar), 
329-32, SIS 

R4j117114rtm[t{a of King Bhoja of Malava, 
131,429 

mjllS. See gtn!llS 

Rajasthan, 93, 98, 103, no, 118-u, 

147· us, 309· 310, 344> 349· 3SO, 
363. 374> 3¢. 398. 399· 401, 412, 
413·434t468,476,so3,st8.Stt 
also Abu (Mount); Jodhpur; 
Mewar 

R4jatam'ilgii]T of Kalhal}a, 3o8 
r4j11Ja/qmll (royal consumption), 24-

2S, 36, 44t 341, 363 
Rima, 87, 347 
RJmananoJS, u 1 

R4miya7]11, s8, 189, 214> 3S9• 41s; Ben
gali recension, 3SSi lrimilvat4mm 

of KampaJi, s8, us 
Rlnil Sama~i. king of Mewilr, 34S 
rtdijana (coloration of metals by mer

cury), 148-49, ZS9• 268, 384> 417, 

441• 4S1• 492 
rtiSil (vital ftuid), 4t 11, 24-25, 27-28, 

184-88,zz9,27S1 3031 361,44Si 
as chyle, u, 18s, 207, .340, 436; es
sential compound, 439• 446; name 
for mercury, 11, 172, 186, 187, 
271, 274> 283, 303, .327, 370; of 
creator god, 269; smelted ore, 
446; taste, t8s, 362; theory of aes
thetics, 186; yogic m~~b4rtiSil, zoo. 
See also m~~b4rasas; uparasas 

rtiSil-agni-vilyU. Stt sacrifice, Vedic 
rtiSil i4stm (Ayurvedic pharmacy), S2-

S3·SS,IOS,II7,14S-46, 188, 
292,361,371·372,388,400,41S 

Rasa Siddhas, 1-s. 9-10, 14> 99, 1 to
u, 143-44> 146, t68, 138, 274> 
197, 317, 334> 3s6, 390· 418 (stt 
also namu of individtml Rasa SiJ
JbllS); lists of, 74> 78, So-87, 90, 
91, 100, 123-31, IS9· 167, 187, 
419, 433, 441; paucity of evidence 
for lineages of, 101; theories con
cerning Buddhist origins of, 
104-6; worshipped, 169 (stt also 
Siddhas, cult of) 

Rasabhairava, uS-19, IS9• 168, 174-
79•1S8,4I7,440,441,443 



TIISIItikitsa (mercurial medicine, chemia-

tty),SS• 159,162, 175•372,447 
Rluacint4mmJi of Anantadeva Sari, 130 
Rasat/arpaiJil, 421 
RluaJhyilya of Kank!la Yogi, 130 
Rasabt;Jaya Tantra ofGovinda, SS• 83, 

102, lOS,I2S, l)O, 146-49· ISS· 
167, 198, 208, 274o 314o 372,402, 
426,431,435•437•492 

Rluakalpa, 128,4171 130 
RluakimaJhmu, 156, 190, uo, 114 
RluakaumuJi, 109,415 
Rasakautaka, 448 
Rasilu, son of POrat] Bhagat, 299-300, 

413 
Rasanku§a (Elephant Goad of Mer

cury), 155, 182; mantra (stt 1111111-

traS); name of a Rasa Siddha, 83, 
uS. Stu/so Bhairava 

Rasankusl, 128, rss. '59· r68, 174-77· 
I7S)-So,2s8,443•444 

RmapadJbati of Hindu, 130, 481 
RasapraJTpa of PriQanitha, 130 
Rluapraklia SuJhiiktml of Ya5odhara 

Bhana,1t7,128,t3o, '46,ts8-

6o,J7S•434 
Rasanijala~iofVi~Qudeva, I)O, 157• 

t64,400 
IWanfjafinnna~iofPara5urima, 130 
rasa-rasilyana (magical elixir sidJhl), 53• 

58, 70, 187, 324o 371, 420 
Rasaratnadipikii of Rimarija, I)O, 4 36 
Rasaratnakara of Nityanatha Siddha, 

104-5• III, II), US)-31 1 145, 
155, '57• 158, t6o-6z, 165, 167, 
168,t88,)721 400,405,417,434o 
435, 48o; list of Rasa Siddhas in, 
8t-83, u4, t6o; Manua or Sid
dha Khal}4a of, u9, 161, 164 

RmaratniiSil7lltlttaya of [Jain author] 
Mil}ikyadeva Sari, 411 

Rlutmltnasamu«haya of'Vigbhana n, 
124-130, 146, 158, 162, 167-68, 
247, 274o 294o 372, 376, 390• 427, 
429, 492; lists of Rasa Siddhas in, 
81-84, II), 16o, 19Q-92, 197· 
uo,2n 

Rasaratn4vali, of Guru Datta Siddha, 
133 

Rlu4rl]llva, xi, S• 53-57, 59, 71, tot-2, 
IQ4o 113-14o 1331 1)71 145, 148-
551 158-59, t6o, 162, 163, 164o 
167-68, 171-83 passim, 188, 190, 
194,196, 198,2o6,207,Z09,ZIO, 
245, 26o, 264o Z74o 275, 278, z82, 
284o 297, 301, 315, 316, 320, )2)1 
3Z4o )Z6, 327, )Z8, 363, 374o 396, 
)98,401,41),426,4)4o437•44Z, 
487, 510; authorship of, u7, 
429-30; mention of Siddha Calaa 
in, 133; possible influence of 
KftiN on, 133; tantrism in the, 
171-83 passim 

Rluiinyrva/Vzlpa, 16o, 4z8 
RlullSa'ilkttllkiilikiJ, of CamUI}4akiyas

tha, 130, 400, 448 
Rasasm of Govindicirya, IJO, 1 s s. 

384o 431 
RasasidJhanta, 373 
RluasidJbifiistrll ofVy14i, 383,415 
Rosasindhu ofVi~Qudeva, I)O, 448 
Rasavailtfika Siitra of Bhadant Nigir-

juna, 381, 431 
RllsiivatAra, 491 
rasavidJhi. See vtdha 
rasilytmll: alchemical elixir, 49· s8, 70, 

76, l)7o 305, 327, 374o 393• 427, 
4 36, 446 (stt also elixirs, rasa-



rasiiyana (continlltJ) 
rasiiyana); Ayurvedic elixir or reju
venation therapy, 13, 15-16, 131, 
145, 168, 169, 186, 188, :z66, 170, 
:z71, :zn, 303, 317, 34:z, 3s6, 371, 
378, 479• 491; "coming forth of 
the essence," 73• 386; name of a 
physician in the Ha"!arllrita, 3 77; 
Tibetan Buddhist inner alchemy, 
71, 385; term for alchemy, 14, 
188 

Rmiiyana SiistrodJ/n;ti ofVyA4i, 415 
rasnulra, name of mercury, 188, :zo8; 

name ofSiva-Bhairava, 180 
RmmJra Bhiiskara, 191, :z 10, :z 14, 408 
RmmJra Mangala of Sriman Nllgir

juna, 76, 104-5, n3-:z7, 130, 
14S-46, 149-SI, IS4 ISS· 158, 
16o, 161, 16:z, 164-67, :274 3:25, 
3:Z7,390·401,415,4:Z8,430·435i 
list of Rasa Siddhas in, 81-84 

RmmJrarintiimll1]i, of Qh~4hukanll
tha, 130, 148 

RmmJradlt/ih11111]i of Somadeva, 117, 
ns-:z6, n8, 130, 146, 154 157· 
IS8-6o, 167, 168, 169, 187, 19Q, 
191, :zn, :274, 37S• 394 41S• 4:29, 
434 439· 487, 49% 

RmmJraknlpaJr11ma of Rllma~l}a 
Bhana; 130 

Rase5vara: name of mercury, 187; 
name of Siva as god of alchemy, 
103, •57• 179,:zs8,439;Rase$vara 
Siddhas, 111, 390 

Rase5vara Dariana. See SarvaJarfnna

S1J7!1grtJha 
Rnsopnn~at, 1o:z, 146, 155, 157, 381, 

410,416, 431; authorship of, 117. 
See also Mahodildhi 

Rlltha4~411. Stt Rajasthan 
Ramaghosa, 81,84 104 114-:zs, 15:Z, 

164 
Rattannllth,:z78-79•400,448 
Rllval}a. s8, 81, us, ISo-si, 373· 374· 

415. See also Kt1111iira Tantra 
Rllwal: kingdom, n:z; Nllth pnnth, 98, 

n 1-u, 358, 399, 414 Stt also 
Bllppll Rllwal 

Ray, Prafulla Candra, 104-5, 151, t6o, 
164·371,401 

realgar. Stt red arsenic 
rebirth. Stt transmigration 
red: arsenic (mana~iiliJ), 170, 189, 195, 

105, z84, 3:z6, 451, 453; color of 
female elements, 19:z, 193, 194 
198, 1991 :ZO:Z,:z09;Afa~endra 

as, u4, 396, 468 
religious alchemy, typologized, 51-S7 
resorption, 17, 19,33, 18S,1o6,:zo8, 

211 1 2151 219-13, 2331 :z63, :Z7:Z, 
:293, 441, 458, 463; time of (lnya
kiJ/a), 316-19. Stt also emanation; 
pntlnya; withdrawal and return, 
yogic 

Ret Kul}4· Stt waters, magical 
Reval}a,86-87,9:Z-93• 133,168,391, 

401 
reversal, yogic, :z9, 39, 41-4:z, zo1-:z, 

U7, :Z48, :z61-64 174• :Z9Q, 313, 
3% I, so8. See also ilrJJhvnrttiiS 

~~ ~Jn. 10, 17, 37, u 1, u6, 241, 278, 
4 78; earliest use of term yoga in, 
19-:ZO 

rice, 196, :z89, :299, 351 
Roberts, John, 468 
roJhana (coagulation of mercury, medi

tative mind), 167, :z90, :291; Rod
bini, %91 
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rogaviida (therapeutic alchemy), 52, 55, 
130,145-46,161,267,2710 431 

Rohil;tT: name of a star-maiden, 24, 44o 
363; red cow, 36 

Rosu, Arion, xiii, 370, 401 
royal consecration, 304o 309, 322 
royal consumption. See mjayakfl'"' 
Rwasfllga, 2o3 
~tu Kul}~· See waters, magical 
t;tt•-siltmya, 2 3 
Rudra-Siva. See Siva 
Rudmyiimala Tantra, 130, 145,417, 

428, 452· See also Dbiin1kalpa; 
Gmulbakakalpa; Pmdakalpa; Rasa
/talpa 

Sabam Tantra, 98 
Sabamdntlmll'Ji of Nityanlltha Siddha, 

129 
Silbara-pll, 84 
sacrifice: blood, 29, 89; Vedic, 1o-11, 

IS-20,23-24,28,36, 184,189, 
215,245o269-71,28J,283,466 
(see also agnkaya11a); into mouth 
of ku'!tfnlinT, 2 20, 2 34; T'IISII-agni
viiyu as three elements of, 11-13, 
21-26,32,45• 184-85,187,283, 
362, 445· See also tli/qil; internal
ization of the sacrifice 

SadliSiva, 152, 162, 2o6, 416,438,450, 
496, 501; and divinization of tan
vas, 3Si portrayed as mabilpreta in 
Kaula iconography, 176-78,442. 
See also five, faces; Saiva Siddhllnta 

satlbbilva. See clan nectar 
siltlbana (realization, practice), 2, 185, 

236, 244o 264o 265, 288, 335, 345; 
bila-siitlbana, 59; nitlbi-siitlhana, 59· 
See also reversal, yogic 

SiJtlbanmwiM,6s,81,314o371,385 
sahasriira (the "thousand-petaled" 

(11/tra), 41, 242-43· 245· 293· 
489 

iailotlaka. See waters, magical, Rock or 
Peak Water 

Saiva sects and sectarianism, 7, 9, 6o, 
8o, 87, 90o 93o 96-102, 104o 111-
12, 119, 171-83 passim, 193, 213, 
282, 284o 286, 305, 3o6, 309, 310, 
321,325,330, 333· 340, 345· 347· 
357o393o398o44So496oSI3oSIS· 
See also Aghoris; Dasnllmis; Kllpllli-
kas; Pllsupatas; Saiva Siddhilnta 

Saiva Siddhilnta, 37, 6o, 95-98, 102, 
134, 146, 162, 172-73, 177, 182, 
213o397o416,424o426,439o440o 
462. See also Mr;gmtlmgama 

IAkta plfbns. See plfhns 
Sllkta-Saiva devotionalism. See wor

ship, tantric 
Sllkta sects and sectarianism, 2, 79, 99, 

101, no-n, 140, 146, 171-83 pas
sim, 235, 26o, 355• 357,405. Ste 
also Krama; Srividyll; Trika Kaula; 
Western Transmission; Yogini 
Kaula 

lakti (feminine energy), 35, 61, 177, 
uS, 222, 230, 243, 257, 312, 355, 
367, 423i visarga-iakti, 256; in left 
side of subtle body, 485 (see also 
lingo, western); rasa-iaktis, 442. 
Stt also femininity; klltJtfalinT 

Sakti (name of the Goddess), 36, 43• 
92, 142, 202, 247· 251, 253· 278, 
289,317o368,421,427o432o439o 
442, 452, 473 

Saktisangama Tantra, 394, 42 1 

Saktivijilnna of Somilnanda, 501 
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~ilivlhana; Salwin. Set ~itavihana, 
Icing 

m~atannw(~ry),ss 

S117114dbi, tumulus ofNith Siddha, 94t 

288,333o338o3SOo396o407•4SO, 
SI9i total yogic integration, 4S• 
61, us, uS, 221, 2S3· 26s, 290, 
369·472,483 

stnntmJSa (fluid equilibrium), t8s, 201, 

2t8,2S3•44So4SSo483•So6 
14mbbtzvl, 481. Stt also ~ambhu; mudris 

~ambhu: name of a Rasa Siddha, 82, 
124, u6, 16o; name of Siva, 248, 
4Bt. 

1117hhm (universal retraction), 227, 
232-33, 240. Sec also Jml/ayfl 

Sirpkhya, 17, 2o-u, 27, 32-36, t8s, 
2o6-I01 2131 2401 2701 4S8,stcr, 
~ltbya K4riltas, 3S7· Stt also 
Pralqti; Puru!~; tllttviiS 

S11711Jm1J/Jyll. Stt Nath ttnnJmiJ/Jyll 
S11711p11fll (interlocked, encased), 14S• 

2S6-S7• 268, 282, 294. 299, 4S4t 
486,s09 

1117!'1/tims: alchemical operations, 44t 

14S· 14?-48, ISS· ISS, IS9· 166, 
169, 181,1981 2S91 26o,263-302 
passim, 314o 368,427,428, 442, 
461,492, 494; term /dlrpll used for 
in Rluoptmifllt, ISSi life-cycle rites, 
43-44, 264t 271,491, 493· Stu/so 
711171111 of intlivitlUIII1117!'1Itllnls 

Samundranith, 3SO 
Sanderson, Alexis, xiii, 136, 389,417, 

424o 439· 444t 44S· 46s, S09 
Stmgltllrlltn4ltJml of Simgadeva, 408 
Sangye Sonam, 483 
lldljivanljaltnn. Stt waters, magical 

~ankara: Advaita Vedinta philosopher, 
3o-31, 87; name of Siva, 163 

SaflltlmiVijllJa of Anandagiri, 1 u, 3921 

408,418 
ilmltinl(conch duct), 2S4-S7• 322, 484o 

4Bs.487,489 
Sankrtyayana, Rahul, 404 
11111nyiJIII, 281, 497 
~antideva, 3S 
Smtlatilalta of Lalqm8J}ade5ikendra, 

312 
Sariha-pi, 69-?o, 76, 399 
llrll'!" (Rowing, potentialization of 

mercury), 268, 299, 300, 316 
Sarasvati River, 22S-2271 468,470,480 
lllrirt1 yog11. Stt transubstantiation 
Sdrilgt~tlhllrtl Pt~tltlhllti, 96, 131, 141, 

396 
S4rilglltlhtlrtl Stnhhitl, 131· 396. 41St 

420,437 
~in'lganith,94,396 
Same, Jean-Paul, su 
Stzrulltlaritmll ~grtthll of Midhavi-

cirya, s6, 102, 131, 187, 372, 4oo 
~arvaja, lSI, IS7• 167,430,432 
Sarvaji\a. Stt Sarvaja 
Stnwivllrtmlllyllnll ofVyt~i, 383 
Sastti, Radhakrishna, 437 
Sitavihana, name of several kings, 67, 

69. 1% 114t 298, 38t, 409· S04 
Sati, 19S• 196, 4SI· See also plfhlls 
!fl!lttn"'lll'!i (six purificatory practices of 

hathayoga) 26s, 271 
Satruiijaya (Mount), t 14-1 S 
~~hlllrtllll7hhit4, 88, 91, 18o, 234t 

26o,38s,392,488 
111ttv11. Sec gti'!IIS 

111ttuas. Stt minerals 



Sa~1th,87,93·98, rr2,392,473 
saumya. Stt year, solar 
Schotennan,J. A., 481,483 
seeds. See bTjas 
semen. See sexual Ruids 
Seneca, 189 
Serpents, s8-6o, 67, 21o-r7, 218, 240, 

324, 3Z7· 333· 350, 462, 463, 496, 
sor, 5040 Nlgalat~ ("Serpentina"), 
308, 322; Caraka, Patanjali, and 
NlgArjuna as incarnations of, 21 S· 
See also Ananta; lead; Sesa; snake
charming; Vlsuki. 

S~, 59• 215-16, 218-19, 284t 289, 

374·463 
sexual Ruids, 11, 13-14, r6, 28, 32, 

135-40, 146, 163, 172, 183, 184-
202 passim, 210,212,216,235, 
245,247,2S2,2S3•2S8,269,286, 
294·309·312,316,438·447·450, 
4S2•4SS•46o,486,489,491ias 
fuel of yogic transfonnations, 4-5, 
27, 39• 41, 4S• 72, 173, 207, 232-
33, 237· 243· 250, 274t 28s, 289, 
293, 320, 321, 351, 36o, 363, 425, 
430 (see also adhorttiiS; arddhvan
tas); as end products of digestion, 
21,2S-26,339-42,36o,363;as 
source of ktdtl continuity, 79, 137 
(see also clan nectar); ritual con
sumption of, 137, 424t 4SS• 483, 
509; used in tteating mercury, 
153, rs8, 433· See also cycles, men
strual; ltuf!tfago/4/ta; power sub
stances; yonitattva 

sexual union, 4-5, 28, 31, 135-39, 157• 
158, 162, 194t 198, 199, uo, 234t 
235· 252, 2S8, 323, 341,441, 453· 

464t46s,483,487,490·seealso 
erotico-mystical techniques 

Shah Abdul Latif Bhitai, 311-12 
shamanism, 295-99 
Shanna, Dhannananda, 390· 481 
Shanna, Hari Shankar, xiii, 117 
Shanna, P. V., ros-6, 126-28, 414, 419 
Shastri, Haraprasad, ros, 402, 416 
Shastri, Krishna Pal, 336-37 
Sialkot. See Jhelum 
"Siddh Vandanltp," list of Siddhas in, 

83, ss-86, 391 
Siddha: defined by 1irumOiar, 61; ety

mology of tenn, 2 
Siddha alchemy, 52, ss-S7• 7?-78, roo, 

109-22 passim; 141-44. 146, 162, 
r68-7o, r88, 263-302 passim, 
314-18,327,372,439 

Siddha Cakra, 89, 133, 135, 137, 181, 
356, 386, 388, 444· See also yuga
n4th11S 

Siddha Kaula, 74• 88, 133-34, 171, 
42 3; Siddhlmrta Kaula, 133 

Siddha Khal}~a of Rasllrlltn4lttml. See 
Rasar~~1714lttml 

Siddha maidens. See Siddhas 
Siddha medicine, 102, 2o8, 372, 457 
Siddha Siddhlnta Paddhati, attributed to 

Gorakh and NityanAtha, 129, 141, 
2or,26o,4t8,46o,48s,488,496 

Siddhlclryas. See Mahlsiddhas 
siddha-deha. See Siddhas (Perfecti), in

destructible bodies of 
siddhadrtWJa. See power substances 
SiddhanAtha, 73, 88, 2 30, 386, 418, 

513 
siddhlilj111111. See llflj111111 
Siddhas (Perfecti): abode of, 3, 1 so, 
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Siddhas (contimttt/) 

2)8, 297· 303, 327-34> 373· 46), 
514i acceding to the world of, 3, 
6, 52, s6, 244, 265, 303-334 pas
sim, 514i as mountains or moun
tain gods, 327-34i cult of, 2-3, 
135, 157, 18o-81, 292, 329, 335• 
388, 391, 441 (stt also Siddha 
Cakra); divine and semidivine, 2, 
57-58, U<J, 135-36, 157, 161, 
18o-8I, 323-34 passim, 355• 421, 
512, 513; formation of canonical 
lists of, 74-75; So-tor; four kula
siJJhas, 324i indestructible bodies 
of, 191, 202, 271, 281, 315, 319; 
Siddha maidens, 150, 192, 323, 
325, 326, sn; Siddhavidyis, s8; 
three primal, 73, 91, 23o-31, 329, 
330, 331, 514. Stt also Eighty-four 
Siddhas; Mah:tsiddhas; M:the5vara 
Siddhas; Nith Siddhas; oghas; 
Rasa Siddhas; Sittars; sixteen 

Siddhe5vara. Stt Siva 
siddbis (supernatural powers), xii, 2, s. 

58, 6o, 97, 102, III, ll4t 1)2, 
137· 145-46, 153· 157· 161, 16), 
170, 174o 176, I8o, 186, 202, 222, 
242, 262, 263, 265, 274, 284o 294o 
301, 303, 3o6, 307, 313, 315, 316, 
317, 319, )21, 325, )26, 329, 330, 
3)1, 401, 424o 425,429, 439· 461, 
496, 510, 513; called vibhllti, 284, 
286, 432, 441, 499; early Buddhist 
lists of, 371, 507; subject ofVima 
Tantras, 419. Stt also diamond 
body; Right; ltbantpt1nt; ptmtktlya
pravtill; rtlSil-ras4yana 

Siddhiyoga ofVrnda, 430 
Siegel, Lee, 496 

Sikkim, 109 
Silbum, Lillian, 235 
Silk Road, 2, 62-63, 65, 203, 20.., 378 
Sirilhala. Stt Sri Lanka 
Simbils1111advatrittJfiJ:a, rrs, 451 
Sind, 55, 59, 98, 116, 204, 295, 311, 

414, 457• 491, 505. Stt also Indus 
River; Pakistan 

sindilrll (red mercuric oxide, vermil
lion), 194o 196, 284o 351, 455 

Singhal}a, Yidava king, 112, 114, u 7-
28, 167 

Sircar, D. C., 412 
Sitali (goddess of smallpox), 29 
Sittars, 2, 5s, 61, 6s, 76, 91, 99, •os, 

III, 125, 373• 376, 394t 4oo-2, 
415, 450; lists of, 87 

Siva, 14, 92-93, 101, us, 134o 152, 
188, 190, 196, 202, no, u6, uo, 
221, 232, 261, 262, 264o z84o 286-
89, 2¢, 297, 298, 307, 312, 318, 

329,332·393·4•5·430·438·439· 
44•·46o,463·471·477·487,495· 
499· srs; becoming a second (ste 
Sivahood); cult of, 4o 9• 98, 143, 
163, 173-75, 197, 454; earliest im
perial devotees the Kushanas, 398; 
identified with guru in initiation, 
271; location of in subde body, 4, 
38, 221, 241, 243· 245· 246, 293· 
320, 462; mantra-bija identified 
with semen of, 2 71; Pine Forest 
myth of, 2S5; relationship to 
Brahmi, \r.~J}u,46, 141,146,159, 
162,294,315, 317; relationship to 
the Goddess, s. 35-36, 43• 54o 
uS, 143· 145· 158, 173· 176, ISs, 
195, 211, ZI<J, 22<J, 2)5t 247, 251, 
252,253,256,26o,368,421,427 
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(stt also Ardhanari5vara); relation
ship to the moon (stt moon); re
vealer ofTantras, 54t u7, 142, 
145, 161, 172, U31 U51 U91 236, 
447• 468; Siddhas in retinue of, 
331, su; Siddhe5vara (temples 
of), 6o, 95-96, 103, 110, 367, 375• 
398;TripurAntaka,438.Sttalso 
Bhairava; IOIAgnirudra; linga; and 
1111111tS of thitiu iJmtifieJ -with Siva 

Siva Stnhhiti, 324t 325 
Sivahood, 4· 6, 42, sz-s3. 143, 157, 

163, 166, 1731 181, 188, UO, U81 
234t 240, 3u-zs passim, 331, 
322, 432, 439• 465 

Sivllkalpadrtmlll of Sivaniitha, 130, 448 
six: metals, 189, 190; months, 170, 

294; rasas, 185; schools of Indian 
philosophy, 174 

sixteen, 17, 36-44> 365, 368, 392; iJJ
hams, 366; expansion to eighteen, 
43-44> z6s, 491; Mondays vow, 
37, 366; number of women in 
Plantain Kingdom, 475; stniJSk
lirlls, 43-44> z65-69; Siddhas, Ss, 
91, 169 

Skanda, 131,159,189-91,224,329, 

359·376.440,441·447·448·472 
snake charming, 99, uz, 350, 399, 519 
Soc;lhala, 1o6, 114 See also Gatlani

grahll 
JoJh/111/l. Stt purification 
srmt/1: as herbal medicine, 365, 366; as 

moon god, 11, 16, 184, 359 (stt 
also moon); as sacrificial oblation, 
z4t 36, 365, 455, 478; as Vedic 
draft of immortality, 1o-11, 25, 
z8, 189, 232, 242, 243, 259, z8s; 
theft of, 190, 462. 

Somnath. Stt Gujarat 
sorcery, tantric. Stt KriyA Tantras 
soteriology, 72, 385 
soul, individual. See itmlln 

soul, universal. See lmilmuzn 
sound, body of, 72; substrate of, 291, 

293· 477 
south India, 49, 53, 55• 61, 67-68, 77• 

So, tos-6, uo-n, 124, u6, 131, 
I68,1691 3071 3721 376o379o38Z, 
393, 431. Stt also Andhra Pradesh; 
Kadri; Karnataka; Kerala; Kon
kal}a; Malabar coast; Sittars; Srisai
lam; Tamil Nadu 

Southeast Asia, exchanges with India, 
48, 55• 61, 64t 10J1 369, 384, 389, 
401,457·487 

Southern Transmission. Stt Srividyii 
Spantla Karika ofVasugupta, zu 
sparill71tll1Ji. Stt transmutation 
spitting. Stt initiation 
Sri Cakra or Sri Yantra. See 1111l'!t/llills 
Sri Lanka, 55, 6o-61, 119, u6, 236, 

z6o,z6Z,Z99·4•5•489 
Sn Nath Tirthava/T of Mm Singh, 4¢, 

soo 
Srikal}~a.73·97-98, 126, 1z8-z9, 

131, 133, 158, 230, 250,416,418, 
442, 465; revealer of BhiltipmkllT

Il'!ll, '40· 142, rs6. 157· rs8 
SrTmatottllm Tantm, 156, 157, 386, 

425,433 
Sriniitha, 73-'14t 91, 129, 135, 230, 

zss. 330, 418 
Sriparvata. Stt Srisailam 
SrisaiJam, 49• 53• 6o, 68-69, 76-77, 

92, 103-4t llo-12, 136, 152, I61-
6z, 164-65,168, I96,ZJ8,Z45• 
z6o,331o375•398,405•4o8,409• 
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Srisailam (crmtinuttl) 
411, 434J; site of Mallikirjuna 
jyotirlinga, 111, 162, 398, 4os, 
407·48o,488 

Srividyi Kaula, 79, 139, 178, 181, 3S7• 
391. Stt also Bilitripurasundari 

smi (cosmic emission), 47· 2SJ, 263, 
463. Stt also emanation; with
drawal and return, yogic 

stabilization and stability: of breaths, 
4S• 232, 278; of body. 137, 174o 
264, 26s, 273, 274o 294, 29s. 439; 
of mercury, 202, 2s8, 266, 277, 
498. See also banJhana 

stars, 24, 31s, 323. Sttalso Rohil}l 
Stein, Sir Aurel, 309 
sthairya. Stt stabilization and stability 
sthokllarfm. Stt gross body 
subde body, 4-s, 19, 138, 18s, 207, 

uS-62 passim, 28o, 288, 291, 

301,321,327,328,333•38S,4'4• 
422, 44o, 4so. 47o, 48o, 482, 48s, 
so6; lunar nature of, 18, 3o-31; sa
cred geography of, t u, u8-4o. 
See also (amzs; cranial vault; left 
side of body; lmga, western; lower 
abdomen; mats}odtml; Meru; n44fs; 

nine doors; prrhas; tenth door; 
trilm!Jl 

Sufism, 109, 4os 
sOkfma lflrfrtl. Stt subde body 
sulfur, 6, 11, t6, so, 143, 146, IS4t 

IS7· 170, '74· 187, 189, 190, 192, 
193· 197· 198,199,202,207,248, 
2S2, 2S8, 268, 291, 292, 293· 3S2, 

370·377·381,409·441·449·4S2, 
4S3• 498, so1; as Goddess's uter
ine blood, s. 191, 193, •9<J; ety
mology of term ganJhaka, 193; 

flowers of (/Ju!pita ganJhaka), 199, 
440; origin myth of, 148, 168, 
192-93, 221, 234, 32s; springs (stt 
geothermal phenomena; waters, 
magical). See also yoni 

sun,21,23-2S,28-29,38-4t, 18s, 
202, 20S, 116, 232, 243· 244t 246, 
248, 2So-s4t 28o, 282, 2¢, 301, 

3IS,318,323,373•44S•4SS•4S6, 
457, 468, 481, 482, S04t SJ<J; god 
of generates copper from seed, 
190. Stt also moon 

Sundarnith Siddha, 339 
/Onya (void), 43, 1o6, 209, 211, 241-42, 

253· 29S· 403, 462, 477·482, Sl I; 
mah4iflnya, 4s6; tri/Onya, 178, 
302,so6 

SOnyllSII71Ip4dant of GO!Qra Siddhavira-
l}irayu, 4o6 

Sorasena, 82, 104. us, 433 
Sorpanith, 86 
Sulruta Sathhitl, s2, 76, uo, 3s6, 

370, 373• 37S• 387, 4•s; dating of, 
361 

S1J!U7111!I. Stt medial channel 
stlta (name for mercury), 188, 197, 

2o8,26s,446,490 
Svacchanda Bhairava, 83, u6, 128-29, 

142-43, •s6-s7.•7S· 176, •78-
'79· 417, 424o 432, 434t 442, S•4; 
sva«hanJabhaimva rasa, 16o, 417, 
436. Stt also Bhairava 

Sva((hanJa Tantm, 129, •s6, •1s-•76, 

I78,329-31·4'7·439·442,SI4 
Sva«hanJalaktyavat4m. See Bhotipm-

kart17Ja 
svtJana (sweating, trituration of mer

cury), 266, 273 
swallowing. See~ 
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Swami Sevananda, 517 
swooned, killed, and bound mercury, 6, 

144t 146, 149· ISS, 159· 162, 274t 
3S4. See also bandhant1; m4m'!ll; 
mercury;~nxhant1 

syncretism, Hindu-Buddhist, 53• 55• 
57-591 61, 66, 70J/11 74t 7S, 94t 
104-11, 11S, 136, 14S, 152, 1S7, 
196, 2o6, 361, 373• 375• 3S3, 390• 
513 (stt also Buddhist alchemy; Vaj
rayina Buddhism; Highest Yoga 
Tantra); Hindu-Jain, 57, So, 93• 
99, 114-19, 331-34o 399, 410, 
475• 479, 49S, 515 (stulsoJain
ism, Siddha and tanaic traditions 
of; Ncminiith/Nimnllth; Pllras
niith/Parivanllth); Hindu-Muslim, 
So, 99, 1o6, IZI, 171, 205, uS, 
2)S, )11 1 3991 403-5 (sttlllso 
Biiuls; Jogis, Muslim; Riiwals); 
Hindu-Sikh, 1 26; Hindu-Taoist, 
62, 71, 196 

TahqTq4t-i-CiitT, 395, 501 
Taishang mling Jayou miaojing, 2 so 
Taittiriya Sll7ilhit4, 24o 359 
Tamil Nadu, 2, 6o-61, 63-64o 77• S7, 

97• 1o6, IZ4t 17S, 340, 357• 376, 
37S, 392, 39s. 407, 415, 447· 450, 

504 
Ttmjur, 7o-71, S1, 105, 1o8, us, zz4o 

)SO, )S3, )S6, 3S7, 390· 403, 416, 

425 
Tanti-pll, in Siddha lists, St, S3-84o S6, 

91-92 
lllntTII, etymology of, 1-2 
TantTa Mahir7[11Va, 91, 113, 394o 40S, 

425 
Tan~wkll,731 SS,I)7,2251 312-14o 

329•331o3951 424.SttalsoAJbhina
vagupta 

Tantrllrija TantTa, 91, 394o 514 
tanaic alchemy, SI-ss. 72, 7S, 104. 

109-22 passim, 145, 171-83 pas
sim, 1S7, 372; "tanaic clement" 
in, 139· 141-44 

Tao tt ching, 62, 377 
Taoism and Hinduism. Stt syncretism, 

Hindu-Taoist 
Taoist alchemy. Stt Chinese alchemy 
t11p11S (ascetic ardor), IS, 27, 39, 1S4o 

243· 270, 2SI, 2S4t 295· Sttalso 
thermal energy 

Tiirii, 64-65, 69-70, 11o, 37S, 38o, 
3S7, 465, 516; 7ilrd TantTa, 394o 
412 

Tiiranlltha,7o, IO?-S,)S3,403 
tllttvas, 33-36,43, uo, 214, 317, 365, 

477• 510. Sttalso five, clements; 
Pralqti; Pu~a 

Tiiyumllnavar, 340 
Telugu literature, 92-93, 111-12, 369, 

429. See also N11Van4tha CllritTa of 
Gaura~;~a; Stlny11Samp4dtmt 

tenth door, 252, 254t 256, 26o, 261, 
4S3-85, 4S9, 504· Stt also nine 
doors 

thermal energy, 13, 39, 2S4 Stt also 
geothermal phenomena; til/Jill 

1ibet, exchanges with India, 2, 55,~-
66,69,8o, IOS,I96,247o251o 
379o3S0,3S4 

1ibetan literature, 64o 67-71, So, uS, 
447· See also bCud lm gyi man 
ngag bshad pa of Bo dong; Chos 
hbyung of Bu-ston; Dragpa jtts'm; 
Grub thob; Klmjur, Tanjur, Tiira
niitha 
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time, 23, 28, 42; units of, 46, 317. Stt 
also death; /talpa; m4trll; paltz; 71111-

hiiyuga 
1i~pni. Stt T~p-pi 

1irumoJar, 61, 76, 87, 375, 4u. Stt 
also Molanitha 

Tod, Coloneljames, u2, 344t 345• 

4U-14 
TOt/ala Ttmtrll, 164 

~nrlgration, 18,29-301 38,185, 

ZOI,%39·240,3%6,367 

transmutation, 7, n, I4t 53-5 5• 68, 

III, U%1 I37• I471 I49-50, I6o, 
165, I66, I77, I99, zo2, z44t 245, 

z46,zs8,zs9,z6s-68,z9z,3o3, 

311, 3I4t 310, 3u, 330, 336-39, 

3sz, 37I, 375· 407, 4sz, so6, SII. 
See also dhittnJm/4; paras panhtn; 
vtdha 

transmutational alchemy. See dhltu

vildtJ 
~bstantiation, 7• II, I4t 53-ss. 

IS9· I66,zs8,z6s,z67,z68,z8z, 

3I4t 3IS, 3Z4t 375, 49I 
Trika Kaula, 4t 36, 73, 79, 89, I35-38, 

I7Z1 I76, I78, ZI4t ZSS1 3I4t 389, 

424t 427, 44I, 464t 465, 477· Stt 
also Abhinavagupta; Pari-Apari-

Paripari; Siddha Cakra . 
triltu£11 (triple-peak configuration lo-

cated in cranial vault), 47I, so6 
Tripathi, Bhagiratha Prasada, 37I, 433 
TripurasundarJ. Stt Bilittipurasundari 

Tristhalisttu ofNariya~a Bhana, 469 

Trita,46s 
Trivikrama. Stt Vikramiditya 

Tryambaka Pant, 396 
Tucci, Giuseppe, So, 3u, 470 

Tvam, r89 

twelve: Nath panths, 90, 93-Ioo, Ilo, 

II31 II91 IZI, I%91 398-w;yeaB, 

xii, Z391 Z441 z88, Z94t Z9S• Z99• 

300·345 

U~~yana, Buddhistplfhll, z6o, 495· 
See also btmdhtm11 and bandbiiS; 
pit has 

Ujjain, 49, 6z, 64t 311, 335 
ultzf4 sildhtm11. Stt reversal, yogic 

Umi, u6, uS, I40, 157, I77, I97• 

44I 
unicom,203,205 

un7ltllnil (beyond mind), 45, I78, 30z 

Upadhyaya,Nagendranath,404 

Upadhyaya, ~adunandan,336 

Upani~ds: AitllrtJa, SII; Br;htld4rtnJ-
yalta,I1,Z13;ChandOgya,z1,30, 

2071 367,459iKafha/ta,zo6,zi2, 

14I; MaitrT, zo, z8, ISs, 253; One 

Hundred Eight, 13I, 420; 'Prm!l
gnihotrll, 497; Praintl, zo; Tait
~a,3z;l&g~,469;Y~a
ltw]tfali, I69, 313; l&glliiltha, I31, 

410; J&gatllttva, 3 7I 
uparasas (secondary alchenrlcal re

agents), I4S• I47-48, IS4t ISS• 
IS9,I6o,I64,I66,I68,I87,384t 

43I,446·449·46I 
fJn/dhvaplt117111 yantrll. See plt117111 
fJ~~~1 2331 Z401 248, 25I,Z84t 

34I, 483. See also adhon~ 
urethral suction. See vajro/1 mudr4 
uterine blood. Stt sexual fluids 
Uttar Pradesh, 98, In, UI, 145, 3Io. 

346-47· 39Z, 4o6, 4I4t 435· Stt 
also Ayodhya; Benares; Gorak

hpur; Hardwar 

Uttarakurus, Land of, 355 
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Uttllriyfn!ll. Stt year, solar 
unhap1111a (resurrection of swooned 

mercury), 267, 27S• 290 

Vacaspati Misra, sS 
Vi4ava, 472; birthplace ofGorakh, 

422, 472; name of a Rasa Siddha, 
82; vfll/avamultha-bTt/11, 449; vfll/avl
multha-rasa, 4 36. See also blt/tzva 

Vigbhana, the Elder, s2, 6s, 379, 390, 
4I S (see also Attbiga S"'!'gmha); 
Vigbhana the Younger, 390 (see 
also Attbiga Hr;Jaya); Vigbhana 
n, S2, 127, I67, 4II (see also 
Rllstmlt7111Sil11tt«chaya) 

vaidyas (Ayurvedic physicians), I], 22, 

II], 336, 3S9• 421 
Vailtha1111S11 Sm4rtll Siitrll, 491 
Vairig panth, 93• 97, 396, 399 
Vai!l}ava sects and sectarianism, 99, 

IS9· 3S7 
vajTitllrllTJII (sexual rehabilitation ther-

apy), 2S-26, 266, SIS. Sttalso aph
rodisiacs 

Vajrasanva, 70, 36s, 373, 3S2, 394- 449 
VajrayAna Buddhism, 3S• 6s, 66, 7o-

72, So, IOI, 126, I7I, I96, 201, 
221, 234 247· 2SI-sz, 26o, 379· 
3S1, 3S2, 3S4 3ss. 3s9, 397· 399, 
4S4 4SS· 4S3, S09; Highest Yoga 
Tantra, I 36, 3S6, 390, 404J; TI
betan Nyingma school, 6s, 71, 
1os, 22 I, 379• 3Ss. Set also Bud
dhist divinities; Mahasiddhas 

vlljrollmudrd, 198-2oi, 1S3• 176, 182, 
]22, 341, 4S4· 4SS· 473· 4S2, 4S], 
49S; in Mahiiyina sources, 63, 
20I; parallel Chinese technique, 
6], 72 

Valabhi[-saila), I IS-I6, I 19, ]00, 409-
to,sos 

Vimalttivtml T1171trll, I6] 
Vihlunndrga, 2 s6 
vampires (siddhi of control over), 3os, 

]o6,307,309·43I,442,476;vam
piresses (women and demonesses 
characterized as), 34I-42, 44I, 

473 
Van der Veer, Peter, 34S 
Van Kooij, Karel R., 29S 
Varal}i River. Stt Benares 
VIIT7!tmltn4ltara of Kavisekaricirya Jy-

oti5vara, So, 391, 393, 39s; list of 
Siddhas in, S4 

Vf1T7!115 (castes or colors of minerals), 
IOO, IS4 I92, 19S, 2o!J-9, 214 
43I 

Vasavadatt4 of Subandhu, 6o, 64 110, 

40S 
Vlsuki, II4 190, 214 221, 2S9, 447· 

464 sos 
v~(wind).Sttsacrifice, Vedic 
V~tllnv"'!' Bhlv1111opadtia of Ghora

~.404 
VedAnta, 18, 20, 32-36, IS9, 2o6, 222, 

3S7t 426 
vtdha{na] ("piercing," transmutation of 

metals by mercury), 26s, 26S, 
303, ]I]-IS1 321,490oS07;b~u
vtdha, 312; five types, IS9• 209, 
4S9; ltofllVtdhi-rtlSII, 409; linguistic 
alternation with btdh1171111bhtdlma, 
3 I 3; 11111havtdha (yogic practice), 
1S1, 303, 319, sn; rasavtdba, 2s9; 
rasaviddhi, so7; iabda-vtdha, 209, 
212, ]20, sn; vtdha{mayldlltfl], 
1S2, 312-14 321, 36S, soB, S09· 
Stt also piercing 
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Vnalapant11Vi7!Uati, 3o6, 309· 
vibbnti. See sitltlbis 

Vidyi PitJta, 79• 135-37• 156, 173, 
•76-?7. 386, 389,404.416, 424t 

441• 444 
Vidyidharas (Wizards), 3· S2, s6-s8, 

74-?S. 99, 118-19, 124o 247, 259, 
292, 307, 323-34 passim, 3SS• 
373• 415, su, SI4t St6;jain ttadi
tions of, 387, 516; rig 'tlzin inTI
betan ttaditions, 387; three levels 
of, 329-30; vidyiltlb~~r~~ ytmtra, 

248-s•. 48o, 482, 490· 494i Vidy
Adharis, 192, 325; Vidyirijas in 
Buddhist ttaditions, 373, 387, 516. 

Vidy~. 168,177-78,213,416, 
442,462 

Vijayanagara (Hampi), 102, 383, 3¢, 

400,407·419 
Vakramiditya, name of several kings, 

IIS1 236,3o6-71 3II1 313 
Vunalananda, 201, 341, 454 
V171111laJmlbbil. See K4/aC111ml Ttmtra 
Vimllrfll. Stt light 
V1n4iikba Ttmtra, 432, 472 
Vmayaka. Stt Ga!]e5a 
Vmdhyas, 157, 381 
vipllritll, reverse sexual position, 308, 

3 1 3; vipllritlllrllrii1JT (yogic posture), 

249·482,490 
v'frll, 2 39, 32 3· See also plliu 
~rabhadra,286,417 

VTrtmr4htiullrilgtmlll, I I I 

VlraSaivas, 46, 97, 102-3, 111-u, 129, 

237-38, 314o 37S• 391, 393,400, 
417 

VirOva-pi (Vinlpi), 252 
Vi~u, 46, 59, 111, 124o 141, 146, 159, 

162, 224o 227, 289, 294o 296, 315, 
317, 318, 317, 347• 415,451, 49Si 
identified with Dattitreya in Ma
harashtta, 92, 411; Niriyal]a, the 
cosmic yogin, 21 s. 22 1 (see also 
Jml/ayll) 

VJ5va Hindu Pa~d (Hindu World 

Council), 347, 519 
VISvimitta, 304-7 
Vewan1th,226,398 
VJ5vanlpa, I89,31S 
Vtvtlr111114rt41Jt/a of Gorakhnlth, 141, 

•69 
VwidbatTrtbakalpa of]Inaprabhasuri, 

117,479 
volcanos. Stt geothermal phenomena 
Vrnda, 76, 382, 386. See also Sitl

tlbiyoga 
Vyi~i, 71, 74o 81-82, 86, 91, ns-26, 

199·311,383,390·4•6 
~ilpana.Sttemanation 

Vyisa, s?-s8, 422 
vyrmuz (term for both mica and ether), 

21o-121 241•4S9-6oo477 

1*1/rtm [Ho btm} SII1IS ts'ai t'ou boti, 203 
WaUeser, Max, 67 
wateJS, magical, t13, 205, 238, 245, 

261, 409, 446; Amrt KUI}~. 246; 
Cleaver Water (kiiTtllri jalam), 
384i resuscitatingwater(J'II1ijivtmga
/am), 113; Ret KUI]~. 246; Rock or 
Peak Water (fai/otlaka), IS3• 316, 

3SS· 409· SIOj iltu KUI]~. 24S· Stt 
also Candrakopa; geothermal phe
nomena. 

Wattelier, Alain, 478 
Wayman, Alex, 382 
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Weber, Max, 385, 387 
weights and measures, 510. See also 

pala 
Weikzas. Ste Zawgyis and Weikzas 
Weinberger, Steven, 404 
Weinberger-Thomas, Catherine, 517 
Wellcome Instirute for the History of 

Medicine, 435 
wells, 237, 239, 24o-53 passim, 280, 

288, 289, 294 297, 344 449• 478-
79• sos; dedicated to Goddess, 
245; invened, 242-44ijin]lindba
ltilpa, 244i of mercury, 115, 117, 
159,162,168, I9I,202,2os,2o8, 
2u; PllraJ;l's Well, 245, 299-300, 
478; romaltilpa (pores), 273, 495; 
water pots represented as, 242-43, 
478; Well of Truth, 457 

West, Indian exchanges with, 2, 87, 

203-6·376·456 
western India, 110-22, 422, 476 
Western Transmission, 2, 4-5, 73, 79• 

87-90, 94t 112-13, 126, 129, 133-
35, 139-40• 143• lSI, 18o-8I, 
228,230,255•389,423,481.See 
also Gort~kfa Stnhbitll; Kubjiki; 
Knbjiltibn111J1; Mllllth4nllbbt~irllvll 
Ttzntm; ~~~~basra Stnhhitll 

Wilkinson, Chris, 386 
wine, rirual use of, 137, 220, 231, 234, 

252, 455· See also paflcll7llllltllrtl 
Wink, Andre, 412 
withdrawal and rerum, yogic, 33, 38-

39,42,46-47• 185,221,251,263, 
29Q,293t318,463 

Work in Two Parts, 14, 57, 173, 263-
65, 266, 274 275, 277, 281, 294 
315, 372 

worship, of chemicals. See rasadltitsi 
worship, tantric, 4t 54 79, 89, 131, 

135-40,143-45• •so, 152, •57· 
163, 167, 168, 169, 172, 173, 176, 
179-81, 241, 258, 284 300, 324 
355· 391, 424 430, 440· 441, 442, 
443•4S0•4S4t473•488.Seellhu 
erotico-mystical practice; pllflul
'1111lkllrtl; yoni-ptljil 

written transmission, xii, 145, 161. See 
11hu oral transmission 

Wujastyk, Dominik, xiii, 104 115, 
410,435 

Yldavas of Devagiri, 94t 104-6, 112-
14 127, 147, 167, 393, 4o8-9· Stt 
11hu Devagiri; Singlw}a 

Yadavji Trikamji Acarya, 117 
YilftiiiVIll/rya Smt;ti, 37, 494 
Ylljur ~da, 189,499 
y~ (Dryads), s8-S9i Y~il}is, I% 

153· 475 
Yama, n, 23, 46, 171, 259, 28o, 295, 

340•409•429,47S•497iiron 
arises from seed of, 190 

Yamin taka, 2 2o-2 1. See 11hu Bhairava 
YamunA River, 225-26, 277, 48o 
JlllltriiS (alchemical apparatus), 78, 145, 

16o, 169, 181, 183, 241, 248, 2SD
s•. 2S7-s8, 327, 333· 426, 48o; bi
cameral configuration, 247-52, 
2 56, 328, 4 79· See also t/4m11ru; pil
tllllll; VidyAdharas 

Ya5odhara [BhanaJ, 82, 159. See also 
Rlut~praltiia SuJbilktmz 

year: solar, 23-25, 28, 362, 469; semes
ters of, 22-26, 30, 41, 46, 318, 
363; seasons of, 2 3-24 29, 362 
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yoga: ati-yoga in Ayurveda, z3; a-yoga in 
Ayurveda, z 3; sll11lll-yoga in Ay
urveda, 10, 13; yog4gni (see fire); 
yoga-1t~nna in Rg ~da. 19-10. See 
11lso Nath Siddhas; PAS\lpatas; Hlg11 
Sfitms 

Yoga Siltms of Pataiijali, 57-58, 373• 
422, 4949 classic definition of yoga 
in, Z73 

Riga Vasi!(ba, z 39• 439 
YogabTja ofGorakhnith, too, 141,255, 

4Z5, 512, 513 
H!gadipiltil ofGorakhnith, 141,407 
yogiigni. See fire 
Yogamilrta'!tfa of Gorakhnith, 14 t, 

t69,48Z 
Yogananda,338 
Yogaratnlmll114 ofNigarjuna, 76, 1 n, 

114,115,131, 1651 4o8,419,430 
.Hig~~rt~tnthlllll of Srikat}tJta Siva, 13 t, 

465 
H!gaiatllkll ofNigarjuna, 75-76, 387, 

]88 
Yogavi~IIJa of Matsyendra, 484 485 
Yogi, Surya Kumar, xii, 401,479• SJ7 
Yogindras, 440 
Yogini Kaula, 51 73• 88-Sg, 134-36, 

172, zoo, 1z3, ug, 135, 261, 4z3, 

466·471 

Yogints, 4 134-35, 138, xsz-53· 156, 
151· 159. t68, •69. 173· 176-77, 
18o, 181, 199-Z00,213,229,235• 
z6t, 313, 3z4 334 44z, 466, 512, 
517; Buddhist Kipilika-Yogini 
cult, 136, 386, 390, 404i sixty
four, 421, 414, 483; yoginT-bh11 (yo
gic child), zoo. See also Qombi; 
Doti; mouth 

Yogis. Stt Jogis 
Yogisampmtlayiivi~kr;ti. attributed to 

Jiiine5vara, 113, 134 z36, 391, 
408,411,466•474500,504 

yoni, 194-96, 134 247, 269, 2g6, 485; 
yonilRt'Tll (fire-pit), Z 58; sulfur 
called rmui-y011i in BhiltiprakartJ7!11, 
I 57• 197, 432; upper and lower in 
subde body, Z56, 443· 467,482 
(stt also mouth, Yogini's upper and 
lower);yoni-ptija, 195, 473iY071i
tattva, 454 455 

yt1ganathas, 135, 137, 181,416, 513. 
Ste 11lso Siddha Cakra 

Zawgyis and Weikzas (Burmese alche

mists), 48, t z4 354• 384 
Zimmerman, Francis, u 
Zulmat, 238 





Religion/ Asian Studies/History of Science 

T 
he Alchemical Body excavates and centers within its Indian context the lost 
tradition of the medieval Siddhas. Working from a body of previously 
unexplored alchemical sources, David Gordon White demonstrates for 
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